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DISCOVERY.

T

HE first account of California, that is found in the old
records, represented it as an island, rich in pearls and
gold. It was said to lie at a distance of ten days' journey
from the province of Ciguatan, and to be inhabited by women
only, except at certain. seasons, when they were visited by
men from the mainland. The fruits of these visits, if female,
were retained; if male, they were sent away. Such was the
strange story brought to Mexico from Colima by Gonzalo de
Sandoval, and transmitted by Cortes to the emperor Charles
V ., in the latter part of the year J 524.1
1 This account is co:itained in the Carta Quarta de Relacion, dated October
15, 1524- Speaking of the r(:ports brought him by Sandoval, of the provinces
of Colima, Aliman, Colimonte and Ciguatan, all of which appear to have been
embraced in what is now known as Coli ma, Cortes "rote : "Y assimismo me
trujo relacion de los sell.ores de la provincia de Ciguatan, que se afirman mucho
haber una isla toda poblada <le mugeres, sin varon ninguno; y que en ciertos
tiempos van de la tierra-firme hombres, con los qualcs han aceso; y las que quedan
prefiadaa, si paran mugeres las guardan, y si hombres lo:sechan de su compania;
y que esta isla esta diez jomadas de esta provincia; y que m11chosde ellos han ido
alla y la han visto. Dicenme asi;imismo que es muy rica de perlas y oro."Cortes, Carta Quarta, VII; Lorenzana, 349.
-~
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It may be doubted whether Cortes believed !-11this report
in all its particulars.' But that it produced a profound effect
upon his mind there can be no question. It was the general
supposition that Asia was aot far distant,' and hardly any
story, if told about that wonderful country or its neighborhood,
was too marvelous for credence. From th!! time when Herodotus spoke of its golden sands, guarded by armies of monstrous ants and fire-breathing griffins, the rpost extravagant
fancies had prevailed in reference to its wealth; and these
fancies had been rather increased than diminished by the
accounts of more recent writers, who dwelt upon its silks and
spices, its rare gems and costly gums, the magnificence of its
princes, the grandeur of its courts, the extent of its kingdoms
and the countless numbers of its inhabitants.
Without
attempting to ascertain the exact limits of his knowledge or
to measure the precise degree of his faith, it is certain that
Cortes was firmly persuaded of the existence of rich and
populous countries in the direction ascribed to the island of
amazons. He was in fact so thoroughly convinced that, in
the letter transmitting Sandoval's report, he promised Charles
V. the s:>Vereignty of more kingdoms and dominions in those
regions than had ever before heea heard of in the Spanish
nation. s
These wild notions, inconsequential as they might appear,
were the causes that led to the discovery and afterwards to
the exploration of California. They therefore constitute an
essential clement of its early history. Only by taking them
1 lie ad<led to lhe account gi\'en in the foR-going note: "Yo trabajar.; en
tcniendo ap.1rejo de sahcr la vcrdad y haccr de ello larga rclacion a \'llestra
magestad.' -Cortes, Carta tluarta, \'II; Lorenza1n, 350.
1 The supposition was that America an,! Asia approached close together ii) a
very low latitude. Cortes, speaking of a s11ppo,c1lstrait separating them, said:
"Porque se tiene cierto quc en aqudla costa [de los Hacallaos, Newfoundland]
hay estrecho, que pas.'l a la Mar de! Sur; y si se hallase segun cierta tigura, que yo
tengo de! parnje adon<le esta aquel archipielago que descuhri,~ Magellanes por
mandaclo de vuestra altcza. parece que saldria muy ccrca de all!." -Cortes, CaTta
Quarta, XIX; Lorenzana, 381,
• "Tengo en tanto esto, na.-los [building at Zacatula] que no lo podria significar; porque tengo por muy cierto, que con ellos, siencto Dios Nuestro Seflor servido, tengo de scr causa, que vuestra Cesarea magestad sea en estas partcs seflor
de mas reynos y seftorios que los que hasta hoy en nuestra nacion se tiene noticia."
-Cortes, Carta Quarta, XV: I.oren,ana, 374.
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into account aqd considering the confidence reposed and the
sanguine expectations entertained in respect to them, is it
possible to understand why Cortes s.pent so many years of
his life and so large a portion of his fortune in building vessels and sending expedition after expedition to these remote
shores. Though the search for a northern passage from
ocean to ocean was always an important consideration and
though he put it forward, in his correspondence with Charles
V., as the principal object he had in view; yet, when the
different motives which actuated him arc weighed and compared, it will be found that the predominant one, the one
which caused him, more than any other and in spite of
repeated and disastrous failures, to persist in his attempts,
was the vain hope, fostered by the fancies alluded to, of finding newer and greater countries and of winning richer and
more splendid provinces than any hitherto known in the New
World. 1
Yet, vain as was this hope and extravagant as were these
fancies in the sense in which they were conceived, still, strange
to say, they fell far short of the absolute truth. There were
no amazons; there was no barbaric splendor; there were no
great empires or extensive cities to be conquered or magnifi cent spoils to be carried away; but in intrinsic wealth, in the
resources adapted to the support of multitudinou<; peoples
and their advancement in civilization and culture, as well as
in the quantities of precious metals profusely scattered in
mountain, hill and stream, California far exceeded all that
Cortes could have anticipated and more than equaled all that
imagination could have pictured or credulity have believed.
It is, in fact, one of the most remarkable circumstances con1 " Porque le te1,go por el mayor [servicio] si, como digo, se halla el estrecho;
y ya <1ueno se halle, no es possible que no se descubran muy grandes y ricas
tierras, donde vuestra Cesarea magestad mucho se sirva y los reynos y sell.orios
de su real corona se ensanchen en mucha cantidad." Ami again: "Certifico a
vucstra magestad que se~n tengo informacion de tierras la costa de la Mar <le el
Sar arriba, que embiando por ella estos navios, yo hubiera muy (.!randes interesses
'faun vuestra magesta<l S! sirviera, mas como yo sea informado del deseo que
vuestra magestad tiene de saber el secreto de este eslrecho; y el gran sen·icio,
queen le descubrir su real corona recibiria, clejo atras todos los otros provechos
y interesses, que J>Oraca '!le. estaban muy notorios, por seguir este otro camino . "
-Cortes, Carta Qnarta, XIX ; Lorenzana, 384.
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nected with the country that it was so rich and that it
remained so long comparatively unknown. The Spaniards
and their successors, the Mexicans, notwithstanding their residence of many years, failed almost entirely to discover, and
altogether to correctly appreciate its vast capabilities. But
these were nevertheless inherent in the climate and the soil,
in the mountains and the plains, in the hills and the valleys,
and awaited but the proper hands to turn them to account.
The Americans had barely laid their eyes upon the country
before they fully recognized its incalculable worth; and they
had scarcely entered upon its possession before they built it
up into a sovereignty, well represented as having sprung, like
Minerva, at once into full maturity and well designated as
"The Golden State."
While, therefore, it will be necessary, in the beginning of
its history, to speak of the discovery and exploration of a land
which, as it then existed and as it for a long period continued
to exist, was the most remote, the wildest, the most uncultivated, and inhabited by a people the most abject, the most
squalid, the most brutish of human beings, there \Viii be occasion before closing to speak of the eventual discovery in the
same territory of wealth and resources almost unlimited and
of development and progress, in nearly all the interests that
concern human welfare, altogether unparalleled.
Cortes, almost immediately after he had made himself
master of Mexico, turned his attention to the northwest coast
or, as it was then called, the "upper coasts of the South Sea." ·
In I 522, the very next year after his great conquest, he established a ship-yard at Zacatula; the most northerly point of
his possessions upon the Pacific, and ordered the construction
. of four ships. Already, even at that early period, entertaining, as he did, the most brilliant anticipations as to the results
of voyages of discovery in the northwestern seas,' he would
1 Cortes, Carta Quarta, Ir;
Lorenzana, 333; Cortes, Carta Tercera, XLVI;
Lorenzana, 316.
• In the Carta Tercera de Relacion, ,lated ~fay 15. r 522, Cortes wrote: ·• Porque
me parecia que en la descubrir se hacia a \"Ucstra magcstad muy i;rande y seftalado
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doubtless have put his projects into speedy execution, had
there been no intervening obstacles to delay them. But in
1524, closely following his letter to the emperor about the
wonderful island of amazons and the kingdoms and <lominions
he expected to conquer, and before his vessels were completed,
a fire broke out in his warehouse at Zacatula and destroyed
all his stores. It took years to replace what had thus been
lost in a few hours. It was, in fact, not until 1527 that his
ships were launched. Nor were they even then destined to
plough the waters for which they had been originally intended.
Three, upon imperative orders of the emperor, were dispatched
under Alvaro de Saavedra Ceron to co-operate with the
squadron of Garcia Jofre de Loaysa, who had sailed. from
Spain for the East Indies ; and only the fourth, the smallest
and least calculated of all for a lengthy voyage. was left at
the disposal of Cortes.
This small vessel was .used by Pedro Nunez Ma.ldonado,
the superintendent of Cortes' ship-yard, to make a short voyage of discovery along the west coast of New Spain. He
sailed from Zacatula about the middle of the year 1528 and
proceeding northwestward surveyed the shores of Jalisco as
far as the river Santiago. His voyage appears to have been
the first made in that direction. He spent six mohths in
explorations and, upon his return, gave a glowing account of
the fertility of the choice spots he had seen and the abundance of the· precious metals of which he had heard. 1
In the same year, 15 28, Cortes having been superseded in
the government of the country he had conquered, proceeded
to Spain for the purpose of defending himself against the
manifold calumnies, which had been circulated against him
and of obtaining some sort of recognition of his services and
serricio, especialmente que todos los que tienl'n a lguna ciencia y experiencia en la
na,·cgacion de las Indias, ban tenido por rnuy cicrto que descuhriendo por estas
panes la 1-far del Sur se haliian de hallar muchas bias ricas ,le oro y perlas y
piedras preciosas y especeria; r se habian de descuhrir y hallar otros rnuchos
admirables; y esto han afirmado y atirman tambicn, personas de
secretos y c=
tetras y experimentados en la ciencia de la cosmografia. "-Cortes, Carta Tercera,
XLII; Lorenzana, 302.
1 Greenhow's History of Oregon and California, Boston, 1844, 51.
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a definite declaration of his powers and authority for the
future . He was received at court with what appeared and
purported to be distinguished honors; but he was in fact
treated with empty forms, constituting but a poor return for
the ma~nificent domain he had added to the Spanish crown.
He was named captain-general of New Spain and the South
Sea; but he was stripped of the pow<>rswhich of right should
have belonged to such an office. He was elevated to the
nobility with the title of Marques del Valle de Oaxaca, to
which were attached large estates on the wild borders of
the Pacific; but all these were but a miserable acknowledgment of the great name and wide realms he had won with
his sword. He was empowered to discover, conquer and colonize new countries, and to enjoy their government and a
twelfth part of their revenues; but he was to do so at his own
charges and expense; and he was rigidly restricted from
interfering with the limits assigned to any other Spanish
governor. 1n consideration of these mean and inadequate
concessions, he, on his part, engaged to fit out and send
ships; to extend as far as possible the Spanish name and
dominion, and to treat with kindness the natives of all
newly discovered countries and endeavor to convert them
to the Catholic faith . An agreement or convention or, to
use the Spanish term. a "capitulacion " to this effect was
signed in October, 1529.1 The next summer, after an absence
of two years, Cortes returned to l\'lexico and tl1enceforward
devoted his time and energies to the building and equipment of new vessels in view and anticipation of new discoveries and new conquests.
The royal audiencia, as the council which had superseded
Cort::s in the government of ~ew Spain wa,;; called, had for
its president one Kuno de Guzman. This individual had
obtained from the emperor the administration of the territory,
known as l'anuco , on the north of Mexico, and also that of
Jalisco on the northwest . He was the sworn enemy of Cortes .' He had b .·en cng-aged for years in interfering with his
1

Venegas, 1'0 1i,ia de la California, P. II,~ 2, p.
cnegas, P. 11, ~ 2, p. I 5_;.
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projects and undermining his influence. He had charged
him with the most villainous crimes, and pursued him with
the most rancorous and relentless malignity. When Cortes
returned from Spain Guzman was removed from the presidency of the audiencia. But, though he lost his office, he
did not lose his desire nor his power to annoy and in some
measure to thwart his great antagonist. Finding, however,
that he could accomplish nothing at Mexico, he marshaled
his retaine-rs and marched them to Jali~co. There, being
aware of Cortes' intended discoveries in the northwest, he
conceived the project of forestalling them; and, with this
hope in view, more than with any expectation of advantage
to himself, he advanced his outposts as far as possible up the
northwest coast. He thus made settlements at Chiametla and
Culiacan and as far north as San Miguel on the sea-coast
of Sinaloa 1
While Nui'lo de Guzman was thus employed, Cortes
hastened forward to completion two ships which he had
building at Acapulco .' As soon as they were finished, he
placed them under the command· of Diego Hurtado de
Mendoza and Juan de Mazuela, with instructions to sail
northwestward; to keep within sight of land and at all convenient places to disembark and communicate with the
natives; to carefully examine the countries they should reach,
- and to gather all the information in their power in regard
to such countries and the northwest coast in general.' With
a view to the reports, which he had already received of the
regions in that direction, he ordered them, upon reaching any
territories that seemed rich or civilized, to immediately return
or send back one of the vessels with the intelligence.
Hurtado and Mazuela, in accordance with these instruc tions, set sail from Acapulco in June, 153.2.' They pro-- -1

-- -·-------

Herrera, ladia, Occidentalt"S, Dcscrip., cap . II.

t Venegas, P. II, § 2, P· 152.
The "Relacion del Viage hecho por Las
Goletas Sutil y Mcxi=a • says Cortes bought these ships .-lntroduccion XI.

Greenhow, SJ, 54.
• Relacion, Intro. XI .

1

Venegas s.'lys May.-P.

II,

§ 2,

p. 152.
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ceeded to the port of Guatl 10 or Buena Esperanza 1 in Colh1a,
where they tcok on board more people and su,iplie:;, making
in all eighty soldiers with artillery and provisions. Thence
they proceeded to Matanchel' in Jalisco, where they proposed
to take in water; but, finding that Nuno de Guzman was disposed to interfere with them, they sailed on without tarrying.
They advanced along the coast and examined the country as
far as the river Mayo. There, a portion of the crews of
both vessels became mutinous; and Mazuela's ship, with all
the disaffected penons on board, was sent back. Hurtado
in the other continued his voyage and advanced, it seems
certain, a considerable distance beyond the mouth of the
river Yaqui.' But the extreme point which he gained and
the extent to which his discoveries reached will never be
known; for upon his return to the Yaqui, having landed in
search of provisions, he and all his men were killed by the
natives.'
Nor dic;l the mutineers in Mazuela's ship, by
reason of whose disaffection the expedition failed, fare any
better. They ran down the coast to the neighborhood of
Chiametla, where they likewise were attacked and killed by
the natives; and the vessel, which had stranded, was afterward plundered and dismantled by Nuno de Guzman.
Upon learning th!! loss of Mazuela's ship and hearing nothing of Hurtado's, Cortes ordered two new vessels, which
were building at his port of Tehuantepec,• to be immediately
made ready for sea. He was so intent upon haying the work
hastily done that he went down and superintended their equipment himself. As soon as completed, he placed Diego Bczerra
de Mendoza in command of the larger, the capitana or flagship, which was named La Concepcion, and Hernando de
Grixalva of the smaller, which was named the San Lazaro.
He instructed them to the same effect as he had instructed

---------------------------Relacion, Intro. XI.
1

Relacion, Intro. XI.
Herrera, D. V, L. I, cap. 7; Bumey's Discoveries, Vol. I, ch. 6.
' Herrera, D. V, L. I, cap. 7. The Relacion says they were wrecked and all
drowned.-Intro.
XII.
• Venegas, P. II,§ 2, p. 152; Relacion, Intro. XIIL
2

1
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his former captains. They were also to search after the ship
of Hurtado; 1 and, in pur5uance of his obligatbn to convert
the Indians, he sent two Franciscan fathen in the capitana as
missionaries.
\/
Bezerra and Grixalva sailed from Tehuantepec on October
30, I 533.1 On the second night after leaving port, they were
separated by a storm and never again met. Grixalva, finding
Bezerra to be a man of haughty and overbearing disposition:
allowed himself to be driven out to sea. He then sailed in
a northwe!:terly direction without seeing land until December
20, when he discovered an island, which he named Santo
Tomas. He anchored and explored it; but found neither
wealth nor human inhabitants. From this island, which is
situated about eighty leagues south of Cape San Lucas and
the same distance from Cape Corrientes and still bears the
name he gave it, he sailed eastwardly to the mainland, whence
he ran down the coast to Tehuantepec.
In giving an account of his voyage, Grixalva related a story
as strange as that reported by Sandoval concerning the island
of amazons. This was to the effect that on Sunday, Novem-,
ber9, in latitude 14_½0 north, he saw a merman; that it passed
close by his ship; that it raised its head above water three
or four times to look at the vessel and was in plain sight
of all; that afterwards, when half-way between Santo Tomas
and the mainland, he again saw the same fish, which swam
about the ship for a long time, playing antics like a monkeyat one time diving, at another washing itself with its hands,
and then looking at the sailors-until a sea-bird approached,
when it disappeared, came up farther off, and then disappeared altogether.'
1 Herrera, D.

V, L. VII, cap. 3; Relacion, Intro. XIII.
Relacion, Intro. XIV. The Relacion says they sailed from a port called San•
tiago in 16°30' n. Veneg&.$,as printed, makes a palpable mistake in reference
to the date of this voyage, giving it as the year I S24. although he had just before
IJ)Okenof the previous voyage of Hurtado in 1532.-P. II, li .z, p. 152,
Diaz,
• "Porque el Bczerraera mui aobervio y malacondicionado. "-Bernal
cap. 200.
• Herrera, D. V, L. VII, cap. 4.
1
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Bezerra, in the meanwhile, after the storm had separated
the ships, continued his course in La Concepcion along the
shore as far as J alisco. There a mutiny broke out, at the head
of which was Fortuii.o Ximenes, the chief pilot. This Ximenes, a native of Biscay, was a man of great spirit, bold and
audacious. 1 Being unwilling to submit to the overbearing
disposition of Bezerra he took advantage, as is said, of an
occasion when the latter lay asleep and assassinated him . He
and his confederates then made themselves masters of the ship,
and set on shore all of Bezerra's friends, including the Franciscan fathers . They then, in order to avoid the penalty of
their mutiny, sailed away from the coast and took a northwesterly course into entirely unknown seas. But, as Father
Miguel Venegas says. "they were unable to escape the vengeance of God; for, coming to that port which has since
been called Santa Cruz bay and which according to all the
indications is in the interior coast of California, Ximenes
went ashore and was there slain, together with twenty other
Spaniards, by the Indians ."• The few persons who escaped
immediately re-embarked and retraced their course to the
port of Chiametla in Jalisco. There the unscrupulous Nuno
de Guzman seized and stripped their ship, as he had seized
and stripped that of Mazuela two years previously. But the
sailors told their story and reported the discovery that had
been made; and they added that the new country was well
peopled and that its coasts abounded in pearls.•
Thus was Fortuno Ximenes, in the year 1534, the discoverer
of the peninsula of California, now known as Lower California.
which was then and for a long time afterward supposed to be
an island. There exists, it is true, a report that it had been
discovered· as early as I 526,' the year before Saavedra sailed
from New Spain for the East Indies, and two years before
1

~

3

Bernal Di~ cap . 200 .
Venegas, P. II, § 2, p. 153.
Burney's Discoveries, Vol. I, ch. 6; Venegas, P. II,

xvr .

~ 2;

Relacion, Intro.

• llumholdt's Political Essay on the Kingdom of Xcw Spnin, ll. III, chap.
VIII,~ 14, note.
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Maldonado made his coasting voyage along the shore of
Jalisco. But for this report there is no just foundation.'
Nor is it likely that Hurtado de Mendoza in 1532 saw any
part of it. His instructions were to keep within sight of the
coast; and though he may have advanced a considerable
distance b:!yond the river Yaqui, yet, unless he disobeyed his
orders or reached the neighborhood of the Colorado, neither
of which possibilities is probable, he could not have laid his
eyes upon the new land. It may also be observed that
Sandoval's report of the island of amazons abounding in
pearls and gold, which, if it had any basis of fact at all, could
have referred only to California, reached Cortes as early as
1524 and may probably have given rise to its reported discovery. But it was the expedition of Ximenes, in Cortes'
ship La Concepdon, through which it first became actually
known to the world.

-t_,
\,""___

1 An explanation of the report may perhaps be found in the fact thnt an error
in Venegas gives the year 15:16as that in which Cortes was in California.-P.
II,§ :z, p. 155.
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II.

CORTES.

N

the unfortunate and disastrous
OTWITHSTANDING
results of the expeditions towards the northwest which
have been mentioned, the resolution of Cortes remainP-d
unshaken. Having received information of the discovery by
Ximenes of what was supposed to be an island 1 abounding
in pearls and the accounts of it agreeing in so far as they
went with the previous reports of the island of amazons, he
determined to fit out another expedition; and to insure its success he resolved, instead of depending upon subordinates, to
conduct this one in person. For tliis purpose he ordered three
new ships to be equipped at Tehuantepec.2 At the same
time he demanded justice from the royal audiencia against
Nuno de Guzman, who had detained and plundered his other
vessels. But, finding that body either too adverse or too
feeble to enforce its decrees in hi~ favor, he decided, while his
new ships were to sail around to Chiametla, to proceed thither
with a large force overland; seek such redress as he could
secure with his own hands, 1 and then set.ii awc1.yto the land
discovered by Ximenes. Accordingly, giving public not:ce
of his designs, he was joined by a large number of mounted
cavaliers, soldiers, settlers with their families, ecclesiastics
.ccot:nt, three
and servants, making in all, according to one <1
hundred and twenty, and according to another, seven hunAccompanied hy these, he made a rapid
dred persons!

---

..

------------------

• Bernal Diaz, cap. 200.
2 Yeneg:as, I~ IT, 2, p. 154L \"Ill, cap. 9:
1 Herrcra,.D._\',
'A note lo the Relacion, Intro. XVII, says: "Segun el primer testigo, Domingo
(48)
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march upon Chiametla; but Nufio de Guzman was prudent
enough to be afraid and had I etired. At the beach Cortes
found his vessel, La C0ncepcion, lying on its beam-ends,
a useless wreck and plundered of everything of value. A few
days afterwards, being joined by his ships from Tehuantepec,
he embarked with as many of the people as they could carry
and sailed in a northwesterly direction, the same pursued by
Ximenes.
.
On May I, I 535,1 Cortes came in sight of a high promti>ntory, which he narued San Felipe, and on May 3 anchored in
the port where Ximenes was said to have been killed.' Landing there, he solemnly took possession of the country in the
name of his sovereign; and in honor of the day, called in the
Catholic calendar that of the holy cross, he gave the name of
Santa Cruz to the bay which stretched,around him. The exact
spot where he landed is supposed to be La Paz on the eastern shore of the peninsula, about thirty leagues north of Cape
San Lucas. It is a desolate-looking neighborhood, with rocky
and bare hills coming down nearly to the water's edge. The
bay is formed by a <leep indentation in the coast, turning
southward and having several islands about its mouth, which
almost entirely close it in from the gulf. It is spacious,
though not very deep, and so protected by the surrounding
heights and islands as to be secure from all winds:i It is
peculiar in these respects; and its marked characteristics and
especially its land-locked harbor and islands, by comparison ·
with ancient descriptions, justify its recognition as the place
where Europear.s first placed their feet upon, and where the
-

de Olazabal, marincro natural de Cestoria, que fue en esta expedicion, llevo Cortes mucha gcntc asi de II.pie como de a caballo, hasta cl numero de quatrodentos
hombres Espaftoles y trescicntos negros-Declaraciones en el pleyto scguido en
l I Audiencia de Mexico." B~rnal Diaz says three hundred and twenty persons,
of whom one hundreJ and tbi.11 were married. He mentions physicians, surgeons and an apothecary; but says nothing of n~oe~.
Duflot de Mofras, T. r,
p. 93, follows the account given in the l:telaci<,n; so also l're~ntt, Conquest of
Mexico, B. VII, chap. S1 Herrera, D. Y, L. VIII, cap. 9; Relacion, Intro. XVII;
Duflot <le Mofras,
T. I, p. 93- Venegas, by some error of transcription or more probably of typopphy,
says May 1, 1526-P. II,§ 2, p. 155.
2 Venegas. P. JJ, § 2, p. 155.
1 Hcrrc-ra,D. V, L. VIII, c:ap.9.
4, Vo1. I.
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first attempt was made, by no less a leader than the great
Cortes himself, to colonize, any part of the country afterward
known as California.
As soon as the adventurers had taken up their abode on
shore, the ships were sent back to Chiametla for the remainder of the people and the stores that had been left
there. But in the navigation of the gulf the vessels became
separated; and only the worst of the three returned to Santa
Cruz. By that time the provisions had run short; and, the
country bdng everywhere mountainous and uncultivated and
affording little or no relief, hunger was felt and its attendant
murmurs and complaints began to be heard. Under these
circumstances, Cortes, taking with him workmen and materials,
re-embarked in the ship which had returned and set forth in
search of the missing ones. He sailed eastwardly till he perceived land and then, running southwardly along the coast,
came to Guayabal, where he found one of \}is ships loaded
with provisions and learned that the other had been dismasted and run ashore, and that its sailors had gone off to
Mexico, whither those of the loaded vessel, considering it no
longer seaworthy, purposed following them . This intended
desertion he was prompt to prevent. He then ordered both
vessels to be careened and repaired and himself superintended
the labor, working and requiring his men to work night and
day. When all was completed, he at once set sail on his
return; but he had hardly lost sight of land when one of the
yards of his ship fell to the deck and killed his pilot; and
Cortes, for want of a competent substitute, was compelled to
take the helm in his own hands. Soon afterward a violent
storm came on; and it was not without great difficulty and
danger that he finally again reached Santa Cruz. And there,
but a sad and melancholy spectacle presented· itself to his
eyes. His people were suffering and in d..:spair; a number
had already died of starvation; and, notwithstanding all his
precautions, several others lost their lives by eating to excess
on his arrival. 1
1

Herrera, D. V, L. VIII, cap. 10.
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The conqueror doubtless thought this new country, bald
and uninviting as it seemed along the sea-board, would prove
to be rich and populous further inland. But in every direction, as far as he explored it, the territory was utterly barren
and forbidding. It was uninhabited except by savages, who
had neither houses nor clothes nor agriculture, and who lived
like beasts, roaming from place to place in search of whatever could be eaten and satisfying their omnivorous appetites
with everything they could find, from the filthy carcass of a
stranded whale to vermin, insects and grass. With the exception of a few pearls found along the shores, it seemed
destitute of all promise; and the disappointed adventurers,
suffering as they were and seeing their families and friends
suffering around them, called down curses upon Cortes, his
island, his bay and his discovery. 1
It was at this time and under these distressing circumstances, and with .the purpose of reviving the drooping spirits
of his companions, that Cortes appears to have applied the
name of California to the country. This word had been first
used about twenty-five years previously, in one of the romances
of chivalry then current, as the designation of an island lying
"on the right hand of the I !!dies, very near to the terrestrial
paradise," and peopled with black women who lived the life of
amazons. They were said to be of great bodily strength and
courage; and their arms, as well as the caparisons of the wild
beasts which they rode upon their warlike expeditions, were
represented to be entirely of gold-that being the only metal
the island produced. 1 This romantic fiction, in connection
1

cap.

"Y maldezian 4 Cortes, y 4 su isla, y baia. y descabrimiento. "-Bernal

Diaz,

200.

1 The romance referred to was called " Sergas de Esplandian," and appears to
have been first published in 1510. Toward the close of it, in chapter 157, occurs
the following passage: "Know that on the right hand of the Indies there is an
island called California. very near to the terrestrial paradise, which was peopled
with black women without any men among them, because they were accustomed to
live after the fashion of amazons. They were of strong and hardened bodies. of
ardent courage and of great force. The island was the strongest in the world
from its steep rocks and great cliffs. Their arms were all of gold and so were
the caparisons of the wild beasts which they rode after ha,·ing tamed them; for
in all the island there is no other metal." Sec an interesting paper by Erlward
E. Hale, from which the above passage is taken, in Proceedings of the American
Antiquarian Society, April 30, 1862.
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with the before-mentioned report by Sandoval, to which
it is likely it in great part gave rise, together with the supposition that the country was an island and not far distant
from the Indies, doubtless suggested the name of California
and rendered its application natural and easy . As a matter
of policy no more sagacious thing could have been done than
gild the enterprise with a name not only attractive in itself
but admirably calculated, on account of its romantic associations, to buoy up the hopes of the adventurers in the desperate
stra it to which they were reduced . Such at least seems, upon
a fair examination of the imperfect records that have survived
and a careful consideration of all the surrounding circumstances, to be the most plausible explanation of the origin of
the name of California as applied to the country.
The only other explanations which need be noticed, are the
two following.
It was supposed by some that the name
was derived from a combination of the two Latin words
"calida" and "fornax," the former signifying hot and the
latter a furnace, or the corresponding Spanish words" caliente ·•
and "fornalla;" and that it was suggested either by the heat
experienced in the climate or by the sweat-houses used by
the Indians. 1 Others supposed that it owed its origin to some
word or words spoken by the natives and misunderstood by
the Spaniards; and this was the opinion of the Jesuit historian Venegas. But neither of these suppositions contains any
of the elements of probability and would hardly be deserving
of mention but for the fact that they have been so often repeated .
It is certain, at all events, that the name was applied as
early as the time of Cortes and there is authority to show
that it was he who applied it. The first historical writer, in
whose work it is found, is Bernal Diaz, a cotemporary of
the events which he describes . According to his account.
Cortes, immediately after he returned to his suffering people
at Santa Cruz," for the purpose of avoiding the spectacle of

------• Venegas, P. I,§
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so much misery set forth to explore the country; y entonces
toparon con la California-and then they struck upon California.1 Bernal Diaz, it is true if we can trust the typography of his printed history, added to the above-cited passage that California was a bay-" que es una baia;"' but it
seems clear, from the other passages in his work in which the
name appears, that he meant to apply it to the entire country
and that it was supposed to be an island. 1 The historian
~errera, who had access to the Spanish archives and to all
the records and papers relating to the subject, states distinctly that the name was imposed oy' Cortes himself.• But•
as to the extent to which the explorations of Cortes were carried and how much of the peninsula he saw, there is no information; and it can only be surmised that, in consideration
of the object he had in view, the expense incurred, the
time devoted, and the importance to himself personally of
success in his undertaking, his investigations must have been
extensive and thorough.
In the meantime, while Cortes was thus engaged in the
, peninsula, rumors reached Mexico of the failure of his expedition; and it was a:lded that he himself was missing and
had probably perished . This caused so much anxiety in the
mind of his wife, the marchioness D:>na Juana de Zuniga,
that she immediately dispatched a ship in search of him and
soon afterward prevailed upon the government to furnish
two others and send them on the same errand. On the first
of these vessels she forwarded letters entreating him to return.
1 Bernal Dw, cap. :zoo. The passage citecl reads in the original as follows:
.. Porno ver Cortes delante sus OJOt tantos m ,!es fu-\ a descubrir a otras tierras;
y entonces toparon con la California, que es una baia."
' It is possible that the word "haia," a~ found in tht: printed edition of Bernal
Dia& lUld hitherto accept-:d without question as the correct reading, is a misprint
for "isla." The ase of lhe word "toparon " and the whole context would seem
to reoder111ch a supposition a not improbable one.
• Bernal Diaz, cap. :.aoo. He says in one place, "Cortes mand6 al Capitao
Francisco de Ulloa, que corriessen la co~ta adelante y acabassen de baur la
California ; " and in another., '' Cortes gas16 mucbos pesos de oro en las armadas
que bizo en la California.·•
• Herrera, D. VIII, L . VT, cap. 14- In speaking of the provinces of New
Spain, he says, " Y adel ..nte la Califo:nia, adonde llego cl primer Marques del
Valle que le p:iso eate nombre ."
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He on his part, upon receiving these missives and being disappointed in his search for new kingdoms among the rocks
and thorns of the peninsula, resolved to return at once; and
immediately, placing such of his people as he could not take
along under the command of Francisco de Ulloa, he set sail
with two vessels for the opposite coast. Upon crossing the
gulf, he met one of his vessels that had been sent for supplies, and ordered it to turn round and follow him. At
Jalisco there was another of his vessels lying stranded; but,
upon examining and finding that though sadly wrenched its
timbers were all sound, he caused it to be cleared, launched,
remasted and refurnished.
Then putting to sea again, he
proceeded with his squadron of four ships to the port of
Guatlan in Colima, where he met the two vessels which had •
been dispatched by t:1e government as before stated. Being
joined by these, he again put to sea and in the beginning of
the year 1537, with six ships, entered the port of Acapulco;
whither he was soon afterward followed by Ulloa with all
the adventurers that remained alive.' And thus ended
the first attempt of the Spaniards to settle the peninsula of
Califprnia.
1

Herrera, D. V, L. VIII, cap. 9; Venegas, P II,§

2,

p. 158.

CHAPTER

III.

THE SEVEN CITIES .

T

HE belief in the wealth of the northwest was temporarily eclipsed as a result of the recent expedition; but
it soon afterwards shone out with redoubled luster in consequence of reported discoveries in the interior of the continent . The first of these reports reached Mexico in the
early part of I 537 by the arrival there of Alvaro N ui\ez
Cabeza de V ..ca and his companions Alonzo · de! Castillo,
Andres de Orantes and a negro named Estevanico . These
persons, according to the account they gave of themselves,
belonged to an unfortunate expedition which in 1527 had
been conducted by Panfilo de Narvaez into the province of
Florida. Escaping the death suffered by their leader and
comrades, they had persuaded the Indians, into whose hands
they had fallen, that they possessed miraculous powers for
healing the sick; and, as several fortunate recoveries under
their ministration had given color to their pretentions , they
found means to subsist and gradually to pass from tribe
to tribe, till, after wandering a distance of more than three
thousand miles and for a period of upwards of nine years,
they finally reached the Pacific coast at Cullacan, and thence
proceeded to Mexico. In relating their adventures they
assured their hearers that they had seen bags of silver and
arrow-heads of emerald in abundance and that they had
passed nations, and heard of others still farther north, which
possessed great cities and immense riches.1
But it was the expedition of Marcos de Niza, and the
- - -- !

-- -----------

Herrera,D. VI, L I, cap. 4-7; Vcncgas, P. II,§ 3, pp. 162, 163.
'
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extraordinary account he brought back of what he had seen,
that gave the greatest impetus to the spirit of adventure.
This indivjdual was a friar of the order of St. Francis. He
had been employed with success in quieting various disturbances among the Indians of Jalisco and, while so engaged,
had met and talked with the adventurers, who had come across
the continent -He became interested in their reports and
animated with a desire of seeing the countries of which they
spoke; and, being possessed of a vivid imagination as well
as the most unbounded confidence in himself, he conceived
the project of paying a visit, single-handed, to the great
nations of whom they had brought intelligence. With this
end in view, having induced the negro Estevanico to act as
guide and taking along a number of Indian porters, he set out
from Culiacan in the spring of 1539. He traveled northwestwardly a hundred leagues. and reached a desert which
required four days to cross. Passing beyond it, he found that
the natives had no knowledge whatever of the Chri~tians
and that they believed him to be a man from another world·
They placed before him great quantities of provisions, reverently touched his robes and were profuse in tbeir offers of
service. In answ~r to his inquiries, they assured him of the
existence of a large valley, four days' journey eastward,
where the people wore ornaments of gold in their ears and
nostrils and possessed such quantities of that precious metal
as to have large vessels made of it Father Marcos believed
their story; but the valley seemed of such small importance,
in comparison with the wealth and splendor which he supposed to lie before him, that he did not consider it worth
while to turn aside . On the contrary, he hastened on without delay still farther northward, in the direction pointed out
by Estevanico; and, in the course of four or five days' farther
travel, reached the town of a hospitable people, called Vacapos. where, it being then the Easter season, he determined
to rest and pray; while Estevanico and others should examine
the country round about and bring him reports of what they
should find.
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They accordingly set out in three different directions-east,
west and north-and in due time their reports came in. That
of those who had gone eastward was unimportant; and that of
those who had gone westward was no less so, with the excep tion that they said the sea was only forty leagues distant in
that direction. Bui: the accounts received from Estevanico,
who had gone northward, were encouraging in the highest
degree. He did not himself return, but he sent back word
that, thirty days' journey farther north, there was a country
called Cibola, which contained seven great cities lying close
together and consisting of houses several stories high,
arranged in streets and having their portals adorned with
turquoise. Considering the wealth of Mexico and Peru,
there was nothing improbable in this story; nor is it in
any respect to be wondered at that Marcos de N iza should
place implicit confidence in it. It was nothing more than
confirmation of what Cabeza de Vaca had heard of, and proof
of what Father Marcos had come so far to discover . He now
felt assured that his hopes and prayers would speedily be
answered and that his eyes would be the first of his nation to
rest upon the newly-found splendors . He therefore, as soon
as Easter was past, hastened forward in the. path Estevanico
pointed out . As he advanced, he received confirmatory
accounts of the existence and greatness of the seven· cities
and also heard of three great kingdoms beyond them, ·called
respectively Marata, Acu3 and Totonteac. He traveled thus
nearly two weeks and traversed several deserts, guiding his
course by the crosses which Estevanico had erected to indicate the road. At one place he came to a populous valley,
well irrigated and very productive, where the seven cities
were as well known and as familiarly sp~ken of as the city of
Mexico in New Spain. The further he traveled, in fact, the
more he heard of the magnificence and wealth, which were
said to lie before him; and his imagination became so excited
that he readily accepted, believed and afterwards repeated
many monstrous stories, and , among others, that the :;ea was
not far distant in the north and trended to the eastward and
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that the country in those upper regions produced the fabulous animals known as unicorns, which were said to be nearly
twice as large as oxen and to have single horns of great length
apd strength projecting from their foreheads.
As he approached the neighborhood of the marvelous
cities, Father Marcos learned that Estevanico had gone
forward with three hundred Indians, who in the meanwhile
had joined his party. But scarcely had this information been
recdved, when a new messenger brought the melancholy
intelligence that Estevanico and all his companions, with the
exception of two or three, had been seized by the authorities of Cibola and massacred. According to this account,
Estevanico, upon arriving in front of Cibola, had sent forward
presents consisting of bells and feathers. The governor, however, upon seeing them had flown into a violent passion; flung
them into the fire; asseverated that he knew the people from
whom they came, and exclaimed that they should not enter
his city on pain of instant execution. Notwithstanding these
threats, Estevanico had insisted upon going forward and persuaded his companions to accompany him. But th::y had
scarcely done so, when they were all seized, stripped and
confined in a large building. Soon afterward the people
fell upon them and put them to death; and only those few
escaped who managed to hide themselves among the heaps
of slain and slip away unobserved after night-fall.
This sad news dashed all of Father Marco.,' brilliant prospects. Nor was thi-, the least of the misfortunes to wh;ch
he was now exposed. For the Indians, who were left, attributing the evil plight _in which they founJ themselve; to his
rash and inconsiderate projects, charged him with being the
author of their disasters, and conspired to avenge themselves
by murdering him; and it was only by skillfully representing
that they would gain nothing by his death, and by giving up
all the property he carried, that he prevailed upon them
to forego their treacherous designs.
Nothing now was left, on account of the certainty of
destruction should he enter Cibola and the great danger of
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remaining longer where he was, except to turn about and
retrace his steps . But, before doing so, Father Marcos resolved at all hazards to obtain a view of the seven cities,
which since first hearing of them had been the object of
all his hopes. He accordingly made his way to the summit
of a neighboring mountain; and looking down from it he
beheld the cities lying in . the plain beyond. There were
seven of them, as they had been described to him, lying not
far apart, very similar to one another, consisting of high
houses with flat roofs, apparently built of stone and lime, and
inhabited by a numerous and busy population . Being regularly laid out and white in color, they shone in the sunlight
and ravished the sight of the distant spectator, who had no
difficulty in believing the reports he had heard that their
portals were adorned with precious stones .
To be thus in sight of so much splendor and yet forbidden
to approach was hard indeed. For a little while Father
Marcos felt tempted to go on at all hazards . But upon reflecting that he was alone and that, if he were lost, there
was no one to carry back an account of his discoveries, he
refrained and contented himself with piling up a great heap
of stones, surmounted by a cross, and claiming possession of
Cibola, Marata, Acus and Totonteac in the name of Don Antonio de Mendoza, viceroy of New Spain, for the crown of
Castile and Leon . He then turned his face southward again
and, traveling ten leagues a day, towards the middle of the
summer reached Culiacan, from which place he had departed
in the spring. Thence he proceeded to Compostella, the
capital of Jalisco, and from there sent advices of what he
hadseen and heard to Mexico .
This marvelous story,1 which was much more positive and
circumstantial and seemingly supported by more credible testimony than the vague rumors of Sandoval's island , filled all
New Spain, as might have been expected , with novelty and
excitement
The almost exclus ive attent ion of its large population of adventurers was now attracted to the north and

------------All the particulars
1

- --

are set forth in Herrera, D. VI, L. VII, cap. 7, 8.
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northwest, the latter being, as it seemed, the proper direction for ships to take in search of the reported northern
ocean trending eastward. ;:-.;ow,more than ever before, it
was supposed the discoveries and conquests hitherto made
in the New World would be cast into the shade. There
was but one subject of thought, but one theme of conversation; and that was the seven cities. All classes, from the old
captains, who had seen Tezcuco and Tenochtitlan in their
pristine magnificence, down to the half-clad recruits last
from Europe, partook of the one absorbing enthusiasm to
penetrate and conquer them.1 Even the prudent and cautious viceroy gave to the narrative of Marcos de Niza full
faith and credit; while upon the mind of Cortes, being ..s it
was the confirmation of his long and settled belief in the
wealth and splendor of those distant .egions, it produced
the effect of absolute proof. Unfortunately for him, as it
then seemed, the story gained too easy and general a credence. It raised up competitors in the pursuit which for
fifteen years and upwards had engaged so much of his attention. For notwithstanding the rights of discovery and conquest SUP.posed to be secured by the terms of his "capitulacion," two great rivals entered the field in opposition to
him. The first of these was Mendoza, the viceroy, who laid
claim to the new countries by virtue of his office and the
possession of them taken in his name by Marcos de Niza.
The other was Pedro de Alvarado, the governor of Guatemala, who had also obtained a commission to ma.ke discoveries and was now preparing an armament beyond anything
that had ever appeared on the Pacific coast. But before
either of these new claimants could get ready, Cortes, with
characteristic energy,2 equipped his fourth expedition, placed
it under the command of Francisco de Ulloa and dispatched
it in search by water of the new El Dorado.
Venegas, P. Ir, § 3, p. 164.
Prescott's Mexico, R. \'If, chap. 5, where i~ is said he pawned his wife's jewels to raise money.
1

1
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EXT to Cortes himself, the chief credit of the early exploration of the territory then called California is due
to Francisco de Ulloa. It was he who first skirted its eastern sh.ore; first doubled Cape San Lucas; first ran up the
outward coast, and thus first ascertained its peninsular character. He had been in the country with Cortes in 1535 and
1536; and it was be who brought back the remnant of the
people from Santa Cruz in 1537. On the present occasion
he sailed from Acapulco about the end of July 1539 1 with
three ships. On September 12, he was again at Santa Cruz
looking for one of his vessels which had been lost in a
severe storm. Failing to find it, he crossed over to Guayabal on the opposite coast of Sinaloa and immediately
addressed himself to the work with which he had been commissioned. The particular instructions which he received
are not known; but his principle object appears to have
beea to find the northern ocean reported by Marcos de Niza.
With this purpose in view, California being still supposed to
be an island, his plan was to follow the mainland coast: and
thus he came to run up the eastern side of the gulf. As he
advanced from Guayabal, he passed the mouths of several
rivers, which appeared to flow through pleasant regions, with
banks well-wooded and beautiful; but for a long distance
beyond, the coast was low and unsightly, with lagoons and
long stretches of sand. He at length arrived at a spacious
1 Relacion, Intro. XXII.
Venegas erroneously says 1537.-P. II,§ 2, p. 159.
Daftotde Mofras, in following the Relacion, substitutes June for July and say5
.,8juin 1539-"
(61)
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and excellent harbor, evidently that now known as Guaymas, 1
where he landed, erected a cross upon a hill and took · possession of the entire region. Again embarking and sailing
northwesterly, he saw mountains near the coast; and stee~ing
thence more out to sea he observed land to the westward,
which he correctly supposed to be a part of California. He
afterwards. passed several large islands; and after sailing upwards of a hundred leagues from Guaymas, with a barren
country on his right, now hilly and now low and sandy, he
noticed that the mountains on both sides approached nearer
11 and nearer; the sea became shoal; the water first of a whitish
color and then dark, thick and muddy . Having ascended to
the mast-head, he saw in the distant nort!l lowlands from the
east and west stretching out towards each other, with a wide
inlet between them, through which the tide ebbed and flowed
with great violence . ·
Having thus found an end of the sea, which prevented
him from proceeding further towards the latitude of Cibola
and th~ supposed northern ocean, Ulloa anchored and took
possession of the country. He then turned ;round and ran
down the western side of the gulf. At one place, observing
much smoke, he landed an<l found that it came from the
earth, which was covered with cinders. Proceeding southeasterly, with high and bare mountains on the west, he came
to a large harbor, where he again anchored and again went
through the formality of takil'lg possession . From this harbor, after a stay of two days, he sailed on October 8, examining the coast narrowly in hope of finding an outlet to the
west, and thus passed through what is now known as Whale
Channel; and, as he proceeded, the landscape improved in
appearance. Sailing on for several <lays, he came to a deep
and spacious bay, where the country appeared agreeable,
being watered by a stream, with hills an<l vales, and bearing
wild fruit trees. From this place, which is supposed to be
that now known as Muleg~. in several days' sailing, the wind
having freshened, he on October 18 reached Santa Cruz,

•
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Bumey's Discoveries, Vol. I, chap. 9, note.
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which he had left thirty-six days previously. Here he was
detained nearly three weeks; when, again getting under way
and passing along a bold coast, he arrived off Cape San
Lucas, where he was troubled for several days with opposing
currents
and contrary winds. But doubling the cape at
last and making headway against the ccld northwesters, he
steadily advanced up the outer coast until December 2. when
he landed at what is now called Santa Marina bay. At this
place two bands of natives, armed with lances, stones and
arrows, made a violent assault and wounded him and two
of his men; nor could they be put to flight until the Spa.niards raised their battle-cry and let loose three large mastiffs, which, .as . t..be ~s~ori~n of the expedition gravely
reports, "dicr'u mi~lous ·1ti1ngs."1 Sailing on ten leagues
further, he came to Magdalena bay, where the country
appeared greener and pleasanter and better-watered and
more populous than any other part of the country; but the
natives were unfriendly and received the advances of the
Spaniards with contemptuous gestures. 1 These Indians did
not understand the language of a native of Santa Cruz, whom
Ulloa had carried with him.
..
Continuing his navigation northwesterly forty leagues, in
the face of continuously violent and cold winds, and passing
a rough, mountainous, bare coast, he arrived on January 20,
I 540, at an island, twenty leagues in circumference, high
and well wooded, which he n1med Cedros, and which is
the same now known as Cerros Island. Here he anchored
and landed; but scarcely had he set foot on shore, when he
was a second time attacked by Indians. Francisco Preciado, who had been the hero of the fight at Santa Marina,
proposed going at them with sword and buckler and killing
a few; but Ulloa preferred letting loose his mastiffs, which
pulled down several of the assailants and put the rest to
Right. After supplying his vessels with wood and water,
Ulloa made several attempts to continue his voyage, but
VI, L. IX, cap. 9.
"Bolvian las nalgas por menosprecio. "-Herrera,

1 Herrera, D.
1

D. VII, L. IX, cap.

10
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was each time driven back by the northwest winds, so that
he was compelled to remain at or near the island until April
5. In the meanwhile, as the ships had sustained much
damage, and the northwesters continued unabated and
seemed fixed, a portion of the people insisted upon turning
back and finally prevailed upon Ulloa to consent to their
returning with the larger of the vessels. This being resolved
upon, the boldest and bravest sailors were picked out and
placed in the smaller vessel, which was to remain and prosecute the voyage. The division having been made, the two
parties took farewell of each other with many tears. On
April 5 they parted, the larger ship turned southward and
the smaller, with Ulloa on board, again endeavored to penetrate the northwest. The former, sailing before the wind,
made a rapid run to Guatlan in Colima, where it arrived on
April 18. The latter, beating against th~ wind, struggled
northward; but it was unable to advance beyond a port
about twenty leagues north of Cerros, which Ulloa named
Caho de! Engano, the Cape of Deceit. There findihg his
provisions failing and that the wind became apparently more
and more violent as he advanced, he also resolved to turn
back, and sailed for New Spain. He however lived only to
reach Jalisco, where he was basely assassinated by one of
his soldiers, who, for some trivial cause, lay in wait and gave
him repeated mortal stabs. 1
With this voyage ended Cortes' connection with California.
He failed to find its wealth; but he performed great and
valuable service in its behalf. He may have been in one
sense a freebooter; his enterprises of conquest may have
been in many senses cruel and unjustifiable; his object in
seeking California may have been chiefly to aggrandize himself; but at the same time it must be borne in mind that he
accomplished much for which Californians must ever gratefully keep alive his memory. It was under his auspices
that ships first breasted the waters of the North Pacific; that
the west coast of Mexico was minutely examined; that the
1

l:lemal Diaz, cap.
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Gulf of California, which in his honor was long known as the
Sea of Cortes, was first made known to the civilized world;
that the peninsula of California was discovered and surveyed.
His brilliant career inofoxico, the character of which must
be judged by the spirit of his age and not by that of a later
an<l more humane one, entitles him to a high rank among
the conquerors of the earth; but it is in his Californian
expeditions that is to be found the best exhibition of his
courage, his constancy and his fortitude. In these he shows
himself to have been a hero in little, as all know him to
have been in great things; in managing a crazy boat or sustaining a starving colony, as he was known to be in leading
an advancing army, conducting an obstinate siege or governing an extensive empire. In these it is plain that, notwithstanding repeated and almost ruinous disasters, he never
Jost his courage and that, notwithstanding being hampered
and hindered on every side, he yet held firmly to his great
purpose. Considering the limited powers at his command
and the opposition he met with, not only from ill-wishers
in New Spain but from that very crown which owed to
him its brightest jewel, he must be regarded as one of, the
most enterprising and persevering, as well as the most loyal
of conquerors.
It may be added that soon after the return of Ulloa's larger
vessel, but before the melancholy fate of that able and devoted captain was known, Cortes sailed for the last time
to Spain. His object was to protest against the interference
of the viceroy and others in his attempted discoveries and
to obtain, if possible, some acknowledgment for the three
hundred thousand pe!>osof gold.1 which he had expended in
his Californian expeditions. Had he succeeded in winning
the favor and' confidence of the emperor, it seems to have
been his ulterior intention to return to the New World and
resume his search in the northwest.' But though he was
1 The peso of gold was sixteen Spanish reals, equal to two silver dollars.See Bumey's Discoveries, Vol. I, chap . 17, npte.
1 Pracott's Mexico, B. VII, chap. 5.
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received, as on his former visit, with great shows of honor,
he was, in fact, obliged to spend the remaining seven years
of his life in vain solicitations . His great spirit fretted
against his enforced inactivity; and he died, still unheard
and unrequited, at a little village near Seville, in December, 1547. I
--1
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-

---

--

---------------

Prescott'sMexico, B. VII, chap. 5.

CH APTER

V.

CIBOLA AND QUl\"IRA.

C

ORTES sailed for Spain in 1540. In the meantime, and
in fact ever since the return of Marcos de Niza with his
marvelous accounts of Cibola, Mendoza, the viceroy, had
been pressing forward with great vigor his preparations for
the conquest of that wonderful country. He set on foot two
separate armaments, one to go by land, and the other by sea.
The first was placed under the command of Francisco
Vasquez de Coronado, governor of J alisco, and ordered to
follow the same course which Marcos de Niza had taken;
while the other was embarked upon ships and confided to
Hernando de Alarcon, with instructions to sail along the
coast as far as the parallel of Cibola and then co-operate
with the land army in making dis ;overies and explorations.
Coronado marched from Culiacan on April 22, 1540, having one hundred and fifty horsemen and two hundred infantry, besides some light pieces of artillery. Upon reaching
the neighborhood of the valley reported by Marcos de Niza
to be full of gold, he sent off a detachment of ten horsemen
to examine it; but they found nothing there except poor
Indians, who lived upon corn, beans and pumpkins.
Proceeding on across a bare and rough country, now following
creeks and now crossing mountains, Coronado in about ten
days reached a river which, in honor of the day he reached
it, he called the San Juan, and a few days afterwards a
second river which, on account of the necessity he was under
of constructing rafts to pass it, he called the Balsas. The
next day he came to a small stream where his army were in
such straits for provisions that they ate unknown vegeta(67)
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hies, which proved to be poisonous; and three soldiers died.
Within a week afterwards he reached what was supposed to be
Cibola. The accounts, which Marcos de Niza had given of
this place, had raised the imaginations of the expeditionists
to the highest pitch of enthusiasm; but all they could now
find was several small towns, consisting indeed of large houses
with flat roofs but without splendor or beauty, and inhabited
by only a few hundred people. The country, however, was
pleasant and the climate delightful. The soil, though generally sandy, was fruitful and bore corn, beans and pumpkins
in great abundance. The natives were clothed, some in welldressed skins and some in cotton garments. But there was
little or no civilization; and neither gold, nor silver, nor
turquoise, nor precious stones were to be seen.
✓
Disappointed thus in finding what he sought and what
Marcos de Niza had described, Coronado proceeded northeastward five days further and came to a country called
'{'ucayan, where there were seven towns close together, and
the same probably that had given rise to the story of the
famous seven cities; but they were in all respects similar
to those which he had just left. Continuing on twenty
leagues, he passed fifteen towns of the same general character
and reached a large river called Ciquique, which flowed
towards the Gulf of Mexico. The plains along the banks
of this river were covered with buffaloes in such immense
herds as to be absolutely countless. In that neighborhood
he received intelligence of a rich country still farther north,
which was called Quivira and said to be governed by a
king, named Tatarrax, who wore a long beard, adored a
golden cross and worshiped an image of the queen of heaven.
It is not at all likely that this extraordinary story produced
the effect of belief upon a man of so cold, unimpassionable
and incredulous a nature as Coronado; but it still e,"ccited
his curiosity and induced him to search it out. Choosing,
accordingly, an escort of thirty horsemen and leaving the
main body of his army where he then was, he set out for the
far north.
He traveled continuously for thirty days more

CIBOLA

ANLJ QUJl'IRA.

ti!:J

and
during all this time. was constantly' surrounded with
herds
of buffaloes. At length he arrived at Quivira. But
this
place, which seems to have been situated near the headwat:e-rs of the Rio Grande, though it exceeded Cibola in the
fame:
of its magnitude and wealth, now on examination
pr<>-ved quite as poor and inconsiderable.
By
this time the season was advanced and Coronado,
belie:ving
that the approaching winter would seriously embarrass
his movements, determined to hasten back. He therefore:
hurriedly set up a cross with an inscription, commemora..ti r-.g his progress thus far, and then, as rapidly as possible,
ret ra.ced
his steps. A few of his people, however, including
F'a.ther
Juan de PadiUa, Father Luis de Escabona and a
neg-re>
priest, were so fascinated with the beautiful diversity
of'" river, hills and plains 1 at Quivira that they determined
to ~main
there. Unfortunately, they kept with them a horse,
a Ce~
mules, sheep and poultry, and some ornaments. These
le rr... pted
the cupidity of the Qu virans, who afterwards de!
5P<>i
led and killed them; and only one, a Portuguese. managed
to
rJnake his escape to Panuco and tell the melancholy story
of"" t::he massacre. Coronado, meanwhile, having rejoined his
arrr-.3,1,
wintered at the river Ciquique and the next year retu r~cd
to New Spain.'
emando de Alarc;:on sailed from Acapulco with two ships
0n
l.\.f a y 9, 1 540. l n accordance with his instructions he proceed. ed up the coast until he came to the head of the Gulf
or C:alifornia; where, being brought to a stop by the shallowness
of the water, he manned two small boats and on August
26
entered the inlet, which had been seen by Ulloa the
P_rc'7ious year. Discovering that it was the mouth of a great
n "'er, which he named the Buena Guia, he dragged his boats
up against the strong current and entered into intercourse
With the Indians upon its banks. These, though at first
hostile, were soon appeased and bartered corn, mesquite
~d
and skin<ifor beads arttl trinkets. Learning that they

a-

1 llerma,
1

D. VI, I- IX, cap.
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worshiped the sun, Alarcon endeavored to persuade them
that he had been sent as an ambassador from that luminary .
This story, however, they would not at first believ~; for
the reason, as they said, that the sun never came down to
earth, and how could he come from it? The Spaniard replied that at its rising and setting, the sun touched the
edges of the world, as they could plainly see. He then told
them his mission was to induce them to abstain from war.
They rejoined that if such was his purpose, why did he not
come in time to prevent a bloody conflict which had raged
some years previously . To this the only answer he could
think of to satisfy their doubts was that he was then a hoy .
They proved, indeed, to be much shrewder than he had any
reason to expect; and he only partially succeeded in persuading them of his supernatural claims . A few gave him credit
and paid him reverence. Their influence and example procured for him a sort of privilege in the territory and he
pursued his voyage up the river with confidence in his
safety . In this manner he advanced a considerable distance, when he learned that Cib?la was thirty days' journey
eastward and that the army of Coronado had reached and
were then at that place . It being a part of his instructions to act in conjunction with the land army, he now
cast about for means of communication with Coronado, but
found that none of his small party were adventurous enough
to undertake alone the journey across the country. He
therefore returned to his ships and brought up all his boats
and as many of his men as they could carry, intending, if
practicable, to march them in a body and effect the desired
junction. But after many endeavors, finding that he could
not reach or even hear anything further of Coronado and
his army, he at length gave up the attempt; and, a second
time dropping down the river to its mouth, he re-embarked
in his vessels and soon afterwards returned to New Spain.
To him is due the discovery and part navigation of the
Colorado river, called by him, as above stated, the Buena
Guia. He is also entitled to praise for having, in a spirit of
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philanthropy, distributed among the natives various European
seeds and poultry. But so little did the results of his voyage,
though faithfully performed as far as he could safely follow
his instructions, satisfy the exorbitant expectations of Mendoza, that upon his return, he found himself a disgraced
man . He thereupon retired to one of the estates of Cortes, · ·
far removed from the capital; and it was there not long
afterwards that he died.
He was high-spirited and is said
to have worried himself to death under the unworthy treat ment he had received.1
About the time of Alarcon 's return and while Coronado
was still absent at Cibola and Quivira, Pedro de Alvarado
collected his great fleet at Navidad. The ostentatious splendor affected by this brave but perfidious officer gained for
him the admiration of the rabble and won to his standard
great numbers of adventurers, with whose means, added to
those
derived from his province of Guatemala, he was
enabled to fit .out twelve ships and several smaller vessels,
well furnished with men, horses, arms and provisions.' He
had been for some time corresponding with Mendoza in
opposition
to Cortes, and seems to have been a ready and
willing tool in the viceroy's hands to thwart the projects
of his former chief and benefactor; but, on account of the
abhorrence with which his ingratitude was regarded by all
decent people, their negotiations were conducted as secretly
as possible . Now, however, Cortes having withdrawn, _,,,
Alvarado openly joined Mendoza and entered into a compact, by the terms of which all new discoveries and conquests were to be at their joint expense and for their
mutual benefit . The two visited the fleet together and
made arrangements that everything should be in readiness
to sail in the spring of I 541. But it happened, as the
appointed time approached , that an insurrection broke out
Wong the Indians in the upper part of Jalisco; and, it
being important that the province which was to constitute
• Venegas, P. II , § 31 p.
II, § 3, p.

1 Venegas, P.
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the base of their operations should be secure, Alvarado
marched a portion of his forces into the rebellious region.
\Vhile conducting an attack against a i;ocky eminence,
where the natives had fortified themselves, he was struck
by an immense stone rolled down the declivity, thrown from
his horse, and so severely bruised that he died in ·four days
By his death, the fleet, which remained at
afterwards.
N avidad, lost its leader; and, there being no one to take
his place, the recruits disbanded and the ships lay idle at
their moorings. It was not until the next year that these
ships were put to any use, when Mendoza, having quelled the
disturbances referred to, took charge of them and sent two
under command of a Portuguese navigator df great reputation, 1
named Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, to California and five others
under Ruy Lopez de Villalobos across the Pacific to the
Philippine Islands.
Domingo dcl Castillo, the chief pilot of Alarcon's expedition, drew a map of the peninsula and gulf of California
in 1541, which is the oldest delineation of this part · of the
worid that has been preserved. He must have had access to
the charts of Ulloa, for he not only gives the names of
many places imposed by that navigator, but outlines the
coasts which had at that time been visited by no one else.
Caho dcl Engano, the farthest northern point on the ocean
coast reached by Ulloa, is likewise the limit of the country
in that direction delineated by Castillo. In the shape and
size of headlands, the position of islands and bzys, and
the relative distances of noticeable points, he was surprisingly accurate. And this is all the more remarkable when
taken in connection with the fact that for many years
afterwards the new maps that were made were not nearly so
correct. Almost all of them for a century and upwards
persisted in representing California as an island; and all of
them for two centuries and upwards gave it a much distorted
forn1.
1 "Persona muy practica y <le conoci<la intelligencia en las cosas de la mar."Relacion, Intru . XXIX.

CHAPTER

VI.

CABRILLO.

J

UAN RODRIGUEZ CA BRILLO sailed from Navidad
on June 27, 1542, with two ships, the San Salvador and
the Victoria. On July 2 he reached Santa Cruz' in Lower
California. Passing thence around the southern extremity
of the peninsula and steering northwestwardly he examined
the exterior coast with great care and especially with reference to its capes and roadsteads . On July 19 he reached
and gave its present name to the bay of Magdalena. Proceeding thence he examined and named various places, among
whichwere Point Abreojos, called by him Santiago; Asuncion
Island, called by him Santa Ana; Port San Bartolome, called
by him San Pedro Advincula; Cerros Island, then called
Cedros; Canoas Point, designated by him as Mal Abrigo;
San Geronimo Island, laid down by him as San Bernardo;
and on August 20 he arrived at Cabo del Engaiio, now called
Cabo Bajo, the most northerly point on that coast reached by
Ulloa and hitherto known to the Spaniards.' From this place
he sailed into untraversed waters. At a distance of ten
leagues he discovered a good port where he anchored and
took formal possession of the country in the name of his
sovereign, on which account he called it Posecion, being the
same place now known as Las Virgenes. Pursuing his voyagethence he passed Cape San Quentin, , called by him San
Martin, and anqiored in the bay of Todos fos Santos, called
by him San Mateo, where he again took formal possession
of the country. Leaving this place, he passed the Coronados
'Herrera, D. VII. L. V, cap. 3.
'Relacion, Intro. XXIX. XXX.
(731
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Islands and at the end of September entered the Port of
San Diego, called by htm San Miguel,1 and thus became
the discoverer of Alta California, being the first white man,
so far as we have any positive information, who laid his eyes
or placed his feet upon its soil.
Leaving the port of San Diego after a short stay and steering out into the ocean, he discovered and visited the islands
of San Clemente and Santa Catalina, to which he gave the
names of his vessels, San Salvador and Victoria: and then,
turning again to the mainland, he anchored in a spacious bay
opposite an Indian town, which contained large houses and
indicated a better country than tpe long line of sterile coast
he had previously passed. The natives came out to his ships
in numerous canoes, for which reason he called the place
Pueblo de las Canoas; and here again he went through
the formalities of taking possession.' Pursuing his voyage
thence, he discovered several large islands on his left, now
known as Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa and San Miguel; and
sailing up the chanl"!cl between them and the mainland found
the coast along there to be charming and populous. 3 At one·
place opposite a beautiful valley he anchored and traded with
the natives, who came out tn their canoes with fresh fish.~
But as he approached the long, low projection, afterwards
designated and now widely known as Point Concepcion, by
him named Galera,4 the northwesterly winds blew so violently
that he deemed it prudent to run out to sea; and for a number
of days he be;it off and on, without being able to make head
against them. In the meanwhile the temperature fell; the
weather became dark and lowering, and the storm increased
to such a degree of severity that he was compelled to seek
shelter in a small port named Sardinas in the province of
Sejo, so called by the natives, to the east of Point Concepcion.
Relacion Intro. XXX.
"Parect: cstaua en la enscnad:i de San Ju:in Capistrano. "-Relacion, Intro.
XXXI.
1 "Ddiciosa y pobladisima. "-Relacion,
Intro. XXXI.
• "Llegaron :I. una punta lucni.:a, que hace cabo. i por ser luenga como galera,
le llam:iron el cauo de la Galcra. "-Herrera, D. VII, L. V, cap 3.
1
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Here he was visited by an aged Indian woman, said to be
the lady of the land, 1 who remained several days on board
his ship. She was attended by many of her people; and it
appears they all danced there to the sound of the Spanish
pipe and tambour.'
After replenishing his stock of wood and water and the
weather appearing to moderate, Cabrillo proceeded to double
Point Concepcion; but he had not advanced far beyond it
when another storm came on, which lasted two days and
separated the ships; and each, supposing the other lost,
ran in towards the coast for shelter. After beating about ,.
for some time, during which the people on the Victoria •
suffered much on account of hav:ing no deck,S the ve!'sels
came together again; and on November 17, doubling a
prominent and well-wooded point, then named and still called
Point Pinos, they entered Monterey bay. Here Cabrillo
anchored and attempted to land, with the object of taking
possession, but was prevented by the violence of the sea
Proceeding thence northwestwardly along a rugged, precipitous coast, with high mountains whose summits were
covered with snow, he reached Point Aiio Nuevo, which he
named Nieve. He was now, had he known it, almost within
sight of the grandest harbor in the world; but, the weather
continuing rough and the prospect gloomy, he turned around
and ran down to the most westerly of the Santa Barbara
Islands, now known as San Miguel, called by him Posecion,
where he disembarked and determined to winter. At this
place on January 3, 1543, Cabrillo died,' leaving Bartolome
1 " C na India anciana, que era senora de estos pueblos. "-Relacion,
Intro .
XXXIJ.
2 "Se
fueron al puerto de Sardinas, arribando quarente leguas de tierra mui
poblada i de buena gente; i de un litgar, de cerca de este puerto, entraron )os
principales en el navio, i bailaron al son de un tamboril i una gaitc de los
Castellanos, i dunnieron dentro, i entretanto las bateles tomaron agua i leiia,
i suscasas eran grandes, 4 dos aguas, como las de Nueva Espai\a, i sus entera•
mientos los tenian cercados de tablas, llamahan Sejo a esta provincia; comian
bellota, avellana i pe!ICado; dixeron que adelante habia gente vestida. "-Her·
rera, D. VII, L. V, cap. 3.
• "Padecido mucho porno tener pucnte. "-Relacion, Intro. XXXII.
• Relacion. Intro. XXXII.
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Ferrelo, 1 the chief pilot, in command of the expedition, with
strict injunctions to continue his discoveries and examine the
entire coast as far as it was possible to follow it 1
Ferrelo, having buried his dead commander on the island
and given it the name of Juan Rodriguez .in commemoration
of the sad event, set sail for the mainland; but, finding the
northwesterly winds still violent, he was compelled to return
and remained there until the middle of February.
He then
again set sail for the mainland and shaped his course for the
port of Sardinas, where the ships had before been so well entertained; but, upon reaching it, he found that all the Indians,
apparently on account of the advance of the season, had
disappeared from the coast. . The seas also continued rough
and violent, making the anchorage unsafe; so that he was
induced as a matter of safety to turn about and run down
to the Island of San Clemente, which offered a better shelter
against the rigor of the storm . After a short stay at this
place, during which the weather moderated, he ran out in a
southwesterly direction in search of other islands; but, the
winds suddenly changing and blowing strong and regular
from the southward, he determined to take advantage of
them and turned to the northwestward.
On February 25
he came in sight of Point Pinos, which he passed without
stopping. He was carried along with such speed that on
February 28 he discovered the prominent point which, in
honor of the viceroy, he named Cape Mendocino, being the
same point that still bears that name. There the winds
shifted; a violent storm blew up, and Ferrelo experienced
such tumultuous blasts and heavy seas that the waves dashed
over the ships; and, without being able to land or find shelter,
he was driven to the northeast, in great risk and fear of
bein~ wrecked. There were signs of the coast not far off, but
1 " A~i le nombra cl diario m:muscrito de esta expedicion que existc en el
archivo g,meral de Indias, y de que tenemos copi:,., atladiendo que era natural
l.evant.isco. Herrera le llama Bartolome Ferrer, D. VII, L. V, cap. 3. "Re:acion, Intro . XXXII.
' "Con cncarecido encargo de quc no -dexa~e de descuhrir hasta donde le
fuese posible por tod& aquella costa. "-Relacion, Intro . XXXIJ.
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the fog was so thick that he could not see except a very short
distance before him. On March I the fog partially lifted
and he discovered the land of Cape Blanco in the southern
part of what is now the State of Oregon,_ But at the same
time, the weather becoming much colder and the winds
more boisterous and accompanied with rains, the Spaniards
felt obliged to turn again to the southward;_ and to add to
their sufferings, caused by wet and exposure, they found that
their provisions were exhausted, with the exception of biscuits, and that what they had of them was damaged by sea
water. Soon after turning to the southward, they saw the
mouth of an apparently large river emptying into the sea;
but, without stopping to examine it or any other part of
the coast, they hastened on to the Island of San Clemente.
It was their intention to run into and make a stay at the
port of that island, where they had previously landed; but,
it being night when they approached and a storm coming
on, the Victoria disappeared. Ferrelo, believing it lost yet
deeming it his duty to make an immediate search, sailed at
once for the mainland and thence ran down to San Diego;
thence to Todos los Santos; thence to Las Virgenes, and
thence to Cerros Island, where he arrived on March 24 and
found the Victoria ahead of him. That vessel, as it appeared, had run over the rocks into the 'port of San Clemente
on the night of the separation and afterwards, finding the
San Salvador go~. had pursued it~ voyage alone as far as
Cerros. From this place the two vessels departed on April
2, sorely in want of provisions, and on April 18 entered the
port of Navidad, from which they had sailed the previous
June.
A remarkable circumstance connected with this expedition,
which, as has been seen, comprehended the discovery of the
entire CO<!,St
of Alta California, was the fact that Cabrillo
heard on several occasions of armed Spaniards in the interior
of the country. The first information he received was from
the Indians at Las Virgenes in Lower California. Again at
San Diego he heard of them; again at San Clemente; and
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again at Pueblo de las Canoas, where they were said to be
only seven days' journey inland. He at one time thought
of dispatching some of his people to communicate with them;
but on second thought contented himself with sending letters
by the Indians, none of which, however, if they were received,
were ever answered. \Vho these armed Spaniards were,
if the accounts of their existence were true, it is impossible to tell. It is somewhat difficult to believe that Fortui1o
Ximenes and his twenty mutineer companions, who landed
at La Paz in I 534, could have been slaughtered so easily
as Venegas relates by the then peaceable Indians of that
place; while on the other hand it is not difficult to believe
that, if they were not slaughtered, they had no desire of ever
again entering the Spanish dominions or subjecting themselves to the justice which Cortes would surely have visited
upon their crimes. It is also to be observed that we have no
account of any other Spaniards in all the expeditions of those
days, who would have been likely to penetrate so far and
permanently remain in a region, however inviting, so remote
from their countrymen. But whether Ximenes or any of his
companions in fact ever escaped the fate popularly supposed
to have befallen them, or ever found a refuge within the
boundaries of this State, to Cabrillo belongs the honor of the
discovery of Alta California. The nature of his expedition;
the vessels, inadequate for such a task, in which he undertook
it; the rigid season in which he executed it; the fortitude displayed and the success attained; all stamp him as a daring
and intrepid, as well as a careful and prudent, navigator. His
death in the midst of his undertaking imparts a melancholy
interest to his memory; and the touching solicitude for the
prosecution of his enterprise, exhibited in his dying injunc·
tions to Ferrclo, justify posterity in rendering the tribute of
admiration to the heroic sense of duty which must have
animated him.

CHAPTER
THE PHILIPPINE

VII.
TRADE.

T

HE information acquired by Cabrillo, being set forth
with scrupulous exactness in the journal of his voyage, 1
dissipated any hopes, which may have remained in the minds
of the Spaniards, of finding a second Mexico or Peru on the
northwest coast. There were no indications in any of the
places he examined of the almost unlimited mineral wealth
with which the mountains and hills of the interior abounded;
the miserable natives wore no ornaments of gold, silver or
precious stones, and there were no exhibitions in the remotest
degree pointing to rich kingdoms to be searched out or barbaric splendor to be won. Though the adventurers, while
beating up along the sea-board, noticed the beauty of the
country and caught glimpses here and there of its delightful
valleys; though they might have guessed from what they saw
that the land was unrivaled in its adaptability for colonization; though they could not have failed to ·observe, notwithstanding the winds to whic:=hthey were sometimes exposed,
the general equability of the temperature and the glories of
the climate, they could not appreciate such advantages, because these were not what they sought. The country was
remote; and as it promised nothing to tempt the cupidity
or satisfy the avarice of the Spaniards, no further attention,
perhaps, would have been paid to California, had it not been
for other interests springing up in an entirely different quarter
of the globe, thousands of miles awiy. •
The interests referred to were those of the commerce grow1

)

Relacion. Intro. XXXVI.
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ing out of the opening of a passage to the Spice Islands, and
the establishment of the Spanish supremacy in the neighboring Philippines . The Portuguese had already taken possession of Ternate and Tidore, having reached them by the way
of the Cape of Good Hope, when Magellan, in the course of
his navigation across the Pacific, discovered the Islas de Poniente, or Islands of the Setting Sun, afterwards called the
Philippines, which he claimed in the name and for the benefit
./ of the Spanish crown. Herc at last was not only accomplished the sublime idea conceived by Columbus, and always
deemed of paramount importance by the Spanish court, of
reaching the eastern coast of Asia by sailing to the west; but
here also was afforded to the Spaniards an opportunity of
effecting a lodgment in, and maintaining a claim to, the East
Indies. Nor were they backward in taking advantar,e of it.
\Vith this purpose in view, they sent out expedition after expedition. While Cortes was allowed at his own expense and
with little or no encouragement, except what he derived from
his own unconquerable spirit, to search the waters of California, the crown was lavish of treasure to extend its dominion
in the East Indies. Hardly had Magellan's discovery been
announced, when several fleets were sent to follow his course
and prosecute the Spanish claims in that quarter .
.,, The first of these was that of Loaysa, already mentioned.
He sailed with seven ships from Corunna in Spain in 1525,
but died on his voyage across the Pacific; and his ships were
afterwards scattered and lost. The second was that of Sebastian Cabot, who followed Loaysa with four ships in 1526; but
his fruitless voyage extended only as far as the mouth of the
Rio de la Plata in South America, from which he returned
an unsuccessful and thenceforth a disgraced man . The third
was that of Saavedra Ceron, whom Cortes, in obedience to
the imperial command, sent out in 1527 in three of the ships,
which he had built with so much trouble and under such untoward circumstances at Zacatula . This expedition was as
unfortunate as that of Loaysa; for, although Ceron reached
the Philippines, he did not live to accomplish anything; and
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his vessels were shipwrecked and destroyed. The next or
fourth expedition was that of Ruy Lopez de Villalobos, who
was dispatched in 1542 by the viceroy Mendoza. Sailing
from Navidad in Jalisco, only a few months after Cabrillo had
left the same port , and keeping within the tropics, in pursuance of his instructions, Villalobos, after a long and tedious
passage, reached the Ladrones. Thence he passed to Mindanao and others of the Islas de Poniente, which in honor of
Prince Philip of Spain he named the Philippines. He entered, among the first things he did, into advantageous relations with the natives and established alliances, which might
have availed much in circumventing the Portuguese and maintaining the Spanish mastery of the Eastern Archipelago; but
he appears in the end to have proved unequal to the task
assigned him . He failed to support the credit of the flag he
carried; he betrayed his allies; he became involved in controversies with his men, who loudly protested against his actions;
he lost the best portion of his fleet; and finally, finding himself obliged to seek refuge and succor among his adversaries
at Ternate and Tidore, who received him ungraciously, he
died of disappointment at Amboyna in 1546. His men were
scattered; ana only after years , and only then by favor of the
Portuguese and in their ships, were they enabled to return
to their own country . The fifth expedition, and that which
finally succeeded in establishing the Spanish supremacy in the
Philippines, was that of Miguel Lopez de Legazpi. It was
sent out under the orders of Philip II., ,\Oho mounted the
throne of Spain upon the retirement of his father, Charles V.,
in r 556. Legazpi sailed from Navidad with four ships in
November, 1564; arrived at his destination the next February,
and by means of negotiation, not unmixed with the bad faith
common amongst conquerors, managed to impose the Spanish
sway upon the Islands. No sooner had this lodgment been
effected than that extensive trade across the Pacific by means
of Spanish galleons began, which continued for over two
hundred years and enriched the Spanish treasury. In 1 566
a galleon, called the San Geronimo, was sent from Mexico
8 Voi.. I .
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and the next year one of Legazpi's vessels returned thither.
The navigation thus commenced soon ceased to be regarded
as extraordinary and in a few years, as the winds and currents
became better known, communication became regular and
frequent. The annual galleons out from Mexico carried men,
arms, unscrupulousness, chicanery and administrative ability;
returning they brought spices, silks, oriental treasures, jewels
and gems.
Why was there a struggle between the Portuguese and
the Spaniards in reference to-the East Indies? and why did
the Philippine trade take the way of America instead of the
Indian Ocean and the Cape of Good Hope? The answer
to these questions is a curious one. It was on account of
the respect paid by both nations to the authority of the
pope. The Portuguese, when about initiating their voyages
of discovery along the coast of Africa in search of a way to
the Orient, had solicited and obtained from the Roman pontiff a grant, so fa~ at least as he could make it, of all the
countries that should be discovered in the ocean as far as
India, inclusive. 1 Afterwards, when Columbus by sailing
west discovered those islands of America, which he and all
the world supposed to be a part of India, and took possession
of them for the crown of Castile, a contest as to their title immediately arose between the Portuguese and Spaniards; and
the result was a reference to the power, upon whose donation
the Portuguese founded their claims . Alexander VI., then
occupying the papal chair, unwilling to offend either party
and apparently deeming the world wide enough for both,
divided it between them and drew the famous line of demarcation north and south one hundred leagues west of the Cape
de Verde and Azores Islands, giving the Portuguese all east
and the Spaniards all west of it. This line was aftenvards,
ut the instance of the Portuguese, fixed by treaty one hundred and seventy leagues further west. So far all was well.
The Portuguese pursued their discoveries towards the east and
took possession of everything they could ::,aster in that direc1
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tion, while the Spaniards did the same towards the west.
But they met in the East Indian Archipelago; and the old
strife was then renewed
When Magell.an discovered the
Philippines, the Portuguese claimed them to be within their
half of the world while the Spaniards insisted to the contrary.
Charts and maps were produced and longitudes calculated;
but it was found that to arrive at anything like a settlement
of the line in that part of the world, it was necessary to ascertain the precise position of the line on the other side of the
globe, from which they counted. Here a new difficulty presented itself. The Portuguese claimed that it was two hundred and seventy leagues west of the most easterly of the
Cape de Verde Islands; the Spaniards that it was to be c~lculated from the most westerly. But, instead of resorting
to the pope on this occasion, both nations agreed to refer the
dispute to a convention of Spanish and Portuguese lawyers
and cosmographers, who met at Badajoz on the borders of
Spain and Portugal in I 524 The result as might have been
anticipated,1 was a disagreement. The Spanish judges decided in favor of Spain, and the Portuguese protested-thus
leaving the question of title in the East Indies as between the
two nations a fruitful source of long and bitter contention.
In addition to the rights of discovery east and west thus
insisted upon, the same two nations also claimed the rights
of exclusive navigation; the Portuguese of the route eastward -.,.round Africa and the Spaniards of that westward by
the way of America. Each, asserting such monstrous claims,
felt itself obliged to pay a certain sort of respect to those of
the other; and thus it was that not only the title of Spain to
her American and East Indian provinces rested upon the
assumed power of Alexander VI., as the vicegerent of Christ,
to give them away; but it followed, as a consequence from
such assumption and the division of the world in accordance
with it, that the Spaniards were excluded from the Indian
Ocean and the Cape of Good Hope and their commerce with
the East Indies was compelled to cross the Pacific.
1
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It may next be inquired, what had all this to do with California? The answer is, A very great deal. It was soon
found from experience and observation that the prevailing
winds and currents of the ocean between America and Asia,·
while they favored a course within the tropics for vessels
westward bound, rendered a much more northerly course
almost a matter of necessity for their return. It was for this
reason that the richly freighted galleons from the Philippines
had no other way, after leaving port, but to run up beyond
the tropics; then, taking advantage of the westerly winds
and currents , cross in about the latitude of Cape Mendocino,
and then run down the coast of California
The commerce so established produced, among others,
three results very important to California First, it attracted
the attention of the English privateers, who were nothing
loth to seize any favorable opportunity of depredating upon
the Spanish colonies and trade. Secondly, it occasioned a
renewal of the search for the straits, which were still supposed to connect the Atlantic and Pacific to the north of
America . And, thirdly, it rendered the occupation and as
far as practicable the defense of the Californian coast, along
which the Philippine galleons were obliged to pass, a matter
of very considerable concern.
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HE English, for various reasons growing out of differences of blood, religion, habits and interests, regarded the
Spaniards as enemies. Their government, then in the hands
of Elizabeth, shared in the popular antipathy.
Though
there was as yet no national rupture, a number of predatory
expeditions by private adventurers were fitted out against
the Spanish establishments in the West Indies; and the
English government, without expressly authorizing, tacitly
sar:ctioned and encouraged them.
Among these English adventurers the boldest and ablest ·
was Francis Drake. He was born within sight of the ocean,
near Tavistock in Devonshire, and from very early years was
apprenticed to the sea. \Vhile serving as a cabin boy on
board a bark, he performed his duties with so much faithfulness and displayed so much determination and zeal that his
master, upon dying, bequeathed him his \"esscl. Though but
a youth of eighteen years, he immediately engaged in trade
on his own account and gradually became one of the expertest seamen of his day . In I 567, on a venture with Captain John Hawkins to Mexico, he was attacked by the Spaniards
and barely escaped with his life. Returning to England, he
demanded reparation for the losses he had sustained; but
the Spanish government turned a deaf car to his complaints .
Being a man not to be trifled with, he resolved to take the
matter of satisfaction into his own hands and found no difficulty in fitting out a privateerin~ expedition, with which in
1572 he sailed for vengeance against the Spanish colonists .
(S5J
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·Laying his plans with consummate ability and showing himself a good soldier as well as an expert sailor, he attacked,
took and plundered their town of Nombre de Dios on the
eastern coast of the Isthmus of Panama, and returned home
laden with spoil much gFeater in value than all he had lost
On this expedition he acquired considerable knowledge of
the South Sea, as the Pacific was still called, and of the
Spanish settlements and trade along its shores. While in
the neighborhood of Nombre de Dios, he had been conducted by some of the natives to a tall tree on the summit of
a mountain, from which he beheld the waves of the Pacific
and he was "so vehemently transported with desire to navigate that sea that, falling down upon his knees, he implored
the Divine assistance that he might at some time or other
sail thither and make a perfect discovery of the same." 1 The
opportunity came sooner than he could hav<::expected. No
sooner had he returned to England than he found himself a
, famous man. His merits were quickly recognized by Elizabeth and he was sedulously courted by those of her ministers
who knew her secret mind . The queen herself received him
privately. The attentions shown him expanded his mind
and quickened his ambition . \Vhen he conceived and suggested the practicability of sailing into the Pacific and attacking the Spaniards in the most vulnerable part of their
domains, he was listened to by willing hearers . When he
broached the project of himself leading such an expedition,
he met with ready and hearty encouragement.
Not only the
courtiers and several of the ministers but Elizabeth. herself
covertly contributed to the enterprise. The royal venture
amounted, as afterwards appeared, to a thousand crowns. 2
Drake sailed from Plymouth, England, on December I 3,
I 577, with five small vessels and one hundred and sixty-four
men. Upon standing out to sea, he shaped his course to the
Cape de Verde Islands, where he took and destroyed a few
inconsiderable Spanish fishing boats, and thence ran south1
2
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westwardly to the mouth of the Rio de la Plata. He thence
ran to Port St. Julian on the eastern coast of Patagonia,
where, finding a dangerous insubordination among his people, he beheaded one of them, a gentleman named Thomas
Doughty, who appears to have unduly interfered with his
authority. · By this act of severity; which he doubtless found
necessary for the eventual success of his undertaking, he put
a stop to disobedience and carelessness and established the
discipline that enabled him to make a voyage of unprecedented length and success.
From Port St. Julian, having reorganized his forces and - reduced the number of his vessels to three, he proceeded to
the Straits of Magellan; and after a long and tedious passage, during which one if not both of his attendant ships
became separated from him and returned home, he ran out
into the South Sea. There the winds and storms for a time
drove him in the direction contrary to that which he designed
to take; and he discovered that the land south of Magellan's
Straits was an island at whose extremity the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans broadly met. After great and persistent
efforts, running many dangers and making many narrow
escapes, he finally succeeded in beating up to the northward
again; and, though he now had but a single vessel and that
of only one hundred tons burden, the namt of which he had
changed from that of the Pelican to that of the Golden Hind,
he boldly steered for the Spanish settlements, determined to
attack and plunder wherever he found an opportunity.
His
first important prize was in the harbor of Valparaiso and
consisted of a Spanish ship laden with wines of Chili and
carrying also some fine gold of Valdivia and a great golden
cross beset with emeralds. Proceeding up the coast and
landing on every favorable occasion, at one place he took
thirteen bars of silver from a Spaniard whom he found lying
asleep, and at another captured a caravan of eight llamas
with their burdens of a hundred pounds of silver each. At
Arica he took two small vessels and seized upwards of forty
bars of silver "of the bigness and fashion of a brickbatte"
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and twenty pounds weight .,each. Sailing up the co~t of
Peru, he heard of a richly-laden ship called the Cacafuego a
few days ahead of him; and, immediately pressing all sail, he
started in pursuit and overtook it just as it was about entering the harbor of Panama.
After a short conflict the Spanish
ship surrendered, and Drake took out of it, besides fruit,
sugar, meal and other provisions, eighty pounds weight of
gold, thirteen chests of silver coin, twenty -six tons of unrefined silver and a quantity of jewels, plate and precious
stones, the whole valued at three hundred and sixty thousand pesos, equivalent to our dollars .1 From the scene of
this conflict he sailed up the coast, captured on his way
several vessels carrying spices, silks and velvets.' and landed
at the port of Guatulco in Oaxaca. where he took a pot of
silver coin "of about a bushel in bigness ," a golden chain and
a quantity of jewels. 1
Being laden with spoil and having thus accomplished the
principal object of his voyage, DrJ.kc began to think of his
return to England . In the meanwhile he was not forgetful
of another object, that of finding the much-talked-of northern
passage from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
If he could discover that passage, he would not only perform a notable
service to his country but would have a comparatively short
and safe voyage homeward.
Having taken a favorable
opportunity, that presented itself in an island near the coast
of Nicaragua, of overhauling and restoring his ship, and it
being now the middle of the spring and the season for northern navigation approaching, he stood far out to sea and then,
changing his course, turned towards the pole. But, after a
run of nearly two months, he experienced such bitterly cold
weather, his people suffered so severely and his heavily -laden
ship , illy adapted for buffeting the constant head-winds,
leaked so badly that he deemed it prudent to abandon any
further search for a northern strait ; and he accordingly
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sought the land, which he struck in latitu<lc 43°. From this
point, which was about the same reached by Ferrelo in I 543,
he turned to the southward and, running down the coast in
search of a stopping place, passed the long projecting promontory of Point Reyes and under its lee discovered "a con"·enient and fit harbor," in which he came to anchor on June
17, l5i9- 1
At this place, which is now known as Sir Francis Drake's ·
Bay, he remained thirty-six days. During that period, which
it required to thoroughly repair and refit his vessel, he had a
number of interviews and some very remarkable intercourse
with the natives. Upon sailing into the harbor he found a
wild, desolate-looking beacl~; but the next day Indians
appeared in considerable numbers . One of them paddled
out in a canoe to within hailing distance of the ship, where
he made a long oration accompanied with violent gestures,
after which he returned to the shore. In a short time he
came a~ain in like manner; and so likewise a third time,
when he brought with him a head-dress of black feathers
tastefully arranged and a small basket, neatly woven, filled
with an herb called "tabah ." These he tied to a short rod
and threw into the boat of the English, which was sent to
meet him; but he could not be induced to receive any of the
presents offered in return, with the exception of a hat, that
was cast towards him . All his actions, as well as those of
the people on shore, indicated respect and reverence for the
English, as if they were a superior race of beings; but Drake,
careful and prudent a-1 he had always shown himself, was
unwilling to trust to mere appearances and took mea,;ures to
insure his safety. In the course of a few days accordingly,
having well surveyed the place, he brought his ship to anchor
near the shore and landed his men with arms and provisions
to set up tents and bu.il<l a barricade. The Indians at this
collected on the neighboring hills and looked on with wonder
and amazement, so much so that the English supposed themselves taken for gods!
·
1
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RAKE, having set up his tents and surrounded them with
walls of stone and thus provided a sufficient defense in
case of hostility, disembarked with all his company; removed
his cargo within the fortification; drew up his ship upon the
beach, and commenced the necessary work of overhauling
and repairing damages. ln the meanwhile the Indians had
disappeared; but in a few days they came back in very large
numbers, men, women and children, apparently as if the whole
neighborhood had been aroused and all its people had come
together to see the wonderful strangers . They brought with
them numerous articles, such as feather ornaments, net-work,
quivers, skins and bags of " tabah,'' which were intended for
presents or rather, as the English thought, for offerings, upon
the persuasion that the:ir visitors were divine. Upon their
arrival at the top of the hill, at the foot of which the English
were encamped, they halted and one of their number, as the
man in ~he canoe had previously done, delivered a long oration, gesticulating violently all the time; his voice raised to
the highest pitch and his words falling so thick and fast upon
one another that he could scarcely catch his breath. At the
end of his harangue all the others bowed their bodies reverentially and drawled out at great length the word "oh," in
apparent assent to all their orator had said for them. The
men then , laying down their bows and other weapons and
leaving the women and children behind them, came down
with their offerings and approached in the attitude of suppliants : while the women on the hill began crying and'
(00)
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shrieking piteously, tearing their flesh and casting themselves
repeatedly, with unnatural and desperate violence, upon the
rocks and stones. At the sight of this bloody and horrid
spectacle and to prevent, if possible, its repetition by disabusing- the minds of the natives of their assumption that the
English were gods, Drake ordered religious services to be performed in their presence; and he and all his company joined
in prayers, thus indicating that they too were but creatures of
the Everlasting God above. After prayers psalms were sung,
which especially attracted the attention of the Indians. Music
was a language they could understand, being a universal language. intelligible to c,·ery human heart; and they were so
delighted that at every pause they testified their pleasure.
During the entire stay, whenever the Indians came down to
the English, their first request was invariably "guaah," which
was soon understood to mean an entreaty that the strangers
should sing for them. 1
A few days afterwards, on June 26, the Indians appeared
in still greater numbers than before and amongst them was a
tall, well-knit, good-looking personage, who seemed to be
their king. Before approaching they halted; and two heralds
me down and made the customary oration, by which they
ere understood to announce that their "hioh" or chief was
hand. Drake made them a present for him and signified
by gestures that he should be welcome; and in a short time,
the messengers having returned, the hioh with all his train,
making as princely a show as possible, approached. In the
front came a large Indian bearing a stick of black wood, a
yard and a half long, to which were attached two wreaths or
crowns of net-work and variegated feathers, three very long
strings of wampum and a bag of tabah. This the English
interpreted to be the royal mace or 5cepter. Next this person
came the hioh himself attended and followed by a hundred
warriors. His attire consisted of a head-dress of exquisite
workmanship an.:l a mantle of squirrel skins, which was
• thrown over his shoulders and hun~ down to his waist. His
I
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inmediate attendants also had head-dresses, some of feathers
and some of down, and wore coats of fur, but in no respect so
rich and fine as that of their master . After them followed a
multitude of men entirely naked, with their long hair gathered at the back of the head and pinned with plumes or
single feathers, each according to his fancy . All had their
faces painted, some with white, some with black, some with
other colors; and each one bore in his hand a present. In
the rear came the women and children, each woman bearing
against her bosom a basket filled with various articles, such
as bags of tabah, roots called by them "petah," of which they
made bread, broiled fish and different kinds of seeds.
Upon the approach of the procession, Drake in the meanwhile having as a matter of precaution armed his men and
drawn them \Vithin the stone barricade, the Indians ga,·e a
general salutation and halted, while he who bore the scepter
pronounced in a loud voice an oration, prompted by one of
the warriors who seemed to have been appointed to that
office by the hioh. The procession then came nearer, leaving the small children behind.
When in front of the
fort, the scepter-bearer, as master of the ceremonies, began a
song and dance, in which the hioh and all his attendants
joined. Thus, dancing and singing but at the same time
preserving the utmost gravity, they came on; and Drake,
who was soon convinced of their peaceable intentions,
admitted them all within his enclosure. The women with
their baskets, but with their bodies bruised , their faces
torn and their breasts bespattered \,·ith blood, were also
admitted. They likewise danced, but kept their mouths
closed. After several turns about the camp, the hioh and
several of those about him turned to Drake and addressed
him at great length, from which the English understood that
they offered him their province. resigned their ri~ht and title
to the country and made thermelvcs and their posterity
vassals to the English crown. They appear in fact to have
placed a feather crown upon Drake 's head; to have thrown
about his neck their strings of wampum; saluted him with
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the name of hioh, and added a song and dance of so loud
and lively a character that it was deemed one of triumph:
The whole ceremony appears to have been nothing more
than an expression of desire on the part of the Indians to
make the English commander a chief amongst them, including his im·estiture with the honors and dignities of the station. The English could not understand their language; nor
was it possible for the Indians to communicate or intend to
communicate the ideas of dominion and vassalage, which
were beyond their experience or knowledge. The English,
on the other hand, knew nothing of the Indian tribal regulations; but, bringing with them only their experience of English institutions, they supposed the country to be a kingdom
and the chief of one of its numerous rancherias to be its
king. \Vhatever may have been Drake's personal opinion as
to the meaning of their actions, he was not disposed to neglect so favorable an opportunity of construing them into a
tender of the sovereignty of a vast territory, which might at
some day be of value and importance to his native land; and
accordingly, he willingly accepted the supposed scepter, crown
and royal dignity, and took formal possession of the country
in the name of Queen Elizabeth for the use and benefit of
the English nation.'
\Vhen these ceremonies were over the Indians dispersed
themselves about the camp and devoted their attentions to
;uch of the English subordinates as best pleased their fancy,
selecting as a general rule the youngest and most vigorous.
They offered presents and testified their admiration by loud
:>Utcries; the women, ever violent in their passionate demonstrations, tearing open afresh their already scarred and bleeding faces. After some time thus spent, they exhibited their
bodily ailments; some, aching limbs; some, shrunken sinews~
some, ulcerated sores; others, wounds and injuries of various
descriptions; upon which the English turned to their medical
stores and applied such lotions, plasters and salves as were
1
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calculated to remove or assuage their pains. At length the
natives withdrew, evidently well pleased with their reception.
They repeated their visit almost every subsequent day that
Drake remained in the country. Particularly after they found
the English to be excellent providers of food, they resorted
to the camp and reveled in the banquets of seal-blubber,
plentifully supplied by the English firearms. Their own
weapons, consisting almost exclusively of bows and arrows,
were of weak construction and little force, calculated only for
the killing of small game. Their skill in archery, however,
was remarkable and especially in the taking of fish, which
they seldom missed. They were swift of foot and of great
bodily strength, being able without apparent difficulty to bear
for a long distance and vver uneven ground burdens which it
required several Englishmen to lift. They seemed of good
disposition and tractable nature, without guile among themselves or treachery toward thei'r visitors.
The business of repairing and refitting the vessel being at
length finished and the cargo re-embarked, and the peaceable
character of the Indians being now so well understood that
no trouble from them was to be apprehended, Drake with a
number of his company made a short excursion inland.
They found the country there very different from the barren
coast. Its green slopes were covered \\'ith thousands of large
and fat deer and almost infinite numbers of burrowing
animals, probably squirrels, but called by them conies. 1 The
_soil was rich and fertile, full of promise for the residence of
an industrious people who could turn its advantages to use.
Though the weather on the immediate coast was in general
raw, cold and foggy; here, at a short distance inland, it was
1 "Infinite was the company of ,·ery large and fat Deere which there we ~awe by
thousands, as we supposed, in a heard; besidt1s a multitude of a strange kinde of
Conies, by farre exceeding them in number: their heads and bodies, in which they
resemble other Conies, arc but small; his tayle, like the tayle of a Rat, exceeding long; and his feet like the pawes of a want or moale; under his chinne, on
either side, he hath a bagge, into which he gathereth his meate, when he hath
filled his belly abroade, that he may with it, either feed his youni::, or feed himself
when he lists not to travaile from his burrough; the people eate their bodies, and
make great account of their skinnes, for their kings holidaies coat was made of
them. "-World Encompassed, 132.
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comparatively moderate and pleasant. On the immediate
coast everything seemed desolate; here herbage throve and
the landscape smiled with luxuriance. Some of the pine
woods and perhaps some of the red wood forests were seen
and some of the sheltered valleys; but the excursion, being
necessarily made on foot, extended but a few miles and did
not afford any wide or distant view; and the English, like the
Spaniards under Cabrillo, though within less than a day's
travel of the most spacious and magnificent bay in the world,
had no idea of its existence .
Drake was now ready to set sail; but before doing so he
set up, by way of monument and memorial of his having
been there an<l taken possession of the country, a large post,
firmly planted, upon which he caused to be nailed a plate of
brass, engraven with the name of the English queen, the day
and year of his arrival, the voluntary submission of the country by both king and people to English sovereignty and,
underneath all, his own name. Fastened to the plate was an
English sixpence of recent coinage, so placed as to exhibit
her majesty's likeness and arms . At the same time, partly
on account of the possession so taken but more especially
because of "the white banks and cliffs which lie towards the
sea," Drake named the country New Albion. He supposed
himself to be its discoverer, and was not aware that thirty-six
years previously the Spaniards had passed along the same
coast and anticipated him .1
It is uncertain at what time 'brake conceived the proje~t of
crossing the Pacific and returning home by the way of the
Cape of Good Hope. But finding no northern passage to the
Atlantic and making up hif mind that if one existed it was
too far north to be practica&le, he was obliged either to return
by the route he had come or follow the course pointed out by
:Magellan's ship and circumnavigate the globe. The latter
suited him best. He was laden with spoil and had no desire
to run the risks of meeting Spanish vessels, which would
probably be waiting, prepared to give him a lively reception
1 World
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upon his reappearance upon the Mexican or Peruvian coast.
On the other hand, there was nothing to fear from the Portuguese, who held the East Indies. The navigation in that
direction was unknown to him; but this consideration was of
little moment to the daring sailor who had already come so
many thousands of miles and braved the dangers of so many
a stormy sea At whatever period he came to this determination, it must have been after he abandoned the search for
a northern passage and before he left the shores of California.
Before again bending his sails, he knew the path he was to
pursue and took it and kept it with the precision of the
needle to the pole. On July 23, after many ceremonies of a
religious character, singing of psalms and taking appropriate
farewell of the sorrowful natives, he stood out to sea. As his
ship lessened in the distance, following the golden sun over
the trackless waste of waters, the Indians ran to the tops of
their hills to keep it in view as long as possible and lighted
fires, which indicated, long after they themselves could be
distinguished from the vessel, that they were still watchful and
still doubtless turning their straining eyes and uplifted arms
towards the departing strangers.
The next morning Drake found himself near the Farallones, called by him Islands of St. J ames,1 at one of which he
stopped and killed seals and birds. He then ran directly for
the Spice Islands and, crowding his canvass, sailed sixty-eight
days without sight of land. He stopped at Ternate. After
leaving that island and while passing near Celebes, his vessel
ran upon a rock and her rescue called into requisition all his
resources. It was a time of great peril and great despair.
The men gave themselves up for lost and received the communion in expectation of speedy death. But Drake watched
every wave and every wind. \Vith a line he measured the
depth of water on every side
His vessel drew thirteen feet. 1
On the windward there was that depth of water. Fortunately
it had struck while the tide was low; and, the wind after1 World Encompassed, p. 134.
• World Encompassed, p. 156.
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wards abating at a time of full water, he with a great effort
forced it off on the deeper side and thus saved it. From this
place he sailed to Java and thence through the Indian Ocean
and by the Cape of Good Hope to England. He arrived at
Plymouth, the port from which he started, on September 26,
I 58o, after an absence of nearly three years, and brought with
him all his treasures. His ship, the Golden Hind, which had
thus encompassed the world and safely brought back its
master and crew, with booty hitherto almost unheard of, was
long preserved as a relic, honored and revered by the British
seaman though its timbers were racked and in decay .
The length, novelty and success of this expedition; the
blow inflicted and the new field thereby opened for attacks
upon the Spaniards; the satisfaction felt by the nation, and
the private interests involved of several of the first persons in
the kingdom, all conspired to cause Drake to be received
with extraordinary honors . Four months after his return, he
was knighted and thus became Sir Francis Drake; and the
queen dined on board his ship. His great exploit rendered
him famous throughout the civilized world. Recognized as
one of the first of naval heroes, he thenceforth occupied a
front place in the maritime affairs of his native isle. Soon
afterwards he plundered Carthagena and burned San Anto nio and San Augustine.
In I 587 he sailed to Cad:z and
destroyed a hundred ships in its very harbor, thus "singeing the king of Spain's beard," as he expressed it. In I 588,
as vice-admiral, he fought some of the scattered remnants
of the Invincible Armada and the next year ravaged the
coast of Spain . In I 592 he i;at as a member of the English
parliament. In I 595 he sailed again to the West Indies and
plundered and burned a number of places and among them
Nombre de Dios, the scene of his first vengeance against the
Spaniards . There, where his career may be said to have
opened, it also closed. He sickened and died on shipboard;
and his bopy received a sailor's burial in the waves within
sight of Porto Bello.
7 VoL. I.
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HOMAS CAVENDISH, whose fame as a bold and successful depredator upon the Spanish commerce in the
Pacific is second only to that of Drake, was a gentleman
of Suffolk. He enjoyed a position of high consideration at
the English court; but, in acquiring and maintaining it, he
had spent the greater part of his means. At the time of
Drake's return from California, Cavendish was in comparatively reduced circumstances.
But he possessed in full
measure the enterprise and skill necessary to retrieve his
shattered fortunes by following in the track pointed out by
his famous predecessor. He however did not, like Drake,
require the secret connivance of the Entilish ministry ..to
shield his project from the imputation of piracy; for before
he sailed, war had broken out between England and Spain;
and it was lawful for him to despoil the Spaniards, wherever
h~ could find them, as the open and declared enemies of his
sovereign and country.
Having fitted out three small vessels , he set sail from
Plymouth on July 21, 1586,with one hundred and twentythree men. He passed the Straits of Magellan and entered
the Pacific towards the end of February . On his way up the
western coast of South America he took several small vessels,
and at Arica seized a wine ship. At Payta he landed, destroyed seYeral ships, set fire to the tmrn and burned two
hundred houses, but obtained only twenty-five pounds of
sih e ·. Proceeding up the coast, and making attacks wherever he had a prospect of winning booty or damaging the
(98)
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enemy, he lost a number of his men; but, nothing disheartened by his losses, he boldly pursued his course into the
northern ocean. On July 27, he landed at and burned
Guatulco, and probably would have attacked Acapulco, but
missed finding it. At Navidad he again landed and destroyed two large ships, which were building on the stocks
there. On September 20, he was at Mazatlan, where he
abandoned the smaller of his vessels; and from this place,
with two ships, the larger of one hundred and twenty· tons
and the smaller of sixty, he sailed over to Lower California
to lie in wait for the annual galleon from the Philippines.
He arrived at Cape San Lucas on October 14 and remained
there till November 4, when the object of his search hove in
sight, bearing down before the northwestern winds. Cavendish immediately gave chase and after a long run and a
severe conflict succeeded in capturing it. The prize proved
to be a rich one, called the Santa Anna, a vessel of seven
hundred tons burden, belonging to the king of Spain and
carrying one hundred and twenty-two thousand pesos of
gold, besides large quantities of satin, silk, musk and East
It was commanded by Tomas de
Indian merchandise.
Alzola and had on board, besides its cargo, one hundred and
ninety persons, mostly passengers, including a number of
women. After securing their prisoners, the captors carried
the prize into a port on the easterly side of Cape San Lucas,
wh~re at their leizure they transferred the most valuable part
of its wealth to their own vessel. The prisoners, all but two
boys from the Philippines and a Spanish and a Portuguese
pilot, whom Cavendish took on his own ship, were placed on
shore. On November 19. about a fortnight after the capture,
the galleon, with five hundred tons of merchandise still on
board, was set on fire; and as it burned down towards the
water's edge the English fired a final gun as a parting knell
and sailed away with their plunder.
Upon leaving Cape San Lucas Cavendish bore directly for
the East Indies; but scarcely had he lost sight of the port
where he had left the burning prize, when a violent storm
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came on, which separated his ships and doubtless wrecked
the smaller one, as it was never afterwards heard of. This
storm, so unfortunate for him, proved lucky for the poor
Spaniards, who had been left on shore. It drove the burning
prize upon the beach and thus afforded them an unexpected
opportunity of escaping their forlorn situation on a remote
and desolate coast. The English had left them such scanty
provisions as could be spared and a few arms for their protection; but their prospects under any circumstances seemed
almost hopeless. There was among them, however, at least
one man of marked ability, well fitted to take advantage of
any turn of fortune in his favor. This was Sebastian Viscaino,1 of whom there will be occasion to speak at some
length hereafter. Though there is no particular account of
his action, it can well be imagined how prompt his measures
must have been, as he beheld the flaming hulk driving in
towards him . He at once organized the forces at hand; ran
out to meet the promised rescue; boarded the fiery pile and,
aided by the rain, soon extinguished the flames. He found
a sound hull and in a short time made out of it a sufficiently
safe conveyance to transport himself and his companions
across the Gulf of California to the Spanish settlements on
the other side. Thus they were all saved and finally reached
their destination.
Cavendish, in the meanwhile, made an almost straight line
across the Pacific. On January 3, I 588, he arrived at the
Ladrones and ten days afterwards at the Philippines. This
being dangerous ground, he was under the necessiity of concealing the history of his exploits on the coasts of America
and found himself obliged to hang his Spanish pilot for
secretly writing letters to the governor of Manila, which
however never reached their address. After a short stay at
the Philippines, Cavendish passed to Java; on May 18
doubled the Cape of Good Hope; and on September 9, I 588,
arrived with his spoil at Plymouth, after an absence of two
1
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years and fifty days. 1 Upon his return he w\-ote, giving an
account of his achievements, to H unsdon, Lord Chamberlain,
as follows: "I navigated along the coast of Chili, Peru and
Nueva Espana, where I made great spoils. I burned and
sunk nineteen sail of ships, small and great. All the villages
and towns that ever I landed at, I burned and spoiled." i
These few words, so terse and soldier-like, so indicative of a
man who could see clearly and might have described well
what he saw, make one regret that he has not left a full
record of his visit to California .. As it is, the accounts are
scanty; and of his experience with the Indians nothing is
known. He made a second voyage in r 59r, with the intention of again visiting the scenes of his former exploits and
doubtless of outdoing them; but upon reaching the Straits of
Magellan his fleet separated and he was obliged to turn back.
He then changed his plans; with two vessels ran up the
coast of Brazil and attacked the Portuguese; but, being
deserted by one of his ships and thus left diminished in force,
he lost most of his men in the attempts he made; and, after
great but fruitless exertions to retrieve his fortunes, died on
shipboard before he could get back to England.s He too,
like his predecessor, was knighted by the English queen.
Had a sovereign like Elizabeth succeeded upon her
demise to the English throne and the natural bent of the
English people been allowed full play, it is more than likely
that Drake and Cavendish would sonn ha\·e had many imita \ tors and the Spanish commerce in the Pacific have suffered
severely. The result probably would have been that California would have been settled much earlier than it was, and its
history been entirely different. But when the great queen
succumbed, the cro;vn of En,;land passed into the hands of
the Stuarts, a family which had neither the ability to lead,
the intelligence to understand, nor even the wish to improve
the spirited people, over whom it was placed . During the
Bumey·s Discoveries, I, 64-94.
lfackluyt, III, 837.
> llurney"s Discoveries, III. 93-107 .
1
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reigns of the Jtmeses and the Char!eses, one looks in vain
for anything like enterprise, except .such as was in opposition
to the court and found its proper field at home . For a hundred years and upwards, therefore, with the exception of the
glorious days of Cromwell, there was no English expedition
into Spanish waters worthy of notice, and none at all into the
Pacific. Though Spain declined during all that time and
rapidly fell from the first rank among European nations
almost to the last, the Spanish ships in the Pacific pursued
their courses and carried their treasures undisturbed by
English privateers . It was not until after the expulsion of
the Stuarts and the subsequent declaration of war against
Spain in the early part of the reign of Queen Anne, that a
successor to Drake and Cavendish appeared. This was Captain \Voodes Rogers, who, no less than Drake and Cavendish,
" filled with terror all the coasts of the South Sea." 1
W oodes Rogers sailed from Bristol with two ships and
three hundred and thirty-three men on August 1, 1708. The
larger vessel was of three hundred and twenty tons burden
and carried thirty guns; the smaller of two hundred and
sixty tons and twenty-six guns. The enterprise, although
undertaken under commission from the English government,
was a private one of Bristo! merchants. The officers were
chiefly adventurers, who gladly embraced the opportunity of
replenishing their exhausted exchequers, among whom were
Thomas Dover, a doctor of physic, from whom the medicine
known as "Dover's powders" is said to have taken its name,
and William Dampier, famous as a navigator on his own
account but at this time reduced to a subordinate position .
The men consisted of a heterogeneous multitude, collected
from all sides; some were tinkers, some tailors, some farmhands , some peddlers, some fiddlers; and more than one-third
were foreigners. 3 Unfortunately for the complete succeiS and
peaceful conduct of the expedition, a controlling power over
1

"Havia llenado de terror todas las costas de! Mar de! Sur. "-Venega s P. II,

§ 3, p. 183.
1

Woodes Rogers' Cruis ing \"oyage, 8.
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its movements was vested in a council of all the officers, to
be convened whenever occasion required and presided over

by Doctor Dover. The result, as might have been foreseen,
was frequent disagreement; but Rogers appears to have acted
with great command of temper and brought the voyage to a
much more successful issue than under the circumstances
could reasonably have been anticipated.
The ships doubled Cape Horn about the beginning of
I 709, and at the end of January of that year reached the
island of Juan Fernandez. There the English found and
rescued the celebrated Alexander Selkirk, a Scotch sailor,
who had been abandoned on the "island four years and four
months previously by the captain of an English vessel,
named Stradling. He came on board clothed in goat skins,
looking wilder than the animals whose coats he wore, and
told the affecting story of his desolation, his melancholy, his
griefs, his terrors; how he gradually came to recover his
spirits; his shifts and contrivances; how by the life he was
compelled to lead he was "cleared of all gross humors " and
became as agile and active as the wild goats which he pursued; how he ca~
ta.i:ru:.d
..them to be his companions,
taught them to dance with him and thus while away the
tedious hours of his solitude; 1 in fine, his narrative, as is well
known, was the original upon which Defoe founded his
romantic story of "R9binson Crusoe." From this place, having taken Selkirk in his ship and, on the recommendation of
Dampier who had known qim in former days, made him a
mate, and having provided his company with a full stock of
such provisions as the island afforded, Rogers sailed for the
coast of Peru and addressed himself to the work for which he
had set sail. On March I 5 he took his first prize, a small
vessel of Payta with a small sum of money on board; on
March 26, he likewise took a vessel of fifty tons bound from
Guayaquil to Truxillo, loaded with timber, cocoa-nuts and
tobacco; on April I a galleon-built ship of five hundred tons,
carrying timber, dry-goods, fifty negroes and several passen1

Woodcs Rogers, 125-131.
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gers, bound from Panama to Lima; on April 2 a vessel of
thirty-five tons laden with timber from Guayaquil for Lima,
and on April 16 a ship with fifty Spaniards and one hoodred
Indians, negroes and mulattoes.
By this time the English had reached the mouth of the
river running up to Guayaquil, which then had about two
thousand inhabitat1ts and was supposed to contain much
wealth. Rogers was for at once attacking and taking the
place by surpdse; but he was hampered by the council, with out whose concurrence he could not act. As it turned out,
delays occurred ; and by the time he and his men, who
had left their ships and taken to boats, arrived abreast the
town, which was midnight of April 21, they found the place
alarmed; a great fire flamed on the top of an adjoining hill,
and numerous lights were seen passing rapidly to and fro
in the streets. Even then effective measures could not be
taken; negotiations had to be gone through with as to the
conduct of the attack; and finally parleyings with the
authorities of the town were resorted to; during all which
time the inhabitants were removing or concealing their valuables and the majority of them betaking themselves to the
woods . On April 23, finding that parley was ineffective, the
English, consisting of one hundred and sixty men, taking
several loaded cannon and putting a bold front upon their
perilous undertaking, made a violent assault. The Spaniards
in return fired one volley; then threw down their arms,
abandoned their ordnance and fled, leaving their handful of
assailants masters of the town . The English immediately
fortified themselves in the largest building they could find,
which proved to be a church, and began to gather up the
plunder that wa!:lleft. It consisted of two hundred and thirty
bags of flour, beans, peas and rice; fifteen jars of oil; one
hundred and sixty jars of liquors; one hundred and fifty bales
of dry-goods; cordage, iron-ware, nails, powder, pitch, tar,
clothing and other necessaries; about sixteen thousand dollars' worth of plate, golden chains, ear-rings and jewelry. four
cannon, and two hundred worthless Spanish muskets. Many
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of the golden chains were found concealed upon the persons
of the Spanish ladies. 1 On April 27, after the English had
held the town for four days with threats of burning unless
their demands for ransom ,vere complied with, a bond for
thirty thousand dollars was executed by the authorities and
hostages given for its payment. Thereupon Rogers and his
men withdr 1w, re-embarked in their boats and dropped down
the river to their ships, from which they had been gone twelve
days. In a short time afterwards twenty -five thousand five
hundred dollars of the ransom were paid; and on May 8 the
English sailed away, having released most of their prisoners . 2
Rogers calculated that, if he had succeeded in surprising the
town, he would have obtained about two hundred thousand
dollars in money besides jewelry and other plunder.'
From Guayaquil the English sailed to the Gallapagos
Islands, near which they took three small prizes with about
fifty Spaniards, forty negroes and several thousands of dol lars in gold. Thence they set out for the coast of California,
it having been resolved in council to cruise for the Manila
ship, which was expected about the end of the year. A
hundred years and upwards had now elapsed since the time
of Drake and Cavendish; and the Philippine trade had
increased to such an extent that the annual galleon or
galleons, for there w.;:re often more than one, carried very
large amounts of treasure and merchandise, amounting in
value sometimes
to ten millions of dollars. The captain or
\
general in charge of a galleon seldom received less than one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars as his compensation for
1 " Some of their largest gold chains were concealed and wound about their mid•
dles, k-gs and thighs, etc.; but the gentlewomen in these hot countries being very
thinly clad with silk and fine linen and their hair dressed with ribbons very neatly,
our men, by pressing, felt the chains, etc., with their hands on the outside of the
ladies' apparel, and by-tbdr linguist modestly desired the gentlewomen to take
them off and surrender them . This I mention as a proof of our sailors' modesty
and in respect to Mr. Connely and Mr. Selkirk, the late governor of Juan Fer•
nandez. who commanded this party; for being young men I was willing to do
them this juatice; hoping the fair sex will make them a i:rateful return when we
arrive in Great B_ritain on account of their civil behavior to these charming prison•
m ."-Woode! Rogers, 179.
1 Woodes Rogel'!i, 153-195.
a Woodcs Rogers, 185.
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the round voyage; and the chief officers as a rule cleared
from twenty to thirty thousand dollars each .1 It was, therefore, for a prize worth the looking after that the English ran
up from the equator to Cape San Lucas, where ~hey _arrived
on November I, 1709. They had three vessels, the Duke,
the Duchess and the Marquis, the last named being one of
their captures, which they had transformed intq. a consort.
But they were compelled to wait longer for the expected
prize than they anticipated . Their provisions began to run
short, so much so that they had scarcely enough to carry
them to the nearest of the Ladrones, which they intended to
make their next place of supply . On December 2 I, they
were in fact preparing to abandon the cruise, when to their
"great and joyful surprise, about nine o'clock, the man at
mast-head cried out he saw a sail," which proved to be a
Manila galleon distant about seven leagues. Rogers in the
Duke at once hoisted his ensign and bore away after it,
followed by the Duchess. They pursued all night, signalizing each other with lights as previously concerted; and at
day-break the Duke was within a short distance of the
Spanish ship; but the Duchess was far to leaward. Rogers
noticed that the Spaniards had hung out powder barrels at
each yard-arm, intended to deter any attempt at boarding;
but, paying no attention to these, he resolutely attacked;
and a desperate conflict ensued. The English at first fired
from their forward guns, which the Spaniards answered from
their stern . As they came nearer the English poured in
several broadsides, which the Spaniards returned; but it was
observed that they did not ply their guns so fast or with so
much effect as the English. As they came very near, the
small arms were brought _intorequisition. The English then
ran a little ahead "thwart her hawse, close aboard," so as to
be in a position to rake fore and aft, when the Sp~niards
struck their colors and gave up the contest. By this time
the Duchess came up and fired a few guns, which were not
answered: the fight was over; the Spaniards had surrendered.
1
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Upon clearing up, it was found that Rogers himself had been
severely wounded by a musket ball, which had struck away
a great part of his upper jaw and remained for six months
imbedded in his cheek-bone; and one of his men was slightly
injured in the back. The Spaniards lost nine men killed, had
ten wounded and several blown up and burned with powder.'
The English immediately carried their prize, which proved
to be the Nuestra Sei'lora de la Incarnacion y D.'!sengafio, a
vessel carrying twenty guns. twenty pedereros' and one hundred and ninety-three men under command of a French
chevalier named John Pichberty, into Aguada Segura, a
port at the east of Cape San Lucas and the same where
Cavendish had fired and abandoned the Santa Anna. There
they learned from their prisoners that two galleons had
sailed from the Philippines at the same time, one their own
and the other a much larger and more richly freighted ship;
that after running a long time in company they had separated, and that in all probability the second vessel could not
be far behind and must soon make its appearance. Upon receiving this intelli~nce the English determined to go in search
of it. Rogers counseled securing the treasure and prisoners
already taken and sailing out in full force; but the officers
of the Duchess and Marquis, who had taken no part in the
recent engagement, claimed the first places in the new enterprise; and the council resolved that the Duke should remain
in port until its services should be found indispensably requisite. The Duchess and Marquis thereupon put to sea. As
they did so Rogers posted a watchman with a flag upon a
high hill overlooking the ocean to give him intelligence of
what took place. In a short time the flag was seen in violent
agitation; and it was found that the second Manila ship, a
galleon called the Bigonia, of nine hundred tons burden,
Woodes Rogers, 291-294.
"Pederero, or 1peterero, (pierrier, Fr . )-a small piece of ordnance, formerly
used on board some foreign ships, lo• the discharging of nails, broken iron, or partridge shot on an enemy auempting to board. It is generally open at the breech
and the chamber made to taJ..e out, to be loaded that way instead of at the muzzle. This specie~ o · ordnance i, managed hy a swivel and was formerly much in
use among the Spaniards. "-Falconer'• Marine Dictionary .
1
1
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carrying twice as many guns as the other and more than
twice the number of men, had sailed past and that the
Duchess and Marquis were pursuing and keeping up a running fight. Rogers, having secured his prisoners, immediately
flung his sails to the breeze and started in chase. After
running all night and a portion of the next day, he came up
and engaged in the combat, which had been very unequally
maintained by his consorts. But the Spaniards were well
prepared and fought with desperate valor. This was partly
due, as it afterwards appeared, to the fact that a number of
the men on board had formerly been pirates and were accustomed to desperate encounters, but principally to the spirit
of the gunner, an unnamed hero of extraordinary courage,
who had not only taken every precaution to put his vessel in
good trim for the fight, but compelled his associates to keep
up the conflict by stationing himself in the powder-room and
taking an oath that he would blow the ship and all on boarc1
into atoms rather than allow it to fall into the hands of the
assailants. 1
The chase and fight, which commenced on December 25,
was kept up throughout {he night and all the next day. At
one time the Marquis engaged the Spaniard: at another the
Duchess, and at another the Duke. Had they attacked
together at the start, it is likely they would have overpowered
the galleon; but at every new attack it seemed the gunner had
called into requisition new measures of defense and had
finally rigged up a netting deck, which rendered any attempt
at boardin~ futile. Towards the end of the contest the Duke
and Duchess were on opposite sides; and the shots of the one
were as dangerous to the other as to the Spaniards; so that
the Duke was compelled to haul around and in doing so came
into such close quarters that a fire-ball was thrown upon its
deck, which exploded a quantity of powder and did much
damage. Among other things it seriously burned several
men and carried off a portion of one of Rogers' heels. The
English had thirty men killed and wounded and their masts
1
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badly shattered. Of the Spaniards only two were known to
have been killed, picked out of the maintop by musket balls;
but their rigging was completely riddled and at least five
hundred shots were placed in their hull. Though they had a
"brave, lofty, new ship, the admiral of Manila," they were
glad to be left alone and made no offer to turn upon or pursue
the English when the latter drew off and made their way, in
crippled condition, back to the port from which they had set
out. 1 Arrived there, they immediately repaired their vessels;
accepted the bonds of Monsieur Pichberty for six thousand
dollars, payable in London, as ransom; released their hostages
and prisoners, and sailed away, carrying their prize with them.
They proceeded to the Ladrones; thence to Batavia in Java;
thence to the Cape of Good Hope, from which they sailed in
company with a Dutch fleet, and in October 171 I reached
England.
From fir5t to last Rogers was in the neighborhood of Cape
San Luca~ upwards of two months. He, however, saw but
little of the country. The account he gives of the natives,
was derived almost exchssively from some of his men, who
had been sent ashore to look for fresh water. These men,
as their boat approached the land, were met by Indians, who
paddled out to them on small rafts, called "bark logs," and
by their actions and demeanor extended a hearty welcome .
The surf being roogh, they took the English sailors on their
floats and throwing themselves into the water guided them
through the breakers to the beach. They then conducted
them, an Indian on each side of an Englishman, up the bcfnk
and through a narrow path to their huts, which were about a
quarter of a mile distant. There the English found· a dull
musician rubbing two jagged sticks across each other and
humming a song, apparently in honor of their arrival. They
were next invited to squat upon the ground and presented
with broiled fish. After partaking of a scanty repast thus
offered, they were escorted back in the same manner they had
come, with the addition of the music, such as it was, and
1
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thence through the surf again to their boat. Nothing was
seen of any European commodities; not a word of Spanish
was heard spoken. With the exception of fish and a few
wild fruits, seeds and rcots, the Indians appeared to have
nothing to eat; they were quite naked, they had no property
except some curious implements, specimens of which were
"preserved to show what shifts may be made;" they were in
fine "the poorest wretches in nature " 1
In further description of the Indians, Rogers says they
were, though old and miserably wrinkled, large of limb,
straight and tall. Their hair was black and so long that it
hung down to their thighs. Their language was as unpleasant as their aspect, being harsh and broad and so pronounced
as if their words choked them. Some wore necklaces and
bracelets of pearls, which were notched and fastened with
strings of grass, intermixed with red berries, sticks and
pieces of shell; and these they seemed to prefer to the colored
beads and toys offered them by the English. The only
European articles they seemed to prize were knives, their own
cutting instruments being made exclusively of sharks' teeth .
Even knives they did not sufficiently covet, or else they were
too honest, to steal; the cooper's and carpenter's tools, when
carelessly left ashore, were always found in their places untouched. Their houses were made of brush and grass, very
low and insufficient to keep out wind and rain. There was
no cultivation of any kind and no store of provisions on
hand. They seemed to pay a sort of respect to one man,
,>those head was adorned with feathers; but as far as could be
seen they had all things in common; so much so that if one
received a knife he handed it to any other that stood near
him. Most of the time they stood or sat or lay around doing
nothing, solicitous only for a present subsistence and careless of the future. But in one or two respects they exhibited
wonderful skill and agility. They could shoot flying bird,;
with their arrows and they were expert fishermen and ast0nishing divers . Rogers threw old rusty knives, one after the
1

Woo<lcs Rogers, 284, 285.
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other, into deep water and they seldom missed catching them
before they sank more than three or four fathoms
Some of
the sailors said they saw an Indian dive with a wooden spear
and, whilst under water, stick up his in!-trument with a fish
on the point of it, which was taken off by another that accompanied him on a raft.

CHAPTER

XI.

SHELVOCKE.

T

HE only other English privateersrnan of note, that
touched on the coast of California, though there were
various others who sailed into the Pacific and depredated upon
the Spaniards, was Captain George Shelvocke. He had been
a lieutenant in the English navy. On this occa5ion he was
fitted out, together with Captain John Clipperton, by an
English company, known as the Gentlemen Adventurers.
The two, each in command of a separate ship, sailed from
Plymouth on February 13, 1719; but, soon after leaving port,
Shelvocke seized the welcome occasion of a storm to separate
from Clipperton; and thenceforward each pursued an independent course. Though they met a number of times afterwards in the Pacific, the result was invariably disagreement
and quarrel and never anything approaching the co-operation
so much needed under the circumstances. Far from having
the resolute and commanding spirit of a Drake, the strong
and determined energy of a Cavendish or the unremitting,
indefatigable tact of a Rogers, Shelvocke was a bickerer and
a blusterer; and his vessel appears to have been a scene of
almost continual dissension and disobedience.
A notorious fellow, of morose and gloomy disposition,
named Simon Hatley, was first officer or mate on board Shelvocke's ship. He had previously been in the South Sea with
Captain \Voodes Rogers 1 and from that fact presumed to know
more about the navigation of the waters to which they wefc
bound than his superior and to dispute with him the conduct
t

W codes Rogers, 207, 2o8.
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of the voyage.' It was this same Hatley, and upon this same
voyagP, who shot the albatross, afterwards rendered famous
by Coleridge in his" Rime of the Ancient Mariner." When
the ship had run down beyond the Straits of Le Maire and
was buffeting against continuous storms of rain and sleet. a
solitary black albatross, which had apparently lost its way,
hovered round and for many days accompanied the vessel in
its struggles through those dreary and desolate seas. Hatley
in a dismal fit of melancholy, either regarding the bird as a
breeder of storm and a portent of further ill fortune or more
probably actuated by a spirit of wanton cruelty, destroyed
the poor creature. But his expectations of more favorable
winds, if he in fact entertairied any, were not realized by its
destruction: the blasts continued to blow as fiercely and the
waves to roll as tumultuously as before; and for a long time
it seemed doubtful whether the ship would be able to weather
the Cape. However, after a rough and protracted run and
suffering great hardships, which were rendered still more
poignant by the state of feeling existing on shipboard, the
adventurers finally succeeded in reaching the Pacific and
meeting with smoother waters.
About the end of November they reached the Island of
Chiloe. There Shelvocke pretended that his vessel was
French and that he himself was Le Janis Le Breton, a
French captain well known by reputation on that coast. In
this name he wrote threatening letters to the governor and
assumed a domineering tone; his object being, as he gravely
relates, to give the inhabitants a dislike for French traders
and a disgust for the French name. But in carrying out this
sorry fraud, as in almost everything else that he attempted,
Shelvocke made a mi:ierable failure; 2 and all he was able to
1

Sbelvocke's Voyage round the World by the way of the Great South Sea,

7. 8.

• 1 "I did not think fit to tell him in plain terms we were English; for I had two
'Ylews
in concealing it; the first to hinder them from alarming the coast, and the
01her to give them a dislike to the J<"renchtraders, who have considerable inter•
Cit with the Spaniards in these kingdoms. This would certainly have had in
IO!ne
111easure
the desired effect, if we had not had the ill luck to be discovered."
--5bel,ocke,97.
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accomplish was to steal a canoe full of provisions from the
Indians, with whom he had no cause of quarrel, and make off
with it up the coast. It then became a question to what
point to go next, Shelvocke being in favor of Juan Fernandez
and his crew in favor of the bay of Concepcion on the coast
of Chili. The crew, as might have been expected from the
character of the captain and the state of discipline maintained by him, carried the day; and to Concepcion accordingly the vessel went. 1 At that place a party of the English,
in making an ill-advised attempt to seize a house near the
water's edge supposed to be full of valuable merchandise,
was surprised by the Spaniards and run into the sea, and
several of them were slain. One was caught, like an ox, by
a lasso thrown over his head when he had almost reached the
ship's boat and drawn back to the slaughter in sight of his
companions, who could do nothing to assist him. In a short
time after this misadventure, a Spanish ship, with several
passengers, a small cargo of provisions and about six thousand dollars in money and plate, came up and after a few
volleys was taken by the English. Its captain offered to pay
ransom; but, on account of some delay in raising the necessary funds, Shelvocke, who in the meanwhile had transferred
all the valuables to his own vessel and even rifled the pockets
of all its passengers,' precipitately set fire to the prize and
then set sail for Juan Fernandez.
Another notorious character of this ill-starred expedition,
besides Simon Hatley was William Bct?i.gh, the master of
marines. After a rapid run to an<l a short stay at the island
of Juan Fernan<lez, upon the return of the vessel to the mainland, Hatley and Betagh were placed in charge of a small
bark, which had been taken from the Spaniards, and sent to
1 ·• I was howe\'er still divided bdwixt the diAiculty I folt within myself to dispense with my instructions and the danger of giving way to the remonstrances
and ad\'ice of these gentlemen; but considering how easily they might be brought
to throw off command and how little I should he able to help myself, alone and
by myself as I might be said to be, if they came to that extremity, I complied
with them and resolved to spend two or three ,lays in going to Concepcion."Shelvocke, 125.

• Shelrncke, 135.
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cruise along the coast close in shore. They succeeded in
taking a number of prizes and in such rapid succession that
their exploits for the short tim~ they kept the sea, bring to
mind the crowded incidents of Drake's or Cavendish's voyage. But, as it happened, a Spanish man-of-war overtook and
made them prisoners . If Shelvocke is to be believed, Hatley
and Betagh had made up their minds to desert with their
prizes and had in fact set sail for India before they were thus
taken; and, on the same authority, Betagh afterwards accepted service under the Spaniards and urged them to attack
and destroy his former companions. But on this point,
involving so serious a charge, Shelvocke is hardly worthy of
credit. A man who is himself without honor is not a credible witness to impugn the honor of another.
Shelvocke in the meanwhile sailed to Payta and set fire to
the town, but before he could plunder it, as he had intended,
he was surprised by a Spanish man-of-war, which unexpectedly arriv.ed, and compelled to cut loose and ignominiously
leave his anchor and boats. It was by the merest chance
that he succeeded in escaping utter destruction. From Payta
he sailed a second time for Juan Fernandez. As he approached the island a storm arose, his vessel became
unmanageable, was thrown upon the rocks, and completely
wrecked. He and his men, however, rescued themselves and
most of their stores; took up their abode upon the shore, and,
after providing themselves with shelter, proceeded to build a
new vessel out of the fragments of that whicl, had been
broken to pieces and lay scattered along the foot of the·
prec1p1ces. This was completed in about four months. It
wasthirty feet in length, sixteen in breadth and carried one
unmounted gun, that had been fished out of the water where
the old vessel had broken up. Upon this craft, after filling
it with the stores that had been saved and such new supplicc
ascould be obtained upon the island, including a number of
livehogs, Shelvocke and forty-six others, leaving behind a
numberwho were unwilling to venture upon such a ,·oyage,
committedthemselves to the ocean and sailed again for the
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American coast. After a run of several days, a Spanish
vessel was descried to which the English gave chase and
made a desperate attempt to take it, glad at almost any risk
to have a chance to better their terrible condition. They
loaded their gun with the only two shot they had and then
put in the clapper of their bell, a lot of bolt-heads and chainbolts and some pebbles, such as were used in those days for
shooting partridges; but they were compelled to discharge it
as it lay along the deck; and it did no execution. The
Spaniards returned the fire with greater effect, killing one
and wounding several of the assailants; and then escaped.
After this encounter the English continued their voyage as
best they could and finally succeeded in reaching lquique,
where they obtained provisions and soon afterwards took a
Spanish vessel of two hundred tons, laden with pitch, tar,
copper and timber, into which they immediately transferred
themselves and refused to accept ransom. Having now a
Spanish vessel, they were enabled by displaying Spanish
colors to sail unsuspected up to Payta a second time and
make themselves masters of it; but the Spaniards, meeting
stratagem by stratagem, pretended that an overwhelming
force was at hand; and the English beat a precipitate and
inglorious retreat, saving very little booty.
From this point Shelvocke ran up to the north, and
towards the latter part of January, 172 I, met the ship of
Captain Clipperton, from which he had separated nearly two
years previously. The meeting was not a cordial one, and
the next day ClipJ?erton sailed off, refusing to associate or
have anything to do with Shelvocke. Both, however, proceeded northward; and three times subsequently, before
crossing the Pacific, they met again. On the last occasion,
which was in March, they seemed to be better reconciled
towards each other and there was an agreement between
them to cruise together for the next Philippine galleon.
In pursuance of this project they sailed for some days,
Clipperton being accustomed after running ahead to wait
for Shelvocke to come up; but one evening, after thus run-
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ning ahead, Clipperton did not stop : on the contrary, without notice or intimation of his intentions, he sailed off for
China. Shelvocke searched for him for some time in vain,
and then , realizing the true state of the case, ran into Sonsonnate on the coast of Guatemala. There he took a vessel
laden with provisions , called the Sacra Familia, and transferred himself and his men into it as a better vessel than
that which he then had.
As soon as this exploit became known at Sonsonnate, the
governor of that place sent off messengers with information
of the peace, which had by that t ime been concluded between
England and Spain, and requested a' restoration of the capture. But Shclvocke demanded the production of the proc lamation and articles of peace and evaded giving up the
vessel. The governor, finding that his requests would not
be complied with, resolved to seize the Sacra Familia by
force and proclaim Shelvocke and his companions pirates;
but the latter found means to temporize and finally sailed
away with their new ship. The existence of peace, however,
seems to have been sufficiently well known to the English;
for they next sailed for Panama, with the intention of delivering themselves up and in that mode getting back to
England . On their way they fell in with a Spanish vessel
and could not forego the opportunity of making themselves
masters of its wealth, which appears to have been over a
hundred thousand dollars 1 besides flour, sugar, marmalade
and sweetmeats . The acquisition of this booty, together
with the fact that they were sailing in a different bottom
from that in which they had left England and the pretended claim that this rendered them entirely independent
of the "Gentlemen Adventurers," who had fitted them out,
induced them to alter their intention of going to Panama;
and turning round they resolved to sail for China. It is to
this change in their fortunes and this use they made of it,
that Lower California was indebted for the visit which they
made to its shores.
1

Barney'sDiscoveries, IV, 549.
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On August t t, 1721, Shelvocke arrived at Cape San
Lucas; and he remaind there one week. He sailed into the
same bay, then called Puerto Seguro, where Cavendish had
lain and where Woodes Rogers had been only a little more
than ten years previously. The remembrance of the latter
seemed to be fresh in the memories of the natives, who hailed
the new-comers with delight. They pressed around in great
numbers and assisted the sailors in carrying wood and rolling
down casks of fresh water for the supply of the ship; so that
in a much shorter time than the English alone could have
furnished themselves they were ready to proceed on their
voyage.
Shelvocke's account of the natives agrees in almost all particulars with that of Woodes Rogers; but he adds various
additional circumstances, which are of interest. When the
Indians first came on board his ship and saw negroes
standing around promiscuously with the white men, they
became greatly excited and endeavored to separate and drive
away the blacks . Their repugnance to them continued until
a negro cook was sent ashore with utensils and materials for
boiling hasty pudding on a large scale, which, being sweetened with sugar and liberally distributed among the swarming
natives, acquired for him and his color their universal
favor. 1 They also became excited whenever they perceived
the English taking snuff or looking through a spy-glass, and
endeavored to prevent these actions, though for what reason
Shelvockc could not determine.'
In aiding the sailors at
their labors, they followed the example of their chief, who
was the first to lend a hand; but in all they d;d, the presence
and encouragement of a white man, though he took no part,
was necessary to keep up their :nterest in the work. 3 From
the fact of their thus assisting the sailors, Shelvocke con cluded that they were not naturally as idle and lazy as they
---

----
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Shelrncke, 399, 405. 4o6.
2 Shelvockt:, 419.
3 "They rolled our casks down to the boat but always expected a white face
to assist them, who if he ,lid hut touch it with his lingers, it was sufficient encouragement fo: them to p.:rsevcrc in their lahor ."-',helvockc,
406.
1
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appeared to Woodes Rogers, but that their slothfulness proceeded rather from inability to perceive the usefulness of
work than from any disinclination to labor. 1
Their manner of living was rude in the extreme. They
sometimes baked in hot sand the fish, which they speared
with great skill, but frequently ate them raw. They had no
boats, but made rafts, composed of five logs of light wood, fastened side by side, and propelled with a double-bladed paddle .'
They also had bows and arrows, which seemed to be used by
the women quite as much if not more than by the men, as if
hunting were a part of their ordinary occupation.
The
strings of their bows were made of the sinews of deer, and
their arrows were tipped with pieces of flint or agate, worked
down so that the edges were indented like the teeth of a saw
and the points very sharp.• Their bread consisted of black
lumps or rolls, made by grinding up small black seeds of an
oily nature, which though uninviting to the eyes of the
English were not very disagreeable to their taste . When
they wished to drink, they would go up to their middles in
a pool or stream and dip up the water with their hands or
stoop down and suck it up like cattle . Upon this simple and
apparently healthy diet, their lives seemed to be prolonged
to great length, and many of both sexes attained to extraordinary old- age.•
The men were tall, straight, well-made, large of limb, and
had coarse black hair reaching to about their shoulders.
The women were smaller, but with much longer hair, which
in some instances almost covered their faces. Some of both
sexes had good countenances; but all were of much darker
complexions than any other Indians, which the English had
seen in the New World . The men were naked and wore
nothing but strings of mother-of-pearl, shells and berries
1 "It is in a mannef certain that they can be practiced in no sort of labor, but
th:itof fishing and hunting. If they are slothful, it appeared to us to proceed
morefrom disuse than disinclination to work.''-Shelvocke,
419• Shelvocke, 420.
1 Shelvocke, 422, 423.
• Shelvocke, 422.
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about their necks and sometimes shells and hawk's feathers
in their hair. The women wore a thick fringe of grass about
their hips; some had a deer skin carelessly thrown over their
shoulders; others the skin of some large bird . The men were
all more or less painted; some daubing or smearing only their
faces and breasts with black, while others were regularly
painted from the face to the navel with black and from the
navel to the feet with red. From the different styles of painting thus exhibited, Shelvocke was of opinion that men of different tribes were present. But however this may have been,
and however wild a.nd savage they were to look upon, the
greatest harmony and affection appeared to prevail amongst
them, and they were very talkative with one another. 1 When
anything to eat was given to one, he always shared with those
that were about him, commonly reserving very little for himself. "They seldom walked single, but went mostly in pairs
and hand in hand." 2 They seemed to be entirely tractable,
faithful, scrupulously honest; and there were no indications
of cruelty either in their aspect or actions. In respect to
peace and concord they seemed to live in a state of innocent
simplicity, such as was once fancifully supposed to characterize the earliest ages of the world. In all things, which could
be noticed in a short stay amongst them, they showed themselves to be amiable, affectionate, good-natured creatures; but
in the scale of intelligence and in all that is designated under
the term civilization, they were among the lowest of human
beings.
Shclvocke saw nothing of the country but the vicinity of
Puerto Seguro on the eastern side of Cape San Lucas; and
he describes it as mountainous, barren and sandy. Upon
turning up and examining the soil of the valley, however, he
found a rich black mould, intermingled with shining particles,
which he supposed to be gold-dust. Some of this he carried
away with him, but afterwards lost during the troubles and
confusion, to which he was subjected in the subsequent por1
2

Shelvocke, 420.
Shelvocke, 417.
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tions of his voyage. However much mistaken he may have
been as to these glittering particles, he had no doubt the
country afforded metals of the most precious kinds. 1 In
addition to the barren and desolate aspect of the country
natural to it at all times, it was at the time of his visit rendered much more so by what he describes as inconceivable
swarms of locusts, which stripped the trees and bushes of
their foliage and ate up every green thing, giving the landscape the appearance of winter. These insects during the
day time were perpetually on the wing and were very troublesome and offensive. When his ship dropped anchor in the
port, they came off towards it in such immense numbers that
the sea around the vessel for a great distance was covered
and discolored with their dead bodies.•
As has been already stated, Shelvocke remained but one
week at Cape San Lucas. On August 18, 1721, he sailed for
Canton.
Three days afterwards he discovered an island,
seven or eight leagues in circumference, about one hundred
and ten leagues west of Cape San Lucas, to which his people
gave the name of Shelvocke's Isle; 3 but it seems to have
been previously seen by Villalobos and called Roca Partida.'
Thence Shdvockc sailed, by the way of the Ladroncs and
Formosa, to Macao. At Whampoo one of his sailors shot a
Chinese custom-house officer; and the Chinese authorities
retaliated by seizing and abusing the first considerable Englishman upon whom they could lay their hands. 1 The result
t "Some of this glittering soil we endeavored to wash and purify and separate
from the dirt; and the more we attempted it the more what so shone aiid glittered
seemedto be gold, which made us bring away some of it, to make some better
assay and trial of it with persons of more skill and judgment than ourselves. We
did so, but what we brought away was lost in the midst of our troubles and confusion afterwards in China. However illusive the shining particles in this soil
may have been, there can be no doubt but this country aO'ords metals of the
most precious kinds. "-Shelvocke, 412.
t Shelvocke, 413• Shelvocke, 443.
'Bumey's Discoveries, IV, 551.
• "The corpse was laid at the door of one of the English factories and officers
waited for the first considerable Englishman that should come out or make his
appearance, without any regard had to whom in particular this act ·of violence and
a supercargo of another vessel,
murder was to be imputed. A Mr. C--k,
happened to be the first that came out. He was seized, carried away and led
about the suburbs of Canton in chains, and was not released till the renl murdererwas delivered up to the Chinese authorities. "-Shelvocke, 459, 46o.
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was a breach between Shelvocke, who was held to a great
extent responsible for the bad conduct of his man, and the
other Englishmen then at Whampoo. In the course of the
quarrel that ensued, the ill feeling that had existed among his
own people broke out with redoubled violence; and both his
officers and crew sided against and finally deserted him. But
while he thus fell out with his own countrymen, he seems to
have come to a full understanding with the Chinese officials.
By some means not explained they were induced to charge
his vessel exorbitant port duties, which he willingly paid; but
it is said that this was done in accordance with a preconeerted
arrangement in fraud of his employers and that he secretly
received on his own account a large portion of the money
thus charged him. 1 However this may be, it is certain he
afterwards sold his ship for about one-third the sum so
charged under the name of duties and that all his countrymen in Chinese waters regarded his conduct with disgust.
They denied him their company and for a long time refused
him transportation in any of their ships back to England.
He, however, finally succeeded in securing a passage and
arrived in London, by the way of the Cape of Good Hope,
in August, 1722. And "thus ended," he writes, "a long and
unfortunate voyage of three years, seven months and some
days, after having sailed very considerably more than round
the circumference of the earth, and having gone through a
great variety of dangers and distresses, both on sea and
shore."•
In England, Shelvocke was arrested and charged with
several acts of piracy, the principal one being the taking of
the :::ipanish ship :::,,h.raFamilia after notification of the peace
existing- between England and Spain. He was also prosecuted for defrauding his employers; but, on account of the
difficulty of procuring evidence and by disgorging a portion
of his ill-gotton gains, he managed to escape conviction in
either case and fled the kingdom.'
Besides these prosecu1 Rurney\
Discovcrie,, IV, 552.
'~hdn,c :,c, 476.
> Burne)· ·, IJ1.c11\'erics, IV, 55.l,
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tions, there would probably have been another by the South
Sea Company; but that lately powerful corporation was now
reduced tu the lowest stage of depression and ruin, and its
directors had more to do in defending themselves from various charges that had been brought against them than to be
able to bring others to justice.
The famous South Sea Company, originally organized in
171 I rather for banking purposes than with any special
object of trading in the South Seas, had managed to obtain
an assignment of a contract, known as the "Asiento," for the
supply of the Spanish West Indies with negro slaves. It
had also procured from the English government the exclusive right to trade and traffic from " Tierra de! Fuego through
the South Seas to the northernmost part of America, not
exceeding three hundred leagues in distance from the continent of Ametica on the west side." 1 Shelvocke's voyage, as
well as that of Clipperton, in so far as it was an English
undertaking, was therefore in strictness of law an infringement upon the privileges of the company. But, as has been
said, the company was now reduced to ruin. It had gone
beyond the purposes for which it had been organized and
become involved in projects of vast magnitude, which it
could not carry out. In less than ten years after its incorporation it had entered into competition with the Bank of
England for the management and control of the English
funds; and for a while its schemes had seemed to succeed
beyond its own expectations .
In April, 1720, bya bill which passed the British parliament,
its power had been enlarged and its capital stock increased,
for the purpose of enabling it to carry out various new
plans, which, among other things, embraced, according to
industriously circulated rumors, an exchange of Gibraltar
and Minorca for a portion of Peru and the acquirement
thereby of control over the American mines and the gradual absorption of all the most profitable commerce of the
Pacific Under these circumstances the most extra\'agant
1

Burney's lJiscovo:ries, IV, 514-516.
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prospects had been suggested and entertained and by
adroit management fostered and encouraged; visions of sudden wealth became the excitement of the day; its stock
rose to fabulous prices; people of all classes were induced
to subscribe, and many risked their whole fortunes. Such
was the rise of the South Sea Scheme or, as it was afterwards more appropriately called, the South Sea Bubble.
It was the great prototype of inflated projects, conceived in
fraud and carried on by misrepresentation, and was the most
gigantic and famous of them all. But at length the bubble
burst; its fraudulent practices were discovered and dragged
into the light; its stock fell; its privileges were revoked; prosecutions for felony were instituted against its directors and
their effects sequestrated; the government funds were transferred to the Bank of England; thousands of families were
reduced from independence and the an.ticipation of affluence
to abject penury; and over the whole kingdo~ there was
wailing and despair .1 In the general crash and wide-spread
desolation, Shelvocke and his misdeeds were entirely forgotten.
After Shelvocke the next and, it may be said, the only
other notable Englishman, who ravaged the Spanish coasts
in the Pacific, was Commodore George Anson. He was
dispatched by the British government in 1740, soon after the
breaking out of a new war with Spain, with a squadron of
armed ships to damage the Spanish commerce, which he did
very effectually. He took Payta and other places, also a
rich Philippine galleon and many other prizes and seized
immense spoils. He was a man of the Drake and Cavendish stamp; but, as he did not touch upon the coast of
California, mention is made of him merely as the last of the
great English sea-kings, who vexed the Spanish rule in the
South Seas. And thus closed the projects of the English,
other than those in the legitimate pursuits of discovery, colonization or commerce, in the Pacific .
1

Burney's Discoveries, IV, 554, 555.

CHAPTER
THE STRAITS

XII.
OF ANIAN.

T

HE Spanish commerce in the Pacific and more especially
the Philippine trade not only attracted the English privateers, as has been seen, b1._.1t
occasioned a renewal of the
search for the straits, supposed to connect the Atlantic and
Pacific, to the north of America. This supposed passage,
called the "Straits of Anian," was reported to have been first
discovered by Gaspar Cortereal, a Portuguese navigator, who
explored the coasts of Labrador in 1499 and I 500. From
that time forward for many years, notwithstanding repeated
attempts to find it and repeated failures, everybody believed
in its existence; and full faith and credit were given t(? every
new story, however extraordinary, that adventurers or visionaries could invent concerning it. Where facts failed, imagination supplied fancies; and, as the importance of such a
passage was universally recognized, such ideas as that a
proper balancing of the earth required such straits, and that
the author of the world would not have omitted a thoroughfare so much needed by his creatures, were by no means too
fantastical for acceptance. 1
It will be borne in mind that the discovery of these straits
had been one of the objects of the various Californian expeditions of Cortes. In his time the passage was supposed to extend from Newfoundland on the one side to the East Indies
on the other; and he even possessed a chart upon which it was
1 See, for instance, Relacion, Intro. XL, note 3, where the historian Acosta
repeats the reasoning of Pedro Menendez as follows: "Otros inclicios tambieu
referiaconcluyendo finalmente, que a la sabiduria de,) Hacedor y buen orden de
la naturaleza pertenecia que como habia comunicacion y paso los dos mares al
polo Aut,rtico, asi tambicn la hubiese al polo Artico, que cs mas principal"
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so delineat$!d, Afterwards, when Marcos de Niza traveled
t:p into New Mexico in search of the famous Seven Cities, he
supposed that he saw the northern ocean trending eastward.
It was the main object of the voyage of Alarcon to S'lil into
that northern sea and thence co-operate with Coron.1do, who
had marched overland into the interior of the continent.
Cabrillo also looked upon this as the objective point of his
expedition; and it W,ls doubtless in the hope and anticipation
of its eventual discovery that, when he found himself stricken
by the hand of death, he so earnestly adjured his second in
command to prosecute and complete his discoveries.
After Cabrillo's time, for many years, there were no more
voyages of di,;covery in the North Pacific; but this only gave
greater circulation and credence to fictitious accounts of the
position, character and navigation of the suppo;ed straits.
Amon~ these one of the earliest was a report that Andres de
Urdancta, who though a priest was at the same time a navigator of skill and a man of great capacity and worth, had
about the year I 556 discovered the wished-for passage and
that he had traced its course with great particularity upon
a map. This report further added that Urdaneta had mentioned his discovery to the king of Portugal; that the king of
Portugal had charged him with secrecy, as its knowledge
would expose the Portuguese as well as the Spanish establishments in the Pacific to repeated disturbances from the
En;.:-lish; and that for these reasons the knowledge acquired
by U rdancta had been kept from the public. A Portugue-,e
n;wigator, named Martin Chaque, was also said to have discovered the straits about the same time; and it was added
that his account of them had been withheld for the same
reason as that of U rdaneta. 1 In I 574 Juan Fernandez de
Ladrillero, a pilot of reputation, over sixty years of age, who
had navigated the Pacific for twenty-eight years, affirmed, in
the course oi a judicial examination in Spain, the existence
of the straits opening into the Atlantic about the parallel of
Ncwf"undland and offered, in spite of being aged and worn
1 l(cl.1ciu11, Intro. XI.II.
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out, to go in search of them and colonize and fortify them as
he might find practicable.'
In 1582 Francisco Gali sailed
from the Philippines much further to the northward than the
track usually taken by the galleons, intending by skirting
the coast from China all the way round to Mexico to ascertain whethe it was continuous or not. Had he followed the
course proposed, he would have done great service, an~ his
almost forgotten name might have come down proudly in
the first rank of discoverers; but the !10rth remained almost
as completely unknown after his voyage as before . He
merely found, in the course he took, a spacious extent of sea,
of great depth, with strong currents from the north and filled
with whales and other fish, which were said to frequent canals;
from all which circumstances he affirmed the existence and
expressed his belief in the straits;• but he did not pretend to
have seen them. Besides these reports, there were many
others to the same effect; ss> that throughout the maritime
world the Straits of Anian, though there were as yet no maps
or particular descriptions of them, except such as were supposed to be filed away in the secret archives of the courts of
Spain and Portugal, were implicitly believed in.
It was reserved for an individual, said to be a Portuguese
and named Lorenzo Ferrer de Maldonado, to put the finishing
touch of fabrication upon these reports. He did so with such
a degree of plausibility that long after his death his stories,
which for a long time were discredited and almost forgotten,
were revived and believed in by many learned and intelligent
geographers and were the cause, as will Le seen in the sequel,
of several expensive expeditions, sent out to ascertain the
real truth. This Munchausen of history pretended to have
sailed from Lisbon to Labrador in I 588 and thence by a
direct passa~e into the Pacific and back again. According
to his account the navigation from Spain to China by this
route could, under ordinary circumstances, be made in three
months. He was by no means chary of particulars: on the
1 Relacion, Intro . XI.Ill.
' l,clacion, Intro. XL\" 11, XI.\" II I.
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contrary he gave every crook of his reputed channel, with
courses, distances, widths. currents and winds, and a minute
description of the land on both sides. He located it between
the sixtieth and seventy-fifth degrees of north latitude, having both its entrances in sixty and making in its course three
great bends. He even pretended to have met a Dutch ship
laden with Chinese merchandise passing by it from the
Pacific into the Atlantic. This account he afterwards, in
1009, presented to the Spanish Council for the Indies and
pointed out the positions adapted for occupation, at the same
time asking for means and forces to take possession and
fortify them in the name of the Spanish crown. But the
Council, upon an exa!]lination of the man himself, thought
proper, though they kept his papers, to reject his proposition;
and thereupon Maldonado for the time being sank into
~bscurity. Nearly two hundred years afterwards two copies
of his memorial were resurrected, one in Spain and the other
in Italy; and, being brought forward, they found readers, who,
as before stated, advocated their correctness. In 1790 several members of the French Academy startled the world by
declaring themselves believers in these old stories; and a
public controversy arose in respect to the supposed straits,
by means of which the name of Maldonado at length became
famous. Drake, upon a certain occasion of quarrel with his
chaplain in the course of his voyage across the Pacific, compelled the poor parson to wear a badge with the inscription,·
·• Francis Fletcher, ye falsest knave that liveth." 1 A badge
and inscription of this kind would have been much more
appropriate for Maldonado,' unless, perhaps, he ought rather
to be supposed a man of unsettled mind and more an object
of pity than reproach.
Next in celebrity of those who pretended to have navigated and to give a particular description of the supposed
1 World EncompasSfd, Appendix II, pp. 176, 177.
• The author of the Introduction to the Voyage of the Sutil and Mexicana says
that an examination of the Spanish archives proved Maldonado to have been" un
proycctista embiador, un alquimista estafador, y un charlatan novelero-a scheemer
and swindler, an alchemist and sharper, an upstart charlalan.''-Relacion,
Intro.

LI, LII.
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straits, was a Greek pilot, named Apostolos Valerianus but
more commonly known as Juan de Fuca.1 According to the
account he gave of himself, he had followed the sea for
nearly forty years in the service of Spain until the fall of
I 587,when, with Sebastian Viscaino, he was taken by Cavendish in the Philippine galleon Santa Anna off Cape San
Lucas. He pretended to have been robbed on that occasion
of all his property, ·consisting of goods worth £ixty thousand
ducats. Immediately after that misadventure, he proceeded
to Mexico; and, it being then supposed that Drake and Cavendish had reached the South Sea by the Straits of Anian,
three vessels, carrying one hundred soldiers, were dispatched
by the viceroy to re-discover those straits, fortify them and
prevent any further ingress by English privateers; and he, Juan
de Fuca, being an experienced seaman, was engaged as pilot•
of the expedition. As it turned out, however, the captain
of those vessels, according to his account, was guilty of some
great misconduct; a mutiny occurred among the sailors and
soldiers, and the ships were compelled to return without having
accomplished anything. Afterwards in I 592 the viceroy fitted
out a second expedition of two vessels for the same purposes
and placed them under the command of Juan de Fuca himself.
He professed to have sailed in them along the coasts of New'·
· Spain and California until he came to the latitude of 47°
north, and to have there found an inlet thirty or forty leagues
wide, which he entered and navigated eastwardly for twenty
days. He passed a number of islands and found the natives
clothed in the skins of beasts; and the country was fruitful
and rich in gold, silver and pearls. He finally reached the
Atlantic Ocean; and then, having thus accomplished his mission, he turned round, returned to Mexico, and claimed remuneration for his valuable services. But the viceroy, though he
received him graciously, delayed paying the promised reward
and finally referred him to the king in Spain, who upon his
going there, received him with ·like graciousness, but in the
same manner put him off with promises, which were never
fulfilled. After waiting in vain for several years, he finally
9 VoL. I.

~·
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in 1595 withdrew unobserved from the court and passed into
Italy with the intention of returning to his native country of
Cephalonia. He was then an ol:l man, sixty years of age.
On his way through Venice he met an English merchant,
named Michael Lock, to whom he told his story. Lock
interested himself in the account given by the old pilot of
his voyages and afterwards endeavored to induce Sir Walter
Raleigh and other eminent persons in England to fit out an
expedition for the occupation of the reported passage. The
project, however, failed; and in 16o2 Juan de Fuca died,
apparently in destitute circumstances.
Lock subsequently
wrote and published an account of their "talks and conferences." 1 Some two hundred years afterwards, when the subject of the geography of the northwest coast of America was
very largely discussed on account of the discovery of the ·
great inlet leading into Puget Sound, which was found to
correspond in many respects with tqe old Greek's account of
the western end of his passage, the name of Juan de Fuca
was rescued from oblivion; and it will go down, in connection
with the straits called after him, to a late posterity. 1
Of the same general character was a voyage reported to
have been made . by Admiral Pedro Bartolome de Fonte.
He was said to have sailed from Callao with four ships under
authority of the viceroy of Peru in the spi;ing of 1640. His
special purpose was the interception of certain vessels from
the recently-founded town of Boston in New England, which
were said to be sailing into the Pacific by the northern passage. He proceeded, according to report, first to Cape San
Lucas, and from that point one of his vessels explored the
Gulf of California . Finding no passage through the gulf, he ·
doubled the Cape and proceeded up the coast to a high
latitude and reached a collection of islands, with narrow and
crooked channels between them, which he called the Archipelago of Sa,1 Lazaro. Beyond this, in latitude 53°, he discovered the mouth of a great river, to which he gave the
-

11..ireenhow,86-89;
• Greenhow, 176.
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name of Rio de los Reyes. Sending one of his vessels to
explore the coasts further north, he with the others entered
the Rio <le los Reyes and ascended it in a northeasterly direction to a large and beautiful lake, containing many islands
and surrounded by a delightful country . On the south shore
of this lake there was a large town, called Conasset, the
inhabitants of which were kind and hospitable. There Fonte
left his vessels and proceeded, in what manner is not stated,
down a river flowing eastward into another lake, and thence
through a passage, called the Straits of Ronquillo into the
Atlantic . There he found one of the Boston ships of which
he was in search, which was bound up the passage he had
• just descended. Instead, however, of attempting to make a
prize of the Yankees, as had been his purpose, he · preferred
to treat them with the highest respect, made them magnificent presents, and in return received their charts and journals.
He then turned round, retraced his way to his ships, and
passed down the Rio de los Reyes to the Pacific. In the
meanwhile the ship he had sent up the coast, when he himself entered the Rio de los Reyes, had returned and reported
the discovery of another large river, called Rio de Haro and
another large lake in latitude 61° , whence his lieutenant went
in canoes as far north as latitude 79°. F;om that point the
land was seen ex~ending still further north until it could not
be distinguished from the polar ices. One of the sailors
went as far as 80° and found there a fresh water lake, constituting the head of Davis' Straits; and beyond it there
were prodigious mountains. From all this, Fonte is said to
have concluded that there was no practicable communication
for ships between the Atlantic and Pacific by a northwest
passage; but it is plain that he never made the voyages
ascribed to him. 1
In I 595, thirteen years after the voyage of Gali from the
Philippines, there seems to have been sent out from the same
islands by the governor, at the instance of the king of Spain ,
a ship called the San Agustin. The object was to examine
1 Greenhaw, 84-86.
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the same coasts, which it had been Gali's purpose to skirt
along and investigate. This vessel was intrusted to the command of Sebastian Rodriguez Cermei'ion. All that can be
affirmed with certainty in re~ard to its voyage, is that the ship
was lost. 1 Long afterwards it was reportC:d to have reached
the l>ay of San Francisco, and to have been there driven on
shore and broken to pieces. It was also said that Viscaino
entered the bay of San Francisco in 16o3 for the purpose of
seeing if he could not find the remnants of the old ship thus
wrecked. But when it is considered that the bay of San
Francisco was not known until nearly two hundred years
after the voyage of the San Agustin, and that Viscaino, if
he had ever entered it , would surely not have omitted mention of the most glorious sight upon which his eyes had everrested, it is plain that the supposed wreck of the San A~stin in the hay of San Francisco must be classed with the
stories of Maldonado and De Fuca. It may be remarked,
however, in this connection that the Indians of the Island of
Santa Catalina off the Santa Barbara Channel exhibited to
Viscaino, on the ~ccasion of his visit there, pieces of damask
which they said had come from a Spanish vessel that had
been wrecked to the northward of them; and this fact may
have given rise to the above mentioned report about the
wreck of the San Agustin.'
Of all the foregoing reported voyages into the higher latitudes of the North Pacific none are entitled to credit, however much they may have been talked about and however
often repeated and republished, except that of Gali and the
bare facts that then~ had been a San Agustin, that it had
sailed from Manila for the California coast an,l that it was lost.
Urdaneta clearly never sailed into those seas. Whatever
Ladrillero and GaE may have said as to the existence of the
straits was merely the expression of an oi:,i.1ion,which was
very generally entertained not only among navigators but
also among the most learned cosmographers of England,
1 Venegas, P. II,§ 4, p. 194; Relacion, Intro . LVII .
• Relacion, Intro . LXIV.
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Spain, Portugal and Italy.' It is doubtful whether Chaque
ever made the report attributed to him; and as to Maldon::ido, his story was clearly a fabrication . The same seems
also to have been the case with that of Juan de Fuca, for
the reason that no record exists in the archives of Spain of
t.ny such navigator or of any such expeditions from Mexico
as he describes;• nor is it at all ;_)robablc, if• his story had
any truth about it, that the Spanish chroniclers would have
omitted mention of an enterprise, calculated to redound so
much to the credit of the Spanish name. His account of
the manner in which he was treated, first by the viceroy and
afterwards by the king of Spain, indicates that he was looked
upon as an innocent enthusiast and perhaps as a harmless
old man, who had suffered many hardships and was therefore
entitled to kind words. But, on the other hand, it is remarkable that he described with so much accuracy the inlet
which bears his name; and there are, on this account, many
who suppose that his voyage really took place and that his
account of having sailed into the Atlantic and of the richness of the countries bordering on his straits in gold, silver
and pearls were mere· errors, no greater than those committed by various other navigators, in respect to whose voyages there is no question.
Be this as it may, and even supposing, as was probably
the case, that the accounts of Maldonado and Fuca were not
made public until years after their respective voyages purported to have been performed, the fact remains that the
public mind was very generally impressed with a belief in the
existence of the straits. Theretofore this belief had been
vague; no one had found or navigated the supposed passage;
but when its po3:tion, dir<!ctnes,; and easy navigation were
so positively and repeatedly asserted, it became plain to the
Spaniards that, if these reports were correct, their commerce
in the Pacific would be exposed to grea.t dangers. If the
English and other enemies of Spain could find so short a
Intro. LIi.
Relacion, Intro. LIil, LIV.

1 Relacion,
1
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way into the Pacific, as would be afforded by the reputed
communication, it was obviously of the first importance to
provide !:tations for the protection of ships engaged in trade,
or still better, to seize upon and fortify the straits themselves. As yet there was no settlement along the entire
coast of California; but now the importance of the occupation of that toast became more and more apparent . If
Drake and Cavendish had come into the South Sea, as was
supposed, by the passage so often spoken of;1 there was
nothing to prevent others from following in their track; and
the occupation by the English of New Albion, of which
they claimed the dominion,2 might be expected at any time.
The Spaniards therefore found it to be a matter of necessity,
which could not be much longer deferred, to turn their attention again to the northwest coast and to take measures
for its further exploration and, if practicable, for. its permanent occupation under the Spanish flag.
It was under these circumstances that a new expedition
was determined on, including a new attempt to settle California. Orders to this effect were received at Mexico from
Philip II., who still filled the Spanish throne; and the person named for the leader of the proposed new enterprise was
Captain Sebastian Viscaino, the same who had been taken
prisoner by Cavendish and escaped in so remarkable a manner, with his companions, when left in an apparently helpless
condition upon Cape San Lucas. Three well-provided ships
were placed under his command and he sailed with them
from the port of Acapulco in the spring of 1596. Of the
number of men he carried there seems to be no certain information; but it appears that there were many soldiers and
four priests.' He proceeded up the coast to the neighborhood of what is now Mazatlan and thence crossed over to
Lower California. The place at which he first landed was
very sterile; and he proceeded to another, where he erected

-
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• Relacion, Intro. LVII.
1 \'cnegas, P. II, § 3. p. 184.
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the royal standard and took possession. This place also
proved upon examination to be barren; and he therefore
coasted along till he came to the place known as Santa Cruz,
where Cortes had attempted to make a settlement sixty
years before and where various memorials of him and his
people were still found scattered around. Here Viscaino
established a .camp, built a stockade, erected a small church,
put up a number of huts and made the beginning of his settlement, which it was intended should be permanent.
From
the pleasantness of the place and the extremely peaceable
character of the natives, who congregated in large numbers,
he called it La Paz, 1 a name which it has ever since borne.
But notwithstanding the agreeableness of the spot and the
kindly disposition manifested by the Indians, Viscaino soon
recognized the fact that it was not suited to the purposes of
a large colony; and he therefore dispatched one of his vessels,
with a launch, to search for a more favorable place, if any
such should present itself, further north. This ship pro ceeded up the coast a hundred leagues. At the spot last
examined, fifty soldiers went off to survey the country; and
upon finding it no better than that hitherto seen, they were
about to re-embark, when the Indians, who had collected in
numbers, let fly their arrows. The Spaniards thereupon
faced around and _fired, killing three or four of the Indians.
But as the launch could carry only twenty-five persons, an
equal number was obliged to remain upon the beach; and
upon these, the Indians to the number of five hundred fell
with great fury and outcry. The time was chosen when the
launch had returned and they were busy embarking in it.
The attack was so sudden and violent that the Spaniards
became disordered; their launch was overturned; they were
thrown into the water; their fire-arms being wet were rendered useless; some were drowned, and son:ie died a miserable death at the hands of their assailants . A few swam out
I

"Un huen puerto, al qual pusieron por nomt.re de La Paz, por ser mui apaci-

ble y de mucha genie, que recibieron bien y con muchas seflales de paz y amistad
4 nuestros Espa!lo les, haciendo grancles demonstraciones de contento con su ven-

ida. "-Torquemada,

L. V, cap . XLI.
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to the ship; but nineteen perished within sight of their
panions, who, however, were unable to render any assis
or succor. On account of the happening of this sad ,
and also on account of scarcity of provisions, the ship t1
around and ran back to La Paz. In the meanwhile th,
ony there had also nearly exhausted its stores; and, .as
seemed to be no possibility of obtaining supplies any,
upon the coast, Viscaino resolved to abandon the cou
and, re-embarking with all his people, he returned to
Spain at the end of-the same year, I 596.1
I Torquemada, L. V, cap . XLI, XLII; V~neg.B, P. II,
Relacion, Intro. LVII-LX
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HILIP II ., king of Spain, died in 1598 and was succeeded
by his son, Philip III. One of the first acts of the latter's reign was to order a new expedition from Mexico to the
northwest coast. Among the documents left by Philip II.
was a declaration of certain foreigners, who professed to have
been driven by violent winds from the coast of Newfoundland into the South Sea by the way of the Straits of Anian,
which they affirmed entered the Pacific a little north of Cape
Mendocino; and they added that they had seen on their way,
besides other remarkable thing<;, a large and rich city, strongly
fortified and inhabited by a numerous, polite and well-governed population . 1 This was evidently one of the old stories,
in which advantage was taken of the general belief not only
in the straits but also in the existence of a great city somewhere in the undefined north, that had been first mentioned
by the visionary Marcos de Niza and was popularly known
as Quivira. It is, perhaps, too much to say that this mere
paper hastened the action of Philip II I.; but it was not
unlikely the occasion of attracting his early attention to the
very important subject of the northwest coast. His mandate,
ordering the new expedition, issued on September 27, I 599.
It directed the viceroy of New Spain to cause to be made
1 "Hallo tambien su magestad, entre otJas papeles una informacion, que dertos estrangeros avian dado a su padre, en que se <licen alguna.s cosas notables,
que ellos en aquella tierra avian visto, llevados alll con fuerza de tiempos en un
navio <iesde la costa de los Bacallaos, que es en Terranova, dando en ella razon,
de a,·er pasado de la Mar del Norte a la del Sur por el Estrecho <leAnian, que es
mas adelante del Cabo Mendocino y que avian visto una populosa y rica ciudad,
bien fortalecida y cercada y m11irica de genie, rolitica y cortesana y bien tratada
y otras cosas, dignas de saberse y <le ser vistas.' -Torquemada, L. V, cap. XL V.
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with all diligenc~. at the public cost and without regard to
expense, a new discovery and entry upon California, and
this time not upon the gulf side but upon the exterior coast
fronting the Pacific.1 In pursuance of these orders, Gaspar
de Zuniga, Conde de Monterey, the then viceroy, provided
and provisioned two large and two small vessels; put on
board the necessary sailors and soldiers; induced a number
of learned men to accompany the expedition, and placed the
whole under the charge of the same Sebastian Viscaino as
captain-general, who had conducted the last expedition.
Viscaino, upon this, which is called his second voyage to
California, sailed from Acapulco on May 5, 16o2. Proceeding
up the coast as far as Culiacan he crossed over to Cape San
Lucas and anchored in the bay of Puerto Seguro, well known
to him by previous sufferings, to which he now gave the name
of San Bernabe. He there published an order imposing
the death penalty upon any soldier or sailor, who should
cause any disturbance among the Indians.' On July 5, he
sailed for Magdalena bay, where. he arrived in fifteen days,
and examined it thoroughly. Thence •he went to Cerros
Island and thence coasted up to the northwestward, minutely
surveying every spot that offered any promise of advantage;
but without finding any place suitable for settlement until
November 10, when he reached San Diego.' There he remained ten days. Some of his people went up on the promontory, now known as Point Loma, which separates the harbor
from the ocean and shie.Jds it from the northwest winds; and, ·
taking in a view of the entire port, they found it to be one of
the finest character and very extensive.'
It will be recollected that Cabrillo visited this place in,
·-· ·" - ---- ·····-------- --- · .
·--------------"Para •1ue a costa de la hacienda real, sin reparer en gaMos, hiciesse con
toda diligencia nue\'o descubrimiento y entrada en la California; no yA par la
costa interior de! golfo, sino por la ext~rior del Mar del Sur."-Venegas,
P. II, 5
4, J>· 190.
• Relacion, Intro. LXII .
3 "Un famoso puerto, quc se llamo de San Diego."-Torquemada,
L. V, cap.
LIi.
.
• " Descle lo alto del monte se \'ici ser el puerto linclisimo y mui grande y todo
el mui acomodaclo para el abrigo de todos los \'ienlos ."~Torquemada, L . V, cap.
-
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1542 and while there, :-s well as at other places to the north
and south of it, heard from the Indians of a people living in
the interior who re:iembled the Spaniards. Viscaino was
told a similar story. When the Indians in large numbers
came about him, he noticed that the most of them were
painted black and white. The black color, on account of its
peculiar silvery-blue luster, especially attracted his attention;
and, upon being asked where it was obtained, the Indians
exhibited metalliferous stones and added by signs that these
stones were extracted by a people in the interior, who were
bearded and clothed like the Spaniards. They also said this
strange people manufactured elegant sashes, similar to those
worn by the Spanish soldiers; some as brilliant even as that
with which the general tied up his mulberry-colored velvet
breeches, and that this strange people were apparently in all
respects like their present visitors. 1
From San Diego the ship;; proceeded to the island, now
known as Santa Catalina. This had been discovered and
'visited by Cabrillo, who called it Victoria; but Viscaino, on
account of the day he arrived, called it by the name which it
has ever since borne. Here he found many Indians, men,
women and children, all clothed in seal skins, and was
received by them with extreme kindness . They were a fine
looking race; had large dwellings and numerous rancherias;
made admirable canoes, some of which would carry twenty
persons; and were expert seal hunters and fisherman. There
were many things of interest there; but the most extraordinary were a temple and idol, the most remarkable, of which
any account remains, among the Californians. The temple
consisted of a large circular place ornamented with variously
colored feathers of different kinds. Within the circle was the
1 "El cmbige de negro era como plateado y azul; y preguntanclole por scfias
que era aquello, mostraron unas picdras de metal, ,le <Juelo hacian y -iixeron por
sclias que <le aquellas pi..-clrassacaha una gente que a via la tierra adentro quc eran
barbados y usaban vestidos como los Espai\oles y hacian y sacaban unas cintas i;alanas; sei\alando ellos cran como los pasamanos que los soldados tenian en los
coletos de ante; y <Jueeran tamhien como uno que tcnia el general en un calzon
de terc-iopelo morado, y que aquellos hombres que ellos decian usaban de las ~alas
y vestidos como nuestros Espai\oles, y que se Jes parecian. "- Torquemada, L. V,

cap. Lil .
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idol, a figure supposed to represent the devil, painted in the
manner in which the Indians of New Spain were accustomed
to depict their demon and having at his sides representations
of the sun and moon . To this idol it was said that the
Indians sacrificed large numbers of birds and that it was with
their feathers that the place was adorned. When the Spanish
·soldiers, who were conducted thither by an Indian, arrived
at the spot they found within the circle two extraordinary
crows, much larger than common, which, upon their approach,
flew away and perched upon the neighboring rocks. Struck
with their great size, the soldiers shot and killed both;
whereupon their Indian guide began to utter the most
pathetic lamentations. " I believe," says Father Torquemada, "that the devil was in those crows and spoke through
them, for they were regarded with great respec;t and veneration;" and in further illustration of this he relates that on
another occasion, when several Indian wo~en were washing
fish upon the beach, the crows approached and snatcheJ the
food from their hands; and that the women stood in suchawe that they dared not drive them away and were horrified
when the Spaniards threw stones at them.1
The Indians upon this island, and the same remark applies
to those of the other islands of the Santa Barbara Channel
and the opposite coast, appear to have been much further
advanced in the arts of life than the natives of California in
1 "En ella [isla] se hallo un templo , donde ellos hacian sus sacrificios y era un
patio grande y llano y en la una parte de el, que era donde ellos tenian el altar,
avia un circulo redondo, grande todo, rodeado todo con plumas de varias aves de
diferentes colores, que entiendo eran de las aves, que a sus idoles sacrifican
muchas; y dentro de el circulo avia una figura pintada de varios colores como de
demonio, al modo y usanza que los Indios de esta Nueva Esp'ltla le suelen pintar;
y a los !ados tenia la figura de el sol y de la luna. Aqui sucedio, que quando los
soldados llegaron aver este templo, a via dentro del circulo dicho dos grandisimos
cuervos, maiores harto que los ordinarios; y como llegaron los Espafloles se volaron de alli y se pusieron en unas peflas, que cerca de alli avia; y los soldados,
como vieron que eran tan grandes, les apuntaron con las arcubuces y mataronlos
ambos, de lo qual comenzo a llorar y hacer grand es sentimientos un Indio que con
los Espatloles hasta alli avia ido. Yo entiendo , que !es hablaba el diablo en estos
cuervos; porque les tenian grande respeto y veneracion: y vio uno de los religiosos, que alli iban, estar labando unas Indias en la plaia unos pescados para
comer elll\s y sus maridos e hijos y se llegaron a el las unos cuervos y las quitaban con
el pico el pesca<lo de la mano y ellas callaban, y no los osaron ojear 6 espantar de
alh y se espantaban de ver que Jos Espafloles !es tiraban de pedradas."-Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIII.
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general. Among the natural productions of Santa Catalina
wer~ large quantities of edible roots, called gicamas, and in
these, according to Viscaino, the Indians carried on a sort of
trade with their neighbors of the mainland.'
He also mentions as another significant fact that the women of the island
had pleasant countenances, fine eyes, and were modest and
decorous in their behavior,' and that the children were white
and ruddy and all very affable and agreeable. From these
statements, as well as from those made by Cabrillo in reference to the Indians of the opposite coast, it is evident that
the natives of these regions, on account of a difference either
in blood or in the circumstances under which they lived, were
far in advance of the other natives of California.
From Santa Catalina Viscaino passed to several of the
neighboring islands ctnd thence to the mainland near Point
Concepcion. There he was visited on his ship by a chief
whom he supposed to be the king of the country. This
potentate appeared anxious to indtTce the Spaniards to land
and was even supposed, like the chief with whom Drake
treated, to offer them his country and its sovereignty . Another offer that he made and which he conveyed to the Spaniards by expressive pantomimic signs, indicated that he
would give each of them that would go \Vith him ten wives.
This generous proposition, which he doubtless regarded as
the most magnificent he could possibly make, occasioned
much merriment among the sailors and soldiers; but Viscaino
did not think proper to accept the proffered hospitalities and
sailed on. 3 Pa'ising around the point and running up the
coast, on December 15, 1602, he arrived at Point Pinos and
came to anchor in the bay formed by its projection.
Upon
examining the place, he found it to constitute a f:!OOdport,
with a pleasant and fertile neighborhood; on account of
1 "Ai en esta isla mucha cantidad de unas como papas y gicamas pequcf'las; y
los Indios pasan A venderlas a la tierra firme, que viven de comprar y vender . "Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIi.
• " Las Indias son bien ngestadas, de mui lindos ojos, y de rostro, mui modes•
tas y bonestas."-Torquemada,
L. V, cap. LIII.
• Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIII.
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which advantages and in honor of the viceroy, under whose
auspic•s he sailed, he gave it the name of Monterey.
By this time Viscaino found himself in very straitt>ned condition. Many of his people were sick and his provisions were
nearly exhausted.
Under these circumstances he deemerl it
prudent, instead of immediately proceeding further, to send
back one of his vessels for the purpose not only of carrying ·
the sick but of soliciting reinforcements and supplies for the
further prosecution of the voyage. As soon as he had done
so, he and those who stayed with him, fitted up barracks on
shore and devoted themselves to furnishing the remaining
ships with wood and water.
They also set up a kind of
chapel under an immense oak tree, whose spreading branches
overhung the beach, and by the roots of which flowed abundant springs of the sweetest and purest water. The aspect
of the country round about was attractive: the pines and
oaks, the groves and open spaces, the diversity of hill and
dale-all \Vere delightful.
He and his men made a short ex~
cursion inland and found the plains full of game-elks whose
horns measured three yards across, 1 deer, hares, rabbits, geese,
ducks and quails, besides other beasts and birds in great
numbers. There were also bear·s, the prints of· whose feet
were nine inches broad.' Throughout the country there were
numerous Indians; but all were friendly and well-disposed.
\,Vhatever may have been Viscaino's intentions as to waiting for supplies, he did not continue long at Monterey. On
January 3, 16o3, setting sail with the two vessels that were
left, he proceeded in search of Cape Mendocino. A favorable
wind drove him up to the neighborhood of Point Reyes; but
there a storm came on, which separated the ships; and they
did not meet again until after the end of their respective voyages. It was at this time, according to some accounts, that
Viscaino turned around and entered the bay of San Francisco to look after the wreck of the San Agustin. According to other accounts, which describe the
port of San Fran.
~

"Cicrvos tan grnndes, que sus estas tendrian Ires varas de largo. "-Relacion, Intro. LXVI.
2 Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIV.
1
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cisco as lying under and directly south of Point Reyes, it is
said that there was, among Viscaino's men, one Francisco de
Bolanos, who had been chief pilot of the San Agustin and
knew the place well.1 But no reliance is to be placed upon
this report any more than upon the others. Surely if Viscaino had once entered the bay of San Francisco he would
not have sailed out again without describing it. Had a navigator
of so much intelligence a:nd enterprise, whose very
object
was discovery and exploration, once sailed through
the Golden Gate, it cannot be believed that he would have
turned
around without finding out something more about that
grand
entrance and the waters to which it led; nor· would
t:he world for so many years afterwards have remained in
c:omplete
ignorance of a bay with which no other on the
Pacific
can be at all compared.
It is to· be remarked that
the other account referred to involves the presence of Bolanos,
t. be pilot of the San Agustin; but nothing is said of the
r10anner in which he escaped the wreck nor of the very extra<:>rdinary adventures he must have met with in passing from
San Francisco to Mexico.
But while the reports that Viscaino entered the bay of San
.Francisco and that Bolanos was with him cannot be entertained
--=-scredible, itis not at all unlikely that he took temporary refuge
C-rom the storm, which separated his ships, in some one of the
:i ndcntations of the coast near Point Reyes and possibly in
Drake's bay. From this temporary refuge, wherever it may
-,ave been, as soon as the tempest had somewhat abated, he
' " La causa de aver entrado la capitana en el puerto de San Francisco fue por
a-cconocerle y por ver si se hallaba alli rastro de una nao, Hamada San Agust.in, queen aquel puerto avia dado a la costa el aflo de 1595,la qual, por manc:iado de 5u magcstad y del virrei de la Nueva Espalla, que era el que entonces
govemaba Don Luis de Velasco, la avia despachado dcsde Filipinas el gover•
,nador Gomez Perez d~ Marinas, para que hiciera este descubrimiento, de que
aora vamos tratando, aviendosele encargado el cuidado, de que con fiddidad y
1>untualidad lo hiciera el piloto Sebastian Rodriquez Cermeflon; y estando ya en
este puerto csta nao San Agustin, se perdio y dio a la costa con un viento tra'R5ia; y •entre los que alli venian en aquella ocasion era uno el piloto maior
Francisco de Bolanos, que lo era de esta armada. El conocio el parage y dixo
que en tierra avia dexado mucha cera y caxones de sedas; y por vl!r si a.via
algun rutro de algo quiso el general entrar en Ill. Surgi6 esta nao capitana
detru de uoa punta, que la tierra en el dicho puerto hace que, se llamo la punta
de los Reies, mas no se hecho genie en tierra, por estar con cuidado de la
fragata; y asi el dia siguiente torno esta nao capitana a salir de alli, para ir au
CUDinoen busca de la fragata."-Torquemada,
L. V, cap. LV.
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sailed to the northward and on January 12 was off Cape
Mendocino. There the storm, coming on with redoubled
fury, lashed the sea into foam; and the mists and clouds, settling down, shut out the view of earth and sky and covered
everything with murkiness and obscurity. To add to the
dreadful situation only two of the sailors remained well
enough to climb the shrouds; and the ship was driven through
the darkness almost at the mercy of the raging elements
until it reached the latitude of 42°. The experience of these
stormy waters was similar to that of Drake and Ferrclo. On
January 20, the wind shifting to the northwest, the weather
cleared up and Viscaino was in sight of Cape Blanco; but he
found it absolutely impossible, on account of the condi~on
of his crew, to proceed any further; and therefore, turning
around, he ran down the coast, making his only stopping
place on the coast of California at Cerros Island, and on
March 21, I 6o3, arrived at Acapulco .
The smaller vessel, which had become separated from Viscaino at Point Reyes, was under the command of Martin de
Aguilar. It appears to have been driven northward to about
the latitude of 43°, where, finding the n:iouth of what appeared to be a very large river, Aguilar attempted to ascend
it but was prevented by the strength of the current. This
he seems to have regarded as the western entrance of the
Straits of Anian, which was said to lead up past the city of
Quivira into the Atlantic; and many of the geographers of
subsequent years so laid it down on their maps under the
name of the River of Martin de Aguilar. Instead, however,
of determining the truth in reference to this river, Aguilar
contented himself with the supposition that he had accomplished a great service and at once sailed with the news of
his discovery for New Spain; and his vessel reache·d the port
of Navidad on February 26, nearly a month in advance of
Viscaino. As for Aguilar himself, he and also his chief pilot
and most of his companions died on the passage .
The disease to which Aguilar succumbed was the scurvy.
It made such fearful ravages among the navigators of that

•
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day, that it was said the greater part of those sailing between
China and New Spain died of it. 1 The causes, which brought
it on, were chiefly the long use of unwholesome food, want of
cl~anliness and exposure to a moist an<l cold atmosphere.
:It occasioned extreme debility; livid spots broke out over
the whole body; the gums fell away; the teeth loosened and
c::fropped out; every movement became painful; and the miserable
patient welcomed the death which would relieve him
from his sufferings.' The remedies for it, consisting princic::ipally of vegetables or rather vegetable acids, were then very
amperfectly
known; but a remarkable circumstance occurred
c::luring the voyage of Visca_ino, which shO\Ved their effic~cy.
-rhis
happened at a place called San Sebastian on the coast
c::::>fMexico to the south of Mazatlan. Viscaino had stopped
there with his sick people on his return and some of his solc::iiers, with one of the priests, had gone on shore to bury the
c:::lead. Among the soldiers was a corporal, Antonio Luis by
:w:,ame, who notic.ed a small yellow fruit, resembling a little
--=3.pple, which grew in great quantities on the bushes an<l was
c:::alled by the Indians "xocohuitztles."
Having an inquiring
-.:urn of mind and probably glad to find any change of diet,
1uis picked some of the fruit and commenced to eat it; but,
4:::>wing to the state of his gums an<l teeth, he found this a
-.:natter
of great difficulty and pain. The taste, however,
""though his mouth bled, was pleasant; and by degrees ·he
~as
able to eat with comfort. Upon returning to the ship,
:Jibe not only related his experience but carried some of the
~ruit
along and distributed it among his friends; an<l the
~ffcct
of its use upon them was as beneficial as upon himself.
50 rapid and so marked was the change that in a short time
~very
one on shipboard availe<l himself of the corporal'-,
"11::>eneficent
discovery; and in nineteen days all had recovered
their healtn.•
1 "La misma [enfcrmedad] que comunmente <laen este parage a los navegant.cs, que vienen de China a la N ueva Esp ..na, <le la cp1alsuelen morir los mas de
Ios queen las naos vienen."-Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIV.
1 See Torquemada, L. V, cap. LIV.
~ "Ea una frutilla como manzanillas amarillas largas y nacen de unas yervas,

10 Vo'- I •
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Upon his return to Mexico Viscaino made a full and
minute report to the viceroy and solicited the opportunity
of returning to California with sufficient and proper supplies
of men and means to make a permanent settlement.
Being
referred for an answer to his request to the king, he sailed to
Spain, and for a long period endeavored in vain to interest
the court in his project for another and better prepared expedition. He laid before the councillors the most forcible,
representations of the utility of the intended new enterprise;
but they were so much dissatisfied with the results of the
preceding- attempts and so averse to the further expenditure
of royal funds for such purposes that they declined to accede
to his propositions.
"\Vhilc Viscaino had a heart for striving against the tempests and calms of the sea," says Father
Venegas, "he had none for struggling against those which
alternately agitated and lulled the clements of the court."
Disappointed and discouraged, he re-embarked for New Spain,
with the object of sceking_a retirement in which to pass the
remainder of his days; 1 but he could hardly have reached
the asylum he sought when the king issued two mandates,
or ccdulas as they were called, fully sustaining Viscaino's
views and providing for a new attempt to occupy California .
They were dated August 19, 16o6, and were directed, one to
the Marques de Montes-Claros, the successor of the Conde
de Monterey in the viceroyalty of New Spain, and the other
to the governor of the Philippine Islands. In them, after succinctly reviewing the previous voyages made during his reign
and setting forth the advantages t9 be derived by commerce
11ucticncn las ojas y el parecer como ni mas ni menos lo cs la que en la Nucva
E,;palla en tierra caliente dan las pifias a mo<lo de zavila; sino que en lugar de
las piiias, hcchan en medio un cogollo o tallo, que sen\ de una vara de alto; y
estc cogollo sc arrima un grande numero de estas manzanillas, como si fuera. un
ciprcs y casi la fruta de la hechura de nueccs de cipres y es amarilla; esta se
monda y quita aquclla cascara amarilla y dentro queda la came, como la de
una tuna blanca, con sus pepitillas algo maiores que las de las tunas; tien,i un
sabor gustoso y apeletitoso y cs dulce con una punta sabrosa de agrio; y a esta
frutilla le dio Dios ta! virtud que deshinch6 las encias y aprct6 Jos dientes y los
limpio y hizo hechar por la boca toda la mala sangraza, queen las encias hinchadas
sea via recogido; xa dos veces que uno comia de ella, le ponia la boca y los dientes
en disposicion de poder comer, sin trabajo, ni dolor, de qualquier otro manjar."
-Torquemacla, L. V, cap. I.VII.
1 Venegas, P. II,§ 4, p. 192.
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from the establishment of a station half way between the
Philippines and Mexico, Philip III. ordered a new expedition
to be immediately made ready and dispatched under the
command of Viscaino for the occupation and settlement of
the port of Monterey. In the execution of this design the
viceroy and governor were directed to co-operate; and positive directions were given for its accomplishment. 1 It may
be imagined with what satisfaction the old captain in his retirement heard of the new turn things had taken and with
what zeal he devoted himself to the preparations for the new
conquest, in which he was to play so important a part. But
alas, his years were many; a !ife of toil and privation had
made sad inroads upon his constitution; his strength was
unequal to further efforts. He succumbed to his infirmities;
and with him were buried all prospects for the carrying out
of the design he had done so much to encourage and pro•
• mote. 2
1 See a copy of the cedula in.Venegas, P. II,§ 4, pp . 193-201.
' Venegas, P. II, § 4, p. 202.
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ROM the time of Viscaino until the voyage of Atondo
in 1683 no important expedition to California was set on
foot by the Spaniards . Tbe directions given by Philip II I.
for a third voyage by Viscaino, provided, in the event of that
commander's death, that the enterprise should be prosecuted
by his second in command; but for some reason not explained
by the Spanish historians 1 and to be found perhaps only in
the fact of the rapid decay of the Spanish monarchy,2 these
positive instructions were never car.ried into effect. The
Philippine galleons still pursued their accustomed northern
track; but nothing whatever was done to provide them with
stations, so much needed for refuge and supply, along the
extensive line of coast from Cape Mendocino to Cape San
Lucas. So far as that track extended northward the land
and sea had been carefully examined and mapped; but beyond all was unknown. The voyage of Viscaino, which had
done so much for the ascertainment of the correct geography
of the places he had visited, had not cleared up the vexed
question in reference to the Straits of Anian; while the report
of his lieutenant Aguilar had left it in even greater uncertainty
than before. So dim and shadowy was the immense region to
the north of Cape Blanco; so confused and contradictory the
accounts which had been circulated; so unreliable and void
of probability everything that had been said in regard to it,
that it became a favorite region for writers of monstrous
fictions. It was there that Bacon located the scene of his
1
2

Venegas, P. II, § 4, 202.
Relacion. Intro. LXIX.
(148)
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New Atlantis; there tco that Swift fabled his gigantic Brobdignagians. 1
In the meanwhiie the Dutch, whom the Spaniards by a
uniform system of persecution and oppression had forced into
a great nation, had begun their energetic and successful career
of maritime discoveries. In 16o8 Hendrick Hudson sailed to
the great bay which bears his name. In 1616 Lemaire and
Van Schouten sailed around Tierra del Fuego and imposed
the name of their native city in Holland upon Cape Horn.
After the discovery of the Straits of Magellan, it is said that
the Spaniards, with the object of deterring other nations from
sailing in that direction and interfering with their possessions
in the Pacific, reported a swift and constant current running
from east to west through those straits, which would easily
drive vessels from the Atlantic into the South Sea, but would
admit of no return.' This report was rife in the time of Drake;
but that navigator paid no attention to it, or, if he did, found
that it was not true in fact. Nevertheless, on account of the
narrowness and irregularities of the channel, the navigation
of the straits was attended with many dangers. Drake after
passing them saw that the oceans met to the southward; but
it was reserved for the Dutch, as above stated, to first double
the Cape and demonstrate the practicability of · sailing by
that route. As soon, however, as this was done, voyages
into the South Sea were no longer regarded as hazardous;
and the Dutch, as well as other nations hostile to Spain,
availed themselves of the easy opport4nities thus afforded of
preying upon the Spanish colonists in the Pacific. The Dutch
in great numbers swarmed into the new ocean thus opened
to them an_d,choosing the western coast of New SpaJr as the
safest theater of their depredations, infested the Gulf of California, whence for many years they were accustomed to make
descents upon the exposed settlements to the southward.
One of their favorite stations was the bay to the north of La
Paz, which was called Pichilingue; the corsairs themselves
1 Grecnhow, p. 97.
• World Encompassed, Intro . XI.
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being known by the name of Pichilingues.1 They were little
better than those freebooters and pirates, who were known
among the English as buccaneers and among the French as
flibustiers. They were outcasts, who recognized no law and
acknowledged fealty to no sovereignty. They committed
theft, rapine, robbery and murder wherever they went, but
performed no exploits worthy of particular, and certainly none
worthy of honorable, mention . The fact of their existence
and the long time they were allowed to commit their depredations unchecked exhibit the extreme degree of weakness into
which the Spanish government had declined. One looks in
vain, for a long period henceforth, so far at least as the management of Spanish affairs in the New World and particula.rly
as connected with California is concerned, for any more of
the old fire and chivalry. Men of th~ stamp of Cortes and
his contemporaries seem to have died out and left no successors; and, after a few feeble voyages, undertaken more for
the sake of plundering the Indians of their pearls than of
accomplishing any public purpose, it will be seen that the
entire coast was delivered over to the keeping of missionary
priests and all efforts for its occupation and settlement
directed with the sole object of enlarging the powers and
extending the dominions of the church . To such straits had
the Spanish monarchy come, that, if it had not been for the
missionary priests and for a period in the history of the
church <luring which such priests were more than mere priests,
California would probably never have been settled by a
Spanish-speaking- people.
After Viscaino, the first one who sailed from Mexico for
California was Juan Iturbi. This was in 1615. He had two
vessels, one of which was taken by the Dutch pirates . \Vith
the other he sailed into the Gulf of California, ascended
nearly to its head and at various points stopped and collected
pearls from the Indians. Northwesterly gales and want of
prO\·isions drove him back as far as Sinaloa, at which place he
received orders to join the then dJ,1ePhilippine galleon of that
1

Greenhow, p. 98, note .
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year and protect it against the Pichilingues, from whom it was
in imminent danger. He accordingly sailed to San Lucas
and, awaiting the galleon, convoyed it safely to Acapulco.
Thence Iturbi pa~sed to Mexico and threw that city into a
state of great excitement . by the exhibition of the pearls he
had brought with him. These were many in number, and
• some very large and beautiful. One in particular is mentioned, on which the royalty of one-fifth paid to the king
amounted to nine hundred dollars, and which consequently
· was valued at nearly five thousand dollars, a sum of much
greater value in those days than in these. But most of his
pearls ,yere greatly damaged, owing to the fact that the
Indians were accustomed to throw the unopened shells into
the fire for the purpose of roasting the oysters. 1
The success of Iturbi induced many others to make expeditions to the gulf with the sole object of gathering pearls;
and those who were most successful in plundering the Indians enriched themselves.
These facts, bec9rrting known,
attracted public attention to the Californian pearl fisheries;
and in a short time the Spanish government, seeing the
opportunity of creating a new source of revenue, interfered
and assumed control of them. Instead, however, of judiciously encouraging private enterprises, such as might have
led to the founding of stations anc;l settlements, it imposed
invidious restrictions and erected a monopoly which served to
exclude colonists and effectually closed the country a~ainst
immigration. The fact that the government was powerless
to do good to the country did not prevent it from doing
harm. Nor was it by any means an infrequent spectacle,
in the future sorry history of the Spanish government, to
find it sedulously and persistently closin~ e\·ery avenue to
that spirit of enterprise among the people upon which alone
the progress of the nation could depend. This short-sighted
policy of farming out the pearl fisheries also virtually included the exclusive navigation to California. It was first
determined upon by Philip IV .. who had succeeded to the
1 Vo:negas,
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Spanish throne in 1616. No sooner was the plan promulgated than, as was to have been anticipated, there were not
wanting plenty of competitors for the advantages expected
to be derived from so rich and comparatively untouched a
field. Among these the most fortunate, or rather the most
adroit, was Francisco de Ortega, who in due time received
the royal license and set about preparing to enjoy the fruits
of his monopoly.
Ortega sailed for California in 16_p. He visited the coast
between Cape San Lucas and La Paz and collected pearls in
great quant1t1cs. Having no cause to be dissatisfied with the
results of his first voyage, he made a second one in 1633 and
a third in 1634 To do him justice, he appears to have been
a man of considerable intelligence and to have been actuated
not entirely by sordid motives. As soon as he had visited
California and informed himself of its condition and the
position it occupied in reference to the maintenance of the
Spanish sway on the Pacific, he urged upon the viceroy at
Mexico and the ministry at Madrid the importance of its
occupation and settlement.
He also suggested the transfer
thither of the military establishment at Acaponcta in Sinaloa, which had become entirely useless at that place, and
the provision of a fund for its support.' But while he was
thus indulging in magnanimous projects, his pilot, one Estevan Carboncli, was secretly carrying on an underhanded
negotiation on his own behalf with the viceroy; and in the
end Ortega lost the monopoly and Carboneli acquired it.
Carboneli made a single voya~e, in 1636; but it was not successful; and upon his return to Mexico he fell into the general contempt which so faithless a schemer richly merited.•
The next of the monopolists was Pedro Porte! de Casanate. This person seems to have gone very systematically
to work as early as 1636 in making combinations and perfecting plans for acquiring the prize. One of his first moves
was the presentation of a memorial to the viceroy, i~ which
I Vi,ne"as, P. n,
• Venegas, P. II,

§

4, pp. 205
p. 207.
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he threw discredit upon previous expeditions and placed in
prominent light the expenses to which the government had
been subjected and the inadequate returns derived from
them. He also at the same time set forth in brilliant colors
his own project for making California a source of profit to
the nation, and added that the discovery of the famous
straits, about which so much had been said, was an integral
part of his designs. 1 Following this up with personal solicitations at the Spanish court and, what was of still more. importance, securing the co-oporation of the Jesuits, the then
real governors of Spain, Portcl, or Porter 2 as he is sometimes
called, succeeded in 1640 in obtaining a commission for the
full exploration of the Gulf of California, together with the
exclusive privilege of navig~ting and trading in its waters .
Armed with these powers, he set about making preparations
for a well-appointed expedition, but was unable to complete
his arrangements until the end of 1643. He had thc!n three
ships, with which he expected to sail the next spring. One
of these he dispatched in January, 1644, under the command
of Gonzales Barriga, to Cape San Lucas and as far as Cerros
Island, for the purpose of meeting and convoying the Philippine galleon; but, missing that vessel, it soon afterwards
returned to New Spain without accomplishing anything of
note. The other two vessels, intended for the grand expedition, were set on fire and destroyed, together with a large
quantity of stores, at the port of Santiago, where Porte! ha<l
established a ship-yar<l and fixe<l his head-quarters.
Accor<ling to report the incen<liary was a Portuguese, engage<l in
the business of collecting pearls, who took this mode, as the
most effectual one left open to him, of resisting the monopoly .,
Be this as it may, the result was a delay of four years before
Portcl could fit out new ships and provide new supplies.
But having at length done so, he sailed in 1648 with two vessels and made a complete round of the g-ulf, passing from

---------- - ---- ----- -----Relacion, Intro. LXX VI.
• Vent'gas calls him hy the former name, P. II,~ 4, p. 212; the Relacion,
Intro. 1.XXIII, by tht' latter .
1 Relacion, Intro. I.XX\".
1
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coast to coast and from port to port. He, however, found
nothing to justify either the expectations which he himself
entertained or those which he had excited in others; and,
finally, sailing out of the gulf and joining the Philippine
galleon of that year, he returned to New Spain. His one
voyage satisfied him, and he thenceforward abandoned his
monopoly and all the rights and privileges which it carried
with it.'
Much of the same general character with that of Portel
was a voyage made by Bernardo Bernal de Piiiadero in I 664.
He, however, devoted himself more exclusively to the collection of pearls. In doing so he exercised great cruelty against
the Indians, whom he compelled to dive and fish for him.
His exactions and outrages became at length so intolerable
that the Indiaqs rebelled .and there was such frequent bloodshed that Pinadero soon found it prudent to return to Mexico
with the booty which he had so far managed to collect.' His
reception at Mexico was by no means cordial; but the court
at Madrid, then swayed by a woman, looked more to the
immediate results than to the spirit of hi~· expedition and
sent him out again in 1667. His second voyage, as it
deserved to be. was a failure, of which even the Spanish
historians make no more than bare mention. In 1668 Francisco Luzenilla received a license, similar to that which had
been given to his immediate predecessors; and, sailing to
California, he searched the gulf coast. He also became
involved in difficulties with the Indians, originating probably
in the memory of the tyranny and oppressions of Pinadcro;
and, after a number of vain efforts to establish such relations
1
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-I" Those [the pearls) of California are of a very beautiful water and b.ri::c; but

they arc frequently of an irregular figure, tlisagr('eablc tu the eye. Th<! shell
which produces the pearl is particularly tu be found in the hay uf Ceralvu anu
round the islands of Santa Cruz and San Jose . The most \'aluahle pearls in the
po,scssion of the court of Spain were found in 161S ancl 1665 in the ex pad it ions
of Juan lturbi and Bernal de Pii\:Hlcro. During the stay of the visitador Galvez
in California, in 1768 ancl 1769. a printe soldier in the Presidio of Loreto, Juan
Ocio, was made rich in a ,hort time by pearl fishini:: on the cua.st of Ceralvo.
Since that period the numhcr of pearls of California hrought annunllv to market
is almost reduced to nothing ."-Humboklt's
Political Essay, Black's Translation,
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with them as might result in his advantage, he too abandoned
his monopoly and left the pearl fisheries open to the small
unlicensed adventurers from the opposite coasts of Culiacan
and Sinaloa, who were much better qualified to carry them
on in peace. 1
The ill-success of all the foregoing expeditions to the Gulf
of California, authorized by government, rendered the monopoly comparatively valueless; and there was no longer any
great desire, and much less any strife; to procure the royal
license. So entirely worthless was it regarded that in 1677,
Charles II., the then king, directed it to be again offered to
Pifiadero on condition that he would give security to comply
If Pifiadero would not accept on
with his engagements.
those terms, it was to be offered to anybody who desired to
undergo the expense of an expedition; and, if none such
presented himself, the royal mandate ordered an expedition
at the cost of the crown, in which last case a detem_1ined
effort was to be made for the final and permanent settlement
of the country. Fortunately for the Californians, Pifiadcro
had either had enough of pearl fishing or was unable to give
the required security; and, quite as fortunately perhaps, no
one stepped forward to take the place which his declination
left vacant. This opened the way to the third proposition
and led to the appointment in 1678 of Isidro Atondo y
Antillon, commonly known as Admiral Atondo, as the leader
of the new colonization scheme . His appointment was
approved by the crown in I 679. Preparations were at once
made to furnish vessels, collect soldiers and colonists and
provide stores for the proposed expedition.
In the days of
Cortes it might have required three or four months to complete the necessary arran~ements for such an undertaking:
it now required three or four years .
Atondo sailed from the port of Ch'acala near Matanchel on
March 18, 1683. I-le had two ships, well-provided, and over
a hundred men . He was accompanied by three Jesuit
priests, one of whom was the celebrated Father Kuhn , hetter
1
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known by his Spanish appellation of Eusebio Francisco
Kino. In fourteen days after spreading their canvas, they
reached the port of La Paz . Upon landing they were
surprised to find that the Indians had to all appearance
abandoned the place . The fact appears to have been that
the conduct of Pit1adero and men of his class had excited
among the natives such a feeling of hostility that they feared
the Spaniards as their most bitter enemies . On the appearance of the ships, therefore, they had withdrawn from the
coast and retired to their rancherias in the interior. In four
or five days. however, a few bands were seen; but they were
all of armed and painted warriors, who exhibited signs of the
most violent dissatisfaction and by cries and gestures indicated that they wished their unwelcome visitors to leave the
country . Notwithstanding these manifestations of ill-will,
the Spaniards, under the directions of the Jesuit fathers, set
out gifts and tempting viands; and at length, by a persistent
course of proffered kindness and solicitations, prevailed upon
them to visit their camp and accept their hospitalities.
Still
the Indians were distrustful and declined to bring their
women and children, whom on the contrary they kept
removed at a considerable distance inland.1
In the meanwhile the Spaniards had formed an encampment, put up a chapel and a number of huts and constructed
a sort of fort. As soon as they considered themselves sufficiently protected, they began to investigate the character
of the Indians in their neighborhood; and for this purpose
made several excursions. Towards the eastward they found
a nation called Caras, an apparently weak, gentle and
inoffensive race, who occupied a dreac.lfully rough and sterile
region and seemed to have suffered much from the fiercer
tribes to the westwarc.l. To these Coras the Spaniards were
welcome as protectors against their neighbors; and friendly
relations were at once established.
But towards the westward and s_outhwestward of La Paz, where the country was
less rocky, the Indians were very hostile. The tribes in that
I \'
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direction were called by the Spaniards Guaycuros. It was
they who had come armed and painted for war; who kept
away their women and children, and who to the last refused
to confide in the gift-bearing strangers. They were also as
active and enterprising as they were hostile. When Atondo
and Kino, with a detachment of soldiers, visited their nearest
rancheria, they not only hurried off their women and children
still further into the int.erior; seized their arms and posted
themselves
so as to use them effectually, if a safe opportunity
presented
itself; but they secretly dispatched a party of their
dusky
warriors upon a rapid march to La Paz in hopes of
finding
it sufficiently unprotected to justify an attack. The
Spaniards,
however, were on their guard and for the time
being
no assault was attempted!
This spirit of hostility on the part of the Guaycuros, notwithstanding
repeated efforts to conciliate them, increased
rather
than diminished upon further acquaintance.
They
did not like the Spaniards and tried to get rid of them
For
a tirne they endeavored to drive them away by warlike demonstrations and threats: these failing, they collected in two
large armed bodies and with violent outcries advanced upon
the camp.
As they approached, the Spanish soldiers ran to
their
defenses; but the intrepid Atondo, choosing different
tactics,
threw himself in front of their leaders and with terrific
yells and assumed fierceness challenged the entire multitude.
Such gallant bravery was too much for the Indian
warriors.
Such a voice as that of Atondo they had never before
heard; such a fearful spectacle as he presented they had
never
before seen: for the moment they were paralyzed with
astonishment; and, as Atondo advanced, they precipitately
h.1rn<!d their backs and fled in disorder to their ranchcrias.
Th Us was the battle fought and won, like some of those de•
picted in Homer, by mere strength of lungs. But the Spaniards did not long enjoy the fruits of their easy victory. A
short time afterwards it appears that a mulatto boy mystetlO'\lsly disappeared from the Spanish camp, and it being cur1
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rently reported that the Guaycuros had murdered. him,
Atondo seized their chic( ·and held him in custody. The
Indians immediately collected in great numbers and demanded his release. Being ref used, they joined together all
their forces and resolved to make a general assault. On
July r, they approached in martial array. Atondo, more perhaps for the purpose of inspiring his men with confidence in
their means of defense than with any purpose of slaughter,
had caused a cannon to b:! loaded and pointed in the direction whence the Indians approached and then he and his
lieutenant and the Jesuit fathers went round among the soldiers, endeavoring to encourage them. But on every side
they found nothing but cowardice and consternation . With
better material it is likely there would have been no necessity for firing the gun; but under the circumstances no
other course seemed open; and, as the Indians came on, the
cannon was discharged into their midst. Ten or a dozen
were killed; many others wounded; and the rest so horrorstricken that they betoo,,; themselves to the mountains, glad
to find any escape from the terrible engine of destruction,
which had thus been brought into requisition against them. 1
It was evident from this experience th 1t the Spaniards
could not anticipate peaceful intercourse with the Guaycuros .
But the faint-heartedness among his own people wa,; a matter of much greater embarrassment to Atondo than the hostility of the Indians. They were now afraid that all the
tribes of California would confederate to revenge the sl 1ughter that had occurred; and they nursed their fears by comparing their own small numbers with the hosts of enemies
which had lately environed them. Every alarm caused a
panic; signs of insubordination
appeared; and in a short
time a demand was made that the settlement should be
abandoned, or, if not abandoned, that it should be removed
to a more favorable part of the country, where the people
would not be exposed to so many dangers. Added to this.
provisions were becoming scarce . A small vessel, loaded
1
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with supplies, which was to follow the ships, !1ad failed to
make port and after running up and down the gulf for some
time had returned to the port of departure . On account of
its non-appearance, Atondo had sent one of his ships for relief across to Sinaloa; but two months had elapsed without
any news of it. In consideration of all these circumstances,
there was but one thing to be done; and that was to break
up the establishment at La Paz; and accordingly the Spaniards left their incipient town and re-embarked upon their
remaining ship . They sailed first to Cape San Lucas, and
then across the Gulf to Sinaloa, meeting on the way and
' . Thence, after fully refitbeing joined by their second ship
ting and refurnishing, they again set sail for California, this
time directing their course further to the northward . On
October 6, 1683, they dropped anchor at a spot about ten
leagues north of Loreto, which they called San Bruno. Disembarking there, they proceeded, as at La Paz, to form a
camp and build a church, huts and fort. At this place they
were out of the region and influence of the fierce Guaycuros.
The natives were peaceable; and for upwards of two years,
during which the Spaniards remained, there does not appear
to have been any serious disagreement or any disturbance.
While Atondo and his soldiers set themselves to exploring
the country and attending to the temporal wants of the
establishment, Kino and his attendant priests were active in
cultivating the friendship of the Indians, acquiring- their language and converting them to the Christian faith. 1
It was at San Bruno, in the course of his missionary labors there, that Father Kino hit upon his famous method of
teaching an ignorant people the doctrine of the resurrection .
He could find nothing in their vocabulary to express the
notion of resuscitation from death and for a long time was
at a loss how to make them comprehend an idea so foreign
to their modes of thought . He finally took several flies, put
them in water until they were to all appearance dead, then
took them out, covered them lightly with ashes and placed
1
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them in the sun . After a short exposure to the solar rays.
the insects began to recover their vitality and in a few moments emerged, shook the ashes from their wings and flevt
away. The Indians, marveling at what had probably never
before attracted their attention, exclaimed "lbimuhueite,
lbimuhueite."
This word the fathers wrote down and
thenceforth made use of, for want of a better, to signify the
resurrection of Jesus Christ and to teach the seraphic life
after death of those who believe in him.'
Under the teachings and ministrations of a preeep~or so
skillful as this little incident indicates Father Kino to have
been, the Indians progressed rapidly. Within a year there
were more than four hundred catechumcns ready for baptism.
Hut their final admission into the bosom of the church, except in cases of approaching death, was delayed on account
of the uncertainty felt by the fathers as to whether their
establishment would be permanent or not. As a matter of
fact it was soon ascertained that it would not be. The country was found barren and unproductive; for a period of eighteen months there had been no rain; there was difficulty in
procuring supplies, all of which had to be purchased and
brought from across the gulf; there wa1>much sickness; and,
though the Jesuits urged that the next season might be better and tlrnt further trial ought to be made, Atondo resolved
to break up camp and abandon the settlement.
He accordingly embarked all his people and returned to Mexico, after
spending three years of time and laying out two hundred and
twenty-five thousand dollars of the royal moneys without
effect!
Such was the last attempt, worthy of special mention,s
--

·--
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"Tomaron algunas moscas y la, ahogaron en a1c:ua,\ vis!a <le ks Indios que
las tuvicron por muertas. Revolvieronlas luego ••ntre ceniza y las pusieron <lespucs :l calcntar al sol y con cl calor de cste <lcsentumccid1.S las moscas, cobraron
nucvos alicnto, vitaJ.,s, y cmpc,.aron a moversc, y a cvivir. Espanta<los los
Indios, clamaron luego, ' lhimuhueitc, Ihimuhucite.'
Escrivieron esta voz los
padres y traciendo sobrc clla nucvas inda~aciones la acomodaron para significar
la resurreccion de Jcsu-Chri,to Nuc;tro Sdior y <le los muertos, mientras no se
hallaba modo mejor para explicarles nucstros mysterios."-Venegas,
P. II, § 5,
PP· 23 2 , 233.
1 Venegas, P. II,§ 5, pp. 233-236.
'There was an attempt made hy Francisco <le Itnmarra at his own expense
under a license in 1694; but it was entirely fruitll!ss.-Veneg:is,
P. II, § 5. p. 239 •
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under the direct auspices of government to colonize Lower
California
Its ill-success rendered the supposition very gen eral that the difficulties to be encountered were insuperable.
It is therefore likely, had the matter been left to the care of
the civil service alone, that no oth~r effort at colonization
would have been made or at least not for a long period.
Though the protection of the Philippine ships and the interests of commerce required the occupation of California as
much and even more than at any previous time, the increasing weakness ancl diminishi .ng enterprise of the Spanish court
rendered its accomplishment · more and more improbable.
But the obstacles which the Spanish crown could not surmount, the more powerful Spanish church was equal to. As
will be soon seen, the cross prevailed where the sword had
yielded. The so-called spiritual conquest became a success
where the temporal conquest had proved an entire failure .
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HE course of Spanish discovery, exploration and at tempted occupation in the Californias has now been
followed for a period of one hundred and fifty years and
upwards, or from the first entrance of Fortufio Ximenes in
1534 to the withdrawal of Admiral Atondo in 1686. It has
been seen that the country was at first supposed to be a land
of romantic wonders and fabulous riches, and that nearly all
the earliest expeditions to it were undertaken in the vain
hope of finding numerous populations, ~plendid cities, an~
vast magazines of wealth . It has next been seen how the
Philippin~ trade developed and how the interests of commerce rendered the settlement of the coast a matter of very
great importance, after the visionary prospects of barbaric
magnificence had melted into th in air. The results of that
commerce were next traced out so far as they affected California in the attraction to its shores of English privateersmen
and the renewed impetus it gave to the search for the supposed Straits of Anian. An attempt has also been made to
exhibit the policy of the Spanish government towards this,
its last great acquisition, and to describe the various illconcerted and ineffectual efforts, for the outcome of which
the government was in a greater or less degree responsible,
(163)
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to make use of the country . It is next in order to speak of
the actual occupation and permanent settlement of that part
of it, now known as Lower California, by the Jesuits.
.
When Atondo returned to Mexico and presented his report
to the viceroy, a general council was called to discuss its contents and adopt such measures as might seem proper. Of
this council several sessions were held; and the .subject was
considered in all its aspects. It was finally resolved, and to
all appearance with great unanimity, that the further prosecution of the conquest of California, in the manner or by the
It was
means hitherto pursued, was altogether impracticable.
remarked, however, that Father Kino and his companions by
their labors among the Indians at San Bruno, had effected
more and with less expense, so far as disbursements for their
own benefit were concerned, than any other persons who had
ever visited the country; that they had manifested the liveliest and heartiest interest in the natives; that they had been
constrained to leave them with very great regret and only
after earnest endeavors to delay, if not entirely prevent, the
abandonment of a foundation so auspiciously commenced,
and that they had even gone so far as to promise to return, if
possible, to their dusky catechumens.1 Under these circumstances it was resolved by the council that the Jesuits should
be invited as a body to take in hand the spiritual conquest,
by means of missions, of the country, and that efforts should
be made to induce the crown to encourage the enterprise by
an annual subsidy. A formal offer to this effect was accordingly preferred, and Atondo and Kino were authorized to
make out the necessary estimates and fix the amount of
subsidy to be paid. But either on account of the apparent
magnitude of the undertaking or because of the uncertainty
of receiving the requisite support, the Society of Jesus declined to accept the proposition; and upon a second and
more explicit offer to the same effect being made, it a second
time and more peremptorily refused.'
It was now, when the prmpects for a settlement of the
1
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c::ountry seemed at their darkest, that Father Kino stepped
..-orth with the greatest zeal in its behalf . Notwithstanding
"1lhe peremptory refusal of the superiors of his order to
~mbark
in the undertaking, and the necessity he was under
~r yielding implicit obedience to their determination, he by
1110 means gave up the hope of changing their policy.
The
-..ery difficulties and obstacles that stood in his way seemed
"to call forth all his energy-all
the resources of his mind and
..:spmt.
In his earlier days he had been an enthusiastic
..admirer of St. Francis Xavier. It \Vas in ·consequence of a
~enerous desire to emulate that great apostle of the heathen,
.and in pursuance of a vow to that effect made on a bed of
~ickness, that Kino had quitted his professorship of mathematics at lngolstadt in Bavaria and sailed to .America,
1he object of becoming a missionary and, like his famous
~xemplar, carrying the light of the gospel into the most
benighted regions of the earth. Having this ide~ uppermost
in his mind, he had accompanied the expedition of Atondo
in 1683; and it was undoubtedly owing to his resolution and
constancy much more than to any other cause that Atondo
remained so long as he did in the peninsula. With what
devotion he applied himself to his chosen vocation at San
Bruno has been already seen. He now with equal zeal
entered upQn the work of reforming public opinion in refer- /
ence to California. For this purpose he traveled about in
the various provinces from Mexico to Sonora, disseminating
a knowledge of the country beyond the gulf, representing the
immense harvest of souls to be gathered there, and exhibiting in vivid colors the glory and eternal rewards of accom plishing so pious a work. Among others to whom he'
addressed himself was Father Juan Maria Salvatierra, a
Jesuit priest of high standing in his order, who for many
years had taken a prominent and distinguished part in the
spiritual labors of Sinaloa and Sonora.
"Salvatierra," says Venegas, " was the person chosen by
God to be the apostle of California." 1 I le was a man of large
frameand strong constitution, capable of bearing fatigue and
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hardship, of great intrepidity and indomitable perseverance.
but at the same time kind and gentle in his manners, of
extensive learning, good judgment and practical wisdom.
He was therefore eminently fitted as the leader of a missionary enterprise among the Indians. Him Father Kino had
no difficulty in bringing over to his views and inspiring with
an enthusiasm equal to, if not greater than his own. Between them the spiritual conquest of California at once
became the all-engrossing object of endeavor. It is a subject
of regret that no graphic pen has pictured the intercourse of
th~se two earnest men, thus self-charged with an enterprise
of so much importance. The minute story of their struggle
to accomplish a purpose, which so nearly concerns the history of the country, would have been of singular interest.
But as it is, there are only meager accounts. While Kino
continued to preach his project wherever he could find hearers , Salvatierra set himself with all his energy to work at
procuring the necessary license . He made application to his
provincial or superior, but was refused. He waited for the
appointment of a new provincial and repeated his application,
and was again refused. He again waited; again applied , and
was a third time refused. For the time being , nothing
appeared more unpopular than the project in which he was
engaged . It was opposed by his ordt!r; by the government
of Guadalajara, and by the viceroy . He sent memorials to
· t½ieCouncil of the Indies and to the king himself; but they
too opposed it. With an empty treasury and the recent
' failure of Atondo before their eyes, all the world opposed it.
But Salvatierra and Kino were not men to be deterred by
mere oppos1t1on. When they found that missives and messages were insufficient to accomplish their purposes, they girt
up their loins and traveled down to Mexico, the former from
Guadalajara and the latter from Sonora, a distance of five hundred leagues, to sec what personal solicitations would effect.
Arrived at the capital in January , 1696, they devoted them·...
selves for months to the most strenuous efforts to procure
the proper license. But all their endeavors were still in vain;
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and they found themselves obliged to return, unsuccessful
and disappointed, only not disheartened.
It happened, about this juncture, th~t Father Tyrso Gonzales de Santa Ella arrived at Mexico. He was the fathergeneral of the Society of Jesus and a man of mark. In those
years, as for many previous ones, the church had drained into
its ranks the chief talent of the Spanish nation; and among
others of great learning, ability and expanded views was this
prelate . To him Salvatierra now made a new application;
and Santa Ella was quick to recognize the practicability of
the proposed plan of settlement and the merits of Salvatierra
and Kino as conductors of it. In a short time the desired
license was issued. With it a new dawn rose upon the remote province of the far northwest. The audiencia or council of Guac;lalajara now espoused the cause. At their recommendation it was looked upon with favor by the viceroy.
When Salvatierra again visited Mexico, in the beginning of
1697, to raise funds for the new expedition, he met with a
reception very different from his former one . Men of means
and influence came forward and subscribed with liberality ;
the sum of fifteen thousand dollars was immediately contributed; the church of Nuestra Seiiora de los Dolores of Mexico
added ten thousand as a fund for the establishment of the
first mission; Juan Cavallero y Ozio, commissary of the
inquisition at Queretaro, provided a fund of twenty thousand
crowns for the foundation of two other missions; and Pedro
de la Sierpe, treasurer of Acapulco, offered the gratuitous
loan of a vessel and the gift of a long-boat. On February 5,
1697,the royal license or charter was placed in Salvatierra 's
hands, aut.-horizing him and Kino to take possession of and settle California in the name of the king ; to enlist soldiers and
name the commander, and to appoint such tribunals as they
thought proper for the administration of justice in the territories to be occupied. But everything was to be done at
their own expense; and it was expressly provided that no
property,belonging to the crown, was to be wasted , and that
no drafts were to be made on the royal treasury. 1

------------------------,
Venegu. P. Ill, 111, p. 14.
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No sooner had Salvatierra received the license referred to
than he turned over the management of the affairs of the
expedition at the capital to Father Juan Ugarte, and himself
proceeded to Sinaloa to put his project into immediate execution. Word was forthwith sent to Kino to be ready to
sail for the peninsula; but the latter was kept back by an
insurrection, which had suddenly broken out among the
Indians of Sonora. Notwithstanding this disappointment,
Salvatierra lost no time; but, proceeding to the mouth of the
Yaqui river, whither Pedro de la Sierpe's vessel from Acapulco had preceded him, he at once set about laying in a
stock of fresh provisions and making ready to get off. Kino
being still unable to come, Father Francisco Maria Piccolo
was named his substitute; but he too was detained. Salvatierra, however, was not to be delayed . As soon as his vessel
was properly laden, though neither Kino nor Piccolo was
present, he determined-to sail; and on October IO, 1697, he
shook out his canvas to the wind and turned the bow of his
vessel to the westward . He had with him five soldiers, of
whom Luis de Torres Tortolero was commander, and three
Indians. He carried along a vocabulary of the language of
the natives of San Bruno, which had been made by Father
Copart during the occupation of that place by Atondo, and
also an image of Our Lady of Loreto, who had been chosen
as the patroness of the proposed spiritual conquest . On the
third day he reached California; but unfortunately the longboat, which had started with him, had not been able to keep
up and was not in sight. He touched first at Mulege and
then at San Bruno; but, neither of those places commending
itself to his choice, he sailed further southward and at length
entered a little bay, shaped like a half moon, about five
leagues from point to point, called San Dionysio. There, at
the spot ever since that time known as Loreto, he landed on
October 19, 1697. The neighborhood was covered with verdure; there were some trees, and there appeared to be a sufficiency of fresh water. A fitting location for a mission was
soon selected a short distance from the shore. The next
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thing in order was the landing of the domestic animals, a few
of which had been taken along, the provisions and the baggage. At this work Salvatierra was the first to load his own
willing shoulders. Next a barrack was built; a line of enclosure thrown up, and a tent pitched for a temporary chapel,
before which a crucifix was erected and garlanded with
flowers. As soon as these were finished, a solemn procession
was formed and the image of Our Lady of Loreto brought
from the vessel and with due ceremonies placed in the chapel.
On October 25, the formalities of taking permanent possession of the country in the name of the king of Spain were
gone through with; and then Salvatierra addressed himself
to the labor of instructing and converting the Indians.
There were in the immediate neighborhood about fifty
natives, and this number was in a short time increased by a
few more, who came from San Brun~. Salvatierra appointed
hours for them to meet him_;and with the help of Copart's
book he soon learned to communicate with them, though at
first there was great merriment at his mistakes and barbarous
pronunciation.
For the purpose of rewarding and thereby
secµrini their attention, he distributed among them, after
their lessons, an allowance of boiled maize, called pozoH; and
by degrees a regular system of instruction was established;
and the work went bravely on. In the meanwhile the vessel
set sail on its return to the river Yaqui for the purpose of
bringing over Father Piccolo, with a few more soldiers and a
further supply of provisions and also of looking out for the
long-boat, which was still missing. But hardly had it taken
its departure when the Indians exhibited signs of dissatisfaction. They had grown tired of the catechism. But they
liked the pozoli, and demanded more of it than Salvatierra
could afford to give them. They made complaints and began
to pilfer from the sacks, until it was found necessary to exclude them from the camp . They retorted by combining
together with the avowed object of putting the Spaniards to
death and making themselves masters of their stores. The
night of October 31 was fixed upon for a general assault; and
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the little settlement was in great danger; but at midnight,
just about the time when the massacre was to take place, a
distant musket shot was heard. Salvatierra answered it by
one from the camp. In reply to this a cannon was fired out
at sea, and the camp rejoined by a similar shot from a piece
of ordnance which had been left them by the vessel. This
firing threw the approaching Indians into consternation; and,
being seized with a panic, they gave up their murderous
intentions and withdrew without daring to attack.
In the
morning a vessel was seen near the neighboring island of
Carmen; but instead of standing in shore it made for the
little Coronados Island further out; and, upon sending for
information, Salvatierra learned that it was his own ship,
which had been driven back by contrary winds.
For a short period the Indians, having thus been balked,
desisted from attempting to carry out their bloody designs;
but only for a short period. They prowled around with hostile intent; and on several occasions skirmishes occurred, in
which they were worsted and learned that it was safest for
~hem to make their approaches in the dark. One night they
stole up; loosened the only horse that Salvatierra had been
able to bring with him, and drove it off to make a grand
feast . As soon as the animal was missed the next morning,
two of the soldiers volunteered to go ita search of it and
several friendly Indians offered to accompany them. They
followed the tracks about two leagues over the summit of a
mountain and there found the thieves busy at work skinning
the creature, which they had killed. They took to flight,
however, upon perceiving the soldiers and made their escape.
The soldiers distributed the carcass among the Indians who
had gone with them; and the party then returned to camp.
These forays and alarms exacted· of the Spaniards constant watchfulness and sleepless activity. There were but six
of them; and very often Father Salvatierra was compelled to
stand sentinel and assume the duties of a common soldier.
To add to their discomfort heavy rains came on, which fell
chiefly in the night time; and being without proper shelter,
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the condition of the little party, thus exposed to all sorts of
difficulties and dangers, became almost desperate. At length
on November 13, the festival of St. Stanislaus, all the hostile
Indians of the region round about, some five hundred in
number, having confederated to~ether to make themselves
masters of the maize bags and other stores, resolved to strike
a decisive blow. They came on in four companies . The garrison consisted of only ten men, Father Salvatierra, his five
soldiers, the three Indians from the other side of ·the gulf,
and one native of San Bruno, who remained faithful. As
the hostile hosts approached, the sentinel gave the alarm
and attempted to drive off the besiegers; but the boldest of
them closed with him and took away his halberd . At this
Tortolero, the commander of the soldiers, threw himself
upon the Indian and wrested the halberd from his hands-an
act of chivalric audacity, which struck the enemy with so
much surprise that they paused and hesitated whether to
advance.or retreat. In a short time, however, an alarm was
given on the other side, where there were a few hogs and
sheep; and, as these were being brought for protection within
the enclosure of the camp, all the hostile Indians advanced,
with dreadful yells and outcries and discharging their arrows
and such missiles as they could lay their hands on. Emboldened by their numbers and finding that the musket shots
fired at them were not intended to kill, they pressed closer
and closer. The piece of ordnance possessed _bythe Spaniards was one of those small guns loaded ..,_t the breech,
called a pederero. It had been planted in the gateway of
the enclosure and loaded more heavily than usual. And now,
at the moment of the greatest danger, orders were reluctantly
given for its discharge. The match was applied; but the
wretched concern burst to pieces, scattering its fragments
about the camp and knocking over the gunner . The noise
and confusion were great; but no Indians were hurt. On
the contrary they were inspired with fresh boldness and
encouraged one another with shouts that , if the big gun
could not kill, much less could the little ones. As the attack
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closed around, Salvatierra stepped forward to make a last
effort to induce the enemy to retire; but he was answered
only by a: flight of arrows. There was but one course left
open; and the defense in earnest was ordered to commence.
The muskets of those days were very unwieldy, inconvenient
machines; but it was now a matter of life or death with the
little garrison; and they plied them vigorously. The enemy
soon found out their mistake in regard to the little guns; and,
as they saw their foremost warriors falling on every side, they
suddenly turned their backs and fled in great terror.
This severity, though it was almost too late, saved the
In a few hours the Indians made the most
settlement.
humble submission; sued for peace; and begged to be
admitted to the partition of the pozoli-not as they wished,
but in such quantities and under such conditions as the
Spaniards might be willing to prescribe. The men proposed
to give up their arms in token of their sincerity; and the
women seated themselves weeping at the gate of the encampment and offered to deliver over their children as hostages
for the future good conduct of their people. Some of these
offers were accepted; it was agreed that the past should be
forgotten; there was a new distribution of pozoli; and peace
was restored. At night solemn thanks were returned to God,
the holy mother and St. Stanislaus.
And that this trying
time for the infant establishment might not be without its
miracle, it is recorded by the Jesuit historian that of all the
cloud of arrow!> and missiles discharged by the assailants,
though they stuck in everything else and even ,everely
wounded the brave Tortolero and one of his comrades, not a
single one struck either the crucifix or the chapel in front of
which it was erected. 1 Such were the c.ircumstances under
which was founded the mission of Loreto, the initial one of a
long series of similar establishments, which in the course of
the next hundred years dotted the whole length of the Pacific
coast from Cape San Lucas to the bay of San Francisco.
~
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HE next morning after the victory of the little camp and
its remarkable deliverance from the imminent destruction with which it had been threatened, as Father Salvatierra
was preparing to celebrate l1 thanksgiving mass .to Our Lady
of Loreto, the sentinel announced the appearance of a sail in
the offing. This drew out the entire company and with great
joy they waited the coming up of the vessel, which proved to
be the missing long-boat, with supplies from across the gulf.
It appeared, from the accounts of those who came in it, that,
after being separated from the larger vessel, they had beaten
about for a number of days in quest of it but without success
and had then returned to the mouth of the river Yaqui, from
which both had originally sailed. They also added that the
larger vessel, which they had left at the Yaqui, would soon
arrive with a reinforcement of men and a much larger supply
of necessaries. The camp now became a scene of general
rejoicing and the ceremonies, which had been interrupted,
were celebrated with redoubled cause of thankfulness.
In a few days afterwards one of the tribes, which had been
engaged in the late conspiracy and whose repentance seemed
sincere, announced that they had incurred the hostility of a
neighboring tribe, on account of the recent events and of the
losses these neighbors had sustainecf in them, and begging
permission to be allowed to settle near the camp and enjoy
its protection. To this request Father Salvatierra acceded;
:and this was the commencement of the town of Loreto. which
(173)
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sprang up about the m1ss1on. By degrees Salvatierra managed to reconcile the inimical tr..ibe; soon universal peace
prevailed; the settlers began to make arrangements for putting up permanent structures; and in the meanwhile the work
of teaching and conversion actively progressed. In these
same days occurred what Venegas calls the consecration to
God of the first fruits of California. Very soon after the
arrival of Salvatierra at Loreto, he was visited by an aged
chief of the San Bruno Indians, who was dying from the
effects of an incurable disease, said to be cancer. He had
been taught the clements of the faith by Father Kino in the
time of Atondo's expedition and learned a few Spanish words;
and, upon being brought to the camp, he cried out as well as
he coul<l for his old preceptors Qnd begged to be accepted
and baptized, with hi,; two little sons, one eight and the other
four years of age, whom he had brought along. His prayers
were granted; instead of his Indian name of Ibo he received
the baptismal one of l\1anucl Bernardo; and, dying a few days
afterwards in the full communion of the church and fellowship of the saints, he was gathered to glory.1 The little children were also receive<l and soon afterwards two other~
whom were gh·en the names of Juan and Pedro in hono
Juan Cavallero y Ozio and Pedro de la Sierpe, the disti guishe<l benefactors of the mission. Of these the little Ju
or, as he was more ordinarily called in the Spanish diminutive, Juanito en<leared himself to Father Salvatierra by an
extraordinary exhibition of precocious devotion-so much so
as often to draw tears into the old man's eyes. He was not
quite four years of age; but, with his little scallop shell upon
his head and a wand in his hand, he would conduct the catechismal questions and raise his warning finger when any one
talke<l or was inattentive. Sometimes he would take the rosa·' ries of the soldiers; fall upon his knees; kiss the beads; devoutly put them to his eyes, and bid the Spaniards follow his
example; and, if they took no notice, it is recorded that he
became sad and troubled in spirit and that he could find no
----1
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relief except by throwing himself at the foot of the crucifix,
embracing and kissing it. 1
Ten days after the arrival of the long-boat the larger vessel
also hove in sight and brought the venerable Father Piccolo
and a considerable accession of soldiers and supplies. From
this time forward, for a considerable period, the labor of
establishing the settlement went on with success; and Salvatierra was enabled to write with great pleasure and gratitude an account of it to the viceroy and to his faithful coadjutor, Father Ugarte. An account was also, at his request,
transmitted to the father-general of his order, Tyrso Gonzales de Santa Ella, and laid before his majesty Charles I I.
and the Council of the Indies. In the meanwhile the new
buildings progressed rapidly; the church, a structure of stone
and clay with thatched roof, was completed; dwellings for the
fathers and more substantial barracks for the soldiers and a
magazine were put up, and the fortifications enlarged and
strengthened.
But notwithstanding the bright prospects,
which this progress indicated, there were many and serious
difficulties yet to be encountered. One of these originated in
the fact that the native priesthood or sorcerers, as they were
called by the Jesuits, found that the teachings of the fathers
\Vere undermining their power and destroying their profits.
They therefore declared open war against the new doctrines
and waged it with all the bitterness and rancor peculiar to
religious fanaticism. There was no falsehood too black, no
calumny too monstrous for them to invent; they represented
tbe missionaries as kidnappers and their objects the seizure
qnd robbery of the land and the enslavement of the people;
tbey pointed to the beliefs of their fathers; they called to
~ind
the customs under which they had lived for so many
~ears;
they invoked the memory of the braves who had been
killed; they in fact resorted to every expedient they could
t:.llink of to stir up discontent and foment disquietude. They
rxianaged at length to bring about a rupture by inducing their
1 Thi~ account of the precocious Ju:rnito is given in n letter from Father Salva•
t..iena to Father Ugarte and is copied in Venegas, P. I 11, § 3, p. 44.
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followers to steal a boat; and, when a party of the Spaniard!;
went out to recover it, they formed an ambush and attacked
them . A skirmish took place; but by the skillful arrangements of Tortolero the assailants were routed. One of the
Spaniards was wounded by a stone and another by an arrow;
but of the Indians a numb:!r were killed. This fight, which
had commenced with the advantage entirely on the side of
Indians, tau 6 ht them the haplessness of attempting to resist
the Spaniards; and in a few days all the disaffected came in
and sui.:d for peace. Tortolero was for making an example
of the ri :1gleaders; but the fathers interposed; and a general
amnesty was proclaimed .
Another difficulty was the want of provisions, which at
length began to be seriously felt. The supplies that had been
brought over had gradually dwindled away; and there were
many mouths to be fed Besides the Indians, who required
liberal allowances in the way of pozoli, there were now twentytwo of the Spaniards. The larger vessel, which was merely
loaned, had gone back to Acapulco; and the long-boat had
been sent across the gulf and did not return. Days, weeks
and months passed and nothing was heard : and the establishment had no other vessel to go after or search for it. By the
middle of June, 1698, there were but three sacks of meal and
three sacks of maize left, and these wormy and unwholesome.
The prospects of relief were so unpromising that Salvatierra,
in writing an account of the destitution at the time, prefaced
it with the remark that it was very uncertain whether he
shoult! live to finish the story, for the reason that he was the
most at!vanccd in years of all the camp and would naturally
have to pay the first tribute. So little hope was entertain~d
that even the soldiers eschewed quarreling and swearing and
betook themselves to prayers and devotional exercises. A
fast of nine days, a very appropriate ordinance under the circumstances, was appointed; and the soldiers devoutly assisted
in observing it. At lcnf:!th on June 21, when all the meal
and maize was gone and Our Lady of Loreto seemed to have
forever withdrawn her favor, a large ship, called the San Jose,
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sailed into the harbor and saved the settlement . It had been
sent by Father Ugarte from Mexico and brought all the succor he was able to collect there . But the relief thus afforded
was only temporary; and, as the country as yet produced nothing for tlie support of the missionaries and the communication with the settlements upon which they were obliged to
depend was infrequent and uncertain, there was often dangt!r
that they would be under the necessity either of abandoning
their undertaking or perishing from want.
Although never again in fact reduced to the last extremity,
as in the instance just mentioned, there was for a number of
years a continual struggle for existence. A large part of the
moneys, that had been contributed, was lost in the purchase
of the San Jose, which soon after its arrival at Loreto, was
palmed off upon Salvatierra as a good vessel eminently fitted
for the purposes of the mission. But it proved a bad bargain.
Besides the original cost of twelve thousand dollars, six thousand more were expended in repairs; and even· then it remained in such bad condition that, ·on its first voyage subsequently, the whole cargo was lost; and, on its second, it
stranded at Acapulco and only five hundred dollars could be
procured for the wreck. Afterwards Pedro de la Sierpe,
the former friend and patron of the mission, furnished a new
vessel and another long-boat; but in the course of a year the
former, on account of the carelessness of those to whom it
had been entrusted, was lost upon the coast of Sinc:.loa and
the latter, then the only reliance of the mission, was so badly
racked and strained as to be unsafe. This long-boat, however, is worthy of particular remembrance as having brought
o\·er to the peninsula a number of horses, mares and cattle,
the gift of Agustin Encinas, and thus given the start on Californian soil to that immense production of domestic animals,
which in after years covered the hills and filled the valleys of
the country.
But the greatest and most serious difficulty, which the
establishment in California had to encounter, was the apathy
or rather the ill~will of the Spanish government.
For a num12 Vot.. I.
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her of years it not only declined to render any assistance to
the struggling colonists; but it entertained complaints against
them and thus weakened the moral support of which they so
much stood in need. Among other calumnies, to which it
gave ear, was one that the Jesuits had purposely lost their
ships with the object of inducing the government to come to
their aid and thus enabling them to have the handling of a
large part of the king's treasures. Other still baser calumnies,
which it entertained, were a lot of villainous falsehoods transmitted from the mission itself by one Antonio Garcia de
Mendoza. In 1699 the brave Tortolero, the commander of
the soldiers at Loreto, had been compelled, on account of a
disease of his eyes, to resign his post and return to New
Spain; and in an evil hour this Mendoza had been appointed
\Ohis place . Instead of possessing any of the noble and
magnanimous qualities of his predecessor, he was of a low
and groveling disposition, and looked forward only to his own
personal aggrandizement.
He assumed to have the control of
the temporal affairs of the settlement and attempted under
all kinds of pretexts to force the Indians to the pearl beds,
for the purpose of enriching himself out of their unwilling
labors; and, when Salvatierra and Piccolo put a stop to these
attempts, he secretly wrote letters to the viceroy and other
persons in authority, inveighing against their administration,
arraigning their honesty and good faith, and misrepresenting
all that they had done and proposed to do. These falsehoods,
thus listened to by the government, had their natural effect
They discouraged contributions and for t11ctime being occasioned the withdrawal of all support from the mission.
The result was not only an interruption of progress but nn
actual retrogression. Most of the colonists, who had come
over, returned to their old homes; and from absolute inability
to support the establishment, it was found necessary to reduce
the garrison at Loreto to only twelve soldiers; and even these
would also have had to be discharged, but that they voluntarily relinquished their prospects of pay and refused to fori:ake the fathers.
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These were dark days for the enterprise; but the fathers
piously bel~ved that whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth
and that the obloquy and ill-repute, to which they were
subjected, were but trials to prove their faith and constancy.
This was one of the a~mirable lessons taught by their religion. Instead, therefore, of losing heart, they submissively
accepted and even welcomed the burdens that were · thus
imposed upon them. If they had ever for a moment hesitated, they now resolved to stand steadfast, remitting no·
exertion but suffering every cross, even to martyrdom if
necessary, in the prosecution of the great work they had
undertaken. In this spirit Salvatierra not only wrote letters
. and memorials announcing his determination; but he also at
great risk and danger made a voyage in the shattered longboat to the opposite coast of Sinaloa in the hopes, by personal representations, of removing the prejudices that were
entertained and accomplishing whatever might be in his
power for the salvation of his languishing mission. His
character and the earnestness with which he went about his
task soon enabled him to satisfy and enlist in his cause all
whom he met; and with their concurrence and co-operation
he now made renewed appeals to the king and royal council
as well as to the viceroy, pointing out the extreme straits to
which the establishment in California was reduced and the
likelihood, notwithstanding all that had been done and all
that he and his companions had undergone and were willing
to undergo, of their entire failure unless the government
would change its attitude and render some encouragement
and assistance. Once or twice it seemed as if his efforts in
this direction would be successful. The viceroy, finding a
reaction in public opinion, offered a thousand crowns on
behalf of the government; but Father Ugarte, as the representative at Mexico of the California establishment, declined
to accept so small a sum as altogether inadequate. Negotiations thereupon took place; and for a time there was a
prol'lpect of satisfactory arrangement.
But unfortunately the
matter was finally referred to a lawyer, occupying the office
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of solicitor, who demanded a sight of the original license
under which the fathers had first entered the peninsula and
demonstrated as a matter of indisputable law that they had
no legal claim upon the governmental revenues. Ugarte
answered that the entry as contemplated by the original
license had already been accomplished and great progress
mad~ without either wasting any property of the crown or
drawing on the royal trea-;ury; that the original contract had
thus been executed in accordance with its terms and was no
lon~er binding, that the circumstances were now entirely
changed and that the altered condition of affairs required the
application of different rules and the exercise of a broader
and more liberal policy. But the man of law was only a man
of law and insisted that a bargain was a bargain and there
was nothing beyond it. Though the question here presented
was in no sense a legal but entirely a political one, the viceroy seems to have deferred to the opinion of .the referee; and
thus the quibbles of the solicitor prevailed over the statesmanship of the priest . The result was that the viceroy did
nothing.
In Spain the prospects for a short time were much better.
Several persons of distinction interested themselves and large
succors were promised; but the death of Charles II. in the
latter part of I 700 threw the kingdom into disorder and
prevented anything from being done. Upon the accession of
his successor, Philip V., still brighter prospects opened. The
new monarch avowed his intention of taking the California
mi~sion under his especial protection . He commended and
thanked the missionaries; ordered that they should by all
means be supported, and peremptorily directed that an
annual stipend of six thousand dollars should be paid them
out of the royal treasury.
But before his mandates could
be carried out his government became involved in engrossing
difficulties, occasioned by the dangers to which Florida and
Texas were exposed from their northern neighbors; enormous expenses were incurred to secure those threatened
provinces; the attention of the king and his councilors was
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diverted; and California was neglected. Thus in Spain too,
as well as in Mexico, the efforts that were made by the
fathers on behalf of their settlement proved unavailing; and
they were left entirely to their own slight resources. Still
they remained firm in their determination to stand by their
establishment to the last. Still they bore up with manful
spirits amidst destitution and against distresses, which were
so severe that Salvatierra, in the bitterness of his trials,
spoke of rendering up his accounts to God and leaving Our
Lady of Loreto to foot the bill.
Meanwhile, notwithstanding all these troubles and obstacles, the work of the spiritual conquest went forward; and
the number of the converts among the natives rapidly increased not only at Loreto but at other places in the neighborhood, to which the fathers from time to time made visits.
One of these was a spot, capable of being rendered fit for
tillage, called Vigge Biaundo, lying near the center of the
peninsula to the southwestward of Loreto and about eight
leagues distant. The way thither was over a chain of rugged
mountains, called the Vigge, difficult for men on foot and impassable for beasts of burden; but the place promised so well
that Father Picoolo, assisted by several of the soldiers, by
dint of hard labor, managed to open a trail amidst the precipices; arid the passage became comparatively easy. A neighboring mountain afforded an extensive view of the country
bounded by the ocean on one side and the gulf on the other,
at the sight of which the Spanish soldiers fired off their pieces
in ecstacies of joy. The Indians of the neighborhood were
tractable, friendly and desirous of conversion; and one especially,a youth of remarkable vivacity and goodness of temper,
was immediately admitted to baptism under the name of
Francisco Xavier. In the beginning of October, 1699, at this
newly selected site, Father Piccolo built a few small houses
and a chapel of adobes or sun-dried bricks. and thus laid the
foundations of the second mission of Lower California, that
of San Francisco Xavier de Vigge Biaundo.

CHAPTER

III.

KINO.

T

HE original project of the entrance into the peninsula of ·
California and the establishment of settlements there by
the Jesuits, it will be recollected, was the work of Father
Kino. It will also be recollected that after the labor of years
and the overcoming of almost insurmountable obstacles,
when his plans were at last on the point of being carried into
effect and he and Salvatierra were not only authorized but
had made their preparati,pns and were almost ready to embark in company for the spiritual conquest of the country,
Kino was prevented by a sudden and unexpected insurrection of the Indians of Sonora from joining his companion.
This, however, did not prevent him from continuing his exertions for the benefit of the undertaking and rendering assistance which was perhaps of more substantial value than anything he could have accomplished by his personal presence in
the country. He collected c~ntributions throughout the province of Sonora and attended to their shipment as well as acted
as agent in forwarding supplies that came from other pla~es.
It was d\ving to his efforts that the first horses and mares and
cattle for breeding, which have been already spoken of, were
sent over. To the end he continued the friend and coadjutor
of Salva.tierra and took the liveliest interest in promoting the
project he had himself originated.
But the labors for which Father Kino has been most celebrated, by those who have hitherto. written of his services,
were his explorations and his demonstration, by traveling
around the head of the gulf, of the peninsular character of
(182)
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what was then known as California. It will be borne in
mind that Ulloa and Alarcon in the time of Cortes had
ascertained the fact of the gulfs coming to an end in about
the latitude of 32° north; and that the remarkable map of the
old Spanish pilot, Domingo del Castillo, not only so represented it but gave its form and the shape of its shores with
wonderful accuracy. So well were these facts known at that
time and for a considerable period afterwards that the gulf,
on account of its general resemblance to the water between
Arabia and Egypt, was known by the Spanish name of Mar
Vermejo 6 Roxo de Cortes, the Vermilion or Red Sea of
Cortes. 1 In the course of years, however, when the stories
of the various passages, to which the search for the Straits
of Anian gave rise, threw the geographers of the day into
confusion, this knowledge of the truth in regard to the gulf
seems to have been lost and the old accounts of California
being an island were revived. From the reports of nearly
all the more recent navigators it seemed as if there was a
great 'opening in the coast to the north of Cape Mendocino;
and it was supposed by many, taking all the stories from
those of Marcos de Niza to those of Martin de Aguilar together, that what was called the Mar Vermejo or Gulf of
Cortes was in fact an immense arm of the sea running from
Capes Corrientes an<l San Lucas in the south to Capes Mendocino and Blanco in the north, a distance of fifteen hundred
miles and upwards, and making of California one of the
largest, if not the very largest island in the world. Others
again supposed that, instead of one island, it consisted of several or rather of one large and several smaller ones; and it
was on this account probably that the plural appellation of
Las Californias or the Californias was applied to it. The
same supposition prevailed very generally down to the end of
the reign of Charles I I., who died in 1700, during whose time
and in honor of whose efforts for its colonization, which we
have just been describing, it was known by the name of Islas
Carolinas or Charles' lslands .1
• Vcnega.•, I'. I, § 2, p. 81.
Venegas, P. I, § 1, p. 2.
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Father Kino, who was a cosmographer as well as a priest,
was one of those who believed, notwithstanding the general
current of opinion the other way, that California was a peninsula; an<l he conceived the magnificent design of carrying
a cordon of missions around the hea<l of the gulf, thus uniting those -of California with those of Sonora, and then extending the line to the northward as far as Cape Mendocino
and thus embracing the entire country as far as known in one
grand system. With this ultimate object in view, as soon as
the insurrection which in 1697 had prevented his embarking
with Salvatierra had been quelled, he set about making explorations along the gulf shore in the northwestern part of
Sonora am.i devoted to them all the time he could spare from
the necessary attention which he felt called upon to give to
the collection and transmission of supplies to the Californian
settlement.
He had already explored the country for about
ninety or a hundred leagues to the northward of the mouth
of the river Yaqui and established several missions, the most
northerly of which, called Concepcion de Caborca, was in
latitude 31 ° north.1 In 1698 he proceeded as far as the river
Gila and thence, taking a southwesterly direction, struck the
gulf a little above the parallel of Caborca, having traveled a
distance of upwards of three hundred leagues and most of the
way over a barren, rugged, uninviting region. In the year
1699 an<l in the early part of 1700, he made several other
journeys to the northward and visited the various missions
and villages, which he had established; but more for the
purpose of gathering supplies and keeping the Californian
colonists alive than for the purpose of making discoveries.
But in September, 1700, he set out with the intention of
reaching, if possible, the ve1-yhead of the gulf and thus solving
the problem of the practicability of the grand design which
he had conceived and which he very properly regarded of so
much importance.
He traveled northward to the Gila, which
he struck at a point about fifty leagues from its mouth. From
that place he followed the course of the river to its junction
with the Colorado. Near this point, selecting the highest
-
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mountain he could find, he obtained a broad view c,f the
country and distinctly saw that after the confluence of the
two rivers they ran together some thirty leagues and then
emptied into the gulf . He also saw that the line of the Californian mountains was continuous and unbroken, as far as
his glass could reach, both to the south and to the north.
Being thus convinced that California was a part of the mainland he returned by the way of Caborca to the capital of
Sonora and published his discovery and the particulars of his
journey.
It was about this time that Salvatierra left Loreto and
crossed the gulf for the purpose, by personal appeals in the
provinces of Sinaloa and Sonora, of saving his famishing
settlement. As soon as possible he communicated with Kino;
and by their joint efforts supplies for the time being were
procured and forwarded. They then discussed the recent
discovery and concurred in the opinion that the greatest
benefit they could confer upon California and the surest way
of securing the co-operation and assistance of the government in the support of the new establishments ~as to demonstrate, by an actual journey from Caborca to Loreto, the connection of Sonora and California. They agreed to undertake
the journey together and accordingly, after making the proper
arrangements, set out in the spring of 1701. There were
two routes for them to take, one along the slopes of the
mountains, which Kino had previously pursued; the other
along the immediate shore of the gulf. Unfortunately choosing the latter, after proceeding a considerable distance, they
found themsel\'es so involved in loose and shifting sands without water that they were obliged to turn back. They then
took a road on more elevated ground; but so much time had
been lost and so much reduced were their provisions that
their original intention of passing around by land to Loreto,
had to be given up. They, however, reached the neighborhood of the head of the gulf; and one evening just before
sunset Kino took Salvatierra to the top of a mountain and
pointed out to him the purple line of the California cordillera,
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unbroken as far as the eye could trace it; the sandy wac;tes
threaded by the Colorado, and the gulf gradually widenin 6
out as it extended southward. Afterwards, when Salvatierra,
having returned to Caborca and thence to Loreto, gave an
account of his journey to Tyrso Gonzales, he observed that
though the discovery might as yet seem of little advantage
on account of the distance from Loreto to the head of the
gulf, it was nevertheless one of the steps by which in time
California might become the scene of industry and activity,
the soul of the kingdom of America and the main source of
its opulence. 1
In the latter part of 1701, after the departure of Salvatierra,
Kino made a third journey to the junction of the Gila and
Colorado and thence descended the left bank of the Colorado
about twenty leagues. He there found a vast multitude of
Indians, who had collected from various quarters to meet him.
The river at that point was about two hundred yards wide.
The Indians crossed it by swimming and when they wished
to take prm·isions they pushed before them a sort of trough
made of rushes, so closely woven as to be water-tight and
carrying two or three bushels of maize. Kino, not fancying
this method of ferriage, collected pieces of dry wood and trees
and constructed a raft, upon which he crossed from the eastern
to the western bank to the wonder of the Indians, who witnessed his operations and to whom that kind of transportat:on was apparently novel. There Kino learned that the
ocean was at a distance of only ten days' journey to the west
and he was desirous of traversing the intervening country as
far as Monterey and Mendocino. But there was no safe mode
of carrying his pack animals across the river; and without
them no such expedition could be attempted. He therefore
contented himself with writing letters to Salvatierra, which he
intrusteJ for delivery to the Indians, and then returned by
the way he had come to his head-quarters in Sonora.
t Sal\"atierra's words were as follows. "Esta caminata oy parece de poco
provecho, por la distancia de veinte y seis grados, donde estamos (en la California)
hasta treinta y do~, y poco mas, a donde parece se cierra el golfo; pero son passos,
para <Juedentro 'lie pocos aflos sea esto el alma de este reyno. "-Venegas, P. III,
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In the early part of 1702 he made his last effort to _reach
Loreto by land. In company with a brother priest, named
Father Martin Gonzalez, he proceeded to San Dionysio, as
he had called the junction of the Colorado and Gila, and
thence immediately passed down the Colorado to its mouth
or the place where its waters spread out and form the head
of the gulf. He camped there on the beach and came near
being caught by the tide, which rose rapidly and to an unexpected height. It had been his intention at that place to
cross the river and proceed along the Californian bank; and
logs were collected for the construction of a raft to carry
over his train and supplies; but the difficulty of finding materials, sufficient to form a transport of sufficient magnitude and
strength to attempt the great breadth of the river, together
with the rapid current and violent tides, delayed him; and
the sudden dangerous illness of Father Gonzalez, which afterwards proved fatal, obliged him to give up the proposed
undertaking and retrace his steps as rapidly as, under the
circumstances, was possible. For the next eight years Kino's
time and attention were taken up almost exclusively in
extending th'e missions of Sonora towards the northward, in
protecting his converts from the rapacity and oppressions of
merchants and officials, who by a thousand fraudulent practices endeavored to force them away and immure them in the
mines, and in continuing to collect, as far as he could, supplies for the Californian missions and thus encouraging their
extension. In these labors, h~ving no assistants and being
compelled by his great spirit to undergo continual fatigues,
he wore out his valuable life and passed to his reward in
0
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UT though Father Kino was the projector and Father
Salvatierra the founder, the glory of being the preserver
of the Lower Californian missions is due more to Father Juan
Ugarte than to either of the others. Without his able and
energetic support as coadjutor at Mexico nothing at all could
have been accomplished; and now, in the days of darkness
and trial, when outside assistance was withdrawn and contributions of any amount could no longer be looked for, it
was his strong hand and willing heart more than anything
else that saved the settlement from perishing and gradually
developed those internal resources, which assured its maintenance and permanence . Of the names, which ought to be,
and which in the future probably will be rescued from obscurity and advanced to a position of honor far in front of those
whose noisy exploits have hitherto too commonly filled the
pages of the chronicler, his is one of the bright ones. In his
sphere, small and limited it is true though none the less
truly glorious on that account, he was one who labored earnestly for the benefit of the human race.
As soon as it became plain that nothing further was to be
accomplished at the city of Mexico, Ugarte gathered up
what few contributions he could get together and proceeded
to Loreto. \Vhcn he arrived there Salvatierra was absent in
Sonora; but upon the return of the latter, in the summer of
1701, the two held counsel upon the affairs of the settlement
and what was be,;t to be dnnc. One of their first and most
important resolutions was to hasten the resignation of l\Ien( 18~)
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doza, the commander of the soldiers whose underhanded
slanders had done so much mischief, and to appoint a proper
commander in his place. Their choice fell first upon Isidro
de Figueroa; but he proved incompetent;
and they then
chose a Portuguese, named Estevan Rodriguez Lorenzo, who
for nearly forty years afterwards continued worthily to fill
the office thus thrust upon him. The next important resolution adopted by the fathers was, that Piccolo should proceed
to the city of Mexico so as to take advantage of any change
of public sentiment that might occur there in favor of the
missions, and that Ugarte should assume Piccolo's place at
Vigge Biaundo and re-establish the settlement at that place.
In pursuance of this plan Piccolo left California and Ugarte,
after hastily picking up a smattering of the native language
and taking with him a few soldiers, proceeded to the site of
the ruined buildings.
Upon his arrival there and for several
days afterwards not an Indian was to be seen. Either from
disaffection or fear they had all fled. The soldiers, who had
become accustomed at Loreto to being waited on by the
natives and who were now, on account of the c1.bsenceof the
Indians, compelled to wait on themselves, desired to go in
search of the fugitives; but this Ugarte would by no means
permit. A few more days pa-;sed and still no Indians . The
soldiers began to show signs of dissatisfaction and commenced to remonstrate;
but Ug-arte put an end to their
complaints by discharging them and remained alone. That
night a boy, evidently sent by the Indians, made his appearance; and upon his reporting to them that the father was·
alone and desi_red to see them, they all came back; and
UJarte soon had the satisfaction of finding that his confidence in trusting himself alone in their midst was not
misplaced.
From the very beginning Ugarte had made up his mind
that his true policy was to make his establishment self-sustaining; and for this purpose the great object, which he kept
consta}1tly before his eyes, aiter gaining tl,e good-will of the
natives, was to wean them from their vagrant way of life and
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accustom them to labor in tilling the soil and raising herds
and flocks. He clearly saw that succors from New Spain
could not be depended on and that transportation of supplies
across the boisterous gulf, even when they were provided,
was hazardous and uncertain. He had also observed that at
Loreto there was very little ground suitable for cultivation,
the only improvement of that kind there being a small garden
and a few fruit trees; but here at Vigge Biaundo there was
soil sufficient and of good quality; and he at once undertook
the work of making it available not only for the support of
his own people but of those also at the parent mission. It is
the intention in a subsequent part of this work to speak more
at large of the character of the Indians; but sufficient has
already been said to give some idea of the difficulties of ac"complishing, with such an idle, fickle and brutish race, the
work which Father Ugarte proposed to himself. And it is
great praise to him to be able to add that he was equal to the
task.
In the morning, after distributing a breakfast of pozoli
among those who consented to assist him, he set them to
work building a church and habitations and clearing and preparing ground for culti\·atio?· In all this labor he himself
was not only overseer but also architect, mason, carpenter
and chief workman. He was the first in fetching and shaping the stones; in mixing and treading the clay; in cutting,
carrying and fashioning the timber; in digging and removing
the earth, and in fixing the materials in place. For a long
time the Indians were rather a hindrance than a help; for,
though he did all he could, it was next to impossible to
induce them to labor steadily; and when they did so, it was
in so bungling a manner that they rather interrupted than
forwarded the work. They \Vere sure to slacken and give up
even then, if he was not by their side exerting himself more
than any of them; so that he was obliged to pass from task
to task, sometimes working with an ax, at another with a
spade, at another with a crowbar, but incessantly toiling. As
soon as the buildings were a little advanced, he directed his
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attention to the fields. He cleared the ground, removed
rocks, made trenches for the conveyance of water, dug holes
for fruit trees and turned up the soil for sowing; and at the
same time he had to keep an outlook over the few cattle he
had been able to procure, leading them to pasture, keeping
them from straying and especially protecting them against
the improvident people for whose benefit they were intended.
In the evening he was no less busy than in the day time.
It was then that he attempted to teach the Indians the catechism and explain to them the leading doctrines of the
church. And in these labors he experienced quite as much,
if not more, difficulty than in those of quarrying, digging,
building, clearing and cultivating.
If it was necessary in the
day time to guard against tiring the Indians, it was much
more so in the evening, when they were required to repeat "
lessons they could not understand and listen to sermons in
which they could take no interest. As soon as the novelty
of these exercises wore away, the Indians began first to grow
weary and then, by all kinds of mockery and unseemly jests,
to amuse themselves at their teacher's expense . For some
time he bore all this with patience; and when patience was
exhausted he resorted to reproof; but neither one nor the
other sufficed: the disorder grew greater and greater, until it
<reemed next to impossible to make any further progress.
There was one Indian especially, who gave much trouble.
He was a man of large size and well-knit frame, who had a
high reputation for strength and was on this account looked
upon among his country people as a leader. Presuming upon
the pre-eminence of position he thus occupied, he was in the
habit of mimicking the father and he did it with so much
skill that he kept up an almost continual uproar. On one of
these occasions, when this rude fellow's insolence had reached
its height, Ugarte made up his mind that patience had altogether ceased to be a virtue. Being himself a large and
powerful man, he suddenly rose; in his wrath seized the
Indian by the hair; lifted him from the floor, ard shook him
to and fro as if he were a puppet. The spirit of the proud
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son of the forest quailed in the grasp of the sinewy master;
and the other Indians upon beholding such treatment of their
champion ran off in the utmost terror. But the lesson proved
a salutary one; and at the next meeting there was a very
marked improvement in the deportment of the congregation.
This incident also led to an improvement'in the teacher; for,
finding that one. main cause of the Indians' merriment was his
misuse of words and particularly his mistakes in pronunciation,
Ugarte now assiduously applied himself to a more careful
study of the native language; and, instead of relying any
longer upon the adult men, who he ascertained had been
accustomed to mislead for the purpose of afterwards laughing
at him, he henceforth turned to the boys and children, upon
whom he could place more reliance .
It is further related of Father Ugarte in confirmation of
the accounts of his great physical strength and courage, that
on one occasion he fought a cougar or California lion with no
other weapons than two stones, and succeeded in killing it
He then threw the carcass upon his horse and carried it to his
mission, to the astonishment of the Indians, who were horrified to think of the danger he had run. " I acknowledge,"
says the writer of the incident, "that I am unable to narrate
it, without expressing my own astonishment, and particularly
when I consider the great fund of virtue and charity, which
must have existed in the heart of a man, wh0 at their impulsion could have done so many wonders. Father Ugarte will
pass down in history as the Hercules of the Sot:icty of Jesus
in the province of l\lcxico. An admirable man, as God
liveth, well worthy of immortality." 1
The fruits of this busy man's toils soon began to show
themselves. In the course of a few years he had not only
built up his mission, brought his people to acknowledge the
faith and inured them to habits of industry; but he saw
around him orchards, gardens, smiling fields, plentiful harvests and increasing flocks. He had truly made the desert
---

---

--- - -----------

' lli~toria de la Comp~fti~ de Jesus en ,\'ucva Espaila, by P. Francisco Javier
Akgrc:; l\lexico, 1842 111, 185, 186.
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blossom as the rose. He not only raised maize and wheat
and other grains and various garden vegetables; but he had
also planted vines and made a considerable quantity of generous wine, with which he afterwards supplied all the missions
of Lower California and even furnished some for exportation
to the opposite coasts of the gulf. He likewise bred horses,
cattle and sheep and by degrees became a sort of purveyorgeneral for the other missions; and on more than one occasion the supplies, which he was able to provide, alone saved
them from starvation and destruction.
Some years afterwards, when his flocks had sufficiently increased, he devoted
himself to the making of distaffs, spinning-wheels and looms
and taught the Indians how to prepare the wool and spin and
weave it into cloth; so that in time he also saw his people
clothed. Thus at last Father Ugarte accomplished what
might almost have been regarded as impossibilities and more
than succeeded in his grand design of making his establishment self-supporting.
In June, 1707, only about six years
after he had commenced his labors, at a time when most all
of New Spain was suffering with drought and famine and
was in fact reduced to great distress, he was enabled to
write: "It is now for two months that, even with the sailors
and landsmen who have come over to us, we have been eating g-ood wheaten bread of our own raising, while the poor
on the opposite coasts of Sinaloa and Sonora are perishing.
\Vho would ha\'e dreamed· of such things?" 1
1 Vgarte's words were: "Gracias a Dios, yA \':l para dos meses, que comemos
aqui con la gentc ,le mar y ticrra bucn pan <le nuestra cosecha de trigo, pereciendo los pobres de la otra vanda, assi en Cinaloa, como en Soni,ra . Quien lo
huviera soilado? Viva Jesus, y la (;ran :\lad re de Gracia, y su Esposo, Obtene•
dor de imposihles. "-Venegas, P. III, § 6, pp. I 18, 119.
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T must not be supposed, however, because Father U gart ~ ~ finally succeeded in reducing the desert slopes of Vigg<IIIIC>--:,:::::::
~
Biaundo to cultivation and covering its native sterility witR~•
smiling fields and laughing vines, that he had no other obsta.. - .s:5cles to encounter than those of which mention has thus beer -r -s
made. Nor was he by any means permitted to pursue hi~-=great labors without serious interruptions . Frequently, i~"S
the first years of his struggles, he and his people were com pelled to resort to the wild fruits and roots of the mountain~
=-for their subsistence. Hut in these, as in all the other works
in which he took a part, he was the foremost in undertaking
~
labor and bearing burdens. In the summer of 1702, after
he had planted his first crops and while he was exerting him- self in supporting and keeping his people together, an outbreak occurred amongst them, which resulted in the destruction of his expected harvest. It seems that by this time he ~
had with him several of the soldiers from Loreto. One of
Z
them, a violent fellow by the name of Poblano, had that spring
..::=
married an Indian wife. In June and while the newly mar~
ried ~ouple were apparently living together m harmony, the
wife's mother made them a visit at the camp and invited her
~
daughter to return to her native ranchcria; it being then the
festive season when the pitahayas or fruits of the cactus were
ripe. Poblano did not relish the proposition; but the young
bride, too ready to listen to any proposal for a party of pleasure, stole away with her mother in the night time; so that
next morning the soldier found himself again a bachelor.
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Jle asked permission to ~o after the runaway; but failed in
"the time allowed him to find her. His love or his resentment
::iincrcased with her absence; and in a few days afterwards he
....,..\·cnt a second time . On this occasion he took his musket
..a.long and, upon approaching the rancheria, brandished it
threateningly,
when an Indian came out, advised him to go
--away, and cautioned him that, if he persisted, his life would
"lbe in danger. Poblano, however, would listen to no reason;
-and, getting into an altercation, he shot the Indian d~ad upon
the spot. At this the other Indians in great numbers came
:sunning from the rancheria; and, surrounding Poblano, they
lldlled him with their arrows. From this beginning the insur~ection
started . As usual, a number of the rancherias con~ederated.
There were several attacks, in one of which
::Father Ugarte's fields were torn up and a number of his
c:lomestic animals slaughtered. At one time his church and
:l:>uildings were threatened with destruction; but the soldiers
:imanaged to save them; and at length, after a few skirmishes
-.n which some blood was spilled, the disturbances seemed for
the time to be quelled.
In the early part of 1703, Ugarte having found his labors
..-endered abortive and having gone off for the purpose of
procuring horses, cattle and supplies to re-establish his settlenent, another outbreak occurred. The malcontents, headed
"Jsy the chief who had led the last conspiracy, formed them.selves into a body; fell upon the Indians who remained
1"aithfulat Vigge Biaundo, and murdered them all, except a
-very few, who managed to escape. Intelligence of this out:nge having reached Loreto, Captain Lorenzo, taking his
soldiers and a body of friendly Indians, started out to punish
,he insurgc:nts. He succeeded in coming upon them by surprise and killed several; but the leader fled to the rocky
;woecessesof the mountains, whither it was unsafe to follow
llim . Lorenzo, nevertheless, was . determined to secure his
<apture and, by threatening vengeance upon the tribes, succeeded in having him delivered up . Once caught, he was put
1Uponhis trial before an informal court-martial; and, it ap-
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pea.ring by the testimony adduced that he had taken the
leading part in several designs of destroying the missions;
that he had had the chief hand in the killing of Poblano, and
that he had instigated the late murders, Lorenzo pronounced
upon him the sentence of death. Before proceeding, however,
to carry his sentence into execution he advised the fathers at
Loreto of what had been done. Piccolo , who by that time
had returned from Mexico, came at once and favored releasing the culprit; but Lorenzo stood tip for the military law.
Salvatierra also came and proposed that the prisoner should
be banished across the gulf ; but Lorenzo remained inflexibly
of the opinion that it was absolutely necessary to make a
public example of him; and all that he could be brought to
grant was a respite until the wretch could be catechised and
baptized. This was accordingly done by Father Juan Manuel
de Bassaldua, a new arri,·al, while Salvatierra and Piccolo,
having acquiesced in or being unwilling to interfere with the
resolute determination of Lorenzo, withdrew to their mission
of Loreto . It is said that the Indian , after · being baptized,
became another man ; warned his people against the evil
example he had set them, and welcomed his death with pious
resignation . It seems certain that his fate produced a lasting
effect upon the Indians ; and for a considerable period after wan.Is there were no disturbances or signs of insubordination
amongst them.
·
In the summer of I 704, and before the replanted fields of
Vigge Biaundo were ready for the harvest, there was another
season of scarcity and want. The vessels, that had been sent to
Sonora and Sinaloa for provisions,had been several times driven
back by contrary winds; and the fathers , soldiers and colonists
in the peninsula, then amounting to sixty persons , found themselves reduced to almost as great straits as had been suffered
in 1698. At length, when there seemed little further hope,
Salvatierra called together his companions and in a serious
address represented to them the extremities to which they
were brought. A_s for himself, he had made up his mind and
was resolved to remain at any risk; and he believed that
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Father Ugarte would do the same; but he did not wish to
obtrude this hard necessity upon the others; nor was it, in his
opinion, reasonable or to be expected of them that they
should sacrifice themselves. It was plain, he said, that they
especially deserved the support of the Spanish government;
and he was informed that the king had ordered for them a
liberal provision; but for various reasens the intended supplies
had not come and, though their wants grew every day more
and more pressing, speedy succor was not to be looked for,
and there was no prospect of relief for an indefinite time to
come. Under these circumstances, he continued, he had
called them together freely and unreservedly to determine
whether they would remain in California or pass over to the
opposite coasts in the vessels, which were at hand ready to
carry them, and there await a more favorable opportunity to
resume and prosecute their conquest.
As soon as Salvatierra had spoken, Piccolo rose and stated,
speaking for himself, that he was willing to abide by the
decision of the others; and that he would therefore not endeavor by his vote one way or the other to influence the final
determination.
But Ugarte, when it came to his turn to
speak, resolutely opposed their quitting the country. He
was indeed willing that all who desired should not only have
full permission to go but should receive certificates of what
was due them. But for himself, Father Salvatierra had
already announced to them his fixed and unalterable determination. As to those who were willing to remain, he engaged, with their assistance, to provide from the Vigge mountains wild fruits and roots, such as he had more than once
before been compelled to depend upon; and as they were
good enough for his Indian friends and for years had formed
the staple of their food, it would be presumptuous in him, in
the present posture of affairs, to ask for more. No sooner
had Ugarte thus expressed himself than his indomitable
spirit became infectious. His brother, Father Pedro Ugarte,
who had but recently arrived, seconded him with great zeal,
as did likewise Father Bassaldua; and then Father Piccolo, to
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the great joy of Salvatierra. gave his vote the same way.
Captain Lorenzo and his soldiers, when the proposal of
removing across the gulf was laid before them, solemnly protested that they would not for a moment think of such a
thing. Notice was then given to the colonists that whoever
desired might take advantage of the sailing of the vessels;
but one and all, without exception, catching the spirit of
Ugarte, cried out with enthusiasm that, whatever might betide,
they would stand by the fathers. The vessels were accordingly dispatched without passengers; and· Ugarte, forming
the people into companies, set out with them for the mountains and commenced systematically gathering wild fruits,
roots and whatever clean provision could be found, with
which he returned laden to Loreto. In the autumn the vessels returned with full supplies, and about the same time
Ugarte's harvests at San Xavier came in; and from this time
forward there was no serious scarcity . Ugarte had not only
started agriculture but had demonstrated the practicability of
making the wilderness yield a tolerable support.
In the meanwhile the moneys, which had been directed by
Philip V to be disbursed to the Californian missions, wei:e in
arrears . Father Piccolo in 1702, during his visit to Mexico
in that year, had managed to procure six thousand dollars,
and with them had purchased and loaded a new vessel, the
same in which he returned an<l brought with him Father
Bassaldua, already mentioned, and Father Geronimo Minutili.
In the latter part of 1703, Philip V ., having ascertained that
his directions in regard to California had not been executed,
issued new mandatory orders that the Californian settlements
should not only be supported, but that there should be paid
to them, without deduction or delay, a further yearly sum of
seven thousand dollars in addition to the six thousand already
assigned . He also directed that a royal garrison should be
established, a suitable ship provided for the service of the
province, and, if possible, a port discovered and fortified as a
refuge for the Philippine ships. These mandates reached the
hands of the Duque de .Albuquerque. the then viceroy of
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New Spain, in the month of April, 1704; and word was
;mmediately sent to California that the presence of Father
Salvatierra was required for the due execution of them.
Salvatierra, however, upon receiving the summons felt himself irresistibly detained by the low state to which his people had been reduced, being unwilling to leave them in their
distress.
But in the latter part of the year, after these
distresses were relieved as has been shown, he crossed the
gulf and proceeded by the way of Guadalajara to the city of
Mexico. There he ascertained to his great grief that h<!had
been promoted to the office of provincial of his order and that
the duties of his new position would prevent him from devoting his time and attention exclusively to California, as he
desired. He therefore begged to decline his new honors.
But the customs of his society and his vows of obedience
would not admit of his refusal to serve . Nevertheless, while.
he felt compelled to assume the functions of spiritual supervisor of the entire province, he sent off letters to his old
friend Tyrso Gonzalez, the father-general, in Spain, imploring
as a last favor that he might be allowed for once and all to
go back to his beloved California. It was there in that land,
rugged as it was, and among the devoted friends with whom
he had struggled and suffered, that he wished to spend the
remainder of his days. It was there he wished to die.
\Vith such feelings enlisted in favor of the new missions
he had founded, it was natural for Salvatierra to call into
requisition all his energies on their behalf. He pleaded with
the viceroy, who listened with much greater condescension to
him as father-provincial than he would have listened to him
as mere father-priest.
He procured councils to be called
and laid before them statements of the condition of the new
establishments and the mandatory orders of the king in relation to them. In May, 1705, he presented a very long and
complete memorial; setting forth their whole history from the
time of Admiral Atondo down to the time of writing; pointing
out the errors that had been committed and the successes that
bad been gradually worked out; presenting in strong light
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the advantages in a political as well as in a religious point of
view to be derived from a thorough reduction of the country,
and urging the immediate payment of the appointed stipends
and the arrearages that were due. Still, strange as it may
appear, even these efforts were in vain. The memorial was
transmitted from one office to another; difficulties were
raised in unexpected quarters; new instructions were asked
from the royal council and the king; even the old slanders
against the Jesuits and their conduct in Californian affairs
found new circulators and supportei:s. In June, 1705, Salvatierra in his character of provincial made a visit to Loreto
and carried with him all the supplies he could collect; but
as yet no more of the government money was forthcoming.
At length, it being apparent that the viceroy was inimical to
California and that he more than any one else was the cause
of the difficulties which had supervened, Salvatierra as provincial, with the advice and concurrence of the most intelligent of the other Jesuits, resolved, as a last resort and as a
decisive step, to formally renounce and relinquish California
into the hands of the viceroy, and suggested the necessity of
his immediately taking the responsible charge of its concerns.
This stroke of policy had the desired effect. The viceroy
found himself in a position which might cost him more than
he bargained for; and in a very short time the stipends for ·
the current year were disbursed . But the blow rankled in
his breast: thenceforward the very name of California was an
abomination to him; and, being a man of ability, he m.ade
his enmity felt. If the fathers begged and solicited, he was
smooth in his answers; but such answers \Vere the only replies
they received. If they sent remonstrances, he knew how to
remove their edge or divert them from their destination.
If
If they mined, he underthey plotted, he counter-plotted.
mined. He even secreted the royal mandates and schedules
relating to the subject; and during the remainder of his adistration, which lasted till the latter part of 171o, notwithstanding all the efforts of the fathers and the orders of the
king, and the excitement occasioned by the destructive visit
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of Captain Woodes Rogers in 1709, not another real of royal
money found its way to the peninsula.
The evil effects of the Duque de Albuquerque's resentment
were felt for a long time even after his retirement. Though
he was succeeded, in 171 I, by the Duque de Linares,_who
was a friend to the Jesuits and consequently a patron of their •
establishments in California, the absence of the royal mandates, which had been so closely secreted by his predecessor
that he knew )tnothing of them, prevented him from securing,
as he would otherwise have done, the payment of the regularly appointed subsidies. He, however, gave largely of his
own means and procured liberal co11tributions from others.
His example was also followed by his successor, the Marques
de Valero, who moreover gave the most substantial testimonial of his sympathy by bequeathing to the Californian
missions five thousand doubloons, the whole of his disposable
fortune . In the meanwhile the admirable plans of Father
Ugarte had already begun to yield their fruits: his fields and
gardens increased; his herds and flocks ·multiplied; excursions and expeditions 't.rere made in every dire~tion; the
work of conversion advanced; the Indians, as they were
induced to accept the new order of things, were collected into
villages and towns; new missions were founded and furnished, and by degrees a very large portion of the country
to the north and south of Loreto was reduced to order . In
the latter part of I 705 the first rude beginnings were lai<l to
the mission of San Juan Bautista <le Malibat 6 Ligui to the
southeast of Loreto and about twenty leagues distant, and
also to that of Santa Rosalia de Mulege near the mouth of
the little river ~folcge to the northwest of Loreto and about
forty leagues distant. The former was founded by Father
Pedro Ugarte; the latter by Father Bassaldua. In each case
the method of procedure in bringing together tho natives,
weaning them from their wanderings, procuring them to aid
in clearing the ground, manufacturing adobes and erecting
buildings, was much the same as that adopted with so much
success by Father Juan Ugarte at Vigge Biaundo . But
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Pedro Ugarte somewhat improved on his brother's plan of
gettin~ work out of the Indians by making it a sort of amusement. As soon as his bed of clay intended for adobes was
ready, he invited them and especially the boys to a dance
upon it. Taking off his sandals and himself leading the way,
he challenged them to follow; a few did so; a song was started
and they took it up ; others joined; the spirit of emulation
was roused; and in a short time, with singing and shouting,
the entire company was engaged in very entertaining sport as
well as very good work.
Wh ile these new missions were thus being founded, Father
Juan Ugarte turned his attention to the other or ocean coast
of the peninsula with the object of discovering a port suitable
for the relief of the Philippine ships. The securing of such a
port had always been one of the ~reat purp::>ses of the settle ment of California and had invariably been put forward as
one of the principal re;isons why the government should
encourage and assist projects of colonization . The govern ment had recognized its importance; and the royal instructions of I zo3, providing for an increase in the subsidies to
be paid to the fathers, had called especial attention to the
subject. In the early p.irt of IiOS, when Salvatierra, then
provincial, presented his great memorial to the viceroy at
Mexico, he referred to the same matter and spoke in feeling
terms of the multitudes, who died of scurvy on the long passage across the Pacific, and the necessity for a port such as
was contemplated; and he suggested that, if the increased
subsidies provided for were paid, the missionaries would soon
extend their establishments to the ocean coast and the plans
of the king would be accomplished without any further
expense to the treasury. And now, though the subsidies
were still unpai<l. it was deemeJ prudent, in view of all that
had been said and done, to take at least a preliminary step
in that direction. Ugarte, therefore, after completing his
preparations by the procurement of a body of forty reliable
Yaqui In<lians and a number of beasts of burden and provisions from across the gulf, and taking with him Jayme Bravo,
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an active assistant who had recently been brought over by
Salvatierra, and also Captain Lorenzo and twelve of his soldiers, set out in 17o6. _The cavalcade passed over the narrow
trail through the Vigge mountains to San Xavier and thence
westward over a rough, mountainous country to the ocean .
Along the shore they found various companies of Guaycuros
Indians who were very hostile;· and they were consequently
compelled to march with great care and circumspection.
They first went many leagues to the south of the point where
they struck the ocean, but found only a bold coast and very
little fresh water. Thence they turned round and marched
as far to the northward of the same point; but the coast in
that direction was the same, and fresh water still scarcer . At
one time they were in danger of perishing from thirst; but a
Yaqui Indian managed to find a spring in a spot, which the
others had repeatedly passed over in their search, and thus
saved himself and companions from the death with which
they were threatened. The expedition, however, proved fruitless; and for the very good reason that there was no port in
that part of the coast, nor a good one for a long distance
either to the south or north of it.
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N the same year, 17o6, that Ugarte made his journey to
the ocean coast, Salvatierra succeeded in obtaining release
from his office of provincial and was again enabled to devote
his exclusive attention, as he desired, to California. He
resolved at once to return to Loreto. Accordingly, after
making the proper disposition of his affairs in Mexico, he
proceeded to Ahome in Sinaloa and at the end of January,
1707, embarked to cross the gulf. But scarcely had he lost
sight of land, when one of those terrific gales came on,
which had so often disturbed and still continue to disturb the
navigation of that narrow sea. As the night approached it
became excessively dark; the wind blew a hurricane; the
waves dashed over the deck; the rudder broke; the sailors
gave up in despair; and the vesse~ was driven without guidance, helpless and to all appearance hopeless. In all his
journeys and voyages, Salvatierra had never known what it
was to be in danger and distress till now.1 It was one of
those gales, short and terrific, afterwards known as the Cordonazos de San Francisco, or Scourges of St. Francis." It
usually occurs two or three months before the end of the
year. But there are exceptions.
During the dry season the
winds in general are regular and navigation easy; but after
the rainy season sets in, which in that latitude lasts from
about June till January, there is always a liability to ~tormy
weather and the season sometimes ends with one of those
1
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terrible cordonazos. 1 On this occasion, as fortune willed it,
the ship escaped destruction; and, as the storm did- not last
long, it reached its destination without much loss of time.
Upon arriving at Loreto, Salvatierra again took charge as'-principal of the missions, directing his attention to the supervision of those already founded and to the erection of new
ones. In the beginning of 1708 he and Father Juan Ugarte
aided Father Julian de Mayorga in the foundation of a fifth
establishment at a spot about twenty leagues northwest of
Loreto, thenceforth known as San Jose de Comondu, of which
Mayorga became the missionary. In 1709 he again crossed
the gulf for the purpose of looking after one of his vessel!',
which had stranded on the coast of Sonora , and was obliged
to spend much time in that country. After his return he
again resumed his labors of superintendence and continued
assiduously at work during the remaining eight years of his
life, attending to the wants of the missions and endeavoring
to pacify the hostile Guaycuros.
It will be borne in mind that hitherto, and the same remarl<'
will apply for a long period afterwards, none of the Californian missions were established at government expense; but
all of them on private foundations. The usual aliowance to
a missionary in New Spain was three hundred dollars a year;
but this sum was increased to five hundred for the missions
of California on account of their remoteness and the greater
-
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"IJurant la saison si:che, le temps est constamment beau . Les \'ents soufftenl regulierement, pendant le jour, du nord -ouest .i. l'ouest. en sui,·ant la direc tion de la cote, et ils sout remplaces la nuit par unc lcg.-re brise de terrc ou par
des calmes. La saison des pluics, qui commence en juin, est d'abor<l indiquce
par des calmes et de IL·gersgrains de pluic; ,I mesurc qu· clle avance, les grains
deviennent plus forts, ct au lieu de ri arriver •lUe la nuit, ils commencent clans
l'apresmidi, et se terminent par des orages trcs-violents, accompagncs d "eclats de
tonnerre fort dangereux ct de vents imp, ·tucux souflh,nt de tous !es points de
!'horizon . Le temps se maintient de l:i sorte jus,111a la fin de septcmbre , et ii
arrive parfois que la saison sc termine par un ouragan terrible, qui ordinairement
a lieu du 1cr au S octobrc, jour de la f;tc de :-aint Frangois. Ccs ouragans, qui
soulflent tonjoors du sud-est ou sud·ouest, ont peu de dur,•c; mais ils ont tant de
violence et rendent la mer si haute, que ricn nc peut leur resister. C 'est cc que
!'on nomme dans le pays le Cordonazo de San Francisco. . • . le Cordonazo, trompant lcs previsions des navigateurs, arrive quelquefois plus tard qu' a
la Saint Frangois.''-Duftot
de )lofras, I, ljo, 171.
1
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difficulty and expense of providing supplies. A foundation
in California, therefor~, represented a fund of ten thousand
dollars, counting the annual income at five per cent; and the
manner, in which the foundation was provided for, was to
invest the necessary sum in Mexico and order the interest
paid to the missionary.
These investments were not always safe; and in one instanc@ at least, that of San Juan
Bautista de Ligui, in which the patron retained the principal
in his own hands and afterwards became insolvent, the•security entirely failed. \Vhen Salvatierra was provincial and
during the time he was obliged to remain in Mexico, he took
occasion to look after the various investments of the funds
so devoted to Californian missions and managed to have
them laid out securely in the purchase of real estate, chiefly
farms. Out of the produce of these farms, each missionary
was furnished with apparel, provisions, utensils, medicines
and other necessaries nearly to the amount o_fhis allO\\.·ance;
and the balance was given in money for extraordinary expenses . Philip V. ha<l ordered, in addition to the stipend
already so often referred to that the Califprnian missions
should be provided at public expense with bells, images,
ornaments , lamps, oil and sacramental wine; but, like his
other orders, these were not obeyed; and the fathers were
compelled to prO\·idc themselves as best they could. Each
missionary had charge of his own church and establishment
and was expected, out of his yearly stipend, to keep it up
and carry it on. It is therefore clear that the Jesuit fathers
did not engage in their California work with any purpose of
acquiring earthly riches.
There is no \·cry minute or reliable account of the real
character of the sway exercised by the Jesuits over the Indians of Lower California; and it must therefore be judged
chiefly by its results and by incidents, here and there related,
which throw light upon it. It seems to have depended
almost entirely upen the individual character of the missionary, whether it was kind and gentle or oppressive and severe.
\Vhile he was priest, teacher . general provider, surgeon, phy-
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s1c1an and apothecary, he was also task-master and despot,
with power over liberty and even life and absolutely irresponsible. He assumed the right not only to impose regulatjons
but to judge of what constituted offenses; and he was always
attended by a soldier entirely dependent upon his will to
carry out his sentences. The most usual punishments were
whiFping, imprisonment or the stocks, though on some occasions, one instance of which has been described, death was
inflicted. Failure to attend mass or other exercises of the
church; inattention or disorderly conduct, and especially
apostacy, the exhibition of ill-will towards the missionary or
disgust at his teachings, ~vere misdemeanors or crimes according to the degree of turpitude supposed to be indicated or the
temper of the father insulted. In each village or rancheria
some one Indian, and in general he who showed most zeal
for religion or the greatest submission to the new order of
things, was made monitor and catechist; and it became his
especial duty to ~PY out the shortcomings of his neighbors
and tfeport -their delinqu~ncies . Altogether the system, so far as the Indians were concerned, was one of tyranny. They
were required daily to assemble for mass and afterwards to
be catechised . They were then obliged to go to their labors,
which were pointed out for them; and at night all had to
meet again at their devotions . Twice or thrice a week a
sermon was preached; and on Sunday, besides attending the
regular masses and instructions, they were compelled to form
in religious processions and march about their villages . Un der these regulations , long continued and strictly enforced,
whatever spirit of freedom they may have once possessed •
became broken; and , though they originally may have been
nothing but vagrants and vagabonds, they now became nothing but slaves. \Vhen they had become completely so-completely reduced, so that there was no longer a struggle or a
murmur-then,
according to the missionaries, the land was
christianized and the triumph of the cross complete.
It is not in~endcd to find fault with the Jesuits in particular; for their system was the outgrowth of their circum-
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stances and of their age. Nor is it intended to find fault with
such men as Kino, Salvatierra and Ugarte; for no one will be
di.-;posed to withhold, or desire to qualify, the praise and
adtiiration due to the labors they performed, the steadfastness they manifested, their extraordinary energy 3.nd their
sincerity of purpose . Nor, perhaps, can it be '>aid ,vith ·-my
certainty that the Indians were capable, by any means within
the powers of the Jesuit fathers during the time of their
dominion, of any greater improvement. Many, indeed, may
be disposed to think that bringing them under subjection by
the hand of power and compelling them to exchange their
wandering, precarious and brutish existence for one of regularity and assured sustenance, however slavish in other respects, was as beneficent a change as could be secured for
them . But when the intelligent philanthropist considers that
he and his cotemporaries have sprung from savage races and
that there is a capability in all human beings, however debased, of rapidly advancing under favorable circumstances in
the paths which lead to true civilization; he . cannot help
deploring, when he comes to review the history of •these
undertakings, that the circumstances were not more favorable. With all the aids of the church and the fathers, there
was nothing ever accomplished at any of the missions among
the Californian Indians that could at all compare, even in the
remotest degree, with the civilization which the native races
worked out for themselves in andent Mexico or old Peru .
As to the Spanish soldiers in Lower California, it will be
recollected that when the Jesuits undertook the settlemept of
the peninsula, one of the articles of their license was the
power of enlisting soldiers and appointing a commander.
These solc.liers were to be enlisted in the name of the king
and they were to enjoy the rights and privileges of soldiers in
the royal armies; but, as the enlistments were to be at the
expense of the fathers and the soldiers consequently not only
dependent upon them for pay but under the command of an
officer of their appointment, the military power was entirely
subordinate to an<l under the control of the missionaries.
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The number of the soldiers for this reason depended upon
the amount of funds, which could be spared for their payment-the
regular wages of an ordinary man being three
hundred dollars a year and those of a captain five hundred.
When the king directed subsidies to be paid, it was intended
to apply them chiefly to the support of the military forces.
But, on account of the failure in their payment, the expenses
of the forces during nearly all the earlier years of the missions
fell upon the private funds, which were contributed for other
purposes; and, according as the contributions became larger
or smaller, the soldiery was increased or reduced. Afterwards, when the subsidies were paid and the military power
in the peninsula became considerable enough to attract public attention, great fault was found and great indignation
expressed with an arrangement, which thus subjected the
caballero to the priest. But the fathers managed, notwithstanding the numerous complaints which were made, to preserve their authority; and they continued to govern the
soldiery, as well as the colonists and the Indians, as they
thought most advantageous for the interests of their establishments.
While the power of the missionaries over the Indians was
despotic and liable to great abuse, that which they exercised
over the soldiers was subject to so many limitations that it
could not be oppressive. The soldier, if dissatisfied, not only
had the right to resign or to appeal to a higher power, which
would listen to him; but he held arms in his own hands, and
there would have been danger in provoking him. As a general rule, however, there was no cause for disagreement; and
it cannot be doubted that, so far as the good of the country
was concerned, the subordination of the military to the fathers
was beneficial. Had t~e soldiers been allowed to employ or
rather to compel the Indians to fish for pearls, as they sometimes did by stealth, the result would have been very disastrous, so much so probably as to involve the missions in
absolute destruction . But Salvatierra, from the very beginning, had foreseen the dangers of granting any privileges of
14 Voa..J.
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this kind and, notwithstanding repeated and urgent requests
on the part of the soldiers, he invariably refused and to the
end, under all circumstances, continued unshaken in his resolution. So determined was he upon this point that he made
it a constant rule to discharge every soldier detected in a
single act of disobedience in this respect; and at one time,
during the early days of his settlement, he felt himself
obliged to enforce it so often that he found himself without
any soldiers at all and was compelled to wait for a fresh
reinforcement from across the gulf.
✓- The only person in the peninsula, besides the fathers, who
possessed any shO\v of authority, was the commander or, as
he was sometimes called, the captain-general; but he too, as
has been seen, as an appointee of the fathers, was under their
control. He was supposed to represent not only the military
but also the civil department of government. He was nominally the chief justiciary of the province and had the general
superintendence of all the people, except the clergy . He
was also captain of the sea and had jurisdiction over all the
seamen and the vessels belongfog to the missions , the largest
of which usually carried his ensign and enjoyed the privilege
of being called, in his honor, the capitana . In case of a
hostile attack or insurrection, he led forth the forces and
assumed the management of the campaigns against the
Indians; and in some cases, as in the instance of the infliction of the death-penalty on the slayer of Poblano, he even vent ured to oppose his views of policy to those of his employers.
But his chief duty was to see to the enforcement of their
regulations and the execution of their orders and decrees .
The office was clearly one that could be filled with comfort
and success only by a person who, like Captain Lorenzo, was
a friend of the missionaries and in entire harmony with their
system.
Such, in few words, were the general features of the gov ernment established by Salvatierra in Lower California and
which, during the latter years of his life, after resigning his
office of provincial , he devotd himself to regulating and per-
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fccting. But Salvatierra was already an old man, troubled
with increasing infirmities and particularly with that painful
disorder, known as calculus or stone-a disease with which he
was often so violently afflicted as to be unable to rise . In
17i7, when the Marques de Valero had arrived as new
viceroy from Spain and wished to confer with him as to
the best mode of securing the payment of the long-neglected
royal subsidies, the aged father deemed it his duty, in spite
of years and pain and danger , to undertake the journey to
Mexico. He accordingly at the end of March of that year
set sail, accompanied by his faithful assistant Jayme Bravo,
for the port of Matanchel on the opposite coast of the gulf,
where he arrived after a short passage . Thence he traveled
to Tepic; but the motion of his horse increased his tortures
to such a degree that he could no longer ride and had to be
carried on the shoulders of Indians to Guadalajara.
There,
after suffering for two months the greatest agony, perceiving
his end approaching, he called brother Jayme to his side
and, after giving him his last instructions in reference to the
affairs of California and composing himself for his last great
trial, he resigned his breath. His death was the occasion of
general grief. All were loud in his praise . They talked of
-what he had been ·and of the great work he had done; and,
""hen his remains were interred in the chapel of Our Lady of
Loreto, at Guadalajara, the whole city, to do him honor,
assisted in the ceremonies .
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HE new orders in favor of California, that had been
transmitted by the hands of the new viceroy, were the
work of the Abbe, afterwards Cardinal, Julio Alberoni, then
prime minister of Spain . This sagacious statesman entertained the most comprehensive views. As soon as he found
himself at the head of affairs, he contemplated lifting the
Spanish monarchy out of the degradation into which it had
fallen and placing it again in the first rank of nations.
Among other plans, devised by him with this purpose in
view, was the extension of the Spanish commerce in the
Pacific and particularly the trade with the Philippines and
China and the securing for the Spanish marine of the carrying of all merchandise not only between Europe and America
but also between America and Asia. He was quick to catch
the lessons which the history of the commercial :1ations of
the north of Europe so plainly taught; and, while he held
the helm of government, he bent all his vast energies to take
advantage of the instructions they so clearly conveyed to his
far-seeing intelligence. When, therefore, in his investigations
of American affairs, he came across the neglected papers
relating to the occupation and settlement of California, he
at once saw the benefits to his country with which the success of such an enterprise would be attended.
He determined
at once, and with all his influence and strength, to revive,
encourage and, if possible, carry out to completion the grand
project originally conceived by Father Kino of uniting California with Sonora by a series of mutually-assisting settle(212)
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rnents, running around the head of the gulf and extending
thence to the northward, and of occupying and fortifying the
entire northwest coast as far as it reached.
At this juncture, and while the minister was known to be
l>usy with his plans for the prosecution of this extensive de5ign, an enterprising Mexican speculator offered to purchase
"the territory of California for the sum of eighty thousand
c:lollars. This individual's idea seems to have been to assume
"the exclusive control of the country and doubtless to manage
its affairs in such a way as to make his investment remunera"tivc; and it is likely that at almost any other time an offer of
"that character, without regard to the melancholy results which
·would have been sure to flow from its acceptance, would have
been readily embraced. But Alberoni, though his vast undertakings required immense sums of money and he was
straitened for wan~ of means, immediately perceived the dangerous consequences of acceding to such a proposition and
declined even to take it into serious consideration, unless certificates were first produced from the missionaries that the
proposed change of government would not interfere with or
be detrimental to their ~ettlements. This answer, of course •.
put a quietus upon the magnificent speculation; and nothing
more was heard of it. On the other hand, the archives relating to California affairs were rummaged over; the old
neglected memorials and documents drawn from their obscure
receptacles, and the former schedules and repeated mandates
of the king for the encouragement of the missions and the
payment of the inissionary stipends not only brought to light
but shown to be still unexecuted. At the instance of the
minister, the method hitherto pursued of administering the
royal instructions concerning the province beyond the gulf
was now to cease. The new viceroy was enjoined and commanded, in positive and absolute terms and as one of his first
duties, to vigorously carry out the former orders. He was by
every means in his power to forward the conquest that had
been commenced, without altering or interfering with the
regulations or form of government adopted by the fathers;
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;md he was to transmit a full and particular report of his
proceedings, including suggestions of such further measures
for the advancement of the general object, as might in his
judgment be deemed advisable.
It was for the purpose of consulting as to the best mode of
carrying out these directions that the new viceroy hael sent
for Salvatierra.
The last sickness and death of the latter o:i
his way to Mexico, as has been seen, prevented him from
meeting the viceroy or finally accomplishing an object, which
he had had so much at heart and for which he had assiduously
labored so many years. But his companion, Jayme Bravo,
who had received his last instructions, as soon as the venerable master's remains were duly consigned to the tomb, repaired to Mexico and undertook the advocacy of the cause
of the missions in his place; and he did so with such zeal and
unexpected ability as to astonish all who heard him. It had
been proposed by the viceroy and his council, without much
knowledge of the country, to found a colony on the western
coast of the peninsula. But brother Jayme described the
character of that region, the absence of any good port, the
roughness and barrenness of the lafld, the want of streams
and even springs of fresh water, and the almost insuperable
difficulties that must attend any settlement of the kind con:templated.
He had himself accompanied Father Ugarte in
his journey of exploration from Loreto to and along the
Pacific coast in I 7o6; and he presented a clear and minute
description of all the country he had passed over and the
intense sufferings of thirst, which he and his companions had
undergone. Having thus demonstrated the impracticability
of the viceroy's project, he next spoke of the other side of
the peninsula and the various spots that had been either set~
tied or selected for settlement by the fathers. He dwelt upon
what they had accomplished; <lrcw pictures of the fertile
little valleys found here an<l there along the gulf or among
the mountains, and dilated upon the fields and flocks, the
orchards and vineyards, the gardens and pastures of Vigge
Biaundo, and the capability of impro\"ement of many other
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places in the same manner. He not only spoke what he ha~
to say; but he also drew up a statement in writing, in which
he set forth with much greater fullness and exactitude all the
information which could conduce to a perfect understanding
of the subject.
In September, 1717, there was held at the city of Mexico
a grand council for the purpose of hearing the reports concerning California; of considering and discussing its affairs,
and of determining upon the next action to be taken in
relation to it. At this council, brother Jayme's written
statements were presented; but, more important than these,
brother Jayme himself was present and urged the cause he
represented with even greater ability than before. The
principal articles he advocated were: pay for fifty soldiers;
the establishment of a garrison either at La Paz or Cape San
Lucas; the foundation of a seminary for the education of the
children of California, and the franchise of working the saltpits, which had been discovered on Carmen Island in the
gulf near Loreto. There was nothing that appeared unreasonable in these demands; and, as he eloquently presented
them and gave the reasons why they should be admitted and
allowed, the assembly seemed persuaded. But just as he
was upon the point of carrying his propositions, the treasurer,
in making out his estimates, discovered that the sum of thirteen thousand dollars, the amount of the subsidies provided
by the king, was far from sufficient for the purposes contemplated; and both he and the viccnoy were unwilling to take
the responsibility of increasing the sum to be expended .
The final result was that allowances were made for only
twenty-five soldiers with a captain and for the maintenance ·
of two vessels, one of which should be used for further explorations; but it was provided that, if the regular subsidies
should not be sufficient for these purposes, an adqitional
amount should be appropriated tu make up the deficiency.
As to allowances for a garrison at La Paz or San Lucas,
a seminary and the use of the salt-pits, they were refused .
For the time being, Brother Jayme deemed it prudent to
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accept what he had thus secured; but he prptcsted that the
real spirit and intent of the royal orders contemplated greater
liberality; and he accordingly caused a report of all the proceedings to be forwarded to the king for more explicit
instructions. To this report were added, the next year, a
long account of Californian affairs by Father Piccolo and
letters from others friendly to the missions. These, at the
instance of Alberoni, were laid before the Supreme Council
of the Indies at Madrid; and very shortly afterwards new
royal orders were issued to the viceroy, repeating the directions which had been previously given and charging him in
the strongest terms to see to their immediate execution. But
in the course of this same year, 1719, Alberoni ceased to be
minister; and his vast projects, in reference to California,
Sonora, the northwest coast, the Philippine trade, the commerce of the world and the general rehabilitation of the old
Spanish monarchy, fell to the ground.
Jayme Bravo, as has been said, accepted for the time being
all the aid he could procure. It amounted to some twentyfive thousand dollars, including the purchase money of an
old Peruvian vessel, which however proved worthless and was
next year lost. With this and the various provisions and
supplies he purchased in Mexico, he returned to Loreto,
where he arrived in July, 1718, and was received with great
joy. His success, though it was by no means satisfactory to
himself, had placed his abilities in so strong a light that the
next year he was selected to go over, on behalf of the missions, into Sinaloa. Nor was this all; for the Society of
Jesus, ever on the alert to discover talent and ever ready to
recognize and promote merit in any of its members, ordered
his immediate admission to the priesthood and his appointment as a missionary with all the powers and privileges belonging to that office. His services were in fact considered
of such importance that the ordinary terms of promotion were
dispensed with; and, passing through the necessary gradations in three successive days, the humble assistant of Salvatierra on the third found himself elevated to a dignity equal
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to that of his former master; and he was henceforth known
as Father Bravo or, by those who were most familiar with
him, as Father Jayme. As soon as he was thus invested
with new powers, he was directed to proceed again to Mexico
for the purpose of making renewed efforts for the peninsular
missions and especially of taking advantage of and urging
the execution of the new royal orders, that had been issued
in response to the latest efforts of Alberoni in their behalf.
In March, 1720, after his arrival in Mexico in accordance
with these latest directions, another grand council was convened; and again Jayme stood up and now pleaded in his
own name the cause he had so ably advocated before in the
name of another. He dwelt particularly upon the necessity
ef an establishment at La Paz; and so impressive were his
reasonings, or so much better disposed were the officers of
government to listen to him, that a new ship with arms and
supplies, as he desired, was placed at his disposal; and at the
same time the Marques de Villa Puente, the old patron of
eeveral of the missions, again stepped forward and advanced
an additional fund for the endowment of a new one at La
Paz, naming Father Jayme as the person whom he desired to
establish and take charge of it
It was well known that the natives about La Paz or those
of them called Guaycuros had ever since the days of Admiral Atondo manifested a hostile spirit. Several unsuccessful attempts had been made to pacify and christianize
them. The last of these was in 1716, when Salvatierra sailed
thither and endeavored to open communications; but so
tnuch cause had the Indians, on account of what they had
learned of the monopolists and other pearl-diving expeditions of former years, to suspect the Spaniards, that upon the
approach of the father's vessel they fled in great terror and
betook themselves to the fastnesses of the mountains. Some
of the Loreto Indians, who had gone along, pursued and
caught the women, who were unable to get away as rapidly
as the men. These women, supposing that previous scenes
<>f outrage were about to be repeated and finding escape im-
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possible, turned upon their pursuers and began defending
themselves with great fury. The Loreto Indians became
equally furious; and, before Salvatierra was aware of what
they were doing or could prevent the effects of their mistaken zeal, they fell upon the women with savage barbarity
and would soon have destroyed them all, if the nimblest of
the Spaniards had not arrived in time to stop the combat.
No sooner, however, had the fight ceased than such of the
Guaycuros women, as were still able, again. betook themselves
to flight; and Salvatierra found it impossible to accomplish
his purpose.'
From this encounter and from the experience of Atondo
and his companions in 1683 and from all that was known or
had been heard since those times, it was supposed that the
Guaycuros were the most savage and intractable of all the
Indians of the country; while at the same time they inhabited that portion of the peninsula, which in many respects it
was of most importance to reduce. This was especially the
case in view of the necessity, which became more and more
apparent, of providing a port near Cape San Lucas for the
relief of ships navigating the Pacific; and· hence, as Father
Jayme clearly and distinctly set forth in his addresses, the
one important project to be next attempted was a permanent
settlement in that neighborhood. When, therefore, in response to his earnest representations, the Marques de Villa
Puente offered to endow a mission among the hostile tribes
provided Jayme would undertake the task of founding it, the
zealous father not only readily consented; but he accepted
the execution of the enterprise with the greater ardor on
account of the difficulties and dangers it presented and the
signal opportunities it would afford him of exhibiting his
devotion to the cause he had embraced. He accordingly
immediately loaded his new vessel and returned to Loreto,
full of enthusiasm for the new foundation in which he was to
take the leading part.
1
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ENTION has already been made in terms of high praise
of Father Juan Ugarte as the founder of agriculture in
Lower California. His plan of rendering the missions selfsustaining; his undertakings at Vigge Biaundo; the manner
in which he went to work; the way in which he prosecuted
his projects and at length carried them to successful issue-all
point him out as a man of extra(?rdinary merit. He also,
with his spinning-wheels and looms, established the first manufactures. But even this was not all. He has still further
claims to mention.
He cut the first ship-timber that was
ever felled and built the first vessel that was ever launched in
the new country.
In 171_9the missionaries had but a single ship and that a
very small one, which had been tossed about for years and
was strained and racked in almost every joint. All the
others had been cast away and destroyed. Several attempts
had been made to repair old wrecks; and one new vessel had
been constructed on the opposite side of the gulf; but none
of these proved of any utility: every one of them in fact soon
went to pieces. Another ship, and of a kind which should be
well-built and reliable, was felt to be a necessity; and the
only way to procure it, after so many fruitless trials, seemed
to be to build it in the country itself, where the laying of
every plank and the driving of every spike could be superintended.
Ugarte was not a ship-builder; but neither had he
been an agriculturalist or a manufacturer. I-le was, however,
one of those practical geniuses to whom all occupations seem
subservient and to whom ·nothing that seems indispensable is
impossible.
(219)
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Upon looking around he found neither timber, nor trees
suitable for timber, nor iron, nor sails, nor tar, nor any of the
other necessary materials; nor were there shipwrights, or
sawyers, or carpenters; nor even any surplus of provisions
for such persons, had there been such present. To most other
men these obstacles would have proved insurmountable.
But
Ugarte had been informed by the Indians that in the mountains about two hundred miles to the northwest of Loreto
there were lar~e and straight trees; and he determined to
go thither and see for himself whether they would answer
and, if they would, whether they could be brought to the seacoast. Accordingly, procuring the attendance of a shipwright
from across the gulf and taking along two soldiers and several natives, he proceeded to the mission of Santa Rosalia
and thence over the craggy mountains of Guadalupe for the
forests, of which he had been informed. After a long journey
of great difficulty and toil, they reached a considerable numb~r of trees suitable for their purpose. But they were in such
apparently inaccessible situations that the shipwright deemed
it impossible to get them out and pronounced the project, for
which he had been employed, altogether impracticable.
Ugarte thought differently; but finding his companion positive in his opinions, he made no effort to change them and
without more ado returned to Loreto : where his whole enterprise had been looked upon as visionary and was now, upon
the report of the shipwright, regarded as a matter of jest and
ridicule.
·
Ugarte, however, as has been seen in the history of his
previous undertakings , was not a man to be turned aside by
sneers or scoffs or deterred by difficulties. He had always
hitherto found that his best resource in overcoming obstacles
was his own stout heart . The first thing he now did was to
get rid of his shipwright; and then , with his soldiers and
Indians, taking along axes and the requisite other tools, he
returned to the distant mountains and himself set to work,
felling trees and fashioning planks. He likewise cleared and
constructed a road from the place where his timber lay to
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Santa Rosalia, a distance of thirty leagues; and in the course
of four months, with the aid of the oxen and mules of the
missions and the natives whom he induced to assist him, he had
his planks, all finished and ready for building, on the beach
at the mouth of the little river Mulege. The greater part of
his labor was now done. He next procured from across the
gulf such materials as could not be supplied from his own
establishment, as also several skilled workmen; and in a short
time, himself superintending the entire work as well as taking
a part in all the labor, he saw his new vessel grow up from
keel to bulwarks and ready for the sea. In September, 1719,
he nailed a cross upon its bowsprit, launched it upon the
brine and christened it "El Triunfo de la Cruz-the Triumph
of the Cross.'' By the time he had finished the vessel, all the
moneys of the missions under his control were exhausted and
even the presents and trinkets, that had been sent him for
private use by friends in Mexico, were not spared. But his
ship, compared with the vessels then in use, was large and
strong; and for beauty as well as service it was afterwards,
by competent judges of marine architecture, pr6nounced
superior to anything of the kind that had ever before been
seen in those waters .
In November, 1720, soon after the return from Mexico of
Father Jayme Bravo full of his project of founding the new
mission of La Paz, Ugarte's ship, being then fully completed,
made its first considerable voyage. This was from Loreto to
La Paz, a distance of eighty leagues and with the object of
carrying Father Bravo and his assistants to their destination.
Upon the voyage, Father Ugarte seems to have taken upon
himself the command of the vessel; and he showed himself
as successful a navigator as ship-builder. Arrived at La Paz
the fathers, in view of the supposed hostile r~ception they
would meet with from the Guaycuros, landed with great caution . But it soon appeared that the danger was not so great
as had been anticipated. The Indians had by this time
learned that the missionaries were a very different kind of
visitors from the pearl-divers; and, instead of standing to
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their arms as they at first seemed disposed to do, they soon
laid them aside; sat down upon the ground in token of
friendly disposition, and received the fathers with affection
and welcome. For a while they appeared shy of the soldiers;
but in a few days all reserve was thrown off;. and all the tribes
for a distance round about came in and joined in the general
good feeling: a result due in great part to the wonderful
influence which Ugarte's singular talent and long experience
of the savages enabled him to exercise over them. In the
course of a week or so, with the full concurrence and assistance of the natives, a space for the new mission was cleared;
and a church and village started; and, while they were being
erected, the provisions and supplies and, to the great surprise
and delight of the Indians, such cattle as had been brought
along were landed from the ship. And thus, at the end of
the year 1720, was founded the mission of Nuestra Sef\ora
del Pilar de La Paz.
At the same time that the mission of La Paz was thus
founded to the southeastward of Loreto, that of N uestra
Senora de Guadalupe was founded in the Guadalupe mountains sixty leagues to the northwestward and near where
Father Ugarte had cut the timber for his ship . While he
had been busy in felling trees and hewing planks in I 719, he
had not been unmindful of the salvation of the Indians, who
assisted in his labors . Such portions of his time as he could
spare he devoted to their instruction and conversion. He also
selected a site for a new mission amongst them. Afterwards,
upon embarking with Father Bravo for La Paz, he left directions for Father Everardo Helen, who had recently arrived at
Loreto, to proceed to Guadalupe and found the new establishment, for which he had thus prepared the way. Helen
entered upon the work with much the same zeal as the other
founders of new missions . The Indians were naturally much
more friendly and peaceable than those of La Paz and had
never had cause, like the others, to resent Spanish outrage
and oppression . They willingly brought in· and destroyed
their amulets and charms and all the little trumpery, imposed.
.
'
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upon them by their medicine-men, and submitted themselves
to the teachings and instructions of the new faith. Both here
and at La Paz the missionary work progressed rapidly and
proved successful. At La Paz there was some planting; but
the Guadalupe mountains were too barren to admit of cultivation; and the converts there were obliged to rely upon the
wild fruits and other provisions afforded by the wilderness,
eked out in times of scarcity by supplies from the other missions.
WhHe these two new missions were being founded, still
another was under way at a spot betw~en Guadalupe and
Comondu and a little to the south of westward from Mulege.
The site had been selected by Father Bassaldua, the founder
of Santa Rosalia. Like Guadalupe and Comondu, it was
among the mountains; but the little valleys afforded some
good soil; and it was seen that, by collecting and economizing the springs of water, there might be cultivation and pas~n 1717 Father Nicolas Tamara! had proceeded
turage.
thither and made preparations for the mission of La Purisima
One of his first cares had been the digging of an
Concepcion.
irrigating canal, which however was washed away the next winter, and the construction of a road or trail to Santa Rosalia, the
source of his supplies. The next season he made a new
canal, which was more permanent than his first one; and in
the course of a few years he had a church and other buildings,
several fields of maize, gardens and pastures. By degrees he
induced the vagrant natives of the neighborhood for many
around to settle in villages; instructed them; bapleagues
tized about two thousand, and formed them into one of the
most peaceable and successful establishments in tne peninsula.
This, with the other missions which have been mentioned,
made eight that had been established in the country up to the
time of the return of Father Ugarte from La Paz in 172 1.
And as everything now appeared to be in successful operation and the conquest of the country assured; it was thought
desirable to again turn attention to the great object, which
had always been regarded as of so much importance and
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towards which nothing practicable had as yet been donethe discovery of a l:!Oodport for the Philippine ships.
Father Kino had seen that the Colorado river alone separated the mountains of California from those of Sonora at
the head of the gul( But so many stories had been told of
passages and arms of the sea and of ships sailing through
them that it was still supposed there might be some canal
from the gulf to the ocean, south of the mountain chain seen
by Kino and north of Loreto . If such there were, it would
probably, in some part of its course or at its exit, in whatever latitude that might be found, afford the desired port;
and in that case it was plain that the government of Spain,
on account of the interests of commerce if for no other reason, would waken up much more than it had ever hitherto
done to the importance of the new country. Upon Ugarte's
return from La Paz, therefore, all the missions being then in
peaceful and prosperous operation and his California-built
ship having in the late voyage proved itself a safe, staunch
and swift sailor, he resolved upon making a complete examination and survey of the gulf shore north of Loreto, with
the object mainly of sailing into and through the passage,
if any such existed, and finding the much wished-for port,
if any such were in that way to be discovered. A recent
.)and expedition by Father Clemente Guillen, accompanied
~y Captain Lorenzo, to the bay of Magdalen'a. had shown
t~
place to be impracticable as a haven of refuge on
--~'ant
of the barrenness of the country and the absence of
fresh water; the expedition made by Father Ugarte in 17o6
had ascertained that there was no port to the northward of
it for a very long distance and that the coast as far as he had
followed it was rough and forbidding; and consequently, so
far as was known or could be surmised, every hope and prospect of relief for the commerce of the more northerly parts
of the Pacific now depended upon the contemplated exploration to the northward along the gulf shore.
It was on May 15, 1721, that Ugarte set sail in his little
vessel "El Triunfo de la Cruz," from Loreto. He had on
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board twenty persons, six of whom were Europeans, and was
attended by a boat or pinnace, intended for shore work,
manned by eight persons, two of whom were natives of
the Philippine Islands. All these had seen much of the sea;
the others were Indians. The pilot was Guillermo Estrafort,
a navigator of learning and experience. From Loreto they
sailed to the mouth of the Mulege, at which point Ugarte
commenced his explorations carefully draughting the coast
as far as the group of islands then known as Salsipuedes, the
largest of which is now called Tiburon. From there he
crossed over to the Sonora side of the gulf for the purpose of
procuring supplies. Upon reaching that shore, all that could
be seen was a solitary Indian, who erected a cross upon the
beach and then retired. Ugarte's men, as soon as they
jumped upon the sand proceeded to the cross and fell upon
their kr,ees before it; whereupon the Indian gave a shout
and immediately a large party of his countrymen, who had
remained concealed, made their appearance and received the
strangers
with all the signs of frie:1dship and welcome; and
K1Jany of them threw themselves into the water and swam to
the vessel for the purpose of embracing the father and obtaining
his blessing. It afterwards appeared that Salvatierra
had instructed them that by these signs they would always
'be able to recognize the missionaries and particularly so when
the approaching ship carried the cross on her bow-sprit, as
-was the case here.
After supplying himself with water, Ugarte proceeded
along the channel between the island of Tiburon and the
niainland; stopped for a short time with the Indians at the
Tiorthern end of the channel, and thence proceeded to the
niouth of the little river, upon which the Sonorian mission of
Caborca was situate, whence he obtained provisions. While
at the latter place the sea was so rough that the force of the
waves carried away the bow-sprit of his ship and the cross
that was nailed upon it; and this loss threw the company
into great dejection, being regarded as an omen of evil presage,
till an Indian plunged into the foaming flood and recovered
15 Vot.. I.
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it. From the mouth of the river Caborca, Ugarte re-crossed
the gulf and re-commenced his survey of the peninsular
shore northward from the place where he had left off. At
one place the Indians, upon seeing the vessel approach, came
down to the shore in large numbers fully armed; drew a line
upon the sand. and made signs that the visitors should not
set foot beyond it. But as soon as they found the ship to be
that of the missionaries, they altered their greeting and not
only carried the new-comers to their villages but accompanied
them on their further voyage and pointed out a large bay and
showed them the various watering places along the coast.
As Ugarte advanced northward the tides became larger and
the currents stronger and especially in the narrower channels,
where they rose three fathoms and came on with the roar of
a torrent. In one of these, where the pinnace had been
drawn up for a short time on the sand, the rise was so sudden
and violent that, before the boat could be secured, it was
thrown upon the rocks and split from stem to stem. At
length the voyagers approached the head of the gulf; the
water became shoaler and more turbid, being sometimes of
an ashy color and sometimes black but generally of a muddy
red; and it became necessary to exercise great caution. The
sounding line had to be used at every advance. In this way
Ugarte crept along, at one time taking advantage of the
tides and at another hugging the shore to avoid them, until
he finally arrived at the issue of the Colorado river and found
it discharging itself by two mouths, which brought down large
quantities of drift, among which were many trunks of trees,
most of which were pa'.rtially burned. It was now certain
that no passage leading into the ocean existed to the north of
Loreto; and, having thus found that the desired port was
not to be sought in that direction, Ugarte turned around for
his return. By this time the rainy season had set in; violent
tempests and storms of rain, accompanied by lightning and
thunder, were frequent; and on a number of occasions, as
they pursued their way southward, the voyagers were in imminent danger. But in the midst of most of their perils they
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were encouraged by the appearance about the mast-heads of
their ship of those electrical phenomena known as St. Elmo's
fire, which were supposed to indicate supernatural protection.
Their greatest peril occurred shortly before reaching Mulege,
when a water-spout was seen rapidly approaching; they soon
became enveloped in dark clouds; the noonday became
black as midnight, and they gave themselves up for lost.
But a sudden shift in the winds drove the tempest to the
northwestward; and, as they ran out of the darkness into the
sunshine again, they saw the clouds discharging their torrents
of rain upon the peninsular mountains far in the distance.
By the middle of September they returned safely to Loreto.
Ugarte, however, was not sa_tisfied until he had accomplished the great object for which his expedition had been
undertaken, that is to say, the finding of a port for the Philippine ships. Hardly, therefore, had he returned to Loreto
before he began making preparations for a new expedition to
be undertaken by land along the ocean coast to t9e northward of that part of it which he had previously examined.
He had, however, suffered much from various disorders and
partly from scurvy in his late voyage and could not accompany this expedition; but he pointed out the course to be
pursued and gave such instructions as would secure its safety.
In November it set out under the lead of Father Sistiaga of
the mission of Santa Rosalia and Captain Lorenzo . They
traced the ocean coast from the parallel of San Xavier to
that of Cerros Island and in that distance found three harbors
with watering places, though on shores that were barren.
Their report, together with maps and charts and the journal
of Estrafort, the pilot of the voyage up the gulf, were sent
by Ugarte to the viceroy and through him transmitted to the
king and Supreme Council of the Indies in Spain, with urgent
solicitations that the government should now do its part
towards establishing the great port so long sought for. But
nothing of importance was done by the government. The
helm of state was no longer in the hands of an Alberoni.

CHAPTER

IX.

REBELLION .

T

,

HE late expedition and voyage in search of a port had
shown that the northern parts of the peninsula were
more plentifully watered and therefore less barren than the
southern, and that the natives of those regions were more
peaceable and tractable than the Guaycuros and other tribes
of the south. The latter, who were known under the general
name of Pericucs, were almost constantly at war with one
another; and they carried on their mutual hostilities in the
most treacherous and barbarous manner. Of these the Coras,
who ranged from La Paz southward to Cape San Lucas and
who in the time of Atondo were supposed to be cowardly and
spiritless, now proved themselves quite as warlike as their old
enemies, the Guaycuros, and continually raided upon them
and the inhabitants of the neighboring islands of San Jose,
Espiritu Santo and Cerralvo. On the other hand the Guaycuros, who were west of La Paz, and the islanders raided on
the Coras; and the Uch ities, who ranged north of La Paz,
attacked and were attacked in return sometimes by one and
sometimes by another. One, depredation brought on a second and a third; those who were robbed at one time became
the robbers on the next occasion; and, when one or two had
been killed, nothing would satisfy the vengeance of the survivors but the blood of many. Thus a system of petty
warfare or rather of pillage, rapine and murder prevailed
throughout the southern part of the peninsula, against which
the mission of La Paz alone could not make bead. It was
therefore deemed necessary to found other missions, one
(228)
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between the Uchities and the Guaycuros and one or more
among the Coras.
The former was founded by Father
Guillen in 1721 at a place about forty leagues south of Loreto
and was called that of N uestra Sei1ora de los Dolores del Sur.
Upon its foundation the old establishment of San Juan Bautista de Malibat o Ligui, the fund for which had failed, was
abandoned.
During the same year al ;o was founded by
Father Ignacio Maria Napoli, to the south of La Paz and a
little less than half way between it and Cape San Lucas, the
mission of Santiago de los Coras. Both these missions, like
most of the others in Lower California, were endowed by the
munificent Marques de Villa Puente. The history of their
beginnings was much the same as that of the other missions,
with the exception that, on account of the hostilities among
the surrounding tribes, there was more difficulty in securing
a settlement; and, as was proved in the sequel, the troubles
that disturbed their commencement were but the earnest of
widespread disaffection and disorder among the natives, which
in the course of a few years involved the new establishments
and in fact all the work of the fathers in the southern part of
the peninsula in common destruction.
While these southern missions were struggling with the
warring tribes, Father Juan Bautista Luyando arrived from
Mexico. He appears to have been possessed of a fortune,
which he resolved ·to devote to the endowment of a mission
and had come over to become its founder. Being referred to
the extreme north as the most promising field for his labor,
he set out in the beginning of 1728 with nine soldiers from
Loreto and proceeded to a spot in the mountains nearly as
far north as the parallel of Cerros Island, which had been
selected by Father Sistiaga on his journey of exploration for
a port. There Father Luyando founded the mission of San
Ignacio and before the end of the year he had his church
nearly finished. The natives of that part of the country were
known by the general name of Cochimies; they were more
active and intelligent than the southern Indians and assisted
with alacrity in erecting the new buildings and establishing
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the settlement.
The country in the neighborhood was suitable for agricultural purposes; and large fields were planted
in maize and wheat. The very first year there was a consid
erable harvest, and in four years the yield was about two
thousand bushels. Luyando also planted five hundred vines,
also olives, fig trees and sugar cane, and started the breeding
of horses, cattle and sheep. In the meanwhile, however,
after all the soldiers but two had returned to Loreto a wild
tribe of the north attacked the settlement and murdered several of the catechumens.
Luyando at first tried to pacify the
assailants with presents; but he soon found that this was the
worst plan of pacification that could be adopted; for the
marauders, considering such conduct as an indication of fear,
became bolder and began ranging the country in predatory
bands, spreading terror and consternation on every side.
The danger became so imminent that Luyando deemed it
prudent to withdraw with his two soldiers to Guadalupe,
where he took counsel of Father Sistiaga, who had had more
experience of the natives and knew better how to manage
them . Sistiaga promptly determined that no time was to be
lost, not even to send to Loreto for more soldiers . He immediately summoned all the Indians of his neighborhood upon
whom he could rely and armed them as well as he could with
pikes, at the ends of which the soldiers f~stened knives. He
then told them to make as much noise in their war-like preparations as possible, for the purpose not only of encouraging
their friends but of striking terror into the enemy; and, as he
rightly judged, the fame of his fierce little army preceded him
to San Ignacio and produced a considerable effect before he
arrived. Upon mustering his forces he found he had seven
hundred men. From these he chose three hundred and fifty;
and, putting himself and Luyando at their head, he marched
for the scat of war.
The Indians had no idea of discipline; they were accustomed to march in small bands under the leadership of
separate chiefs; but. upon approaching San Ignacio, Sistiaga
acquainted them with the necessity of acting in conooct and
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under one command. At his directions two captains were
appointed; one chosen by himself, the other by the Indians;
and both these were to act under his general orders. The
preliminaries being satisfactorily arranged, the army again
took up its march; and, learning that the enemy lay camped
about a spring near the base of a mountain, it proceeded under
the generalship of Father Sistiaga and the leadership of his
captains to surround the place in the night time, and then
began closing in on all sides . At sunrise, the various companies at a concerted signal raised.the war-whoop and rushed
in upon the unsuspecting marauders, who, finding themselves
surprised, threw down their arms. A few managed to escape;
but thirty-four were made prisoners without the spilling of
blood. After securing them Sistiaga caused the country to
be scoured for other parties ; but so great was the terror,
which his little army with its noisy preparations and the success of its first assault had occasioned, that not another enemy
was to be found. He therefore led his victorious troops back
to San Ignacio, which they entered with their prisoners in a
kind of triumph. The next day the entire people were assembled and the prisoners brought to trial before the soldiers
and head men of the various rancherias as judges; and, being
convicted of capital crimes, they were sentenced to removal to
Loreto to be dealt with as might be there determined.
No
sooner was sentence passed than the prisoners exhibited the
greatest dejection, while the catechumens, imagining they
would have the pleasure of killing their enemies and thus
glutting their vengeance, began dancing for joy; but the
fathers reproved their exultations and took occasion to instruct them in the duties of mercy and forgiveness. The
next day the court sat again; and, at the request of the fathers, the judges were induced to commute the sentence that
had been pronounced to a certain number of lashes. The
execution commenced with the principal offender, when the
fathers again ir.terceded; and the rest, after being deprived of
their weapons, were pardoned and released. This lenity was
so unexpected to them that they immeJiately desired bap-
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tism in testimony of their gratitude; and, when this was
refused, they desired their children to be baptized.
Their
wish in this regard was shortly afterwards complied with,
except in the case of the principal offender, who however
returned a few days subsequently with his little son in his
arms and with tears begged that his child might be received,
even though he himself should be put to death. His contrition was to all appearance so sincere that the child was immediately baptized and the parent then went cheerfully away
to rejoin his countrymen .• In a few months the adults themselves gathered around the missions and, after proper instructions, all were received into the church; and peace reigned
throughout the northern settlements.
It was very different with the establishments in the south.
There the disturbances among the hostile tribes and especially among the Coras grew more and more serious. Besides
the missions of La Paz and Santiago already mentioned, two
others had been established among that turbulent people; one
called that of San Jose <lei Cabo at Cape San Lucas in 1730
by Father Nicolas Tamara!, and the other that of Santa Rosa
a year or two later by Father Sigismundo Taraval at the bay
of Las Palmas on the gulf shore to the north of San Lucas .
The former was endowed by the Marques de Villa Puente,
who seemed ne\·er to weary in his benefactions to the country, and the latter by his sister-in-law, Dor)a Rosa de la
Pe11a, from whom it received its name.
Father Tamara!
was the same who had founded the mission of La Purisima
Concepcion in the north . Father Taraval was a young man,
only thirty years of age, who had but recently arrived from
Spain. Being highly educated and fond of learning, he
devoted much time to collecting materials for a history of
the Jesuit settlements in the peninsula; and it is to his labors,
incorporated into the work of the historian Venegas, that the
world is indebted for most of the particulars which have been
preserved. But the establishment of the new missions was
still insufficient to restrain the natives: on the contrary it
seems rather to have heightened the general discontent and
precipitated the impending catastrophe .
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The Indians, particularly those of the south, had been
accustomed to live in the most beastly licentiousness; and,
especially at their feasts, their conduct was entirely devoi,i of
decency or shame. This the missionaries from the beginning
of their ministrations had endeavored to reform. Father
Jayme Bravo, the founder of La Paz, and Father Napoli, the
founder of Santiago, had placed themselves in uncompromising opposition to the prevailing manners; but they had managed to temper their zeal with prudence; and during their
time no very disastrous outbreaks occurred. But the constant
labor they were compelled to undergo wore upon their health
.and compelled them to withdraw about the time of the founcfation of the new missions, and their places were supplied by
Father Guillermo Gordon at La Paz and Father Lorenzo
Carranco at Santiago, These two, as well as Tamara! and
1araval, pursued the same general policy that had been
.adopted by their predecessors, but without the gentle mod~ration and prudent patience, which long experience among
these vacillating savages had taught those predecessors.
1here were still great numbers of the natives, who had not
been converted and who obstinately refused all the offers of
1he missionaries; and the more strenuous the fathers were in
1heir opposition to the general licentiousness, the more bitter
became the gentiles in their hostility. Not only did they
continue their indecencies and ill-will ; but, on several occasions before the final outbreak came, they endeavored to
combine for the purpose of attacking the missionaries and
stirred up a spirit of insubordination even among the catechumens .
Among the Indians of Santiago was one called Boton, the
offspring of an Indian mother and a mulatto father. He was
a man of more than common capacity; had raised himself to
a position of prominence among his people, and on this
account had been named by the fathers as governor of his
village. For a while his honors acted as a restraint; but he
gradually relapsed into the scandalous manner of living, to
which he had before been accustomed, and committed al,I
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kinds of excesses. Father Carranco at first reprimanded him
and, when this proved ineffectual, deposed him from his office
and sentenced him to a public whipping. This chastisement
filled him with the most rancorous resentment and from that
time forward he devoted himself to revenge. He found a fellow-conspirator after his own heart in the person of a mulatto.
named Chicori, who lived at San Jose de! Caho. This man
had been consorting in the most abandoned manner with a
number of women, when Father Tamara! founded _his mission
and seriously interfered with his pleasures and the prospect of
keeping up his harem. The two now joined and secretly laid
their plans for a general uprising. They passed from place
to place fomenting sedition . But at the same time they kept
their machinations so well concealed that the fathers had little or no intimation of the storm which was about to burst
and in a short time sweep away the labors of years.
In the beginning of t 734, while Boton and Chicori were
busily at work in the interior, a large ship was seen to approach Cape San Lucas and after beating on and off for some
time it ran into the bay of San Bernabe and came to an
anchor. It prov~<l to be the Philippine galleon and was the
first that had ever voluntarily stopped there. The object of
its wisit was to procure fresh water and relief for the many
on board who were down with the scurvy . Father Tamara!
received the visitors with due kindness and not only placed
at their disposition all the provisions he had at his own mission,
but slaughtered his cattle and sent off to the other missions
for further supplies. The relief thus afforded was so seasonable that Geronimo :Montero, the commander of the vessel,
made a special report of it upon his subsequent arrival in
Mexico. The consequence wa-; that orders were given for all
the Philippine galleons, on their passage from Manila to
Acapulco, to stop at San Luca~; and arrangements were
initiated for makin~ the proper provision there for their reception and more appropriate succor than could be afforded
by the unassisted missions.
In the meanwhile everything about San Lucas bore the
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appearance of profound tranquillity, so much so that the fathers
dismissed almost all their soldiers. Father Taraval at Santa
Rosa had only three; Gordon at La Paz had one; Carranco
at Santiago had two half-breeds, who supplied the place of
soldiers, and Tamara) at San Jose had none. The summer
passed and still the plot, in which Boton and Chicori had
managed to combine nearly all the tribes, was a secret. They
had even succeeded in corrupting the converts, who received
bread from the hands of the fathers at the same time that
they were watching opportunities of taking them unawares
and putting them to death . In September, one of the soldiers of Santa Rosa, who had strayed away alone, was murd~red; and the Indians of that mission, being like the others
in the conspiracy. endeavored to find a safe opportunity of
murdering another by running to Father Taraval and telling
him that the soldier had fallen suddenly ill in the woods and
either to come himself or send another soldier to fetch him.
-raraval, however, upon questioning the Indians found reason
to suspect their story and declined stirring or separating from
the remaining two soldiers. About the same time the Indians
of La Paz broke into the mission of that place and murdered
the soldier, who was there, and would have likewise killed
Father Gordon, had he not at the time happened to be absent.
While these events were happening at the last named missions. a soldier from Loreto arrived at San Jose for the purpose of attending upon Father . Carranco ; but having in his
journey observed many evident signs of a general outbreak,
he warned the father of his danger and counseled him to withdraw at once, adding that as for himself he was unwilling
to stay there and perish.
Carranco, however, made light
of his apprehensions and refused to accompany the soldier,
who marched off alone towards La Paz . Upon nearing that
place he discharged his fire-arm-,; but received no reply. He
then approached t~e church and called , but still received no
answer. Upon going up. he found the doors broken, the furniture scattered and traces of blood upon the Aoor; and , judging from these signs that the expected outbreak had com-
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menced, he immediately fled to the mission of Dolores, a distance, by the course he was obliged to take, of sixty leagues.
On October 1, about sunrise, just after Father Carranco had
finished the morning mass, the conspirators approached Santiago. They pretended to be peaceably disposed and asked
after the half-breeds who acted as his soldiers.
Being
informed that these had gone out to drive up the cattle, the
conspirators rushed into the church and seizing the father
dragged him into an open space, where, while two held him
down, the others drove their arrows into his body and then
finished their bloody work with clubs and stones. 'While this
horrible scene was going on, a little Indian boy, who had been
waiting on the father, came to the door of the church and,
seeing his master in the agonies of death, began to weep bitterly
The murderers, exclaiming that it was but right that
the servant should follow the master, sc"'izedthe child by the
feet, dashed out his brains against the walls of the church
and threw his body upon that of the father, which though
now lifeless they were still beating and stoning. They then
heaped together a quantity of wood; and, setting it on fire,
after stripping the body of the father and mutilating it in the
most shocking manner, they cast it into the flames, together
with that of the child . They then pillaged the church and
houses and, amidst shouts and execrations, threw the crucifixes, pictures, images and sacred utensils into the fire. In
the meanwhile the half-breeds returned with the cattle; but
no sooner were they in reach than they too were struck
down and their still living bodies also thrown into the flames.
The conspirators then proceeded to San Jose, which they
reached two days afterwards.
It was Sunday and Father
Tamara! was sitting quietly in his apartment.
Here there
was no soldier and there was nothing to fear. The ringleaders entered and after a few words they struck the father down
and dragg-ed him, as they had done Carranco, into the open
air. A few arrows were thrust into him; but a much speedier
period than was probably intended was put to his life by one
of the murderers, who seized a knife and stabbed him to
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death. The same insults to his body were practiced as upon
that of Father Carranco-all
plainly indicating that the fury
of the Indians had been roused by the opposition of these
missionaries to the abominable licentiousness that prevailed.
Much the same scenes that marked the destruction of Santiago took place also at San Jose; but the orgies here were
more outrageous and longer continued . It was to this chance
that Father Taraval at Santa Rosa owed his preservation .
Before the conspirators could reach his mission, one of his
people, who had been at Santiago, hurried to him and gave
an account of what he had witnessed . That nig:1t, accordingly, Father Taraval, gathering up the ornaments of his
church, escaped with his ,soldiers to La Paz and thence
crossed O\'Cr to the island of Espiritu Santo, from which
place they took passage in a boat sent for them from the
mission of Dolores. They had hardly left Santa Rosa before
the conspirators arrived. The latter, finding the father and
soldiers gone, pursued to La Paz. There, fii;iding themselves balked of their expected prey, they fell first upon the
catechumens that were still faithful and finally turned their
arms against each other. The result was not only that the
four southern missions were entirely destroyed; but the whole
southern country was involved in strife and bloodsheq, and
affairs were in a much worse condition than they had ever
been in before .

CHAPTER
REDUCTION
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X.

AND PACIFICATION.

HE venerable Father Juan Ugarte did not live to witness
the great calamity which had thus befallen the settlements. He had spent the last few years of his life at the
mission of San Xavier , in the quiet enjoyment of the little
paradise he had with so much labor and difficulty formed
about him among the once barren declivities of Vigge H:aundo. In 1731, at the age of seventy years, after a service
of thirty in the peninsula, during which he had done more
for the cause to which he had devoted himself than any
other person, he peacefully sank to rest, and the land he
had consecrated and blessed with much more than the blessings of the church, received his body. The year previously
Father Piccolo had died in his seventy-ninth year at Loreto;
so that when Ugarte passed away he was the last of the
origin.al founders . Nor is it any disparagement to the others
to add that he was the noblest, bravest and greatest of them
all.
Upon the death of Ugarte, Father Guillen became the
superior of the missions . At the ti.me the news of the insurrection and destruction of the establishments in the south
reached him, he was at his mission of Dolores, which was now
the most southerly of those that were left unattacked.
But
as it was supposed that the defection of the Indians was general and as it was also supposed or at least feared that those
of the north, if not already seduced, might easily be incited
by the example of their southern countrymen to rise and
commit like outrages, it was deemed advisable for all the
(238)
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fathers to withdraw to Loreto and there await the pacification of the country. Orders to that effect were accordingly
issued; and in the beginning of 1735 all the outside settlements were abandoned and all the missionaries and soldiers
in the land assembled on the spot where Salvatierra had first
planted the cross and set up the image of the holy motherpatroness of the conquest. At the same time word was sent
across the gulf to Sinaloa and Sonora and also to the viceroy
in Mexico of the imminent danger to which the Christians
in the peninsula were exposed and soliciting immediate assistance.
The viceroy at that time was Juan Antonio Bizarron. He
was an officer of much the same character as many of his
predecessors; profuse in words of sympathy but barren in
deeds of help; in promise mighty, in performance nothing.
To the earnest call for speedy succor, he answered that the
California missions were of great importance and were greatly
exposed and, if the missionaries would send off to Spain and
acquaint the king with their peril, he would willingly execute the commands of his majesty for their relief.' Substantially similar annvers were returned from the Spanish governors of Sinaloa and Sonora; so that, if the fathers had been
obliged to depend solely upon their countrymen in New
Spain, their condition might have been desperate indeed .
Eut the aid and comfort, which the miserable officials were
unwilling to afford, were forthcoming from another quarter.
'The Yaqui Indians, who lived in the neighborhood of the
present port of Guaymas and who had recently become converted, as soon as they heard of the disorders in the peninsula
and the jeopardy in which their fellow Christians on the
other side of the gulf were placed, promptly volunteered
their services to cross over and protect them. A little army
of five hundred warriors at once collected and marched down
to the mouth of the Yaqui river ready to embark. But the
vessel, which was to transport them and which proved to be
Ugarte's Triunfo de la.Cruz, could carry onl,Y.a limited num1 Venegas, P.
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her; and accordingly sixty picked men, the strongest, most
active and best ,armed, were selected; and with these the ship
immediately sailed for Loreto.
It seems that the means of communication among the
natives of Lower California, even between those who were
widely separated, were very perfect. Hardly had the insurrection in the extreme south commenced before it was known
by the Indians of the extreme north. The northern people,
as has been already explained, were much more peaceable
and trustworthy than the southern; but still there were signs
- of insubordination among them; and it was probably only the
early retirement of the missionaries from amongst them that
prevented atrocities in that quarter also. However this may
have been, when the northern establishments were precipitately abl\ndoned, the natives of those regions soon became
sensible of their loss; and before very long they began to
concert measures for inducing their instructors and providers
to return. For this purpose the principal men amongst them
agreed to repair in a body to Loreto; and accordingly, reverently taking the crosses of the missions of San Ignacio,
Guadalupe and Santa Rosalia upon their shoulders, they
marched down in solemn procession to the church at Loreto,
where the fathers were all 'lssembled. Arrived there, with
tears and entreaties they assured the missionaries of therr
faithfulness and besought that, as they had been accepted
and baptized in the faith, they should not now be left to
return to their former evil ways and utterly perish. They
represented that it was unjust that they should suffer for the
faults and crimes of others and that they were willing and
anxious to deliver up to condign punishment every one, who
had either acted or spoken amiss or against whom any cause
of just suspicion could be found. And they finally begged,
if their teachers and pastors would not return and rely upon
their fidelity, to be allowed to bring their families to Loreto
and settle themselves there; for they were unwilling, they
said, to live apar,t from those who had led them into the paths
of rectitude and in whose hands their salvation rested. Such
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pleas as these, expressed as they were with all the signs of
sincerity, were irresistible. But it was thought prudent to
delay, for a short time at least, ·acquiescence with their
request. The pilgrims were therefore detained some days;
at the end of which time, it plainly appearing that there was
no treachery concealed under the cloak of piety and affection,
and the Yaqui warriors having arrived for the restoration of
order in the revolted districts, the missionaries consented to
return to their several missions; and they were escorted back
with hosannahs and shouts of joy. Some of the natives who
had given indications of discontent and disquiet, were slightly
punished, more to gratify the rest of the people than because
of any fear of trouble from them; and a few, who were clearly
guilty, were temporarily banished, so that no sparks of rebellion might be left in the neighborhood.
Meanwhile, the Yaqui auxiliaries having placed themselves
'-lnder the command of Captain Lorenzo and his soldiers,
arrangements
were directly made for a campaign in the
south.
A sufficient guard having been left at Loreto, the
others proceeded, some by land and some by sea, to La Paz
and formed a military camp there. Upon the approach of
those, who went by sea and who arrived first, the rebel
.Indians collected on the shore and made several attacks, in
'-Vhich there were some losses on both sides; but upon the
appearance of the larger party, who went by land and among
'-Vhom there were several horsemen, the enemy was intimidated and fled into the interior. There they hid among the
rocks and caverns; and,. when driven from one place of concealment, it was only to scatter and take refuge in others still
more inaccessible; so that Lorenzo, with his limited forces,
Cound it impracticable to dislodge them before he was recalled
and the conduct of the campaign assumed by the governor
of Sinaloa, who had at length been ordered to cross over and
take charge o( the war. This individual did as he was
ordered; but he was a person, as it proved. whose superiority
in rank to Captain Lorenzo was but a poor corr.pensation for
his inferiority in ability.
18
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It will be recollected that the commander of the Philippine
galleon, which touched at Cape San Lucas in the beginning
of 1734, procured an order from the viceregal government at
Mexico that all the Philippine galleons thenceforth should
touch at the same .place. The galleon of the next year
accordingly ran in to San Bernabe bay, in the expectation of
procuring fresh water and provisions·; and, upon nearing the
shore its pinnace was hoisted out and thirteen sailors sent to
acquaint Father Tamara! of their arrival. Upon landing they
were surprised to sec no one to receive them. Instead, however, of suspecting anything wrong, they left one or two of
their number to take care of the pinnace and the rest proceeded up the country towards the mission . But they had
not gone far when the Indians rushed upon them from an
ambush and killed them all. The savages then ran to the
pinnace; killed those who \\'ere in charge of it, and began to
break up the b:1at. The commander of the galleon, after
waiting some time in ,·ain for the return of the pinnace, sent •
out his long-boat with a party of armed marines; and they,
upon approaching the land and ascertaining the true state of
the facts, attacked the murderers; killed a few; wounded a
number, and took four prisoners. \Vith these they returned
to the galleon, which, having many sick on board and bein~
on short allowance, immediatdy weighed anchor and sailed
for Acapulco . As soon as the news of thi~ sad event reached
Mexico and the result of the viceroy's refusal to send succor
to California was thus made strikingly manifest, that official
found himself obliged by the force of public opinion to take
action, without, being able as before to shield himself under
the pretense of waiting for express orders from the king. He
therefore directed thc . governor of Sinaloa to cross over to
the peninsula with a body of troops and put a stop to the
disorders there, at the same time authorizing him to take the
conduct of the war into his own hands and pay no further
attention to the directions of the fathers than he might deem
proper. Under these circumstances the governor of Sinaloa
sent word in advance tl'Klt Captain Lorenzo and his men
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should be recalled; and, himself landing with a flourish of
trumpets, he marched his soldiers to the seat of hostilities.
The new commander soon manifested his intention of reducing the insurgents in his own way and refused to listen to
the advice of those, who knew much more of the country and
the character of the enemy than he did . But after parading
up and down the peninsula for about two years and accomplishing nothing, except the consumption of provisions and
royal treasure enough to have fortified the country under
anything like proper management, he was compelled to make
the mortifying confession that his plans were not adapted to
effect the object desired. After making this confession, he
consented to change his course of action and, at the advice of
the fathers, managed to force the rebels to a general engagement, in which they were overwhelmed and defeated with
great slaughter. This overthrow, however, was not sufficient
to satisfy the Indians. To such a height had their hostility
and insolence by this time grown, that they still refused to surrender and kept up the war by skirmishes. But, by pursuing
the same policy, they were forced to a second general engagement and more severely punished than before. This finished
the insurrection and closed the war. The defeated rebels,
upon their submission, were required to deliver up their ringleaders. These, instead of being executed as Lorenzo would
have insisted, were merely banished. On their passage across
the gulf, they rose upon their guard and attempted to make
themselves masters of the ship; but the soldiers fired upon
them and killed almost all. Among those who survived,
were Boton and Chicori; but these too soon afterwards lost
their lives in Sonora, the land of their exile, one by being
killed in a quarrel and the other by falling among the rocks
and receiving fatal bruises.
While these events were taking place in California, information of the insurrection and of the loss of the Philippine
galleon's pinnace at San Lucas reached Spain; and the king
immediately ordered the viceroy of Mexico to establish a
royal garrison in the peninsula. It was' at first intended that
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La Paz should be head-quarters; but subsequent!y, in consideration of the convenience of the Philippine ships, the iocation was changed to Cape Sar. Lucas . This new establishment introduced a very important change into the government
of the country; for, oy tne terms of the royal orders and at
the suggestion of the viceroy, the captain-general and his
soldiers were to be entirely independent of the fathers and·
subject only to the government at Mexico . Against such an
arrangement, the missionaries, as might have been expected,
loudly protested. But by this time the Jesuits, as a body,
had become exceedingly unpopular.
The tide of public
opinion had already for a long period been setting strongly
in opposition to them and to a great extent had caused the
slights and neglect of the California missions to which reference has already been made . No attention was therefore
paid to the remonstrances of the missionaries; and, in the
choice of a captain-general of the new garrison, care was
taken that the appointee should not be too much under their
influence. Bernardo Rodriguez Lorenzo, son of the old captain who had grown gray in the service of the fathers, was
the first appointee; but he was soon afterwards removed on
account of his deference to the instructors of his youth; and
th.e place was filled by the appointment of Pedro Alvarez de
Acevedo, who was bound by no such ties. Under the new
arrangement, there were forty soldiers; ten stationed at San
Jose del Caho, ten at Santiago, ten at La Paz and ten at
Loreto.
The military government thus organized did not work successfully. The rebel Indians had been utterly defeated and
deprived of their leaders and gave no further trouble. But
the soldiers, being now entirely independent of the fathers,
began to commit all sorts of excesses They forsook the
missions; neglected their duties; oppressed the natives; betook themselves to the pearl fisheries, and spent their ti!lle in
riot and di'iorder. In a few years there was nothing but
irregularity .and confusion; and the whole country was on the
point of being ruined by the very ~arrison that ~ad been
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form~d for its security. Every one could plainly see that
the policy, which had been adopted, was not calculated to
accomplish anything but harm. The excesses of the soldiers
became so enormous and outrageous that complaints began
to be heard on every si<le; and the viceroy found himself
obliged again to change his plan of government. Captaingeneral Acevedo was discharged; the soldiers were again
placed under the directions of the Jesuits, and their enlistments, discharges and payments put upon the former footing.
As soon as these alterations were effected, the work of the
missionaries again went forward . The ruined missions were
restored and re-established; the dispersed catechumt:ns were
collected, and new converts in great numbers gathered into
the fold. Not only this; but the Spanish court, hearing of
the successful progress that was now being made, ordered
that all the charges and extraordinary expenses, which had
l::,een occasioned by the insurrection and the troubles that had
f"ollowed it, should be made good out of the royal treasury,
and that new and more effectual measures than had yet been
employed should be taken for the further settlement and
total reduction of the country .
One of the last acts of the reign of Philip V. was a new
royal schedule or manrlate, dated November 30, 1745, relating
to California affairs and providing for the execution of the
above designs. With these objects in view, it was ordered
that a series of new and well-guarded settlements should be
rnade around the head of the gulf and thence v..-estward,so
that the natives might be insulatd from their wild neighbors
f"urther north and that the reduction of the province should
then proceed in opposite ·directions; by which plan it was
intended that the work should be more speedily, as well as
more completely, accomplished. It was also ordered , in contemplation of the extension of the field of labor, that the
number of the missionaries should be largely increased; and,
, in order to secure harmony and success, that the fathers
should continue to have the exclusive management and control of the country. This order or mandate, so issued by
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Philip V shortly before his death, was, in June, 1746, rehabilitated and transmitted by his son and successor, Ferdinand
VI., to the Conde de Fuen-Clara, then viceroy at Mexico;
and measures were immediately taken for putting it in process of execution and carrying it out not only according to its
letter but also according to its spirit .

CHAPTER
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O enable the plans thus newly adopted to be successfully
prosecuted, it became important to secure the complete
reduction of that large portion of Sonora lying between the
gulf and the Gila river and known under the general name
of Pimeria. This had been the field of Father Kino's later
labors; and it will be recollected that it had been the grand
project of his life to extend his settlements northwestward
beyond the Colorado and even as far as Monterey and Mendocino.
But after his death in 1710, little or no progress had
been made in that direction; and as a matter of fact several
of the churches built by him, within a few years after his
active labors ceased, were neglected and fell into ruins. In
1. 7 3 1 efforts were made to recover the ground that had been
lost and seven missions managed to maintain their existence;
but still the country was far from being pacified or secure.
In 1743 and 1744 attempts were made to extend tht! Sonorian establishments northward into what is now known as
Arizona and for this purpose Father Ignacio Keler made a
journey of exploration beyond the Gila and Father Jacob
Sedelmayer re-explored the ground that had been previously
traversed by Kino. But up to the time when the royal schedule of 1746 was issued, Pimeria was almost as wild as it had
been before and particularly so on account of its continued
exposure to the incursions of the Apaches, who were then,
as they are still, the great obstacles to the establishment of
peace and order within the range of their predatory attacks.
The importance of the complete reduction of Pimeria arose
(247)
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not only from the necessity of forming a barrier against the
destructive incursions of the Apaches and establishing a safe
and continuous road for the progress of col~nization to the
northwestward, but also from the necessity of providing a
source of supplies for the contemplated settlements in the
northern part of the Californian peninsula
On account of
the rugged and barren character of all of that region that
was as yet well known, it was plain that the intended northern settlements could not subsist, or at least not for a long
time, without support from the fields and pastures of Pimeriaany better than the southern settlements could have subsisted
without aid from those of Sinaloa: For these reasons, and
in this indirect way to further and eventually carry out the
ulterior intention of starting a new settlement of California
from the north, it was deemed indispensable to commence
by strengthening the missions on the frontiers of Sonora
and gradually bringing Pimeria into complete subjection.
And this was accordingly the purport of the recommenda tions made by th~ Jesuits in their reports as to the proper
mode of carrying out the great object contemplated by the
king. The plan was substantially a revival of the design
first conceived by Father Kino and in the prosecution of
which that unwearied worker had undertaken so many journeys and undergone so many fatigues .
To second the same general purpose, it became desirable
that a new survey of the northern portions of the gulf should
be made; and this was accordingly accomplished , in the year
1746, by Father Fernando Consag . He sailed from Loreto
with four boats in June and examined with great care every
headland, bay and watering place from that point to the
mouth of the Colorado. He found the Indians in many
places hostile, but managed to gain their good will and render them not averse to communicating with him. They
would usually attempt to prevent his landing by threatening
gestures and by jumping from rock to rock, brandishing their
weapons and uttering angry cries . It was a great amusement
to the voyagers to see one of these warriors, who had exhibited
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extraordinary activity of this kind, make a misstep and tumble
down a declivity; for, though he soon got up again, it was
in a much more peaceable spirit. He no longer threatened
or brandished his spear or jumped from rock to rock, but
limped away and hid himself quite chopfallen. In one part
of the coast, opposite the vexed and stormy Islands of Salsipuede~, Consag noticed that the native women went entirely naked, without even the little aprons which modesty
had suggested to their countrywomen further south. At
another place more to the north, where his soldiers had
taken a few prisoners, the Indians offered their women as
ransom: a very sure indication that the pearl-divers, to whom
such ransom might have been acceptable, had been there before him. He found that the pearl-beds extended north to
within a few degrees of the head of the gulf, where the waters
became thick and turbid and the bottom foul and slimy.
The mouth of the Colorado he found to consist of several
different channels, caused by three large islands; and its
water he found of such a malignant quality that, upon coming in contact with the skin, it caused inflammation and blisters
which remained for months-an experience similar to that of
Father Ugarte with the same water twenty-five years before.
Altogether his surveys, his descriptions and his charts were so
particular and minute that they became justly celebrated; and
for a long time they remained the only reliable guides to the
navigation of the seas he had thus so ably examined and
mapped.
About the same time that Father Consag made his voyage
and with a view to the intelligent prosecution of the new.
plans for the further settlement and reduction of the peninsula, information was diligently collected in reference to its
geography; its peculiarities and productions; its races and
tribes; and particularly in reference to the condition of the
missions and their progress in the work for which they had
been founded. For this purpose each of the missionaries was
required to furnish an account of his establishment.
In
addition to these, several writers of marked ability devoted
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attention to the same subject. .Father Sigismundo Taraval,
the same who so narrowly escaped death at the time of the
insurrection of the Indians at Cape San Lucas, gathered
materials for an account of the missions; and subsequently,
about the year 1739, Father Miguel Venegas at Mexico wrote
a full history, in which he collected and set forth in a very
able, eloquent and perspicuous manner all that was then known
about the country. His manuscript was carried to Spain
about the year 1749, where it was thoroughly examined and
various additions from other sources made to it by Father
Andres Marcos Burriel; and afterwards in 1757, with all the
requisite licenses and formalities of the day, it was published
at Madrid under the title of '' Noticia De La California y
De Su Conquista Temporal y Espiritual Hasta El Tiempo
Presente ." The book attracted immediate attention both in
Spain and in other countries; it was translated irito various
languages, an English edition appearing in 1759 and a French
one in 1767; and by its means the peninsula became generally
known throughout the civilized world .
The work of Venegas closed with an ardent prayer that
the blood of the martyrs spilt in what was then known as
California might avail in the sight of heaven for the complete reduction of that benighted land and the conversion of
its savage inhabitants fro:n their brutal and enormous vices
to the paths of virtue and religion . And in view of the
recent orders of the government and the new information
that had been collected and spread abroad, it seemed likely
that the Jesuit fathers would live to see their establishments
rapidly increase and fill up the country . But while they
were entertaining these hopes and flattering themselves with
these brilliant prospects , events were taking place in Europe
which were soon to destroy their anticipations of further
dominion . There has already, in several instances, been
occasion to notice the ill will with which the Jesuits were
coming to be regarded . From a small beginning under
Ignatius Loyola, their founder, in I 539, they had rapidly
grown into an immense power and ramified into all parts of
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the world. Not content with devoting themselves to strictly
religious avocations, they had assumed to interfere in political
affairs; became more or less involved in all the great events
of the day, and, wherever they were able, attempted to guide
and direct them to suit their own purposes. Consisting of
constantly increasing numbers, amounting in 1749 to over
twenty-two thousand , persons of experience and ability; distributed throughout almost every region of the earth; bound
by the strictest oaths to obey the commands of the head of
their order, and recognizing no superior allegiance except to
the pope, they had, in two hundred years, encouraged as they ·
were by the sovereigns who occupied the thrones of Spain,
France and Portugal, become truly formidable. But the day
of reckoning was at hand; and, almost simultaneously, they
were driven forth from their places of honor and authority
in each of those countries and rendered exiles and fugitives.
The movement commenced in Portugal, where it was supposed that they had not only instigated rebellion in the
i)rovi.1ces but had also been privy to a conspiracy to assassinate the king. A complaint against them was first laid
before the pope and their suppression demanded . But the
papacy hesitated; and the government of Lisbon then took
the matter into its own hands. The result was a royal edict,
issued in 1759, declaring the Jesuits traitors; suppressing the
order throughout the Portuguese dominions, anti confiscating
all its property. In France there was a similar movement ;
but the occasion different. There the Jesuits had a powerful
enemy in the person of the Due de Choiseul, the prime minister of Louis XV. But it was not until they had assumed
to interfere in the domestic arrangements of the king by
demanding the dismissal of Madame de Pompadour, his
mistress, that their fate was sealed . This action on their
part compelled the mistress to unite with the minister; and
nothing could withstand their conjoined powers. Louis XV .,
urged on by private entreaties of the mistress as well as by
public solicitations. suggested and encouraged by the minister, demanded of the pope that the orper should be re-
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formed by placing those in France under a superior of their
own-a change which would have dismembered and destroyed
them. The reply was the famous answer, • Sint ut sunt,
aut non sint-they
must be as they are, or riot be." This
reply being unsatisfactory, the French government like the
Portuguese acted on its own account; and in 1764 the order
in France also was suppressed . In Spain their expulsion
was effected three years afterwards by Charles I I I., one
of the ablest, if not the very ablest, of the Spanish kings.
He had mounted the .throne on the death of Ferdinand VI.
in 1759. His prime minister, the Count de Aranda, was the
friend and pupil of Choiseul of France. Both king and minister were great reformers, inimical to priestcraft, and hardly
needed an occasion to take vigorous measures against an
order so powerful and so dangerous to the many radical
reforms they contemplated . It was indeed charged that
the Jesuits had conspired against the king and that treasonable writings had been found in one of their colleges; but
it can hardly be doubted that the action of king and minister would have been the same under any circumstances .
They took no counsel of the pope, but went on and fully
matured their plans before a movement was made or anything known of the impending blow. The first intimation
the nation had of it was an order, promulgated simultaneously
in Spain and in its various colonies, for the immediate arrest
of all the Jesuits and their expulsion from every part of the
Spanish dominions . . At the same time all their wealth and
possessions were confiscated; and, so great was the animosity
of the government against them, that it was further ordered
if any Spanish subject should attempt in writing to vindicate
them, that he should be deemed guilty of treason and suffer
death .
The time fixed for the execution of the royal order was
July, J 767. In that month all the Jesuit colleges in Mexico
and the missions not too far removed were suddenly taken
possession of by soldiery, and the Jesuit fathers seized and
marched off under strict guard to Vera Cruz, where they
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were put on board vessels and sent away_ Those of Sinaloa,

Sonora and Pimeria, fifty in number, were seized in like
mannet and marched to Guaymas, whence they were shipped
in a small and ill-provided vessel to Matanchel. The voyage
between these two places is usually made in five or six days;
but on this occasion it required forty -eight; and the Jesuits,
cramped up anti in want of wholesome provi.,,ions, suffered
dreadfully . From Matanchel they were compelled to take .
up their march overland for the same port of Vera Cruz from
\Vhich their brethren had been shippell-a distance of about
three hundred leagues. Their march for the first day was
through a low, marshy country; some were so ill that they
£requently fell from their horses; others, who went on foot,
often had to travel through mud and water up to their knees .
Besides this thC:Yhad little or nothing to cat. In a few days
almost
all of them were dangerously sick with malarious
C"evers; and, being unprovided with proper care and attention,
twenty died. The remaining thirty, after they had sufficiently
recovered to proceed, were driven forward and, only after a
long, toilsome and terrible march, reached Vera Cruz . There
they were shipped for Cadiz, which they did not reach until
a.bout two years after leaving Guaymas .1
The - execution of the royal order in California was committed
to the charge of Gaspar de Portola. He was directed
to proceed thither with fifty soldiers; to expel the Jesuits;
turn over their missions to the fathers of the Franciscan col1ege of San Fernando of Mexico, who were to follow him,
and himself assume the government and control of the country as military governor . He was to proceed with great
circumspection, so as to take the Jesuits unawares and before
they could conceal the treasures they were supposed to possess or arm the Indians in their d::!fense. Ever since the time
of Captain Mendoza, there had been a suspicion that California was a land of wealth. Its pearl-beds had yielded largely;
and it was supposed by many to be richer in mines of gold
and silver than in pearls. Several argentiferous veins had
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been discovered near Cape San Lucas and partially worked;
and though the returns from them were in fact small, it was
easy to believe them great. There were even some who felt
convinced that the Jesuits, from these and various other
sources, of which little or nothing was known, had accumulated and were accumulating immense riches and that they
decried the land and represented it as a region of utter barrenness for the purpose of deterring others from visiting it
and interfering with their acquisitions. Why else had they
spent their lives in such a desolate wilderness? Why else
had they clung so persistently, under so many obstacles and
for so many years, suffering the extremes of heat and thirst,
to bare rocks and thorny declivities? That they were capable of concealments was not thought too much for men who
were supposed to contemplate absolute sovereignty. That
they were capable of deception and fraud was not thought
out of place for men who were supposed to regard allegiance
to the head of their order as superior to that due to their
king and country. In the prosecution of their purposes they
were believed to prefer underhanded measures and crooked
paths; and nothing seemed too bad to charge them with or
to suspect them of. The very name of Jesuit had to many
become a by-word and a reproach-the synonym of chicanery,
falsehood and perjury.
Gaspar de Portola with his soldiers arrived in the peninsula
in October, 1767,and landed at Cape San Lucas. He, as well
as his people, to use the exaggerated language of Father
Baegert, believed that the land was paved with silver and
that pearls were to be swept up with brooms .1 They therefore leaped ashore with alacrity; made themselves masters of
the neighboring mission of San Jose de! Caho, and prepared
to seize its supposed uncounted treasures. The fathers had
had no intimation of their coming and did not dream of the
fate awaiting them. They consequently had had no cause or
opportunity to conceal anythi~g. Still there were no riches,
1 " Sie meinten Californien war mit Silber gepffastert uncl man fegte die Perico
darin mit Besern zusammen."-Baegcrt,
P. III, !I IO, pp. 304,305.
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either of gold or silver or pearls, to be found . With the exception of the ornaments of the church and a few articles of
porcelain and silken stuffs left by the Philippine galleons,
there was nothing of value to be discovered; and Portola soon
found that he and those who thou~ht with him had been
mistaken, and that the supposed wealth of the Californian
fathers was a myth . He proceeded next to the mission of
Santiago and found it even worse provided than San Jose.
He then went out to the mines and satisfied himself of their
poverty also, and the extreme penury of those who feebly
worked them. He then, with his soldiers, who by this time
had begun to curse the country and bewail the day they had
been inveigled into it, set out for Loreto, which was over a hundred leagues distant. Though the ordinary daily marches of
Spanish soldiers were only fi\"e leagues, they here found them•
selves obliged, on account of the scarcity of water and forage,
which were found only at long distances apart, to travel ten
leagues and more at a time. They hastened onward, and
about the middle of December reached their <lestination and
seized the capital.
The superior of the Jesuits in the peninsula at this time
was Father Ducrue . To him Portola exhibited his commission; delivered the royal mandate of expulsion, and in the
name of the king and of the viceroy demanded possession of
the country. In as respectful and considerate a manner as
the nature of his office would permit, he asked a full and
complete inventory of all the missions and everything pertaining to them, and he suggested that the fathers should be
brought together as speedily as possible an<l take passage in
the vessel, which lay in readiness to receive them. In accordance with these requests and suggestions, the various inventories were made out and placed in Portola's hands; and the
different missionaries, sadly relinquishing their respective
stations, collected at Loreto . They were there received by
Portola, as was the Spanish custom of the day, with courteous
embraces. On February 3, 1768, the collected fatht:rs, fifteen
in all, assembled in the church and celebrated their last high
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mass in the country. The image of Our Lady of Loreto, !.he
patroness of the conquest, was draped in mourning
Father
Diez, though unprepared yet as if inspired by the sad circumstances, preached a farewell sermon, which affected the entire
congregation to tears. From the church, the fathers, after
being again embraced and bidden adieu by the new go\'ernor,
marched down to the beach and went on ship-board. The
entire population of the place and all the Indians of the
neighborhood and many from distant places, all weeping,
accompanied them to the water's edge. By this time the sun
had sunk; the twilight changed into dusk; the sails were run
up in the dark; they filled and swelled with the winds of the
night; and before morning, with a favoring breeze which
accompanied them to Matanchel, they were far distant on
their way. They had left California forever. 1
1

Baegcrt, P. Ill, § 10, pp. 307-312.
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T the time of the expulsion of the Jesuits from the peninsula in 1768, there were sixteen of them, fifteen priests
and one lay brother. Of these, eight were Germans, six Spaniards and two Mexicans. Exactly the same number, fifteen
priests and one lay brother, had died and were buried in the
country.1 There were at the same time fifteen missions; several of those which had been originally founded having been
either changed to other localities, consolidated with others
or abandoned.
Commencing at Cape San Lucas and going
northwestward, these were: first, San Jose dcl Cabo at the
Cape; second, Santiago de los Coras twelve leagues distant
northwestward and four leagues from the gulf coast; and
third, Todos Santos in about the same latitude as Santiago,
but lying on the coast of the Pacific. The actual distance of
Todos Santos from Santiago was only a day's journey; but
an almost impassable mountain lay between them and the
traveled trail made a detour, which required about three
days. The fourth was that of Nuestra Sel1ora de los Dolores
de! Sur, more than seventy leagues from Todos Santos
and about six from the Californian gulf; the fifth that of San
Aloysia in the midst of the mountains midway between the
l 11lfand the ocean and six leagues from Dolores.
The sixth
was San Francisco Xavier de Vigge Biaundo in the Vigge
mountains thirty leagues from San Aloysia and eight from
the gulf; the seventh Nuestra Senora de Loreto at the capital on the gulf shore; the eighth San Jose de Comondu a
day's journey northwest of San Xavier; and the ninth La
1

Baegcrt, P. III,~
17 VoL.I.

10,

p, 312.
(257)
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Purisima Concepcion near the Pacific coast and about the
same distance from San Jose Comondu as the latter was from
San Xavier. The tenth was that of Santa Rosalia de Mulege,
at the mouth of the little creek, called the Mulege river,
about half a league from the gulf and a long day's journey
· northeast from La Purisima Concepcion.
North of La
· Purisima and about two <lays' journey distant was the
eleventh, N uestra Senora de Guadalupe, among the Guadalupe mountains and not very far from the Pacific; and a day's
journey northeast of Guadalupe and about the same distance
from Santa Rosalia, situated in the middle of the peninsula
was the twelfth, San Ignacio. The thirteenth, that of Santa
Gertrudis, was two days' journey northwest of San Ignacio;
the fourteenth, that of San Francisco de Borja, was the same
distance northwest of Santa Gertrudis; and the fifteenth,
that of N uestra Senora de Columna, three days' journey northwest of San Francisco de Borja. The last and most northerly was in latitude 31 ° and had only been founded in I i66,
the year before the arrival of Governor Purtola. 1
Among the Jesuits expelled from the peninsula was Father
Jacob Baegert, a native of the upper Rhine in Germany.'
He had arrived in the country in 1751 and lived there seventeen years. In the course of his residence he had traveled
much; talked with his older brethren, and familiarized himself with the missions, the geography, natural productions
and resources of the land and the character, manners and
customs of the Indians. After his expulsion and upon his
return to his native country, he found the public mind violently agitated against his order; and there seemed to be a
general disposition to misrepresent their doings in the peninsula. The "Noticia de la California" of Venegas, which had
appeared in Spanish at Madrid in 1757, in being translated
into English and published at London two years afterwards,
had, as he charged, been considerably altered and in part
suppressed.'
This English version, so altered, had been
1 Bacgert, r. Ill, !j 2, pp. 211-214.
• llaegert. P. IIJ. ~ 10, p. 312.
1 "Ziemlich beschnitten. "-Baegert,

Vorrede, p. 3.
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translated into French and published at Paris in 1767; and,
soon after Baegert's arrival in Germany, a German translation
of the English version was announced. Although Baegert
had read the Spanish original only in part and could not read
the English,' he was well acquainted with the French version
and had discovered in it many errors and misstatements,
which, and especially in view of the anticipated speedy appearance of a German translation, he deemed it his duty to
correct. He accordingly sat down and wrote a highly interesting work in his native German tongue, entitled "Nachrichten Von Der Amerikanischen
Halbinsel Californien
-Account
of the American Peninsula of California "-to
which he added two appendices· of what he called " Falsche
Nachrichten-False
Accounts." This, with permission and
license of his order, he published at Mannheim in 1773.
Baegert, though he wrote in the spii:it of a disappointed
man and of a country from which he had been expelled, and
though he sometimes indulged in slings and slurs and sometimes in exaggerated expressions, ~ave a very intelligible and,
one cannot help believing, a very correct account of the California of his times . He spoke as an eyewitness, of things
he himself had seen, and in a style of plain, unhesitating
directness; frequently unpolished, often even blunt; in some
instances professedly as a polemic and an advocate; but
always with that kind of eloquence which thorough self-possession and earnest conviction are calculated to inspire. His
diction is far from that of a Goethe or a Lessing, but from
the beginning to the end of his work there is not a page that
can be called dull or tedious.
The California described by Baegert, as well as by Venegas,
was only the peninsula or what is now known as Baja or
Lo·,ver California. It extended from about the latitude of
the head of the gulf, running in a general southeasterly direction, to Cape San Lucas, a distance of upward of seven hundred miles. Its breadth in the north, where it joined the
continent, was about one hundred and thi11.ymiles: from there
1

Baegert,Vorrede, p. 5.
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it gradually diminished but with many variations until it
reached its termination . For a short distance about its middle it was nearly as wide as in the extreme north; but its
usual width was from forty to sixty miles. It consisted of a
prolongation, so to speak, of the ranges of mountains now
known as the Sierra Nevada and Coast Ranges. These
unite into one chain in the latitude of the Santa Barbara
Channel; run thence southeastwardly and, after passing the
latitude of San Diego, form the entire peninsula. The whole
country may be aptly described as a mountain chain, the
bald, rocky, barren ridges of which alone have risen above or
are not yet sunken beneath the waters of the ocean and gulf.
There are few or no plains and nothing deserving the name
of a river, though several small rivulets are so called, from
one end of the country to the other . One of these little
brooks ran by the mission of San Jose de! Caho; another by
that of Santiago, a·nd a third by that of Todos Santos.
There was a fourth at San Jose Comondu; a fifth at La Purisima, and a sixth and the largest of them all at Santa
Rosalia de Mulegc.' Nothing, according to Baegert, was
more common in California than rocks and thorn-bushes;
nothing so rare as moisture, wood and cool shade .'
The climate varied much with the latitude, the elevation
and the exposure to the winds. Though there was sometimes
a little frost, and in the higher regions of the north a little
snow had at long intervals been known to fall and a thin film
of ice to form, the temperature was .usually very hot and very
dry. The greatest heat began in June and lasted till October
and it was often. for a European, very oppressive. Baegert
spoke much of his profuse perspiration and the difficulty he
had in finding a cool resting place even at night . Going out
of doors he compared, on account not only of the direct
rays of the sun but also on a-::count of the reflection of the
hot earth, to approaching the open doors of a flaming furnace;
Baegert, P. I, § J. p. 26.
"i\ichts ist so gcm<.'inin Californien als Felsen und Dornhtische, aher nichts
P. I, §3, p. 21.
so rar als Fcuchtigkeil, Holz und kllhler Schatten."-Baegert,
1
2
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and he said the wayfarer found it inconvenient, if not unsafe,
to sit down upon a stone by the roadside, without first rolling
up his mantle or something of that kind and placing it under
him. 1 It required but eight hours even in the shade for fresh
meat in large pieces to putrefy; and for this reason the only
way of preserving it was to cut it into thin strips and dry
it in the sun: in other words, to make what is known as
"jerked meat ." But, notwithstanding the great elevation of
temperature, the natives themselves never complained of it:
on the contrary they were fond, even at times when a European would be wet with perspiration, of lying around a blaz~ fi~
.
The seasons could hardly be divided into spring, summer,
autumn and winter, though there was of course a time for
grass and flowers to come forth and for birds to sing; for
fruit to ripen and for leaves to wither and die. The main
division was into a rainy season and a dry season . Showers
and occasional heavy rains might be looked for from about
the end of June to the beginning of November; a storm
sometimes occurred earlier or later; but often very little
water fell in the course of an entire year; and in what was
known as the dry season, from November till June, showers
were rare. The storms were sometimes accompanied with
lightning and thunder; and the rainy season often ended, as
has been already stated, with a hurricane or tempest called a
cordonazo. It, however, much more frequently threatened
to rain than actually rained; and the showers were usually of
short duration and limited extent
Owing to the bare, stony
character of the country, the rain-water ran off rapidly and,
collecting in torrents, rushed through the gorges with destructive force and great noise. These torrents in their irregular
courses frequently scooped up large quantities of earth and
left puddles, which contained more or less water for months
after the season was over and furnished drink to the cattle
1 "Mosz man zu diesen Zeit im Feld Halt machen, so kann ~an sich auf keinen
Steinsetzen, wenn man nicht einen zusa-.men gerolten Mantel oder sonst etwas
dergleichensich unterleget."-Baegert, P. I, § 2, p. 16.
I Baegert, P. I, § 2, pp. 16, 17.
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and people. On account of the rarity of permanent streams
and the scarcity of spring~.· many regions depended exclusively for water during the dry season on 'these pools, which,
as tht,f were stagnant and used promiscuously by man and
beast, as well for bathing and wallowing as fur drinking, often
became very foul. At these pools, according to Baegert, the
indigenous Californian stretched himself upon his belly and
sucked up the water like an ox.'
There were sometimes heavy fogs, not only in the autumn
and winter months but also in summer. They rose from the
ocean and were therefore heaviest on the western coast; but
usually they were dissipated early in the day. Some supposed they brought with them a noxious principle, which
injured grain fields. The dews were about the same as in
Europe. Occasionally the sweet deposit, known as honeydew, was seen upon the leaves. But generally throughout
the year, day and night, the sky was clear and dry; and,
though there was almost always a gentle breeze, it was
almost invariably warm or even hot. Still it was pure and
healthful and, when one became accustomed to it, not unpleasant. Baegert said he would gladly have carried the climate
with him when he hat! to leave.' On account of the climate
and the character of the ground, planting and cultivation
were altogether impracticable except in the few spots where
soil and water were found, or could be brought, together; and,
as it was often the case that there was no soil where there
was water and no water where there was soil, the fields and
gardens were few and far between and several of the missions
had none at all. Throughout the greater part of the country
there was so very little soil that it barely covered the rocks.
1 "In
diescn S1impfen ha,lcn sie sich, mit dicsen \Vassern erquicken uncl Iabcn
sich Menschen un,l \"iehe, und emllich, vor dicsen Iegt sich dcr Californier auf
den Hauch niedcr uncl trinket claraus wic cine Kuhe, weil er gemeiniglich nichts
hat zum schi.ipfcn. "-llaegert,
P. I, ~ J, p. 27.
•"\Vas
ich derohalbl·n aus Califurnien mil mir fort tragen tu konnen gewtinschet hab, ist nichts als die dnzigc \\'itlerung. "-Bacgert, P. I, § 3, p. JI.
"The sky is constantly serene and of a deep blue, an<l without a cloud; and
should any clouds appear for a moment at the setting of the sun, they display the
most beautiful shades of violet, purple and green ."-Humboldt's
Political Essay,
Black's Translation. II, 326.
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At the mission of San Aloysia, for instance, Baegert could
find no ground fit for a burial place; and he was therefore
obliged, for the purpose of rendering the labors of the sextons
more easy and saving their picks and shovels, to prepare one
by scraping up the earth from wherever he could find it in
the neighborhood and filling in a sufficient space, formed by
•
the four walls of his church-yard. 1
But where there was soil and natural moisture or where
there was soil and irrigation, everything wore a very different
appearance. There, one could plant and sow almost what he
would and it yielded a hundred fold. Wheat, maize, rice,
squashes, melons, cotton, citrons, plantains, pomegranates,
the most luscious grapes, olives, figs, fruits-in fact almost all
the productions of both temperate and torrid zones throve
side by side and with astonishing exuberance. Many of
these places yielded a second or even a third crop the same
year. Such a spot was Vigge Biaundo, the scene of Ugarte's
great labors; and other spots of the same character and of
greater or less extent were found here and there along the
course of the rivulets before described and in the neighborhood of springs and pools. But with these exceptions the
land might be described as a desert waste, 1 a land of miserable thickets and thorns, of naked rocks, stones and sand
heaps, without water and without wood.' It seemed to
Father Baegert as if it had been thrown up by subterranean
forces from the bottom of the sea after the other parts of the
world were finished and apparently after the creative energy
had been well-nigh spent.'
As a consequence of the dry climate and arid soil, there
washardly anything that could be called a wood and much
lessa forest in the country. There were a few trees on the
promontory of Cape San Lucas, also in the Guadalupe mount1 "Weswegen ich die vier Mauren meines Kirchhofs, sc:hier bis oben an, mit
Erdhab anftillen !assen, um den Todtengriibem die Arbeit zu minderen und das
Eisenwerknicht so bald unbrauchbar zu machen. "-Baegert, P. I, § 4, pp. 32, 33.
1 "Tena deserta et invia et inaquora."-Baegert,
P. I, § 4, p. 32.

1 "Von arm."CligemGeheck, eitel Dornbllschen und kahlen Felsen, von SteinundSand-hiufen ohne Wasser und Holz. "-Baegert, Vorrede,
1 Baegert,P. I, !14, p. 41.
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ains; and in the extreme north there were a few firs and
oaks in the mountains. The native trees of the middle and
southern portions of the peninsula were generally mesquite
and in some places a species of willow and here and there
some unfruitful palms. It was of the mesquite that Ugarte
built his ship; but even these were so infrequent that almost
all the timber, used by the missionaries in building their
churches, was brought from across the gulf. Baegert complained of the difficulty of finding wood enough to bum a
limekiln. 1 When the mountains and hills were not entirely
bare, they were covered with thickets of chaparral, among
which was found a kind of wild plum tree that exuded
the resin or gum used in the churches in place of frankincense. There were also many species of cactus; and among
others several which yielded pitahayas, the most important
wild fruit produced in the country. With the exception of
the cacti, almost all the plants of the chaparral were leguminous and all or nearly all covered with strong, tough and sharp
thorns. 2 In addition to the pitahayas and other fruits of different species of cacti, there were several esculent roots,
among the principal of which were gicamas. There were also
various kinds of seeds used by the Indians, some resembling
red beans, others resembling hemp, and others canary sced. 1
Of the few quadrupeds there were deer, hares, rabbits,
cougars, ounces, wild cats, coyotes, foxes, polecats, rats and
mice. A few mountain sheep and wild goats were said to be
found in the heights, particularly in the northern part of the
peninsula; sometimes a few beavers were seen, and sometimes
a wolf; but no mention was made of bears. Bats, rattlesnakes
and other serpents, tortoises, toads, lizards, scorpions, centipedes, tarantulas, wasps, ants, locusts, grasshoppers and other
small insects were plentiful. There were not many birds; but
among those met with were vultures, buzzards, hawks, falcons,
owls, crows, doves, herons, quails, pigeons, geese, cranes, ducks
and several varieties of smaller birds; also pelicans, gulls and
Baegert, P. I, § 5, p. 48.
Baegert, P. I, § 5, passim.
1 Venegas, P. I,§ 4, p. 53.
1

2
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other sea birds. 1 Of the pelicans Venegas gives a curious
account, copied from Father Assumpcion, who accompanied
, Viscatno on his voyage up the northwest coast. According
to him, these birds were so helpful to one another that they
seemed to have the use of reason. If any of them became
sick, feeble or maimed, so as to be unable to seek its food,
the otbers brought fish and placed them before it. At an
island in the Pacific, not far from Cerros, he found one tied
with a cord and having a broken wing. Around it were
multitudes of excellent sardines that had been brought for
its sustenance by its companions. The Indians, aware of the
kindly helpfulness of the birds, had taken advantage of them
by maiming, tying up and exposing the poor decoy; and they
feasted themselves by robbing it of the abundance with which
it was thus supplied. s
Of fish there were many kinds, ranging in size from whales
to sardines . The whales were of several species and so numerous both in the ocean and in the gulf that various places
were named from them. There were also large numbers of
sea-lions and seals. Immense rays and sharks were plentiful and sometimes seriously interfered with the pearl-divers.
According to Venegas halibut, cod, salmon, mackerel, turbots,
bonitas, skates, soles, sardines and many other kinds, both
wholesome and palatable, were abundant.' There were many
kinds of shell-fish, among which the pearl oysters of the gulf
shores were the most important. Others with magnificently
colored shells were also found and particularly along the
ocean coast.
Add to the foregoing particulars the mineral developments,
which, however, with the exception of a few argentiferous
veins near Cape San Lucas not worth the working' and the
salt-pits of Carmen Island, consisted only of a few sulphur
banks and iron beds; and a tolerably full account is afforded
1 Baegert, P. I,§ 7; Venegas, P. I,§ 4.
• Venegas, P. I, § 4, pp. 48, 49.
s Venegas, P. I, § 4, p. 56.
• "Das Silber graben in Californien mehr kostet als es eintragt . "-Baegert,
I,§ 9, p. 8o.
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of the country, its general features and natural productio
as known to the Jesuits. It was, altogether, according
Baegert, one of the most miserable countries in the worl
fit only for three kinds of people: self-sacrificing priests; pc
Spaniards, who could not make their living anywhere el
and native Indians, for whom anything was good enough.'
1 "

Aus den annselichsten Landero des bewohntenErdkreiszes
eines seye.

Baegert,P. I,§ 9, p. 83.
• Baegert,P. I, § 9, p.

as•.
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HE native races of the peninsula were divided by the /
Jesuits into three main classes, the Pericues, the Monquis and the Cochimies. The first inhabited the southern
portion from Cape San Lucas to the neighborhood of La Paz;
the second the middle portion from La Paz to beyond Loreto; the third the northern portion from above Loreto as
far as known. The Peridtes, including a portion of the Mon quis, were sometimes known as E~ues ; the Cochimies, includ •
ing the other portion of the Monquis, as Laymones. The
Pericues included the sub-branches of the Coras, Guaycuros
and Uchities; the Monquis the sub-branches of the Liyues
and Didius; the Cochimies numerous sub-branches not specially named but all known under the general appellation .
Each of the sub-branches were again divided into families or
rancherias, bearing different names, an enumeration of which
would be neither useful nor interesting . Baegert gives the
names of eleven, who were under his charge at San Aloysio
and as a specimen of their nomenclature may be mentioned
the MitschirikutarnanajJres . 1 All th1..natives in general were\
tall, erect, robust and well-made
Their features were not
disagreeable; but they usually disfigured themselves by piercing and inserting bits of wood or bone into their cars, which,
being thus enlarged, sometimes hung down upon their shoulders,' and by be.,mearing their faces with unguents and colored
earths. Their complexions were darker than those of the
Indians of Mexico . Baegert calls them dark chestnut or
1
1

Baegert, I'. II,~ I, p. 1)6.
Baegert, P. II,§ 9, p. 159.

----------

-----
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lye-colored, approaching black. Their color became more
pronounced with growth; for at birth, he says, the children
differed little in appearance from those of white persons.
Their hair was coal black and straight. They had no beards
and their eyebrows were not well-formed. Their eyes were
almond-shaped, being round and without angles next the
nose . Their teeth were large, regular and white as ivory. 1
Baegert estimated the native population at about forty or
fifty thousand. It seems probable, however, that the peninsula proper did not in fact contain more than half as many.
In 1767a census, taken in fifteen missions, amounted to only
twelve thousand . In some parts of the country a person
might travel four or five days and not see a single Indian.
, Of their origin nothing can be affirmed, nor has ethnology or
philology as yet detected any special relationship with any
other people. They had no records or even traditions worthy
of consideration . Baegert, being unwilling to believe that any
people could inhabit such a country of their own free will.
supposed that they had been driven out of the more favored
regions of the north by more powerful races and had taken
up their abode among the rocks and wastes of the peninsula
as a place of refuge. But at the advent of the Spaniards they
had lost all knowledge of the coming of their ancestors.
They believed California to be the entire world; they knew
no other people except their neighbors; they visited none
and were visited by none . Some of them thought they originated from a bird; others from a stone; others, more wisely
perhaps, did not think upon the subject and cared for nothing but filling their stomachs and toasting their idle shins
around a fire.'
./ They had nothing that could, properly speaking, be called
a town or village. As a general rule they slept on the naked
ground, under the open sky, and in whatever place they happened to find themselves after the day's wanderings. In the
cooler seasons they sometimes built screens of twigs to pro1 Baegert, P.

§ 1,

t

II,
Baegert, P. II,

~ 1.

pp. 89, 90.
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tect themselves against the winds; but it was seldom they
slept more than two or three nights in succession in the
same spot. They rambled from place to place as they found /
water, fruits and other articles of provision. If they constructed a hut, as was sometimes the case to shield a sick person from the heat or cold, it was so low and narrow that one
could not get in except upon his hands and knees: there was
no room for a second person to sit by or wait upon the sufferer; there was no place for one's husband or wife. If not
~pan the hunt, they would sit or lie in an idle, impassive manner upon the ground. At the missions, when their lessons
,vere over, they would squat upon the floor; the men with
their feet twisted under them in the Asiatic style; the women
""'With
their legs extended in front. 1 As they had no houses,
.so they could hardly be said to have any clothing. The men...,..
"'ere entirely naked and among the Cochimies or northern
~ndians many of the women also. Among the Pericues and
]\fonquis the women usually wore around the hips a belt, to
~hich was fastened before and behind a great number of loose
~trings made of the threads or fibers of the aloe plant. The
:fashion in some tribes was to have these hanging down as far
-c1.sthe knees, in others as far as the feet. Sometimes the
,vomen wore the skin of a deer or of a large bird. They
made a kind of sandals by tying pieces of deer skin on their
feet. Upon their heads they had no covering; but some wore
strings of shells and berries in their hair and also about their
necks. When the missionaries gave them clothing, they
would wear it in church; but as soon as dismissed they would
throw it aside as entirely too inconvenicnt. 2
Their property consisted of a bow, arrows, a shark's tooth ✓
or sharp stone by way of knife, a bone or pointed stick to
dig for roots; a tortoise shell which served both as basket
and cradle; the stomach or bladder of a large animal in
which to carry water and a netted sack for the transportation
of provisions on their rambles. The men carried burdens
1 Baegert,
1

P. II, § 2.

Baegert, P. II, § 3.
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upon their heads; the women upon their backs, supported by
a strap passed around their foreheads. 1 Their bows were
over six feet long and commonly made of the roots of the
willow tree; they were three or four inches wide in the middle and tapere<l towards the ends. The bow-strings were
made of intestines. The arrows were made of reeds, about
four feet long, notched and feathered at one end and armed
at the otl1er with a point of very hard and heavy wood, often
tipped with flint or obsidian. From infancy they practiced
archery and there were many expert bowmen amongst them .
They knew little or nothing about cooking; but such cook.,,ing as was done, was done by each one for himself. Day
after <lay and year after year they did nothing but seek their
food, sit and devour it, talk, sleep, and idle away their time.'
They ate anything and everything ; and , except in cases
where a sick person or an infant was abandoned, starvation was rare . The race in general was stronti and healthy .
Their food consisted of roots, principally those of the yucca ,
which they roaste<l in the fire, and those of water flags; which
they ate raw; fruits, buds and seeds of var ious descriptions;
flesh of whatever kind they could procure , from that of deer ,
wild cats, rats, mice; owls and bats down to snakes, lizards,
locusts, grasshoppers and caterp illars ; and lastly whatever
./ could be digested, including s'kins, bones and carrion . Bae-,
gert says that nothing was thrown to the hogs in Europe which
the Californians would not have gladly eaten . At one time
he foun<l a blind old man cutting up his deer skin sandals
and devouring the strips; and when an ox was slaughtered
and the sk in thrown upon the ground to dry, it was soon
covered with a half dozen men and boys scraping up, gnawing off, and filling their stomachs with the bits of adhering
flesh and grease . He tells several other stories, showing that
the ir filthiness in eating was something extreme, so much so,
in fact, that the narrative is disgusting. 3
They did not understand dressing food ; but were accus-----· -- - --- 1 Baegert, 1'. II, § 9.
• Raegert, P. II, § 4.
1 " In des heil.
Ignati i, und in anderen weiter gegen norden gelegenen Mis•
zionen, giebt es Leute, welche einen Bissen Fleisch an einen Schnurlein
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tomed to throw their game, whatever it might be, or howe\·er procured, flesh, fish, birds, snakes, bats or rats upon the
fire or coals and eat it, entrails and all, charred on one side
and dripping with blood on the other. Only the aloe or
maguey required a long process of roasting or baking. They
also roasted seeds and ground them, as they also ground their
grasshoppers, caterpillars and other insects, between stones;
and it was usual to eat the dry meal without water. They
used no salt. They made fire by rapidly twirling between
their hands a dry stick, the point of which was placed upon
a larger piece of wood, so that the friction soon produced a
flame.
They had no regular time to take their meals;
but would cat whenever they had anything to devour; and,
however full, it was seldom they ever declined eating more,
if anything were offered. T~ough they could endure hunger
better than other people, they could gorge fuller. Bacgert
says that twenty-four pounds of meat a day for one person
was not too much. He mentions the case of one native, who
ate seventeen watermelons at a sitting; and of another, who
devoured six pounds of unrefined sugar. This gluttony, however, cost the latter his life; and the former was only saved
by the use of drugs. When cattle were killed, the Indians
were aimust sure to gorge themselves.
But on the other v
hand none of them were cannibals; nor did any of them
make intoxicating drinks.1 Their only drunkenness was on
the occasions of their feasts and such as could be produced
by smoking wild tobacco.'
gd,untlen, zwtilf-uod mehrmal in clt:n l\lagen hinuoter schlingen, und zwolfmal,
wie dneo Perlenfischer aus dem Wasser, wiedcrum aus dem M~en heraus ziehen,
um den Geschmach und Genusz davon desto hinger zu haben.' -Baegert, P. II,
§ 5,

P·

11 9·

•• In den ersten Theil dieser Nachrichten h:ib ich gemddet dasz die Pitahajas
~ine menge kleinen Saamen, wie Pulverkiirnlein, in sich schlieszen, welche sich,
weisz nicht warum, in den Magen nicht verzehren, sondern ganz unversehrt wieder
ausgefilhrt werden. Diese Kornlein zu benutzen, sammlen die Californier zur
Zeit der Pitahajas all s. v. Excrementen, klauben r;esagten Saamen heraus, rosten,
urmahlen, fressen ihn, und machen sich dabey Justig, welches die Spanier die
nach oder die zweyte Ernd der Californicr heissen. "-Baegert, P. lI, § S, p. 120.
1 Baegert, P. II,§ 5.
' " No havia. 6 nose usaba entre ellos bebida, 6 zumo que embriagasse, y solo
se enfurecian en sus fiestas con el humo del tobacocimarron o sylvestre."-Vene1:a-•·P. I, !16, pp . 78, 79.
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,,. There was little or no courtship among them . Girls
reached puberty at the age of twelve years; and they would
often demand husbands before that age . Engagements,
marriage contracts and marriage portions were unknown.
They had no marriage ceremonies; nor any word to express
the idea of marriage. Their word for husband had only a
vulgar signification .1 They practiced polygamy or, more
properly speaking, they lived promiscuously . The men
seemed to have no ·preference for particular females. Jealousy was unknown ; and it wa£ no uncommon thing for a
whole tribe and sometimes several neighboring tribes to run
together like sheep. At their feasts the widest license prevailed. The women were not fruitful; and many infants died
soon after birth. Parturition was very easy and usually did
not detain the mother from her ramblings more than a few
hours . As soon as the child was a few months old, it was
placed on its mother's neck , with its legs over her shoulders
in front ; and thus tt learned to ride before it could stand or
walk. There was nothing that could be called education.
There did not seem to be much display of affection for his
children on the part of the father; but if a boy or girl was
punished by the missionaries, the mother, says Baegert, bellowed like a fury, tore her hair and cut herself with sharp
stones. 2
., Sickness was rare and such diseases as gout, apoplexy,
dropsy, chills and fever and typhoid were unknown. Tliey
had no word in their lan~uage for sickness and could express
the idea only by their word "atembatie," to lie upon the
ground . If asked, when ill, what ailed them, their usual
answer was pain in the chest . They were patient in sickness
and looked with a sort of stol id indifference upon their wounds.
The surest sign among them of approaching death was loss
1 "Das
\Vort, Ehcm:inn, abcr, wdches sie zwar hatten und noch bruuchen,
kann ,·on eincm jedcn ~lann, dcr cin Weibsbild misbrauchet, in all seiner•Be deutung oder Etimulogic gesagt werdcn . "-Hacgert, P. II, § 6, p. 131.
2 "Sie brUllet glcich cincr Hollcn -Furic.
Sie ritisset sich die Haar nus dem
Kopf, sie zerschlagt sich mit eini,m \\' ackenstein die blosze Brust und zersticht
mit P.inem spitzigen Bein oder Holz der Kopf bis <las Blut davon herab rinnt; wie
ich <lessen nicht einmal bin Zeug gcwesen.' -Baegert, P. II, § 6, p. 136.
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of appetite. Their therapeutics and surgery consisted in
tightly bandaging and binding the part affected, whether
breast, abdomen, arm or leg. They also practiced blood-lett ing, which was performed with a sharp stone and evidently
""'1'Yith
the idea of letting out the disease. But the most common course of treatment was that of their medicine-men or
~orcerers, who would wash and lick affected parts and blow
the smoke of wild tobacco upon them through hollow reeds;
.i::ikllof which practices were accompanied with violent gestures
c31.nd grimaces; and finally t!1ey would produce a concealed
flint stone or something of that kind; represent it as the
c:ause of the disease, and declare they had then and there
ca:xtracted it from the suffering body. In these professors of
the healing art the simple-minded natives had great confidence;
not so much perhaps on account of any cures they
ceffected as because of their skill in making their pretentions
°"l::::>elieved.Ordinarily the sick had little chance of recovery .
.Eaegert supposes that many were buried while still alive, particularly
in cases of very old people. It seemed hard for
them to sit long in attendance upon a patient; and it was
'-lsual to dig a grave in advance of death. He mentions the
<=ase of a girl, wrapped up in a deer skin ready for burial, who
revived with a drink of chocolate and lived many years after"'-Vards. On another occasion a sick and blind old woman was
bing carried to one of the missions for treatment; but those
"""-Yho
bore her, growing tired of their burden, relieved them:selves by breaking her neck. Another patient was suffocated
"by having a blanket thrown over his head with the object of
I)rotecting him from the flies. As soon as death took place
~r was supposed to have taken place, those present and
especially the women commenced wailing and shrieking; but
their eyes remained dry; and their noises were rather a ccrenony than the expression of any fceling. 1 In case of the
c:leathof a near relative they would also cut their faces until
the blood ran down over their breasts and shoulders; and this
1 Baegert. P.

II, § 7.

18 Voi.. I.

v
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v 'was supposed to indicate their most poignant grief. 1 They
did not appear to have any special dread of death and before
the advent of the missionaries were not tortured with the fear
of a hell. They had no idea of a future life, as taught by the
missionaries; but sometimes in burying the dead they would
place sandals upon their feet as if preparing them for a journey.' Some of them objected to catholic burial for the reason
that the ringing of bells, singing of hymns and other church
ceremonies were a mockery. s
✓ They had nothing that could be called a government; nor
anything that could be called a religion. They woald sometimes indeed follow a leader; but only so long as it suited their
fancy or interest. They had no police regulations and no
laws. They had no conception of a god or gods; they had
no idols or temples and practiced no religious ceremonies of
any kind. Baegert, in speaking of their want of religion,
compares them to a herd of swine, which runs grunting from
place to place; now all together and again each one separately,
absolutely without order or obedience.' He tried hard to find
amongst them some knowledge of a supreme being, but was
unable with all his searching and investigation to discover a
single trace of such-knowledge or any conception of the soul
or of a future state. They had no words in their language to
express such~eas. 6 \Vhen asked who made the sun, the
moon, the stlr,'they would answer "aipekeriri," who knows
that? 6 Venegas gives substantially the same account in
reference to the absence of idols, temples, religious ceremonies
or worship of any kind ;7 but at the same time he relates cer1 Baegert, P. II, § 9, p. 163.
• Baegert, P. II, § 9, pp . 162, 163.
s Baegert, l'. II, § 7, p. 144.
' Baegcrt, P. II,§ 9, pp. 168, 169.
6 " Ich hab mich bey denen, unter welchen ich wohnte, fteiszig erkundiget
und nachgeforschet, um zu erfahren, ob sie eine ErkantnuszGottes, eines zukUnfti•
gen Lebens und ihrer Seel gehabt haben, hab aber auf keine Spur solcher Erkant·
nusz kommen ki_innen. So haben sie auch in ihrer Sprach kein Wort, welcheseins
oder <lasanderc bcdeute, deren Abgang das spanische Dios und alf1la im Prcdigcn
und Christenlchren ersctzen musz."-Baegert, P. II, § 9, p. 170.
6 Baegcrt, P. II, § 9, p. 171.
7 "Todas las relaciones convienen que cntre los Califomios no se ha hallado
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tain reports that the Pericues had a confused notion of the
incarnation of the Son of God and of the Trinity. Accord 7
ing to these reports, there existed in heaven a god named
Niparaya, who made all things and possessed infinite power.
Though he had no hody and was entirely immaterial, he had
a wife named Anayicoyondi and three sons. One of these
was Quaayayp or man, who was born of Anayicoyondi in the
mountains near Cape San Lucas. This Quaayayp had appeared among the Indians and taught them. He had had
great authority and many followers; for he had entered into
the earth and drawn people out of it. At length the Indians,
through unexplained hatred, killed him and put a crown of
thorns upon his head; but, though dead, his body did not corrupt: on the contrary it remained beautiful and blood continued to flow from its wounds. Being dead he could no
longer speak, but an owl spoke for him and mediated between
him and mankind. Venegas also mentions reports that a
great battle had once occurred in heaven upon the occasion of
a personage called Wac or Tuparon with numerous adherents
rebelling against Niparaya; and that the rebels were completely routed, expelled the celestial pitahaya fields and confined in caves under the earth, where the whales stand guard
to prevent their escape. 1 Such are examples of the notions
said by some to have been current; but it is plain they did
not originate among the Indians. Father Baegert very prop. erly remarks that such notions could not have reached them
except through missionaries; and he adds that the stories
were mere fabrications of lying converts, who endeavored by
relating them to flatter their too credulous teachers.'
basta ahora idolatria; porque ni adoraban a criaturas al~nas, ni tenian figuras,
o idolos de falsas deydades, a quienes tributassen algun linage de culto. Tampoco
havia entre ellos templos, oratorios, al tares, 6 otro lugar alguno deputado para los
actos de religion: pues ni aun actos de religion havia, 6 profesion exterior de ella
en fiestas, oraciones, votos, expiaciones, 6 algunas otras practicas de recono·
cimiento a Dios, publicas, 6 privadas . "-Venegas, P. I, § 7, p. 100.
1 Venegas. P. I, § 7.
1 " lch weisz wohl, dasz jemand geschrieben hat, dasz in Californien, wenigstens bey einer Nation, sogar einige Erkanntnusz von der Menschwerdung des Sohns
Gottes und d:::r allerheiligsten Dreyfaltigkeit sey gefundcm worden; allein, nebst
dem, dasz die Erkanntnusz dieser Geheimnussen ihnen nicht anderst nl~ durch qie
Predig des Evangeliums hatte kiinnen beygebracht werden, so ist kein Zweifel,
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' Of a people without government, religion or laws, without
honor or shame, without clothing or dwelling houses, who
busied themselves about nothing, spoke of nothing, thought
of nothing, cared for nothing but to fill their stomachs and
gratify their appetites, little in the way of language could be
expected. Baegert mentions the case of an old man with a
six years old son, who ran away from the mission of San
Aloysia and, after wandering for five years in the wilderness,
were found and brought back. The boy was then nearly
twelve; but so little had he learned that he could scarcely
speak three words. His whole vocabulary consisted of words
for water, wood, fire, snake and mouse. But, though the
other Indians called him Dumb Pablo, they were not far in
advance of him. 1 They had words for hardly anything that
did not fall within the domain of the senses or that could
not be seen, heard, touched, tasted or smelled. Their adjectives were confined almost exclusively to those which represented-the expression of the countenance, such as joyful, sad.
dull and angry. They had no such words, for example,
as heat, cold, understanding, will, memory, honor, honesty,
peace, strife, disposition, friend, truth, shame, love, hope,
patience, envy, diligence, beauty, danger, doubt, master, servant, virgin, judgment, happiness, intelligent, prudent, moderate, obedient, sick, poor, contented, to greet, to thank, to
punish, to complain, to buy, to flatter, to caress, to persecute,
to dwell, to imagine, or to injure; nor in fact any words to
express abstract ideas. They could not say bad, short, distant or little; but not-good, not-long, not-far, not-much•
They had words for old man, old woman, young boy and
young girl; but no adjectives old or young. They could not
expres~ any difference between the colors yellow and red,
blue and green, black and brown, white and gray. They had
the adjective living, but not the noun life or the verb to live.
Baegert well explains their poverty of langu::ige ;ind its phidasz dieses cin Aufschnilt und Lllgc sey, deren in dem Christcnthum zu dicsen
lctzten Zeitcn, schon unterwie,icnen und getauftcn C11lifornicr, ihrcn Miszionario
zu schmeichlen in welchen Aufschneiden und Lugen sic Meister und gar nicht
scrupulos seynd." -Baegert. P. 11, § 9, p. 173.
1 Bacgert, P. II, § 10, p. 176.
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losophy when he says that they had no such words, because
they had no occasion to speak of such things. 1
Their language was also almost entirely wanting in prep- "
e>sitions, conjunctions, relatives and adverbs. Instead of saying, Peter is larger and has more than Paul, they would say,
Peter is large and has much; Paul is not large and has not
much.
The conjunction "and," when used, was always
.added at the end of the sentence or clause. Their verbs
<ould hardly be said to have more than one mood, the indic..ative, and three tenses, present, past and future. They knew
Dothing of metaphors, but were obliged, frorn poverty of
language, to apply old names to new things. For this rea!SOn,they called a door a mouth; bread they called light;
iron, heavy; wine, bad water; a gun, a bow; governor, staffbearer; the Spanish captain, wild or fierce; oxen, deer; and
~he missionary, northman. It can easily be conceived from
"this brief account, that their language and their culture went
together; and that the usual description given of them, as
.among the lowest in the scale of human beings, was well
.applied.'
In summing up the general character of the natives, Ven~as says they were stupid, insensible, unreasoning, inconstant and utterly unreliable; that their appetites were illimitable, indiscriminate and insatiable; th.at they abhorred all
labor and fatigue, and were given to all kinds of pleasure and
amusement, however puerile and brutish; that they were
pusillanimous and feeble-minded; and that in fine they were
wanting in everything that makes men worthy the name
of rational and reasonable beings, useful to themselves or
to society.' Baegert calls them coarse, awkward, stupid,
1 "Die
Ursach, warum dio: Californier alle obgedachte Wort, und so vielc
andere in ihren Worterbuch nicht haben, ist diese, weil sie von solchen Dingcn
Dimmerunter sich redeten, auch ihre Lebensart, in welcher sie mit dem Viehc
p Uberein kamen, nicht mit sich brachte von solchen Sachen zu reden."Haegert, P. II,§ 10, pp. 130, 131.
• Baegert, P. II, § 10.
1 " Hace, pucs, el fondo del caracter de los Californios, no menos que el de
todos los d·emas Indios, la estupidez, e inscnsibilidaJ; la falta de conocimiento, y
reflexion; la inconstancia, y volubilidad de una voluntad y npetitos sin freno, sin
IIIZ,y aun sin objeto; la pereza, y horror a todo trabajo, y fatiga; la adhesion
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uncleanly, shameless, ungrateful and idle babblers, given to
lying and theft, and as €areless, inconsiderate and improvident as cattle. 1
Though they had naturally good understandings and capabilities for culture and might with proper opportunities have
advanced far; and though some showed themselves apt scholars in mechanical arts; they could not count beyond six and
some only went as far as three, so that to express a larger
number they were obliged to use an indefinite term, equivalent to much or many, They were sly and cunning in the
invention of iies and thefts; but did not have sufficient art to
conceal them.' As the missionaries required and in fact
compelled them to work, it was usual to feign sickness during
the week; but they were so invariably well on Sunday when
no work was to be done, that Baegert facetiously called it a
day of miracles amongst them. 3 He tells the story of one,
called Clemente, who, in order to shirk his task, pretended to
be dying; but as he had never witnessed the death of any
large creature except slaughtered cattle, his only mode of
exhibiting the extremity of his case was by running out his
tongue and imitating the gasps and struggles of a butchered
ox.• They would steal anything and everything that was
edible and often artic_les they could not or would not use,
such as soap. They were sometimes covered with dirt
enough, as Baegert expresses it, to manure a half acre of
turnips. 5 They would sometimes even wash themselves with
--------

---------------

-- - ---

--

perpetua a todo linage <le placer, y entretenimient<> pueril, y bruttl.1; la pusilan1midad, y flaqucza de animo; y finalmente, la falta miserable de todo lo que forma
{L las hombres hombres, esto es, racionales, politicos, y utiks para si, y para la
sociedad."-Venegas,
l'. I,~ 6, p. 74.
1 "Dasz sie dumm, ungeschickt, grob, unsauberlich, um·erschamt, undankbar,
verlogen, verstohlen, stink-faul, groszc ::.chwiitzer und bis ins Grab, was den
Verstand und ihre Beschiifftigungen angeht, gleichsam Kinder seynd. llasz sie
Leute ohne Rath, sorglos, ohne N achclenken urn! ohne Ue;:..:rlegung; Leute, die
sich selbst in nichts Gewalt anthun, un<l in allen ihren nattirlichen Trieb, gleich
dem '/iehe, folgen. "-Haeger!, P. II, § 8, p. 145.
• Baegert, P. II, § 8, pp. 145-151.
3 Baegert, P. II, § 8, p. r 52.
• Baegert, I'. II, ~ 9, pp. 166. 167.
5 "Ein
Schornsteinfcgcr fandc oft auf ihrer Brust, l{ilcken, Haud und Angesicht, .Mist genug, ,;nen halben l<.tiben-Acker zu dtingen. ''-Baegert,
P. II, § 8, p.
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urine, or water quite as offensive. 1 But notwithstanding all ,/
this, Baegert pronounces them to have been, in their native
state, a happy people. They slept sounder upon the
naked ground and under the open sky than Europeans
upon feather beds and under canopies. Year in and year out
they had nothing to trouble or harass them, to make life
burdensome or death welcome. They were not persecuted
with lawsuits; there was no hail or tempest or invading
army to lay waste their fields; no fire to burn their barns or
reduce their houses to ashes. There was no envy; no jeal- v ·
ousy; no slander or defamation of character; no fear of losing
what they possessed, or covetousness to procure what others
had. There were no creditors and no tax-collectors.
The
women did not hang fortunes upon their backs; the men did
not spend their substance in wine or at the gaming table.
There were no children to educate; no daughters to endow;
no prodigals to bring ruin and disgrace upon families. In a
word there was no property. 2 If it be the chief end of life
merely to eat, drink, sleep and pass a painless existence, the
Jesuit father was right-they were happy.
1
2

\

Baegert, P. II, § 9, pp. 159, 16o.
Baegert, P. I, § 9, pp. 85-87.
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HAT did the missionaries accomplish as the result of
their labors I There will be occasion to discuss this
question at more length hereafter, when treating of the missions of Alta California; but it may not be out of place to
take a rapid general view of what the Jesuits had accomplished in Lower California when they left it. There were
then, as has been already stated, fifteen missions. Some were
more, others less, improved. The oldest and most advanced
of all was that of Loreto, which was always recognized as
the head-quarters of the spiritual conquest, as it afterwards
became, and for a long time remained, the capital of the
province and residence of the provincial governors. It had a
larger population than any other place; and, though its vicinity was not so highly cultivated or so fruitful as some others,
it was by far the most pretentious place in the entire peninsula. It may, therefore, serve as a specimen of the physical
work done by the missionaries in the country.
Father Baegert gives a minute description of the place, as
he left it in 1768. It lay a very short distance from the gulf
shore in the midst of sand. There was no grass, shrubbery
or shade within half a league. The mission building consisted of a low, quadrangular structure, having a flat roof.
It was built of adobes anci white-washed; one wing, which
was partly built of stone, constituted the church; the remainder formed six small apartments, each with a single
opening. One of these was the sacristy or vestry-room; an other the kitchen; another the store-room or magazine; and
(280)
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the others seem to have been the apartments of the missionary and his assistants. Near the quadrangle was another
enclosure, in which were kept dried meats, tallow, grease, soap.
unrefined sugar, chocolate, cloth, leather, wheat, maize and
other such articles. A short distance removed was a sort of
.shed where the soldiers lived, of whom there were sometimes
six or eight and scarcely ever more than twelve or fourteen .
.Eeyond this barrack, if it may so be called, towards the west,
there were two rows of huts made of mud, in which lived a
Cew colonists and about a hundred and twenty Indians, a
ciozen or more of whom were at almost any time to be seen
Iying about in the sand. The huts resembled cow-stalls more
than house!. Add to all these a structure made of poles and
c::overed with brush, which served as an arsenal and workshop;
.and one has, according to Baegcrt, a complete description of
1oreto, the capital of Lower California. He doubted whether
there was a hamlet in Russia, Poland or even Lapland, or a
milking station in Switzerland, that could have presented so
mean and beggarly an appearance. There was no foliage of
..any kind in the place; no shade except that formed by the
buildings; no running water; and no water at all except such
clS was furnished by holes or wells dug in the sand .1
The missions as a general rule were founded in spots, which
~fforded soil and water; but, as such spots were rare, several
<>f them had no water except from wells, as at Loreto, and
~eral
no soil that could be put to practical use. In nearly
~very case, in which there was cultivation, there was a necessity for constant irrigation. The irrigating canals were some,imes half a league long; and sometimes there were a
riumber of them hrin~ing the scanty supplies from a dozen
~ifferent places to the same fields. It was often necessary to
fill up. pools with stones in order to raise a sufficient head of
water to fill the canals; and the canals had to be built in some
places of masonry and in other places hewn out of the rock.
Dams and walls and embankments to keep the soil together,
or to protect it against the devastations of occasional rain1 Baegcrt, P.

\
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storms, or to retain the moisture in extremely dry weather,
were common . Almost all these works and in fact almost all
the agriculture and cultivation in the country were owing,
either directly or indirectly, to the genius and patient perseverance of Father Juan Ugarte. But that great man had left
no successor to further and carry out the plans he had initiated. Though he had pointed out the way and shown how
much a single unaided spirit could accomplish, there was no
one to follow in the path; no one, like him, to grapple with
the rough forces of nature and corripel her desert places to
blossom and bear fruit. It will, therefore, be easily understood that as the fields remained very much the same as
Ugarte left them, they were not extensive and that, though
the harvests were frequent and plentiful, the products could
not be very abundant. Baegert says there never was a harvest
sufficient to support fifteen hundred adult Californians for a
twelvemonth, and that there consequently never was a time,
during his stay in the country, that imports of provisions were
not necessary. 1
The plow consisted of a single piece of iron, hollow at one
end and sharpened into a point or snout at the other. In the
hollow end was inserted a wooden stake or beam. The
oxen seem to have been hitched to this stake just above the
iron, and the upper end of the stake was held by the husbandman, who guided the implement as it was dragged rather
than drawn, through the soil. When the ground was thus
broken and upturned, deep furrows were made with a hoe;
and the wheat was then carefully planted in holes made wit!1
a stick on the sides of these furrows and trodden down with
the feet The labor of planting was slow and tedious and
required many hands. As soon as the planting was done,
the next thing was to protect the newly sown seed from the
crows, which together with the mice often did so much damage, that a field would have to be planted over again and
sometimes thrice . After the planting was completed, the
water was conducted at least once a week through all the
---1
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furrows; and this continued until the grain began to ripen.
A crop could thus be raised at any time of year; but the
usual sowing time was in November and the harvest in the
following May . In the same manner maize, beans, peas,
squashes and melons were raised . A fittle rice was als~ cultivated at several of the missions. Among the cultivated
f'ruits were figs, oranges, citrons, pomegranates, plantains
and some olives and dates. There were no North-European
f'ruits, with the exception of a few peaches, which however
did not appear to thrive. In two of the missions there were
some sugar canes, and in several a number of cotton plants,
cut of the product of which some. light clothing was woven
and a few socks and caps knitted. Five of the missions had
vineyards; and the grapes were sweet and delicious. For
-,.vine-making the berries were pressed out with the hands and
the must collected in large stoneware jars brought from Ma~ila. The wine was excellent. There was no want of cellars;
1:>Ut the difficulty was to find such as were cool enough; and
it was not inf-requent to have the wine overheated and spoiled .
..As, however, very little was used except for church purposes,
there was enough to supply all the missions of the peninsula
.and a number of those on the other side of the gulf. 1
The domestic animals introduced and raised by the missionaries were horses, asses, oxen, cows, goats, sheep and
a few swine. The cattle, goats and sheep, as soon as the
herds and flocks grew large enough to justify it, were slaughtered; not only for their flesh but also for their tallow, fat and
marrow, which were used for supplying lamps, calking ships
and boats, and still more extensively for cooking purposes
and to eat in place of butter, which was not made. All the
fatty parts of a slaughtered animal were carefully collected
and kept in rough leathern bags or bladders. Some of the
hides and skins were tanned for shoes, saddles and sacks;
others were given to the Indians untanned for sandals, cords
and thongs. The horns of a cow served the natives as cups
for drinking and carrying their pozoli or boiled maize . The
1

Baegert, P. III, § S, pp. 241-245.
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horses were used for traveling, carrying burdens and driving
up the cattle. Such wool as was not lost among the thorns
was spun and either woven or knitted into coarse cloths and
other wearing apparel. There were scarcely a dozen hogs in
the whole country and even those had difficulty in finping
places to root and wallow. 1 The cattle ranged, seeking their
scanty food, for fifteen leagues and more in every direction
around the missions, and some of them were therefore not
often seen, except once a year when the calves were collected
for the purpose of marking and branding, which was also
practiced upon the colts and young asses. The goats were
milked, but they seem to have found so little nourishm~nt
that it was difficult, according to Baegert, to get a pint of
milk from six of them. On account of the wide ranges of the
herds and flocks, it was usual for each mission to have several vaqueros. These were usually Spaniards of the lowest
class. It was their business to make excursions in different
directions among the mountains and keep the cattle from
straying too far; to protect them from the Indians, and to
drive them up when necessary. They would commonly start
out with a whole troop of horses and asses and keep up a
furious galloping gait over the roughest m.ountains and
through bush and thorns; sometimes remaining out for weeks
and frequently changing their saddles from one animal to
another . The cattle were small and generally so ill-conditioned that all their milk was required for the sustenance of
their calves. The horses, which were also small though
tough and of great endurance, did not increase rapidly; and
frequent new importations had to be made . But the asses,
which were not so dainty about their food and ate thorns
with almost as much relish as barley, throve well.' There
were also a few fowls raised, but hardly enough · to deserve
special notice.•
1 Von Schweinen war kaum ein lJntzct im ganzen Land, vielleicht wcil sic darinn nicht wuhlen und sich in Koth nicht vicl wdzcn konnen, also wo alles hart
o<ler J?an:i:trocken ist."-Haegcrt, I'. III, § 6, p. 247.
• Haegert, P. III, § 6, pp. 245-250.
1 Baegcrt, P. III,§
6, p. 253.
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The Spanish soldiers in the peninsula during Baegert's residence numbered sixty, including captain, lieutenant, sergeant
and ensign. They were not regular troops, but generally inexperienced and improvident men, who could do nothing
better than enlist. Their arms consisted of a musket, sword,
shield and coat of mail, made of four-fold leather. They
-were required to keep five horses or mules each, with which
as well as their arms they had to provide themselves out of
their salary. Their duties were to act as body-guards of the
missionaries; to stand watch at night; to keep an eye upon
the Indians and inflict punishments; to look after their own
:horses or mules and those o( the missionary, and generally to
carry out the orders of the church. They were entirely subject to the control and direction of the missionary; but many
<>fthem were so unreliable that disobedience to orders was
common and discharges frequent. There were also about
twenty sailors, likewise subject to the orders of the missionaries. It was their duty to make yearly voyages across the
gulf for the purpose of bringing over Mexican wares of different kinds, timber and provisior.s and sometimes domestic
animals . They, as well as the soldiers, were paid out of the
royal treasury at Mexico; but no money was sent to California; nor would there have been any way of using it there, if
it had been sent. The sums due were paid to the agent of
the missions, who laid them out in Mexico for such necessaries as were required and these were then sent with the goods
of the missionaries overland to Matanchel and thence across
the gulf. At Loreto there was an agent of the government,
who received and distributed the goods of the soldiers and
sailors and who was required to make sworn returns of the
disposition of the articles sent him. The price of almost
everything was fixed and so graduated as to make goods
delivered at Loreto cost about twice as much as in Mexico .1
In addition to the missionaries, soldiers and sailors, there
were a few rough carpenters, joiners, blacksmiths, vaqueros
and vagrants. Altogether the white population did not ex1

Baegcrt, P. III, § 7, pp. 259-264.
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ceed one hundred and fifty persons, alrtold. As a rule every
man was his own shoemaker, tailor, mason, saddler, miller,
baker, barber, and, except where the priest was called in, his
own physician and apothecary. There were no hair-dressers
or fashion-mongers, no confectioners or French cooks, no
dealers in lace or coffee-house keepers, no rope dancers or
circus actors. There was no commerce or trade except the
exportation of a little wine, a few deer skins and a small
quantity of coarse cloth and the importation of the goods
used by the missionaries, soldiers and sailors, a few domestic
cattle, provisions and some clothing. Money was not seen
in California except as a curiosity; nor any silver except the
ornaments and vessels of the churches and a few ingots extracted from the mines . There could not be said to be any
domestic trade of any kind. The agent of the government
at Loreto d istributed the goods received by him, and those
intended for other missions had to be carried to them; but
there was no buying and selling or bartering . The missions,
as far as practicable, raised theh- own supplies and clothed
their own catechumens; if they were not able to do so, they
were helped by the other missons. But this aid was charity
and not traffic.'
There was nothing that could be called a road in the entire
peninsula . The work performed by the missionaries in opening communication from_mission to mission was only to make
trails, passable for riding-horses and beasts of burden. Even
these, on account of the excessively rough and rocky character of the mountains and the thick and thorny chaparral,
required much labor . The most important and difficult of
them, as indeed the most important and valuable of everything that was done in the country, was the work of Father
Ugarte. There were no wheeled carriages of any kind . All
the manufactures in the country consisted of the spinning and
weaving of a little wool and cotton and the plaiting of a few
hats .1 Ugarte, who introduced the spinning-wheels and looms,
1
2

Baegert, P. Ill, § 7, pp. 265-267 .
Baegert, P. II, ~ 3, p. 103,
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also managed to produce an excellent vessel; but the example
he thus set of ship-building was not followed; and all that
was aftenvards done in this line was to repair and refit vessels
belonging to the missions and to make a few small boats.
7hus
nearly everything that was used by the missionaries
had to be brought from abroad; and, if not donated, it had
to be paid for out of the sums coming to the missionaries or
to the soldiers and sailors.
The income of the missionaries, as has heretofore been
stated, amounted to about five hundred dollars annually to
each one and consisted of the rents and profits of certain
Mexican farms, in which the foundation funds had been
invested. These incomes were received by the agent at
Mexico in the same manner as the moneys due the soldiers
and by him laid out in such articles as were ordered by the
m1ss10naries. These were usually garments and other articles for their own use and for church service and coarse
cloths, such as could not be. produced in California, for the
use of the Indians. It will be recollected that all or nearly
all the missions were founded by private persons and that the
endowments consisted of donations amounting to about ten
thousand dollars each. The first two of these endowments
were made by Juan Cavallero y Ozio, one in 1698 and the
other in 1699; Nicolas Arteaga made one in 1700; the Mexican church of Nuestra Sei'lora de los Dolores one in 1702;
the Marques de Villapuente five in the years 1704, 1709, 1713,
1719 and 1746 respectively; Juan Ruiz de Velasco one in
1718; Juan Maria Luyando one in 1725; Maria Rosa de la
Pena one in 1731; and in 1747 the Duquesa de Gandia left
upwards of sixty thousand dollars by will to be applied in
the same manner. These sums amounted altogether to about
one hundred and eighty thousand dollars and constituted the
beginning of what was known as the pious fund of California
or the pious fund of the Californias, as it was afterwards called.
These moneys had been nearly all invested, as has been
stated, in farms, situated at different places in New Spain and
administered by agents for the benefit of the missions. B:!t
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at the time of the expulsion of the Jesuits, there were also
belonging to the same fund various other sums and effects on
hand and moneys loaned out, amounting to about three hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars; so that the total value
of the pious fund at that time was half a million and upwards.
The missionaries had thus founded fifteen scattered establishments in the peninsula; built that many churches and a
few other structures; initiated some masonry and brickmaking; planted and cultivated a few fields, orchards, vineyards
and gardens; made a number of irrigating canals; introduced
domestic animals and started the breeding of them; raised a
little wine, and manufactured a few articles of wearing apparel.
They succeeded in establishing the pious fund and in procuring the presence in the country, as a part of their establishment, of some sixty soldiers with their arms and accoutrements, a few vessels and about twenty sailors. They carried
over a population amounting to about one hundred and fifty
white persons, all or nearly all males; but these in general
could not be called desirable settlers; and it may be said of
them as a class that, instead of remaining even as good as
when they came over, they gradually deteriorated and degraded until they sunk almost to the level of the Indians.
As to the Indians themselves, about twelve tbousand, which
was probably one-half of the native population, were what
was called converted and gathered into villages, chiefly around
or in the near neighborhood of the missions. These were
taught to assist in the ceremonies of the church; and that
was about all the instructior, they received. They were also
compelled to labor for the support of the establishments.
It
might be difficult, as has been stated, to say what cultivation
and improvement they were capable of; but it ~eems plain
that, so far as their good was actually concerned, the coming
of the missionaries was not a fortunate event. In four of the
missions only were they supported: in the others they were
divided into several classes, which took turns of receiving
allowances; and much the greater portion of the time they
were obliged to seek their food as best they could. 1 When at
.
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the missions, they were driven about like cattle and whipped
to their labors . It was for this reason that they used the word
••fierce" to designate the Spanish captain; and th is fact shows
that he was an object of dread and indicates that the conduct
of the military towards them was anything but kind. Add
to this that the military were under the direct control and
direction of the missionaries; c!-ndit may be inferred that the
missionary sway was not as mild as it has usually been sup posed . As among themselves , though a low, idle and brutish
people, the natives were not vicious, nor cruel nor unruly.
They lived peaceably and enjoyed their existence, such as
it was. Before, therefore, it can with justice be said that
their condition was bettered, it must be believed that human
beings in a state of freedom and leading what Father Baegert
called a happy life, were bettered by being herded up ; taught
10 repeat prayers and responses which they could not understand and much less appreciate, and compelled to their unwilling tasks with the lash . It cannot justly be claimed
that an occasional dish of pozoli and reception into the
bosom of the church were a fair equivalent for the loss oi
being masters of their own act ions and the pursuit of happiness in their own way. None of them, so far as can be found,
were ever cultivated into better men or better women; nor
were any of them or their descendants advanced in the path
of genuine civilization.
It is true that the Jesuit fathers and especially the earlier
ones strove manfully to convert the Indians and that they
voluntarily underwent many hardships in accomplishing what
they did . But it docs not necessarily follow that they were
therefore the disinterested heroes they are sometimes represented. There arc many men who find more pleasure in
exercising authority even in the wilderness and among savages than serving in subord inate and obscure stations among
civilized communities; and, if they choose to pursue the bent
of their dispositions, it docs not follow that they do so out of
heroic philanthropy . When missions to the heathen were in
vogue there was never any lack of adventurers, who were not
19 Vot. I.
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only willing but anxious for employment.
But they were not
for that reason any better or any more heroic than other persons. Baegert, though he speaks of the expulsion of the Jesuits from the peninsula as a release from a miserable country,
yet confesses that not one of them left without regret and not
one but would have joyfully gone back. 1 With all its rocks
and heats, its wastes and thorns, its want of water and shade,
its scarcity of provisions and conveniences of all kinds, its
brutish natives, it:; filth and vermin, it was a pleasant land to
live in. There, also, the eyes of the world were upon the missionaries; there too they were building up the dominion of
their order; there too they could effectually strive for the
glory of the church;-and the glory of the church was their
own glory.
1 " Mit Augen des Fleisches all:?in die Sach anzusehen, hiitte so wohl diesen als
vielen anderen l\fiszionarien kein groszeres Gefallen geschehen konnen, als aus
solchem Elend nach Europa ihrem Vatterland sie berufeo. lch versichere aber,
dasz keiner unter ihnen gewcsen, dem es nicht in der Seel wehe that Califomien
zu verlassen·(wann gleich keine Yeriinclerung mil ihrcn Mitbrtidern in der Spanischen Monarchic war vorgegangen) und der nichl mitten auf der Reisz nach
seinem Heimath, ocler gar aus diesem, mil Freuden nach Califomien zurtichgekehrt ware,"-Ba~ert,
P, III,§ 10, pp. 298, 299.
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ST. FRANCIS AND HIS ORDER.

TITH the advent of the Franciscans commenced a new
era in the history of California. Before that time
~very advance towards the conquest of the country had been
.made by slow and painful degrees and in the face of obstacles
-c1nd opposition. The government, it is true, had recognized
the importance of the occupation of the northwest coast;
cind it is also true that order after order and mandate
~fter mandate, with this general object in view, had been
issued from Madrid; nevertheless as a matter of fact, no aid
<>r assistance worthy the name had ever been furnished.
What the Jesuits had accomplished, they had accomplished
by themselves and in spite of embarrassments and hindrances,
'Which, if not created, were at least allowed, by the government But when the Franciscans took hold, affairs wore a
very different aspect. First and most notably, the character
<tf the government had changed, its councils being now
guided by one of the ablest and most vigorous princes that
~ver sat upon the Spanish throne. Secondly, the Franciscans
were in full accord with the government; so that their movements, instead of being hampered, were in every way encouraged and furthered by it. Thirdly, the scene of most active
labor was shifted from the peninsula to what is now the State;
(291)
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from Baja or Lower to Alta or Upper California; from an
arid and sterile country to a comparatively well-watered and
exceedingly fertile one; from a wilderness of rocks and thornbushes to a land flowing, so to speak, with milk and honey.
And as the result of all these combined circumstances,
whereas it took the Jesuits seventy years to occupy and
reduce an extent of five hundred miles in Lower California,
the Franciscans occupied and reduced a larger and more
populous portion of Alta California, extending from San
Diego in the south to San Francisco in the north, in less
than ten years.
The Franciscans were well calculated by the principles
and practices of their order to carry on, in subordination to
the recognized superior authority of the government, the
work of extending the missions and enlarging the settlements
of California. They had been originally organized, like the
Jesuits, for the purpose of supporting the church and supplying aid to it wherever such aid should most be needed or
could best be used. But they did not, like the Jesuits, so
openly and entirely subordinate the interests of their country
to those of their order. Their founder, who to a great extent
impressed the peculiarities of his own nature upon the order,
was a man of extraordinary character.
He was born at the
town of Assisi in Italy in 1182. On account of the fact that
his father had traded and made a fortune in France or more
probably perhaps on account of the fact that the child could
readily speak the language of that country, he was calleJ
Francesco or Francis. As he grew up towards manhood, he
is said to have led a gay and prodigal life, such as might have
been expected in those days of a youth of spirit and fortune;
anti! it happened, in a civil conflict which had broken out
between his native town and the neighboring city of Perugia,
that he was captured by the Perugians and kept a prisoner
in close confinement for a year. During this incarceration,
being left to brood by himself and in silence over his condition, he became impressed with the magnitude of his sins and
the great difference between the life he led and the life he
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ought to lead . Shocked by the comparison and penetrated
with remorse but at the same time having a strong and resolute mind, capable of great undertakings, he formed the
design of renouncing the world and living only the life of
mortification then generally supposed to be most for the
service of God. Unable to do things by halves, he soon
became terribly in earnest in his religious enthusiasm; and,
as was natural for one in his condition, it was not long before
he persuaded himself that he heard voices and saw sights.
One day in particular, while praying in an old and dilapidated
church, he imagined he heard a voice from the crucifix calling
upon him to repair the falling walls of Christ's house; and,
having already taken the turn and devoted himself to piety,
he could not for a moment think of disregarding an injunction coming from a source so authoritative. He at once sold
everything he possessed; turned over the proceeds to the
priest; offered himself as a common laborer, and assisted
gratuitously in the work until the necessary repairs were
completed and the edifice restored to a condition equal to its
original splendor.
This freak, as it was generally regarded by worldly-minded
people, was so displeasing to his family that his father threatened, if he persisted, to disinherit him. But neither his
father's threats, the gibes of his former friends and companions, nor the popular ridicule, which attributed his eccentricities to a species of lunacy, could turn him from his purpose .
The more he was opposed, the more firrp he became in his
determination to fast everything aside and follow Christ.
Though a youth of but twenty-four years, he formally
renounced his right of inheritance; divested himself of every
particle of property; even stripped himself of his ordinary
cloak of the simplest
clothing, and a'isumed as his garment
ilnd coarsest material he could find. He not only reduced
himself to the condition, and clothed himself in the garb, but
he followed the life, of a beggar as the only one in which to
practice piety and fulfill what he conceived to be the commands of his Divine Master. He sewed his garment with
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packthread, to make it still coarser than it was. He ate his
scanty food with ashes strewn upon it. He slept upon the
ground with a block of wood or stone for a pillow . He
scourged himself cruelly, and in the most rigorous seasons
rolled himself in snow and ice to extinguish the fires of sen sual lusts . He went about seeking opportunities to perform
acts of humility . He frequented the hospitals and kissed the
fed and washed the sores of the sick and especially of those
who, like many of the objects of Christ's ministrations, were
leprous. He fasted and fasting prayed and preached; he
shed tears so copiously as to become almost blind; and,
in nearly every conceivable way , he cultivated what to others
must have appeared the most abject misery.
Among his many religious enterprises the one, which he
deemed most necessary and from which he hoped to obtain
the best results, was to visit the Holy Land . To accomplish
this purpose he joined the crusaders and in 1219 reached
their camp at Damietta in Egypt. With them he remained
until the failure of their arms; and during his stay he found
many opportunities of testifying his earnestness and devotion
prominently before the Christian world. Upon his return to
Italy, his enthusiasm increased rather than diminished.
He
gave himself up more ardently than ever to prayer and
religious exercises. His ardor became rapture; his rapture,
ecstasy. He imagined that he received visits and communications from Christ and the saints; and so earnest and
constant was his devotion that, according to the legend, he
was rewarded with the impression of the stigmata-in
other
words , he was supposed to be so entirely given up to piety
and godliness and to be so perfect in the imitation of Christ
as even to bear, like him, the marks of crucifix and passion .
A persistent life of this kind, in whatever light it might be
looked upon in these days, could not fail in those to attract
attention and challenge admiration. \Vas it not truly the life
of one who was laying up treasure in heaven and doing all that
was required by the scriptures to inherit eternal life? Had he
not sold all that he possessed, given to the poor, taken up his
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cross and followed Christ? 1 Was there not every reason to
believe him sincere; and, if sincere, was it possible for any one
to pursue more strictly, either according to the spirit or the
letter, the directions of holy writ? Believed to be sincere and
living in an age of faith, he could not fail to have followers as well as admirers. Prominent men, partaking of his
spirit, desired t< imitate him and become his companions.
A rich merchant, in whose house he had once been a guest,
first led the way by selling all his estate, distributing it among
the poor and associating himself in the devotions and labors
of his friend. A canon of the cathedral church followed the
example thus set, and b~ degrees the company increased into
the commencement of a great order. The new members, as
they came in, adopted the same dress that Francis wore, a
robe of coarse gray serge tied about the waist with a hempen
rope; and with the dress they also adopted, for the conduct
of their lives, the main principles upon which their founder
regulated his own. These, in addition to celibacy and repression of the fleshly lusts, were humility, voluntary mendicancy,
abhorrence of controversy, a disposition in all possible cases
to reconcile disputes and act as peace-makers and, above all
and including all, devotion to the church and propagation of
the Catholic faith. The beginning of the order under these
circumstances dates from August 16, 1209; and its progress
was so rapid that in 1219 it numbered over five thousand
members. In 1223 it was confirmed by a papal bull. It
was first among the mendicant orders. In 1226 the death of
Francis and in 1228 his canonization served to swell its numbers. As it became better known, and especially on account
of the strict vows of poverty which its members were required
to take, it became a great favorite with the people agd continued to grow larger and larger. In less than fifty years
after the death of the founder, it counted over two hundred
thousand members with eight thousand colleges and convents. In the course of the next five centuries, while the
number of its members remained about the same, its colleges
. --------------1

See Matthew, XIX, 16; '.\lark, X, 17; Luke, XVIII, 18.
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and convents increased more than three fold and spread into
every quarter of the globe.
In the New World the Franciscans had the first missionaries and commenced the first permanent missionary establishments . Several of their priests had accompanied Columbus
on his second voyage. As early as 1502 they founded a college in San Domingo. They took part, generally speaking, in
every expedition and kept equal pace with every conquest.
As the Spanish boundaries advanced there were, therefore,
newer and newer Franciscan establishments erected; and,
when it is considered that such men as Cardinal Ximenez,
Bishop Las Casas and many others who wielded great political as well as ecclesiastical powers were members of the
order and took an interest in its missions, it may easily be
understood how important a part these establishments played
in the settlement and government of the country. But of all
these foundations the largest and most important in America was the college of San Fernando in Mexico.
This
institution had been founded so early and carried on with
such vigor and success that, at the time of the expulsion of
the Jesuits, it was in the full strength of its maturity and in
excellent condition, in respect to resources, to take charge of
new enterprises. It had just succeeded in establishing a
number of missions in the Sierra Gorda of Mexico and under
circumstances of 1;0 much difficulty as to merit and obtain
great credit; and, these establi!Shments being now in successful operation, it had missionaries of ability and experience at
its service for new undertakings . \Vhen, therefore, the expulsion of the Jesuits was rcsol ved upon and the care and extension of the Californian missions recommended to the college
of San Fernando, it unhesitatingly accepted the trust and at
once prepared to execute it.
Between the Franciscans and the Jesuits there was no very
cordial feeling . The Franciscans may not have intrigued for,
may not even have specially desired the downfall of the Jesuits; but there can be no doubt that they willingly entered
into the general plan~ which invoh·e<l their destruction.
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Long before any public intimation had been given, and before the Jesuits themselves had any idea of the impending
expulsion, the Franciscans had taken measures to fill their
places and administer their estates . Before Gaspar de Portola and bis soldiers had gone off for the purpose of tearing
the old priests of the peninsula from the arms of their wailing
converts, the college of San Fernando had been informed of
what was tQ take place and invited to prepare its members
for the new enterprise. And there was no backwardness on its
part in taking advantage of the invitation thus tencered. On
the contrary, it immediately accepted the services of a chosen
number among the candidates, who had offered themselves
as missionaries to replace the Jesuits; placed those so accepted under the presidency of one of the ablest, most active,
most devoted missionaries that ever lived or labored; and at
once sent them off to take possession of the new field about
to be opened and ordered them without delay to enter upon
and prosecute their labors.
The extraordinary man, thus named as president of the
new establishments and who afterwards became the founder
of Alta California, was Father Junipero Serra. He bad already become prominent on account of services performed
in the Sierra Gorda and seemed to fit into the new station, to
which he was thu_scalled, as if he had been made for it. No
sooner was he called than he assumed the office; and no
sooner had he assumed the office than he commenced work
in earnest. He collected together his little band of priests
and at once proceeded to Tepic on the way to San Blas,
from which point he intended to sail over to Loreto . But
upon arriving with his party at Tepic in the latter end of
August, 1767, he found that the ship bringing the exiled Jesuits from California had not yet arrived and that there would
necessarily be a considerable detention before he and his
fellows could reach their destination . Under these circumstances, being unwilling to remain idle and seeing an opportunity of preparing his companions for their future work and
of giving them some practice in their vocation, he estab-
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lished temporary missions in the neighborhood and kept
busily employed until the arrival at San Blas, about the middle of February, 1768, of the expected ship and its melancholy freight of exiles. But no sooner had the vessel discharged one set of passengers than it prepared to take on board
the new company. It was on March I 2, I 768, that the Franciscans embarked; and, after a favorable voyage, they arrived in
the harbor of Loreto on the night of Good Friday, April 1,
1768.1 The next morning they landed. Proceeding at once to
the mission church they began to celebrate their advent in the
country with masses and thanksgivings to Our Lady of Loreto, who remained for them, as she had been for the Jesuits,
the patroness of the spiritual conquest. These ceremonies
lasted several days, at the expiration of which the fathers set
out, each for the separate mission to which he had been
assigned . There were sixteen of them in all, being the same
in number as the Jesuits, who had been expelled and whose
places they were to supply.
The transfer of the missions, thus accomplished, was by
no means the whole of the plan which had been adopted by
Charles 111. and his councilors in reference to California. If
it had b:!en, there would probably have been little or nothing
in the time and occasion worthy the name of a new era in
the affairs of the country . But, as a matter of fact, this
transfer was only preliminary to a far more important and
difficult part of the same general plan, which was no less than
the immediate occupation and settlement of all those extensive
regions, north of the peninsula, that had at any time been
visited by Spanish navigators. The intention was, as soon
as the necessary forces and supplies could be collected, to
hasten several expeditions, consisting of Franciscan priests
and royal soldiers acting in harmonious conjunction into
those distant re~ions, commencing with San Diego and Monterey as initial points, and to leave nothing undone until the
entire northwest coast should be unquestionably subjected
to the Spanish jurisdiction . Such was an integral portion of
1
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the instructions transmitted from Madrid to the Marques de
Croix, then viceroy of Mexico, and brought over by Jose de
Galvez, who had been named visitador-general or inspector
and charged with the superintendence of their execution .
'\!Vhen, therefore, the Franciscans sailed to the peninsula and
assumed charge of the Jesuit missions, it was only the initia tive of the extensive plan referred to. The remaining portion
of the plan, ,so far as the Franciscans were concerned, was to
await the arrival of Galvez, who was to follow with the military and other forces, and then, joining all the forces together,
to advance the Spanish standard northwestward as contemplated.

'

CHAPTER

II.

JUNf PERO SERRA .

J

UNf PERO SERRA, the president

and leader of the
Franciscans in California was very much such a man as
St. Francis might ha\·e been if he had lived in the eighteenth century. There was the same earnestness, the same
persistency, the same devotion. Junipero may not have heard
as many voices or seen as many visions; he may not have
been as original as Francis; but he was in every respect as
pure in his motives, as strong in his character and as great in
his actions. Had he lived in the days of Francis he would
doubtless have thought and acted much as Francis did; per haps similar eccentricities would have been recorded of, and
similar extravagances attributed to, him; but he would also
probably have been the founder of one among the first of
orders and recognized as one among the first of saints .
He was born at the village of Petra in the island of Majorca
on November 24, 1713. His parents were laboring people
but so well thought of by the clergy that the boy was received
at the church of the place, gratuitously instructed in Latin
and taught to sing . "Thence, when he grew older, he was
removed to the city of Palma, the capital of the island, where
he continued his studies and advanced rapidly . From a very
early age he seems to have chosen the vocation of a priest.
At seventeen he assumed the habit and at eighteen became
a monk professed, taking- the name of J unipero, instead of
that of :Vliguel Jose, by which he had been baptized.
In his
studies the books he most affected were the lives of saints and
chronicles of apostolic labors, ,,·hich produced such an imprcs(300)
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sion upon his mind that he resolved to become a m1ss10nary
and felt willing, if necessary, to shed his blood for the salvation of savage souls. 1 This desire, however, was not for ~ome
time to be gratified: on the contrary he turned his first attention, in obedience to orders received from his superiors. to
the teaching of theology . He became a professor, taug-ht,
for three years with great applause, had many students, and
earned and obtained the degree of doctor . At the same time
he practiced himself in literary exercises and preached sermons, some of which were said by his admirers to be worthy
of being printed in letters of gold. He was exceedingly
devout; his zeal fervid; his imagination active; his command
of language great; his voice sonorous: in fine all the circumstances were such that he could not fail to produce a great
effect.
But such an effect was not what he specially desired.
His early idea of becoming a missionary still possessed him and still predominated; and, as soon as an opportunity presented itself of entering the missionary field, he was quick to
seize it. In his earlier youth he had been small of stature and
feeble of constitution; but as he advanced in life his health
improved; he grew physically tall and strong; and, when he
finally became a missionary in fact, he found himself capable
of bearing almost any amount of hardship and fatigue and
in every respect admirably qualified for the sphere he had
chosen.
Among his friends and admirers, in the island of Majorca
was a brother priest, named Francis Palou, who became the
companion of all his subsequent travels and struggles and
afterwards his biographer . At first Junipero had kept his
project of becoming a missionary a profound secret even
from his friend; but, as soon as Palou obtained an inkling
of it, he also resolved to become a missionary; and from that
time the two took their measur<:s in conjunction. They
together tendered their services for any missionary enterprise
that might offer itself; but it was a time when missionaries
were not wanted; and it seemed doubtful whether they would
1

"Asi lo of de boca de dicho mi venemdo padre " says Palou, Vida, J.
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receive a call. It happened, however, shortly afterwards that
the college of San Fernando in :Mexico required recruits and
enlisted thirty-three Spanish priests for labor in America. Of
these, when the time for embarcation approached, five became
frightened at the prospect of crossing a stormy ocean they
had never seen; and, upon their declining to proceed, the
places of two of them were offered to, and joyfully accepted
by, J unfpero and Palou. They at once, after an affecting
leave-taking from their companions, set sail from Majorca for
Malaga, and thence proceeded to Cadiz, from which place
they set sail for America on August 28, 1749, and arrived at
Vera Cruz after a tedious voyage of ninety-nine days, including a stoppage of fifteen at Porto Rico. During the passage
three strong points of Junfpero's character exhibited themselves and attracted the attention and admiration of his fellow
passengers. The first was the uncomplaining patience with
which for two weeks before reaching land ho suffered the
tortures of thirst; the second was the zeal with which, during
his stay at Porto Rico, he established a mission and devoted
himself without rest to his self-imposed duties; and the third
was the intrepidity he displayed in the midst of storm and
imminent danger of shipwreck. 1
From Vera Cruz to Mexico the distance is one hundred
Spanish leagues. For this road it had been provided that
convenient transportation should be furnished; but upon the
arrival of the ship at Vera Cruz, neither carriages nor animals
were on hand; and it was uncertain how long it would take
until they would be. There was nothing to do, for those who
could not get on otherwise, except to wait. But J unipero's
zeal admitting of no delay, he requested and obtainea permission to make the journey on foot; and, finding a strong
and reliable fellow pedestrian, the two immediately set out
together. Being, however, as might be supposed, but badly
provided for such a journey, it was only by the help of
entirely unexpected succor, furnished by benevolent persons
along the road, that they managed to get through; and Junf1
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pero overexerted himself to such a degrre as to cause an
ulcer in one of his legs, which troubled hin\ for the remainder
of his life. Notwithstanding this injury, which might have
taught him that he was not exempted from the ordinary
laws of nature, he was still disposed to regard himself as
the object of miraculous interposition,1 and even went so
far as to believe that on two occasions he had been relieved
by no less a person than Saint Joseph, or some devout man
whom Saint Joseph had especially sent for that particular
purpose.•
It was on January I, 1750, that Junipcro first set his foot
in the college of San Fernando. He remained there five
months and then proceeded to a remote spot among the
crags of the Sierra Gorda to the northward of Mexico, where
a mission had been founded six years previously. It happening at the time that there was no missionary at that place,
he had offered his services and joyfully accepted the appointnient that followed. Palou accompanied him as assistant;
and the two lived and taught there for the next nine years.
7hey were obliged, of course, to learn the language of the
Indians;
but, in doing so, they also taught them Spanish.
:I\1:ore than this and much more important than this, they
taught
them to cultivate the ground, raise cattle, sell the
~urplus
yield and clothe themselves. With this sort of guidcance the mission soon became a model for all the country
round about; and particularly so after Jun{pero had managed,
""111.Vith
the help of his willing converts, to build a new church
'-lnprecedently large and magnificent for those remote regions.
From the Sierra Gorda Jun{pero returned to the city of
-:Mexico, having in the meanwhile consented to take the place
~f a missionary on the extreme northern frontier, who had
been killed by the Apaches. But while he was making
clrrangements to proceed to the country of those blood1 "Todo esto pudo ser casualidad; pero no lo atribuyeron nuestros peregrinos
sino A fingular beneficio de Maria Santisima, A quien en reconocimiento dieron
las dcbidas gracias. "-Palou, Vida, 18, 19.
'" Dccia quc aqucl bienhechor o fu4!cl patriarca Sellor San Jose,o algun
ilevoto h?mbrc, A quicn cste Santo toco el corazon para que les hicicra estas obras
de caridad."-Palou,
Vida, 19.
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thirsty savages, his plans were disturbed by the determination of the government to send a military expedition and
chastise them before anything else should be attempted.
Under these circumstances, Jun{pero remained at the capital
and other places populated by Spaniards and spent the next
seven years of his life in endeavoring to convert the sinners
he found there, instead of seeking savage souls in the wilderness . He preached often and fervently during these years;
and many stories are told of the wonderful effects he produced . On one occasion, as Palou relates, while exhorting his
hearers to repentance, he drew forth a chain and, uncovering
his shoulders, began to scourge them so unmercifully that all
the audience shuddered and wept . Suddenly a man among
those who heard and saw him, being entirely overcome by his
feelings, jumped up and cried out , "It is I, miserable sinner.
and not the father that should do penance for my many sins."
At the same time, rushing to the pulpit, he seized the chain
and, disrob ing, smote himself with such force that in the
presence of the congregation he fell to the floor and soon
afterwards expired.1 On another occasion, a woman among
his hearers , who lived a scandalous life, was made to feel her
offenses so poignantly that she forthwith abandoned the
partner of her guilt . This partner, unfortunately, was a man
either of too violent an affection or too weak a brain; for.
instead of accepting the situation or struggling against it , he
gave way to despair and put an end by suicide to his existence.
Upon hearing what he had thus done the poor woman could
not contain her grief. She tore her hair and, putting on the
coarsest apparel, made a public pilgrimage through the streets.
crying out in her great sorrow for the forgiveness of her sinsthus presenting a spectacle, says Palau , ,vhich edified all who
witnessed it and caused the gain of innumerable conversions
to the church.'
'While Jun{pero thus produced a great effect upon others.
his zeal and devotion produced an equally great effect upon
P:11011,Vida, 44 .
• l'alou, Vida, 52, 53.
1
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his own character. He came to regard himself as under the
especial protection of heaven . When on his way from Vera
Cruz to Mexico, as has been already seen, he believed that
Saint Joseph reappeared and ministered to his wants. But
in these latter years, Saint Joseph alone was not enough; and
he convinced himself that not only Saint Joseph but the
Saviour also and the Virgin Mary reappeared; and for no
more important an object than to give him a single night's
entertainment.
The occasion was a certain evening on a
journey in the province of Huasteca . The road was desolate;
the sun had gone down; and it seemed as if Jun{pero
a.nd his companions would be compelled to pass the night
under the open sky, when they unexpectedly beheld a house
near the road side. At the door stood a venerable man, with
his spouse and a boy child. They received the travelers with
great
hospitality; spread before them a meal prepared with
remarkable
cleanliness, and kindly kept them over night. In
t: he morning, after tendering their thanks, the missionaries pur:=s.ucd their journey . But they had not gone far, when, being
r-Det by a troop of muleteers and asked where they had passed
t: he night, they answered , "At the house by the wayside,"
~inting
towards the place. The muleteers in the g reatest
;;;aastonishment replied that there was neither house nor inhabit. ants at any place along the road ; whereupon Jun{pero and
his
companions, without calling in question the assertions of
t::. he muleteers, came to the conclusion that their entertainers
<:=ould have been no others than the holy family .1
A still more remarkable exhibit ion of his faith occurred at
~ne
of the religfous services he performed during this part of
life. It appears that in some manner or other the wine,
his
-11...ued
in taking the sacrament, had become poisoned; and
...Jun{pero, soon after drinking it, was seriously affectod. He
"""'1Youldhave fallen to the floor if not caught by an attendant.
=-:3eing at once removed to the sacristy, one of his friends came
"'1ith an antidote. But J un{pero refused to touch it. And for
this refusal the only reason he had to give, was that as the
1 Palou,

Vida, 49.
20 VoL I.
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bread and wine he had taken had, as taught by the church,
been converted into the body and blood of Christ, how, after
such divine food, could he be expected to swallow a draft so
nauseating as an antidote? 1 In other words, he ,vas so completely and entirely credulous and believed so implicitly in
everything that could be considered a part of his religion
that, in comparison therewith, he had no thought or consideration for his comfort or even for his life.
A man such as has been thus described, devout, zealous,
indefatigable, believing himself an instrument chosen by God
and under the especial protection of heaven, one who entered
with every faculty he possessed into his work and felt with
his whole soul that therein lay his happiness and salvation,
could not fail to make a great missionary. These his characteristics and this his fitness were so well known that, when
the proposition to take charge of the missions and prosecute
the further spiritual conquest of California was made to the
college of San Fernando, its ready acceptance was in great
part due to the fact that it possessed a man so eminently well
qualified to superintend and manage the business. Its
acceptance was based upon the faith that J unipero would
assume such superintendence and management; and it was
.,, not mistaken in the man. Though he was at the time thirty
leagues distant from the city of !Vlexico and ignorant of what
was going forward, he was at once named president of the
Californian missions; and no sooner did he hear of his appointment than he joyfully accepted it . He now felt that he had
a grand opportunity for extensive and wide-spread usefulness
in his chosen vocation; and he congratulated himself upon
the iact that it was offered him, as it were by Providence,
without solicitation or indication of wish on his part. And
h.e was so zealous and impatient to get to work that he could
hardly wait for the completion of proper arrangements before
he set out with his subordinate and assistant missionaries for
Loreto. He arrived there , as has been seen, and received th:
delivery of the Jesuit missions, in the beginning of April,
1768.
1
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A month or two subsequently, Jose de Galvez, the visitadorgeneral, in accordance with the plans previously agreed upon,
embarked at San Blas with a large force intended for the
proposed settlement of Alta California. On July 6 he
pitched his camp at a place called Santa Ana near La Paz.
· From that place he wrote to J unipero at Loreto, who immediately answered; and Galvez rejoined, inviting Jun{pero to his
camp. Though a hundred leagues distant, J unipero forthwith made the journey. The two then and there discussed
the plans of the king and the means at their disposal for carrying them out. · The result of their conference was an agrec rTient that two different expeditions should be dispatched for
San Diego, which was to be the initial point of the proposed
riew settlements . One of these expeditions was to proceed
by sea and the other by land; and whichever first arrived at
San
Diego was to wait there twenty days for the other and,
:i n the event it did not arrive within that time, to proceed
t:o Monterey. The expedition by sea was to employ three
~hips, two of which were to sail at one time and the third at
-3
subsequent time. The land expedition was likewise to be
c::iivided into two parts; one to march at one time and the
<:>ther at another. The ships were to carry a portion of the
troops,
the camp ,,equipage, church ornaments, agricultural
:ii mplements, provisions and in fact everything that could con°"eniently be conveyed in that way. The land parties were to
1be made up of the remainder of the troops and people; and
"they were to take with them from Loreto the herds and
:tllocks from which the new country was to be stocked. It
""'Wasalso arrang!d that four missionaries were to accompany
-.he vessels; a fifth was to march with the first land party;
.ind with the second land' party Father Junipero himself was
,o follow and also Gaspar de Portola, the governor.
These preliminaries being settled and one of the ships
.-intended
for the expedition being then at La Paz, Galvez
_ ~rdered it to be immediately careened, overhauled and
repaired. Upon examination it was found that a coating of
pitch would be necessary to put the bottom in good condi-
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tion. But there was no pitch on hand and none to be procured. Under the circumstances Galvez conceived the idea
of extracting a substitute for it from certain plants that were
found in the neighborhood; and to the astonishment of everybody he succeeded in doing so.1 Nor did he disdain to labor
with his own hands at the work. When this was done and
the repairs finished, he directed the packing of the stores;
and, as he had taken part in the repairs, so he also took part
in the lading. Among other things he packed the sacred
vessels and ornaments intended for the contemplated mission
of San Buenaventura, which, on account of the special interest
he felt in it, he was accustomed to call his own; and, as he
did his packing with more speed than Junipero exhibited in
packing the vessels and ornaments intended for Monterey,
Galvez facetiously boasted that he was a better sacristan than
Jun{pero himself. At length on January 9, 1769, all the
packing and lading being completed, the vessel was ready for
sea. Galvez called the adventurers together and made them
a stirring oration. Junipero then came forward, administered
the sacrament; blessed the ship and the banners it carried,
and recommended all to the guidance and protection of St.
Joseph who had been named patron of the expedition. The
adventurers therefore settled themselves for their voyage and
set sail for San Diego.
1 " }fando dcscargar la capit:rna, y viendole la quill:i, determino darle una
reconida y nueva carena; pero faltanclo la hrea para hacerlo, no se dedigno la
christiana pieclad <leiexpresaclo Senor no solo idcar de quc sacarla sino que por
sus mismas manos trabajo para consequirla, como lo logru de los pitayos, quando
Atodos parecia imposible. • -Palou, Vida, 59.
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HE name of the ship, thus dispatched by Galvez for Alta

California, and the first that spread its canvas in the
conveyance of permanent settlers, was the San Carlos . It
was a small vessel, called in Spanish a paquebot or barco, of
not more than two hundred tons burden. Its commander
was Vicente Vila. Besides him and its crew, it carried
Fernando Parron, a Franciscan father, a.<;missionary; Pedro
Fages, a lieutenant of the army, and a company of five and
t~enty Catalonian soldiers; also Miguel Costans6, an engineer; Pedro Prat, a surgeon of the royal navy, and a number
of others, including two blacksmiths, a baker, a cook and two
tortilla makers . There were sixty-two persons in all. Its
cargo, in addition to camp equipage, church ornaments, agricultural implements and tools, consisted of a full supply of
provisions and, last not least, of many kinds of seeds of the
New as well as of the Old World, not forgetting flax, garden
vegetables and flowers.'
As the San Carlos sailed out of the harbor of La Paz,
Galvez embarked in another small vessel, which he had at
hand, and bore it company to Cape San Lucas. There 'on
January 11, 1769, after having the satisfaction of seeing the
San Carlos double the Cape and head for the northwest with
a fair wind astern, he disembarked and forthwith set to work
preparing his second vessel intended for San Diego. This
1 "Siem bra de toda especie de semillas, aside la Antigua, como de la Nueva
Espalia, sin olvidarse por estas atencion.:s de las mas minimas, como hortaliza,
florcs y lino. "-Palou, Vida, 59.
See further, in reference to the paiasengers and cargo of the San Carlos, California Archives, P. S. P. I, 15-25.
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second vessel was the San Antonio, otherwise known as El
Principe . In the passage from San Blas it had been prevented by contrary winds from reaching La Paz, and had run
into Cape San Lucas, where Galvez directed it to remain until
he could arrive and give the further proper orders. He now
made a thorough examination and repair of the vessel, as
he had done at La Paz with the San Carlos; and then, after
substantially the same ceremonies, dispatched it on the same
way. It sailed from the Cape on February 15, 1769, under
the command of Juan Perez, a l\fajorcan, well known as an
expert pilot in the Philippine trade. It carried, besides officers, crew and cargo, all the remainder of the people then with
Galvez intended for Alta California; and among others two
Franciscan fathers, Juan Viscaino and Francisco Gomez .
Two of the ships having thus been dispatched, Galvez next
turned his attention to the thii:d, the San Jose, which had also
arrived from San Blas and was lying at Cape San Lucas.
As soon as it was overhauled and repaired, as the others had
been, it was ordered to proceed to La Paz and thence to Loreto,
where it was to load for San Diego. Galvez followed to the
same places and superintended the shipment of the cargo and
other preparations for sea. He had intended that a missionary should accompany this vessel also; but Jose Murguia, the
father assigned, being ill at the time of its departure, none
at all went. It sailed from Loreto on June 16, 1769, and,
according to one account, was never afterwards heard of.1
According to another account, it returned in several months
badly crippled; was sent for repairs to San Blas, from which
place it sailed to Cape San Lucas and left there for San Diego
in May, 1770; and from that time was never afterwards heard
of.' Whichever account be correct, it is certain that it never
reached its destination . It was lost; but when, in what manner or in what seas, no one can tell.
In the meanwhile the first land expedition for San Diego
had also started and .vas on its way . It was under the com• l'alou, Vida, 62, 63.
• Palou, Noticias cle la Nueva California, San Francisco, 1874, II, 31-34.
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mand of Fernando Rivera y Moncada, who had been captain
of the presidio at Loreto. He had been directed by Galvez,
in the autumn of 1768, to select such soldiers and muleteers
as he might deem necessary and , taking along his baggage
and camp equipage, proceed to the northwestern frontier.
On his way, he was to call at the various missions and coilect
all the horses and mules they could spare, also two hundred
head of cattle and all the dried meat, grain, flour, maize and
biscuit he could carry with him. In pursuance of these instructions, he had chosen twenty-five soldiers, three muieteers,
a gang of Indian neophytes for pioneers and a number of
sen·ants;
and, after gathering up all the domestic animais and
I">rovb;ions as directed, he marched to the frontier northwest,,-ard of the mission of San Francisco Borja and pitched his
c:::::::ampthere at a place called Vellicata . From this place he
.- cported to Galvez, who was then at La Paz, and asked
Curther
instructions. Galvez, instead of answering directly,
r-efcrred
the matter to Father Junipero, who having just pro-.r-:.ounced his blessing upon the San Carlos, as has been seen,
"'-""as about setting out on his return overland to Loreto . Juni'JE=)ero made the journey as rapidly as possible , and upon his
.aarrival
at Loreto sent off word to Father Juan Crespi, then at
::::Jl.'urisimaConcepcion, to join Rivera y Moncada and proceed
~s
soon as practicable to San Diego . Crespi, upon receiving
"1t::.he summons, left his mission and on March 22, 1769, joined
'=.he camp at Vellicata; and the second day _afterwards, Rivera
~ Moncada, leaving a portion of his soldiers, muleteers, do-ac-nestic animals and baggage to be brought on subsequently,
~athered
up the remainder and resumed his march .
The second land expedition, which was under the command of Governor Gaspar de Portola, marched from Loreto
<:>n March 9, 176<). It had been intended that Junipero
should accompany it; but , on account of the soreness of his
"l.eg, which had become very greatly aggravated by his recent
_journey to La Paz and back, he delayed starting for several
"1eeks. It was not until March 28, after due devotions and
effecting leave-takings, that he finally mounted his mule and,
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in company with two soldiers and a sen·ant, set out upon the
march. His way led him first over the rugged trail from
Loreto to San Xavier, where his old friend Francisco Palou,
into whose· hands he was to turn over the presidency of
the Lower California missions, was stationed . Upon his
arrival there the swelling of his leg was found to have become
so severe that it was doubtful whether he could go on.
Palou, seeing his condition, proposed that for the time being,
they should exchange places, that is to say: that Junfpero
should remain at ease in Lower California, while he, Palou,
should accompany the soldiers and settlers into the northwestern wilderness. But J unfpero could not for a moment
think of remaining back from the grand conquest he contemplated . " Let us speak no more upon the subject," he said,
"I have placed my faith in God and trust in his goodness to
plant the standard of the holy cross not only at San Diego
but even as far as Monterey." 1 Upon this Palou desisted;
but he confesses that he still feared that Jun{pero's ability to
make the journey was not as strong as his faith. Three days
afterwards, all the business between the two having in the
meanwhile been arranged, J unfpero, though in great pain yet
with the help of his soldiers and servant, remounted his mule
and, wishing Palou farewell ·until they should meet to labor
together again in the vineyard of the Lord, proceeded on his
journey. Passing from mission to mission on his way northwestward and resting a short while at each, he finally reached
the frontier. There he joined Governor Portola, who with
his troops and Father Miguel de la Campa Coz who had
joined the expedition at the mission of San Ignacio was
waiting his arrival; and the entire party then proceeded to
the camp left by Rivera y Moncada at Vellicata, which they
reached on May 13.
This place, Vellicata, was distant about sixty leagues northwest of San Francisco Borja, hitherto the most northerly
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1 ":'-lo hablemos de eso: yo tengo puesta tocln mi confianza en Dios, de cuya
bonda,l cspero me conceda llcgar, no solo A San Di~(l'O, ixu-a liQr y clavar en
aquel put'rlo el cstao<larte de la Santa Cruz; sino tambic.1 ::1 de Montc,=y."_:
Palou, Vi<la, 67.
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establishment in the peninsula; and, as it promised well for
an intermediate stopping place between that point and San
Diego, it was determined before proceeding further to found
a mission there. A proper spot fqr a church having accordingly been selected and cleared by the soldiers, bells were
hung and a great cross put together
The next morning,
May 14, Junfpero, having clothed himself ftl his sacerdotal
robes, consecrated water and with it blessed the site and its
surroundings. The cross was then reared and, having been
adored by all, was permanently fixed . San Fernando, the
sainted king of Castile and Leon, .was named the patron of
the new mission, which was thenceforth known as San Fer nando de Vellicata; and Father Miguel de la Campa Coz
was appointed missionary. In the celebration of the mass
and the rendition of the "Veni Creator Spiritus," which
closed the ceremonies, there being no wax on hand •for
tapers, candle ends were used; a continual fusillade by the
soldiers supplied the place of organ tones, and the smoke of
gunpowder that of incense . The next day, one-fifth of the
cattle were segregated, marked and turned over; a due proportion of the provisions also set. apart; and a company of
soldiers, under command of a corporal, assigned to the new
m1ss1on. All this having been accomplished, on the evening
of the same day, Governor Portola, Jun{pero and all the soldiers not assigned to San Fernando, taking with them the
muleteers, servants and remaining supplies, resumed their
journey and marched three leagues.
During the three days he remained at Vellicata, J un{pero
did not think abo1it his ulcerated leg. His mind was too
much absorbed with his religious occupation to feel it. But,
when he came to resume his journey, he found it worse
than ever. It had become dreadfully inflamed and the pain
increased to such a degree that he could neither stand, nor
sit, nor sleep . Governor Portola under the circu~stances
proposed that he should return to San Fernando and remain
there at case until restored to health. But Jun{pero replied,
in much the same terms he had before used to Palou, that
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he h'ad put his faith in God, who had enabled him to comt
thus far and would enable him, he trusted, to reach San
Diego; and that at any rate he would go on and, if it was
the will of God that he should succumb and leave his bones
among the gentiles, he was content. Portola, seeing his
fixed resolution and also considering that he could neither
walk nor any longer sit upon his mule, ordered the construction of a litter upon which he might be carried, in a lying
posture, by the Indians who accompanied the expedition.
But Jun{pero, upon hearing of this order, being unwilling to
become such a burden to the poor wretches who already had
quite enough to bear, was greatly grieved and prayed to God
that he might be spared causing them any further hardships.
Then calling one of the muleteers, he asked him if he knew
no remedy for his ulcerated leg. The muleteer answered,
" Father, what remedy should I know? I am no surgeon. I
am only a muleteer and can only cure the sores on the backs of
beasts." " \Vell, son," replied J un{pero, "consider this ulcer,
which has caused all this pain and deprived me of sleep, as
such a sore and treat me the same as one of your beasts."
The muleteer smiled at such a request, as did likewise all the
bystanders. But he answered, " Father, to please you, I will
do so;" and taking a little tallow, mashing it between stones,
mixing with it certain herbs which he found near by and
heating the whole together, he applied the compound to the
ulcerated leg and bound it on. Its soothing effect was such
that J un{pero slept soundly through the ensuing night and
the next morning rose and went about his affairs, as if he had
never been affected. The relief was almost immediate; and
everybody looked upon the cure with wonder and astonishment.'
J unipero being thus unexpectedly enabled to pursue his
journey, the expedition without much loss of time got under
way again. It followed the track of Rivera y Moncada.
This was for a short distance a trail that had in 1766 been
traveled by \Venceslao Linc, one of the Jesuit fathers, on an
exploring trip to the Colorado river; and it then struck off
1

l'alou, Vida, 73, 74.
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more to the northwestward, keeping to the west of the main
chain of the Sierra. The journey was slow; there was considerable suffering; a few of the Indians died; some had to
be carried on litters; others deserted . But still the expedi tion kept on.' At length, on July I, I 769, forty -six days
after leaving San Fernando de Vellicata, the wayfarers came
in sight of San Diego . As they looked down upnn the bay
they saw the San Carlos and San Antonio riding at their
anchors and on the shore the tents and camp of Rivera y
Moncada.
The sight filled their hearts with joy; and their
breasts swelled with enthusiasm , which could not be repressed .
.As they hastened onward they fired volley after volley ; the
salvos were caught up and returned by the troops of Rivera
y Moncada; and then the ships at their anchors, as if suddenly
awakened into life, joined in the glad acclaim . The
~naccustomed
echoes thus set flying had scarcely died away,
~,vhen the new-comers rushed into the arms of those who had
..Earrived before them; -and all congratulated themselves that
"11::.heexpeditions were thus happily joined and at their wished...-or destination.
It appeared, upon comparing notes, that the San Antonio,
~hough
it had sailed a month and a half after the San Carlos,
......,vasthe first to reach San Diego and had arrived there on
-April 11. It had then waited for the San Carlos twenty days
..and was preparing, in accordance with the instructions of
-<ialvez, to sail for Monterey, when the San Carlos came into
-.,ort.
The lrtter vessel had arrived in a very short-handed
condition
On account of leakage of its casks, it had been
compelled to stop at Cerros Island to replenish and had
~lied with water of such bad quality as to cause severe sick"Jless. This, combining with scurvy, had produced a malig nant disorder, which became contagious and in many cases
fatal. All the crew, with the exception of one sailor and a
cook, had died; and many of the soldiers were very low.
The disease, as well as the stoppage, had occasioned delay;
and the voyage had been still further prolonged by sailing a
degree and a half of lat itude too far north, which had to be
1

Palou, .Noticias, II, 41-95.
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retraced. The two vessels, thus come together, had then
waited two weeks, that is until May 14, when the land expedition led by Rivera y Moncada arrived . So that when Governor Portola came up, none remained behind. All being
now united, a council of commanders was called to determine
what was next to be done; and the first thing settled upon
was to forthwith send the San Antonio back to San Blas
for supplies and sailors to take the places of those who had
died. This vessel accordingly on July 9, as soon as everything could be prepared, again put to sea; and twenty days
afterwards it reached San Blas. U nfortunatcly it carried
the seeds of contagion with it; and very few of its people
remained alive, nine having died on the passage.
In the meanwhile, on the third day after his arrival, Jun{pero sat down and wrote to his friend Palou in Lower California. He <lated his letter from what he called "the truly
magnificent and with-reason-famous port of San Diego." 1
After giving- an account of the coming. together of the various expeditions and what they had done, he spoke of the
Indians he had seen on the way; their great numbers; how
they generally lived upon seeds; how those along the coast
fished upon rafts of rushes or tules made in the form of
canoes, with which they ventured far out to sea; how all were
pleasant and courteous; how, while the men and boys were
naked, the women and girls were decently covered; and how,
in their traffic with the Spaniards, what they most desired
and most willingly bartered for was not food to eat but clothing to wear. He also spoke of the landscape about San
Diego, its valleys studded with trees, its wild vines covered
with grapes, and its native roses as sweet and fair as those of
Castile. The entire new country he pronounced different in
every respect from that of the p£ninsula and very beautiful. 1
1 " Este pu<!rto <le San Diego, \'er<laderamente !Jello y con r:izon famoso. "l'alou, Vida, 76.
• "Empicz:m :\ estar todo, los arroyos y Yalies !ll!cho~ unas alamedas. Parras
las hay buenas y gor<los, y en algunas p:utcs cari;a<llsimas de ubas. En varios
arroyos <lei camino, y en el paragl! en que nos hallamos, a mas de la.~p:>.rras, hay
varias rosas de Castilla. En fin es buena, y muy <listinta tierra de la de esa antigua
California. "-Palou, \'ida, 78.
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HE first day of July, 1769, the day on which the origmal
pioneers by land and sea came together at San Diego
and the day which they themselves celebrated with salvos
and salutes, is, as appropriately perhaps as any other, to be
considered the natal day of Alta California. It is true the
first settlers arrived on April I 1, and those who first sailed
on May 1; but the expedition, taken as a whole, can hardly
be said to have arrived until July 1; nor was it till then that
Portola, the governor and general-in-chief, and J unlpero
Serra, the master-spirit of the conquest, came up. There
were then present at San Diego in all about one hundred and
thirty of the adventurers, though a number of them were lying
under the hands of Pedro Prat, the surgeon, grievously ill .
Of those remaining in health some fifteen or twenty sailed
in the San Antonio ; a guard of five or six was detailed to
watch the San Carlos ; another to take care of the sick; and
upon the others devolved the duty of commencing the
missions and making a beginning of the settlements of San
Diego and Monterey in accordance with the mandates of
King Charles 111. and the instructions of Jose de Galvez, the
visitador-general.
It had been intended that those of the adventurers, who
were to proceed to Monterey, should do so by sea; but as the
San Carlos was laid up for want of sailors and there was
no other ship at hand, nothing remained for them, if the
project were not to be abandoned, but to wait or to march
overland. The latter being determined on, arrangements
(317)
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were immediately made for setting out; and on July 14, the
expedition, consisting of Governor Portola, Fathers Crespi
and Gomez, Captain Rivera y Moncada, Lieutenant Fages,
Engineer Costanso, Sergeant Jose Francisco de Ortega and
a number of soldiers, muleteers and Indian servants, ic :ill
sixty-four persons, ·::ith their transport animals, baggage and
provisions, got ::oder way and marching northwestward along
the ocean was soon out of sight. No sooner was it gone than
Jun{pero turned his attenticn to the principal object of his
presence at San Diego, which was the foundation of a mission; and he chose the second day thereaft~r, July 16, as the
day on which the ceremonies should take place. It was the
day of the triumph of the holy cross as celebrat~d by the
Spanish church, being the anniversary of a great victory won
in 121 2 by the Christians over the Moors; and for this reason
1t was supposed to be peculiarly appropriate for the occasion
of planting the standard of the faith among a barbarous and
infidel people.
On the day thus chosen Father Jun{pero, assisted by
Fathers Viscaino and Parron, fixed upon the spot, which he
deemed most suitable not only for the mission but also for
the town which it was supposed would in time surround the
mission.1 The place thus selected was on the north side of
the bay, in front of what appeared the best anchorage . There,
after blessing the site and erecting a great cross, the mass
was celebrated and the "Veni Creator Spiritus" chanted with
an accompaniment of fire-arms, much in the same manner as
at Vellicata. The fathers then, with the aid of such soldiers and others as were present and could be spared from
other duties, proceeded to erect a few huts; and, having dedicated one of them as a chapel, they next attempted to attract
the attention and gain the good will of the natives, who had
stood around and looked upon everything they saw with wonder. These, though they seemed willing to receive almost
any gifts that were offered, were yet apparently very suspi1 "Lcvanto el \· . P. Junlpcro el estan<larte <le la Santa Cruz, fix'8dola en el
sitio quc le pared,; mas proprio para la formacion de) pueblo y A la vista de aquel
puerto."-Palou, Vi<la, 83.
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cious of the Spaniards and would on no account eat or taste
anything.
Even the children, if sugar were placed in their
mouths, would spit it out. They seem to have believed that
the sickness in camp was caused by what the Spaniards ate,
~nd on this account nothing could induce them to partake of
c:1.ny food that was offered them. And this in the end proved
'-7cry fortunate for the adventurers, as their provisions were
I imited and before long began to run low.
But there was one thing that the Indians coveted with all
the
strength of their sa,·age natures. This was cloth or
an fact any kind of manufactured fabric. When they had
<:>btained all of it that the Spaniards felt like sparing, they
~gan
t<:>steal whenever they could find an opportunity
<:>n one occasion they went out at night in their tule-canoes
to the San Carlos and cut a piece out of one of its sails, and
<:>n another occasion stole one of its cables. On account of
these
depredations, several of the soldiers were withdrawn
1"rom the camp, or what was then the mission, for the purpose
c::>fstrengthening the guard on the vessel. The effect of this
,vas to reduce the soldiers, who were able to do duty at the
camp, to six; and the Indians, observing the change, began to
"become very troublesome. They made several open attempts
1:o rob and plunder; and, being each time driven off, they at
last conceived the idea of making a general attack and, if
necessary for their purposes, of killing off all the Spaniards.
Accordingly on August 15, taking advantage of the absence
of Father Parron and two of the soldiers who had gone off
to the ship in the harbor, they broke into the mission in great
numbers, being armed with bows, arrows, wooden scimitars and
war clubs, and commenced plundering on all sides and even
robbing the bedclothes from the couches of the sick. The
corporal of the guard immediately called to arms . · As the
soldiers hastily put on their defensive armor and seized their
fire-arms, the Indians separated and commenced shooting
their arrows. On the side of the assailants the numbers were
great; on that of the assailed there were present and available
10 make defense only four soldiers, a carpenter and a black-
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smith. They were, however, all men of vigor and courage
and the blacksmith especially so. Palou attributes the unexpected valor which he displayed to the fact that he had but
a short time previously received the sacrament , as if that ex traordinary aliment had inspired him with fighting qualities.
Be this as it may, the blacksmith, though he wore no leather
jacket or other defensive armor as the soldiers did, seized a
musket; ran out boldly into the open space between the huts,
and kept up a vigorous firing, at the same time crying out
with a loud voice," Long live the faith of Jesus Christ; and
death to the dogs, its enemies!"
While the battle thus raged on the outside, Fathers Jun{pero
and Viscaino remained inside the hut, which served the purpose of their temporary chapel. Being, unlike some of their
clerical brethren, non-combatants, all they could do was to
recommend themselves to God and pray that no blood might
be spilled. At length, however, a considerable time having
thus been spent and the fate of the day beihg still uncertain,
Viscaino had the curiosity to raise the mat which formed the
door of the structure and look out. As he did so, an arrow
struck him upon the hand, whereupon he quickly dropped
the mat and betook himself again to prayers. But, alas, this
little spice of the comic was destined to be soon followed by
an affecting tragic incident. Scarcely had Viscaino dropped
the mat, when it was raised from the outside and in rushed
Jose Maria, the body servant who waited Qll the fathers. He
was bleeding from a ghastly wound in the neck. Throwing
himself at the feet of Junfpero he cried," Absolve me, father;
for the Indians have killed me.'' Junipero hurriedly performed the required ceremony; and the poor man immediately afterwards expired . Had his death been known to the
Indians they would probably have felt encouraged in their
undertaking; but the fathers were careful to conceal it; and
in a short time the assailants, finding or imagining their
attempts vain, picked up their comrades that had fallen and
withdrew. Of the Christians, one only was killed; but Viscaino, a soldier, an Indian neophyte and the valorous black-
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:smith were each slightly wounded . Of the Indians it is not
lcnown how many perished. A number of the wounded ones
presented themselves several days afterwards and were received and kindly cared for by Pedro Prat the surgeon; and
•rom that time forward the Spaniards were treated with more
c:onsideration and much greater respect.
Peace being thus restored, Junipero again turned his at~ention to the work of conversion. Among the Indians that
TIOW frequented the mission was one of fifteen years of age,
~ho had gradually picked up a smattering of the Spanish lan€Uage.
Through him, Junipero proposed to the natives that,
:if they would send him one of their children, the little fellow
:should not only be made a Christian and a son of the church,
"'butregarded as related to the soldiers and like them be dressed
in fine clothes . The offer being accepted, in a few days after-wards one of the Indians, accompanied by a crowd of others,
-made his appearance with an infant boy in his arms and by
:signs indicated that he desired him b~ptized . J un/pero was
,overjoyed; and, to testify his pleasure an<l gratitude, he immediately produced a large piece of beautiful cloth and threw
it over the child. He then invited the corporal of the guard
'to stand god-father and the soldiers to become witnesses of
the first baptism . But as he was about to proceed with the
ceremonies and apply the water , the Indians suddenly snatched
the child away and ran off with it, leaving Junipero standing
with the shell containing the holy water in his hands. At
such impiety on the part of the savages, the soldiers were
furious and would have punished the insult on the spot; but
Junlpero called to his aid all his prudence and restrained
them. For a long time, however, he felt keenly the disappofotment and with tears in his eyes attributed it all to his
own many sins.
In the meanwhile the rainy season came on; and in the
midst of it the expedition, which had gone in search of
Monterey, returned . It had failed to recognize the port,
which it had gone to find, and was very much disheartened;
though as a matter of fact it had discovered the bay of San
21 Voi.. I.
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Francisco and thereby accomplished a result of much more
importance than the re-discovery of Monterey. It had suffered a great deal from wet weather, roughness of the way and
want of provisions. And upon its return to San Diego, there
was little of encouragement at that place to revive its drooping spirits. Jun{pero, Parron and Viscaino it is true, notwithstanding the bad commencement of their labors of conversion, ha<l persisted in their work and were gathering in a
large harvest of souls. But there was little to eat and not
much prospect of relief; and,, as there was now a large accession of mouths to feed, what provisions still remained were
disappearing with great rapidity. Under these circumstances
Governor Portola, fearful of being left destitute, announced
his intention of abandoning the country, unless the San Antonio should speedily return or relief come from some other
quarter. He fixed upon March 20 as the last day that he was
willing to wait, and began making preparations for his departure. It was arranged, among other things, that a sufficient
number of persons should be placed upon the San Carlos to
navigate it back to Lower California and that the remainder
of the adventurers should retrace their journey overland.
Such being the orders, nearly every one became very busy;
and nothing else was talked about except the return, and
particularly as the appointed time approached.
But J unipero
had not for a moment acquiesced, and was not likely to
acquiesce, in the thought of abandoning his great enterprise.
On the contrary he struggled by every means in his power to
save it. He was satisfied that, if now abandoned, the conquest of Alta California under the auspices of Spain and the
Spanish church would be retarded for many years and might
perhaps never take place. Being unable, however, to chahge
the resolution of the governor, he prayed the interposition of
Heaven; and, as the result of much wrestling of the spirit,
he worked himself up to the determination that, as for himself, come what might, he would under any and all circumstances stand by his mission.
Having thus made up his mine.I,Jun{pero looked around
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l,im for sympathy and co-operation
He first applied to the
other missionaries; but only one of them had the courage to
come to his assistance. This was Father Crespi, who at once
.and without hesitation resolved to stand by his chie(
.Strengthened with this great support, Jun{pero next caused
•1imself to be rowed out into the harbor to the San Carlos
£or the purpose of discussing the situation with Vicente Vila,
:i:ts commander.
He laid before that functionary the proposed
..abandonment and the causes which, according to his information, induced the governor to contemplate such action. One
<:>f these was a common opinion, prevalent among those who
:I-tad taken part in the late expedition, that the port of Monterey had been filled up with sand and therefore could not be
found.
But J un{pero was clearly of the opinion, which he
frankly expressed, that the port still existed, and in exactly
the same state as it had been seen by Cabrillo and, Viscaino,
c:1.nd that the recent expedition had merely passed without
recogmzmg it. To this Vila on his part answered that, from
:11is own examination of the maps and from all he had
I-lcard upon the subject, he was not only of the same opinion
clS
J un{pero that the port still existed, but he believed it
~xisted in the immediate neighborhood of the sands which
'11ad been supposed to fill it up. The manner and tone in
·•which he gave this answer convinced Junipero that Vila was
-.iot satisfied with the search that had been made for Monterey;
..md, thereupon, announcing the fact that Crespi and himself
-were determined to remain in the country notwithstanding
,he departure of the others, he proposed that Vila, instead of
~mmediately sailing for home, should take Crespi and himself
-on board his vessel; run up the coast, and ascertain the truth
as to the reported filling up of the lost port. Vila, interested
as a navigator in the geographical question thus artfully proW)ounded, agreed to the proposition; and Jun{pero returned to
shore.
But Jun{pero's resolution thus to remain was not to be put
to the test. On March 19, the day before that fixed upon by
Governor Portola for his departure, the event, which was to
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put a new aspect on the face of affairs, occurred. This was the
appearance of a sail, which, though at a great distance, was
clearly and distinctly seen. It was a somewhat remarkable
coincidence that this sail should appear on the last day of the
period fixed by Portola and that such day should happen to
be the festival of St. Joseph, the patron of the expedition.
As a matter of fact, there was nothing at all supernatural in
the circumstance. But Junipero had such thorough faith in
miracles that he firmly believed the appearance of the sail
at that particular juncture a special providence and attributed
it to the interposition of the saint. In other words, one more
was added to the already somewhat prolific list of miracles,
which he had experienced.
The sail, as has been stated, appeared on March 19. It was
· far out at sea; but, instead of making for land as might have
been exp~cted, it headecl northwestward and finally disappeared beyond the watery horizon. Nor was anything further
seen or heard of it until four days afterwards, when the San
Antonio sailed into port. Then all was explained. The vessel, which had left San Diego in the previous July, had arrived
at San Blas in twenty days. It had then forwarded its dispatches to the visitador-general; but, on account of his absence
in the interior of Mexico, it had taken some time for them to
reach him and also some Lme for his replies to get back to San
Blas. But no sooner were these received than, in accordance
with the directions they contained, the requisite number of
sailors and a full cargo of provisions were supplied and the
vessel ordered back immediately.
It was, however, specially
instructed not to stop at San Diego on its way back but to
proceed at once to Monterey, where it was supposed the
larger part of the people would be found, as the recent dispatches had given notice of their intended march for that
place. It was in pursuance of these instructions that the
vessel had passed San Diego on .March 19 without stopping;
and there is no doubt it would, in pursuance of the same,
have passed on to Monterey. But when it reached the Santa
Barbara Channel its water supply gave out and it was com-
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pelled to run in near Point Concepcion to replenish. There,
the Indians reported the return of the Monterey expedition
to San Diego; and, besides this, the San Antonio while in that
neighborhood accidentally lost its anchor; on account of both
which reasons it was deemed proper to turn round and first
make San Diego; and this was accordingly done. It was
thus that the sail appeared at the time it did, then disappeared, and again appeared four days afterwards . It was
thus also that the supposed miracle was a mere coincidence,
and that the Joseph, who wrought it, was Joseph the visitador-general and not Joseph the saint.

CHAPTER
FOUNIHTION

V.

OF '.\IONTEREV .

T

HE arrival of the San Antonio with sailors and provisions and the evidence thereby afforded of the care and
promptitude of the visitador-general completely changed the
plans of Governor Portola. He now plainly saw that ~
government was thoroughly in earnest in its intention
colonizing the country and ready to furnish all the support
necessary for carrying its purpose into effect. He also saw that
the eyes of his superiors were upon him and that any neglect
of duty or remissness in what might reasonably be expected
of him would be dangerous.
He therefore at once determined to retrace his steps northwestward and immediately
renew his search for Monterey.
On his first expedition in search of that port, as will be
recollected, he had set out from San Diego on July 14, Ii69,
with a company of sixty-four persons, including Fathers
Crespi and Gomez. He had taken a northwesterly course,
following the coast and much of the way within sight of the
ocean . He thus passed the present sites of San Luis Rey,
San Juan Capistrano, Los Angeles, San Fernando, San Buenaventura, Santa Barbara, Point Concepcion, San Luis Obispo
and to about the latitude of San Antonio, where, finding the
coast too precipitous to admit of advancing further in that
direction, he crossed over the Santa Lucia mountains to the
Salinas river and followed that river down to its mouth.
Upon reaching that point he supposed, as was in fact the
case, that Monterey was close at hand and that the wooded
projection on his south was the famous Point of Pines, mentioned by Cabrillo, Viscaino and others. But when the next
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day, with Costanso, Crespi and five soldiers, he mounted a
hill near the beach and looked over the expanse of water
embraced between the Point of Pines on the south and Point
Ai'lo Nuevo on the north, they could see no indications of a
port such as had been described. The day afterwards he
sent Captain Rivera y Moncada with eight soldiers to examine the Point of Pines; but they also, after an ~bsence of two
days and a very careful surve~ as well on the south as on the
north of it, reported that there was no port to be found.
It was then thought, notwithstanding the many respects in
which the neighborhood agreed with the descriptions given
of Monterey by old navigators, that there had been some
· error in reference to its latitude an9 that it lay further north .
Upon this supposition, Portola resumed his march and proceeded up the coast as far as San Francisco . There he
satisfied himself that he had passed Monterey; and, after
spending about two weeks in that locality , he turned around,
retraced his steps to the Point of Pines and, on November
27, recommenced his examination of it. But in vain. Though
he camped on the very spot where Monterey was afterwards
founded, he could not recognize in the waters before him the
port of which he was in search. He then crossed over into
the Carmel valley But as he could not find the port where
it was, it was of course vain to look for it where it was not ;
and he soon gave up all hope of finding it or of obtaining
suppl ies, which he had expected to be there awaiting him.
Under the circumstances, what to do next became a question;
and he called a council to resolve it. Though the provisions
were nearly exhausted and there was already much suffering
from scurvy and other results of insufficient or improper food,
some were in fayor of remaining' and in the last resort relying
upon their mules for meat . Others were for dividing the
company and one -half remaining , while the other half should
proceed to San Diego . But to both these propositions there
were serious objections; and Portola, taking all things into
consideration, decided that all should return to San Diego
and as speedily as possible .
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Before getting under way again, however, he set up two
great crosses, one on the beach where Monterey now stands
and one on a hill in full view of the ocean in Carmel valley.
On the former was inscribed a notice that the expedition had
returned to San Diego; on the latter the words " Escarba al
pie y hallaras un escrito-Dig at the foot and you will find a
writing." At its foot he buried a glass bottle containing the
document referred to, which was a brief account of the expedition-how
it had left San Diego on July 14, reached the
Santa Barbara Channel on August 9, passed Point Concepcion on August 27, crossed the Santa Lucia mountjiins between September 13 and 17, and first seen the Point of Pines
on October 1. It then went on to describe the search that
had been mac.le for Monterey and the failure to find it; how
the expedition had then marched north in further search and
come in sight of Point Reyes and the rocky islands known
as the Farallones; how it had been unable to reach Point
Reyes on account of several immense arms of the sea, which
ran into the land in a most extraordinary manner and would
have required a long journey to pass around them; how it
had still been believed that the port of Monterey might yet
be found; how the expedition had returned from San Fran cisco and again reached the Point of Pines, and how, at length,
after giving up all hope of finding what it had thus sought
with so much labor and suffering. and its provisions being reduced to fourteen small sacks of flour, it had that day, December 9, 176g, left for San Diego. And it closed with a prayer
to God, the All Po\~erful, to guide the expedition on its way
and to conduct the navigator, whoever he might be that
should find the paper, to the port of salvation . At the bottom was a note, giving the latitudes of the principal points
between San Diego and San Francisco as ob.served by Costanso and a request to the commander of the paquebot San
Jose or San Antonio, if either should arrive within a few days,
to immediately sail down the coast and if possible communicate with and relieve the expedition.
The next day the entire company started on its return to
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San Diego, following very nearly the same route it had come.
• J.~ortunately the Indians throughout the entire journey were
f'"riendly and in many instances very hospitable; and it was
irnainly upon the supplies, which they furnished, that the trav C:!lers existed on their way back. In some places wild geese
,11,·ere plentiful and a number were killed, and several bears
cind an occasional antelope added to the stores ; but it was
<:hiefly upon the food, prepared by the natives , of acorns, nuts
..and seeds and upon the fish of the Santa Barbara Channel
that the wayfarers had to rely . In some places they were
<>bliged to lie over on account of rain; but in general they
znade longer marches and more rapid progress than on the
"""1Vay up. Upon approaching San Diego, much anxiety was
.-elt as to how they would find the companions, whom they
~ad
left there six months before. Would they be alive, or
,vould they be dead? Would the settlement remain, or would
iit be a heap of ruins? At length on January 24, 1770, the
~umble palisade, which had been constructed around the mis~ion and camp, appeared in view. At the sight of it the sol<liers discharged their fire-arms. At the sound of the fire.arms, the San Diego people issued from their inclosure; and
'the two parties rushed into each others' embraces. 1
The second expedition in search of Monterey was organized
~lmost immediately upon the arrival of the San Antonio and
-c::onsisted of two divisions, one of which was to proceed by
.:sea and the other by land. The first embarked on the San
...Antonio and got off on April 16. It was composed principally of Father Junipero, Engineer Costanso, Surgeon Prat
..and Captain Juan Perez. The second or land party con$isted of Governor Portola, Father Crespi . Lieutenant Pedro
Fages, nineteen soldiers, five Lower California Indians and
~wo muleteers, and got off on April 17, the day after the sail:ing of the San Antonio . There were left at San Diego
"l-'athers Parron and Gomez, Sergeant Jose Francisco de
-Ortega,eight soldiers and twelve neophyte Indians in charge
~r the mission, and Commander Vicente Vila , his pilot and
1 Palou, Noticias,
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fin! sailors in charge of the ship San Carlos, which still lay
iu the harbor. The remainder of the surviving people, con- .
sisting of Captain Rivera y Moncada, Father Viscaino, twenty
soldiers and a muleteer were absent on an expedition to
Vellicata, whither they had gone for the purpose of bringing
up the herds and flocks that had been left there the previous
year.
Both the ~fonterey parties started directly for their com mon point of destination.
But the San Antonio soon after
leaving port met with strong northwesterly gales, which drove
it several degrees to the southward and prevented its reaching Monterey for a month and a half. In the meanwhile the
land party followed the trail along the coast and on May 24
reached the cross that had been erected on the beach near
Point Pi nos, as before stated. Upon approaching, they found
it surrounded with arrows and plumes of feathers stuck in the
earth; on one side, susµ,cnded from a rod, was a string of sardines tolerably fresh, and at its foot a piece of flesh and a pile
of mussels. These articles, it was very plain, had been placed
there by the nath·es and probably on account of some superstitious fancy; but the explanation of what they thereby
meant was reserved for a later time, when the priests came to
understand the language of the Indians and the Indians came
to understand the credulity of the priests. The Indians then
affirmed that the first time they had seen the Spaniards they
noticed that each carried in his bosom a resplendent cross;
that when they beheld the same sacred symbol erected upon
the beach it shone with almost insufferable splendor, and that
at night it seemed to loom up into gigantic proportions, filling the whole heaYens. They added that they were at first
afraid to approach it, but finally drew near and, with the
object of ingratiating themselves, offered the flesh, fw;h and
mussels: and that afterwards, seeing these were not eaten,
they had placed the arrows and feathers for the purpose of
showing they desired peace with the holy cross and those who
had planted it thcre. 1
1
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Portola and his companions found the same difficulty ir. recognizing Monterey as before; but the latitude and landmarks
indicated that this must be the place. Upon further examination it was observed that between Point Pinos on the south
and a distant headland on the north there was an immense
circuit of smooth water full of sea-lions and deep enough for
whales; and it was then pronounced the port of whicb they
were in search; and of this they were still further convinced
by the arrival of the San Antonio, which anchored there on
the evening of May 3 I, seven days afterwards. Father Jun{pero, when he disembarked and looked around him, called it
a "beautiful port;" 1 and was clear that it was the same, and
substantially unchanged, as it had been left by Sebastian Viscaino in 16o3. · There, plain to be seen, were the springs of
fresh water and next them the very oak with boughs spreading over the beach, beneath which the mass had been celebrated in 16o2.2 Under these circumstances, as there could
no _longer be any doubt upon the subject and the two parties
were happily joined, there was great rejoicing; and arrangements were immediately made to take formal possession of
the place and establish a presidio and mission in accordance
with the royal instructions.
It was on June 3, I 770, that the ceremonies were performed. In the morning of that day all the people including
the crew of the San Antonio, the governor and soldiers in
their uniforms and the fathers in their robes, met together on
the beach near Viscaino's oak. After throwing up a hastilyconstructe<l booth of branches, raising an altar and hanging
their bdls, they commenced the celebration with loud and vigorous chimes. Jun/pero in alba and stole then advanced and
invoked the blessing of 1Heaven upon thci kneeling congregation and the work upon which they were enterin~. The
hymn "Veni Creator Spiritus" was next chanted; the pla<.:e
with its surroundings was consecrated; and a great cross,
which had been prepared, was elevated and adored. The
1
2

"Este hermoso pucrto de Monterey."-Palou,
Palou, Noticias, II, 26.7.
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fields and beach were also liberally sprinkled with holy water
for the purpose of putting to flight all infernal enemies.
Next commenced the celebration of the mass at an altar,
upon which had been placed an image of the virgin, the gift
through the visitador-general of Francisco Lorenzana, then
archbishop of Mexico, and specially intended for the Monterey expedition.
The mass, in the absence of the usual
instrumental music, was accompanied by repeated salvos of
artillery and musketry from ship and shore . Jun{pero also
preached the gospel. Prayers were then raised to the virgin
and the religious observances were concluded with singing the
"Te Deum Laudamus." 1 The civil and military ceremonies
of advancing and planting the royal standard and taking
formal possession of the country . for and in the name of
Charles III., king of Spain, were next gone through with.
The ceremonies included, as w~s customary with the Spaniards on such occasions, the uprooting of plants and casting
of stones, as a sort of symbolical seizin of the territory, and
the entry of everything, that had taken place, in a record. 1
All then joined together in a repast upon the beach; and the
day ended with feasting and rejoicing. Thus at one and the
same time were founded the royal presidia and the mission
of San Carlos de Monterey; and the settlement thus commenced immediately became and for many years thereafter
continued to be the capital of Alta California.
As soon as the ceremonies of foundation were completed,
Governor Portola prepared his dispatch for the viceroy and
visitador-general, giving them an account of all that had been
done. .He then looked around for a messenger by whom he
might be able to forward it to Mexico. It was inconvenient
to spare any of his soldiers on account of their limited number; but he finally fixed upon one of them and a sailor boy
belonging to the San Antonio, both of whom volunteered for
the service; and on June 14 he sent them on their way. They
proceeded along the coast to a point about a day's journey
1 Palou, Noticias, II, 268, 269
• "Alladien,lo las aco;1111nbrada~ceremonias <le arrancar yerbas, tirar piedras
y formar acto de todo. "-Palou, Noticias, II, 209.
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south of San Diego, where they met Captain Rivera y Moncada , who with his twenty soldiers was bringing up a number
of cattle and sheep which may be called the original of all
the herds and flocks of Alta California. Rivera y Moncada,
being now near San Diego, detached five of his soldiers to
accompany the messengers; and, then, while he and his interesting train moved slowly northward, the messengers and
their new escort hurried on southward. They took the most
direct road down through the center of the peninsula and on
August 2 reached the mission of Todos Santos near Cape
San Lucas, where they were received by Matias de Armona,
the new governor of Lower California, who immediately prepared a vessel and sent them on their way to San Blas. In the meanwhile Governor Portola himself, having seen to the
building of some humble structures for the presidia and mission by the side of an este,o or creek and' about a musketshot from the beach and incloscd them with a stockade,
delivered over the military command to Lieutenant Pedro
Fages, and, embarking on the San Antonio -on July 9, sailed
for San Bia'\ where he arrived on J\ugust I, the day before
his messengers left Todos Santos. At San Blas, finding that
he had outstripped his messengers, he prepared other dispatches, which he immediately sent forward; and in due
time they reached the city of Mexico .
The good news was particularly gratifying to the Marques de
Croix, the viceroy of New Spain, and especially so to Jose de
Galvez, the visitador-general, who was also i.hen at the capital.
Both had taken a very great interest in the northwest coast;
and the latter, as will be recollected, had not disdained to
bend his own back in careening and packing up the cargoes of
the pioneer ships. It cannot by any means be supposed that
they knew what a country had been saved, by their efforts, to
the Spanish crown. It cannot be supposed that they appreciated what was never appreciated by any Spanish-speaking
people, nor until within a very few years by any people whatsoever. But the fact that their efforts had been crowned
with success; that the famous port of Monterey was at last
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taken possession of and that the royal standard of Spain
floated in that remote region and in the face of those immense
tracts of the untraversed and the unknown, was a pleasure
that caused them and their friends and the whole country
the most lively satisfaction.
No sooner had the news come
to hand than the bells of the great cathedral were set to
ringing; and they were answered by the bells of all the other
churches of the city. The inhabitants were roused by the
general clamor; and, upon inquiry and finding out what was
meant, they crowded to the thanksgiving mass in the cathedral and afterwards to the palace, where they presented to the
viceroy and the visitador-general their most hearty congratulations. A few days afterwards a bulletin was printed and
circulated not only throughout New Spain but throughout
Oki Spain as well, giving a detailed statement of the recent
expeditions to Alta California; how they had marched and
sailed; how they had finally come together; how San Diego
had been settled and Monterey founded; and in fine how a
vast dominion had been added to the Spanish crown and an
immense territory gain~ from the common ·enemy for the
.faith of Jesus Christ. 1
While the ceremonies of foundation were thus being celebrated in Mexico, Junipero was laboring for the conversion of
the natives at ::\Jontercy. At first they had been frightened
off by the continual noise of fire-arms and for a long time did
not show themselves. The rough booth of branches that had
been erected under Viscaino's oak had been improved into a
sort of church, and on June 16 had been solemnly consecrated
as such; but still, with the exception of the Spaniards themselves, there ,vas no congregation.
By degrees, however, the
natives began to come about, allured partly by presents and
partly by curiosity; and on December 26 the first baptism,
that of a native boy five years of age, who received the name
of Bernardino <le Jesus, took place. During all this time the
site of the misJion had remained on the beach, in front of the
2-nchorage, where it had been originally fixed; but, as there
1
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was no soil suitable for tillage at that place, Junipero conceived the project of moving the location to a spot on the
bank of the Carmel river a league or two distant southward,
where the cultivable grounds were rich, extensive, pleasantly
situated and well-watered. With this object in view he, in
the summer of I 77 1, caused timber to be felled and several structures to be erected at the Carmel, including chapel,
dwellings, barracks, corrals and stockade; and towards the
end of the year he moved the mission into them, leaving the
presidio as before on the beach guarding the harbor. It is
on account of this change of situation that the mission is
sometimes known as Mission de San Carlos del Rio Carmelo
and sometimes simply as Carmel Mission, though more generally as the Mission of Monterey. The scenery of the new
site and its neighborhood were altogether attractive . The
buildings were situated upon rising ground, surrounded by
a comparatively extensive plain of rich land, through which
ran the never-failing waters of the little stream. On every
side there were groves of trees, vines in abundance, and a
seeming infinity of those delicate and beautiful wild roses,
which resembled and were popularly known as roses of Castile. At the foot of the rising ground was a delightful lakelet
of fresh water, which discharged its surplus waters into the
neighboring ocean bight just south of Point Pinos. This
bight with its shores an<l the plain with its groves and meandering river were all spread out like a panorama to one looking from the mission; and the landscape was framed, so to
speak, by the hills on either hand, here sloping into pastures
and there crowned with forests of pines and cypress.
In the meanwhile the sending of new missionaries and the
founding of new missions were under contemplation.
'When
J unipero first wrott: to the viceroy and vistador-general of the
proposed removal of his mission, he also wrote to the guardian of the college of San Fernando, giving an account of
the new country, its multitudes of unregenerated inhabitants
and the sad want of spiritual teachers. He deplored that so
many souls must utterly perish for lack of light and expressed
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his assurance that, if a hundred missionaries were sent a
workmen into that extensive harvest-field, each would fin
more than enough to do. This information having been colT
municated to the viceroy and visitador-general, and their ze.
being little if anything less than that of Jun(pero himsel
arrangements were almost immediately made for five ne,
missions in Alta California, in addition to the three originall
provided for, and five new ones in Lower California. Of th
former five, one was to be located between San Diego an
San Buenaventura, two between San Buenaventura and Mor
terey and two north of Monterey; of the latter all were to b
between Vellicata and San Diego.
Not only did the viceroy and visitador-general thus provid
for new missions, they also made a requisition upon the co:
lege of San Fernando for thirty additional missionaries, tw
for each of the new missions and the remainder for supplyin
vacant places in the old ones. They likewise provided th
necessary vessels, vestments, ornaments and bells and also
fund of a thousand dollars each for the immediate uses of th
new missions and four hundred dollars as traveling expense:
for each of the new missionaries. The college of San Fe1
nando, in accordance with the requisition and to carry out th
arrangements thus made, promptly named thirty addition.
missionaries, all of whom offered themselves voluntarily; an
as soon as named they were ordered to report at San Blas fc
transportation to California. All this took place in the SUIT
mer and fall of I iiO; but it was not until the next year th.
the new missionaries got under sail.
At the beginning of 177 I there were lying in the port <
San Blas not only the ship San Antonio, which had alread
done so much service; but also the old San Carlos that ha
lain so long inacti\·e in the harbor of Sah Diego. Vicent
Vila, the commander of the latter, after waiting at that plac
what he seems to have considered an unreasonable space<
time without being furnished a new crew, at length got tc
gether a soldier or two and a few vaqueros, who had som
smattering of seamanship ; and, adding them to the pilot an
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five sailors already on his vessel, he determined with them to
brave the passage to Mexico. He accordingly hoisted his
sails in August and, experiencing nothing but good weather,
in due time arrived at San Blas. Shortly after his arrival
there he died; but the San Carlos, owing to the care he had
taken of it, was in excellent condition and, upon being remanned, was immediately ready again for sea. It was in
these two vessels, the same that had carried the first pioneers,
that it was arranged the new missionaries should embark; the
ten intended for Alta California in the San Antonio and the
twenty intended for Lower California in the San Carlos. The
former got off on January 20, 1771, and reached San Diegc
on March 12, where after discharging a portion of its cargo
designed for that place, it again put to sea and on May 21
reached Monterey. The latter sailed about ten days after the
San Antonio, but meeting with contrary winds was driven as
far south as Acapulco before it could make headway against
them. Upon getting to the north again, it was obliged to run
into the port of Manzanilla for the purpose of refilling its
water casks; but, being apparently under bad management,
it went ashore there and ran in very great danger of going to
pieces; and •it was not until towards the end of August that,
having at length gotten off, it finally reached Loreto . Most
of its clerical passengers had left the vessel at Manzanillo and
thence made their way by slow and painful stages overland to
a point opposite Loreto, whence they shipped over to that
place . They d_id not reach their destination, however, until
about the end of November, some three months after the San
Carlos would have landed them there.
As to the ten missionaries intended for the projected new
missions of Alta California and who arrived at Monterey on
May 21, 1771, as above stated, they were received by Father
Jun{pero with the greatest joy. He now saw himself surrounded with a corps of active workers and looked forward
in imagination to a not far distant future when all would be
busily engaged in the plentiful harvest field, which lay extended on every sidt.. about them. On May 30, nine days
22 Vot.. I.
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after their arrival and before assigning them to the posts they
were respectively to occupy, he called them together and celebrated the feast of Corpus Christi. And as he looked
around upon the goodly throng and anticipated the golden
sheaves of converted souls they were to gather in, his bosom
swelled with rapture and his heart overflowed with thanksgivings to God and gratitude to the viceroy and the visitadorgeneral.
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CHAPTER

VI.

SAN ANTONIO, SAN GABRIEL AND SAN LUIS OBISPO.

T

WENTY-FIVE leagues southeastward of Monterey and
forming one of the valleys in the middle of the Santa
Lucia mountains was an extensive body of rich land covered
with oak and nut-bearing pine trees. It was a place of peculiar beauty and salubrity and thickly populated with Indians,
who lived for a large part of the year upon the acorns, nuts,
seeds and grasses which were produced in great abundance
all around them. A little stream that took its rise in the
mountains and flowed southeastward to the Salinas river ran
through the midst of the valley and at such a level ; n the
upper part of its course that its waters might with comparatively little labor be diverted and carried in irrigating rivulets
over the entire cultivable land . It was here in this delightful
but wild and remote spot, inclosed among rugged mountains
and at a distance of some fifteen miles from the ocean, that
the next mission of Alta California was to be founded. This
establishment was one of those contemplated and provided for
by the viceroy and visitador-general in their recent instructions and was to be known as the mission of San Antonio
de Padua.
The place had first been seen by Governor Portola and
Father Crespi and their exploring party, on their way from
San Diego in search of Monterey, in 1769. When, after leaving the neighborhood of what subsequently became known as
San Luis Obispo and proceeding northwestward along the
coast, they found their progress barred by its rough and precipitous character, they turned northeastward for the purpose
(339)
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of crossing the mountains. After climbing the first ridge,
they descended into a little va1ley, which as a depression
in the very midst of the mountains the soldiers called "La
Hoya de la Sierra de Santa Lucia." Crespi on the other
hand, on account of the day on which they reached it being
that of the impression of the wounds of St. Francis, named it
Las Llagas and invoked the intercession of the seraphic saint
for the conversion of the natives. Of these there were several
rancherias scattered about, ,~ho were engaged in gathering
pine nuts. It was so pleasant a place that the travelers tarried several days, resting and recuperating; and the more
they saw of it the more they were pleased with it When
they resumed their march, instead of fo11owing the stream
and valley, which ran southeasterly, they ascended the heights
on the northeast and thus encountered more mountain traveling. In fact, upon reaching the summit, after another hard
climb, casting their eyes northeastward, in the direction they
desired to proceed, they saw mountain chains stretching out
before them in apparently endless succession-" a sad spectacle," said Crespi, "for poor travelers wearied and worn
out with the fatigues of so long a journey, with leveling
rough places and opening roads over hills, through thickets,
among shifting sands and across mar!.ihes." Besides the discouraging prospect, the cold on the summit was severe and
some of the soldiers began to suffer from scurvy, thus increasing the labors of the others. " All these considerations," continued Crespi, "oppressed our hearts; but considering the
object for which we had undertaken these labors, which was
the greater glory of God in the conversion of c;ouls and the
service of the kin~ whose dominions were to be thereby
extended, all were animated with a gladdening desire to press
forward, blessing our Lord and God, supplicating him for
health and success, and calling for intercession upon the most
holy patriarch, St. Joseph, our patron." 1
It was thus partly on account of its own beauty, and partly
on account of its contrast with the rough road by which it
• Palou, Noticias, II, 16o-168.
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had been approached and the still rougher road by which it
had been left, that the little valley in the mountains became
a favorite locality with the original pioneers . They talked
about it as travelers speak of an oasis in the desert. Attention
having thus been attracted to it, and the number and general
good character of the Indians in its neighborhood being favorable, it was chosen as the site of the first of the two missions that
had been ordered to be founded between Monterey and San
Buenaventura. And but little time was lost, after the choice
was made, in getting ready. Very soon after the arrival of
the ten new missionaries at Monterey and as soon as his other
manifold duties permitted, J un{pero set out for the spot so
chosen for the new mission and fully prepared to establish it.
He took with him Fathers Miguel Pieras and Buenaventura
Sitjar, two of the new arrivals, whom he had designated as
missionaries of the place; also an escort of seven soldiers,
three sailors and several Indian neophytes of Lower California, and carried likewise the necessary church furniture, ornaments and bells as well as tools and provisions. Arrived at
the chosen valley, whether it was the beautiful prospect which
he beheld that excited him or the delicious air which he
breathed or his own magnanimous spirit in contemplating so
many souls ripe for salvation, or whatever was the reason,
Jun{pero could scarcely contain himself. No sooner were the
mules unloaded than he caused the bells to be hung upon the
branches of the nearest tree and, himself immediately strikng them with great vigor, he cried out in a loud voice:
• Come, oh ye gentiles; come to the Holy Church; come to
he faith of Jesus Christ." Father Pieras, who stood by
Lnd was astonished at what he saw and heard, asked, "Why
Lll this ado? Is this the place where the church is to be
:>uilt? There are no gentiles within hearing . It is useless to
-ing the bells." But Junlpero replied," Let me alone; let me
:anburden my heart; and as for the bells, oh that they might be
1eard throughout the entire world, or at least by all the gentiles
: bat live in these mountains!"
And so he kept on ringing
,1111,7ith
all his might, calling the dwellers in the wilderness to
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the new life promised in the scriptures. \Vhen he had wearied his muscles and somewhat cooled his enthusiasm, he
turned to the foundation of the mission. By his directions a
great cross was constructed, blessed, adored, elevated and
fixed in the earth; a booth put up; an altar arranged: and
on the same day, July 14, l7i t, Junipero celebrated the
first mass; and a commencement was thus given to what
became in time a very populous establishment.
As soon as
the proper buildings were erected and the missionaries well
started in their labors, J unipero returned to San Carlos de
Monterey .
The next mission founded, after that of San Antonio de
Padua, was that of San Gabriel Arcangel in the middle o,---.,.••
the plain cast of what is now the city of Los Angeles . The
missionaries, deputed by J unipero to found this establishment, were Fathers Pedro Benito Cambon and Angel Somera
They were among the ten who had arrived at Monterey in
the San Antonio on May 21 . In accordance with the instructions which they there rec-::ived,they on July 7 re-embarked
on the San Antonio and proceeded to San Diego, in company
with Pedro Fages who since the withdrawal of Governor
Portola had been recognized as comandante of Alta California. From San Diego, having mana~ed after much trouble
to procure ten soldiers as an escort and the necessary train,
they on August 6 set out upon their march northwestward,
taking the same course which had been traveled by the expeditions of 1769 and 1770. At a distance of forty leagues from
San Diego they came to the place which had been fixed upon
as the site of the new mission . It was on the bank of a river,
which flowed through the midst of an extensive plain and
was known as Jesus de los Tcmblores, having been so named
by the first expedition on account of four severe earthquake
shocks experienced there on July :?8, 1769. Such was its
name as given by Father Crespi, but the soldiers called it
the Santa Ana; and by this latter name it is now known.
On its northerly bank there was at that time a large rancheria
of Indians , who received the expedition with great affability
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and provided it liberally with antelope meat and wild seeds.
They were so exceedingly hospitable that, according to Crespi,
they begged the travelers to remain and even offered, if they
would do so, to share their lands with them.1 But when
Cambon and Somera came to examine the place, they found
it unsuitable for a mission; and they therefore proceeded
some six leagues further northwestward to the valley of the
river now known as the San Gabriel. This valley, called that
of the San Miguel by the first expedition which had camped
there on July 30, 176g, and again on January 17, 1770, was
delightful, comparatively well-watered and had many trees,
brambles, vines and wild Castilian roses: Towards the northward, at a distance of some seven leagues, rose the lofty,
precipitous line of the Sierra. Towards the eastward the
mountains were more remote and apparently less rugged, but
with one pre-eminent peak overtopping all the others and
afterwards known as San Bernardino. Towards the southward and sweeping around towards the westward, where it
rose into a table land, stretched an undulating country, rich,
luxurious and unbroken in its gentle swells as far as the eye
could reach.
The accounts preserved of the foundation of these old missions all come from the missionaries themselves; and it seems
as if there had been an effort on their part in every case to
connect something extraordinary, wonderful or miraculous
with the story . The marvelous cross of Monterey had its
counterpart here at San Gabriel in a wonder-working picture
of the Virgin Mary. It appears, according to the account
thus received, that while the party lay encamped on the bank
of the river and was engaged in making its survey of the
ground, a great multitude of armed Indians, led by two separate chiefs, approached in warlike attitude and made hostile
demonstrations . At this, one of the fathers drew forth a
piece of canvas, containing a picture of the virgin; and no
sooner had the Indians beheld it than, as is averred, they all
---1 Palou,
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threw down their weapons and the chiefs, running forward,
cast their necklaces at its feet in token of absolute submission.
Not only this, but they invited all their neighbors to join with
them; and all, children as well as men and women, and each
bearing gifts, crc;)\vded around the holy image. Under the
changed circumstances, the survey proceeded and the mission
was established on a beautiful rise about half a league from
the river and with about the same ceremonies as the others.
The date of this foundation was September 8, 1771.1
The peace and good feeling thus established at San Gabriel
might have lasted for a long time, but for an outrage committed by a soldier upon the wife of one of the Indian chiefs.
The latter, desiring to avenge himself, gathered together all
the natives capable of bearing arms and made an attack upon
the soldier, who in company with another was guarding the
horses and cattle at a distance from the mission. The soldiers, seeing the Indians approach, seized their shields and
fire-arms. With the shields they turned aside the arrows
that were aimed at them and with the muskets fired and
killed the injured chief. The remainder of the Indians,
frightened at the discharge of the fire-arms and discouraged at
finding their weapons ineffective and their leader slain, immediately gave way and fled in disorder; and, fortunately for
the Spaniards, they did not again rally. But, as it was plain
that they felt deeply aggrieved and with reason, and that they
might therefore possibly make a new assault, it was deemed
prudent, instead of next proceeding to the foundation of the
mission of San Buenaventura as had been intended, to delay
it for the time being and with the missionaries and soldiers
designated for it augment the number of those at San Gabriel. This being determined upon and the proper arrangements made, Comandante Pedro Fages, taking along the culprit soldier so as to remove him from the sight of the Indians,
returned overland to Monterey. The cause of the disturbance
having been thus removed, efforts were made to re-attract the
natives, and with so much success that by degrees they began
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to come in. Before long they solicited baptism; and among
the first of those received into the bosom of the church was
the son of the dead chief.
By the spring of 1772 the converts at the older missions of
San Diego and Monterey had become so numeroqs that the
supplies brought up by the San Antonio were no longer
sufficient to feed them all. Want began to be felt and it
became so pressing at San Diego that the place was on the
point of being, and would have been, abandoned but for
speedy relief sent overland by a pack train from Monterey.
But while San Diego was thus relieved, Monterey itself began
to suffer and particularly so as the San Antonio, upon whose
cargo reliance had been had to replace the stores sent to San
Diego, did not arrive for months after the expected time.
Under these circumstances, Jun{pero called upon the Indians
for relief; and they cheerfully undertook to collect such seeds
and nuts as the wilderness afforded. But the most remarkable resource was that put to the test by Comandante Pedro
Fagell. About fifty leagues southeastward of Monterey and
near what is now San Luis Obispo, there was a well-watered
valley in which the previous expeditions, both on their way
northward and on their return southward, had noticed a great
many bears. These animals were so abundant that the place,
on account of them, was named and thenceforth known as the
"Canada de los Osos.''' Thither Fages now proceeded with
the greater number of his soldiers and went to work slaughtering and supplying the suffering people with bear-meat.'
By the help of these means of subsistence, aided by the
scanty provisions that were left, the milk of the cows and the
few garden vegetables that had been set out, the missions
managed to exist until the arrival of new supplies from
Mexico.
In August news reached Junipero of the arrival at San
Diego of the two ships, San Antonio and San Carlos. The
courier who brought the intelligence, also brought letters from
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the captains of the vessels, stating that they had attempted to
reach Monterey but that on account of violent winds they
had failed and would not again attempt it. This information
made it necessary for Jun{pero to proceed to San Diego and
confer with the captains in person. But he thought that,
while on his way thither, he might as well as not found a new
mission and t_hus accomplish several objects by one and the
same journey . In accordance with recent instructions, as will
be recollected, there were two missions to be founded between Monterey and San Buenaventura. One of these had
been established at San Antonio. It was determined that the
other should be located at or near the Cai\ada de los Osos,
the scene of Pedro Fages' exploits among the bears .
This place had been first seen by the exploring party of
Governor Portola and Father Crespi in September, 1769. As
they approached it from the south, they came to a valley of
oaks, having a small stream running through it flowing
among water-cresses and bordered by alders and willows.
In this valley was a rancheria of very friendly Indians, whose
captain had an immense wen growing on his neck; and on
this account the soldiers of the party called the place El
Buchon or The Man with the Wen; but Crespi, with the object
as he stated of naming a saint under whose intercession the
natives might be converted to the faith, called it San Ladislao. Thence the party proceeded a couple of leagues over a
very rough road into a narrow but rich valley called Cai'lada
de Santa Elena and thence into the beautiful valley, which on
account of the mult itude of bears seen there , as before stated,
was called and afterwards known as Cai'lada de los Osos or
Bear valley . These animals were so plent iful that they were
seen in troops and the ground in every direction was pawed
up by them in search of roots . The soldiers killed one;
another, which was only wounded , taught them that the sport
was dangerous . But, notwithstanding the bears, there were
many Indians in the neighborhood; and the place was deemed
a proper one for a mission .
Upon setting out from Monterey for the journey south-
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ward Junipero took along with him Father Jose Cavaller,
whom he had appointed missionary of the contemplated new
establish~ent.
Pedro Fages, the coinandante, accompanied
them with all the soldiers that could be spared. They proceeded first to the mission of San Antonio, where J unipero
was greatly pleased with the progress that had been made,
and thence twenty-five leagues further southeastward to the
valley that had thus been chosen as the locality of the next
m1ss1on. Upon reaching it they found a beautiful stream,
whose waters were remarkably clear and abundant enough to
irrigate the fields on both sides. Following this and carefully
examining the neighborhood, they came to a gently-rising
hill, which overlooked the landscape and afforded a charming
view of stream, meadows, hills and mountains. Only three
leagues distant, and within easy access by a hard, smooth and
level road, was the ocean. Here it was at once resolved to
found the new mission. Formal possession was accordingly
taken of the place by Junipero; a large cross hastily put
together, elevated and worshiped, and mass celebrated. Five
soldiers and two Lower California Indians were detailed to
guard the missionary. Thus hastily, on September I, 1772,
was founded the mission of San Luis Obispo de Tolosa.
The next day, Junipero and Fages having resumed their
journey, Father Cavalier and his soldiers betook themselves
to the construction of buildings and soon had huts and a
stockade erected, which though flimsy still for the time
answered all their purposes . There were at first no Indians
in the immediate neighborhood; but it was not long until
those of the regions round about began to make their appearance, and soon their visits to the new-comers became frequent.
They were very friendly and among other things very profuse
in their thanks for the slaughter recently made among the
bears. These fierce animals, they said, had been very destructive; and not a few of the Indians showed that they had been
lacerated and maimed by their terrible claws.
It was at this mission of San Luis Obispo, and not long
after its foundation, that the use of tiles for roofing purposes
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was first adopted in California. In the beginning the build•
ings erected for churches, as well as those ~rected for dwellings and barracks, were mere huts thatched with straw 01
reeds. The roof of the mission building here was of straw
This, as soon as the warm sun thoroughly dried it, becam«
very inflammai;
and, as it happ.d,
it was thrice set or
fire-the first
by the burning arrow of an incendiary
Indian and tw
fterwards in some manner unknown. Th«
loss thus occas1 ed anJ the danger of still further damag«
caused the missionaries to bethink themselves of how the}
could produce tiles; and, although no one had any previoui
knowledge of the art, they managed in a short time to man
ufacture those heavy, rough, half-cylindrical plates of hardburnt clay, which down to a comparatively recent period covered all the mission buildings from one end of the country tc
the other and are to be found, more or less perfect~ scatterec
among the debris of all those that have fallen into ruins. 1
From San Luis Obispo Father Junipero and Comandant«
Fages hastened on southeastward. As they passed along .th«
Santa Barbara Channel they were struck with the grea1
number of Indian towns they found; and at one place, whid
afterwards became the site of the mission of San Buenaven•
tura, they stopped and made a survey. Thence they pro
J unipero wai
ceeded to the mission of San Gabricl:..e
delighted, upon this his first visit to th~
with what hac
been done and with the bright prospect for the future affordec
as well by the magnificent location of the place as by th«
great numbers and apparent tractability of the surroundinE
native population. After a short stay at San Gabriel, the}
again got under way and on September 161 1772, reachec
San Diego. Arrived there, Junipero at once, without ever
taking time to rest, made his way to the ship San Antonie
and began expostulating with Captain Juan Perez about hii
failure to reach Monterey. The latter urged the lateness o
the season and the frequency and violence of the northerr
winter winds; but Junipero showed him how impossible i1
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would be to relieve the northern missions, except by his sailing thither with his cargo, and how his failure to do so would
involve their speedy abandonment . At the same time he
gently hinted that in such case Captain Perez would incur a
fearful responsibility. From these reasons passing to others,
which struck him as still more forcible and which to such a
character as his own would have been the most weighty of all,
Junipero set forth the great work in the service of the Lord
that had been initiated in those northern missions and assured
his hearer that God would certainly not suffer harm to befall
any one aiding in an undertaking so void of selfish considerations and so pious: It does not appear which of these arguments had most effect upon Captain Perez; but it is certain
that he changed his mind and immediately prepared to resume
his voyage for Monterey. Junipero at the same time arranged
an overland train for the same point; and a few days afterwards he had the satisfaction of seeing the San Antonio sail
and the train march; and from that moment he felt that the
threatened destruction of his northern labors was averted
and a great weight lifted from his mind.
\Vhile, however, the immediate wants of the missions were
thus provided for, there were other matters which gave Junipero great uneasiness and eventually obliged him to undertake a ·1ong and perilous journey. The principal of these
were: first, the withdrawal from America of the visitadorgeneral and the consequent loss of a great coadjutor; secondly, a change in the administration of Mexico and the
advent of a new viceroy whose policy, it seemed likely, would
be to neglect the northwest coast; and thirdly, a formal demand preferred by the order of Dominicans to be admitted
into equal participation with the Franciscans in the religious
management of California-a demand which, if acceded to
by the government, involved the probability and prospect of
introducing endless disagreements and distractions . Previous
to the recent arrivals J unipero had very little definite information in reference to any of these subjects . But now, upon
hearing more particularly the state of affairs, it appeared to
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him that there was serious ground of apprehension for the
continued prosperity, if not for the very existence, of the
entire spiritual conquest. The emergency seemed to him so
great that he called to his aid the other missionaries then
present at San Diego, of whom there were three, and seriously
and prayerfully discussed with them the situation and what
under the circumstances was best to be done. All agreed
that some one must at once proceed as the representative of
the Californian missions to Mexico; and it was plain to the
minds of his companions that Junipero, if it were possible for
him to undergo the journey, was the proper person. He
himself came at length to the same conclusion; and, as soon
as he did so, notwithstanding his advanced age and increasing infirmities and the risk to which he would thereby expose
his life, he immediately prepared himself and on October 20
set sail in the San Carlos for San Blas, where• he arrived on
November 4 1
The only person whom Junipero took along as a companion was an Indian boy of Monterey, one of the first whom
he had baptized there and who, though nothing more than a
body-servant, attracted much attention in Mexico as a specimen of the first fruits of Alta California. With this lad he
proceeded to Tepic and thence to Guadalajara.
At the latter
place both were stricken down with a fever, which in ·a short
time assumed so malignant a type that they were given up to
die. Junipero, in view of expected death, hastily made what
he supposed would be his final arrangements in this world
and then prepared for the last ceremonies of the church. As
for himself he seemed to have no concern, but he was greatly
grieved for his companion and especially for the bad effect
his death, so remote from his relatives and friends, might
produce upon the missi~n at Monterey. In a few days, however, the dangerous symptoms of the disease passed; and
before long both were able to continue their journey. At
Queretaro J unipero had a relapse or repetition of the previous symptoms; and now he thought surely he must succumb.
He again made himself ready for extreme unction; when a
1
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skillful physician,_a different and evidently an abler one than
the regular attendant, happening to be present asked to see
the dying man. Being introduced to the bed-side and taking Junipero by the pulse, he exclaimed, " And is this the
reverend father to whom the last sacrament is to be administered ? It might as well be administered to me. He is
not sick; he is a well man and may rise whenever he will."
And so upon experiment it proved.· There was of course
much wonder at what seemed to be so sudden a recovery;
but the explanation undoubtedly is that there had been a
mistake about the reality or severity of ·the sickness. Be this
as it may, Junipero, instead of receiving extreme unction and
paying the debt of nature, immediately rose from his bed
and in a few days afterwards resumed his journey to the city
of Mexico, which he reached on February 6, 1773, very tired,
very much reduced and very weak but otherwise sound and
in good spirits. 1
Upon his arrival at San Blas, and more fully upon his arrival at the college of San Fernando in the city of Mexico,
Junipero learned the particulars of the great changes that had
recently taken place and of which he had been only partially
informed previous to his voyage. It now appeared that the
twenty Franciscan missionaries, who had been sent to Lower
California in 177 I, did not arrive at Loreto until it was too late
to effect anything important. It had been intended to found
five new missions between Vellicata and San Diego; but by
the time the missionaries arrived there were no soldiers on
hand to act as guards, and the proposed foundations had
therefore to be given up and the friars distributed among the
old missions. About the same time, the viceroyalty of Mexico had passed from the hands of the Marques de Croix to
those of Antonio Maria Bucareli y Ursua; and the visitadorgeneral, Jose de Galvez, had been recalled to be promoted to
more important duties in Spain. Both De Croix and Galvez
had been deeply and sincerely interested in the_progress and
prosper\tY of California and their withdrawal could not be
otherwise than a misfortune. This was particularly the case
I
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in respect to Galvez, who in all his transactions connected witbt...
California had shown himself a man of very great ability and
very great zeal. In the long line of distinguished men whose
labors have helped to make up the history of the country, he
deserves and will always occupy a prominent place.
J unipero further learned that about the time of the occurrences just mentioned and partly on account of them, the
order of Dominicans of Mexico had made a demand to share
with the Franciscans in the spiritual conquest of California
These two orders, the former of which was usually known
among English-speaking people as Black Friars and the latter as Gray Friars, had always been to some extent rivals; and
it was doubtless on account of the eclat which Junipero had
gained by his labors for the Franciscans, that the Dominicans
turned their attention in the same direction. Whatever, however, might have been the moving cause, the Spanish government had no special reason to be partial; and it therefore
directed that the Dominicans should be allowed to take part
in the conquest. Negotiations had thereupon been opened
by the Dominicans with the college of San Fernando for the
purpose of being admitted to a joint possession of California.
But the Franciscans, being actuated with a wise policy and a
prudent foresight, declined to join or mix the rival orders, and
offered rather to give up all their claims to Lower California,
settled and regulated though it was, and devote themselves
entirely to the more remote wilderness beyond. The Dominicans did not hesitate to accept the proposition; and the arrangement was confirmed by royal decree on April 30, 1772. 1
All the above stated facts had been for some time known
in Lower California an<l dispatches containing the same
information had been forwarded to Alta California; but they
had not reached their destination at the time Junipero sailed
from San Diego . On account of these changes, Palou, the
Franciscan president of Lower California, had already made
arrangements to deliver over that province to the Dominicans
and had sent some of the supernumerary missionaries under
his jurisdiction to Alta California, while othe::rs had returned
1
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to Mexico. But these were matters of very inconsiderable
importance in comparison with another, which Junipcro now
found himself called upon to meet. This was the proposed
abandonment of the port of San Blas, which was seriously
contemplated by the new viceregal government and which, if
carried into effect, would have rendered future communication between Mexico and Alta California impracticable and
doubtless involved the destruction of all that had been done .
Altogether, affairs, as Junipero gathered up the various strands
and threads, presented a very different aspect from that which
they had prev iously worn; and it now became manifest that,
whatever he and his companions at San Diego may have
thought of the propriety of his journey to Mexico, it was not
only by far the best thing but very likely it was the only thing
that could have been done to save the country .
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NTONIO MARIA BUCARELI Y URSUA, the new
viceroy of Mexico, however little he at first knew about
Alta California and however damaging his intended policy of
abandoning the port of San Blas would have been to the new
settlements, was a man of quick perceptions,- of sincerity and
honesty of purpose and of great energy; and he proved, as
soon as informed of all the facts and circumstances, to be one
of the firmest and fastest friends that the country ever had.
He undoubtedly understood that the general policy of the
reigning king was to pre-occupy all the northwest coast and
thereby exclude other nations from interference with it; but
he did not at first know how this policy was to be carried
out or how the desired objects would be best promoted.
In
this state of facts nothing, perhaps, could have been more
fortunate for him than to find such an advocate of the northwest as Junipero; and nothing on the other hand could have
been more fortunate for Junipero and the northwest than to
find such a patron as Bucareli.
Junipero almost immerliately upon his arrival at Mexico,
having first received the blessing of his titular superior the
father guardian of the college of San Fernando, proceeded
to the viceregal palace. Being- kindly received there by
Bucareli, he forthwith, in an open, straight-forward and confiding but at the same time zealous manner, stated the objects
of his visit and the circumstances under which he had been
induced to make it. Upon such a subject and in such an audi(354)
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ence J unipero could not be otherwise than eloquent; and Bucareli was so favorably impressedwlth the man and so forcibly
struck with his arguments th~t he answered that he would do
everything he consistently could for the benefit of the conquest represented by him. He thereupon suggested to Junipero to put in writing the main points of what he considered
necessary to be done, both with regard to the temporal and
the spiritual welfare of Alta California. J unipero replied
that he would do so, but that there were two subjects which
required immediate attention: one was the supply of the
missions that had received nothing from Mexico for many
months, and the other was the preservation of the port of San
Blas as the only one whence it was practicable to succor the
northwest coast. Bucareli rejoined that so far as concerned
the relief of the missions, supplies should at once be forwarded; and that, so far as concerned San Blas, if Junipero
would note down his reasons for the continuance of a port at
that place, they should receive immediate and serious consideration. Junipero thereupon retired for the purpose of drawing up his statement in reference to San Blas; and Bucareli
proceeded to send off orders for the immediate preparation,
lading and dispatch for Monterey of the San Carlos, which
still lay at the port of San Blas. These orders being promptly
obeyed, the vessel was soon on the way. It was now under
the command of Juan Perez, the same who had passed so
many tin.es in the San Antonio forwards and backwards from
port to port. But unfortunately Pe_rez was not, upon this
voyage, as lucky as usual. Soon after spreading his sails he
met with bad weather. Instead of getting out to sea and
doubling Cape San Lucas, he was driven. up the gulf and
compelled to unload at Loreto. From that point there was
no means of conveyance, or none in any respect practicable,
to the remote missions in the northwest; so that, although
sufficient effort was made and duly appreciated for its relief,
Alta California in fact received no succor; and for upwards of
eight months its missionaries and soldiers were reduced to
very great straits.'
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As soon as Junipero had prepared his statement in reference to San Blas, setting forth the reasons why the port ancl
governmental department connected therewith should not be
abandoned , he handed it to Bucareli, who was so much
pleased that he forwarded it to Madrid. The result manifested itself afterwards in a royal order not only for the continuance of the port but also for the establishment of the
department on a much more complete and solid basis than
ever before. New officers were named and provision made
for their support and the support of the department
And
that there might be no questio·n as to what the government
intended, an important part of the new arrangement was that
it should be carried into effect as soon as possible, which was
accordingly done. In all these respects Junipero could not
have succeeded better or gained more entirely the object for
which he strove .
In his other and more extensive statement, Junipero set
forth, under thirty-two separate heads, the main points of
what he considered necessary to secure the safety and prosperity of Alta California He entered minutely into the subject and produced a document which exhibited a remarkable
degree of ability as a man of business. Bucareli was so much
edified that he was completely won to the cause; and, to use
the words of Palou, he at once became its advocate and patron
as well as its judge. He called together his council and presented to it the different propositions, one after the other;
and, when the vote came to be taken, he and all with great
unanimity were in favor of the conquest and conceded almost
everything that J un!pero asked.
' One of the matters of most immediate concern was the settlement of the relations between the missionaries and the military authorities Under ordinary circumstances, in the occupation and settlement of a new country inhabited by savages,
it might have been expected that the military department
would be recognized as the dominant power; and to some
extent at least its claim to general control had been made
and acted on by Pedro Fages, the comandante of Monterey.
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But Junipero insisted that the conquest of California was a
spiritual one and that the military should be subordinate
to the missionary authority. There had already been several
petty
disputes arising out of this conflict of claims, sufficient
to show that Fages was not disposed to be as compliant and
submissive
as the missionaries desired; and among the very
first of Junipero's demands therefore was that Fages should
be removed.
To give color to the demand it was charged
that
his government was harsh, immoral. and calculated to
cause
desertions, and that in many ways he had interfered
vvith and thwarted the progress of the conquest. Whether
t:.here was any truth in the charges or not, it was certain that
t.he proper kind of harmony did not exist; and it was thereC'e>re resolved that Fages should be superseded.
It was also in the same connection resolved that if any
missionary
should charge any soldier at a mission with bad
c::=onduct and demand his removal, the new comandante to
be appointed, should at once, and without inquiring into the
c:::::harge, )'.emove him to the presidia . Another resolution was
that
the missionaries should have the government, manager'"Jlent, punishment and education of the Indians, baptized or
t:.o be baptized, and exercise the same power of control over
"'t:hem that a father has a right to exercise over his children .
.::Jl(n addition to these resolutions, it was provided that property
--=1.nd letters intended for the missionaries should be kept and
Eorwarded separately from those of the military department;
.and
special instructions \~ere to be given that the comandante
~hould
not open, meddle with or delay the correspondence
-c::,f the missionaries, that their letters should be free and that
~henever
a mail or courier was about to be dispatched ample
...-iotice should ·be given to them beforehand.
Another important series of orders, asked for by Junipero
.;;and conceded by Bucareli and his council, was that, for cul~ivating
mission lands and securing harvests, young men
~ualified 'to conduct and teach farming might be enlisted in
the neighborhood of San Blas and distributed among the
-.nissions, as many as six to each one; that they should
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receive salaries and rations like sailors; that they should not
be removed or interfered with by the comandante, and that
they should be allowed to remain after the first year if satisfied, otherwise to return at their option to San Blas. Two
blacksmiths with forges and the necessary iron were also to
be provided and two carpenters, one of each for Monterey
and neighborhood and the other for San Diego and neighborhood. It was likewise provided that some of the neophyte
families of Lower California, if willing to go, might be distributed among the new missions for the purpose of assisting
in labor and affording an example of Christian conduct to
the gentiles. Ornaments and vestments, wanting at several
of the missions, were to be supplied, and also two bells as
directed by the king for such missions as were not as yet
provided.
It was likewise resolved that suppltes furnished at
San Blas should be properly inspected, measured and packed
and a stop put to dishonest and fraudulent practices, which
had become too frequent there; and that a full set of sealed
measures should be furnished to each of the missions. The
cattle intended for the new establishments were to be placed
under the charge of the missionaries, so that they might be
well cared for aF1d their milk utilized for the maintenance of
the new Christians. A surgeon was also to be provided in
the place of Pedro Prat, who had died.
The matter of the military establishment, which under the
circumstances was one of difficulty, was referred by Bucareli
and the council to Juan.Jose Echeveste, who had been an
officer in the department at San Blas and was familiar with
the subject, for the purpose of formulating a reglamento or
system fitted to the surroundings.
Echeveste presented his
plan and it was adopted.
It provided for a comandante,
subordinate to the governor of the Californias, a sergeant,
two corporals, twenty-two soldiers, two carpenters, two blacksmiths, four muleteers and a storekeeper at Monterey; two
sergeants, two corporals, twenty-two soldiers, two carpenters,
two blacksmiths and a storekeeper at San Diego, and five
corporals and twenty-five soldiers for the five missions of
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Alta California . It further provided for a governor of the
Californias, who, it was understood, was to reside at Loreto,
and a lieutenant, sergeant, three corporals, thirty soldiers
and a commissary in Lower California; also for the proper
officers and support of the commissary department, ship-yard
and arsenal at San Blas, and for the officers. crews and current expenses of three vessels. The estimated annual cost of
the establishment for Alta California was $38,385; for Lower
California $16,450; for the San Blas department $29,646, and
for the fleet $34,037; or in all $118,518. The salfries of all
the Californian officers and employees, however, except the
governor and commissaries, were to be paid in goods, which
were to be furnished in Alta California at an advance of one
hundred and fifty per centum on the original cost and in
Lower California at an advance of one hundred per centum.
As articles that cost a certain price at San Blas were furnished at double that price at Loreto and two and a h.ilf
times that price at Monterey, the amount of money actually
required was only about one-half the nominal sum . To
meet this, there was an annual sum of $33,000, which the
king in 1772 when providing for all the presidios of the
northern frontier had ordered to be paid out of the royal
treasury at Guadalajara for the support of California; and
the remainder was to be made up partly from the receipts of
certain salt-works in the neighborhood of San Blas, which
had been assigned to California and were supposed to amount
to some $25,000 annually, partly from the produce of the
pious fund, which after paying- the salaries of missionaries
was expected to yield some $10,000 annually, and the balance from the royal treasury .
In addition to the resolutions and reglamento, which Junipero had thus managed to procure and which were to constitute for a time at least the code of the new province, he
succeeded in having the salaries of the missionaries increased
from three hundred and fifty to four hundred dollars, so that
each mission wa,; to receive eight hundred instead of seven
hundred dollars per annum; and he also succeeded in pro-
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curing from the viceroy a large contribution of clothing,
provisions and other supplies amounting in value · to over
twelve thousand dollars and a hundred mules to be distributed among the missions .1
The matter of next importance that engaged the attention
of Bucareli was the communication between Alta California
and Mexico . J unipero had asked in his statement or memorial that Juan Bautista de Anza, captain of the presidio of
Tubae on the northern frontier of Sonora, might be author rized to open as he had offered to do a road from there to
Monterey. Upon looking into the subject , Bucareli concurred . It became apparent to him that the passage by sea,
with such vessels as were then used , was more or less uncertain. If one of them should be delayed, even for a short time,
there would be trouble; and, if lost, the consequences might
be serious. Such being the case, it appeared very plain that
a road, if at all practicable , ought to be opened forthwith
between the new province and Sonora; so that, in case of a
disaster at sea, relief might be furnished overland . Nothing
further was required . Bucareli at once sent word to Anza to
open the proposed road ; and Anza, who appears to have
been as active and prompt a captain as Bucareli was a viceroy, as soon as he could do so, collect ed the necessary soldiers
and supplies and started off northwestward through the sands
and deserts upon his appointed expedition .
There \\'as apparently little or nothing more that could
have been done for Californ ia. But the zeal and warmth of
Junipero had so fired the kindred spir it of Bucareli as to
insp ire him with a desire to go beyond all that had been ,mggested and accomplish results that should be glorious. He
conceived that this might be done by making voyages of discovery and ~xploration into the far northwest and extending
the dominion of the Spanish arms and the faith of the Spanish church into all the immense and as yet comparatively
unknown regions beyond Mendocino.
He mentioned his
thought to Junipero and at the same t ime stated that , if he
1
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had
a vessel, he would send it off immediately upon a prelimi Tiary survey to ascertain the condition of those regions and
,...,here
a settlement could best be planted to secure them .
J unfpero answered that the vessel which was shortly to sail
r<>r Monterey would be at the service of his excellency for
the
proposed survey as soon as its cargo should be unloaded;
.aa.nd that, if he so desired, he might put it in commission for
~entice
beyond Monterey at once. Bucareli, without hesitat:. ion, gave the necessary orders to that effect and thus initiated
a i:iew series of Spanish voyages of discovery, some
c::>f ,vhich in their spirit and heroic effort resemble those of
C:::abrillo and Viscaino. Arrangements for the first of these
....._,oyages and for shipping to the missions having been com:E=)leted, J unipero prepared for his return to California. Upon
taking
leave of his brethren of the college of San Fernando,
~e
embraced and kissed the feet of all; begged that they
..........vouldpardon the example his short-comings had given them,
--=-nd asked their prayers and benediction, as they should see
:Jt-:tim no more. He then, in company with Father Pablo Mu~artegui,
set off for San Blas.
There were at that time at San Blas two ships, one the
San
Antonio and the other a smaller vessel, just built there,
c:::::alled the Santiago. The first was laden and sailed with
::s;;.upplies for San Diego . The second was laden and sailed
~ith
supplies for Monterey on January 24, 1774, having on
""'11::::x,ard
Junfpero and Mugartegui, also a commissary or store=--.ceeper for Monterey, a surgeon with his family, three black~miths
with their families and three carpenters. It was the
-ia. ntention of this vessel upon leaving San Blas to proceed
~irectly
to its destination, without stopping on the way; but,
:a nstead of doing so, it ran in to San Diego, where it arrived
~n
March 13. At that place Junipero, learning that there
.31:--iad been much suffering on account of want of supplies,
~esolved
instead of prosecuting the remainder of his journey
"11:::>y
sea to proceed overland, so as to visit the missions of San
c::::::iabriel, San Luis Obispo and San Antonio; and, as he did
~,(), he relieved their necessities and rejoiced over the stead-
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fa~tness they had shown and the progress they had made
during his absence. He also had the satisfaction of meeting
Juan Bautista de Anza, the captain of the presidio of Tubae,
who was then on his way back from Monterey, having opened
a road in accordance w.ith the directions given h'im by Bucareli from Sonora to that place.
Anza, according to Palou, had inherited the zeal which he
exhibited for this service. His fat~er, who had li~ewise been
a captain of a frontier prcsidio of Sonora, had for many years
taken a deep interest in the old project, originally conceived
by Kino, of opening a communication between Sonora and,
California around the head of the gulf. During his lifetime
however, nothing important towards the accomplishment of
that object had been done. After the father's death, the son
manifested equal and even greater enthusiasm for the project.
In 1769, when the expeditions by land and sea for San Diego
and Monterey were preparing in Lower California, he offered
to conduct a separate expedition to the same places from
Sonora. The visitador-general, however, did not see proper
to accept his proposition. In 1773, after San Diego and
Monterey had both been occupied, he renewed his offer; and
Bucarcli, feeling a5 he did upon the subject and having first
consulted Father J unipero and also obtained authority from
the king to pay the expense out of the royal treasury, ordered
the expedition . Anza at once prepared to set out; but just
as he was about starting, the Apaches stoic his horses and
killed some of his men. This delayed him for a time. But, as
it happened, the delay was not altogether unfortunate.
While
he was engaged in supplying his losses, a Lower Californian
Indian, called Sebastian Tarabal, a native of Santa Gertrudis
who had been in Alta California, was brought to him. This
man had been one of the Indians who accompanied the first
expedition to San Diego and ha<l afterwards gone back to
and returned from Lower California . He had been employed
at San Gabri~! but in August, 1773, deserted together with his
wife and a Lower Californian companion . Upon flying from
San Gabriel they had, for the purpose of avoiding capture,
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gone out into the desert, where his wi_feand countryman died.
He himself managed to survive and finally reached the Colorado river and was thence taken to Anza at Altar, who received
him as a sort of providentially-sent guide for the journey he
was about to undertake.
•
Anza got under way from Altar on January 8, 1774 He
was accompanied by Fathers Francisco Garces and Juan
,Diaz, Franciscan missionaries of the college of Santa Cruz de
Queretaro, twenty soldiers and the guide Sebastian, and had
a large train of horses and cattle. According to his estimate,
it was ninety leagues from Altar to the junction of the Colorado and Gila rivers; and it took him a month to reach it.
There he found the banks of the rivers thickly populated with
Indians, who seemed comparatively civilized. They possessed many horses, which they had obtained from Sonora,
and cultivated plentiful harvests of maize, wheat, beans, pumpkins and melons. They manifested so friendly a disposition
that Anza resolved to leave there some of the cattle and
some of the worn-out beasts of burden and a few soldiers to
keep charge of them until his return. Then, crossing the
rivers, he with the main body of his men and animals struck
out into the sands of the desert, led by Sebastian. They
wandered about for some time, suffered much from thirst and
•made very slow progress, but finally reached the greener lands
of the west where there were water and pasture; and on
March 22 they arrived at the mission of San Gabriel. All
were in good health; but their stock of provisions was exhausted; and, as they happened to arrive when there were no
supplies at San Gabriel, they were compelled to wait until
succor came from San Diego before their necessities could be
properly supplied.
At San Gabriel, Anza waited until April 10 with the expectation of meeting Father J un(pero, who was then daily
looked for. But Junfpero was detained at San Diego . Under
the circumstances, Anza, with a portion of his company continued his journey to Monterey, remained there three days,
and on his way back met and conferred with Junfpero, as
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before stated. He then hurried on to San Gabriel and, without loss of time, started off on his return to Sonora. Fages
sent along six of the l\lonterey soldiers for the purpose of
learning the route as far as the Colorado river. Upon arriving at that place it was found that the Indian!> of the neighborhood, who had before appeared so friendly, were treacherous and had made several attempts to steal the animals left
there in charge of a guard the previous February. They also
attacked, though without success, the Monterey soldiers as
they were setting out on thdr return. Anza meanwhile continued on to Altar and from that place proceeded to Mexico
for the purpose of giving an account of his expedition to the
viceroy.'
In the meanwhile, and curing Jun{pero's absence in Mexico,
the Lower California missions had been turned over to the
Dominicans. Eighteen missionaries of that order had arrived
at Loreto .on May 12, 1773; and almost immediately the formalities of delivery had taken place. Of the Franciscans, who
had by this change been released from service there, some
had returned to Mexico; but eight had been chosen to assist
in the spiritual conquest of Alta California. These were
Fathers Francisco Palou, who had been president of the missions since 1769, Fermin Francisco de Lasuen, Jose Murguia,
Juan Prestamero, Gregorio Amurrio, Vicente Fuster, Migud
de la Campa Cos and Pedro Benito Cambon. Palou and De
la Campa Cos had been at Loreto at the time of the arrival
of the Dominicans and the latter was left there temporarily,
with the title of president, to look after the interests of the
Franciscans an<l settle disputes. Palou, on his part, started
for Alta California and on the road, passing by the missions
of Mulcgc, Guadalupe, San Ignacio, Santa Gertrudis and
Borja, was joined by Murguia, Prestamero, Amurrio and
Lasuen. He was also joined by Sergeant Jose Francisco de
Ortega an<l a company of soldiers, who had been detailed by
Governor Fages to escort him and his companions to their
destination.
1
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The party on July 13 reached San Fernando de Vellicata,
they found Fathers Fuster and Cambon. The last
"'-Vas left there to look after matters of importance and intere::st, much as De la Campa Cos had been left at Loreto; and
the other six resumed their journey on July 21. They were
~ccompanied
by Ortega with fourteen soldiers and six famiIies of Indians, three from Santa Gertrudis and three from
~orja.
At the end of about two weeks they met Fathers
-Antonio
Paterna of San Gabriel ~nd Tomas de la Pefia Sar~via of San Diego, who had been notified of their approach
~nd had come out to assist them along. On August 19 they
:reached the Arroyo de San Juan Bautista, about fifteen
:aeagues south of San Diego, which had been fixed on as the
c:lividing line between the Dominicans and Franciscans, or
"lbetween what began to be known as Antigua or Old and
::t,lueva or New California, afterwards more generally desig~ated_as Baja or Lower and Alta or Upper California. There
"they erected a great cross of alderwood, with the inscription:
- ' Division de las Misiones de N uestro Padre Santo Domingo
~ de Nuestro Padre San Francisco: Ano de 1773-Division
"htween the missions of our Father St. Dominic and of our
:Father St. Francis: year 1773." As the cross was raised, they
""""'Worshiped
and with extraordinary joy chanted the Te Deum
laudamus,
thankful for thus safely reaching the land of their
c::lestination and future labors. On July 30 they arrived at San
:::Diego. There Palou found that he had been appointed to
.act as president of the new missions during the absence of
_Jun{pero . In this capacity he immediately began gathering
::5tatistics for a report on ·the condition of affairs and making
-.. new distribution of missionaries to the different establish~ents.
On September 26 he left San Diego; and, after mak~ng a few stoppages at missions along the road, he reached
:Monterey on November 14 At San Luis Obispo he left the
:Lower Californian Indian families and was joined by Gov~mor Fages, who had come to meet him. A league out from
~onterey he was met by Father Crespi. As he passed over
1'rom Monterey to San Carlos, all the populace turned out;
'Hhere
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there was great rejoicing, and not the least happy was Palou
himself, who thus at length found himself in the spot to which
his thoughts for years had been directed and where he hoped
and expected to labor the remainder of his life.1
On May 11, 1774, five months after Palou's arrival at Monterey, J un{pero returned from Mexico. He had heen absent
nearly two years. He had labored hard and accomplished ....IE..
much for California; had, by the influence he had been able~
to exert with Bucareli, rendered it possible for the spiritual J conquest to go on without any great risk of failure; and he~
now returned, .according to his language to his brethren at San ~
Fernando in Mexico, to leave California no more forever. His ;;;;;e_-_
arrival was of course the occasion of celebration and thanks- giving, and particularly so as there had been, for upwards or-=""
a month before, much suffering for want of provisions. Palou
wrote that he had lived thirty-seven days without a tortilla
or morsel of bread and subsisted only on a few grou.i:td peas
or beans mixed with milk and a little coffee in the mornings
instead of chocolate, while the Indians had been obliged to seek
the beach at Monterey and eke out an existence by what they
could pick up. But this state of destitution had already been
relieved by the Santiago, which had sailed into port two days
previously; and in a short time everything was in its normal
state again.
The captain of the Santiago. as has been stated, was Juan
Perez, the same who had previously commanded the San
Antonio. He had been directed by Bucareli, after unloading
his Monterey cargo, to proceed into the northwestern seas and
survey the coast to as high a latitude as he could conveniently
reach before the bad weather could be expected to set in. He
immediately prepared himself for this service; and Junipero,
in compliance with a request of the viceroy that missionaries
should be sent along, named Fathers Juan Crespi and Tomas
Peret:
de la Pctia Saravia to accompany the expedition.
sailed from Monterey on June 11, 1774, and returned on
August 27. He sailed as far north as latitude 55° and dis' Palou, Noticias, I, 240-270.
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covered the large island now known as Queen Charlotte, which
he called Santa Margarita. Sailing southeasterly from that
point, he surveyed the coast and found many roadsteads; and
the whole country seemed populous. At one point, which
appears to have been that now known as N ootka Sound on
the west coast of Vancouver Island, he attempted to land and
erect a cross; but sudden winds came on which put him in
so much danger that he ran out as soon as possible and made
no second attempt.
He had, however, some intercourse with
the Indians, numbers of whom came out in immense wooden
canoes and bartered various articles of their handiwork,
especially wooden ware beautifully carved, hair blankets and
mats and hats made of bark, for pieces of iron. These Indians
were friendly, of manly forms, and most of them clothed
with skins or blankets. The women were decently covered
and of good appearance, except that every one including
even the girls had her lower lip slit and a disk of wood so
inserted that by a simple movement of the lip she could
cover and conceal her mouth and nostrils.•
Upon receiving an account of what had thus been accomplished, Bucareli, apparently dissatisfied with the result, gave
immediate orders for a second expedition.
This was to advance further; and, if a port should be found, it was directed
that immediate possession should be taken of it. For this
expedition he appointed two vessels: the Santiago, which had
returned to San Blas, and a schooner called the Sonora. He
named Bruno de Heceta as commander of the ship and Juan
Francisco de la Bodega y Quadra as commander of the
schooner. The college of San Fernando at Mexico, at the
viceroy's suggestion, appointed Fathers Miguel de la Campa
Cos and Benito Sierra to accompany them. These vessels
sailed from San Blas about the middle of March, 1775. After
being driven about for some time by contrary winds, they
reached the latitude of 41 ° north and then ran in for the
purpose of procuring water. They there found a tolerably
~oo<l port and on June 1 1, 1775, took formal possession;
1
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celebrated the mass; set up a cross; sang the Te Deum, anc::.- J::!
gave it the name of Santisima Trinidad. Sailing thence the~
- ~
ran up to ·about latitude 47°- north and anchored in a spa .-==-cious and beautiful roadstead; and the next day, July 1 •IS=
=1,
0
Heceta and one of the fathers landed and planted a cross o.the beach, but were prevented from going through the usua.E=Zi-:al
ceremonies of taking possession by the violence of the sura. ..w:::::f.
Sailing on towards the north, the vessels on July 30 separate~
_d
and did not come together again until they met at Montere~
The Santiago proceeded northward as far as 49½ 0 and them:
- 1
ttuning around ran down to Monterey, which it reached or.- ~•
Augl!li.t 29 with almost all its crew down with scurv~
1
Heceta afterwards claimed that on August 17, upon hi:.. •
return voyage, he had discovered the mouth of a great rive: ~ -==:
1
to which he gave the name of Rio de San Roque, and that i:- •
was in fact the mouth of the Columbia. But it is plain thar ~
he did nothing more at best than notice that there•were stron~
I
currents and the likelihood of a great river or important pas- :e zG
sage. It is certain he did not enter the opening; nor is h~
~
under the circumstances entitled to any credit as the discov--~
erer of the river. 1
Bodega y Quadra, on his part, continued in the schoone~
~
. Sonora to pursue the objects of the expedition; and, runnin~
up as far as latitude 58° north, he discovered the spacious and.Jlii'E
~
excellent port of Sitka, called by him Puerto de Nuestr~·
Senora de los Remedios, where he landed, erected a cro ...cC?' ;;
and took formal possession. From that point, upon gettin~
to sea again, the winds drove him southward to about the - ~
latitude of 55°, where he discovered a large strait entering
~
inland. He was unable on account of the advance of the
~
season to examine it fully; but from what he could see he
made up his mind that, if any passage from the Pacific to
the Atlantic Ocean existed, that was it. He therefore in
honor of the \'iceroy named it Paso de Bucareli or Bucareli's
Passage, and sailed on. Proceeding thence southward, he on
October _, discovered and ran into a bay. about four leagues
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north of Point Reyes, which then received and still bears the
name of Bodega. After a short stay at that place and running some danger of losing his vessel, he again gained the
open sea and on October 7 reached Monterey. Eight days
afterwards Bodega y Quadra and every one of his crew went
over to the mission of San Carlos at the river Carmel, where
joining in confession and mass they returned thanks for the
happy outcome of their voyage.
Father Junipero in the meanwhile, after his return from
Mexico in May, 1774, had devoted himself energetically to
his apostolic duties. The then recent supplies having furnished him with provisions and clothing in abundance, he
soon managed to collect a great number of natives; and baptisms were frequent. But what he could thus effect by no
means sufficed to satisfy his ardent zeal. He had not founded
a new mission for several years. The new regulations provided that there should be no other establishments started
until such time as the government could furnish the necessary soldiers; but there was a saving clause in favor of one or
two, if it should be found that soldiers could be spared from
the presidios and missions already established. Acting upon
this proviso and actuated by his irrepressible spirit, Junipero
soon determined to found a new mission, to be called San
Juan Capistrano, at a point on the coast about twenty -six
leagues north of San Diego. He accordingly treated with
Fernando de Rivera y Moncada, ~vho had just superseded
Pedro Fages in the office of comandante, and, arranging with
him for eight soldiers to be chosen from Monterey and San
Diego, assigned Fathers Fermin Francisco de Lasuen and
Gregorio Amurrio and sent them off to commence the new
establishment.
These fathers with the Mcnterey soldiers
procee:ded to San Gabriel, where Amurrio stopped for the
time ~eing; while Lasuen went on to San Diego and, procuring the San Diego soldiers, returned with them to the site of
the proposed new mission . There on Octobt!r ,30, 1775, a
grand cross was erected and the first mass celebrated . A
few days afterwards Amurrio arrived frdtn San Gabriel and
24
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everything seemed to be going on prosperously, when a courier arrived from San Diego with the melancholy intelligence
of the murder of Father Luis Jayme of that place and the
burning of the mission. This at once broke up the new
establishment; and the fathers , as well as the soldiers, proceeded without delay to San Diego , where they found the
sad intelligence but too true. 1
Luis Jayme was a countryman of Junipero and with Father
Vicente Fuster had charge of the mission of San Diego.
That mission had been removed in 1774 from the original
site on the north of the bay opposite the anchorage and near
the presidio to a cultivable spot in the valley of the San
Diego river about two leagues distant . There were at the
time a number of neophyte~, two of whom, however, had
apostatized . These, leaving the mission, had gone into the
neighboring hills and mountains and incited the wild tribes
to attack the establishment and if possible destroy it. On
the night of November 4, 1775, the Indians to the number of
eight hundred proceeded to the mission and immediately
commenced an assault. The only soldiers then there were a
corporal and three privates . Beside these there were the two
missionaries, a blacksmith named Romero. two carpenters and
two little hoys, son and nephew of Jose Francisco de Ortega ,
the commander of the presidio , who had gone off to San
Juan Capistrano . In a short time after the attack com menced Father Luis Jayme, seeing a large body of Indians,
approached them with the customary salutation, " Amad a
Dios, hijos-Love God, children;" but instead of answering
they seized him; car ried him some distance ; tore off his robes,
and beat him to death with their clubs . At the same time
other Indians guarded the houses of the neophytes so that
they could not assist the Spaniards; others attacked the
house where the blacksmith and carpenters were; and still
others the house where Father Fuster, the soldiers and the
boys defended themselves. The blacksmith sallied forth,
sword in hand. against the assailants; but was soon struck
1
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down by the arrows of the Indians. One of the carpenters
was fatally wounded as he lay sick; and the other, seizing a
musket, fought his way to the house of the soldiers. There
the battle raged with greatest fury; for while the soldiers on
the one hand fought with fire-arms the Indians on the other,
besides discharging clouds of arrows, set fire to the thatched
roofs which immediately flamed up with an immense blaze.
It fortunately happened, however, that there was a smaU
house near by, constructed of adobes and with a few sticks or
boughs only by way of roof. To this the Spaniards removed
with their arms and munitions. There, the only danger to
be anticipated from the flames was the ignition of the gunpowder. But this was etf.!ctually guarded against by Father
Fuster, who spread over it the ample folds of his sacerdotal
robe. The Indians, finding they could not with all their
efforts dislodge the Spaniards, attempted to overwhelm them
with burning brands and pieces of adobes thrown in upon
them and in this way continued the fight until morning;
when finally, picking up their dead and wounded, they
marched off and left the little handful of Spaniards in possession of their defenses. They seemed convinced that the
Spaniards were invincible and made! no attempt to renew the
attack.
As soon as the enemy thus retired, the neophytes came up.
They said that the enemy had threatened them with death
if they left their houses, and had thus prevented them from
coming sooner. Father Fuster immediately sent one of them
to carry notice of what had taken place to the presidia and
directed the others to search for Father Jayme, of whose fate
he was still ignorant . They soon returned with Jayme's
body, which they had found in the bed of the creek not far
off. It was entirely stripped of clothing, covered with blood,
and beaten and bruised and pierced with arrows from head
to foot. Father Fuster wrote that only the consecrated hands
remained untouched. It ,...-asalso said of the carpenter, Urselino, that when he received his fatal wound he exclaimed,
"Ah, Indian, thou hast killed me-God pardon thee;" and it
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was added that he continued in the same forgiving and Christian spirit up to the time of his death five days afterwards.
Nor was this all. Desiring to return good for evil and even
after his death benefit those who had murdered him, he made
a will and left all his property, which was not inconsiderable,
to the Indians of the mission; thus exhibiting, according to
Palou, a heroism well worthy a true disciple of Jesus Christ. 1
As soon as possible, after the finding of Jayme's dead body,
it as well as that of Romero the blacksmith and the wounded
Urselino were placed upon litters and, with the help of the
neophytes, removed to the presidio. The corporal and three
soldiers were also more or less wounded but not seriously.
Father Fuster had not entirely escaped; but his injuries were
not enough to prevent
him following the melancholy proces1
sion on foot. At the presidio, arrangements were made for
the burial of the dead and care of the wounded; and then a
messenger was dispatched to carry the sad tidings northward.
It was the arrival of this messenger and his startling news
that interrupted the foundation of the mission of San Juan
Capistrano, as already related. Thence the messenger proceeded further northward and at length reached Monterey.
Father Junipero upon being informed of what had taken
place, regarding Jayme as a martyr and his death to be
envied, exclaimed,'' Thanks be to God, the soil is at length
watered: now, surely, will follow the reduction of the Dieguinos ." He then directed the proper religious honors and ceremonies of respect to be paid to the memory of the murdered
missionary and made arrangements to proceed as soon as
possible in person to the scene of the disturbances.
Comandante Rivera y Moncada, on his part, almost immediately
marched with all the soldiers that could be spared and on
January 3, I 776, reached San Gabriel. There on the succeeding day he met Juan Bautista de Anza at the head of a
considerable number of soldiers and settlers, wh0m he had
just brought up, on this his second expedition from Sonora
to California. The new-comers were on their way, under the
1

Palou. Vida, 176-184; Noticias, IV, 118-127.
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:instructions of Bucareli, to found a settlement at San Fran<:isco; but, on account of the disaster at San Diego, Anza first
accompanied Rivera y Moncada to that place and detached a
J>Ortion of his soldiers to remain there until the southern
<:ountry should be entirely pacified. Anza then with the
:remainder of his people marched to Monterey.
In the work of pacification at San Diego there was a verl
clecided difference of opinion and quarrel between Rivera y
::Moncada and the missionaries. It was found that some of
"the neophytes had been concerned in the recent outbreak and
:had participated in the murders. The missionaries were for
pardoning, the comandante for punishing them. It was per~ectly well understood that in cases of capital crimes the mil:itary department had jurisdiction.
But there was an old idea,
-originating far back in history, that the church was a place of
:sanctuary and that a criminal, who could throw himself under
"the protection of the altar, was safe so long as he remained
"there. It would be sacrilege to drag him forth, even for the
-purposes of justice!:-- Not long after Rivera y Moncadc:1.'s
arrival and while he was investigating ~nd taking proofo in ·
reference to the murder of Father Jayme, it so happened that •
<>neof the neophytes who had taken part in it returned, pretended penitence and had been allowed by the missionaries,
Fathers Fuster, Lasuen and Amurrio, to take refuge in the
warehouse, then temporarily used for a church, as a place of
sanctuary.
The comandante demanded the culprit; but the
missionaries refused to · give him up. The comandante insisted that the Indian, on account of the peculiar heinousness
of his crime, was not entitled to sanctuary; that under any
circumstances the warehouse was not a· church and could not
be claimed as a sanctuary, and that, if the criminal were not
given up, he would feel himself obliged to take him by force.
To this the missionaries replied that, if he did, they would
excommunicate him. But notwithstanding the threat, the
comandante went with a troop of soldiers; surrounded the
place; entered with his staff in one hand and a lighted candle in the other, having his sword by his side; dragged the
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Indian forth; handed him over to his attendants, and ordered
him to be removed to the guard-house and fetterr.d. The
missionaries from the door of their quarters witnessed the
comandante's proceedings, which they regarded as scandalous
and sacrilegious; and Father Fuster, as the guardian of the
mission, then and there launched at him and those who
assisted him the anathema of excommunication.
At first, it seems, the curse was not regarded as very serious. But the next day the missionaries sent word that, if
the Indian were not returned, they would publish the excommunication. To this the comandante made no reply. Two
days afterwards, at the feast of Nuestra Sei'lora de Jos Dolores,
when the missionaries were about to celebrate mass, Father
Lasuen addressed the assembled people; spoke of what had
occurred; stated that those who had been excommunicated
could not assist in or be present at the ceremonies, and
demanded that they should depart: otherwise the celebration
could not go on. This was, perhaps, as mild a manner as could
have been adopted of sayin~. "Hence, ye accursed!"
Such
• was regarded as the meaning and at the same time it was
understood that it was the church as the heir and representative of the kingdom of God that said it; and the comandante
and his men felt constrained to withdraw . Rivera y Moncada
himself may have cast a contemptuous smile at the cowls;
but there were others who were frightened. The time had
not yet come, as it afterwards came even in Catholic California, when an excommunication could be laughed at. On the
contrary, the comandante soon found it expedient to seek for
absolution; and, leaving San Diego, he proceeded to Monterey to apply to Junipcro for that purpose . But Junipero
took the part of Fuster and his brethren arid answered that
the only way to obtain absolution was to comply with the
demands of the church and deliver up the prisoner . Both
parties thereupon appealed to the superior authorities at
Mexico; but there the complication was only regarded as a
source of regret; and, as Rivera y Moncada was soon after-
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wards transferred to the command of Loreto in Lower California, the matter was allowed to drop 1
J unlpero meanwhile was stn.imng every nerve to reach the
scene of disturbance and start the rebuilding of the ruined
m1ss1on. It had been difficult enough ior him to resist his
passion for founding new establishments; but to lose one
already founded was intolerable . He seems to have had no
rest or peace of mind until he could see the ne.v walls rising
out of the ashes. But there were various circumstances that
detained him at Monterey, among others the arrival of Anza
and his immigrants from Sonora; and it was not until the end
of June that he finally got off. Shortly before this time the
ships San Carlos and San Antonio had arrived at Monterey
and the latter, after discharging a portion of its cargo, turned
around and carried the remainder to San Diego. J unlpero
took advantage of the opportunity and embarked in the vessel on June 30, 1776, carrying with him Father Vicente Santa
Maria to supply the place of the deceased Luis Jayme.
Upon reaching San Diego Junlpero found everything comparatively quiet and at once addressed himself to the work of
re-establishing the mission. For this purpose he applied to
the commander of the San Antonio for the loan of his sailors
as workmen. Juan Perez, the old captain whose name had
been _solong connected with the vessel, had after being transferred to the Santiago died on a voyage from Monterey to
San Blas;' and his place on the San Antomo was now filled
by Diego Choquet.
The new commander not only willingly acceded to J unlpero's request, but offered himself
to aid in the work and at the same time made a personal
application to Rivera y Moncada, who had returned to San
Diego in May, for an escort of soldiers from the presidia.
These being supplied, J unlpero started for the site of the
mission on August 22. Besides himself there were two missionaries, Captain Choquet, his mate, a pilot and twenty sailors, a corporal and five soldiers and a number of neophytes .
1

1
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Arrived at the spot they all went to work; some quarrying
stone; others laying foundations, and others making adobes.
They labored with so much energy that in a few weeks the
work would have been completed; when very unexpectedly
Rivera y Moncado, having been informed and believing or
pretending to believe that the Indians meditated new treachery and that another outbreak was imminent, called off his
soldiers. Their withdrawal induced Choquet and his sailors
to stop in the midst of their labors and in the end occasioned
the abandonment for the time being of the uncompleted walls.
The new structures, that were being thus erected, were a
very great improvement on the old mission buildings; and
Jun{pero felt almost as much disappointed to see them stop
as if they had been again destroyed. But his disappointment
did not last long. In a few weeks dispatches arrived from
the viceroy, which gladdened his heart . In answer to the
representations that had been sent in reference to the outbreak at San Diego and the quarrels that had arisen in conse quence of it, Bucareli ordered all the Indians implicated to be
pardoned.
He also gave notice that he had ordered twentyfive additional soldiers to be recruited and sent to California
for the purpose of reinforcing the presidio of San Diego and
especially of re-establishing the mission there and that of San
Juan Capistrano, which had been suspended when the troubles
at San Diego commenced. Upon the receipt of this news,
Jun{pero was so overjoyed that he set the bells ringing and ·
the next day testified his gratitude by a thanksgiving mass .
On the other hand Rivera y Moncada found himself obliged
not only to countermand orders he had given for sending the
San Diego Indian criminals to San Blas but to release them
and also to forward, instead of delaying, the re-establishment
of the missions. The twenty-five soldiers referred to had
been recruited under the viceroy's directions at Guadalajara
by Pedro Fages, who on his supersession as coman<lante of
California by Rivera y Moncada had returned to Mexico.
They marched from Guadalajara to San Blas; thence shipped
to Loreto, an<l from there proceeded overland to San Diego
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where they arrived on September 29, the day after the dispatches and at the very time that J un{pero was pouring out
the fervor of his soul in thanksgivings .
Rivera y Moncada, upon receiving the n~w orders of the
viceroy, and the new soldiers having arrived as before stated,
immediately detached twelve of them as a guard and for the
rebuilding of the mission of San Diego; nam<!d ten for the
refoundation of San Juan Capistrano, and sent two to San
Gabriel. At the same time, the new turn affairs had taken
reminded him of the missions of San Francisco and Santa
Clara; and he deemed it advisable to exhibit more alacrity in
their favor than he had heretofore manifested . Accordingly,
on October I 1, he left San Diego for Monterey with the intention of proceeding thence to San Francisco and founding the
two new missions . At San Luis Obispo he learned that the
mission of San Francisco had already been founded without his presence; but instead of finding fault, as might have
been expected, matters had so changed with him under the
recent dispatches from the viceroy, that he expressed perfect
satisfaction. He said he would proceed to the foundation of
the mission of Santa Clara and accordingly kept on his way
to Monterey and 'thence northward, taking Father Tomas de
la Pena Saravia along with him to give a start to the new
establishment.
In the meanwhile Jun{pero at San Diego proceeded with
all the soldiers and neophytes to the unfinished walls of the
mission which he had been compelle<l to leave, and soon had
them completed and the missionaries designed for them
installed in their duties. He then , with the missionaries and
soldiers appointed for San Juan Capistrano, proceeded to the
site of that mission, the foundation of which had been interrupted . They found the great cross, that had been erected
the year before, still standing. They then dug up the bells
that had been buried and, swinging them aloft, rang out their
glad tidings to the gentiles. A booth was built , an altar
erected, and mass performed on November 1, I 776, which was
thenceforth recognize<l as the foundation day of the mission,
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though a start had been made in October 1775. Father
Lasuen, who had been present on the previous occasion, had
remained at San Diego; but his place was filled by Father
Mugartegui .
While the work of building houses at San Juan Capistrano was going on, Junlpero made a trip to San Gabriel
for the purpose of procuring provisions and bringing down to
the new mission a number of cattle. He was, however, so
unwilling to interrupt the progress of the labor that he took
with him the very inadequate guard of a single soldier. On
his return with the cattle, being accompanied only by the
soldier and a San Gabriel Indian, he ran very great danger
of being robbed and murdered.
About half way between
the two missions, a large body of gentile Indians painted and
armed threw themseh-es in his way and manifested a determination to kill the missionary and his guard and run off the
cattle. But the faithful San Gabriel Indian, bethinking himself of a strategem, cried out to the gentiles that they should
beware, as there was a large body of soldiers coming up not
far behind . This changed the tactics of the gentiles; and
they not only allowed J un{pero and the cattle to pass unharmeJ, but accepted presents anJ became friends .
The site of the mission of San Juan Capistrano. is delightfully situated on elevated ground overlooking- the ocean. In
front of it lies a roadstead, protected from winds on the north
by a high promontory.
On the other side runs stream of
fresh water which empties into the ocean and forms a sort of
creek, where vessels can take in and discharge cargo. From
the first the site was seen to be one of the pleasantest on the
coast and the climate charmin 6 all the year round. There
were sufficient rains in the proper season; and these with the
moisture furnished by the stream enabled abundant crops of
wheat, corn and beans to be raised without difficulty. In a
short time after starting their establishment, the missionaries
raised enough not only to support themselves and the soldiers
and neophytes but also to exchange for all the clothing they
required . The neighboring grounds also afforded pasture for
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numerous herds and flocks, which on account of the excellence and abundance ,of their food increased rapidly. But
one of the most notable productions of the place were the
wild vines, which in some spots seemed almost to cover the
country . These suggested to the Spaniards the planting of
some of the grape stocks, brought from Lower California,
which had originally been introduced from Spain. They succeeded beyond expectation and in a short time produced wine
in plenty. Besidec; grapes, other Castilian fruits were planted
and throve, among which were pomegranates, peaches, nectarines and quinces. The Indians on their part were more
tractable than the Californian tribes in general; and the work
of conversion and baptism went on rapidly
The new mission became one of the most successful in the country. 1
Jun{pcro, having thus re-established the mission of San
Diego and founded that of San Juan Capistrano, turned his
attention to the north again. Since his departure from Monterey in June he had learned nothing of what was going on
there. It had been intended that the new missions of San
Francisco and Santa Clara should be founded; and not only
were Anza's immigrant settlers present but Jun{pero had
already named the missionaries for the new establishments.
Still of what had been done, whether anything in fact, whether
a single stake had been driven or a single stone laid. he was
altogether ignorant. It would doubtless have been a great
satisfaction to him to be personally present at the new foundations; and on his return northward, as he started off by the
way of San Gabriel, San Luis Obispo and San Antonio, he
consoled himself with the thought that, if the new missions
were not alrea::ly established, he should yet have a hand in
founding tfiem. But, as it turned out, this was not to be. He
did not reach Monterey till January, I 777, and by that time
the new establishments were already under way. The Spanish standard already floated over the Golden Gate and the
Spanish cross, at two different places, overlooked the waters
of San Francisco bay.
1
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DISCOVERY AND SETTLEMENT

S

VIII.
OF SAN FRANCISCO.

AN FRANCISCO, which has since proved the mos- ·
important point upon the Pacific coast, was discovereC:::::
late . Cabrillo in 1 542 approached it very nearly from the=
south, and Drake in 1579 from the north; but neither saw i•
or had any idea of its existence. Viscaino in 16o3 passed byand anchored in its neighborhood, but he likewise had n~
conception of the magnificent bay, locked in among the::=
mountains, upon whose bosom have since floated the ships 01
every nation . All that was known was the expanse of waterlying between Point Reyes on the north, the Farallones
Islands on the west, and the main coast line on the east~
and this, from very early times, had been known as the port
of San Francisco; but no white man had ever seen or at
least penetrated the narrow entrance flanked with precipitous rocks which forms the Golden Gate, ()r gazed upon the
smooth and deep waters, extending northeastwardly and
southwestwardly almost as far as the eye tan reach, which
form the arms of what is now known as the bay.
The first mention made of the port of San Francisco seems
to have been in connection with the loss of the ship San
Agustin in the year I 595, and the turning aside of Viscaino
in search of its wreck in 16o3. It is very likely, as was stated
in rdating the voyage of the San Agustin, that if. that vessel was lost on the coast of California at all it was nearer
the Santa Barbara Channel than San Francisco; but, be this
a!>it may. there can be no doubt that. Viscaino never entered
what i~ now known as San Francisco bay. The port of those
(3801
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days and for upwards of a century and a half afterwards was
the outside bay above mentioned; and the only safe place
of anchorage in it was at its northern extremity under Point
Reyes. It was there that Drake had found a refuge from the
northern winds and careened his ship. 1 It was there also, as
near as can now be ascertained, that Viscaino anchored in
16o3, when he looked for the wreck of the San Agustin.
That it was this that in those days was known as San Francisco port is rendered certain by the description of Jose Gonzalez Cabrera Bueno, a Philippine pilot of great skill and
knowledge, who in 1734 at Manila published a book on navigation, in which he gave an account of the Californian coast.•
When speaking of the port of San Francisco, and he evidently spoke of it as if it were well known, he said that it
lay in the latitude of thirty-eight and a half degrees, having
Point Reyes on the north and the Farallones Islands on the
south-southwest. s
As a matter of fact San Francisco, or what is now known as
San Francisco including the port and bay, was absolutely
unknown to Europeans until 176g. It was discovered not
by navigators but by the land party, which in the year named
marched from San Diego in search of Monterey anJ, failing
t It has been statctl hy various writt·rs that Drake anchored in San Francisco
bay.
They seem to have b. en mi,lctl by the fact that the place where he
anchoret!, and which was under Point Hey,,, , "as known by th.: n.1me of the
"port of San Francisco," as statetl in the kxt . One writer, how.:,·,·r, goes
further and maintains that I>rak.- rou/,1 110/ have rehttl'd his vessel untlcr l'oint
Reyes. See" Seeking the <.ioltlen Fleece," by J. D. B Stillman; San Francisco,
1877; pp. 285-326.
1 The book wns entitled, "l\'avegacion
e~peculati,·a y practica, con la esplicacion de algunos instrumentos, tabla tie lasdeclinaeiones dd sol &c., por D Jo,cph
Gonzalez Cabrera Bueno-Fol.
l\lanila, 1734."-Sce
Palou, l\oucias, II, 201,
note.
a Cabrer;: Bueno 's tlescription is as follows: '· H ace la ticrra una pun ta mediana.
dividida de la costa, quc pnrt-ce dcsdc lcjos isla, y se llama punta de lo~ i:eyes,
la cual hace un 111orrota,a<lo, y de la pallc dd norte de din hace buen al,rigo
para toJos vitntos y esta en altura de 38 gra<los y m.-,lio, 4ue Haman de San
1-'rancisco; para ,·iento sur y sucstc, sc ha ,k ~urgir en d rema1c de la playa que
hace un rincon de la pnrte <lei Sutlucstc, y de la part!' dd 1'orde,te, estan trt's
barranca.~ blancas muy cerca de la mar, yen fre11te,le la de en mcdio cntra un
estero de la mar quc tiene bu.:na entrada, sin relwnta10n alguna; entrado i,n ella
hallaran indios amii:os, y·con la facilidad se har.i a~ua clulc,·; al sursuduc,tc de
e.t! puerto estan sels, 6 siete, farallones blanco,, p~qn.:llos. 11110,mns quc otros,
ocuparan de circuyto poco masdt! una legua. "-See Palou, J\'oticias, II , :zo2, note .
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to find that port at the Point of Pines, proceedc:d on along
the coast northwestward in further search of it. The party,
as will be recollected, consisted of Governor Portola, Captain Rivera y Moncada, Lieutenant Fages, Engineer Costans6, Fathers Crespi and Gomez, Sergeant Ortega and
thirty-four soldiers besides muleteers and Lower California
Indians, making sixty-four persons in all. They left their
camp at the mouth of the Salinas river on October 7 but
advanced very slowly on account of the sick, many of whom
were suffering from scurvy and some so severely that they
had to be carried on litters. The next day they reached
Pajaro or Bird river, which they so named on account of
a stuffed eagle found there . On October 17 they reached
and named the San Lorenzo river and Santa Cruz . Thence
they passed up the coast, at one time halting on account
of the sick or to rest their animals and at another stopped
by early rains, until October 30, when they reached and
camped at a pleasant spot near the beach, remarkable for the
abundance of its large and fine mussels. It was what is now
known as Point San Pedro, but was then named Angel Custodio by Father Crespi and by the soldiers called Punta de
las Almejas or Mussel Point .1 The next day, upon resuming their journey and ascending the promontory made by
the point, they beheld spread out before them a great bay,
formed by a distant point running far out into the ocean,
which could be no other than Point Reyes, and six or seven
small rocky islands to the southwest of it, which were clearly
the Farallones. It was plain that this was the port of San
Francisco as described by Cabrera Bueno, whose book they
carried with them, and that they therefore must have passed
the port of Monterey, the real object of their search, without
recognmng it. There seems, however, to have been considerable uncertainty in the minds of some as to this; and it was
deemed proper under the circumstances to camp again and
make investigations. The party accordingly chose out a little
1 On a map of San Francisco and its neighborhood. made by La Perouse in
1786, Point San Pedro is laid down as "Punta de las Almejas" or Mussel Point.
-Dwinelle's Colonial History of San Francisco, Intro. xiii, note.
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valle>· about six hundred yards long by one hundred wide on
the north of Point San Pedro, having two small streams running through it which united and flowed into the ocean. It
·was covered with reeds, bram hies and roses. There were no
trees in the vicinity except some small willows, and none on
the hills around: only on the distant mountains could any be
seen. 1 It might be difficult at this day to point out the exact
spot, but there can be no doubt about the neighborhood.
-Yhere, the party having camped and disposed itself for a
stay of some days, Sergeant Ortega was ordered forward with
a company of soldiers to explore the country, so that all
doubts might be settled before any further action should be
taken.
On Thursday, November 2, 1769, some of the soldiers reniaining in camp, seeing a number of deer, asked permission
1:o hunt them. The request being granted, they proceeded
to the hills lying to the eastward, ascended them, and spent
the entire day upon the hunt. In the evening upon their
return they said that towards the north they had seen ao
immense arm of the sea running inland and that it extended
in a southeasterly direction as far as they could see. They
also said they had seen beautiful plains well covered with
groves of trees and that from the number of columns of smoke
observed they judged the country thickly populated with
Indians. 1 This account, which is given in the journal of
Father Crespi, is the first notice, so far as known, of the bay
of San Francisco. It is possible that Ortega and his soldiers,
1 " Con estas dudu y fundamentos bajamos la cuesta y paramos el real en med!o
de un pequello valle de unas seiscientas varas de ugo y como ciento de ancho
quc tiene bastante agua en dos nrroyo,i pequellos que se juntan para entrar en la
mar que tiene bastante carri.to, m:icho zarzal y ro;ales; arboleda muy poca en la
caja de los arroyos;algunos sauces medianos; en las lomas ningun arbol y solo se
divisan en una sierraque circumbala esta bahia." Palau, Noticias, 11, 198.
1 "J-s
.zd tk Ntn1u111bre.Este dia de Jos Finados celebramo~ los dos para las
animas, y despues de misa pidieron licencia algunos soldados para salir a cazar
porque se ban visto muchos venaclos. Algunos se retiraron bastante dt:l real, y
se enmontaron los cerros, de modo que volvieron ya de noche. Dij6ron estosque
a la parte del Norte habian visto un immenso hrazo de mar 6 estero que se metia
porla tierra adentro cuanto alcanzaha la vista lirando par:i el sudeste, que habi11n
divisadounos planes hermosos muy matizados de arboleJas, y que las humaderas
q11e
veian portodos eanf'IIno les dejaba duda que la tierra estaba.muy poblada
derancberias de gentiles."-Palou,
Noticiaa, II, zoo, 201.
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who had gone off the day before, saw it as soon as the hunters; but upon this point Crespi gives no definite information.
All that he says is that on the night of November 3, Ortega
and his party returned, signalizing their approach by firing
off their guns as if they had good news to communicate.
This news turned out to be that they had been given to
understand by the Indians that at a distance of two days'
journey from where they were there was a port and a ship.
It being supposed from this information that Monterey was
not far distant, Governor Portola resolved to march in search
of it in the direction indicated by the Indians. He accordingly set off, traveling northward along the beach for some
distance; and then turning off northeast and mounting the
hills, he and all his people saw the great bay, apparently four
or five leagues across, stretching out to the northwest and
southeast below them. Descending the heights they marched
for several days southeastward, in what are now known as the
San Andres and San Raimundo valleys, having a line of hills
on their left between them and the bay, and the main chain
bristling with redwood trees on their right. After traveling
about ten leagues, they reached the end of the second valley,
where it turned, so to speak, to the eastward, and camped on
the bank of a stream whose waters came: from the mountain
and ran swiftly to the bay. From that place they sent out
the explorers a 6 ain for the purpose of gaining further information about the port and ship previou-,ly spoken of. On the
ni;;ht of November Io, after four days' absence, the explorers
returned with discouraging news; confossing that they had
misunderstood the Indians, and describinl; the country to the
northward of them as very rough and impassable on account
of the scarcity of pasture and hostility of the natives. They
said further that they had seen another arm of the sea of
equal ma;;nitude with that in front of them and communicating with it; that it would require a journey of many leagues
to pass around it and that there wa5 nothing to indicate the
proximitr of the port in that direction. The pro;;pect of
reaciling the desired port and ship being thus destroyed, and
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all the party being more or less exhausted with sickness and
the want of proper food, a council was held; and it was determined to retrace their steps . On November I 1, accordingly,
the expedition set out on its return. Passing along the same
valleys it had come, 1t crossed over to the ocean beach about
a league north of Point San Pedro, and then made its way
southeastward and on November 27 reached Santa Delfina,
the old camp at the mouth of the Salinas river. 1 Thence,
after another vain search of nearly two weeks for Monterey,
as has been already related, it resumed its march southeastward and reached San Diego on January 24, I 770.
Upon the return of the expedition to San Diego and its
report of having failed to find Monterey but discovered San
Francisco, a note-worthy conversation was recollected as having taken place nearly two· years previously and which was
now regarded as very significant. It was in the year 1768, at
La Paz in Lower California, when the preparations were being
made for the settlement of the northwest coast. Galvez, the
visitador-general, in giving an account to Jun(pero of the first
three missions that were to be founded in Alta California,
said they were to be ascribed to and named after San Diego,
San Carlos and San Buenaventura respectively. "But, sir,"
exclaimed Jun/pero, "is our Father St. Francis to have no
mission?"
Galvez replie·d, "If St. Francis desires a mission,
let him show us his port and he shall have one there." This
remark of Galvez was probably intended only as a polite way
of answering Jun/pero's zealous exclamation; but it was now
supposed that St. Francis had taken it literally and miraculously interposed to conceal Monterey and lead the adventurers to San Francisco! It was plain, thought the devout
l'alou, Notici:is, 11, 200-215.
"Quando el V. P. Fr. Junlpero trato con el lllm<l. Senor visitador-general
sobre la;; Ires misiones primeras que le encargo fun<lar en esta Nueva Cal ifornia,
viendo los nombres y pal ronos que les asignaba, le dixo "Senor l y para N. I' . S.
Francisco no hay una mision?" A lo que respon<lio "Si Sa11Francisco qufr,·a
mision , quc ka_r:rz
u l1al/c m puerto, y se le pondr<i." Suhio la expedicion; llega
al Puerto de Monterey; paro y planto en cl una cruT~ sin (Iue lo conociese nlnguno
de quantos iban, sienclo asi quc leian toda.~ su~ seflas en la historia; suben quarenta leguas mas arriba, se encuentran con el Puerto de San Francisco N . Padre,
25 VoL. I.
1

2
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Jun{pero, that

St Francis wished a mission; and, as the place
was now pointed out, it was determined that at the proper
time he should have one . So also thot.g-ht Galvez. the visita dor-general, when the d iscovery was reported and his conversation with Junfpero recalled to his recollection; and he immediately negotiated with the viceroy for the establishment
of such a mission. 1 But various obstacles intervened; and it
was not until six years aftenvards that the mission was established.
It was a remarkable fact, considering the many voyages
that had been made in its vicinity, that the bay of San Francisco should rema in so long und;scovered. It was a still more
remarkable fact that , after it had been discovered , it should
remain so long unappreciated . With the single exception or
the ~~ir.produce<l among the Franciscans by what was supposed to..be the m~raculous interposition of their patron saint.
and the obligation imposed by him of founding a new mission, the discovery produced comparatively no effect. No
one had any idea of its great importance . No one could see
that it had any special value at all. When the news was
carried down to Mexico, along with information of the settlement of Monterey , although all the bells were rung and every
mouth full of thanksgiving for Monterey, no attention was
paid to San Francisco . Its discovery was hardly mentioned . In the official narrative published at the time in
Mexico and spread broadcast over the country. giving an
account of the occupation of Alta California and congratulating the people on the new territory secured for the Spanish
crown, not a word was said about it. That Crespi and
Gomez and their brother priests should not be able to appreciate the importance of the new discovery is perhaps not to
be wondered at; but that such men as Portola , Rivera y
Moncada , Fages and Costanso should be equally blind is
strange indeed . It remains to be added, however , that no
y lo conocen luego todas par la concordancia de las sellas que llevaban. En vista
de esta, cque hemas de decir, sina que N. S. Padre queria mision en su Puerto?· •
-l'alau, Vida, Btl, 89.
I Palau, Vida, 114.
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one of Spanish blood, during the time it was ur.der the government of Spain and afterwards of Mexico, ever fully
appreciated its importance; and that it was not until the
coming of the Americans that its advantages, as the site of a
great city and of future empire, were at all adequately recognized.
In the year 1772, after Pedro Fages had returned to Monterey from the founding of the mission of San Gabriel, as has
been stated, Jun{pero induced him to untlertake a second
expedition to San Francisco for the purpose of examining
the country and ascertaining the best place for a mission. It
was still supposed that the port of San Francisco lay under
Point Reyes and that the inland bay, seen by the expedition
of 1769, communicated directly with it; and the object now
was to resume the search made by that e~dition
and continue it around the eastern side of the bay to Point Reyes
and the supposed port. This also had been the express order
of the viceroy, dated November 12, 1770, and transmitted
,
the next year to Fages at Monterey. 1
The new expedition consisted of Fages, Father Crespi
whom Jun{pero had directed to accompany him, twelve soldiers, and a muleteer and Lower California Indian to attend
to the pack train. It left Monterey on March 20, 1772, and,
after crossing the Salinas river, then known as the Santa Delfina, it took first a northeasterly and then a northwesterly
direction, passing near the present site of the town of Gilroy and then down the Santa Clara valley. On March 24 it
reached the head of the bay and camped on a little creek a
few miles north of what is now Milpitas. The plain to the
south and southwest, called by Crespi '' La Llanura de los
• Robles dcl Puerto de San Francisco- The Plain of the Oaks
of the Port of San Francisco," was recognized as the same
as that reached by the expedition of 1769. Thence the
1 The Marques de Croix, under date of Mexico, 1'ovember 12, 1770, among
other things, directed Fages, "luego que sea posible reconocer por tierra o por
mar el ruerto de San Francisco situado mas al nortedeese [Monterey]; lo ejecule
V. 111.I oniendose al acuerdo con el Padre Presidente de las Misiones a fin de
establecer en 1\1una, y que no q•1ede expuesto tan importante pr.rage a ocupacion
agena."-Cal. Archives, P. S. P. I, 101.
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expedition proceeded along the eastern shore of the bay.
seeing many elks, bears and deer and much troubled by mosquitoes, and on March 27 camped opposite the straits leading
out to the ocean. Thence it proceeded to and around by the
shore of San Pablo bay, expecting to reach the mountains
seen to the north of it, which were supposed to form Point
Reyes and were named by Crespi the Mountains of San
Francisco.
But the straits of Carquinez prevented further
advance in that •direction; and the expedition thereupon
turned eastward and proceeded along the southern shore of
Suisun bay to a point on the hills north of Monte Diablo
From those hills it saw the great interior valley, spread out
like the open palw of one's hand and extending northward
and southward as far as could be seen. Two great rivers were
observed emptying into the head of Suisun bay and communicating with each other near their mouths by many
channels. Near the bank of the nearest of these rivet's, the
San Joaquin, which by Crespi was named the San Francisco,
the expedition camped on March 30; and, seeing it could not
proceed further in the search for Point Reyes and the port
lying under it without boats or an exceedingly extensive
detour, it resolved to return to Monterey. On the march
back, instead of following the bay shore, it crossed over by
the western base of Monte Diablo, through Amador and
Sufiol valleys, down Alameda creek, and thence, by the same
way it had come, to Monterey, which it reached on April 5.'
The next year, when Jun{pero visited Mexico for the purpose of conferring with the new viceroy, Bucareli, San
Francisco became a prominent topic of their conversation.
Jun{pero, finding Bucareli disposed to lend a willing ear to
his representations as to what ought to be done for California.
urged the foundation of the new miss.ion, which St. Francis
had so plainly indicated he desired. Rucareli readily acquiesced and in May, 1774, ordered a further survey to be made.
His orders reached Monterey in July of the same year; and
on November 23, Captain Rivera y Moncada and F:ither
1 Palou,

Noticias, Ill, 3-24,
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Palou, with sixteen soldiers and a muleteer in charge of the
train, set out from Monterey for the purpose of making it.
They proceeded on the same route taken by Fages in 17z2,
passing near what is now Gilroy, and in three days reached
the Santa Clara valley . On November 28 they were at the
same camp where the expedition of 1769 stopped and from
the neighborhood of which the expedition of 1772 resumed
the search for Point Reyes and the port of San Francisco.
The spot presented, according to Palou, every advantage for
a mission; and, in the hope that a church might be built there
to the honor of St. Francis, he erected a cross. Thence the
next day they proceeded northwestward along the shore of
the bay for a few leagues and then, on account of miry places,
ascended the hills, and crossing over followed the route of
the expedition of 1769. On November 30, the festival of
San Andres, they gave that name to the valley still so called.
Procc!eding thence almost northward, passing by Lake Merced
and over the sand dunes, they arrived on December 4 at
Point Lobos, where, supposing themselves the first Christian
visitors, they erected a cross upon the summit of the hill
looking down upon the jagged points of the Seal Rocks on
the one side and upon the deep precipices of the entrance into
the bay on the other. It had been the intention of this
expedition to proceed to the San Joaquin river, or, as it was
then called, the San Francisco; make an examination of its
course, and thus extend the survey of the expedition of 1772 .
But the almost continuous rains and the nearly worn-out
condition of the animals, which had only a short time before
come from Sonora, induc~ the travelers to return directly to
}lonterey. This they did; taking the route along the coast,
and arrived at the latter place on December 13. They were
received with joy; but Junipero was much disappointed that
they had not gone entir<:ly around the bay and river of San
Francisco and thus advanced the project of the new mission,
which was uppermost in his mind. 1
In the latter part of the same year. 1774, Bucareli ordered
1

1'alot1, Noticias, III, 254 315.
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the establishment of a presidio at San Francisco and of two
missions, one at that place and one at Santa Clara.' All had
been very fully discussed between himself and Jun!pero. He
also, upon the return of Juan Bautista de Anza from his overland trip from Sonora to California and his report of having
opened the road, ordered that officer to raise a large body of
settlers in Sonora and Sinaloa, including thirty married soldiers and their families, and with them proceed to and settle
the port of San Francisco. And at the same time he se.nt
word to Jun!pero at Monterey of Anza's intended march and
suggested that J un{pcro should at once name missionaries for
both San Francisco and Santa Clara.
The ship that carried this joyful information to Junipero
was the San Carlos, the same vessel that had first sailed
for Alta California with permanent settlers or, in other words,
with the first division of the pioneers of 1769. On this occasion it reached Monterey on June 27, 1775. Its commander was Juan de Ayala, a lieutenant of the royal navy.
His instructions from Bucarcli were that, after delivering his
dispatches and unloading a portion of his cargo at Monterey.
he should proceed at once to the port of San Francisco and
make a survey of it, and particularly with the object of ascertaining whether the canal or arm of the sea, that had been
seen in 1769 and again in r772, communicated with it. 1 Pursuant to these instructions Ayala set sail from Monterey on
July 27 and, cautiously creeping up the coast, in nine days
arrived off the Heads. He had taken with him a launch,
which he had caused to be constructed by his carpenters out
of a large redwood tree on the banks of the Carmel river.
Upon arriving at the Heads the launch was sent ahead to
explore the narrow passage, now known the world over as the
Golden Gate. 3 There was no difficulty in entering. The
1 Palou, Vida, 154, 201.
• "Traia la ,:.,den de quc, dcxada en Monterey la carga de vlveres y memorias,
pa...a.~eal Puerto de San Francisco a registrarlo, a tin de vter si tenia entrada
por la Canal o garganta 4ue dte ticrra sc habia visto. "-Palou, Vida, 202 .
3 The name "Goldten Gate." as applied to the entrance to San Francisco bay,
first appeared in John C. Fremont ', map of Oregon and California. That map
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water was deep and the way clear. It is likely, as is usual in
the summer season, that a brisk breeze was blowing in at the
time . At any rate Ayala saw that the launch proceeded
without hindrance; and he at once prepared to follow. By
this time, however, it had grown dark. He nevertheless kept
on and thus, on the night of August 5, 1775, the San Carlos
sailed in through the straits, the first ship that ever passed the
pillared passage or entered what is now known as the bay of
San Francisco.
Having safely entered. Ayala moored his vessel just inside
the bay and the next morning, after lookin~ around him,
chose out an island not far from the entrance as a convenient
spot to make his head-quarters. Upon examining it, he found
a good place for mooring his ship and wood and water in
abundance. This island was then named that of N uestra
Sef'lora de los Angeles, an appellation which it still bears
though now most usually known by the shorter name of
Angel Island. It is a league or two in circumference with a
high hill for its center, having grassy slopes, on its western and
southern sides and timbered with oaks and chaparral on its
eastern and northern. It has several delightful coves, pebbly
beaches and springs of deliciously pure water; is highly picturesque in itself and its surroundings, and a favorite place of
resort for pleasure seekers.
There were with Ayala on this occasion Father Vicente de
Santa Maria, who had come up on the vessel as chaplain, Jose
Cai'lizares first pilot, and Juan Bautista Aguirre second pilot.
They went to work immediately examining and surveying
the bay and its connections. Cai'lizares with the launch first
was published at Washington in 1848. In the accompanying "Geographical
Memoir upon Upper California in illustration of his Map of Oregon and California," published at the same time, Fremont called the strait, "about one mile
broarl, in the narrowest part, and five miles long from the sea to the hay" a gate.
In an explanatory note to the word "i:ate," he wrote, "Called Cltrysopylae
((;olrlen Gate) on the map, on the same principle that the harbor of Byzantium
lie added
(Constantinople afterwards) was called C/1rysouras (Golden Horn)."
that, as the form of the harbor of Hyzantium and its advantag<'s for commerce
suggested the name of the Golden Horn to the Greek founders of that city, so the
form of the entrance into San Francisco bay and its advantages for comruerce had
suggested the name of the Golden Gate which had thus been given .-Senate Doc .
30 Con. I Sess. Misc. No. 143, p. 32.
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proceeded into San Pablo bay, or "bahia redonda-round
bay"
as it was then called, and ascended to where he reached fresh
water and saw the famous rivers, said to be five, which united
to form the San Francisco and poured their currents into the
head of this northeastern arm. Upon his return Aguirre took
the launch and examined the southeastern arm and found it
to consist of many smaller bays with excellent places or
anchorage. He saw only three Indians, whom he found at
what was afterwards known as Mission bay, though no-wmostly filled up and built over and forming a busy part or
the city of San Francisco. They were weeping or makingnoises resembling crying and for this reason Aguirre named
the cove ·• La Ensenada de los Llorones-The
cove of the
weepers." And this seems to have been about the most:
remarkable thing that he noticed.
At the same time that Ayala was preparing tc, proceed to
the examination of San Francisco, he suggested to Rivera y
Moncada, the comandante of Monterey, the importance or
sending a land expedition to assist in the survey. The latter answered that it was then impracticable,.for the reason
that the only soldiers that could be spared had been sent to
San Diego; but that, as soon as they should return, he would
dispatch them to San Francisco. In view of the expected
arrival of this expedition, Ayala, about the time of finishing
his survey, sent a party, including Father Santa Maria, to
visit the cross that had been planted the year before by
Father Palou on the summit of Point Lobos. At the foot or
the cross Santa Maria deposited two letters; one giving notice
of the arrival of the San Carlos at and its successful entrance
into the bay, and the other giving notice of its intended
speedy return to Monterey but directing the land party, if it
should arrive there, to proceed a league further eastward and
build a fire on the beach in view of Angel Island, so that, if
Ayala's party still remained, the two might communicate and
join.
Rivera y MoncaJa's soldiers did not return in time to be
sent after Ayala. But towards the middle of September, a few
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weeks after the return of Bruno de Heceta in the Santiago
from his voyage to the north, it was determined that he should
proceed with a small party overland to San Francisco and
assist Ayala. He accordingly started out from Monterey.
accompanied by Fathers Francisco Palau and Miguel de la
Campa Cos. They had nine soldiers, three marines and a
carpenter and carried on one of their mules a small canoe.
On September 22 they arrived at the beach just south of Point
Lobos, where they found Ayala's launch, thrown up by the
surf and full of water and sand. The oars were not far off.
Proceeding on to the cross, they found Santa Maria's letters.
They followed his instructions by lighting a fire in view of
Angel Island; but there was no response. They then returned
to their camp by the side of a lake, having a small outlet to
the ocean, to which they gave the name, it still bears, of
"Nuestra Seftora de la Merced-Our Lady of Mercy." The
next day they repaired again to the beach opposite Angel
Island; but nothing was to be seen of Ayala's vessel or party;
and it became very certain that they had returned to Monterey.
Under the circumstances, Heceta determined to do the same
and, setting out on September 24, reached Monterey again on
October
I, where he found the San Carlos at anchor by the
side of the Santiago and learned from Ayala and his two
pilots the particulars of their survey of San Francisco.
It appeared that they had remained over forty days in the
bay and had left it only a short time before Heceta's arrival.
Being asked whether it was a good port, they answered that
it was one of the best in the possession of Spain; that in fact
it was not only a port but a series of ports leading into one
another,
having a single entrance from the ocean and capable
of containing a number of distinct fleets, each out of sight of
a.nd separate from the others. And among other things they
said that they had had no intention of abandoning their little
launch, which had done such excellent service; but that the
<lay before they sailed it had broken away from its moorings
and without doubt had been carried out to sea by the tides
and cast away as found. 1
1 Palou,

Xoticias, 1V, 72, 73,

100-104;

\"ida,

203.
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Junlpero, upon receiving Ayala's report and survey and a
map which he drew of the bay of San Francisco, forwarded
them to Bucareli. He also at the same time sent word that
he had named Fathers Francisco Palou and Pedro Benito
Cambon as missionaries for San Francisco and Jose Murguia
and Tomas de la Pet1a Saravia for Santa Clara. Meanwhile
Juan Bautista ,Je Anza had collected his soldiers and settlers
at the presidio of San Miguel de Horcasitas in Sonora, as
directed by Bucareli, and on September 29, 1775, started
with them for San Francisco. There were, in his company.
in addition tc, his own guard of ten men who were to return
with him, thirty married soldiers and twelve families of settlers, making altogether two hundred persons; and they were
well provided with animals and provisions. Some of them
were from Sonora and some from Sinaloa. Father Pedro
Font of the college of Santa Cruz de Queretaro, who afterwards made a map of the route, accompanied the expedition:
and Father Francisco Garces, who had been with Anza on his
first trip, went along as far as the Colorado, where he stopped
and undertook to make a survey and also, as far as possible,
to convert the Indians of that region. Meanwhile Anza with
his company proceeded on his march. In January, 1776, he
reached San Gabriel, where his people remained while he
himself proceeded to San Diego to assist in quieting the
disturbances there, as already stated; after which, upon his
joining them again, they all, with the exception of a small
detachment left at San Gabriel, proceeded to Monterey and
arrived there on March 10. The next day a grand mass was
celebrated at the presidia; Junipero, Palou and three other
missionaries, then at San Carlos, went over to assist in the
ceremonies; a sermon to the immigrants was preached by
Father Font, and fervid thanks were rendered to God and to
Our Lady of Guadalupe, the archangel Michael and St.
Francis, who had been chosen the patrons of the expedition.
It had originally been intended by Bucareli that upon
Anza's arrival at Monterey, Comandante Rivera y Moncada should accompany him from that place to San Francisco
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for the purpose of selecting the sites for the new presidio and
missions and then making a survey of the great rivers emptying into the northeastern arm of the bay. But Rivera y
Moncada, as has been seen, had been called to San Diego and
was still absent there. In the recent intercourse between him
and Anza, there had been several differences of opinion; and
the result was a quarrel, which, though it did not break out
into open violence, still prevented anything like a hearty cooperation in any common plan . Rivera y Moncada had,
among other things, expressed an opinion that the new foundations at San Francisco should be deferred, and Anza had
unwillingly consented to a short delay; but, upon reaching
Monterey, he found that the comandante had sent orders
that the immigrants should build houses at that place and
that the delay contemplated by him would be at least a year.
Under these circumstances Anza determined, without waiting for Rivera y Moncada, to take Lieutenant Jose Joaquin
Moraga, who had come up with him from Sonora as destined
comandante of the new presidio, Father Font and ten soldiers, eight from his own guard and two from Monterey who/
had previously been over the road; proceed at once to San
Francisco, and make the necessary surveys and locations for
the proposed new establishments. As soon as he had come
to this determination, he wrote to Rivera y Moncada giving
him notice of what he intended to do and recommending
that, when the necessary surveys had been made, the proper
steps should be taken to conduct the immigrants to their destination without delay and as the viceroy contemplated.
Anza, Moraga, Father Font and the ten soldiers referred to
started from Monterey on March 22 and took the same route,
by the way of Gilroy, the Santa Clara valley and the west side
of the bay, that had been taken by Rivera y Moncada and
Father Palou in 1774. At Point Lobos they found the cross
that had been planted there by Palou on December 4 of that
year. From that place they passed along the top of the
bluffs eastward to the end of the strait and camped near what
is now known as Fort Point. Moraga pronounced the spot a
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proper site for the presidia and fort. Thence they proceeded
southeasterly to the cove, which had been named by Aguirre
in 177 5 "La Ensenada de los Llorones," afterwards known as
Mission bay. There they found a large lagoon, discharging
through a creek into the b;.y, and gave to it the name of
Nuestra Senora de los Dolores. Upon examining the place,
it was deemed favorable for the location of the new mission,
which was to be founded near the presidia, being only a league
distant. Thence they proceeded southeastward along the bay
to its southeastern head and named the first little river emptying into it Nuestra Seliora de Guadalupe.
Near the bank of
the river they chose a spot as suitable for another mission,
distant eighteen leagues from the proposed presidia or the
cove in front of it, which had by that time begun to be known
as the port of San Francisco. From that place, crossing over
to the other side of the valley, they proceeded along the
eastern side of the bay to San Pablo and thence by Carquinez
and the southern side of Suisun bay to the same place, on the
hills north of Monte Diablo, from which Pedro Fages and
Father Crespi in 1772 had looked out upon the plains and
seen the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers. It seems likely
that the preceding winter had been much more rainy than
that of 1772, or that the melting of the snows on the Sierra
had commenced much earlier. However this may have been
the country was overflowed; the new-comers could see only a
great expanse of water and tules; and they were therefore of
opinion that there were no rivers but only an immense lagoon,
which communicated through the straits of Carquinez with
San Pablo bay and thence with the port and ocean. As there
thus appeared to be no rivers to be surveyed and nothing more
for them to do, they determined to return. But, instead of
retracing their steps, they passed around to the east of Monte
Diablo and ocossed over, after a three days' journey among
the mountains, to the Santa Clara valley and thence returned,
by the same route they had come, to Monterey, which they
reached on April 8.1
1
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i'alou, Jl.oticias, IV, 133-144 .
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The immigrants intended for San Francisco had by this
time become very much dissatisfied on account of the delays,
t:> which they had been subjected first at San Gabriel and now
again at Monterey, and desired to be led at once to their
But Anza regarded his commission as ended
tlestination.
and resolved to set out on his way back to Sonora. He
accordingly started with his guard of soldiers and Father
Font on April 14. Before he reached San Gabriel, there was
one meeting and before he left that place there were several
communications between him and Rivera y Moncada who
had come up from 'San Diego. But the ill-humor previously
manifested by the comandante towards Anza had not
decreased; and before their final parting Anza manifested
quite as much ill-humor and even more discourtesy towards
At their meeting, which was on the road
the comandante.
near San Antonio, the comandante had passed by without
stopping and with a mere official salute. He ~ 'ld then gone
on to Monterey; but a few days afterwards he returned; overtook Anza; sent an apology for what had taken place, and
asked an interview. Anza, however, refused to have any
communication except in writing. The result was that there
was neither an interview nor any communication on the subject of San Francisco, except that Anza's report and map of
At the beginsurvey were transmitted to the comandante.
ning of May, Anza left San Gabriel for Sonora and Rivera y
Moncada went on to San Diego.
Meanwhile Lieutenant Moraga, who had been left by Anza
in charge of the immigrants, recognized Rivera y Moncada
as his superior and declined to act further until he should
receive instructions to that effect. These, however, soon
came. Rivera y Moncada had in fact scarcely reached San
Diego and found matters comparatively quiet there, when he
dispatched a letter to Moraga directing him to proceed with
twenty soldiers to the foundation of a fort at San Francisco
on the spot pointed out by the recent expedition . At the
same time he wrote, and requested him to inform Junipero,
that the foundation of the proposed missions would be
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deferred, as he had said before. But as he wrote nothing
about how l\foraga's soldiers were to be afforded spiritual
comfort or who was to say mass and administer the sacraments, Junipero determined to send Fathers Palau and Cambon, the missionaries already chosen for San Francisco, along
with the expedition for the purpose of acting as chaplains
to the soldiers and being on hand for the new missions and
preparing the way for them. Moraga on his part, as soon as
he had received his instructions authorizing him to act, gave
notice that on June 17, if everything could by that time be
made ready, he would proceed to San Francisco and commence the contemplated settlement. This announcement
had hardly been made, when, very opportunely, the ships San
Carlos and San Antonio arrived from San Blas. They had
• left that place on March 9, laden with what were known as
" las memorias " of I 776 or, in other words, the annual supplies for the pay of soldiers and support of the establishments.
The San Antonio, part of whose cargo only was for Monterey
and the remainder for San Diego, arrived on May 2 I and was in
a few days to run down to the latter port. The San Carlos on
the other hand, which arrived on June 3, while some of its cargo
was for Monterey, carried the remainder for the proposed new
presidia of San Francisco and it ha<l express orders from
Hucareli to proceed a second time to that place and assist in
the settlement to be there made. This fact enabled Moraga to
send the bulkier portions of the furniture and supplies, which
he would otherwise have had to carry with him, around by sea;
and, being thus relieved of much care, his expedition was
fully ready to proceed when the appointed time arrived.
The founders of San Francisco marched from Monterey on
the afternoon of June 17, 1776. They consisted of Lieutenant Jose Joaquin Moraga, Fathers Francisco Palau and Pedro
Benito Cambon, Sergeant Pablo Grijalba, two corporals, sixteen soldiers and seven pobladores or settlers. Moraga had
left his family in Sonora; but the sergeant, corporals, soldiers
and settlers were all married and had their families with them.
In addition to these there were a number of servants attached

'
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to the families of soldiers and settlers and five muleteers and
vaqueros. 1 The missionaries had two servants, two Lower
California Indians and a Monterey Indian. It was supposed
that the last mentioned might act as interpreter at San Francisco; but upon his arrival there it was found he could not
understand the language and was degraded to the office of
cow-herd. There were also, beside the horses used by the
travelers, a train of mules laden with provisions and a large
drove of cattle, consisting of some two hundred for the presidio and eighty-six for the mission.' A few days after
:\loraga's party thus marched, the ship San Carlos sailed,
carrying the various articles and supplies that could not well
be taken by land and, among other things, two cannon from
the presidio of Monterey. As each got off, J un{pero, who
was still at Monterey, saw them depart and gave them his
blessing. He then made arrangements and on June 30
embarked with Father. Santa Maria in the San Antonio for
the purpose of visiting and re-establishing the mined mission
of San Diego, as already related. It was only on account of
the urgent necessity of his presence in the South that he was
not present at the foundation of San Francisco.
Moraga took the same route for San Francisco, by the way
of Gilroy and the San Jose valley, that he had tra\·eled
before with Anza. As he set out, many of the Monterey
officials accompanied him for a mile or two. Fernando
Quiros, the commander, and Fathers Vicente <le Santa Maria
and Jose Nocedal, the chaplains, of the San Carlos, went as
far as the crossing of the Salinas river; camped there with
the travelers, and the next day saw the long line of soldiers,
missionaries, families, horses, mule-train and cattle start on
its way northeastward across the Salinas plains. On account
of the children and particularly of some of the women,
whose condition required care, it marched very slowly and
was sometimes obliged to stop. But no untoward accident
1 The names of all appear in a report of Hermenegildo Sal, December 31,
1776.-Cal. Archins, S. P. \' I, 226.
t Palou, Noticias, IV, 1_;8-164; Vida, 205-207.
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occurred. The Indians along the road were friendly and
looked with admiration upon the white women and children
and with wonder upon the cattle, the like of which they had
never seen. In the San Jose vailey, about half way between
Monterey and San Francisco, the travelers encountered a
herd of elks, to which the soldiers gave chase and managed
to kill three, whose flesh was carried along and used as prov1s1ons. Palou says these elks were very large; that a
mule could not carry one of them; that they had openings
under their eyes, which appeared to be intended for weeping;
that they had horns four yards across from tip to tip, and,
to finish his description, that, on accc,unt of the immense
spread of their antlers, they could not run against the wind.
Besides elks, antelopes and deer were also seen in abundance.
On June 27 the party reached San Fra1kisco and pitched
their camp of fifteen tents near the spot which afterwards
became the mission. It was on the bank of the lakclet or
lagoon, named by Anza that of N uestra Sei'lora de los Dolores,
which discharged into the Ensenada de los Llorones as Mission bay had been named. Around it spread a comparatively
level and grassy plain, almost entirely surrounded by hills
but affording glimpses of the bay a mile or so distant. On
the next day a booth was erected and an altar set up; and
the following day, June 29, that according to the Catholic
calendar of St Peter and St. Paul, the first mass at Dolores
was celebrated.
One of the first things to be done was to station a look-out
for the San Carlos. That vessel had been expected to arrive
as early as the land expedition; but it had not made its
appearance. It was thought that some delay had occurred
at Monterey and that it could not be far off. But day after
day went by without tidings of it. A month passed and still
nothing was seen or heard. In the meanwhile the soldiers
were employed in cutting timber for the presidio; and Moraga made a very minute examination of the entire northern
end of the peninsula. He found various springs, small lakes
and green patches of ground suitable for pasture. On the
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ea.stern slope of the hill or point, forming the south side of
the Golden Gate, he selected a good sice for the presidio,'
being in view of the port and entrance and not far from the
point
where the fort was to be constructed, and having near
it two springs yielding sufficient water for the use of the setIt was there that he resolved to locate it; and at
tlement.
length,
having waited a whole month in vain for the San
Carlos
and thinking it high time to commence the foundation,
he determined to go ahead Though his orders from Rivera
only applied to the presidio and not to the misY Moncada
sion.
he deemed it proper to allow the missionaries to remain
and
maintain the settlement at Dolores as the nucleus of the
future
mission. Accordingly on July 26, leaving six soldiers
and
two pobladores and all the cattle at Dolores, he with the
rest
of the soldiers and people proceeded to the chosen site
or the presidio and immediately began erecting huts of brush
tules and a chapel, in :which the f.rst mass was celebrated
and
on J-uly 28.
C>n August 18, about three weeks after the start was thus
giver,
to the presidio, the San Carlos sailed into the bay and
anchored
in the port or cove in front of it, This was the secon cl time the vessel had entered the Golden Gate. Its comrna. n cier now was Fernando Quiros and its pilots Jose Canizares
and Christoval Revilla. There had been two chapbut Father Santa Maria had gone south with Jun{pcro
la.i ns;
ar~cl
only Father Jose Nocedal remained. It appeared that
th ey
had left Monterey soon after the march of the land
e><:Pedition,
but had experienced violent head winds and been
~-i '-'"en out to sea and as far south as the parallel of San
•~€:o.
They had managed only with great difficulty to beat
~I=> ~nd had run as far north as parallel 42°, from which they
~cl
come down along the coast; run in between Point Reyes
~r.ic::1 the Farallones, and on the night of August 17 anchored
1~
'\.1v hat is now known as Drake's bay. The next morning
tQ ~Y- had sailed wifhout trouble into the port . Upon landing,
~ i ros, the two pilots and Nocedal proceeded to Moraga's
ca~
p and pronounced the site excellently chosen. With
26

Vo1.. I.
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their assistance a square space of ninety-two varas or two
hundred and forty-se\'en and a half feet on each side was laid
out and places designated in it for church, head-quarters,
store-house, guard-house, barracks and houses for the pobladores or settlers. Canizares drew a plan or map of the whole .
The work of building houses immediately commenced; two
carpenters and a company of sailors from the ship assisted at
the labor; and in a short time a store-house for the provisions.
a house for the comandante and a chapel, all made of palisades of wood plastered with mud and thatched with tules,
were constructed and also many of the houses for the soldiers
and families . As soon as the work at the presidia was well
under way. Quiros, Father Nocedal, one of the pilots, the
surgeon of the ship and six sailor;; went over to the site
of the proposed mission on the Laguna de las Dolores,
which they also pronounced well chosen, and assisted in
building a church or chapel and a house for the missionaries .
These, like those at the presidia, were of palisades plastered
with mud and thatched with tules. By the middle of September all were finished-the
provisions and supplies from
the ships housed and the soldiers and pobladores furnished
with habitations.
There still remained to be performed the formal celebration of the foundation of the presidia . The day chosen for
· the ceremonies was September 17, 1776, the day known in
the Catholic calendar as that of the Impression of the wounds
of St . Francis, the patron of the establishment.
On that day
all the people congregated, as well those from Dolores and
the crews from the ships as those belonging to the presidia .
There was also present Father Tomas de la Pena Saravia,
who had heen named as missionary for Santa Clara and had
come up from Monterey to urge forward the foundation of
that mission. Everything being ready, the royal standard
was hoisted in front of the buildings that had been put up;
and formal possession of the place and region around about
was taken in the name of Charles III., king of Spain. At
the same time the cross was elevated and mass performed by
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Father Palou assisted by his brother missionaries; and at the
conclusion of the ceremonies the Te Deum was sung, accompanied, as was usual whenever practicable on such occasions,
with ringing of bells, salvos of artillery and fusillades from
land and sea. A collation, the best the circumstances afforded,
was then spread for the entertainment of the company by
Comandante Moraga; and the day closed with a feast, if not
of luxuries, of food seasoned with greater joys than any luxuries alone could have produced.
It is likely th1t the formal foundation of the mission at
Dolores would have taken place about the same time; but
Moraga thought proper to await an order for that purpose
from Rivera y Moncada. In the meanwhile it was determined
to make a more complete examination and survey of the bay
than had yet been made. Accordingly, while Moraga with
eight of his soldiers started off southeastwardly to pass
around the southern arm, Quiros and Canizar(!s of the San
Carlos, accompanied by Father Cambon an<l a few sailors,
embarked in the· launch belonging to the ship and proceeded
to_ the northward. Moraga marched until he reached the
head of the southern bay; and then, passing around it he
marched along the eastern side with the intention of following it up to a point on the Straits of Carquinez, which had
been agreed upon for a meeting of the two parties. But, seeing a large opening in the Contra Costa mountain range and
supposing it would afford him a short cut, he marched off to
the right and soon found himself involved among the mountains, from which it would be impossible to reach the point of
union by the time fixed on. This compelled him to give up
the idea of joining Quiros; and, turning off and following the
valleys northeastward and gradually ascending until he
reached the top of the mountains, he looked over into the
immense plains beyond. There, by the long lines of wood
stretching away as far as the eye could reach, he thought he
could distinguish five distinct water courses; and he made up
his mind, contrary to the impressions produced by the flooded
country in the spring, that five great rivers coming from dif-
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ferent sources joined together to make the one immense river,
called the San Francisco, which swept down through the
Straits of Carquinez and by the way of the Golden Gate into
the ocean. He descended the eastern slope of the mountains
and went on to the first of these five rivers, which was the
present San Joaquin, and, having managed to ford it, marched
eastward into the plains. He finally reached a point from
which it appears he could see neither mountain nor hill. All
seemed one unbroken plain like the ocean: the sun rose and
set on an apparently level horizon . ThQre were no trees;
there was no water; it was excessively hot; nothing was to
be seen of Indians, who abounded along the river; and even
the elks and other game became scarce in those seemingly
arid wastes. Under the circumstances, Moraga contented
himself with what he had thus seen and retracing his steps
returned to San Francisco, where he arrived on October 7.1
Quiros and his party, meanwhile, proceeded in their launch
into San Pablo bay and up along the eastern shore to the
Straits of Carquincz . They seem to have examined what is
now the port of Vallejo, which they called Puerto de la Asuncion de N uestra Sef\ora, and pronounced it as fine as that of
San Diego.' They then passed around towards the westward,
examined the shores and entered into what is now known as
Petaluma creek, which they at first supposed to communicate
with the ocean at or near Bodega; but after a day and night 's
labor they found an end of their navigation and were convinced that the only exit of the waters of the bay and river
of San Francisco was the narrow passage by which the San
Carlos had entered. Having completed the survey of San
Pablo bay, Quiros returned to the presidio. After Moraga's
return the two sat down together, compared notes and made
up a joint report of what they had done and seen for his
excellency, the viceroy Bucareli .
The formal foundation of the mission at Dolores had not
yet taken place . Moraga had intended, as before stated, to
1 Palou, Vida, 2o6-212;
1

Noticias, 164-175.
"No menos famoso y seguro que el de San Diego."-Palou, Vida, 213.
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wait for special orders from Rivera y Moncada; but upon his
return from his recent trip to the San Joaquin river, no orders
had been received. It was uncertain when they would come.
It was getting late in the season. The church, eighteen varas
long by five wide, and the missionaries' residence adjoining,
ten varas long by five wide, were completed. Quiros and his
sailors, who had aided in building the houses, were about
returning to Mexico; and the missionaries were ready and
anxious to commence their regular labors. Under these
circumstances Moraga consented that the foundation might
be celebrated without further delay; and by the joint orders
of himself and Quiros the ceremonies were directed to proceed. It had been intended by the missionaries themselves
that the celebration should take place on October 4, the feast
day of St. Francis; and in that expectation the church had
been blessed with all solemnity on the day before. But
Moraga still remained absent. He did not make his appearance on St. Francis' day; the celebration therefore could not
go on; and all that was done was the chanting of a mass.
Upon Moraga's arrival, however, preparations were at once
made for the ceremonies. They took place on October 9. 1
Flags and pendants had been brought over from the San
Carlos; and the altar and walls of the church were adorned
as well as could be. All the people were assembled, as at
the foundation of the presidia twenty-two <lays before . On
this occasion, · the place having been blessed and the cross
raised, a procession was formed of all the people and an
image of St. Francis borne to and placed above the altar.
Father Palou, assisted by his brother missionaries, performed
the foundation mass and invoked the saint as the patron of
the new mission. Nor were there wanting on the occasion
the usual salutes and fusillades, as the solc.liers from the pre• sidio and the guard of the mission all had their fire-arms and
the sailors from the San Carlos had, with the permission of
Quiros, brought over several of their swivel-guns to give eclat
1 Palou, in the l\'otici:is, IV, Ii7, says Octoher 8; but in the Vida,
October 9; and this seems to have been the proper 1lnte.

214,

he says
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to the proceedings. After the ceremonies two beeves were
slaughtered and a banquet spread; and. as at the presidia,
the day closed with feasting and enjoyment.
But there was wanting upon the occasion one element that
might have appeared almost indispensable for the formation
of a mission, and this was the presence of the natives. It
appears that about the middle of the previous August. a tribe
called Salsonas. mortal enemies of the tribes inhabiting the
extremity of the peninsula and living some six leagues to the
southeast of them, had made a sudden and unexpected onslaught, set fire to the rancherias and killed all they could meet.
The San Francisco Indians, unprepared for such an attack,
fled for their lives; and those who escaped slaughter threw
themselves upon their rafts, paddled out into the bay and
took refuge either upon the uninhabited islands or upon the
opposite shores . So merciless 'lnd unsparing were the enemies that not a single survivor remained on the San Francisco
shore; and so great was the dread the fugitives entertained of
th~ir assailants that none of them , except a few skulking
hunters, who were hostile , ventured to return until the next
spring; and it was consequently not until then that the work
of conversion could commence. Such were the ceremonies
and such the circumstances under which was founded the sixth
mission of Alta California, known as that of San Francisco
or Dolores, or, more properly and in full, the Mission of San
Francisco de Assisi at Dolores .'
1

Palou, Vida, 214, 215; Noticias, IV, 176-181

CHAPTER

IX.

SANTA CLARA AND SAN JOSE.-EVENTS

OF 1777-79.

T

HE mission of Santa Clara, which had generally been
mentioned in connection with that of San Francisco and
was intended to have been established about the same time,
was not founded untilJ anuary I 2, 1777, three months after that
of San Francisco. The great plain, in the midst of which it
is situated, attracted the attention of the Spaniards from the
first time they laid their eyes upon it. This was in November, 1769, when Governor Portola, after discovering San Francisco, marched down the bay shore to the neighborhood of
what is now San Jose. It was next seen and traversed by
Pedro Fages and Father Crespi in their exploration of the
eastern side of the bay in 1772. It was next traversed by
Rivera y Moncada and Palou in 1774 and by Heceta. Palou
and De la Campa in 1775. In the spring of 1776 Anza,
Moraga and Font passed through it a=-idin June of that year
it was again traversed by Moraga, Palou, Cambon and the
San Francisco soldiers and settlers on their march up from
Monterey. At that season, being thickly covered with grass,
as yet uncropped by domestic animals, it swarmed with herds
of elks, deer and antelopes. In September of that year
Moraga saw it twice more, once upon his way around the
head of the bay and again upon his return. But it was not
until November, 1776, that it was regularly surveyed, nor
until January, 1777, as above stated, that it was settled.
Comandante Rivera y Moncada, after the troubles originating out of the uprising of the Indians at San Diego had
been settled as has been related, returned to Monterey and
(-tOi)
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arrived there about the beginning of November. He had
started from San Diego, after reading the last dispatches from
Bucareli, with the intention of pressing forward and assisting
in the foundation of San Francisco and Santa Clara. But
finding that San Francisco had been already founded, he now
turned his entire -ittention to Santa Clara and at once set out
with Father Tomas de la Pena Saravia, one of the missionaries
appointed for the new establishment, to visit the n::ighborhood and select a site. They proceeded to the Guadalupe
river near where it discharges into the bay and examined its
course and the surrounding plains with great care. They
found many small streams of running water, and soon selected
as the site of the future mission a place upon one of them,
three leagues from the bay, which seemed the most advantageous not only for communication with the surrounding
Indians but for cultivation of the soil, which was there peculiarly rich and well watered. Having accomplished thi~ task
they then proceeded to the mission of San Francisco, where
Pena remained, while Rivera y Moncada after visiting the
new presidio made another visit to the San Joaquin river and
then returned to Monterey. Arrived there, he immediately
prepared and sent off the soldiers specially designated as a
guard for the mission of San Franci~co and also those intended
for Santa Clara. All these being joined in one party, and their
families accompanying them, they took up their march first to
San Francisco, where they arrived towards the end of December; and thence those intended for Santa Clara marched back,
under the leadership of Moraga accompanied by Father Pena,
to the site of the proposed new mission. On January 12, Ii77,
as before stated having reached the chosen spot, they constructed, sanctified and erected a cross; put up a rude chapel;
built an altar, and Pena celebrated the first mass. Soon
afterwards a square of- seventy varas in each direction was
marked off two sides of which were intended for the church,
missionaries' residence and various shops and offices, and the
other two for a guard-house, barracks for nine soldiers and a
poblador, and a store-house. The work of building was com-
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menced almost immediately; and, as soon as it commenced, a
messenger was dispatched for Father Jose Murguia, who had
been named as the associate missionary of the place and who
still remained at Monterey. Murguia, upon receiving notice
of the fbundation, set out with the various articles of furniture designed for the new mission and arrived on January 21;
and thereafter the work went rapidly forward.'
The Santa Clara valley, which seems to have been first
called " El Llano de los Robles- The Plain of the Oaks" and
afterwards the Plains of San Bernardino, was described by
Palou as thirty Spanish leagues in length by from three to
five in breadth. It contained the richest of soil and afterwards, when cultivated, bore great harvests of wheat, maize,
beans and in fact every kind of grain and vegetable and
every species of European fruit that was planted. The yield
was so luxuriant as not only to maintain the missionaries and
neophytes and to feast and thereby attract the. wild Indians
of the neighborhood, but also to furnish supplies for the
troops and people at San Francisco. The Guadalupe river
and the many springs and rivulets furnished water in abundance for irrigation; and the river also afforded in the winter season large and excellent salmons; but there were no
shell fish or mussels within easy reach. The oak trees scattered over the valley bore great quantities of acorns, and the
open spaces and hills various kinds of seeds and wild oats,
all of which, previous to the advent of the missionaries, had
served as food for the numerous natives whose rancherias
were seen in every direction.
The natives seemed to be of the same or nearly the saine
blood and to speak nearly the same language, ac; those of Sar,
Francisco . They were very friendly and in a short time after
the foundation of the mission began to repair to it. But it was
rather for what they could beg or steal, that they came, than
with any object of conversion . They were great thieves .
One of their first exploits was to run off and slaughter some
of the mules belonging to the soldiers; and, though they were
1

-- -- - - - · - ----------Palou, ~oticias, I\" 197-199; Vida, 218,219.
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pursued, a few killed and others flogged, the time can hardly
be said to have ever come when they were not ready for a
theft, if an opportunity presented itself. In May an epidemic
broke out, which carried off most of their children. The
missionaries, by going about among the rancherias, managed
to baptize some fifty of them before they died; and these
being the first baptized and dying, as they did, within the
communion of the church, were regarded as the first fruits of
the mission. Afterwards the work of conversion progressed
rapidly aod in less than eight years the number of neophytes
amounted to nearly seven hundred.1
Santa Clara, as well as San Francisco, had thus been initiated in the absence of J unf pero. But no sooner did that zealous founder of missions arrive at Monterey from his southern labors, which was about the beginning of January, 1777,
than he made preparations to visit the new establishments.
In the spirit he had been present at them all the time. It
was under his prt:sidency and in his name that all had been
done. It was his energy that had opened the way and his
foresight that had laid the foundations for the new settlements. But as a matter of fact he had never yet seen either
San Francisco or Santa Clara or any part of the bay or the
mountains surrounding it. I le had heard much about them;
and there can be no doubt that his yearnings were almost
limitless; but even yet there were various causes to delay his
intended visit. The principal among these was the arrival of
Felipe de Neve, the recently-appointed governor, who had been
directed by Bucarcli to change his residence from Loreto to
Monterey and reached the latter place on February 3. With
him, as the future head of the civil and military authority,
Jun{pero had much to discuss in reference to the govrnment
of the country and especially the adjustment of the ecclesiastical with the civil and military jurisdictions. He also had
many arrangements to make in reference to the new missions, which were to be founded in the neighborhood of the
Santa Barbara Channel; and at the same time he felt called
- ----·
1

Palou, Noticias, IV. 199,
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upon to labor sedulously and steadily at his more exclusively
apostolic duties . In the early part of the autumn, however,
he finally got away. On September 28 he reached Santa
Clara, whence, after performing mass and preaching one day
and resting another, he proceeded to San Francisco which he
reached on October I. Three days afterward was the festival
of St. Francis; and the occasion was taken advanta~c of for a
celebration displaying all the pomp and ceremony of which
the place was capable. The people of the mission were joined
by the soldiers and settlers from the presidio; a mass more
than ordinarily imposing was performed by the father president; there was jubilee on every side; and among all who
were congregated not the least joyful, according to Palou,
were the newly-made Christians of the mission, of whom
there were already seventeen adults .
After remaining with his old friend Palou at the mission
ten days and fully resting from the fatigues of his journey,
Jun{pero proceeded to the presidio for the purpose of seeing
both it and also what was then known as the port. This,
as has been stated, was the anchorage immediately in front of
the presidio. As he cast his eyes for the first time upon the
Golden Gate, he broke out in thanks to God, which he repeated many times. "At length, at length," he exclaimed,
"has our Father St . Francis advanced the sacred cross of his
missions to the very last extremity of California: to go further
requires ships." In his exultation, however, though contemplating the great advance. thus made, he could not help lookin~ back and reflecting that the eight missions so far established were very far apart and that to fill the gaps between
them would require further efforts. But to him efforts likt:
these wete a labor of love; and, as he faced around and returned to Monterey, it was only to renew his exertions and
work on unfalteringly to the end.
·
It was soon after this time, or, to be exact, it was November 29, 1 1777, that the town of San Jose, or to give the full
Spanish title," El Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe," was
1

Cal. Archives, 1\1.& C. I, 324.
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founded. In the spring of that year, Governor Felipe de
Neve, while on his way to visit the port of San Francisco,
had stopped at the mission of Santa Clara 3.nd while there
had taken careful note of the luxuriant plains surrounding it
and their adaptability, both as respected soil and climate, for
cultivation. It had been a favorite part of the viceroy Bucareli's plan for the settlement of California to plant at least a
few pueblos or towns of Spanish people; and, when De Neve
was transferred from Loreto to :\fonterey, he received special
instructions upon this .mbject. The settlei:s, who had been
sent up under the leadership of Anza from Sonora and who
had, in accordance with instructions, gone to San Francisco,
did not find the site of either the presidio or mission of that
place suitable for raising grain or fruits. But here, at a
distance of but little more than a day's journey and near the
shore of the same bay, there were fields which for extent,
richness, salubrity and in fact everything that could make
them suitable for settlement and cultivation, were not to be
excelled. Under these circumstances the governor determined upon San Jose as the best place for the pueblo which
Bucareli desired founded on the bay of San Francisco; and
he accordinJ:!ly designated as the site the eastern bank of the
Guadalupe river, opposite the mission of Santa Clara, and
along that river to its source. 1
To this place, after reporting to the viceroy and asking
that a number ~f industrious and intelligent settlers might be
sent up from Mexico by sea, the governor directed Lieutenant
~Ioraga to proceed with nine soldiers and five of the pobla- <lores or settlers who had come with Anza from Sonora and ~
were t11en with their families at San Francisco. To each or..
the pobladores was gi\'en a yoke of oxen and farming imple--:
mcnts, two cows, two horses, a mule, two sheep and twc::i.
goats. They left the presidio of San Francisco on Novemb~
7 and proceeded very leisurely. Counting children and .ea:
-
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1 "Les st·tial i s1tio y rt:parti<'>tcrras pa1a furm,1r un pueblo, titulado de ~
Jos.:ph <le (iuadalupe, sc11alan<lole, para la ubicacion :uriba ,le la mision de.SacClara, al otro lado del Rio h:icia al nacimient,·, de <-Inombrado de GundaluS:cli,t:mte de las casas de la mision Ires quartos de ll'gua."-Palou,
Vida, 225.
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there were sixty-eight of them . Upon arriving at the spot,
Moraga, in the name of the king and as directed by the governor, designated the square where the houses were to be
erected; distributed building lots, and marked out for each
one a field for cultivation, sufficient for the planting of a
fanega or about two bushels of : maize and for beans and peas.
He then commenced the building of houses, which were constructed of palisades or upright stakes of wood plastered
with mud, according to the style then in vogue. As soon as
these were finished, the fields were prepared and planted; and
then an 'irrigating c.tnal was constructed so as to bring water
from the river to the fields. Thus was started the pueblo or
town of San Jose, the first of purely civil settlements in
California. Its pobladores had from the beginning all the
privileges belonging, under the Spanish laws, to inhabitants
of provincial pueblos . On account of the near neighborhood
of the mission of Santa Clara, the missionaries of that place
were requested by the governor and they consented to regard
and treat them as parishioners, and to administer to them the
necessary sacraments. But so far as their government was
concerned, as soon as their organization was completed, they
were under the jurisdiction of an alcalde or magistrate of
their own class, who was subordinate to the governor only.
They also maintained their own guard, consisting of a corporal and three soldiers, so that both in a civil and military
point of view they were entirely distinct from the mission. 1
The pueblo and the mission were so distinct in fact that in
the course of time a dispute arose in reference to their bound ary line; and there was a long and bitter quarrel between
them before the controversy was finally 5ettled.
While San Jose was thus being founded, J un{pero renewed
his missionary labors at Monterey. The converts there had
largely increased and he baptized great numbers. But there
was one difficulty which caused him much uneasiness. This
was the fact that he could not confirm. As a priest, he had
1 Palou, Noticias, IV, 203- 205; Vida,
32 5•
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the authority, under the laws of the church, to baptize; but
as a mere priest he had no authority to confirm. The rite
of confirmation could be administered regularly only by a
bishop It was not likely, however, considering the remoteness of California, that any bishop would visit 1t; and consequently it was not likely, if J unipero's newly-made Christians
had to wait for a bishop, that they would ever be confirmed
He was too sincere in his convictions of the necessity of sud>
confirmation not to be greatly exercised in spirit. If he had
been more of a politician, or if the church had had more
appreciation for modest worth, Junipero would long already
have occupied a high ecclesiastical office. But, as is often
the case with those of the greatest merit, he found his happiness in quiet labor and shrank from everything that might
seem calculated for his own aggrandizement
For this reason,
though he sought and zealously labored to be invested with
the power of confirmation, to the end that the Californians
might enjoy all the fruits of their conversion, he studiously
avoided asking any accession of ecc;lesiastical dignity for himself. If the asseverations of Palou, which seem borne out
by the character of his illustrious superior, are to be believed,
it may be doubtful whether Junfpero would have been really
pleased to have been made a bishop. But whether so or not,
his great object of being invested with the power of confirmation was accomplished by the reception of a patent,
founded on a bull of Pope Clement XIV .. which gave h.im
that authority. The bull was issued on July 16, 1774, an<l
conceded the power for ten years. But the patent, under
which Junfpero acted, had to come through the prefect of
missions; there were formalities and delays; and it consequently did not reach his hands until the end of June, 1778.
No sooner did it arrive, however, than he zealously went to
work and as rapidly as possible confirmed all the people of
his mission of San Carlos. The ceremonies kept him until
August 25. He then embarked for San Diego an<l after a
short stay, confirming all the people there, he proceeded
northward from mission to mission, repeating the same cere-
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monies of confirmation at each until January 5, 1779, when
he a.gain reached Monterey. He got back much worn with
his
labors and the fatigues of his journey, but laden with
g~Jclen sheaves of merit.'
I rt June, I 779, news came from Mexico of a great political
cha-r1ge that had taken place. The seven northern provinces
of" .New Spain known as the" Provincias Internas," including
California,
had been in 1776 ordered to be withdrawn,so to
speak,
from the viceroyalty and erected into a separate jurisdiction
under the government of a comandante-general, who
vva.s
to have his official residence in Sonora. This chanf{e,
the>-ugh
previously known, had at length been carried into
effe:ct;
and the news, though the person appointed to the
office
of comandante-general was Teodoro de Croix, nephew
of"
the former viceroy and an officer who ha<l already
expressed
himself as a warm friend of the missions, gave
Ju ~ ipero and his associates serious concern. They had or
sup
posed they had good reason to believe that no other perso~
would take such interest or make such exertions in their
behalf
as the viceroy Bucareli had done. They felt that
th~ re could not be any change for the better and that therefor-~
any change could not be but for the worse. There was,
h 0 ""'1ever, no help for what had already taken place; and
JU~ ipero, instead of repining, accepted what could not be
alt::~red as the will of God, and addressed himself with more
assiduity
than ever to his missionary labors.
-=rhe summer wore on and passed into autumn. Jun{pero
h~c:::3 not as yet administered the ceremonies of confirmation
eit.ber
at Santa Clara or San Francisco . But he now resolved
to.
defer this duty no longer, anti particularly as he heard
th._qt the last expeclition of discovery, that had been fitted out
by Bucareli, had arrived at San Francisco on its return from
t~~ north. His recent fatigues and the old trouble of his
'1 \c::erated leg rendered him very feeble: nevertheless he put
h. i .-itself upon the way and on October I I, I 779, reached
Santa Clara At the same time the officers of the exploring
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expedition, accompanied by Father Palou, arrived at the sar.
place from San Francisco. While Jun{pero had been on l
way northward to see the officers, they on their part had be,
on their way southward to sec Junfpero. Neither had be,
aware of the setting out of the other . Their meeting
Santa Clara was therefore a mutual surprise and a mutu
pleasure. But Jun{pero was so much enfeebled that he cou
hardly stand. It was a matter of great wonder and admir
tion to his visitors that under such circumstances he shou
keep up, and still more so that he should insist on conti
uing his labors of confirmation. In these labors, however, 1
worked with all the spirit, ardor and enthusiasm of the tin
when he first landed in the New World. During his two da)
stay at Santa Clara and his subsequent three weeks' stay
San Francisco, he confirmed all the people, who were reac
for the ceremony, and among others all the unconfirmc
sailors of the exploring expedition. These labors done, c
November 9, 1779, he again started off and returned by ti
way of Santa Clara and San J osc to his mission of S,
Carlos.
The expedition of discovery, which had arrived at S,
Francisco in September, 1779, and to which reference ha.c;ju
been made, was the third and last sent out by the viccrc
Bucareli. The first, it will be recollected, was that of Ju,
Perez in 1774, which examined portions of the coast as f
north as Queen Charlotte's Island. The second was that
Heceta and Bodega y Quadra in 1775, one vessel of whic
under the last named commander, reached the latitude ,
58° north, disco,·ered Sitka, observed and named the gre .
opening known as Paso de Bucareli or Bucareli's Passag
and on the way down the coast discovered and named tl
port of Bodega to the north of Point Reyes. In this exp
dition Hcccta did himself no credit; but Bodega y Quad :
proved to be an able, active, and reliable navigator; and, ,
will be seen in the sequel, he did not afterwards lack emplo:
ment.
\Vhcn Bucareli learned the result of the last expedition ar,
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particularly when he heard mention made of a great passage
running inland and possibly leading from ocean to ocean, it
only whetted his appetite for further exertions in the way of
exploration
and discovery. He at once began to make
preparations
for a third expedition. With this object in view
he directed the building of a new vessel at San Blas, from
which
place the late expedition had sailed, and sent off to
Callao
in l'eru to purchase a second one, that was lying there
and
seemed suited for the purpose . It took him, however,
three
years and upwards to procure, prepare, man and dispatch
his new vessels. The one built at San Blas was called
La
Princesa; the other, purchased in South America, La
Fa vorita.
They were provisioned for a year. Ignacio Arteaga
,vas
named commander of the former and Bodega y Quadra
of" the latter . They sailed from San Blas on February J 2,
17 79. and proceeded directly to the Paso de Bucarcli, entering •which they spent about two months in making surveys .
They
found it to lead into a great mediterranean sea, full of
islands.
There were numerous passages; but whether any of
them
led into the Atlantic, it was impossible, in the time
allotted
to their examination, to tell. On July I they sailed
out
into the open sea again and, steering northwest, on
A Ugust I reached latitude 6o," where they found a spacious
and secure port. Landing there they took formal possession
of" the country and named the port Santiago. It formed a
Part of an arm of the sea, which ran far into the continent
" 0 rthwardly.
In the region and upon the waters round about
there
were many natives; but they did not manifest any surprise
at seeing the Spanish vessels. This was at first a wonder;
but it was soon afterwards explained by one of them,
Who said that beyond a certain high hill, to which he pointed,
th ere
were many ships. Upon hearing- this the Spaniards
began to feel that they had met the Russians and were probahl y near one of their factories; and they were the more
can V-inceJ of it by the snowy summit of a lofty volcano,
Whic:b looked down upon them and which they felt satisfied
ca'll lrj be no other than the one discovered by the Russians
:i:a7 Voi.. I.

•
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and named by them Mount St. Elic1s. Sailing on along tt
coast the nav igators soon found that the land trended slight!
towards the southwest; so that as they advanced, passin
along many islands , they came at length to a bay in latitu,
59°, where they again landed and again took formal posse ,
sion of the country. By this time there were so many sic
and the season was so far advanced that they resolved to ni
rapidly down to one of the California ports to recruit . Tun
ing round in accordance with this resolution and sailing wit
both wind and current they reached the bay of San Francis,
by the middle of September; and running in they remaine
there until the end of October.
It had been the intt:ntion of Arteaga to stop at San Dieg
and not at San Francisco. But, on September 14, upo
approaching the latter place, the vessels being then separate,
Bodega y Quadra of the Favorita determined to run in an
look for the Princesa; and the next day Arteaga of the Prit
cesa followed, apparently with the object of looking for tt
Favorita . There was, however , another object in stoppin
on the part of Bodega y Quadra. He carried in his vess,
an image of " N uestra Seflora de los Remedios," which t
desired to present to the mission church; and he thercfo1
resolved to at least run in and, if he should not find tt
Princesa, to leave the image and then proceed to San Dieg ,
But, upon the arrival of the latter vessel the next day, tt
plan of going to San Diego was changed; and it was resolve
that both vessels should remain at San Francisco so as t
cure their sick, many of the crews being down with tli
scurvy, and also to afford an opportunity of making char1
of their recent surveys and writing up their diaries . 0
October 3, the festival of Nuestra Senora de los Remedio
the image was carried in procession to the mission and wit
great solemnities, including mass, sermon, _salutes and fire
works in which all the people parti .cipated, placed in tli
church over the altar. And the next day, being that of S
Francis, another grand celebration took place at which a
were likewise present; so that there were two daysof ceremonJ
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and enjoym•nt.
Towards the end of October news
came
by a courier from Monterey that war had broken out
bet,.veen
Spain and England . This hastened the return of
the
vessels. The sick were by this time nearly recovered and
the:
charts and diaries completed . An arrangement was
ma.de
by which Father Cambon of the mission, who was ill,
e ~ c: banged place with Father Matias Noriega, one of the
ch a. plains of the Princesa . On October 30, both the vessels
sh<>ok
out their sails again and proceeded directly on their
vv a.. y to San Blas. 1
:I3ucareli,
however, did not live to receive their report.
N e:,vs of his death reached San Francisco about the middle
oiOctober, 1779, very shortly after the arrival there of the
n a. "7 igators on their return from the north. The melancholy
in te:lligence,
as soon as it was communicated, caused great
s<:>rrow
not only to the voyagers but to every one who was in
a~y
way interested in California and particularly to Father
J u r-. ipero. He had lost a great friend and coadjutor. Almost
tre>.--., the first moment that these two earnest men had met,
Bu careli had become as zealous in the interests of California
as
J unipero was, and from that time forward till his death had
de,r<)ted
the best of his energies and the sincerest of his wishes
It was during his administ.e> f""orwarding its advancement.
tra. t ion, under his auspices and at his express direction, as has
been
seen, that the bay of San Francisco was sailed into and
ex:plored
and San Francisco, Santa Clara and San Jose,
a~ongother
important places, were founded and settled. He
th Us did eminent service to the country . He well deserved
the
general sorrow that was felt at his death. He still dese:r"Ves to be held in grateful remembrance by all Californians . feasting
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T was not without good grounds that Junlpero apprehendecl
difficulty from the transfer of the Californias from the:
government of the viceroy to that of the comandante-gencral =
but the anticipated trouble did not come in the way or at the:
time expected. It had been feared that Teodoro de Croix.
the comandante-general, might be lukewarm or perhaps adverse; but on the contrary he proved to be a fast friend of the:
spiritual conquest and the missionaries; and when he enterecl
upon his office he not only assured J un{pero of his good will
but went so far as to give orders for the recruiting of more:
soldiers and the foundation of more missions in Alta California . This action was in great part due to Bucareli, who uporw
the transfer of the government had specially recommendecl
the northwest coast to the comandante-general; but at the:
same time the comandante-general was a ready and willing:
listener . Everything, therefore, bid fair for the future of the:
new province even under the new arrangement.
But after
the death of Bucareli, difficulties altogether unlooked for were:
started by Felipe de Neve , the governor of California. He:
had been appointed to his office by the viceroy and chargcdJ
by him to cherish the missions; but no sooner had his patrollil
passed away than he conceived scruples about the power t01
administer c ..nfirmation, notwithstanding that power had beem
exercised long and extensively and without question . He:
claimed tha._ as the jurisdiction cf the Intrrnal Provinces
including California had been separated from the viceroyalty(420)
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the authority to confirm should be approved by the comandancia of those provinces. J unipero on his part offered arguments to show that his authority was legitimate; but the
governor,either having .some ulterior purpose in view or being
very technical in his constructions, would not or could not
see their force and pertinaciously persisted in his objections.
In view of this condition of affairs, his authority being thus
called in question, J unipero suspended the exercise of the
rite; transmitted his patent and an account of the controversy
to the college of San Fernando; asked that the questions
involved might be submitted to the proper tribunal, and in
the meanwhile shut himself up in his mission of San Carlos
and refused to stir abroad until the matter should be decided.
The subject of confirmation and the laws in relation thereto
are hardly of sufficient general interest or importance to
justify even a recapitulation of the points in issue. Suffice
it to say that the controversy was laid by the college of San
Fernando before the new viceroy and comandante-general and
that in due time instructions were made out to the effect that
the governor should throw no more impediments in the way
of the father president's administration of the rite of confirmation, and further that whenever the father president desired
to travel from mission to mission he should be furnished with
an escort of soldiers. These instructions, having to pass by
.. the way of Sonora through the hands of the comandantegeneral, did not reach California until September, 1781. But
as soon as information of them arrived, Junipero immediately
resumed the extrcise of the interrupted rites and confirmed
all who were ready for the ceremony at San Carlos and San
Antonio. He then traveled northward to San Francisco,
where he arrived on October 26, and after a stay of two
weeks returned by the way of Santa Clara, having in the
meanwhile performed the necessary ceremonies at each of
those places; and he got back to his own mission of San Carlos
before the setting in of the winter rains and consequent
swelling of the rivers and ,;treams.1
0
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Upon the above mentioned visit of J unipero to San Francisco, he was accompanied by his friend and coadjutor Father
Juan Crespi, the same who had been with Governor Portola
in 1769, when San Francisco was discovered . It was now
twelve years since that time . During the intervening period
Crespi had been constantly busy, most of the time in mis sionary labor at San Carlos but a very valuable portion of
it in travels and explorations , the result of which he transmitted to posterity in his numerous journals. It is chiefly
upon his record that the history of the first years of the settlement of Alta California, including the foundation of San
Diego and Monterey and the discovery of San Francisco,
depends. Under these circumstances, having thus been not
only one of the discoverers but also the historian of the discovery of San Francisco and not having seen it since those
days of its primeval wildness, it was a matter of great interest
to him to revisit it and behold the changes which a few years
of missionary domination had wrought and which in part at
least he might contemplate as his own work. There was
• perhaps a tinge of melancholy in his reflections. He could
hardly fail to see that there was a great future for the immense bay, which he had been one of the first to behold and
of which he had spoken in terms of the highest admiration,
while, as for himself, he was now worn out with his manifold
labors and could not expect to be much longer a participant
or even a witness of the march of events. However this may
have been, his days were nearly numbered. In a very short
time after getting back to San Carlos he sickened; and on
January 1, 1782, in the sixty-first year of his age and the
thirty-first of his ministry among the savages of the New
\Vorld, he rendered up his final account . During his sickness
Father J unipero attended almost constantly at his bedside
and administered the last rites of the church. After his
death, Junipero called together all the people of the mission
and the neighboring presidio of l\Ionterey and in their presence gave the body ~epulture under the altar in the mission
church of San Carlos. As was to have been expected, every
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one present was loud . in praise of the virtues and merits of
the deceased; and, as the sa<l information of his death spread
further and further among those who had known him, newer
and newer tributes of respect were paid to his memory . But
the greatest honor paid him, that with which he would have
himself
been most affected, wa~ the touching request made by
Fat:lier Junipero a few years afterwards, when, feeling his own
end
approaching, he begged that he might be laid by the side
0£ his beloved disciple and companion Juan Crespi, who had
th us gone before him.1
I.,
the meanwhile Teodoro de Croix, the comandantege ~ C!ral of the Internal Provinces in response to the previous
rec~mmendations
of Bucareli and in fulfillment of his pledges
t<>
_Jun{pero, had projected the foundation of a presidio and
three
new missions on the Santa Barbara Channel and the
settlement
of a new pueblo near San Gabriel. For this purP<>se
he had ordered Captain Fernando Rivera y Moncada,
~he:>
had formerly been comandante at Monterey and was
th~.,
comandante at Loreto, to recruit seventy -five soldiers
a....__
c::I. the necessary settlers in Sonora and Sinaloa. About
t:h~
same time, but as an entirely independent movement, he
r~c::c:::>mmended
to the Franciscan college of Santa Cruz at
Q ._,.eretaro the foundation of two missions on the Colorado
ri ""'~rat
or about the point where the road from Sonora to
C:: a.1 ifornia crossed it. This locality ha<l for years been reg c3L Z-c:ied as very important; an<l the coman<lante-general
th ~'1ght it should be occupied and settled, as well for the
sa 1-c:.,e
of Sonora as for that of California .
.I: t will be recollected that Father Kino, in the prosecution
~£'
bis magnificent project of connecting the Jesuit missions of
S~nora
with those of Lower California by carrying them
a r~'1nd
the head of the gulf, ha<l several times visited the re~•~ ri of the junction of the Colorado and Gila rivers. From his
c::la.~s down to the time of the expulsion of the Jesuits, efforts
''-"ere made to accomplish the same object by extending the
'CXl i ssions northward on both sides of the gulf; but there was a
•
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long space still unoccupied . After the Franciscans took possession of Lower California and while they were preparing to
occupy San Diego and Monterey, Anza proposed his project
of opening a road from the frontier of Sonora to the proposccl
new settlements . His offer was at first declined; but after wards in 1774, under the orders of the viceroy Bucarcli, he
made the trip and, so to speak, opened the road. On that
occasion he took along with him two missionaries of the college of Santa Cruz, one of whom was Father Francisco
Garces. These stopped and spent some time at the crossinJ:!
of the Colorado river, which was just above the mouth of the
Gila, and had an opportunity to make friendships with the
Indians and inspect the rich river bottoms inhabited and cultivated by them. Though the countries generally on each
side of the rivers were arid and desert, these bottoms were
luxuriant; and the reports of the travelers pictured them as
extensive and extremely favorable for settlement.
On Anza's second expedition in the latter part of li75
with the soldiers and settlers intended for San Francisco
Father Garces again accompanied him and also two othe
missionaries from the college at Queretaro, one of whom wa
Father Pedro Font. But while Father Font continued c
with Anza to Monterey , Father Garces and his companic
stopped at the Colorado and undertook to make surveys
the region and prepare the minds of the natives for missio
Among these Indians, known generally as the Yumas, ·
chief man was one Palma. He had on their first visit m;
fested great friendship for the whites; and on this second,
he was flattered by Anza, who in the name of the vie,
presented him with a suit of clothes and a sil\'er-mou
cane . An arrangement was easily made with Palma fo
protection of Garces and his companion; and, while .
and the rest of the people went on, they remained and
menced their labors .
Father Garces appears to have been a man of extr
nary aptitude for travelin~ alone among the Indians
first undertaking was to examine the country along tl
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"bankof the Colorado. This he did in company with Palma,
several other Yumas and the Lower California Indian Sebastian Tarabal, who, as will be recollected, had crossed the desert as a fugitive from San Gabriel in 1773 and afterwards
Euided Anza on his first expedition.
Father Garces, being a
.nissionary as well as an explorer, carried along with him a
"banner,having on one side a picture of the virgin beaming
,vith celestial radiance and on the other a devil or lost soul
,vrithing in the flames of hell. As he traveled about among
"the natives, he unfurled his banner and was pleased to notice
that they expressed approval of the pretty picture while they
turned with apparent loathing from the other. Thus he
passed to the mouth of the Colorado and back again. Upon
his return, leaving his companion with Palma and taking only
Tarabal and another Indian or two, he traveled across the
desert to San Gabriel. He there expressed a desire to open
a new road, in addition to the one by San Gabriel, to San Luis .
Obispo; and, as Anza had by that time gone to Monterey, he
applied to Rivera y Moncada for supplies and a couple of
soldiers to assist him. But Rivera y Moncada, who was busy
with his investigations of the then recent outbreak at San
Diego and had satisfied himself that the Colorado Indians
were implicated in it, expressed himself as opposed to everything that could tend to render the communication with the
Colorado any easier and to everything that Garces sought or
Wasattempting to effect. He accordingly refused his request.
Father Garces, nothing daunted, renewed his request for supplies to the missionaries of San Gabriel; and, being proviJed
by them, he !'tarted off again with his Indians; traveled north\\'estward; then crossed over the southern end of the Coast
Range into the upp::r part of the San Joaquin valley, and
thence, crossing the southern end of the Sierra Nevada, proceeded southeastward over the deserts again to the Co:orado
and down to his starting point opposite the mouth of the
Gila. He was, however, too late to meet Anza, who had
already passed that point on his way back to Sonora; and
Carce-;, after continuin 6 his travels for some time further,
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examining the eastern bank of the Colorado, made his way
back to the Sonorian settlements.'
Upon the return, in 1776, of Anza and Garces from their
expeditions and hearing their reports of the great number of
Indians at and about the junction of the Colorado and Gila
rivers, said by Garces to amount to some twenty-five thousand, and of the luxuriance of the river bottoms and the
adaptability of the region for settlement, the college of Santa
Cruz manifested a desire to plant missions there. Anza had
said that, to safely accomplish the purpose, it would be necessary to found a strong presidia and keep on hand a sufficient
number of troops to withstand the savages. But there were
others who thought it could be done, or at least that missions
could be started among Indians so apparently friendly without so much expense as the establishment and maintenance
of a presidia would involve. Among these latter was Teodoro de Croix, the comandante -general. He either persuaded
himself, or allowed himself to be persuaded by the others,
that a few missionaries, a few settlers and a few soldiers
would be sufficient to commence the enterprise; and he
accordingly authorized the foundations of the proposed missions to proceed.
While Rivera y Moncada was going on with his recruiting
for the Santa Barbara Channel in Sonora and Sinaloa in the
autumn of 1780, De Croix in connection with the college of
Santa Cruz sent sixteen soldiers with their officers and sixteen settlers with their families and established two missions upon the Colorado. The first of these, which was
located on the west bank of the river nearly opposite the
mouth of the Gila, was named Purisima Concepcion de Maria
Santisima; the other, which was on the same bank but three
leagues down the river, received the name of San Pedro y
San Pablo The missionaries of the former were Fathers
Francisco Garces and Juan Barraneche; those of the latter
Fathers Juan Diaz and :\Iatias Moreno. The system adopted
in the foundation of these establishments was, however, so
1
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entirely different from that employed in the other California
missions, that Father Palou called it el spiritual nuevo modo
de conquistar-the
new method of spiritual conquest." The
missionaries were to pay no attention to anything but religious teaching. The Indians were not to be collected into
communities; nor was any government to be established over
them . There was not even to be any distribution <Jf food or
in fact anything done which would powerfully attract them
or make it their special interest to be peaceable and submissive. The converts, instead of being maintained or taught to
maintain themselves, were. to be left among their wild neighbors and to support themselves as best they could. The
underlying spirit of the new establishments seems to have
been economy, and economy not only of means and labor
but alw even of interest in the natives . With a system so
defective and with Indians of a character so intractable as
these ought to have been known to be. it is no wonder that
difficulties sprang up. There wanted but an occasion, and
this soon presented itself in the occupation by the Spanish
settlers of the narrow spaces of ground, fit for cultivation,
along the sides of the river and the consequent crowding out
of the Indians. This led first to disagreement; then to quarrel, and finally to bloodshed and massacre. Soldiers, settlers
and missionaries were all involved in one common ruin.
The new missions had scarcely been established when want
began to be felt. The limited supply of provisions soon ran
out . The Indians, who had expected to be kept in good
humor with presents, became dissatisfied and most of those
who had accepted baptism apostatized.
Affairs began to
look very bad. The missionaries sent over to San Gabriel, as
the nearest source of relief, and gave notice that they were in
great straits; that it would be impossible to obtain succor
from Sonora in time to do any good, and that unless supplies
could be furnished them at once, they would be compelled to
abandon the establishments . The missionaries of San Gabriel
furnished such articles as they could spare, consisting chiefly
of clothing; but these did not go far, and in the meanwhile
0
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the difficulties about the occupation of the cultivable land
grew more and more frequent and more and more aggravatec
There were no open struggles; but the Indians, seeing ho1
the lands were being occupied and their own harvests, mo!
of which were wild, were being interfered with, compare
their grievances and whetted up their dissatisfactions . A
they could see no advantages either present or prospective i
the missions, but on the contrary could only look forward t
being eventually driven out from their fields and heritag,
and as, with the inadequate forces of the whites, there woul
be no great danger in making a combined attack, they resolve
to rise; kill the missionaries as well as the soldiers and settler
and destroy the missions .
In the summer of 1781, while affairs at the new missior
were in this condition and the missionaries on account of th
threatening aspect were, according to Palau, more than ord
narily active with religious sacraments and exercises appr<
priate to anticipated martyrdom, Rivera y Moncada arrive
with a large party of recruits and a long train of horses an
mules on his way from Sonora to Santa Barbara. The sc
diers and settlers, whom he had recruited in Sinaloa, he h
sent directly across the gulf to Loreto with instructions
proceed thence up the gulf to the bay of San Luis and the,
overland to San Gabriel, where he agreed to me~t them
soon as he could collect the necessary people and animal
make up the required complement and get through with t1
by the way of the Colorado. He thus had with him
remainder of the soldiers, not sent off through Lower 1
fornia, whom he had been directed to recruit, being
forty in number with their families, and all the horse!
mules amounting to not less than a thousand head.
also marched with him. as an additional guard and 1
Ensign Cayetano Limon and nine soldiers belonging
of the frontier presidios of Sonora . Meanwhile, as the r
from Sinaloa who came up through Lower Califorr
already reached San Gabriel, Governor Felipe de N,
gone thither from Monterey to meet them and be c
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when Rivera y Moncada should arrive; and, as ~he latter was
known to be approaching the Colorado with a long train and
could not well have too large a guard, De Neve sent off Sergeant Juan Jose Robles with six soldiers from Monterey and
San Diego to meet him, increase his escort, and assist him in
conducting the new-comers and the large train of animals to
their destination.
When Rivera y Moncada reached the Colorado, he found
many of his animals so weakened and exhausted with the
journey that they could not go forward; and he thereupon
determined, while the people and all the animals that were in
good condition should go on in charge of Ensign Limon and
his nine Sonora soldiers, he himself, with Sergeant Robles
and his six California soldiers, would lie over at the Colorado
until such time as the exhausted animals should recuperate
and might be able to proceed. But scarcely had Limon and
the others departed, leaving Rivera y Moncada and his seven
soldiers in charge of the horses and mules on the east bank
of the river, when the Indians, having been for some time
meditating their treachery, carried it into execution. Collecting together in great numbers, they fell upon the mis;;ions
and massacred all the whites with the exception of the
women and children, whom they made prisoners, and a few
men, who escaped . At both the missions the slaughter was
complete. It is said that the missionaries, who were the last
to suffer, exercised their apostolic duties during the massacre,
confessing some and encouraging others with fervent exhortations until they were themselves struck down . The Indians
then set fire to and destroyed the missions and all the buildings that had been erected, so that only the smouldering
ruins and the dead bodies that lay scattered about remained.
They also crossed the river; fell upon Rivera y Moncada and
his seven soldiers, and slew them likewise. But Rivera y
Moncada, Robles and their companions sold their lives much
more dearly than the mission soldiers and killed many of
their assailants before they were finally overpowered.
In the meanwhile, Ensign Limon, having safely conducted
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the people and animals he had in charge to San Gabriel,
turned around with his nine Sonora soldiers on his return.
Upon approaching the Colorado again, he was informed of
what had occurred but was unwilling to believe the report
until he arrived at Concepcion and saw the ruins. He had
little time, however, to make investigations; for the Indians,
as soon as they were aware of his presence, attacked him
with great fury. One of them wore the uniform of Rivera y
Moncada . Limon a~d his men immediately turned back
towards San Gabriel and, by a•masterly retreat, bravely repelling the hordes which for several days followed, managed to
get back to that point, losing only two men. Upon reaching
San Gabriel and imparting his melancholy intelligence, Limon
proposed to Governor De Neve, if furnished with twenty soldiers, to go back, chastise the Yumas and avenge the ma.;;sacre. But the governor, judiciously declining so great a risk,
ordered him and his men to return to Sonora by way of
Loreto; and at the same time he forwarded by them to De
Croix, the comandante-general at Arispe, an account of the
sad occurrences and suggestions as to the proper measures to
be taken in reference thereto . But before Limon's arri\·al the
comandante-general had already learned all and had ordered
Pedro Fages, who still remained in Sonora, to proceed with a
large number of soldiers to the Colorado: ransom or rescue
the captives; ascertain and seize the ringleaders of the outbreak, and inflict the necessary punishments.
Pedro Fages with a large company of soldiers, consisting
partly of Catalonian volunteers and partly of presidia! soldiers of Sonora, proceeded, as soon as the necessary preparations couid be made, to the scene of destruction.
Upon
reaching the Colorado he found that the Indians generally
had abandoned the neighborhood. Crossing over to the ruins
of the missions everything appeared as if undisturbed since
the massacre. The bodies of the dead still lay exposed, all
except those of Fathers Garces and Barraneche. As these
were not found among the rest, it was hoped they still lived.
lt was thought possible and not improbable, as Garces had
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al\Vays been exceedingly popular among the· Indians. by
whom
on account of his usual salutation he was familiarly
kno,vn
as "El Viva Jesus," that they ha<l spared him and his
companion.
But upon further search an extraordinary spot
of ground
was discovered. It was green while everything
around
it was burned and blackened. It was not only covered
,vith growing grass, but was also adorned with blooming
flowers,
among which were marigolds and others that were
not
known, but all bright and beautiful. Upon digging in
the
marvelous
place, the bodies of the martyred missionaries
were
found, still clothed in their sacerdotal robes. These
circ:u
mstances produced their natural effect-natural among a
people
so superstitious; it was at once believed there was
something
miraculous about them.
But, unfortunately for
the
c: redit of the miracle, it appeared upon subsequent investiga. t. ion that an old Indian woman, to whom the missionaries
had
been kind, had had the charity to cover their bodies
with
earth and plant grass and flowers upon their graves .
.A... fler the dead were gathered up and properly buried, Fages
pre>c:eeded
in search of the captives. The Indians had moved
some
eight leagues down the river and carried them along .
There
they had taken up their quarters in dense thickets,
wh i titer Fages deemed it unadvisable to follow. But he succee:clced
in opening communication with the savages and in
ransoming
the captives; and, taking them with him and
car~ing
along the bodies of the dead missionaries for the
PU rp-ose
of giving them sepulture in the nearest mission, he
retu
med to the settlements of Sonora. In the investigations,
\Vhic::h were subsequently made, as usual upon such occasions,
reference to the circumstances of the outbreak, a very
in.
st raa. nge story was related.
It was said that, on the night
af"t:ce:r the murder of the missionaries and the burning- of the
~is.sions,
a procession of figures dressed in white robes, bearing
.a cross, with long candlesticks and lighted tapers in their
har-.<:is, was seen to issue from the ruins and, after marching
aro~nd
them several times, chanting in an unknown tongue,
te> Q isappear as mysteriously as it had issued forth. It wac;
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not once only that this ghostly throng wa,; seen; but it reappeared night after night until, as was assevc:rated by the
ransomed captives, though they themselves looked upon the
apparition with joy, the Indians were so frightened and terrified that they abandoned the region and moved down the
river. Thus the destruction of the Colorado missions had its
miracle after all; and it was accepted not by the common
people only but also by the officers and all the first men of
the time. It was certified to as a part of the judicial proceedings. Fages repeated it to Palou, as he had previously
transmitted it to the president of the college of Queretaro~
and Palou, in the utmost gopd faith, inserted it in his histories
as a perfectly well-authenticated fact.
As there had as yet been no punishment of the Yumas, De
Croix, in the early part of 1782, ordered Fages and his soldit-rs to return to the Colorado. Fages did as directed and
then, in further obedience to orders received, leaving the larger
portion of the forces, which were Sonora soldiers under Pedro
Fueros, at that place, proceeded on with the remainder to
San Gabriel for the purpose of conferring with De Neve and
concerting measures for a regular campaign against the
Yumas. He arrived at San Gabriel on March 26; but by
that time De Neve had gone to Santa Barbara. Upon his
return in response to a message from Fages, and after a full
consultation, it was decided that the proposed campaign
should be deferred until September when the river would be
low and easily forctable. This being determined on, Fages
marched back to the Colorr.do; sent Fueros and his soldiers
to their prcsidio in Sonora to wait until August, and then
himself, with his own soldiers, returned to San Gabriel for
the same purpose. About the middle of August the Sonora
troops intended for the campaign, about a hundred in number,
started on their march for the Colorado under the command
of Jose Antonio Romeu. A little later De Neve and Fages,
with about sixty soldiers, started from San Gabriel; but upon
approaching the Colorado they were met by couriers with
dispatches to the effect that De Neve had been promoted to
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the inspectorship of the presidios of the Provincias lnternas
and would be required to reside at Arispe, and that Fages
had been appointed governor of the Californias. This information rendered a change of plan necessary. Fages returned
to San Gabriel for the purpose of taking possession of his
new government, while De Neve continued on to the Colorado and joined Romeu and the Sonora troops. They prosecuted the campaign for a while, but very languidly. De Neve
was exceedingly cautious; and, doubtless, very properly so.
He was unwilling to risk the lives of his comparatively small
number of men against the savage multitudes who were opposed to him and who, as later experience abundantly showed,
were not to be despised. A few skirmishes took place; and
a number of Indians were killed; but the Yumas as a people
and particularly Palma and the other ringleaders, who had
destroyed the missions, were never punished. On the contrary they defied the Spanish ar(Jl~ and remained independent and unsubdued. 1
The attack upon and destruction of the Colorado missions,
on account of the supposed necessity they occasioned of keeping all the newly-recruited soldiers together at or near the
mission of San Gabriel, so as to be able to resist any attempt
that might be made upon that place, retarded the foundation
of the projected new presidio and missions on the Santa
B-irbara Channel. But there was nothing to prevent the
speedy establishment of the proposed new pueblo in the
neighborhood of San Gabriel. On September 1, 1781, accordingly, having already issued various instructions in reference to the subject, Governor Felipe de Neve collected
together the pobladores or settlers and their families, who had
been recruited oy Rivera y Moncada in Sinaloa and sent up
by the way of Lower California for the express purpose, and
conducting them to the spot selected, four leagues west of
San Gabriel, laid out and founded the new pueblo. The
location was a choice and beautiful one on the west bank of
a little river, running there in a southerly direction through a
1
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delightful valley among hills, and about twenty miles north of
San Pedro bay. This river had been first seen by white men
on the first expedition of Governor Portola and his companions in search of Monterey in 1769. They had reached it
on August 2 and, on account of the festival of the day previous, known in the Catholic calendar as that of Nuestra
Seiiora de los Angeles de Porciuncula, had given it that name.1
An·d it was for this reason that the settlement, founded on its
bank, received the name of El Pueblo de La Reina de Los
Angeles or, more commonly, that of Nuestra S<;,11orade Los
Angeles de Porciuncula. The river, for a long time called the
Porciuncula, was afterwards and is now generally known as
the Los Angeles.
The original settlers appear to ha, ·e consisted of twelve
men, eleven women, eleven boys and twelve girls. The men
were two Spainards, four Indians, one half-breed, two negroes.
one mulatto and one call;d. a chino. The women were five
Indians and six mulattoes. They appear to have gone t~
work under the directions of the governor and in charge of
a corporal and three soldiers; lots were assigned for cultivation as well as fur building; houses of palisades plasterec'
with mud in the usual style of the clay were put up, and a,
irrigating canal or clitch projected and constructed.'
As th
same governor, who had laid out and superintendfd the se·
tlement of San Jose, also laid out and superintended these
tlement of Los Angeles, and as the objects and circumstanc
of both were about the same, the establishments were simi'
in general character.
In both cases the spots chosen w,
selected with a view to agricultural purposes. Both had •
tensive arable and irrigable grounds around them, in wt
almost everything in the way of grain, fruit or vcgeta·
could be produced and with a luxuriance elsewhere un
passed. San Jose, being further north, was better calcul
for the hardier fruits, while Los :\n~cles, whose sun
warmer, would also ripen the productions of subtro
1 l'alou, .:-.oticias, I I, 123.
• Cal. Archi, ·es, :'ll. & C. I,
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climes. For grain the extensive plains about San Jose were
more favorable than those near Los Angeles; while for
oranges, figs and pomegranates the fields at Los Angeles
were best; but both were good for vines and for almost all
the grains, fruits and vegetables of the temperate zones that
could be named. In equability of temperature and moisture,
causing freshness of verdure, San Jose excelled; but in topographical beauty and variety of landscape Los Angeles had
t~e advantage.
It is not intended to say that the Spaniards
or Mexicans in either case ever turned these capabilities to
full account. But that the pueblo grounds possessed these
advantages was plain to every one who examined them . ihe
slightest trials showed that with anything like skilled treatment the fields would overflow with. plenty and abundance;
and all the labor ever bestowed upon pl_anti_ng_and cultivation
was many and many times over again repaid by the returns .
In February, 1782, Governor Felipe de Neve, finding at
length that there was no trouble to be anticipated at San
Gabriel from the Indians of the Colorado, wrote to Father
Jun{pcro that he proposed going on with the foundation of
the new missions on the Santa Barbara Channel. He also
stated that, until the arrival of the new missionaries expected
from Mexico, he desired to be furnished with two padres from
the other missions, one for San Buenaventura and the other
for Santa Barbara . Junipero forthwith wrote to Father
Pedro Benito Cambon, former missionary of San Francisco,
who was then at San Diego, having just returned from a
health-seeking trip to the Philippine Islands, to meet him at
San Gabriel; and then himself set out, by the way of San
Antonio and San Luis Obispo, for the same place . He was
so anxious for the new foundations that he determined in his
own person, in conjunction with Cambon, to supply the places
of the regular missionaries until they should come from
Mexico. On l\Iarch 18 he arrived at the new pueblo of Los
Angeles and the next day proceeded to San Gabriel. There
he found Cambon and Governor De Neve, with whom he
immediately made arrangements for the new missions. On
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March 26, everything being prepared, the expedition of
founders started off, consisting of J unipero and Cambon,
seventy soldiers with their officers, the wives and families of
those who were married, and a number of muleteers, servants
and Indian neophytes with a long train of animals, utensils
and provisions. Felipe de Neve, with ten soldiers belonging
to Monterey, accompanied them; but being overtaken at_ the
end of the first day's journey by a courier from San Gabriel,
announcing the arrival there from the Colorado of Pedro
Fages and his desire to consult the governor upon the measures to be taken in reference to the recent outbreak, he directed the expedition to go on while he himself and his ten
soldiers turned back to San Gabriel.
Junipc:ro and his companions meanwhile proceeded to the
site which ·had been chosen for the first mission. It was a
ri~h and beautiful spot, well watered by a perennial stream
and lying near the sea-beach at the southeastern extremity
of the Channel. It was occupied by an Indian rancheria.,
consisting of some thirty comparatively large habitations.,
hemispherical in form, built of coarse wicker-work and
thatched with grass, and containing about four hundred
inhabitants, who made excellent canoes and lived principally
upon fish. Portola's expedition of 1769 had named the place
A-;sumpta or Asuncion de Nuestra Sei'\ora and provisionally
selected it as the location of a future establishment.
This
choice, being subsequently apprO\·ed, it was fixed upon as the
site of San Buenaventura, that one of the three missions.
originally projected for Alta California, which was to lie midway between San Diego and Monterey and which Jose de
Galvez, the visitador-general, on account of the special interest
he took in it, was accustomed to call his own. Jun{pero, on
account of its important position as well as on account of his
great respect for Galvez, had always been anxious to estalr
lish this mission. But various obstacles had .retarded the
fultillment of his wishes. On this auspicious occasion, however, having reached the site on March 29, he and the people
with him spent the next day in forming a great cross and
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erecting a chapel and altar. On March 31 the cross was
elevated, fixed and adored. Junipero next took possession,
blessed and consecrated the place, and in the presence of all
the company and a large congregation of wondering natives
celebrated the first mass and preached . He and his people
then proceeded more at leisure to erect houses, barracks and
stockades and afterwards to lay out gardens and fields and
then to divert the waters of the running stream in such a
manner as to afford constant irrigation.1
The mission of San Buenaventura had hardly been founded
when Governor De Neve and his ten soldiers again made
their appearance.
They had gone to San Gabriel and met
Pedro Fages and his soldiers; but in the consultation that
had taken place between the two leaders it was thought best,
as has already been stated, instead of proceeding at once to
the chastisement of the Indians on the Colorado, to defer
their expedition until autumn, when the waters of the rivers
would be at a lower and more favorable stage for military
operations. This delay having been resolved upon, Fages '
returned to Sonora while De Neve and his soldiers made
their way back to the northward, reaching San Buenaventura
by the middle of April. From there, leaving Father Carnhon and fifteen soldiers in charge of San Buenaventura, De
Neve with all the other soldiers and people, and accompanied
also by Father Junipero, proceeded northwestward along- the
coast to the neighborhood of what is now Santa Barbara.
Stopping at a point, which they supposed to be opposite the
center of the Channel, they made a survey; and, finding- a
large plain of rich land, gradually sloping to the sea, directly
in front of an extensive roadstead where vessels could safely
anchor, having also an eminence suitable for a fort and
flanked at some distance by high mountains, they pitched
upon it as a favorable place for the proposed presidio. It
was ten leagues a little north of west from Sa-n Buenaventura .
There was a lagoon next the beach. The expedition of I 769
had named the place Laguna de la Concepcion, but it seems
1
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also to have been known as San Joaquin de la Laguna.
There was a large rancheria near it and, at the time of the
first expedition, several ruined rancherias not far distant, the
inhabitants of which had been exterminated in recent wars .
On both sides cast and west, a few leagues apart from one
another, were various other large rancherias; so that the
place was a center of population as well as of position on the
Channel. As soon as the selection had thus been made. a
great cross and altar were prepared; and on April 21, I iX1,
J unipero performed the usual ceremonies of consecration and
preached a fcrvi<l sermon, after which the governor carried
out his part of the programme by taking formal military possession. The next <lay they began to cut wood and to build a
chapel, dwellings, barracks, warehouses and stockades; and by
degrees the presi<lio was finaJly established .1
It had also been the intention to found a mission at the
same place immediately after the presidio; but when Junipero urged the foundation the governor found excuses to
delay it. The principal of his reasons was the fact that the
six missionaries, who were to serve at the three new missions
on the Santa Barbara Channel and who had been sent for
and were expected from '.\foxico, had not yet arrived . Junipero, in the eagerness of his apostolic zeal, thought the new
mission might be established in anticipation of their arrival.
But the governor was of a different opinion. As it soon
become plain that no other mission was to be founded and
that there was therefore no further work for Junipero at
Santa Barbara, which could not just as well be performed by
a subordinate and leave himself free for more important
duties, he wrote to Father Cambon cf San Buenaventura to
Like his place at Santa Barbara and to Father Fuster of San
Juan Capistrano to temporarily supply Cambon's place at
San Buenaventura.
These changes having been made, Junipero administered the rite of confirmation to all prepared for
it and then set out, by the way of San Luis Obispo and San
Antonio, for Monterey, where he arrived about the middle of
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June, 178:. On the road he was met by a courier from San
Francisco, who announced the arrival there of the ships from
Mexico. But, alas for his hopes, they had not brought the
expected six new missionaries; and, upon examining the dispatches and letters which were placed in his hands, he found
other subjects of disappointment.
Serious difficulties had
arisen in Mexico, which would delay the intended new establishments for the present and might even occasion the destruction of San Buenaventura.
It appeared that the college
of San Fernando had duly appointed the six new missionaries; but when they came to ask for the usual governmental
supplies for ornaments, vestments, salaries, expenses of the
journey and to enable them to collect and keep together the
Indians at the respective new missions until those establishments could be made self-supporting, Martin de Mayorga, the
new viceroy of Mexico, declined to furnish them, and gave as
a reason that both the comandante-general and governor of
California had informed him they were unnecessary.
From
this it seemed plain, as was thought, that the intention of the
government was to establish the new missions much on the
same plan as that on which the Colorado missions had been
founded. In view of the indication that such was to be the
policy and also, probably, on account of the difficulty that
any innovation of the kind would be sure to occasion in the
other establ.ishments, the missionaries refused to proceed
unless their demands were complied with; and the college of
S,m Fernando, in support of the same view of the situation,
wrote Junipero to suspend the foundation of the new missions
until such time as they might be founded in the same manner
as the old ones.
•
Upon the reception of these orders J unipero was greatly
afflicted, believing that the suspension of the intended work
had been brought about by the wiles of the arch enemy. But
like a true son of the church, he submitted without a murmur
and even contemplated withdrawing the missionary from San
Buenaventura upon the ground that it was one of the missions referred lo. Having, however, some doubt as to whether
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the destruction of a mission already established and in successful operation could have been intended by the letters he
had received, he called together a convocation of the ecclesiasties of the four missions nearest San Carlos and laid the
matter before them for their consideration and advice. The
convocation, in view of all the circumstances, and especially
in view of the fact that San Buenaventura was one of the
three missions originally contemplated and had been established on the same principles as the other missions of Alta
California, decided that it should be upheld, at least until positive orders to the contrary should be received . In accordance
with this decision, Jun{pero resolved to retain it and appointed
Fathers Francisco Dumetz and Vicente de Santa Maria its
regular missionaries. Fuster was sent back to his own mission
of San Juan C11pistrano. As the appointment of Dumetz and
Santa Maria left J un{pero without assistance at San Carlos,
he called Father Matias Noriega from San Francisco and
directed Father Cambon to resume his old place there. The
result of the new arrangement was that, though Santa Barbara
presidia was left without a missionary, each of the nine missions had two. But there were no supernumeraries; and, as
the regular ordinary duties at San Carlos required the constant attention of both its missionaries, Junipero felt obliged to
forego his usual visitations to the other missions. This was
hard to do; but he submitted to necessity, merely asking to
have what he had done approved and a few supernumerary
missionaries furnished as soon as might be. The college of
San Fernando, upon being informed of all that had taken
place, not only approved, ratified and confirmed everything
he had done; but the next year sent him two new missionaries.•
I
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labors of Father Jun(pero now approached their close.
Notwithstanding his accumulating bodily ills, originating
from
the injury to his leg in 1749, he had still kept unremittingly
at work. At various times he had suffered more or
less f'"rom the ulceration thereby produced and never seemed
Willing
to take the rest or subject himself to the treatment,
invo} ving cessation from labor, which his condition required .
On the contrary his apostolic zeal had drawn him repeatedly
from one end of the country to the other, increasing his cares
and
aggravating his ailments. Of late years, in addition to
the
old trouble of his leg, he had also suffered from an
:t«-ection
of the chest, which had been seriously increased,
•f' not altogether brought on, by the extravagance of his
religious
fervor. Besides the chain with which he was accustomed,
in imitation of St . Francis, to scourge himself, he had
~<>re
recently provided a huge stone, which he carried with
ha 1"l"l into the pulpit. Often at the end of the sermon, in what
~as
known as the act of contrition, he would elevate the
1 z:nage
of the crucified Christ in his left hand and with his
~•gh t, seizing this stone, strike himself repeatedly in the
rea.st;
and he did so with such earnest violence that many of
th e spectators were afraid he would give himself a fatal blow
anc1. f'all dead before their eyes. On some special occasions,
anc1. particularly when preaching upon the subject of purgat<:>r~
and perdition, he made use of another invention still
tnor~
dangerous and painful. This was to inflame a large
tap~r having four wicks; open the bosom of his habit. and
(4-il)
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place the burning mass next his flesh. In these days such
actions would be regarded as the outbreaks of a distempered
brain; but in those they were the most forcible manner of
reaching and affecting an audience; and, with this object in
constant view, there was hardly anything which Junipero
would not have been \'Alling to undertake or endure. 1
It may be a matter of surprise that a man so merciless to
himself should have lasted so long . It was only his great
spirit that kept him up and enabled him to triumph over the
weaknesses of the flesh. But now hio vital forces were fast
wearing away; and in proportion as they declined, the trouble
with his breast, beaten and bruised and burnt as it had been .
occasioned him great suffering . In June, 1783, he had a very
grievous attack and felt as if his end were near at hand.
His labors, ho·.vever, as it proved, were not yet completed.
He grew better; and, as he grew better, he resumed work.
Fathers Juan Rioboo and Diego Noboa, the new missionaries
forwarded by the college of San Fernando, arriving about this
time and furnishing substitutes to leave in his stead at San
Carlos, he prepared, though still very feeble, to make a final
visit to the various other missions and administer the rite of
confirmation in all cases where not already done .
This
seemed to him the more indispensable for the reason that the
bull of Pope Clement XIV., under which he <lerivc<l his
authority to a<lminister the rite, granted the power for ten years
only ; and, as the bull was issued on July 16, 1774, all authority
under it woul<l exµire on July I 6, I 784. Not only, therefore,
was Junipero unwilling, on account of the uncertainty of his
health, to <lefcr these visits; but ht: also felt that, if he was to
get around to all the missions before the expiration of his
power, he must commence soon. He consequently took the
opportunity of the return of the vessel, that had brought the
two new missionaries, and embarked for San Diego, where he
arrived without accident in the early part of September.
Commencing.at that point and traveling- northward he passed
from mission to mission , st~pping at each only long enough
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to look into its administration and to confirm all the recently
baptized neophytes who were ready for the ceremony. At
San Gabriel he had a new attack of his disease; and this time
it seemed certain it would carry him off; but he again recuperated and put himself upon the road for the next mission of
San Buenaventura.
At this establishment, the last that he
had founded, finding that a much larger number of conversions had taken place during the single year of its existence
than he had anticipated and that he would therefore be kept
early and late in confirming them, he was so delighted that
he could scarcely contain himself for joy; and, his thoughts
being thus diverted into a channel which engrossed all his
attention and interest, his condition improved . By the time
he had finished his labors there, he was so much stronger that
he was able to travel again, without ft.ar every moment of
sinking down upon the way. 1 •
In January, 1784, having thus visited each of the missions
south of Monterey and since the previous September traveled a distance of a hundred and seventy leagues and upwards, Junipero arrived at San Carlos. Those, who had seen
him depart from the same place four months before and who
had been doubtful whether they should ever see him again,
were astonished to find that, notwithstanding his constant
labor and fatigues, he was apparently much better than when
he had started on his journey. He was, however, still very
weak and very ill; and it was hoped he would now take the
necessary rest . But, instead of doing so, he applied himself
with his accustomed zeal to missionary labors and through
rain and shine kept continually at work. He had still his last
vi.-;itsto make to the northern missions; and, as soon as the
weather settled, towards the end of April, 17841 he again set
out. Passing by the \\'ay of Santa Clara, but without tarrying there, he hurried on to San Francisco, where he arrived
on .May 4 1 and threw himself into the arms of his old friend
and disciple Father Palou. The two expected, for a few days
at least, to enjoy each other's society undisturbed; but in this
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they were disappointed; for they had scarcely met when Palou
was suddenly called away to attend the death-bed of a brother
missionary at Santa Clara.
Father Jose Antonio Murguia, after serving as missionary
for twenty years in the Sierra Gorda of Mexico and five in
Lower California, arrived in Alta California in 1773. On
January 12, li77, he assisted in the foundation of the mission of Santa Clara and became the principal missionary
there. During his service in the Sierra Gorda he had become
noted for built.ling a sumptuous church of stone and lime, the
first of the kind in those mountains; and, very soon after he
took charge at Santa Clara, he commenced the erection of a
somewhat similar structure at that place, using adobes, however, instead of stone. It took a comparatively long time to
build for the reason that Murguia was compelled to act as
both architect and builder. But he had finally brought it to
completion and all that remained to be done was its formal
dedication, which was fixed to take place on May 16, 17640n May 6, however, news reached San Francisco that Murguia had suddenly fallen seriously ill; and Palou was obliged
to hasten to his bedside.
When he arrived, the sick man
was so far gone that all that could be done was the administration of the last sacrament; and on May 11, five days before
his new church was to be dedicated, he died. Junipero, as
soon as he was informed of the melancholy event, was very
sensibly affected, not only on account of being reminded of
his own approaching dissolution, but also on account of losing another of his old comrades whom he loved. Nevertheless, it being resolved that the dedication of the new church
should proceed notwithstanding Murguia's death, Junipero,
after seeing that all the neophytes at San Francisco were
confirmed, took his last departure from the Mission Dolores
and, in company with Governor Pedro Fage.;, who was to participate in the ceremonies, proceeded to Santa Clara. They
arrived there on the morning of May 15; and the next day,
in the presence of all the people of the mission and the
adjoining pueblo of San Jose and all the natives of the
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neighborhood, Murguia's church, which was the largest and
finest in all California, was formally dedicated; an<l it was
observed that Junipero performed the mass, preached to the
p.:ople and administered the rite of confirmation with as
great spirit and fervor as ever.
Notwithstanding his activity, however, Junlpero felt that
his days were about numbered; and before parting with Palou
he made his last dispositions, as if it were likely they would
never meet on earth again. He then, while Palou returned
to San Francisco, proceeded to Monterey. whence he sent a
new priest to take the place of the deceased Murguia at Santa
Clara, and himself retired to his mission of San Carlos. It
was now the beginning of June . By the middle of July his
power of confirmation would expire. He t~erefore immediately set to work and confirmed all the neophytes of San
Carlos; and on July 16, 1784, the day on whio.:h his commission ran out, he had the satisfaction of knowing that there
was not one left unprovided for, and that he had in all confirmed the large number of five thousand three hundred and
seven persons, whom he sincerely regarded as so many souls
saved from the unquenchable fire. Well might he exclaim
with the first apostle of the Gentiles, "I have fought a good
fight; I have finished my course; I have kept the faith."
It happened on the very day, upon which Junipero's power
to confirm expired, that a ship arrived at San Francisco from
San Blas, bringing letters to the effect that the college of San
Fernando, on account of the scarcity of missionaries in the
New World, could furnish no more for Alta California and
that therefore the foundation of the projected two new missions on the Santa Barbara Channel, which it was hoped had
merely been suspended, would ha\ ·e to bo deferred for an
indefinite time . When this information reached Jun{pero, it
seemed as if his course was indee<l finished. If new missionaries had come and new missions were to ha,·c been established, it is likely the dying spark would ha\·e again flamed
forth and the fervent spirit rallied for fur: her efforts . But as
it was, J un{pero could not bear up under the ,;reat disappoint-
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ment. On the contrary, feeling that every day might be
his last, he sat down and wrote to each of his fellow laborers, inviting those who were nearest to visit him and bidding
those who were further distant an eternal farewell. These
letters were placed in the hands of couriers; but the only person thus addressed that reached him in time was Father
Palou of San Francisco, who, immediately upon receiving the
message, started off and arrived at San Carlos on August 18.1
Palou found the venerable president very weak and failing
rapidly, though he still managed in the afternoons to crawl
to the church and conduct religious ceremonies. His sleeping apartment was a small chamber or cell, constructed of
adobes, near the church; and it was there he lay most of the
time . But it now seemed to him even more narrow and contracted than it really was. He felt oppressed and found
difficulty in breathing.
Still he uttered no complaint.
Five
days after Palou's arrival, the ship which had landed at San
Francisco touched at l\fonterey on its return voyage; and its
surgeon passed over to the mission to visit the sufferer. Finding him grievously afflicted with pains in the breast, the
surgeon proposed the application of the cautery, apparently
with the idea, by counter irritation, of drawing off the oppressive humors to some other part of the body; and Jun{pero,
though he himself despaired of findin~ any relief, resignedly
consented to the excruciating treatment . But the only effect
was to consume the flesh and cause unnecessary pain, all of
which, how~ver, the patient bore without a murmur.
On August 26, having passed a very bad night, Junipero
spent the day in prayer and in the evening with many tears
confessed himself to Father Palou. The next day, desiring
to receive the communion, he insisted, sick anJ feeble as he
was, upon going to the church for that purpose anJ was
accompanied thither by the comandante and a large number
of the soldiers of the neighboring presidio, who knowing that
the end was not far distant had come over to pay their last
respects. Upon reaching- the altar he threw himself upon
1
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his knees and so remained during the ceremony; and all
present were affected to tears, some at beholding the extraordinary scene before them and others reflecting upon the loss
they were so soon to sustain. From the church the sufferer
returned to his cell and passed the remainder of the day in
prayer. That evening-, feeling much worse, he desired Palou
to administer extreme unction, which was accordingly done.
That night, being unable to sleep, he spent either upon his
knees or in the arms of his devoted neophytes, who were now
allowed to be present and crowded around in great numbers.
The next morning-, being visited by Captain Jose Cai'tizares
and Chaplain Cristobal Diaz of the vessel then in port, he
received them with an embrace and ordered a peal of the
mission bells to be rung in their honor . Both these persons
had been in California before; and in addressing them J uni pcro referred to their old acquaintance and took occasion to
thank them for coming to attend his funeral. They were ..
greatly surprised and shocked to hear him ;;peak in this manner and answered that they trusted in God he would recover
and go on with the conquest. But he replied in all seriousness that there was no hope and he begged them for charity's
sake and as a favor to him to scatter a little earth upon his
remains. Then turning to Father Palou he desired to be
buried by the side of Father Juan Crespi and to remain there
until such time as they should come to rebuild the church,
when they might dispose of his body a-; they pleased. Palou,
as soon as his tears allowed him to speak, assured the dyingman that everything should be done as he desired; but he
begged Junipero, when he came to be ushered into the presence of the Blessed Trinity, to intercede for all he left behind
and especially those then present. All of this Jun{pero promised, if the Lord in his infinite mercy vouchsafed him such
felicity, faithfully to do. 1
In the afternoon early, having shortly before joyfully exclaimed that God had entirely taken away his fears, J unipero
expressed a desire to go to rest and lay down upon his bed.
1
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All supposed he meant sleep, as he had slept none the night
before; and they went out of the apartment so that he mil,!ht
not be disturbed. But soon afterwards, upon returning, Palou
found him in exactly the same position, in which he had left
him, and motionless. Junipero had indeed gone to rest; but it
was the rest which knows no waking. He seemed to be in a
calm slumber; but he had ceased to breathe. He had passed
away peaceably, without a struggle, without a sign of agony .
So died, on August 28, I 784, in the seventy-first year of his
age and the thirty-fourth of his ministry as a missionary, this
remarkable and in some respects great man. He was not a
man of commanding intellect; he was not a man of liberal
views; he was superstitious; but at the same time he was a
sincere man; and probably none was ever more ready or
anxious to perform his duty and his whole duty, according to
his light . He possessed in an eminent degree all that the
.church teaches as the Christian virtues; and few or none can
be found, even among the saints, who were more perfect in
their faith and devotion. Few or none ever accomplished
more under such unt°'\·ard circun.stances or labored with
more assiduous and undivided zeal for so long a period. At
the time of his death he had baptized in Alta California alone
five thousand eight hundred persons, nearly all of whom he
also confirmed, and left fifteen establishments, two of them
pueblos, four presidios and nine missions. If any man were
ever deserving canonization, it seems Junfpero was. But his
memory will live longer and be preserved greener as the
Founder and First of Pioneers of Alta California than either
as a missionary or a priest or even as a saint.
As soon as it was ascertained beyond question that Jun!pero was dead, the mission bells were tolled and the whole
population burst into tears. It was but a short time until the
sad news passed over to the presidia; and the people from
that place, including soldiers and sailors, soon increased the
number of the mourners . These became so many and were
so anxious to S:!e and touch the remains that it was found
necessary to close the door and exclude them, so as to give
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an opportunity for properly laying out the body and placing
it in the coffin, which at Junfpero's own request had already
been prepared by the carpenter of the presidio . This, howe,,;er, took but a short time. The dt!vout sufferer, some days
t:>efore his death, had expressed a desire to be buried in the
habit of his order and had removed an under garment, which
he sometimes wore, leaving only his long robe with its cowl
and the cord about his waist . All that had to be done in
ract was to remove his sandals, which were given to the captain
and chaplain of the vessel, who were present as before
stated.
This being arranged and the body placed in the coffin,
six lighted tapers were placed around it. The door of the cell
being
then again thrown open, the Indian neophytes crowded
in
a11d adorned the bier with flowers; while the Spaniards
pressed
a1ound and reached out their rosaries and medals that
they
might be sanctified by contact with the hands of their
no"~ blessed father . At nightfall a procession was formed and
the body conveyed to the church, where it was placed before
the
altar and soldiers stationed to protect it from the pious
violence
of those who sought memorials and relics. Nor was
it possible, with all the watching of the guards, to prevent
pieces of the robe and locks left by the tonsure from being cut
off and carried away. 1
On Sunday, August 29, the burial took place. There were
Present the comandante and nearly all the soldiers of the
Presidio, the captain, chaplain, inferior officers and nearly all
the sailors of the ship then in port, all the settlers of Monterey, four priests, and all the neophytes of San Carlos. The
People having gathered, appropriate religious services were
Pe:rformed; and after every one had been afforded an opportl.tnity to see and touch the body for the last time, a solemn
l)rocession was formed and the remains carried with cross and
~andlcs and deposited in their final resting place by the side
Of those of Father Crespi under the altar of the church.
t>uring the ceremonies the bells were tolled from time to time;
a.nd every half hour during the entire day the distant boom
1
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of a cannon fror.1 the presidia was heard, answered by another
from the vessel in the habor. Palau, evidently impressed
with these military noises, boasted that Jun{pero was honored
as if he had been some general,' apparently forgetting for the
moment that he was much more honored by the tears of his
neophytes, the love and devotion of his comrades, the crowding of the people to touch his body, and even by the fact
that his remains had to be guarded to protect them from
injury by those who wanted relics and memorials, than he
would have been by all the guns that could have been fired
and all the requiems that could have been rung.
On the seventh day afterwards, Sunday, September 4, the
ceremonies, with some variations suiting the difference of circumstances, were repeated. The same soldiers, sailors and
settlers and a few more missionaries, who had arrived in the
meanwhile, were present. The same kind of vigils were kept
and masses celebrated; and the bells were rung and the guns
fired as before; nor were there wanting renewed tears from
the neophytes as well as from the old companions of the
<lead leader. These honors, howe\'cr, were but the earnest of
others yet to come. His memory was cherished; and his
name, especially among those who had known him, was never
mentioned without awakening a feeling of veneration. But
the greatest honor paid him was by his devoted admirer and
disciple, Father Francisco Palou, who upon returning to San
Francisco wrote his biography. This work, which forms a
very interesting volume, was printed at Mexico in 1787 under
the title of "Relacion Histc.Srica de la Vida y Apostolicas
Tareas del Venerable Padre Fray Junipero Serra, y de las
misiones que fundo en la California Septentrional, y nuevos
establecimientos de Monterey-Historical
Narrative of the
Life and Apostolic Labors of the Venerable Father Friar
Junipero Serra and of the missions, which he founded in
Northern California, and the new establishments of Monterey." With the exception of the "Noticias de la Nueva California," a compilation of historical notes, diaries and journals
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-..vritten or collected by the same author, covering most of the
~e
ground and constituting the ground-work of the latter
....,.olume, it was the first book written in what is now California;
"'t>utas has been well remarked, it is by no means the worst
<)fie.
In speaking of it himself, Palou complained that he
Ilad to write among a barbarous people and without books or
c::ompanions to consult; and he expressed a fear lest he had
31nOt done his subject justice; but when it is considered that he
.-,ot only called Junipcro "the servant of God," but showed by
the narrative of his life and labors that he was well worthy of
the appellation, no one will feel that he has fallen below his
.-nark or that either neglect or oversight or want of skill can
~ imputed to him.
He may have been too much of the
_Friest, too ready to believe in miracles, too superstitious; but
:::l:lewas consciencious, indefatigable and often eloquent; and
.,e produced a work which for literary merit is eminently fit
to lead the long line of its successors.
Palou, though he protested that no further credit was to be
~iven his book than was due to purely human testimony,
<:)early considered Junipero a saint and believed him entitled
'to canonization.
He seems to have had this idea in his mind,
,vithout venturing directly to say so. He represented Junipero as possessed of all the virtues, and compared him to an
august temple, the foundation of which consisted of humility,
the columns of prudence, justice, fortitude and temperance,
and the principal structure or sanctuary of faith, hope and
charity. 1 But whatever may have been Palou's idea, it is certain that the church has hitherto taken no action in reference
to Jun{pero's memory and that, so far as it is concerned, one
of the best of its servants, and one of the purest in his great
office, has been allowed to rust in obscurity. Nor has it been
until now, when a new people have occupied the country he
first planted, that his services as the Founder of Alta California rescue his name and commend it as one to be long
remembered and greatly honored.
1
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MONG the missionaries in California at the end of August, 1784, there was no one equal to Junipero; no one
of his extraordinary energy, his unflagging zeal, his untiring
patience; no one who could do what he had done; no one,
who, like him, could conquer and add a new province not only
to the church but to the crown. The only person who might,
perhaps, have attempted something of the kind, was his bosom
friend, Father Palou. For many years, as has been stated,
he had been the sympathizing companion of his labors and
his struggles. It was to him that Junipero had confided his
last instructions.
And it is possible that, having sat so long
a disciple at the feet of such a master, he would have pursued
to a much greater length than any other the path that had
been entered upon and perhaps have extended the missions
throughout the northwestern coast as far as the Spanish flag
had been carried by the Spanish discm·erers. But Palou,
though he assumed and for a couple of years exercised the
functions of the dead president,1 was reserved for the less
glorious but more prominent position of father guardian of
the college of San Fernando in Mexico. Thither he proceeded in 1786,2 after he had written the Life of Junlpero.
and there, after eight or nine years of further labors, and
most of them in the interests of California, he died in the
year 1794.'
Cal. Archivt$, P. R. I, 485.
Cal. Archives, 1\1.& C. I, 361.
s Cal. Archives, :'.I. & C. I, 362.
(i52)
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Meanwhile, and even before the death of Junlpero, a new
project in reference to the government of the missions had been
started, which caused Palou, during the two years he administered the presidency, great apprehension and trouble. This
was the erection of Sonora and the Californias into a bishopric
and the proposed division of the diocese into two "custodias;"
one, to be known as that of San Carlos, to embrace the establishments of Sonora, and the other, to be known as that of
San Gabriel, to embrace those of the Californias . The object
was to withdraw the missions from the control of the colleges
and their appointees and place them under subord inates of
the bishopric. In pursuance of this plan Father Antonio de
los Reyes was appointed bishop of the new jurisdiction . In
September, 1782, he was consecrated at Tacubaya in Mexico.
Thence he proceeded to Sonora for the purpose of entering
upon his office and effecting the contemplated changes. But,
on account of the radical alterations thus projected, there was
very determined opposition on the part of the colleges; and
the consequence was a quarrel which, even for an ecclesiastical squabble, was exceptionally bitter. So far as Sonora was
concerned, however, the bi~hop carried his point; in 1783 the
custodia of San Carlos was erected, and the college of Santa
Cruz was obliged to submit. It had been the bishop's intention, after thus carrying out the first part of the plan, to proceed to Loreto and complete the project by the erection of the
custodia of San Gabriel. But the opposition of the college of
San F.:!rnando succeeded in occasioning a respite; further developments showed the plan to be impracticable; the custodia
of San Gabriel never was in fact erected; and the missions of
the Californias remained under the same control as before. 1
On account of these troubles, the refusal of the government to furnish supplies and the want of missionaries, no
new missions were founded during Palou's administration of
the presidency. But those already established progressed
rapidly . At the end of 1783 they had altogether four thousand two hundred and forty-four neophytes. Of these San
1
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Diego had sevl!n hundred and forty; San Carlos, six hundred
and fourteen; San Antonio, five hundred and eighty-two:
San Gabriel, six hundred and thirty-eight; San Luis Obispo,
four hundred and ninety-two; San Juan Capistrano, three
hundred and eighty-three; San Francisco, two hundred and
fifteen; Santa Clara, five hundred and fifty-eight, and San
Buenaventura twenty-two. 1 Each one had advanced regularly
and very nearly in proportion to the length of time it had
been established with the exception of San Francisco, where,
as will be recollected, there had been an onslaught by hostile
rancherias and the Indians driven away. The same kind of
regular progress continued for year after year, though in some
of the missions, on account of the larger numbers or more
tractable disposition of the natives or of the superior activity
and success of particular 11issionaries, it was ~reater than in
others. According to the census, taken at the end of 1796,
there were in the same nine missions eight thousand nine
hundred and twenty-eight neophytes; and as many more had
died. Of those remaining· San Diego had nine hundred and
eight; San Carlos, eight hundred and thirty-five; San Antonio, eleven hundred and sixty-eight; San Gabriel, thirteen
hundred and thirty-one; San Luis Obispo, eight hundred and
fourteen; San Juan Capistrano, nine hundred and ninety-four;
San Francisco, seven hundred and twenty; Santa Clara, fourteen hundred and thirty-three, and San Buenaventura seven
hundred and twenty-five.' At the same time there had been
numerous improvements in buildings, many of the old palisade structures being replaced by adobe erections with tiled
roofs; the fields and gardens had been enlarged, and the
herds and flocks had greatly increased.
The next president of the missions of Alta California,
after the withdrawal of l'alou in 1786, was Father Fermin
Francisco de Lasuen, a native of Viscaya in Spain,• born
about the year li::?O. lie was one of the Franciscan mission-
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ari~s. connected with the college of San Fernando, who had
been engaged at the same time with J unipero in the Sierra
Gorda in Mexico, and was among the little band of sixteen
who had crossed over to Lower California in I 768. 1 There
he was assigned to the charge of the mission of San Francisco
de Borja,' where he remained until the transfer of the missions of the peninsula to the Dominicans. He then passed
to Alta California and in 1775, under the orders and direction of Junfpero, founded the mission of San Juan Capistrano.
In 1786 he was appointed by the college of San Fernando to
the office of president and entered upon the discharge of his
duties as such towards the end of that year. In a letter
directed to him by Governor Fages on September 30, referring to his recent appointment, he was directed to assume
without delay the responsibilities of his new position; and,
besides being furnished with a copy of the reglamento or plan
of government and reminded of his obligations to conform
strictly with its requirements, he was informed that a new
mission was ready to be founded; and he was urged to proceed at once in making the necessary dispositions for its immediate establishment. 3
The new mission referred to was that of Santa Barbara.
Its foundation, as will be recollected, had been contemplated
by J unipero immediately after the establishment of the presidio of the same name in I 782; but various untoward circumstances had intervened to prevent its establishment.
Now, however, as Fages further wrote to Lasucn , all difficulties had been obviated; the priests and soldiers were ready;
even the site for the new building, which had been chosen by
Jun{pero, had been resurveyed by himself and Father Vicente
de Santa Maria of San Buenaventura an<l found in every
respect suitable; and nothing remained but to proceed. This,
the new president almost immediately did, taking with him
Father Antonio Paterna,' who was to have charge of the new
1 Pi'lou, Notic:as, I, 176.
' l'alou, N oticias, I, 21.
• Cal. Archives, P. R. II I, 89, 90.
• Cal. Archives. i\1. I, 468.
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establishment as missionary, a corporal, and five soldiers who
were to constitute the guard and had been detached fur that
purpose from the little garrison at the neighboring presidio, 1
and being accompanied by Governor Pedro Fag-es, Felipe de
Goycoechea, comandante of the presidio, and many others.
The ceremonieo;;,which consisted of little more than the erection of a cross and the celebration of mass, took place on
December 4, 1786. Father Paterna was succeeded in a few
years by Fathers Esteban Tapis and Jose de Miguel, who were
younger and more active. In a short time after the foundation, the construction of an adobe cht,irch and other buildings
was begi'n and diligently continued, so that in July of the
next year Comandante Goycoechea was enabled to write to
Governor Fages that the walls of the church were up,2 and in
1794 that it was completed and was a handsome and con venient structure. 3 It was beautifully located on rising
ground, three-quarters of a league back towards the mountains from the presidio and overlooking the valley, in which
sits the present city of Santa Barbara, and the glancing
waters of the Santa Barbara Channel, with the hazy outlines
of the islands Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa in the dim distance.
The conversions proceeded rapidly. In 1795, the year after
the completion of the church, the neophytes numbered five
hundred and forty -nine.' At the end of 1796, the number
was six hundred and forty-six.$ In August, 1797, an entire
rancheria of three hundred inhabitants was added to the congregation,6 and was received in the presence of the father
president himself, but only on condition that, though they
should contribute to the labors of the mission, .they might
continue to live as before in their huts on the sea beach and
not be obliged to remove, as was the case with the Indians in
general, to the immediate neighborhood of the church.' At
Cal. Archives, P. R. II, 4i5 ,
Cal. Archives, P. S. I'. \' II, 1.
3 "Aunquc cs de adove, esta muy ,leccnte. ''.:....Cal. Archives, ~f. II, 319• Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 136.
$ Cal. Archives, ;\I. II, 544.
6 Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 192.
7 Cal. Archh·es, J>. S. P. XV, 2741
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the end of 1805, the number of neophytes, then living, was
seventeen hundred and fifty-six, larger than that of any other
mission in the country at that time.' The old adobe church,
in which they worshiped was injured by an earthquake in
March, 18o6,' and again in December, 1812; 1 after which it
~ad to be rebuilt,' and the new structure was not completed
•.mtil I 820.~
At the same time that preparations were being made for the
-foundation of Santa Barbara, it was also in contemp!ation to
..-ound another mission, to be called Purisima Concepcion, near
"the western extremity of the Channel, and thus complete the
<><:cupation of the country in that direction . In June, 1785,
;accordingly , Sergeant Pablo Cota was dispatched from the
-presidio of Santa Barbara to look out for a site; and he chose
~ spot , callP-d by the natives Alsacupi,' on the south bank of
the river then known as the Santa Rosa, where there was
much land adapted to cultivation, easy of irrigation from the
river and with abundant pasture and timber in the neighbor hood. The road to it and thence northward was more direct
and better than. along the immediate coast; and it had the
advantage of being within convenient reach to the Indians of
the mountains and along the river as well as to those of the
coast.1 It was some fifteen miles almost due north from Point
Concepcion and forty ~ little north of west from Santa Barbara. The Santa Rosa river or as it is now generally known
the Santa Inez, upon which , about twelve miles from the
ocean, it was situated, rises in the mountains northeast of
Santa Barbara; flows some seventy miles in a nearly westerly
direction between mountain and hill ranges, parallel to and
from ten to fifteen miles north ·of the Santa Barbara Channel,
and empties into the ocean about twenty miles northwest of
Point Concepcion .
1 Cal. Archives, M. III, 592.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XIX, 327.
• Cal. Archives, '.\I. I\ ', 213.
'Cal. Archives, M. IV, 302.
•Cal.A rchives, M. IV, 616.
•cal. Archives, M. IV , 264.
1 Cal. Archives, l'. R . I, 526.
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The m1ss1on of La Purisima Concepcion, usually known
simply as that of Purisima, was founded by the Father President Lasuen, on the spot thus selected by Sergeant Pablo
Cota, on December 8, 1787. The ceremonies of foundation
consisted of the same simple formula pursued in other cases .
The first missionaries appear to have been Fathers Jose de
Arroita and Cristobal Orames. Sergeant Pablo Cota, with
the soldiers and servants destined for the new foundation,
proceeded thither from the presidio of Santa Barbara; felled
timber in the neighboring wood, and began a stockade and
habitations.'
On April 7, 1788, Governor Fages issued his
instructions for the government of the guard.= In the early
part of 1794, all the Indians of the place seemed to be seized
with a panic and fled; but in the course of a month or two
they were all brought back by the soldiers, when it was ascertained that the flight had been occasioned by two boys, who
had acted as pages of the missionaries. These were punished,
and the Ind,ans induced to return to their obedience and
labors.• But the church was of slow construction.
In the
early part of 1795 materials had been cQllected, but the
church proper had not been commenced.' In 1797 ornaments
and sacred vessels had been provided," and new houses were
built for the missionaries; 6 but still the church itself was
hardly begun;' nor was it completed until 180]. It then consisted of an adobe structure seventy:five feet long, twentyseven and a half feet wide and upwards of thirty high, with
out-buildings and a garden two hundred varas square!
The
neophytes at the end of 1796 numbered seven hundred and
sixty;' at the end of 1799 nine hundred and twenty-three,"
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and at the end of 18o5 thirteen hundred and eighty -five.' In
December, 1812, this church and the buildings connected with
it were almost totally destroyed by the same earthquake that
temporarily
ruined the mission of Santa Barbara. 2 In the
.sprin~ of I 8 I 3, Fathers Mariano Payeras and Antonio Ripoll,
the then missionaries, instead of rebuilding on the old spot,
removed the mission to a more desirable location ;:t a place,
c::alled by the natives Amun, on the north bank of the river
:a few miles distant from the old site and alongside of what
I-,ad then become the mainly traveled road from Santa Barbara to San Luis Obispo . There a new establishment was
-. mmediately commenced . Ry the end , of the year various
buildings
had been erected; a new stockade constructed; a
Tlcw garden planted; and a new church started. It had been
Cound, by thi~ time, that the river was liable to run very low
• n the summer season and could not always be depended on
£or the necessary irrigation; but to supply the defect several
:springs in the neighborhood were brought together and led
c:::iownto the new mission; and a sufficiency of pure and crystalline water, even in the driest years, was thereby provided.J
While the missions of Santa Barbara and Purisima were
'thus being founded and the spiritual conquest eX'l:ended,
'there was no one in California that could administer the rite
~f confirmation . It will he recollected that the power to
cidminister this rite, which had been granted for ten years to
Junipero , the only person who possessed it in the coun_try,
expired on July 16, 1784; and as yet it had been conferred
on no one else. But on March 13. 1787, the father prefect of
the apostolic colleges of Mexico, under authority of a decree
or' convocation issued at Rome in 1785, granted his patent,
giving the same power a!i had been possessed by Junipero
and for an equal length of time, to the Father President
Lasuen and in case of his death to Father Pablo M ugartegui, and in default of both of them to Father Pedro Benito
Cambon.' It required some time, on account of the circui1 Cal.
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tous course which the documents had to take by the way c
Chihuahua, the capital.of the Internal Provinces of the We!
which had been carved out of the old Provincias Internas, an
various other delays, for the necessary authority to reac
Monterey; but reach it at last it did; and in March, 179
Governor Fages was directed by Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola, ti,
comandante-general of those provinces and his immedia1
superior, to throw no obstacles in the way of its executio1
Being in this manner armed with all the powers deeme
requisite not only to convert souls but also to save and secur
them from perdition, Lasuen addressed himc;elf with renewe
energy to the great work. It was six years since the rite c
confirmation had been exercised; and there was consequent!
an accumulation of labor on hand both in the southern mi:
sions and in the northern. He commenced with the latter •
the nearest home. But he had not progressed far before t
was again called upon, this time by Jose Antonio Romeu wh
had succeeded Fages in the office of governor, and also by tt
Conde de Revillagigedo the new viceroy, to found and p1
in working order two new missions; and he at once turned h
attention to the proposed new establishments. 1
Hit'herto all the missions had been founded or may be sai
to have been founded, either directly or indirectly, by Jun
pero. Even Santa Barbara and Purisima, though not actl
ally organized until after his death, had been so prepare
and arranged for by him, that they may not improperly l;
called his work. But the new establishments, notwithstan,
ing they were in the line of the influences he set in operatio
and in that regard results of his labors, were the work c
others and particularly of the college of San Fernando an .
the new viceroy. It was by them, and without any ver.
urgent call from any one in California, that the new project
were started and all the necessary arrangements made. Th
orders reached their destination in the latter part of Ii90 an,
four new missionaries, the principal of whom were Father
Esteban Tapis and Antonio Danti, were sent along.
1
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The first of the two new missions thus directed to be
founded, that of Santa Cruz, was to be located on the ocean
shore at the northern end of the great indentation known as
Monterey bay. The place had been named by Portola's expedition in 1769. It was about twenty-five miles in a direct
line across the bay from Monterey and thirty miles a littl~
west of south from Santa Clara. Though nearer to Monterey
it was within the jurisdiction of the presidio of San Francisco•
For th(! purpose of making a reconnoissance and survey,
Lasuen proceeded thither in company with Corporal Luis
Peralta and five soldiers of the latter presidio; and on August
28, 1791, he fixed upon the site and gave the initiation to the
new mission. 1 Peralta. who a few days afterwards returned
to San Francisco, pronounced the spot, on account of the
many advantages it presented, one of the very best for a new
establishment in the entire province.• But, though there was
thus a commencement made in August, it was not until September 25 that the ceremonies of foundation were performed;
and at these Lasuen was not present. He had proceeded to
Santa Clara and from that place gave the necessary directions to Ensign Hermenegildo Sal, who was acting comandante of the troops at San Francisco,3 and then proceeded to
Monterey to attend to other duties, which required his immediate personal superintendence elsewhere.
Hermenegildo Sal, in accordance with the directions of
Lasuen but acting more directly under the orders of Governor
Romeu, as soon as he could make the proper dispositions,
took with him Corporal Peralta and two soldiers, leaving the
other three belonging to the guard to follow with the spare
horses and baggage, and proceeded to Santa Clara. He was
there joined by Fathers Alonzo Salazar and Baldomero
Lopez, the missionaries destined for the new establishment,
and some soldiers and Indians, who were employed to drive
a band of thirty cattle, and thence marched direct to Santa
Cal. Archives, !\f . II, 544,
Cal. Archives, S. P. VII, 42.
• Cal. Archives, S. P. VII, 48.
1
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Cruz. He found the spot chosen by Lasuen a beautiful locat_i9n near the ocean, not more than a musket shot from the
San Lorenzo river, with considerable level land of great fertility and capable of easy and plentiful irrigation, and within
a mile or two of the mountains which were densely covered
with redwood and pine trees. Within a league there was
timber enough to build many large towns . Springs abounded,
and there was limestone near by. Throughout the whole
length of the country from San Diego to San Francisco, as
Sal reported to Governor Romeu, there was no other place so
well supplied with natural a<lvai{tages, though the ground for
cultivation was comparatively small. Almost the only objection to it was that the spot was off the main road from Monterey to Santa Clara, and communication to and from it
might in times of flood be difficult.
On Sunday, September 25, 1791, although the mission was
regarded as already founded and some slight structures for
the accommodation of the missionaries had already been built,
the formal ceremonies of foundation took place. On that
day the missionaries robed themselves and the soldiers burnished up their arms and the Indians of the neighborhood
collected . The "capitanejo" or principal man of these was
called Sugert. Reing invited to attend the celebration, he
came with his wife and two daughters. These young women,
one of whom was called Lucenza and the other Clara, had
already become Christians and were instrumental in render ing not only their father but all the Indians under his influence well disposed to the new-comers. They accordingly one
and all looked upon the ceremonies, including the mass, the
act of possession, the salutes and the Tc Deum Laudamus,
with great interest and favor and promised cheerfully to assist
in buikling up and sustaining the mission .1 On the same
day Hermenegildo Sal made out a formal certificate, subscribed by himself, the missionaries , Corporal Luis Peralta
and citizen Salvador Higuera, that upon that date at 8 o'clock
in the morning, in the presence of the witnesses mentioned
1
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and in the name of the Most Holy Trinity, he had taken
possession of the place for his Catholic majesty, King Charles

IV.1
Upon his return a few days afterwards to his head-quarters
at San Francisco, Sal issued a series of instructions to Corporal Peralta for the government of the guard at Santa
Cruz and also prepared a report of all his pi:oceedings for
Governor Romeu.
This report, with accompanying documents, constitutes the most minute account, perhaps, that
has been preserved of the foundation of a mi!jsion. In one
of his papers he says that he had been obliged, for the purpose of making up the guard, to withdraw a soldier from
Santa Clara .and two from San Francisco, so that at the latter
place there were left only a corporal and seven soldiers notwithstanding it was the frontier.' In another paper, he says
that on account of the remoteness of Santa Cruz he had sent
thither a small piece of ordnance, which he had found at
San Francisco.3 In a third, he gives a list of the supplies
furnished, among which are mentioned, as the food upon
which the founders were to live, maize, beans, tallow, chocolate, tobacco and salt. There were four cooking pots and pans, ,
one of iron, three of copper, and one metate or stone slab '
upon which to crush and knead maize for tortillas.
That
there might be no waste, a pair of scales and a wooden measure for gauging rations were added. The ammunition supplied consisted of twelve hundred musket cartridges, and
about forty pounds of powder and five hundred grape-shot
for the field-piece. There _was also some soap, a crowbar, a
fc\v axes, hoes and cutlasses. These, with a few blankets
and mats, arms and clothing, in addition to the domestic
animals driven over from Santa Clara, constituted all the property with which the pioneers of Santa Cruz commenced their
settlement.'
In his instructions Sal was very particular in
designating the exact amount of maize, beans, tallow, cigars,
1 Cal.
• Cal.
• "Un
• Cal.
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soap and chocolate to be given weekly to each of the soldiers and the six servants of the mission, the married soldiers
to have a little more than the others; and the corporal was
cautioned not to allow any excess of the rations thus prescribed. 'When meat was required and an animal slaughtered,
none was to be given to the Indians for fear of the evil consequences that might result from teaching them the taste of
beef. The soldiers were to obey the orders, either written
or oral, of the missionaries. A sentinel, armed with musket
and sword, was to be maintained day and night; and the Indians were not to be permitted lo associate with the guard.
If an Indian approached he was to be met and disarmed
before being allowed to enter the mission; and the strictest
precautions were to be observed against surprises or uprisings.
The horses and cattle were to be constantly under observation;
and, for the purpose of promptly meeting edntingencies, two
horses ready saddled during the day and four during the
night were to be kept picketed near at hand. In case an
animal strayed, it was to be sought for; if stolen and the thief
captured, he was to be informed of the magnitude of his
offense and punished with fifteen stripes; and in case of repetition or of his killing the animal, word was to be sent at once
to the presidio for further orders. Care was to be taken that
no damage should be done by the fires which the Indians
were accustomed to set to the dry grass in the autumn.
When a missionary shoulo leave the mission, if on foot and
for only a short distance, he was to be accompanied by a soldier with his musket; if on horseback, he was to b:: asked his
destination: if for a short distance, two soldiers were to accompany him; if for a long distance, three. Gambling was
not to be permitted among the soldiers, nor between soldiers
and servants. Nor were contracts or communications to be
allowed with the Indians and especially not with the Indian
Prayers were to be
women, on pain of severe punishment.
On the last week of every month a repunctually attended.
port on the condition of affairs was to be made out and transmitted to Santa Clara and thence, with a like report in refer-
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ence to Santa Clara, to head-quarters at San Francisco . In
conclusion it was provided that, in consideration of the lateness of the season and the approach of the rains, the Indians
should be invited to assist in constructing the buildings
necessary for immediate use and paid for their labors with
blankets and maize. 1
Corporal Peralta was a man to follow his instructions
strictly; and in a short time the buildings, including a church,
were up; and the work of conversion commenced. But it was
soon found that the new establishment was too near the river .•
A few years afterwards the church was destroyed by an inundation,' and had to be rebuilt on higher ground. The new
church, however, was no more fortunate than the old one; for
in January, 1799, it too, with other structures in the neighborhood, was destroyed by a violent storm which did great
damage throughout all that portion of the country; and the
Indians had to be call<"dupon to do the work over again for the
third time.' It consisted, like most of the other churches of
the time, of an adobe structure roofed with tiles; and connected with it were numerous adjuncts in the way of priests'
houses, barracks, warehouses and shops. There was also near
by a rude water-mill for grinding grain, which was destroyed
by the same storm . The conversions, owing no doubt in
great part to the mediation of Lucenza and Clara, the Christianized daughters of the Indian capitanejo, were rapid . At
the end of December, 1796, the neophytes numbered five hundred and twenty-three/ nearly as large a number as the mission ever at any time had.
Contemporaneous with the preparations for the foundation
of Santa Cruz within the jurisdiction of the presidia of San
Francisco, went on those for Soledad within the jurisdiction
of Monterey. The latter was the second of the two new missions, which the viceroy Revillagigedo had ordered to be
1 Cal. Archives, S. P. II, 826-831.
• Cal. Archivea, P. R. II, 56:z.
•Cal.Archives, M. II, 742.
'Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 741.
1 Cal. Archives, M. II, 544.
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founded. As early as Januarr he had written to Governor
Romeu that he had provided the necessary ornaments and
sacred vessels for the new establishments and directed their
transmission to California, and urging him to see that the
foundations were proceeded with without delay.1 Ile also
wrote directly to Father Lasuen upon the f.ame subject; and
as Romeu likewise wrote/ Lasuen coul<l not hold back for the
want of prompting to go forward. Forward he did go with
Santa Cruz, as has been seen; and at the same time he was
pushing forward Soledad. It was the necessity of his presence at Monterey on account of the latter that prevented his
participation in the formal ceremonies of foundation at Santa
Cruz.
The mission of Soledad, or, to give the full title, :\-lision de
Maria Santf.sima <le la Soledad, was founded on October 9,
t 79 I. It was situated on the west side of the Salinas ri,·er,
near the head of the great level valley, known as the Salinas
Plains, and about thirty miles in a direct line southeast of
Monterey. It was of slow progress . In 1793 its missionaries,
Fathers Garcia Diego and Francisco Miguel Sat1chez reported
the number of baptisms up to that time as one hundred and
ninety-eight.
An adobe church was in progress,' which
appears to have been finished before the end of i79j.' At
the end of 1796 the neophytes numbered only two hundred
and eighty-nine, little more ~han half the number at Santa
Cruz;~ but at the end of 1795; the two missions were about
equal, each having nearly fi,·e hundred;' and in 181 I Soledad
had six hundred while Santa Cruz had only five hundred and
nine 7 The building was a long and comparatively narrow
one thatched with straw, n<.:vera place of any great beauty,
and in its decay some thirty or forty years after its erection
Cal.
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described as the gloomiest, bleakest, most abject looking spot
in all California.'
It was in the early part of Lasuen's administration, and
near the time of the foundation of the missions last described,
that two famous navigators visited California, each of whom
has left a very intelligent and valuable account of what he
saw and of the condition of the Indians at the missions at
that period. The first of these was Jean Fran'iois Galaup de
la Perouse, commander of the French frigates Boussole and
Astrolabe . He . was the first for~igner of• distinction that
landed on the soil in a spirit of friendship. He came by the
way of Cape Horn, Chili, the Sandwich Islands and the
extreme northwest coast, and anchored in Monterey bay on
September 14,· 1786. A few days after his arrival, ht: and his
officers rode over in company with Governor Fages to the
mission of San Carlos, where they were received with distinguished honors. Their approach had been announced by
a horseman, sent on in advance by the governor. As soon as
they appeared in sight, the bells were set to ringing a peal of
welcome; and all the lamps and tapers of the mission were
set ablaze. At the gate of the church they were met by the
father president, dressed in his ceremonial habiliments and
with aspergillus in hand, who sprinkled over them the holy
water of purification and then, after conducting them to the
foot of the high altar, chanted the Tc Dcum in thanksgiving
for the happy success of their voyage. A large number of
stolid Indians of both sexes were collected and ranged in
line in front of the church; and there they remained during
the ceremonies, taking no interest in what was going on-too
stupid in fact even to exhibit surprise, as the strangers from
another hemisphere passed before them .
The Indian population of San Carlos at that time consisted of seven hundred and forty persons of both sexes,
including children. They lived in some fifty miserable huts
near the church, composed of stakes stuck in the ground a
few inches apart and bent over at the top so as to form oven•
1
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shaped structures, about six feet in <liameter and the same in
height, and illy thatched with trusses of straw . In such
habitations as these, closely packed together at night, they
preferred to live rather than in houses such as the Spaniards
built, alleging that they loved the open air which had free
access to them, and that , when their huts became uncomfortable on account of fleas and vermin, they could easily burn
them down and in a few hours build new ones. The condition of the neophytes was that of abject slavery. The
moment an Indian allowed himself to be _baptized, as La
Perouse observed, that moment he relinquished every particle
of liberty and subjected himself, body and soul, to a tyranny
from which there was no escape . The church then claimed.
as its own, himself, his labor, his creed and his obedience, and
· enforced its claim with the strong hand of power . His going
forth and his returning were prescribed ; the hours of his toil
and of his prayers fixed; the time of his meals and of his
sleep pre-arranged . If he ran away or attemped to regain
his native independence, he was hunted down by the soldiers.
brought back and lashed into subm ission . His spirit, if he
ever had any, was entirely broken-so much so that in a short
while after the establishment of a mission anything like resistance was almost unknown; and its three or four hundred
or a thousand 1eophytes were driven to their labors, by three
or four soldiers, like so many cattle.
At the miss ion of San Carlos, and the case was substantially the same at the other missions, the Indians were roused
with the sun and collected in the church for prayers and mass.
These lasted an hour . During this time three large boiler!';
were set on the fire for cooking a kind of porridge callerl
"atole, " consisting of a mixture of barley, which had been
first roasted and then pounded or groun<l with great labor by
the Indian women into a sort of meal, and water. As soon
as prayers were over, a representative of each hut came with
a vessel, made out oi the bark of a tree, and received its
allowance of atole, which was carr ied off and eaten ; and
after all were supplied the remnants and thicker portions at
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the bottom of the boilers were distributed as rewards to those
children who had said their catechism the best. Threequarters of an hour were allowed for breakfast. Immediately
after it was over, all the neophytes, both men and women,
were obliged to go to work, either tilling the ground, laboring
in the shops or gathering or preparing food, as might be
ordered by the missionaries, under whose eyes, or the eyes of
other taskmasters appointed by them, all the operations were
performed . At noon the church bells announced the time for
dinner, when the Indians stopped work, returned to their huts
and sent for their midday allowance, which was served in the
same vessels as their breakfast and consisted of a porridg~.
somewhat thicker than the atole, made of a mixture of ground
wheat, maize, peas and beans and water. This constituted
their "pozoli." About 2 o'clock they were compelled to return to their labors again and continue until about 5; when
they were again collected in the church for an hour of evening
prayers, after which there was a distribution of atole, the same
as at breakfast. Day after day, week after week and month
after month, it was the same, with the exception that on Sundays and festival days there was no labor but three or four
hours more of prayers . Sometimes the weather would interfere with outdoor labor; but then indoor labor was increased.
If particularly good and obedient, they were sometimes rewarded with small distributions of grain, of which they made
cakes baked in ashes; and on rare occasions an allowance of
beef was given them. This was eaten raw and particularly
the fat, which was regarded as the greatest delicacy. When
a cow was slaughtered, the poor wretches, who were not at
work, would gather around like hungry ravens, devouring
with their eyes what they dared not touch with their hands
an<l keeping up a croaking of desire, as the parts for which
they had the greatest avidity were exposed in the process of
dressing .
In summing up the impressions produced upon his mind
by the Indians, their black color, their subjection to the missionaries, the tasks and taskmasters, the relations between
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governors and governed, the manner in which they lived
respectively, and in fact by all he saw and heard, La Perouse
was reminded of nothing so forcibly as of a West India slave
plantation; and the resemblance was considered perfect when
he saw both men and women in irons and heard the sound of
the lash as it descended upon the bare backs of those who
were undergoing punishment.
It was, however, only men
that he saw flogged. They were whipped in public. When
it came to the punishment of women, they were taken to an
enclosure removed to such a distance that their cries might
not be heard or the sight of their sufferings excite too lively
a. compassion in the breasts of spectators. The main differences between the mission and the slave plantation were that
the tyranny of the church was more extensive than that of
the planter, overshadowing, as it did, with its baneful influences the souls as well as the bodies of its victims, and that
the missionaries really believed, what could certainly not be
claimed for the planters, that their tyranny was the greatest
service they could do to God as well as to the slaves themselves .
La Pcrouse remained but ten days in California and saw no
other porcion of it except the neighborhood of Monterey;
but the most cordial relations existed between him and thc
missionaries, from whose s~atements, as well as from his own
observations, he derived his information . On September 14.
Ii86, he sailed for the East Indies, whence he sent his journals, and thence to the waters of the South Pacific, where his
ships were wrecked and he and all his people lost. But before
leaving California he conferred upon the country several great
boons by introducing the cultivation of potatoes, which he had
brought with him in good condition from Chili; by supplyin~
the missionaries with different kinds of seed from France, a:ad
by furnishing a hand-mill for the grinding- of barley, which
not only saved labor and did better work th,111either mortar
or metate but suggested the need and opened the way for
other mills in the country.'
1
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The next distinguished foreigner, who visited California
and has left an account of the condition of the Indians at the
missions, was Captain George Vancouver of the British sloopof-war
Discovery. He arrived at San Francisco upon his
first visit on November 14, 1792, and after a stay of eleven
<lays sailed to ~lonterey, where he remained until January 14,
i793.
Upon his second visit he arrived at San Francisco on
October
19, 1793, where he stayed on this occasion five days.
I:rom there he sailed to Monterey, stopped five days and then
~ailed down the coast, stopping at Santa Barbara, San Buena"--'entura and San Diego, which last place he left on Decem~r
9, 1793. Upon his third visit he arrived at Monterey on
~ovember
6, 1794, and finally left the country on December
~.
Having thus visited all the four presidios, on which occa~ions
he carefully examined the neighboring missions, and
..-,aving in addition made special visits to Santa Clara and
San
Buenaventura, Vancouver might, perhaps, be supposed
to
have been better qualified to speak of the condition of the
:Indians and the results at that time accomplished by the mis~ion system than La Pcrouse, who had seen but Monterey
~lone.
On the other hand it must be borne in mind that La
~crouse was of the same faith as the missionaries, who freely
<:ommunicated
to him all the facts in relatiori to the subject;
,vhile Vancouver, though received and treated by the ecclesi.astics with distinguished respect, being of a different and in
their opinion heretical religion, was not so unreservedly
:admitted into their confidence~; and many things "against
"•which reason so strongly exclaims" which La Pcrouse saw
and heard, were concealed from the protestant visitor.
Vancouver did not mention the word slavery, did not. like
La Pcrouse, compare the condition of the Indians t0 t.hat of
the negroes on a \Vest India plantation, did not speak of the
tasks the Reophytes were compelled to perform or !he irons
or stripes with which their neglect or disobedience was punished; yet in what he did say, his account substantially agreed
with that of La Pcrouse and showed that the mission system
had not only failed to accomplish any improvement bu.t was
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not calculated to advance the neophytes in civilization.
They were, perhaps, more regularly fed and a little better
clothed than in their aboriginal state; but many of them, and
especially the young women, were kept confi:1c<l within the
mission buildings as none but slaves could be. He spoke of
the little huts outside the mission enclosure , each one the res idence of a neophyte family ; but he described them as the
most miserable of human habitations, infested with every kind
of filth and nastiness. In contemplating the neophytes themselves, it was with a sentiment of compassion at the sight of
their wretchedness.
He could observe scarcely a sign of their
having been in any respect benefited or having gained a
single ray of comfort by their change of condition from the
wild state to that of children of the church; and he expressed
astonishment, which doubtless would not have been so lively
if he had known all the facts, that so little advantage had
attended their conversion. 1
There can be no doubt, however, that with few exceptions,
the missionaries were kind masters and according to their
libht benevolent and well-meaning men. Both La Perouse
and Vancouver, who met Father Lasuen and various of his
associates, spoke of them in this respect in terms of the highest praise. La Perouse pronounced Lasuen one of the most
worthy and respectable men he had ever met and said that
his mildness, charity and affecticn for the Indians were beyond expression.'
But the most interesting account, illustrating the kindness of the missionaries to the neophytes by
the reciprocal affection produced in them, was furnished by
Vancouver. Father Vicente de Santa Maria of San Buenaventura, being on a visit to Santa Barbara at the time the
navigator touched there on his way southward in November,
1793, was offered a passage back to his mission in the ship.
He expressed his satisfaction at the proposal of this easy and
pleasant mode of traveling and ordered the four or five Ind;an servants, who had accompanied him, to return home with
1
1
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the horses and mules by themselves, as he should go thither
by sea. But the Indians, fearful for his safety and thoroughly
convinced if he went with the strangers that they should
never see him again, instantly cried out as with one voice and
prayed him for God's sake not to persist in his determination.
Nor was it in the power of language, either by argument or
assurances, to remove their ill-founded anxieties. To the last
moment they remained with him on the beach, supplicating
in the most earnest manner that he should pay attention to
their advice and repeating that though they had hitherto confided in everything he had told them, yet in this instance, if
they trusted, they were sure they should be deceived. Afterwards, when the vessel anchored at the roadstead of San
Buenaventura and a landing was effected, Father Santa Maria
led the way to the mission, distant about three-quarters of a
mile. He had advanced a very little distance, however,
before the road became crowded with Indians of both sexes
and of all ages, running towards the advancing party. Vancouver at first attributed the great assemblage to curiosity
and a desire on their part of seeing the strangers; but he was
soon undeceived and convinced that it was not to see strangers that they crowded around but to welcome the return of
their pastor. Although it was yet early in the morning, the
tidings of his return had reached the mission, whence the
Indians had eagerly and tumultuously issued, each pressing
through the crowd, unmindful of the feeble or the young, to
kiss the hand of their paternal guardian and receive his benediction.'
1
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HE four missions last founded filled up a few of the gaps
that had been left by the early establishments; but still
there were a number of places remaining in the great distance
between San Diego and San Francisco, where the Indians
continued in tl:.eir native state of independence.
It was
thought desirable by the government as well as by the missionarit:s to reach these yet unsubjugated tribes and fill up
with new missions the long intervals between those already
founded. The object. as had been likewise the plan of the
Jesuits in Lower California, was not only to gather all the
Indians within the spiritual fold and thus render them obedient subjects of the state as well as of the church; but also
tc plant posts or stations at such convenient distances from
one another that the missionaries might be, for the purposes
of mutual aid and assistance as well as of companionship and
society, within easy communication, in no case exceedin~
more than a day's journey, of their next neighbors .
To accomplish this object it was necessary to found five
new missions, one between San Francisco and Santa Clara,
so as to reach the Indians on the cast side of the bay of San
Francisco ; one between Santa Clara and Monterey , more on
the direct line of -travel• between those places than Santa
Cruz; one between San Antonio atK~ San Luis Obispo ; one
b.:twecn San Buenaventura and San Gabriel, and one between San Juan Capistrano and San Diego . It might be
difficult to name with certainty the first mover of these prot4i4)
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jects, which were but a continuation of the plan of spiritual
conquest adopted from the beginning; but it seems to have
been Diego de Borica, who, after the death of Romeu in I 792,
became the next regular go"'.ernor of California. It was he,
at least, among whose papers are found the first suggestions
of these new missions; and it was he under whose energetic
and skillful administration their successful foundation was
accomplished. In 1795, the next year after he assumed the
functions of his office, recognizing the need of the new establishments, he directed the necessary surveys to be made;
and before the end of that year the returns were all in and
submitted for consideration to the father president, who in
January, 1796, wrote to the governor the result of his deliberations and choice of sites .' In February Borica addressed
the Marques de Branciforte, then viceroy at Mexico, urging
the necessity of the new foundations, giving an account of
what had been done, and describing the advantages of the
different sites that had been examined.
He hoped, when
the new reductions should all be completed, that the neophytes would no longer be required to gather acorns, pine nuts
and wild seeds to help out the supplies of the missions, as
they were still obliged to do at most of the establishments;
and that, when the entire country should be thus reduced to a
state of quietude and fidelity, the fifteen thousand and sixty
dollars of annual expenses, required by the existing thirteen
missions for military guards, might be saved. At the same
time he hinted that though he could manage, with the troops
already in the country, to provide a corporal and five soldiers
for each of the five new foundations, the means at his disposal
were very limited and would not admit of extending the
boundaries of actual occupation either to the north beyond
San Francisco or to the cast beyond the coast range of
mountains. And in conclusion he reminded the viceroy that,
if he concurred in his views as to the advisability of the new
foundations, it was indispensable to provide and pay over to
the college of ~n Fernando in :\Iexico a fund of a thousand
1 Cal. Archives, M. II, 26<).
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dolfars for each, and cause the college to provide and forward
additional missionaries.'
Branciforte was no less ready than Borica-both
seemed
animated with the same zeal foi: the advancement and prosperity of California. Upon a reference of the subject with
their conjoined recommendations to the fiscal officers of the
government, the latter reported favorably; and in August,
1796, the viceroy wrote that the funds had been provided;
that the father guardian of the college of San Fernando had
been notified ; that the proper orders had been issued to the
naval department at San Blas for the transportation of missionaries, and that the new foundations should proceed .' In
December Borica acknowledged the receipt of Branciforte's
letter; transmitted copies of the surveys and of the diaries of
the missionaries and soldiers who had made them , and then
turned his attention to the arrangements and preparations
necessary for carrying out the improvements thus projected,
recommended, approved and authorized.'
. The first founded of the five new missions was that of San
Jose on the easterly side of the bay of San Francisco and
about twelve miles north of the pueblo of San Jose. In the
old documents it was spoken of as lying between San Francisco and Santa Clara and filling up the interval between
those two missions; and in one sense this was correct; but as
San Jose mission and San Francisco lay on opposite sides
of the bay, which ord inarily there was no convenient means
of crossing, the usually traveled road from one to the other
was around the bay and through Santa Clara, which lay near
its head . The original reconnoissance and survey had been
made in November , 1795, by Ensign Hermenegildo Sal and
Father Antonio Danti of San Francisco.' The site selected
was on slightly elevated ground about four miles south of the
mouth of the deep canon through which Alameda creek empties
its waters, having the steep mountains a few miles off on the
.
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east and the head of the bay about seven miles off to the southwest.. Looking northwestward the view is down the bay with
its wide margins, skirted on the right by the Contra Costa
mountains and on the left by the redwood covered heights of
San Mateo. In the far nort~west looms up the short but
high San Bruno ridge and to the right of that, barely seen
above the horizon, the San Francisco hills. Father Lasuen,
in his report of January, 1796, pronounced it an excellent
place for a mission but somewhat scarce of wood and timber,1
though there was plenty not far off.2 It appears to have been
originally called by the Indians Oroyson ;' Sal and Danti
called it San Francisco Solano;' but it lost both these names,
and in most of the papers relating to the foundation of the
mission it was called the Alameda 6-a name which seems,
however, to have been applied rather to the region than to the
particular spot Since the foundation in 1797, it has been
known as the mission of San Jose.
On June 9, 1797, Father Lasuen and Father Garcia Diego,
accompanied by Sergeant Pedro Amador and a party
soldiers belonging to the presidio of San Francisco started
out from Santa Clara for the purpose of founding the new
m1ss1on. They reached the site selected the same day and
spent the next in examining the neighborhood. In the
course of their explorations the soldiers encountered and
killed at Alameda creek a very large bear, which did not fall
before receiving eleven musket shots .• On the next day,
Sunday, June 11, 1797, the feast of the Holy Trinity, in the
presence of a number of Indians who had collected, they
took formal possession of the place, founded the new mission
by the erection and adoration of a huge cross and gave it the
name of La Mision <lei Gloriosisimo Patriarca Sefior San
Jose. As usu al upon such occasions, mass was performed,

of.
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salutes fired and the Te Deum Laudamus chanted . But several special features marked this foundation . One was tl\at the
mass was performed in a booth or enclosure adorned from
floor to ceiling with the many kinds of wild flowers with
which the whole neighborhood was at that season profusely
covered; another was that Lasuen preached a sermon to the
soldiers and the Christianized Indians present; and th<! third
was that after the ceremonies were over the entire party left
the place and went back to Santa Clara. 1 A few days afterwards Sergeant Amador and his soldiers returned with oxen
and began· cutting timber at Alameda creek and tule on the
bay shore, which they hauled to the mission, and commenced
the construction of the necessary buildings for missionaries,
soldiers and store-house.• On June 28, Amador turned over
the military charge of the place to Corporal Alejo Miranda
and five soldiers, who on the order of Borica' had been selected
by the comandante of San Francisco as the guard of the new
m1ss1on. Miranda took with him the sacred ornaments and
.utensils that had been forwarded by the viceroy from Mexico
and also two oxen furnished for constant use at the cost of
the royal treasury.'
The first regular missionary at this mission was Father
Isidro Barcerilla.
He had not been there long before he became involved in a bitter quarrel with Corporal Miranda; and
both sent recriminatory letters to Comandante Arguello at
San Francisco . Arguello forwarded these letters to Governor
Borica at :\fonterey and in November the latter replied.
From his letter it appears that Barcenilla was dissatisfied
with the rough and rude condition of his quarters and had
required of Miranda the performance of various kinds of
manual labor in remedying the defects, which the latter considered beneath the di[.;nity of his standing as a soldier and
had according-ly refused to comply. Borica, in deciding be. tween them, said that if Father Barccnilla was unwilling to
Cal. Archin-s,
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conform to the inconveniences to which his ministry and the
circumstances of the new mission subjected him, it would be
lost time to attempt to convince him that the duties of the
soldiers were entirely of a military nature and not to perform
menial offices which at other establishments were the work of
Indians. But at the same time he cautioned Miranda to
treat the missionary with the greatest respect and comply
with all his wishes so far as his superior instructions would
permit. This decision seems to have had a soothing or at
least a quieting effect upon both parties; their differences
were composed; and the work of the new establishment proceeded. By the end of the year Father Agustin Merino had
become Barcenilla's assistant; and there were thirty-one neophytes,1 though it is likely that most of these had been baptized at other places .• In 1805 the neophytes m,mbered eight
hundred and twenty-one .' In 1808 an adobe church, roofed
with tiles, was completed, forty-four varas long by eleven wide
and a sacristy eleven varas long by eight wide.'
At the same time that the preparations for the mission of .
San Jose were going forward, similar preparations were under
way for that of San Juan Bautista, the second of the five new
, missions or that one of them which was to fill up the i11terval
r1on the road between Santa Clara and San Carlos . The rel connoissance and survey for this mission had been made by
Ensign Hermenegildo Sal and Father Antonio Danti of San
Francisco in November, 1795, about the same time they selected the site for San Jose.~ Rut in the case of San Juan
Bautista they reported two places, some three or four leagues
apart, as suitable for the purpose . Both were near the main
road; the most northerly one, which was eleven or twelve
leagues south of Santa Clara, was called San Bernardino; theother, which was about the same distance from San Carlos,
was called San Benito . There were many Indians in the
·-· ·· ·--·--1
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neighborhood of each; and each had its peculiar advantages,
so that Lasuen was for a long time in doubt as to which of the
two to select. 1 He finally determined that the second, or the
one named by the Spaniards San Benito, promised the most
abundant harvest of souls. It was originally called by the
natives Popelont' or Popelontchun.3 The site was on a tableland overlooking a large and beautiful valley, well adapted
to cultivation and with rol_ling hills adjoining, suitable for
grazing. The old road from San Carlos to Santa Clara, on
account of the conformation of the country, made a large
detour to the eastward, so that the site chosen was about
thirty miles northeast of the former place and about forty
miles southeast of the latter and within the jurisdiction of
the presidio of Monterey.
In May, 1797, Governor Borica gave his instructions to
Hermenegildo Sal, who was then in command at the presidio;
and under his supervision the necessary pr-eparations were
promptly made.' Not only were the corporal, Juan Balles teros, and guard of five soldiers selected; but buildings, including a chapel, were erected in advance .' Accordingly
when Father Lasuen had finished the foundation of San Jose
and wrote to Borica that he was ready to proceed to the
foundation of San Juan Bautista,• he was informed that everything was waiting for him. Proceeding, therefore, at once to
the spot, in company with Fathers Magin Catala and Jose
Manuel de ::\fartiarena, on St. John's day, June 24, 1797, in
the presence of a large assemblage of gentiles and with substantially the same ceremonies as had been observed at San
Jose, he took formal possession of the place; dedicated it
"al Glorioso Precursor de Jesu Cristo, Nuestro Senor,'' and
founded the new mission of San Juan Bautista .' The first
1 Cal. Archives, M. II, 268.
• Cal. Archives, P. R. VI, 376.
1 Cal. Archives, S. P. XVIII, 392.
'Cal. Archives, J>. S. J>.X \"I, 669, 870: XVII. 258-263.
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~ular missionaries here were Fathers Martiarena and Pedro
Adriano Martinez. 1 The neophytes at the end of 1799 numbered three hundred and forty-four,' and at the end of 18o5
twelve hundred and nineteen.3
The next or third of the five new missions, which was to
be located between San Antonio and San Luis Obispo and
to be called that of San Miguel, was ready for the ceremonies
of foundation as soon after the natal day of San Juan Bautista as Father Lasuen could rest himself, notify the different
persons who were to assist him to be present, and travel to
the site selected for it. This selection had been made in
August, 1795, by Father Buenaventura Sitjar, Sergeant Macario Castro and Corporal Ignacio Vallejo.' It was a spot
called by the natives Vahea and by the Spaniards Los Pozos
or the wells. It was on the west side of the Salinas river,
there a comparatively small stream except in time of flood,
~nd on the main road nearly exactly half way between
San Antonio and San Luis Obispo and about thirty-three
miles distant from each. The river at this place, after passing in its northwesterly course the defile, famous for its medicinal springs, known as Paso Robles, widens out into a rich
.and level valley, surrounded by hills, some covered with grass
.and others with oak trees. Lasuen in 1796 pronounced it
l>eautiiul and in every respect satisfactory. 6
The instructions that had been given in May, 1797, by
Eorica to Sal in reference to selecting a guard of soldiers for
San Juan Bautista applied also to a guard for the new mission of San Miguel; 1 and Sal was equally prompt in the latter
case as in the former. When therefore Father Lasuen and
Father Buenaventura Sitjar, who was to assist him and take
charge of the new mission, were ready, they found the guard,
"\.Vhichhad been placed under the command of Corporal Jose
Cal. Archives, S. P. IX, 447; M. II, 619.
• Cal. Archives, M. III, 118.
1 Cal. Archives, M. III, 6o3.
• Cal. Archives, M. II, 256.
'Cal. Archives, M. II, 268.
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Antonio Rodriguez, prepared for operations. They all proceeded to the spot indicated and there, on July 25, 1797, in
the presence of a very large concourse of gentiles of both
sexes and of all ages, with ceremonies similar to those of San
Jose and San Juan Bautista, took possession of the place, dedicated it "al Gloriosisimo Principe Arcangel San Miguel" and
founded the new mission. In the afternoon of the same day,
after the ceremonies, the Indians , struck with admiration at
what they had seen, presented fifteen of their children for
baptism; and with these commenced the conversions of the
new establishment.•
The first missionaries of San Miguel were Fathers Buenaventura Sitjar and Antonio de la Concepcion. They began,
as was usual in the case of new missions, the erection of a
church and other necessary buildings; but had not proceeded
far when Father Concepcion was noticed to be acting very
strangely and it soon became clearly evident that he was
insane . Instead of attending to his duties as a missionary in
keeping the Indians at work , he appears to have conceived
the idea of making a grand military display and compelled
the soldiers to fire rounds of blank cartridges and the Indians
to discharge flights of arrows . The sound of fire-arms and the
sight of mimic warfare fed his disordered imagination; and,
fancying himself a great ruler, he assumed despotic authority
and in a short time, by his extravagances and violence,
threw everything into disturbance .• Father Sitjar, becoming
frightened, posted off to Santa Barbara to consult with Father
Lasuen; the soldiers were perplexed; the neophytes of San
Antonio and San Luis Obispo, who had been sent to assist in
the labor, ran off to their respective missions; and the gentiles
of the place looked on in astonishment and terror. 3
Lasuen, upon being notified of the state of affairs, adopted
swift measures of relief. He immediately dispatched Father
Jose de Miguel of Santa Barbara with instructions to remove
Concepcion, peaceably if he could but forcibly if he must , and
------
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take him to Monterey; and at the same time he wrote to.
Governor Borica that Concepcion was insane and should, as
soon as he arrived at Monterey, be put on board a frigate,
,vhich was about to sail for San Blas, and sent to Mexico.'
Father
Miguel executed his commission like a man who was
not to be trifled with. Calling to his assistance a couple of
soldiers,
without explanation or parley, he seized Concepcion;
secured
him, and marched him off.• At Monterey he was
taken
before Borica, who pronounced him undoubtedly insane
a.nd approved all that had been done . Upon careful examin~tion
it was discovered that the lunatic carried concealed in
his sacerdotal robes a pair of pistols, which were taken from
him;
and shortly afterwards he was put on board the frigate
«3.nd sent off, by the way of San Blas, to the care of his breth.-en of the college of San Fernando .1 Soon after his arrival
t: here, he wrote a long letter to the viceroy, setting forth what
he believed to be abuses in the practical working of the missions
of California; representing himself as a reformer; com·
plaining
of the treatment he had received; charging that
there
had been a wide-spread conspiracy against him and
that,
on account of the machinations of his enemies, his life
'-"las not safe even at the coliege of San Fernando, and asking
to be sent to the province of Michoacan, where he conceived
there was more virtue in the church and he could be of more
~se
in the saving of souls.• There can be out little doubt
that
many of his statements of abuses were true and that
~me
of his complaints were well founded. · But at the same
time
there can be just as little doubt that he was really an
• nsane man; that, as Borica said in reference to his examination, though quiet and rational upon most subjects, he was
'-Vild and even dangerous upon others, and that it would have
hen
unsafe to allow him to remain in California .~ As soon
as he was removed, Father Juan Martin was appointed in his
1 Cal. Archives, S.
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;>lace; and under him and Sitjar the work of the establishment proceeded. By the end of 1797 a church and other
buildings were erected-not very extensive ones, it is true, but
sufficient for the time.1 At the end of 1799 the neophytes
numbered two hundred and eighty-five,• which number decreased to two hundred and twenty-three in I 805, 1 but
increased to nine hundred and seventy-one in 1811.'
The fourth of the five new missions was to be founded
between those of San Buenaventura and San Gabriel. The
site had been selected in August, 1795, by Father Vicente de
Santa Maria, Ensign Pablo Cota and Sergeant Jose Ortega.•
It was at first objected to as being too far from the former
mission and too distant from timber;' but on further examination these objections were considered as more than outweighed by the advantages it presented of extensive cultivable and grazing lands and proximity to multitudes of Indians.
The spot is on a slightly elevated divide, with large valleys and rolling hills near by, about forty-eight miles east
from San Buenaventura and thirty miles north from San
Gabriel. It was called by the natives Achois Comihabit,
and by the Spaniards Parage del Encino.• Being within the
jurisdiction of the presidia of Santa Barbara, it became the
duty of Felipe de Goycoechca, the comandante there, to provide the guard for the new mission; and he accordingly, at
the end of August, 1 797, immediately after Lasuen started
for San Buenaventura on his way to the new location, dispatched Sergeant Ignacio Olivera and five soldiers to overtake
and accompany him.'
From San Buenaventura, as soon as he was fully prepared,
Lasuen set out in company with Father Francisco Dumets,
----
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whom he had assigned for the ne,y foundation, and the soldiers sent after him by Goycoechea. They proceeded to the
spot selected and there on September 8, 1797, the day of the
nativity of Mary, Most Holy, in the presence of multitudes
of gentiles of both sexes and all ages and of the soldiers,
with all the usual ceremonies, they founded the new mission
of San Fernando Rey de Espafta. The Indians presented
ten of their children, five of each sex, for baptism; and there
"'\Nas of course great rejoicing and loud thanksgiving .1 In a
short
time afterwards Father Juan Cortes, who had recently
arrived from Mexico,' was sent to assist Father Dumets; and
under their joint care the new mission prospered. The missionaries
took up their abode in the house of Francisco
Reyes,' who had previously occupied the place as a rancho.'
Ey the end of the year a chapel and other structures were
built' and by the end of 1799 a church, store-houses and a
new
residence.' At the latter date there were about two
hundred neophytes 1 and in 1805 eleven hundred. 8
There now remained but one of the five new missions, or
that one of them which was to fill up the interval between
San Juan Capistrano and San Diego, yet to be founded; and
it was intended to found it in November of the same year,
I 797, in which the other four had been established.'
A recon~oissance and survey had been made by Ensign Juan Pablo
Grijalva, Corporal Juan Maria Olivera and Father Juan
Mariner in August, 1795;1• and they had selected a spot called
Pale, considerably nearer to San Diego than to San Juan
Capistrano, which Lasuen in 1796 pronounced excellent. 11 But
------------------·- ··-· ·- ----1 Cal.
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upon further consideration it was thought that there might be
other places presenting greater advantages; and Lasuen, after
finishing the foundation of San Fernando, determined to
make a new survey before fixing definitely upon the site or
proceeding with the foundation of the fifth mission. In the
early part of October, accordingly, taking with him Father
Juan Norberto de Santiago, Pedro Lisalde,seven soldiers and
five Indians, he started out from San Juan Capistrano; spent
four or five days in carefully examining several different spots,
which seemed adapted for the purpose, and then proceeded
to San Diego .1 The result of his survey was, that he fixed
upon a spot called by the natives Tacayme and by the first
Spanish discoverers many years previously Caiiada de San
Juan Capistrano/
But by the time he had made up his mind
upon the subject it was too late in the year to think of proceeding with the foundation; and he retired to spend the
rainy season with Father Santa Maria at the mission of San
Buenaventura.'
It was nearly the middle of the next year before all the
preparations for the new foundation could be renewed. But,
as soon as everything was ready, Lasuen took with him
Father Santiago of San Juan Capistrano and Father Antonio
Peyri, whom he had appointed as the missionary of the proposed new establishment; and, having Comandante Antonio
Grajera of San Diego meet him with the guard selected from
that presidio, he, on June .J 3, 1798, with the usual ceremonies
and in the presence, as in other cases, of an immense throng
of gentiles, founded the new mission and dedicated it to San
Luis Rey de Francia.• This was, as before stated, the fifth
and ta~t of the five new establishments suggested by Borica
and ordered by Branciforte. It was located on a little stream
five or six miles from the ocean, about thirty-five in a direct
line north of San Diego and thirty southwest from San Juan
Capistrano. The cultivable lands in the immediate neighborCal.
Cal.
• Cal.
• Cal.
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hood were limited; but within a few leagues there were rich
fields, and pasture was plentiful.1 The Indians in the neigh-.:,Orhood were numerous and manifested a great desire to be
received into the bosom of the church . On the day of the
Conndation they presented fifty-four of their children for baptism;~ and within seventeen days the conversions numbered
~nc hundred. Among others the three principal capitanejos
~r chiefs of the region offered themselves.'
The first missionaries were Father Antonio Peyri and
Father Jose Faura. Both of these had recently arrived in
California, Peyri in 1796' and Faura only a month or two
"before the new foundation.~ They doubtless found it rough
at first to be left comparatively alone with the Indians, not
-..mderstanding them or being understood by them and with
znere huts instead of houses to live in; but Peyri, who was
-the soul of the mission and who proved to be one of the
most active, most successful and most respected of all the
Franciscan friars, was young and zealous and devoted him~elf to his work with enthusiasm . By the end of 1799 he
bad a number of adobe houses built, thatched with tules;•
and from that time he kept building and improving until he
had one of the finest churches and establishments in the
<:ountry, with overflowing granaries and almost countless
herds and flocks. The neophytes in 1805 numbered nearly
nine hundred; 1 in 1811 there were fifteen hundred; 8 in 1820
twenty-six hundred and five,' and in 1830 twenty-seven hundred and seventy-six-nearly
twice as many as in any other
mis~ion in Alta California 1• And during all these years
Peyri remained the principal missionary.
- -----

Cal. Archives, M. V, 204, 205.
2 Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 717.
1 Cal. Archives, P.R.
VII, 718.
'Cal. Archives, S. P. XVII, 126.
1 Cal. Archives, S. P. VIII, 87.
• Cal. Archives, M. Ill, 88.
7 Cal. Archives, M. III, 589.
'Cal. Archives, M. IV, 192.
• Cal. Archives, M. n·, 622.
1t Cal. Archives, M. V, 307.
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The last of the five missions having thus been founded,
Lasuen returned to San Carlos; and the~e he remained,
laboring actively but traveling little and founding no other
m1ss1ons. On his return from the south, when passing from
Santa Barbara to Purisima, he appears to have cast longing
eyes upon a place called Calahuasa; and upon reaching Monterey he spoke to Borica about the advantages it presented;
and as a matter of fact its neighborhood was afterwards
selected as the site of the next new mission that was founded.
But it was not for Lasuen to found it. During the fourteen
years that he had been president of the missions, he had
labored steadily. In 1797, when, buoyed up with enthusiasm
and zeal, he founded four new establishments within a few
months, he displayed such remarkable activity for a man of
seventy-seven years of age that Borica, regarding it as something extraordinary, complimented him upon the copious
sweats of his pious work and observed that he seemed to
have renewed his youthful vigor by bathing in the holy
waters of another J ordan. 1 A few years before, he had been
unwillingly relieved of a portion of his regular labor by the
expiration of his authority to administer the rite of confirmation, which was not renewed. But in 1797 he was appointed "vicario foraneo" or representative in Alta California
of Father Francisco Rouset de Jesus, the then bishop of
Sonora; and his duties, though they did not include the right
to confirm, were thereby again increased .' Upon his return
to San Carlos in the autumn of 1798, therefore, he not only
required rest; but, even if he had been as young and vigorous
as ever, there was more than enough for him to do without
stirring abroad.
There were now eighteen missions, the
supervision and administration of which were by no means
a sinecure; and yet the old man devoted himself to his work
without pay,3 his salary as a regularly assigned missionary
having ceased when he became president . He lived, as he
Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 675.
Cal. Archives, P. R. VI, 332; P. S. P. XV, to6; XVI, 124.
1 "Treinta somos los Franciscanos que nos exercitamos en ell& [Nueva Califor•
Arnia], los :z6 con slnodo y los 4 sin el, y yo soy uno de estos ultimos."-Cal.
chives, S. P. IX, 496.
1
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said, upon the alms of his Franciscan brethren' and was
chiefly anxious for the welfare of a poor sister named Clara,
whom he feared he must soon leave unprovided for.2
In the year 1798 Branciforte retired from the viceroyalty
of Mexico and in 1800 Borica retired from the government
of California, both of which events affected Lasuen deeply
But he was still more poignantly moved the next year when
news came of Borica's death. By this time his own health
had begun to fail and, though he still continued to work, he
was fast wearing away. It was not, however, until a year or
two later that he fina11y took to his bed; and twelve days
afterwards, on June 261 1803, he died at the age of eightythrce, worn out with years and labor. 1 His body was buried
the next day with all possible solemnity; and six missionaries from neighboring missions assisted at the obsequies!
The records do not state the place of his sepulture; but, as
he died at San Carlos,- his remains were doubtless placed
near those of his illustrious predecessor, Father J unipero.
There were many fine traits in the character of Lasuen .
He was a man of refinement and scholarly attainments.
Though bred a monk and devoted to his profession, he had
much broader views and was much less tinctured with superstition than could have been expected from one in his situation. His solicitudl! for his sister Clara shows him to have
been a man of kindly feelings; an,J his correspondence with
Borica, as well the letters to him as those from him, exhibit
him in an agreeable light as a man of culture, worthy of
high respect for learning, ability and probity . La Perouse,
who, fresh from the most polished court in Europe, visited
him at San Carlos in 1786, pronounced him one of the most
worthy and respectable gentlemen he had ever met and testified that his mildness, charity and affection for the Indians
were beyond expression.$

---------------

"Me manlienen absolutamente de limosna los Frailes Franciscanos. "-Cal.
Archives, S. P. I I, 452, 453.
• Cal. Archives, S. P. II, 452.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 82.
•Cal.Archives, P. S. P. X\'111, 6o5; P. R. X, 519i La P6rouse, I, 4501 note.
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HE fourth president of the missions of Alta California
was Father Estevan Tapis. He was a native of Cataluna in Spain and born about 1757.1 He came to California
about 1790, and was one of the first missionaries at Santa
Barbara, where he remained until the office of president
devolved upon him by the death of Lasuen in June, 1803.
He then removed to San Carlos and at once assumed the
duties of his office! The next year he was appointed vicario
foraneo or representative in California of the bishop of
Sonora,' the same as Lasuen had been. But before he received the information, he had left San Carlos for the purpose
of founding the mission of Santa Inez.
It will be recollected that Lasuen in 1798, when traveling
from Santa Barbara to Purisima, cast longing eyes upon a
place called Calahuasa and upon reaching Monterey spoke
with Borica about the advantages it presented for a new mission. In view of this recommendation, Borica, in October of
the same year, directed Felipe de Goycoechea, the comandante of Santa Barbara, to make a reconnoissance and
survey of the place and report to him all the information he
could gather in relation to it and in reference to the Indians
in the neighborhood.'
At the same time Lasuen directed
Father Tapis to go along and also make a report. In accordance with these directions, Goycoechea and Tapis, with
Cal.
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five soldiers, immediately proceeded to the spot and, after an ·
examination of several days, reported at large and in favor of
the new establishment; as did also Ensign Pablo Cota, who
likewise went out to examine the place later in the same
month of October. 1 In December, 1798, Borica addressed a
letter to the new viceroy Azanza who had succeeded BranciCorte, enclosing these reports and recommending the foundation of the new mission, but adding that from conversations
he had had with Ignacio Ortega, a man of excellent judgment and great practical experience who had lived for several years at the Rancho de! Refugio three leagues southward,
he was satisfied that a spot, called by the natives Lajalupe
and five or six miles distant from Calahuasa, was much better adapted for the new establishment.
He described the
I.ands capable of cultivation, the ease with which they could
l>e irrigated, the abundant pasturage and especially the many
rancherias of Indians in the vicinity, their peaceable character,
their friendship for the Spaniards and their desire to have a
mission and .to be converted; and he urged the viceroy to
provide the necessary funds and order the work to proceed.'
The viceroy Azanza continued in office about a year after
receiving Borica's letter; but he did nothing in reference to
the proposed new mission; nor was anything further done
until 1803, when Jose de Iturrigaray had become viceroy of
New Spain and Jose Joaquin de Arrillaga governor of California. One of the very first acts of Iturrigaray was an order
informing Arrillaga that the necessary funds had been provided and directing him to proceed in accordance with the
recommendations of Borica .3 But before this order reached
Arrillaga who still remained in Lower California, or before
he could prepare the proper instructions for his subordinate
officers in Alta California, Lasuen had passed away and
Tapis had succeeded him. For a time the new president
found enough at San Carlos to engage his_attention. But as
soon as other duties would permit, he turned his face southCal. Archives, P. S. P. Presidios, 178o-1821, 862-872.
Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 474-478.
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. X\'III,687.
1
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ward and set off to accomplish the orders that had beeri
received. Taking along Father Marcelino Cypres of San
Antonio, he proceeded to Lajalupe, or Lajulap as it was
sometimes called, and there on September 17, 1804, with the
usual ceremonies of erecting and adoring a great cross, celebrating the mass and chanting the Te Deum, he founded
the new mission of "Santa Inez, Virgen y Martir," that is to
say, of the virgin and martyr Santa Inez. There were
present, besides Fathers Tapis and Cyprcs, Fathers Antonio
Calzada and Romualdo Gutierrez, who had been appointed
the first missionaries of the place, Raymundo Carrillo, then
comandante of the presidio of Santa Barbara, the soldiers ·of
the guard selected by Carrillo and a large number of Indians,
who immediately presented twenty-seven of their children,
twelve boys and fifteen girls, for baptism.1. A sort of chapel,
composed of branches, had been built; 2 but more solid buildings were soon commenced; and in 18o6 a long structure of
adobe, roofed with tiles, was completed.'
This was badly
shattered and one corner thrown down by the earthquake of
1812. The mission church, properly so called, which consisted of an adobe structure partly faced with bricks, about
one hundred and forty feet in length by twenty-five in width
and the same in height, was finished in 1816.' In 1805, the
year after the foundation, the neophytes numbered five hundred and twenty,6 and in 181 1 • six hundred and twenty-eight,
which was about as large a number as they ever reached.
The mission was located on the north bank of the Santa
Inez river, eighteen miles a little south of east from Purlsima,
twenty-two miles north of west from Santa Barbara, and ten
miles north of the coast at the Rancho del Refugio.
The foundation of Santa Inez, which was the nineteenth
mission of Alta California, finished the filling up of the intervals between the older missions and constituted the spirifoal
---~
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occupat.ion of the entire territory between the coast range of ·
mountains and the ocean from San Diego to San Francisco .
Governors, comandantes, missionaries, soldiers and citizens,
such as were obliged to travel, could now ride conveniently
£rom one end of this long distance of five hundred miles to
the other and enjoy the hospitalities of a mission every night,
vvithout being under the necessity, as had been formerly the
case, to load themselves down with provisions and frequently
sleep
on the road side. At each of these establishments
domestic
animals were, or soon became, abundant; and fresh
horses
could be procured without trouble or expense. In l
c:mly a few cases did the distance from one mission to the next.
exceed
thirty miles. There were no roads in the sense in
~hich
that term is now usually understood; but the horses
'1Vere hardy and swift and, though unshod, good travelers and
accustomed to the work; and as locomotion on horseback for
one purpose or another was more or less the daily business
of nearly all the white population, communication from mission to mission was easy and frequent. In the old diaries of
corporals of mission guards, some of which have been preserved, it appears that nearly every day some traveler came
<>r some traveler departed; and sometimes the visitors were
numerous.
With Santa Inez and the ~hereby closing up of the gaps '
or unoccupied spaces in the territory south of San Francisco,
the work of founding missions in Alta California for mere
religious purposes may be said to have ceased. No attempt
had been made to cross the Golden Gate or take possession
of the vast and rich regions to the north. The bay, which
could not be crossed without vessels-and vessels neither the
government nor the missionaries possessed or could build.:_ ·
imposed an almost insuperable obstacle to further advance;
nor is it likely, considering the rapid decay of the Spanish
power and the exhaustion of its resources, that any attempt
would have been made to found new missions, had it not been
for other reasons entirely different from those which induced
the old foundations. In I 8 I 2 the Russians established them-
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selves at Bodega with the ostensible object solely of hunting
for otter, seal and beaver skins. But by degrees they extended
their occupations; bought cattle; established farms, and built
a fortified post, where a Russian governor took up his residence. This fortification, called Fort Ross, was on the ocean
coast only sixty-five miles in a direct line northwest of San
Francisco; and the farms, which in order to avoid the rough
mountain neighborhood of Ross extended towards the southeast into the Bodega region, were considerably nearer. The•
Russrans also took possession of one of the Sandwich Islands
and it began to look as 1f they intended to make a permanent stay in the settlements they had thus fixed and were
gradually extending.
And it was thought that they might
perhaps claim sovereignty over the land by right of seizure
and prior occupation. Under these circumstances it did not
take long for both the government and the missionaries to
become seriously alarmed; and the result was the establishment of two new missions to the north of San Francisco bay
as a barrier against the unwelcome foreigners, one that of
San Rafael founded in 1817 and the other that of San Francisco Solano or Sonoma, founded in 1823. 1
Father Estevan Tapis continued president of the missions
until about 1813, when he retired to and took principal charge
as missionary of Santa Inez.' He was succeeded in the office
of president by Father Jose Senan of San Buenaventura,
who had come to California in 1798.3 Sef\an filled the office
till the latter part of 181 5, when he also retired; and Father
Mariano Payeras of Purisima, who arrived in I i96.' became
president. It was Payeras who F.rst sounded the note of
public alarm against the Russians . This he did in May, 1817,
by addressing a report upon the subject to the king of Spain
and by getting ready to found, and before the end of the
year founding, a new mission between San Francisco and the
Russian settlements, which he dedicated to the as yet unrep1 Duflot de Mofras, II, 3-6.
, Cal. Archives, :.1. IV, 263.
s Cal. Archi\·es, P . S. P. XXI, 685.
•Cal . Archives, S. P. XVII, 126.
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resented archangel San Rafael. The foundation took place
on December 18, 1817.1 The spot cho!en was one of the
most picturesque, pleasant and healthful in all California. It
was at the foot of a high hill in a narrow but very fertile valley having a small stream running eastwardly through it and
emptying into the bay. Lookmg southward from the site of
the old mission, which has long since entirely disappeared,
<>ne saw at the other side of the valley, less than a mile distant a long steep ridge of moderate height densely covered
"With evergreen trees, the whole forming a thicket of dark
Ereen foliage. High over this, some five miles distant, rose
into the clear air the deep purplish-blue peak of Mount
Tamalpai5 . To the right, up the valley, the view was closed in
with wooded hills, here and there bearing a clump of tall redwood trees; but to the left it opened out over several miles of
tule marsh to the bay, with several small islands in sight;
and beyond all the Contra Costa mountains and the dim
double-humped summit of Monte Diablo upwards of thirty
miles distant. The new mission was about twelve miles in a
direct line a little west of north from the presidia of San
Francisco; but the difficulty, with such launches as the Californians possessed of crossing the channel of entrance to the
bay, rendered it practically a very distant establishment.
The first missionary was Father Luis Gil de Taboada.' The
buildings, which were gradually erected, consisted of an adobe
church, roofed with tiles, and other structures; but they were
not as large, nor were there as many of them as at the other
missions. 3 The baptisms in five years amounted to upwards
of eight hundred; but in 1830 they amounted to over sixteen hundred, about a thousand of the neophytes being then
still living.
San Rafael offered some, but a very .weak, barrier to the
Russians. Their settlements did not come down into the
mountainous region in that neighborhood, but it -seemed
likely that they would extend eastward along the lower part
Duftot de Mofra.~,II, 5.
Cal. Archives, P. R. IX. 584; XII, 370, 398, 40 • -lo8.
a Cal. Archives, .M. V, 942.
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of what is now known as the Russian river valley and
over into the rich agricultural plain of Santa Rosa. Their
advance was not very rapid; but by degrees they were
improving their farms ::tnd, being industrious and frugal, their
progress though slow seemed solid. The alarm, which had
been sounded by Payeras, did not in the meanwhile decrease.
It was, however, overshadowed by the more serious alarm
caused by the progress of the revolution for independence
in Mexico and South America, which to a great extent paralyzed and finally destroyed the Spanish power on the American continent.
During those troublou~ times there could be
no thought of founding new establishments.
But in 1823,
after the revolution was accomplished and the Mexican sovereignty seemed settled and established, the necessity of
further barriers against the Russians again became the subject
of prominent consideration; and it was determined to found
at least one and perhaps two new missions to the east of their
farms. By this time Father Senan appears to have again
become president of the missions, and Luis Antonio Arguello
was governor.
In order to proceed understandingly and select a proper
site for the new mission or missions, it was necessary to make
a careful and complete reconnoissance and examination of
the country northward and northeastward from San Rafael.
This duty was entrusted by Ignacio Martinez, then in command at San Francisco, to Ensign Jose Sanchez, who immediately started off with two corporals and seventeen soldiers.
He was accompanied by Father Jose Altimira who had
arrived in California in I 8:?o' and was to be the missionary
founder of the new establishment.•
Leaving the presidio of
San Francisco on June 25, they crossed over to San Rafael
and thence marched, by the way of a large Indian village
called Olompali, to the neighborhood of what is now Petaluma, where they camped in company with some Petaluma
Indians, who were hiding from the fury of a neighboring rancheria called Libantilogomi with which they were at war.
1
1
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-rhe next day Sanchez, Altimira and their party crossed over
the lower or southern part of the ridge of mountains eastward
C)f Petaluma, saw and examined several elevated grassy val:.eys and tule-bordered lagoons giving promise of abundant
_Fastures, and descended into a beautiful, oak-covered, and
"""ine-bearing valley called by the Indians Sonoma. Through
the middle· of the level land flowed a little river or creek o(
ll"emarkably clear and sweet water, upon the banks of which,
in the thick shade of crowdP.d trees, the explorers established
"their head-quarters; and thence they made excursions in diff"erent directions, thoroughly examining the entire neighborllood.1 They remarked the extreme mildness of the climate
<>r, as they termed it, the benignity of the temperature, and
<>bserved the luxuriance of the vegetation from the tall redwood, oak, alder, laurel and other trees down to the wild vines
and thick grasses. The valley was well wat~red-so much
so that Sanchez pronounced it a fountain head of fountains.'
For cultivation, as well as for' pasturage, it seemed unequaled
except perhaps by the next ea.stern valley, very similar to it,
which was called by the Indians Napa and which they also
examined.'
They then ascended a high eastern hill and
looked over into the famous plain called by the Indians
Suisun.' In their explorations they found lime and stone
suitable and plentiful enough to build many cities. During
their marches they met numbers of Indians, who were peaceable; and to those in Sonoma they made various presents.
The whole country was full of game; and one day, while
they remamed at head-quarters, they amused themselves
with killing ten bears.
1 "Descubrimos un arroyo que tendra unas 500 plumas de agua muy cristalino
y apetecible para beber, bajo entre una muy frondo!-a espesura de varios arboles
agradables a la vista y utiles para varios usos. "-Cal. Archives, S. P. XI, 336.
2 "No dudamos de que Sonoma es un manantial de manantiales."-Cal.
Ar·
chives, S. P. XI, 350.
1 " E$pedal sitio por cierto! aunque en lo que reconocimos no encontramos de
mucho las aguages queen Sonoma, exccptuan<lo este renglon Napa en todo es
una efi~es equivoca con Sonoma por su puntual semejanza. "-Cal. Archives,
S. P. XI, 343.
• "Vimos cerca nosotros el famoso llano <lei Suisun asi nombrado de los
Yndios anterioramente pobladores de aquel parage. "-Cal. Archives, S. P. XI,
J44.
82 Vor.. I.
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On July 3, Jose Sanchez, the leader of the party, and
Father Altimira and Francisco Castro, whose opinion was
also asked, selected the site for the new mission. In doing
so, they chose Sonoma not only on account of its own advantages but bearing in view also its position between the
Petaluma and Napa valleys and its proximity to the 5anta
Rosa plain some eighteen or twenty miles to the northwest.
The spot selected was the center of the present town of
Sonoma, on the easterly side of the valley, about the middle
of its length north and south and within three or four miles
of navigable tide water in Sonoma creek. It is north of the
center of San Pablo bay and in a direct line about twentythree miles a little east of north from San Rafael. It had
formerly been a rancheria or village of the Sonoma Indians.
There, on July 4, 1823, at six o'clock in the morning, in the
presence of the soldiers and many congregated aborigines,
an altar was prepared and a huge redwood cross, nearly
twenty feet high, erected. The moment it rose, the soldiers
fired salutes; and Father Altimira and two neophytes, whom
he had taken along, raised their voices in hymns of praise
and adoration. By eight o'clock mass was over and the ceremonies of foundation completed; after which the whites took
up their march and returned by the way of Petaluma and
San Rafael to San Francisco. The launch, with which they
had crossed from San Francisco to San Rafael, had followed
them and ran into Sonoma creek; and when they returned
it ran down ·to Saucelito, whence on July 6 it transported
them back to San Francisco. 1 On August 23, Father Altimira set out a second time, on this occasion taking along ten
soldier colonists, an artilleryman and a corporal, a twopounder field-piece with fifteen charges, shotted and ready
for action, and five hundred musket cartridgcs. 2 His object
now was permanent occupation, which thereupon followed;
and it is for this reason that August 2 5, I 823, the day of
their settlement, is generally recognized as the date of the
foundation. The new mission was dedicated to San Fran1 Cal. Archivt!s, S . P. XI, 332-361.
'Cal. Archives, S. P. XI, 546.
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cisco Solano; though it was quite frequently known simply
as the mission of Sonoma. From the beginning it was'
rather a military than a religious establishment-a
sort of outpost or barrier, first against the Russians and afterwards ·
against the Americans; but still a large adobe church was
built and Indians were baptized. Progress however was slow.
1 n 1824, the year after foundation, the supplies of food ran
.short and the soldiers were compelled to rely upon wild game,
'Which they hunted in the surrounding mountains, for their
.support.• In 1830 the neophytes numbered seven hundred
,nd sixty, considerably more than half of whom, however,
.appear to have been baptized at other missions;' and this
:seems to have been the ex"treme limit at any one time of the
neophyte population.'
With San Francisco Solano or Sonoma in 1823 ended the
foundation of the twenty-one missions of Alta California•
There appears to have been a twenty-second talked of, and an
.attempt was made to found one at Santa Rosa in 1827; but the
project proved abortive.• By that time, it was found that the
Russians were not such undesirable neighbors as in 1817 it was
thought they might become; for while on the one hand they
were peace~ble, quiet and as it proved unambitious, on the
-other hand they were always ready to purchase the surplus
produce of the country and always met their engagements and
paid their debts with scrupulous good faith. As a matter of
public politics there continued to be a feeling of jealousy
against them, as against all foreigners; but as a matter of
private interest the most friendly and amicable relations
existed. Though there may have been the same reasons for
new missions as at any previous time, the Russian scare, for
the time being at least, was over; and as for the old enthusiasm for new spiritual conques~s, there was none left. The
spirit of Jun{pero was dead, and for it there was no resurrection.
Cal. Archives, M. II, 269.
Cal. Archives, S. l'. XIV, 1, 16.
1 Cal. Archives, M. V, 307.
'Cal. Archivea, M. V, 307; VI, 599.
• Duftot de Mof'ru, II, 6.
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In the meanwhile all the old missions, or those south of
San Francisco bay, were, so to speak, finished and in flourishing condition so far at least as their temporalities were concerned. Each had its large church, usually with a tower and
chime of bells, and every one was a picturesque-looking
structure, which it had taken from ten to fifteen years to
build. Each had its houses for the residence of the missionaries, its apartments for guests, its workshops, its dormitories
for unmarried female neophytes, its guard-house and prison.
its store-houses and granaries. The buildings were generally
arranged in the form of a square, with a court-yard in the
center, the church being on one side or at one corner and
next it, on the principal front, in almost every case a long
corridor, sometimes with brick pillars and arches and sometimes with wooden supports and, like the finished church and
buildings, roofed with tiles. There was considerable variety
of architecture, no two missions being alike; but all were of
the same · general character. That of San Juan Bautista,
which was a fair average, may be taken as an example of
them all. The church, which had been commenced almost
immediately after the foundation in 1797, was not finished
and formally dedicated until St. John's day, June 24, 1812.
that is to say fifteen years afterwards. It was about one hundred and ninety feet long from the entrance door in front to
the altar at the rear, thirty feet wide and forty feet high from
floor to ceiling, having the chancel separated from the nave by
a railing, over which was sprung an arch spanning the full
width of the church. The nave was subdivided on either side
into seven sections by as many arches. The church and
adjacent buildings, which as usual throughout the country
were of adobe, occupied two sides of a court -yard which was
completed by a wall; and in front, next the church, there was
a corridor of twenty arches, resting on pillars of brick: 1
In the meanwhile and at or about the same time that
most of the church structures were completed, several important chang-es took place in reference to the government of the
missions. One was the creation about I 816, or perhaps a few
-----1
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years earlier, of the office of prefect of the missions, which
divided with the presidency the general supervision and
administration of ecclesiastical affairs and, as a special part
of its business, carried on the ecdesiastical correspondence .
While Payeras was president, Father Vicente Francisco de
Sarria was prefect; afterwards about 1820, when Father Jose
Sef'ian became president for the second time, Payeras became
prefect; and in 1823, when Payeras died both offices were
united in Sefian, 1 who seems to have held them until 1825,
when Father Narciso Duran became president and Father
Sarria prefect for the second time .•
Another and still more important change was the gradual
withdrawal of the college of San Fernando of Mexico from the
management of the missions. It had been under the auspices
of this great college that the country had been settled and the
missions established; but in the course of time its resources
failed and it could no longer respond to the demand for new
missionaries . In 1816 Pablo Vicente de Sola, who had shortly
before been appointed governor, made a report to the viceroy
in reference to the missions and missionaries of Alta California and complained, among other things, that while many
of the old priests were rapidly wearing or were already worn
out, no new recruits were forthcoming and that the country
was consequently suffering ·for the want of spiritual instruction and consolation. This, he said, was especially the case
at the presidios, the pueblos and the ranchos; and it was
necessary in some way or other to provide a remedy in the
form of a fresh supply of missionaries; and, if San Fernando
could not furnish them, there were other colleges , such as
that of Orizaba, that could and, i( afforded a proper opportu nity, would gladly do so.' When this report reached Mexico
the Conde de Venadito, who had just become viceroy, made
the subject a matter of consideration; and , as the college of
San Fernando acknowledged its inability to meet the requirements of Sola, an arrangement was made to relieve it of the
1 Cal. Archives, D. R. I, 21.
• Cal. Archives, D. S. P. II , 16.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 491-494-
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care of all the southern part of the country; and in Septem-·
her, 1817, a formal transfer was executed by the father guar dian and directory of San Fernando of all ecclesiastical jurisdiction over the missions and presidios south of San Luis
Obispo, including the pueblo of Los Ang~les, to the college
of San Jose de Gracia de Orizaba. 1 It was with great regret
that San Fernando found itself obliged to make the transfer,
though the college of Orizaba belonged to the same order of
Franciscans as itself. The memory of its former greatness
and what it had accomplished in times gone by, compared
with its present exhaustion and weakness, caused it and the
remnants of its old friars many a. bitter pang. But there was
no help for it. Nor was this by any means the end of its
humiliation; for in 1821 the Spanish cortes issued a decree
that its management of the temporalities of missions should
cease; 2 and had it not been for the revolution, then on the
eve of consummation, which nullified the Spanish power, it is
likely that the grand old college and California would soon
have been entirely and forever separated.
A third great and important change in the ecclesiastical
affairs of the missions was effected by the revolution itseJ.f.
the Spanish power and prevented the
1 While it destroyed
execution of the decree of the Spanish cortes depriving the
college and friars of San Fernando of the management of
their ternporalities, this was a mere incident to other changes
of far greater moment which were being worked out. If the
revolution had involved only a transfer of sovereignty from
Spain to Mexico, the blood and treasure that it cost would
have been spent in vain; and in view of the broils, the strifes
and the discords that have disturbed the country from that
time almost to this, it would have been an unmixed evil.
But there was much more involved than a simple·transfer of
sovereignty. The seed of civil liberty, sparsely sown it is true
and hardly recognizable in its feeble upspringings, had really
taken root. The true underlying cause of the movement,
little as it was known to the movers themselves, was revolt
Cal. A,chives, l'. R. IX, 607, 6o8.
• Cal. Archives, S. P. X\'11, 56o.
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against that political and ecclesiastical interference and intermeddling with the natural course of civilization, which the historian Buckle has so finely described as the protective spirit.
Had it been otherwise, the empire might have lasted a long
time and Agustin I. have worn his crown and transmitted it
to a line of successors as long as that of Banquo. 1 But the
fundamental principles, upon which the Mexican emperor
attempted to build up his government, were the same in substance as those of the Spanish monarchy, which he had
ejected; and the same underlying causes, working deep down
and out of sight, that had lifted him up, pulled him down
again.
The attitude· of the church towards the revolution and
especially towards the republic, which was the outcome of the
revolution, was one of decided hostility. Hardly anything
could have been more opposed to all the principles and all
the traditions upon which the Spanish priesthood was founded
than a republic, or rather the liberty implied by a republic.
The absolute and unquestioning obedience, which it was their
business to teach, were inimical to freedom; and everything
like liberty and everything that even in name was calculated
to encourage liberty was their abomination.
Under these
circumstances and for these reasons the priests were opposed
to the republic and to the independence that produced it. 1
This was particularly the case in California, the most remote
and the most loyal of all the provinces.' If the empire could'
have maintained itself, there seems no reason to doubt that
the church would easily have reconciled itself to the change
of sovereignty; but it could not give a hearty support to the
republic. In 1822 Father Tapis made no difficulty in swearing to the imperial independence;'
but when the republic
was established and the new co11stitution promulgated, almost
all the missionaries refused their allegiance and some of them
persisted to the end in their recusancy. In 1826 a circular
was addressed by the governor to the various comandantes of
1 Cal. Archives, S. G. S. P. I, 254 .
'Cal. Archives, S. P. XVII, 575.
3 Cal. Archives, M. X, 359.
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the presidios to ascertain exactly how the missionaries within
their respective jurisdictions stood affected anq to require
their obedience; 1 and answer was returned that they were if!
general opposed to the republican independence and that
some of them were even traitorously opposed.' Some few
had taken the oaths; but most of them declined; and it _was
evident that none had any enthusiasm for the new order of
things . There was in fact a rupture between the government'
and the missionaries; and it was· so serious that, instead of
healing as the republic became more and more settled, it
became more and more inflamed and violent.
Among those who refused to swear was Father Narciso
Duran, who in 1825 had become president ·of the mi"ssions
and vicario foraneo.• He had hardly entered upon the discharge of the duties of his office when he was required . to
come forward and take the oath; and at the same time, an.o
apparently for the purpose of quickening his compliance, he
was informed that the government had ordered the arrest of
Father Francisco Vicente de Sarria, the prefect, who had also
refused to be sworn.' Duran, however, still held back; and
as he was a representative man, occupying a prominent· position and his example would have a great influence, it wa'>
thought necessary if possible to compel his compliance. To
effect this, it was proposed by some to deprive him and the
other non-juring missionaries of their temporalities; but this
was ·opposed by Governor Arguello and others on the ground
that if the missions were deprived of their spiritual heads, the
result would be their irreparable ruin: This difference of
opinion prevented any immediate action; but in 1828 the
matter of the recusant and recalcitrant missionaries was again
agitated ; and affairs soon grew so hot that several of the
non-jurors thought it prudent to escape out of the country .
One of them, Father Luis Martinez of S~n Luis Obispo, was
--------
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charged with having surreptitiously sent off six thousand dollars belongiT.lg'tohis mission and intending to follow in person;
~nd · it was even said that he contemplated killing all the
cattle and ruining the mission before his departure. 1 Fathers
Antonio Ripoll and Jose Altimira concealed themselves on
the American ship Harbinger and in that manner escaped.'
Father Sarria had attempted to effect a sort of compromise
by asking to be allowed to proceed to the Sandwich Islands
and establish a mission there;• but this was refused; and
orders came to ship him ouf of the country unconditionally.'
About the same time arrangements were made by the government at Mexico to have the places of the non-juring missionaries filled by more compliant substitutes to be furnished
by the Franciscan college of Nuestra Sef'iora de Guadalupe
;
of.Zacatecas. 6
The records are sufficiently full in relation to the difficulties between the government and the non-juring missionaries;
but very little is said about the quarrels among the different
classes of missionaries themselves. That there were such
quarrels and that much ill-feeling, between those who took
the o~ths and those who refused to take them, must have
existed, there can be no doubt. Some evidence of this is
found in the fact that Father Antonio Peyri of San Luis Rey,
one of the former, became president for a short time in 1829,•
and that Father Jose Sanchez-, another of them, became president in 1830.1 At or about the same time new orders came
for the banishment of Father Sarria; and Father Duran was
included in the sentence. 8 Both these missionaries were men of
ability and positive character; and partly on this account and
the consequent favor they found among numbers of the people and some of the soldiers,' and partly on account of the ac-
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cession to the governorship of Manuel Victoria, who spoke in
terms of high praise of Sarria and the opposite M his enemies,'
the orders were not executed. In 1832, after the fall and expulsion of Victoria an<l the triumph of his adversaries and the
adversaries likewise of the non-juring missionaries, the orders
for the banishment of Sarria and Duran were repeated; and
Jose Figueroa, then on his way to take charge as governor of
California, was specially charged with their execution.'
But
Figueroa, upon his arrival at Monterey, found it entirely impracticable to take any immediate hostile action against them.
On the contrary he addressed Duran, who was still recognized
as the president of the missions remaining under the control of
the college of San Fernando, irt the most respectful tone and
begged his assistance in restoring peace and harmony to the
distracted country.• Soon afterwards, in a letter to the government at Mexico, Figueroa described the attitude of Sarria
and Duran as in theory very decidedly opposed to the repub lic but in practice acquiescing in the established order of
things. They denied the sovereignty of the people, opposed
the liberty of the press as the corrupter of morals, and advocated the establishment of the inquisition as the only means
of preventing the spread of impiety .' Though otherwise
good men, they did not hesitate to preach these doctrines ;
and, though perhaps harmless enough in quiet times, they
might, as Figueroa thought, become very dangerous in case
of invasion or counter revolution; and on the whole he was of
opinion that they, as well as all the non-juring missionaries,
ought to be sent out of the country as soon as their places
could be supplied . But at the same time their advanced age
and past services were also to be taken into consideration and
1 Cal. Archives, S. G. S . P. \"III, 1')8-2Q4 .
•Cal.Archives,
S. G . S. I' . VIII, 291.
1 Cal. Archives, D. S. P. III, 256, 259.
' "Dcsapruehan el lt-parlimicnto de tt:rrenos baldios y todo acto enianado del
ejercicio de la sobcrnnia . Sc han ckslizado en predicar contra este dogma poli tico, negando que rt~iJc en el puehlo la suht:rania; combatcn la libertad de imprcnta, atrihuyendo :I su estah iliclad la relnjacion de costumbrcs; al,ogan por el
restahlecimiento de la Ynquisicion, por cuya falta dicen se ha propai:acla la impiedad."-Figueroa's
Letter of January 17, 1834.-Cal. Archives, I>. S. P. III,
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their expulsion conducted with as great leniency as the nature of the case would admit.' A few months subsequently
an officious subordinate denounced Duran and several others
as conspirators against the government and addressed a confidential communication upon the subject to the governor; 2
but Figueroa replied that he could perceive nothing criminal
in the charges preferred and thus put an end to this last
attempt to reopen the old sore.• By this time the seculariza.,·
tion of the missions had commenced; and as the missionaries
were thereby deprivesi of their tcmporalities and shorn of
their powers, it seemed from this _time forward to make little
or no difference whether they had taken the oaths or not or
whether they were well affected to the government or the
contrary; and nothing further was said or done about their
expulsion.
It thus appears that up to the time of the establishment of
the republic, the missionaries were in accord with and, so to
speak, under the protection and fostering care of the government; but that from that period onwards there was manifested an ever increasing antagonism between thefn, commencing with the recusancy of the lllissionaries, leading to
repeated struggles, in which treason on the one hand and '.
spoliation on the other played large parts, and ending in the
so-called <;ecularization of the missions which proved in a -j
very short time to be their absolute destruction. It is true
that the Spanish government had from the very beginning
contemplated secularization by finally transforming the missions into pueblos; but the plan was based upon the idea of
first educating the neophytes up to self-sustaining industry
and citizenship. How long this education would have taken,
with such subjects as the Indians and particularly under the
tuition of such teachers as the missionaries, it might be difficult to say. But it is very certain that the neophytes of California were in no respect fit for emancipation when the Mex-.
ican government, impelled by the popular cry for freedom
Cal. Archives, D. S. r. III, 551-554.
Cal. Archives, D. S. r. Ben. LXXVIII, 643-645.
•Cal. Archives, D. S. P. Ben. LXXVIII, 701; D.S. P. III, 692-694.
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and urged on by the clamors of greedy officials, seized the
temporalities and undertook to change the missions into
municipalities. From the moment it did so, or that it was
known that it would do so, the religious establishments, by
which the country had been settled, commenced to sink; and
they declined with astonishing rapidity. The buildings generally fell into decay; the fields and gardens were neglected;
most of the Indians relapsed into wanderers or died off; the
herds and flocks were killed or stolen; and in a few years
little was left of the old missions except crumbled and crumbling walls, rotten timbers a,nd hc!aps of broken tiles.
The work of the Franciscans in Alta California was therefore no more destined to stand than that of the Jesuits in
Lower California. Notwithstanding the admirable character
of some of the missionaries and the great labors they performed; notwithstanding their earnest endeavors and their
u!1swerving belief that they were accomplishing good; not-.
withstanding their building of mission after mission and their
infinite toils in what they conceived to be harvests of immortal
souls, n&thing, or su.bstantially nothing, of all their labors now
remains . The temples of the Greeks are buried under the
debris of ages; the forums of the Romans are barely traceable among the dust of centuries; the chapels of the early
church are nearly obliterated; but their influence survives in
civilization . Every great work in the right path bears good
fruit and leaves a beneficent impress upon the future. But
the work of the missionaries in California was not of this
kind. It looked only to the aggrandizement of a system and
dominion that had long outlived their usefulness. It did not
contemplate or in any proper sense regard the progress of
true civilization. It evolved no germs out of which were to
spring higher and better forms. It was barren and unprofitable.

BOOK IV.
THE

SPANISH
CHAPTER

GOVERNORS.
I.

PORTOLA, BARRI, DE NEVE AND FAGES.

T

HE first governor of California was Gaspar de Portola.
He was a captain of dragoons, a man of experience and
ability in the profession of arms and well chosen for the
duties which he had to perform. He had at first merely to
command the fifty soldiers, who in October, 1767, were sent
to expel the fifteen Jesuit missionaries from Lower California.
This duty he performed promptly and energetically, but with
all the kindness and consideration that the nature of his instructions would admit. It will be recollected to his credit
how courteously he embraced the fathers, when they tonk
their last sad farewell of their weeping congregation in the
little church of Loreto on February 3, 1768. His next duty
was to turn over possession of the properties and inventories
of the missions, which had been placed in his hands, to the
· Franciscans who soon afterwards followed; and he did so
with business -like precision and military promptitude . He
was next directed to lead the land expedition, composed of
missionaries, soldiers and colonists, who settled Alta California, and to act as ·military comandante and governor of the
new territory. He marched in company with Father Junipero
to San Diego and raised the royal standard there. He commanded the two expeditions northward from that point, the
(509)
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. first of which discovered the bay of San Francisco and the
second of which, in connection with an expedition by sea,
took possession of and settled Monterey. This last duty
having been well performed, he embarked, with the news of
what had been done, for Mexico; and his connection with
California ceased.
It is usual to speak of Portola as governor of California
from his arrival at Cape San Lucas in October, 1767, to his
This is not endeparture from Monterey in July , 1770.
tirely correct. In very early times, while the country was
supposed to be an island or rather several islands, it was commonly known by the plural appellation of" Las CaliforniasThe Californias." Afterwards, when its peninsular character
was ascertained, it was called simply California; but the territory so designated was unlimited in _extent. When the expeditions for the settlement of San Diego and Monterey
marched, it was understood that they were going, not out of
California, but into a new part of it. The peninsula then
began to be generally spoken of as Antigua or Old California
and the unlimited remainder as Nueva or New California,
subsequently more commonly called Alta or Upper California.
At the same time the old plural name of The Californias was
revived, but with a more definite signification than before.
Portola was the first governor of the whole country. But
when he marched to San Diego in 1769 he was succeeded in
the governorship of Lower California by Matias de Armona .
On account of this appointment, though Armona hardly
acted, and did nothing of importance in his office,1 Portola
could no longer, strictly speaking, be said to be governor of
Lower California or of anything more than New or Alta
California. But he was nevertheless usually called, and in
fact called himself, governor of the Californias.
There is not as much known about Portola as might be
wished. Such accounts as are left make one feel kindly
towards him and desirous of a more intimate acquaintance.
There was evidently much to like in his character. He was
not a brilliant man; but he was one whom it must have been
1
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pleasant to be with and thoroughly reliable. He was called
upon to perform a number of very difficult tasks; but he did
them so smoothly, with so little noise and friction, that they
seemed easy . The manner in which he conducted his expeditions through an unknown wilderness; the prudence with
which he provided against contingencies; the skill with which
he managed circumstances; the equanimity with which he
met and overcame obstacles, and the success with which he
accomplished everything he undertook; all marked him as a
man of ability. He was kind to his soldiers, careful of their
health and comfort, and willing to share their hardships. He
had no quarrels. He got into no difficulties. He was well
liked and respected by everybody; and he well deserved to be.
The next or second governor of the Californias was Felipe
de Barri. He was appointed soon after the return of Portola
to Mexico and entered upon his office at Loreto in the spring
of I 771. While Portola was governor, everything had gone
on harmoniously, as has been seen . Possibly during his time
there was not much occasion for any disagreement with the
m1ss10naries. But very shortly after his departure, dissensions
arose; and they vexed and continued to vex the peace of
the country for a number of years. There were various
occasions of quarrel; but at bottom the real cause of all the
disagreements and difficulties was the determination on the
part of the missionaries to rule as they thought proper, and
the opposition on the part of the civil an<l military powers,
represented by the governor and comandantes, to be subordinated to ecclesiastical dictation. The trouble commenced
in Lower California. Armona, after remaining a short while
as governor and finding out the unpleasantness of the posi~
tion, made an effort to be relieved. The administration of
his office was thereupon carried on chiefly by lieutenants, of
whom at different times there were three, Juan Gutierrez,
Antonio Lopez de Toledo and Bernardino Moreno. Almost
immediately disagreements sprang up in relation to the employment ·by the military of Indians, whose labor the missionaries claimed to belong exclusively to the missions, and
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in relation to numerous alleged interferences by the military
with the management of the mission temporalities. On June
10, I 770, a long list of complaints, directed chiefly against
the governor and his lieutenants, was formulated by Father
Dionisio Bastcrra as the representative of the missionaries
and presented to the visitador-general, who replied with
promptitude that the matters complained of should be remedied and affairs in the peninsula placed on a satisfactory
basis. 1
Jose de Galvez, the visitador-general, who, as the special
representative and minister of King Charles III., had taken
control of California affairs and, in so far as those am,.irs were
concerned, acted with an authority equal and even superior
to that of the viceroy, was a man of excellent good sense,
versed in policy and practiced in business management.
While he remained in Lower California and exercised personal supervision, everything had gone forward with eminent
success. He had himself looked into every department; when
anything was to be done he had given minute and carefully
drawn instructions, models in their way; and when anything
went wrong, he had himself applied the proper remedy
promptly, pleasantly and efficaciously. It was only after his
departure and return to Mexico that the troubles, between
the missionaries on the one side and the civil and military
authorities on the other, began. Had he been present, he
would undoubtedly have put a speedy stop to the difficulty.
As it was, he took the circumstances into serious consideration~ But, bein~ then at a distance from the scene of disturbance and his attention being engrossed by other matters
of greater public importance, which required his presence elsewhere, nothing further was done by him in reference to composing the disorders at Loreto. He not long afterwards
turned over the supervision and control of California to the
viceroy and, having fulfilled the objects of his commission as
visitador-general in America, returned to Spain. He had
previously been a member of the council of the Indies and an
1
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officer of high rank at court. These positions he resumed
and afterwards be<:ame one of the ministers of state, in which
office h.::died some twenty years after he had given the first
start to Alta California.
While troubles had been thus brewing in Lower California,
others of much the same general character were springing up
in Alta California. When Portola sailed in 1770, he, in
accordance with instructions from the visitador-general, turned
over the government to Pedro Fages. This arrangement was
distasteful to Rivera y Moncada, who, as a captain and second
in rank to Portola. while Fages was only a lieutenant, considered himself entitled to the position; and the dissatisfaction
thus produced afterwards become the source of additional
trouble. But for the time being, Rivera y Moncada; who was
then in Lower California, remained away; and Fages entered
upon the duties of his office, first as temporary governor and
afterwards, upon the arrival of Barri at Loreto in 1771, as his
subordinate or lieutenant-governor.
Scarcely, however, had
Portola left, before Fages got into substantially the same kind
of a quarrel with the missionaries that Armona and his lieutenants had been engaged in. The question in Alta California, as it had been and in fact still was in Lower California,
was whether the civil and military power should be entirely
subordinate and subject to the missionaries, or independent of
them. Fages was of the same way of thinking upon the subject as Armona; and Barri, when he assumed office, took the
same view.
In the latter part of 1771, after the visitador-general had
resigned the control of California to the viceroy without settling the controversy that had arisen at Loreto, a new series of
complaints on the part of the missionaries, but on this occasion in reftrence to the civil and military administration at
Monterey, was formulated . They demanded that the instructions of the visitador-general, which they claimed subordinated
the civil and military to the missionary authority, should be
strictly carried out or, in other worcis, that the government
should be conducted with a view solely to the benefit of the
83 Vo1., I.
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m1ss10ns. \Vhile they asked for more military force, they
-=w:c
also required that it should be placed in effect under their
command. While mission Indians might be employed on :-.
:a,
public work, they insisted that the missions should be paid .JIE---=.>d
for their labor; and in numc>rous other particulars, in which~
- :IC l
they represented that the main purposes of the occupation of:tllt- c:::::i
the country were not being forwarded, they called for change===::
and alteration.
It could hardly be expected that the viceroy would under--:sr
stand all the minutiae of the quarrel· or appreciate the merits--=::.jlt
of all the details of the controversy. But he deemed it proper
a. -=
1
to caution both Fages and Barri to be more compliant; to zr::> -=
recognize the spiritual conquest as the main object, and at au-=-:
I: I
events to preserve harmony with the missionaries. 1 In ~ ~
special letter, written to Fages on December 2, 1772,he be- ~ rated him soundly for the scandalous controversy; pronounced
~
it not only unseemly in itself and contrary to the objects fof"'"'" -:a r
which California had been occupied but calculated to lead to.
c::::>
pernicious and possibly fatal consequences; ordered him t<>
c::>
lay aside personal considerations and labor exclusively for the
~
service of God and his king, and concluded with a hope that
he should hear nothing further of the disagreeable business.•
The cautions, however, did not accomplish their purpose.
Fages either could not, or would not, comply with the demands made upon him by the missionaries; and the result
was a widening of the breach already existing and another
series of charges and complaints, including a prayer for his
removal. At the same time the quarrel in Lower California
continued. Barri was no more disposed to submit than his
predecessors had been . The relations of the respective parties
were such that there was no want of occasions for disagreement and conflict. But there was one which more than any
other evoked bitterness . The Dominicans, after the missions
of Lower California had been turned over to them, refused
for a time to deliver up certain church vestments and other
property , which were claimed to belong of right to the
1
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missions of Alta California. Barri's countenance of this
refusal and the active part he took in the controversy in favor
of the Dominicans touched the Franciscans in a very tender
spot; and the provocation he thus gave could neither be forgiven nor forgotten. There were consequently troubles all
around. Matters were becoming more and more complicated
and something had to be done.
The visit of Jun[pero to Mexico in 1773 and the favorable
impression he made upon the viceroy Bucareli determined
the course \hat was taken. It was in favor of the missionaries and involved the removal of both Barri and Fages. The
government immediately began looking about for a new governor for the Californias. As a prdiminary, Captain Rivera
y Moncada, who in the meanwhile had not been inactive,
was by special commission on September 7, 1773,1 appointed
military comandante of San Diego and Monterey or, in other
words, of all there then was of Alta California,2 thus superseding Fages; and in October of the next year Barri, who
during all the time of his incumbency had resided at Loreto,
was superseded by Felipe de Neve.• Barri therefore was
governor from about March, 1771, to October, 1774, a little
over three years and a half.
Fernando Rivera y Moncada was a captain of cavalry in
that branch of the service in which the soldiers were known
as "soldados de cuera," so called on account of the jacket of
"cuera" or leather which they wore. This was a sort of cassock, without sleeves, composed of six or seven layers of deer
skin, pressed or sewed together so as to be impenetrable to
the arrows of the Indians. Besides the cuera, each soldier
carried a target or shield, made of several thicknesses of raw
ox-hide, which he wore on his left arm and was intended to
parry blows. Each man also had a leathern apron fastened
to the pommel of his saddle and falling on both sides so as to
cover his thighs and protect his legs as well against arrows as
against thorns and branches in passing through underbrush
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. I, 329.
Cal. Archives, P'. S. P. I, 327.
• Cal. ArchiNes, P. S. P. I, 448-4541
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and chaparral.
His offensive arms were the lance , the
broadsword or saber, and the carbine or short musket, which,
when not in actual use, was generally carried in a leather
case. 1 Almost all the soldiers in California, and especially
those who were detailed as guards for the missions, were of
this class. The other soldiers in the country, excepting a few
artillerymen at the presidtos. were of a body of light infantry,
sent out from Spain in 1767 and known as Catalonian volunteers .' To these latter Fages belonged, having come as a
lieutenant though in 1771, while in command at Monter~v.
he had been promoted to a captaincy. 3 There was of course
some differences in the rules and regulations aoplicable to
the respective kinds of troops . But for all the purposes of
service in California , there is no reason to believe that either
Fages or Rivera y Moncada was in any respect deficient in
general military knowledge and skill for the command of
either kind. Nevertheless, when the missionaries quarreled
with Fages, they charged that he was unfit to manage the soldados de cuera and that he was heartily hated by them.
However this may have been, there could be no objection
on this score to Rivera y Moncada; and therefore, when he was
appointed, it was supposed that things would go on with
much greater smoothness than before. J un{pero himself had
advocated and urged the appointment of Sergeant Jose Francisco Ortega, who had shown himself entirely devoted to the
m1ss10naries. But the viceroy and his advisers, being of opinion that Ortega was not of sufficiently high rank for the position, merely promoted him to a lieutenancy at San Diego;
gave the superior commar.d, as before stated, to Rivera y
Moncada, and ordered Fag-es to return to Mexico.'
On August 17, 1773. a few weeks previous to the appointment of Rivera y Mo:,cada, the viceroy Bucareli issued a
series of very important instructions, defining his powers and
regulating the . government. Among other matters, these
1 Historical Journal of th.: Expeditions by sea and land to the north of California in 1768, 1769 and 1770. &c., London, 1790, pp. 24, 25.
1 Cal. Archi, ·es, I'. S. I' . I, 1.
•Cal.Archives, P . S. P. I, 118.
• Palou, Noticias, II, 143, 144.
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1structions conferred authority to make land grants and contituted the first or one of the first legislative acts upon the
.ibject. After expressing the high opinion he had formed of
~ivera y Moncada's good conduct and experience, the vice>y, in order to enable him to encourage speedy population
1 the new territory, authorized him, as comandante, to desigate lands to be held in common for the use and benefit of
1e people in general an<l also to grant lands in private ownrship to such Indians as should dedicate themselves to
griculture and stock-raising, or to such white colonists as
1ight by their industry show themselves worthy of conces:ons. The grants were to be gratuitous; but care was to be
1ken that the beneficiaries should live in a pueblo or at mis.ons and not dispersedly over the country. The comandante
-as also to see that the new colonists should possess the
!quisite arms for their own defense as well as for assisting
le garrisons of the presi<lios or missions in case of necessity;
nd he was further instructed that, in case it should become
icpedient to change a mission into a pueblo, he was to give
a name, declare for its patron the saint under whose
atronage the original mission had been founded, and provide
civil and economical government in accordance with the laws
bserved in other pueblos of the kingdom:
It was in virtue
f the authority thus conferred that the first private land
rant in Alta California was mac.le by Rivera y Moncada in
rovember, 1775. It was a concession of a lot on~ hundred
nd forty varas square at the mission of San Carlos to a
>ldier named Manuel Butron and his Indian wife Margarita
laria, who is styled in the old documents "a daughter of the
1ission," and to their descendants!
At the time of Rivera y Monca<la's appointment. he was at
iuadalajara.
He immediately posted off to Mexico to con!r with the viceroy and then, in accordance with instructions,
!turned and proceeded on to Sinaloa to recruit more soldiers
nd families for California. In March, 1774, having collected
fty-one persons, he sailed with them to Loreto; from there
·- - · - - Cal. Archives, M. & C. I, 812 .
s Cal. Archives, l'. S. P. I, 431- .u9.
1
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proceeded to San Fernando de Vellicata, and thence, after
making arrangements for the subsequent continuation of their
journey, himself hastened on and reached Monterey on May
23. The next day he presented his commission to Fages,
who delivered up the command and in the course of a few
weeks marched to San Diego and thence sailed to San Blas.
Most of the Catalonian volunteers retired with him or about
the same time. 1
The soldiers and families, recruited in Sinaloa, arrived at
Monterey in November . Almost as soon as they came,
Rivera y Moncada, urged on by the loud and repeated
demands for the speedy settlement of San Francisco, marched
with a portion of them on his expedition of exploration of
November and December, 1774, to that place. In November,
1775, occurred the Indian outbreak at San Diego, in which
Father Jayme was murdered and the mission burned. Rivera
y Moncada, upon hearing of it, immediately made prepar_ations for a march thither. Gathering his soldiers he proceeded
to San Gabriel. Being joined there in January, 1776, by
Juan Bautista de Anza, who had just arrived with settlers for
San Francisco, the two proceeded to San Diego. There, on
account of a difference of opinion as to what was best to be
done, Rivera y Moncada being in favor of slow and cautious
movements and Anza of swift and bold ones, they disagreed;
and shortly afterwards, while Rivera y Moncada proceeded in
his own way to deal with the rebel Indians, Anza withdrew
and continued his journey with his settlers to Monterey.
It was· not long afterwards that difficulties sprang up
between the comandante and the missionaries of San Diego .
The origin of the trouble was substantially the same disposition of the missionaries to trench upon the civil and military
authority, which had caused controversy almost from the
beginning. The comandante made up his mind that he
would not tamely submit. An open breach took place, as has
already been related, on the occasion of the p:-otection afforded
by the missionaries, under the pica of sanctuary, to one of the
Indian murderers; and the result was the violent seizure of
-------
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the criminal by Rivera y Moncada and the excommunication
of the latter by the missionaries. The position, in which
affairs had thus ranged themselves, obliged Rivera y Moncada
to return to Monterey for the purpose of seeing Junipero,
endeavoring to relieve himself of the anathema that had been
pronounced and making some kind of an arrangement by
which he would be allowed to carry on his administration
without too much interference. But he was in no temper to
be as cool and judicious as the occasion required. He had
been subjected to so many annoyances that he hacf lost for
the time his usual good disposition and even his accustomed
courtesy.
A strange exhibition of his ill humor took place in his further intercourse or rather want of intercourse with Anza. It
will be recollected that when Anza arrived from Sonora with
settlers for the foundation of San Francisco, Rivera y Moncada, on account of the outbreak at San Diego, insisted that
the proposed settlement should be deferred. Anza had concurred for a while; but finally, becoming dissatisfied with the
cautious policy of the comandante, he had gone off, taken his
settlers on to Monterey, and himself proceeded to make a
survey and select a site for the new foundation.
He had next
returned to Monterey; transferred the charge of the settlers to
Jose Joaquin Moraga, and then, regarding his commission
ended, prepared to march back to Sonora. Rivera y Moncada
considered Anza's proceedings reprehensible; but, as the latter
was acting under an independent authority, the former could
not compel his obedience. He showed, however, that he was
very much displeased. Anza had written to him; but he had
not answered. As Anza was about leaving Monterey on his
return to Sonora, he sent off a courier in advance to notify
Rivera y Moncada of his coming and asking for an interview
at San Gabriel, where he would give an account of his expedition to San Francisco. Anza's courier, Sergeant Jose Maria
G6ngora, had been gone• only a few days, however, before he
returned with information that he had met Ri\"era y Moncada
near San Luis Obispo. Upon their meeting the comandante
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had asked him where he was going. He had an~wered that
he was seeking the comandante with a letter from Anza. But
the comandante refused to receive it and ordered Gongora to
keep at a distance and not camp near him. The next morning, however, the comandante called to him, demanded the
letter and, without opening it, handed Gongora a letter for
Anza and directed him to return to Monterey and deliver it
at once . Gongora was of opinion that the comandante's
actions i_ndicated an unsettled brain.
Anza had already left Monterey and that same evening,
when he camped near San Antonio, Rivera y Moncada passed
by without manifesting any disposition to stop or have any
communication.
A few words of official salutation passed,
and that was all Rivera y Moncada continued on his way
to Monterey and Anza, after requesting a certificate from
those who were present of what had taken place, proceeded
on to San Luis Obispo. Shortly afterwards Rivera y Moncada. failing to prevail upon Jun{pero to absolve him from
the excommunication, started back in pursuit of Anza and
endeavored to bring about an interview, at the same time
apologizing for any former want of courtesy . But it was now
Anza's turn to be discourteous ; and he absolutely refused to
have any communication with the comandante .except in
writing and only in relation to the survey of San Francisco.
Rivera y Moncada, upon receiving this reply, immediately
resumed his journey to San Gabriel, whither Anza followc<l,
taking care to keep far enough behind not to join. At San
Gabriel, Anza continued to act in much the same spirit; but,
upon leavin~ that place for Sonora, he notified the comandante
that he would carry any letters he might desire to send to the
viceroy. The comandante replied that he had not finished
his letters, but would send them after him. A few days afterwards the comandante 's messengers overtook Anza with two
letters, one to the college of San Fernando at Mexico an<t
doubtless on the subject of his difficulty with the missionaries and excommunication, and the other to Anza himself
stating- that he did not send any dispatch for the viceroy, on
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account of the absence of an important paper left by oversight
at San Diego, and requesting him to carry and deliver the
other letter. Anza, however, refused to do so, sending back
word that he was not a letter-carrier; and thereupon he continued his march to Sonora and thence communicated with
the viceroy.
Bucareli no sooner heard of this ridiculous quarrel than he
sent word to both parties that their petty questions of etiquette were calculated to seriously injure the service; and,
as it had already been determined that the governor of the
Californias should change his residence from Loreto to Monterey, he immediately sent off orders that Governor Felipe de
Neve should at once proceed to Monterey and that Rivera y
Moncada should retire to and take char 6 e of the presidia at
Loreto_.1 In obe(iience to these orders De Neve arrived at
Monterey on February 3, 1777, whereupon Rivera y Moncada
turned over the command; marched to Loreto, and did not
c1gain see Alta California except upon his fatal journey to
the Colorado in 1781.
Felipe de Neve, the third governor of the Californias, was
at the time of his appointment a cavalry officer at Queretaro
or, to give his exact title, "sargento mayor del regimehto de
caballeria provincicil de Qucretaro." 2 He had been picked
out, as already stated, to supersede Governor Barri . In a
letter addressed to him on October 28, 1774, by the viceroy,
informing him of his appointment, he was notified of the
quarrel that had taken place between Barri and the missionaries and cautioned, in the exercise of the duties of the office
thus conferred upon him, to proceed with moderation and
prudence.'
But the caution was unnecessary, as De Neve
proved to be a man of marked ability and statesmanship.
He at once turned his attention to his new employment and
labored earnestly and zealously . But he found so much to do
in Mexico, in the way of providing supplies and recruits for
the new country, that he did not reach Loreto until March,
-----·· -- ------------·-----Palou, Noticias, IV, 144-158.
Cal. Archi,·es, P. S. I'. I, 459.
'Cal. Archi\'es, P. S. I'. I, 448- ,H-t•
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1775. It was intended at first that he should reside there, as
Barri had done, leaving the affairs of Alta California to .be
administrated by Rivera y Moncada, nominally as his subordinate but in fact with nearly complete independence. But
soon after De Neve's appointment,,it was determined by the
Spanish government to make Morlterey, instead of Loreto,
the real capital of the Californias and the residence of the
governor. The difficulties in which Ri\·era y Moncada became involved in 1776 hastened action and occasioned the
orders, already referred to, in accordance with which De Neve
marched to and took up his residence at Monterey in February, 1777. Immediately upon his arrival there, bearing in
mind the troubles of his predecessors and the cautions of the
viceroy, he put himself in intimate and friendly communication with Junipero and the missionaries; and until his promotion to a higher office, five years afterwarus, he worked in
comparative harmony with them for the advancement and
prosperity of the province over which he ruled. 1
Felipe de Neve is entitled to the grateful remembrance of
Californians as the founder of the two old Spanish pueblos of
San Jose and Los Angeles . But his chief title to fame is the
authorship of the" Reglamento," constituting a complete system or code of legislation for the province of the Californias.
He drew it up and dated it on June 1, 1779, at the "Royal
Presidio of San Carlos de Monterey;'· and it was afterwards,
on October 24, 1781, apprcved. in a royal order by the king of
Spain . These celebrated regulations contained full and minute provisions for the government of theopresidios, the clothing, feeding and -payment of the troops, and the support and
maintenance of their families and other persons dependent on
or connected with the military. service. But their most interesting provisions were those relating to colonization. After
setting forth the importance of the reduction and settlement
of the country, the promotion of agriculture, stock-raising and
other branches of industry and the establishment of pueblos
of gente de razon, whereby the territory might become self1
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supporting, they proceeded to state that the pueblo of San
Jose had already been founded with these ends in view; that
another pueblo, referring to that of Los Angeles, had been
determined upon, and that others, as the country should progress in population, were in contemplation which in time
would furnish soldiers and supplies and finally relieve the
royal treasury from the burdensome expenses to which it had
hitherto been and was still unavoidably subjected. They then
provided that each "poblador" or colonist, meaning thereby
each white male inhabitant of a pueblo, should receive a certain fixed amount of money annually for five years in lieu of
another amount previously provided for but not properly
secured; and that this amount should be payable from the
moment of his arrival. The amount so fixed was about ten
dollars a month for the first two years and five for the last
three years. Each was to receive at cost price certain breed ing animals, including two mares, two cows, two sheep and
two goats; also a yoke of oxen, a plow and various agricultural implements, two horses and a pack-mule, a musket and
a leather shield; for all which he was to pay in horses and
mules at a future time; and to each pueblo were to be given
for community use a number of male animals, a few swine, a
forge, blacksmith and carpenter tools, and various implements
and instruments such as crowbars and shovels.
In reference to the distribution of pueblo lands, each poblador or colonist was to receive a house-lot of such size as
might be found convenient and four "suertcs" or lots two hundred varas square for cultivation; and commoi:is or pasture
lands, as well as lands for municipal purposes, were to be
designated for the general use of the community: The houselots, which were to be arranged in streets, and the cultivable
lands and commons were to be distributed on equitable principles by the government and in the name of the king. These
lots and lands were to be hereditary from father to son and
inalien~ble, but with the power in the father to designate one
of several sons, or in certain cases a married daughter, who
was to succeed; and with the further power in proper cases cf
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dividing the cultivable land among several children. In no
case, however, was a suerte or cultivable lot to be divided, nor
was any poblador or heir to be able to mortgage or impose
any condition or burden upon either house-lot or suerte; and
any attempt to do so was to be good ground of forfeiture.
Each poblador or colonist was to be exempt from paying
tithes or taxes for five years, provided he built a house and
lived in it within a year and provided further that he did
certain work for the benefit of the pueblo or municipality
relating chiefly to public buildings, granaries and irrigating
canals. All the colonists were to enjoy common privileges of
water, pasture, fire-wood and timber, in so far as these were
afforded by the common lands; but, in order to prevent disputes in reference to pasturage, brands were to be used and
herders employed; and, in order to prevent monopolies, no
one person was to possess more than fifty head of the same
kind of cattle. There were many other minor provisions, in
reference to the distribution of increasing wealth, the furnishing of supplies to the presidios. the obligations of the colonists to hold themselves in readiness for military service and
the appointment or election of magistrates and other municipal officers.1 The whole system was admirably calculated for
the condition of the country; and, if it had been carried out
in the spirit in which it was conceived, pueblos would have
superseded missions throughout the country and the development of California under the Spaniards and Mexicans would
have been very different from what it was.
It was in accordance with these regulations that the pueblo
of San Jose had been founded and the pueblo of Los Angeles
was afterwards laid out . A plan of the latter, as originally
located, shows twelve house-lots arranged on three sides of a
very large public plaza, each lot having a frontage on the
plaza of one hundred varas and a depth of two hundred varas,
except at the corners where the shape of the lots was different though the frontage and area were the same. Nine of
these lots had been distributed to as many pobladors and
three were vacant. In the neig-hborhood was the Porciuncula
1
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river, with an "azequia" or irrigating canal taken out of it and
heading some distance off. Between the river and canal were
the suertes or lands for cultivation arranged in nine tiers of
four each and each tier distributed to one of the nine colonists
who had building lots. 1
The mind of Felipe de Neve ran naturally to legislation.
He left a number of able state papers and, among them, rules
for the regulation of almost every branch of the public service.
In 1781 it became his duty as governor to distribute three
hundred and forty-five mules and sixty-one horses among the
various presidios of the two Californias; and, in doing so, he
took occasion to promulgate a series of regulations for the
care and safe-keeping of animals belonging to the govet'nrnent.' In March, I 782, he drew up a very long series of
regulations, instructing the soldiers then stationed along the
Santa Barbara Channel how they were to gain the confidence
of the Indians of that region and win them o\·er to the cause
of God and the king, and, in doing so, he composed a complete manual for military conduct in California.• In July of
the same year he issued directions for the establishment of a
system of posts or couriers for the carrying of dispatches and
mails from one end of the territory to the other .' It may be,
and it is, true that the mere fact of drawing up rules and
regulations does not of itself entitle a governor to any great
credit. But those of Felipe de Neve were eminently wise,
practicable and prudent, admirably suited to the situation
of affairs and to the nature of the subject which he undertook to regulate; and for many years afterwards his work,
though it may have been superseded by later legislation, was
always looked back to with admiration and respect. He may
be called the first legislator that California had and one of the
very best.
It was hardly to be expected that a man of De Neve's
ability would be long confined to so remote and comparatively
Cnl.
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unimportant a province as the Californias of those days; nor
was it long before his merits were recognized and promotion
came. He was not only made a "coronel" but the king also
conferred upon him the cross of the royal order of Charles
III.; 1 and, about the middle of 1782, he was raised to the
inspector-generalship of all the troops of the Provincias
Internas, comprehending Sonora, N cw Mexico, Chihuahua,
Coahuila and Texas, as well as the Californias.• This promotion required him to change his residence to Chihuahua and
at the same time rendered necessary the appointment of some
one to take his place in California; and until some person
entirely suitable could be found, Teodoro de Croix, the comandante-general of the Internal Provinces, appointed Pedro
Fages, ,y.flo since his supersession by Rivera y Moncada had
been residing in Sonora. De Neve, however, had not yet
done with his legislation for the country. Before leaving the
territory, he sat down and wrote out a complete set of instructions for the guidance and government of Fages. In these
he took up seriatim the different branches of the public service
and, in eighteen separate articles, explained particularly what
was to be done in reference to each and how it was to be performed, and thus composed another long document, manifesting the same wisdom and prudence which had characterized his other papers.'
De Neve managed during his administration, as has been
said, to keep on comparatively good terms with the missionaries. But they did not like him; and, as can be gathered
from his legislation as well as from the accounts which have
been preserved of his utterances and public life, he was entirely opposed to the system of slavish subjection to which
they reduced and in which it was their policy to hold the
Indians. He remonstrated, in so far as it was safe for him to
do so, against the cruelties frequently practiced and the course
of repressive treatment uniformly exercised. He saw, and
said, that these could have no other effect than to prevent everyCal. Archives, P. S. P. III, 374.
Cal. Archives, P. S. I'. III, 51.
•Cal.Archives, P. S. P. III, 313-330; S. P. I, 441.
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thing like manly feeling or generous aspiration· from finding
lodgment in the breasts of the miserable creatures over whose
spiritual welfare they assumed to keep watch and ward. He
did not believe in the value of a faith that was compelled, or
in the efficacy of prayers that were constrained. He desired
a government for the Indians less monastic in its constitution
and less despotic in its exercise; and he kept steadily in view
their education as prospective citizens and the gradual development and assurance of their civil and political liberties. 1
De Neve had scarcely reached Chihuahua when he was
still further honored by being appointed a general of brigade and promoted in place of De Croix, who had been
raised to a higher field of action, to the office of comandantegeneral of the Internal Provinces.• He thus occupied the
highest office in those extensive regions and thereby becai£~
entitled to great consideration and honor. And, as in those
days merit furnished a good title to advancement, there is
every reason to believe that he would have risen still higher
and that his fame, instead of remaining local, would have
becom~ national, had. not an untimely death cut short his
prom1smg career. He died at Chihuahua in November, 1784.•
He had been governor of the Californias from October, 1774,
to September, 17~2, a period of about eight years.
Pedro Fages, the fourth governor of the Californias, had
been one of the pioneers of 176g. He was then a lieutenant
of infantry and in command of a company of the Catalonian
Volunteers. He had previously been in service in Sonora.
In January, 176g, having been sent over to La Paz, he embarked there with his company on the San Carlos and in May
following reached San Diego. It was to him that Jose de
Galvez, the visitador-general, addressed most of the multitudinous instructions which he drew up in reference to
California and its government. The first of these was dated
at the camp of Santa Ana in Lower California on October
16, 1768, and related particularly to the conduct of the expe--- --·- ---------------) See La Pc!rouse, I, 448, 449.
2 Cal. Archives, I' . S. P. I\',
16o.
1 Cal. Archin·s, I'. S. I' \", 1.0 .
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dition.1 The next, dated at the same place on January S,
1769, related to the government of the country and constitut.::d the first "reglamento" for Alta California
In it, Galvez
declared the objects of the new settlements to be the establishment of the true and Catholic religion among numerous
heathens then plunged in the black darkness of paganism, the
extension of the dominions of the king and the protection
. ~f California from the ambitious views of foreign nations.
He also declared that the project was not a new one; that it
had been entertained ever since 1606, soon after the news of
Viscaino's voyage reached Spain, when Philip III. had it in
contemplation, but that for various reasons it had never been
carried into execution. He then proceeded to order the different original settlements to be made, particularly those of
San Diego and Monterey, and prescribed the manner and
form in which the work should be performed and the laws or
rules and regulations which should be observed by the soldiers and others, as well among themselves as in their intercourse with the natives. 3 A third letter of instructioi1s wa~
dated San Lucas, February 14. 176g, and was sent after
Fages. In it, Galvez gave an account of the thriving posture
of affairs in Lower California and the abundant collection of
recruits and supplies for the expedition that had already gone
ahead; and he closed with the hope that his letter would find
Fages already arrived at and in possession of Monterey and
that there would be no delay in transmitting to him the
happy ne\'Vs.1
Monterey was not reached as early as Galvez anticipated;
but when it at length came to be settled in May, 1770, Fages
was in the land party that marched up from San Diego and
took possession of it. Immediately afterwards, when Portola
sailed for Mexico as will be recollected, Fages became military comandante and performed the duties of temporary
governor until the appointment and arrival at Loreto in June,
1771, of the new governor Felipe de Barri, when his func·· -
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tions as temporary governor ceased . Just before that time,
in May, 1771, the viceroy De Croix had sent him a commission
as captain of infantry 1 or, as sometimes styled, captain of
the Catalonian Volunteers.' The next year Bucareli, the new
viceroy, finding that he was disagreeing and quarreling with
the missionaries, cautioned him against such a course and
afterwards, in 1772, as has been stated, superseded him by a
special appiontment forwarded to Rivera y Moncada. In the
summer of 1774, Fages left for Mexico and in 1776 made a
report there on affairs in California.• From that date to his
march against the Yumas in 1781, the year before his appointment as governor, he spent his time chiefly in Sonora and in
military service on the frontiers; and° for his good conduct
and efficiency in the field he was promoted to the rank of
"teniente-coronel " or lieutenant-colonel.
It was about the time of Fages' appointment as governor
that the first mention was made of his wife, who followed him
to Alta California and was, it seems, the first lady of pretension that made her residence in the country. Her name was
Dona Eulalia Callis; but, being the wife of the governor, she
was usually known as the "Se~ora Gobernadora." She appears to have crossed the gulf with a little son in I 783. Occupying so prominent a position as she did and undertaking so
great a task, as a journey to California in those days must have
been for a lady, every one strove to contribute to her comfort;
and every care was taten to render her voyage as pleasant as
possible. But she seems to have been either a lady of too
high and exacting a spirit or to have been sadly abused in
her new home . In the course of a year or two, as the records
show, she and her husband were separated and engaged in a
bitter quarrel. She was dissatisfied; made demands with
which he could not comply; charl{ed him with infidelity, and
was loud and boisterous in her complaints. There was great
scandal. Almost everybody of consideration, on account of
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the prominence of the principals, became more or less embroiled in the difficulty. On the one side, the missionaries, to
whom Fages had appealed to bring her to reason, made an
effort and were even driven so far by her violence as to be
obliged to threaten her with stripes and hand-cuffs. On the
other hand, Captain Nicolas Soler who had been left in
military command by Felipe de Neve, a mutual friend of the
spouses, endeavored to effect a compromise and reconciliation.
But he found it such hot work that in one of his letters,
describing his efforts, he spoke of fire in a magazine of gunpowder, indicating thereby that the materials with which he
It is
was called upon to deal were exceedingly explosive.'
not exactly known how the quarrel was finally composed;
but, as little further is heard about Eulalia except that she was
afterwards living with her husband and children; it is to be
presumed that she accepted her cross and possessed herself in
patience, as Soler advised her to do; and that thenceforth
quiet reigned at Monterey.·
In the meanwhile Fagcs commenced his administration;
and one of his first acts was an order that no one should leave
California without his permission/ which was followed up by
a subsequent order, originating with the comandante-general
of the Internal Provinces, that no missionary should leave the
peninsula without license or passport from the governmPnt .•
This was afterwards modified, at the instance of the president
of the missions of Lower California, so as to allow Jose Joaquin de Arrillaga, the captain of the presidio of Loreto, to
issue licenses and thus obviate the necessity of applying to
Fages at Monterey. It followed from the practice of requiring these licenses or passports and from the practice, established not long afterwards, of never allowing a missionary to
leave his mission except in the company of several soldiers
with the apparent object of watching as well as guarding
him/ that the liberty of the missionaries was somewhat
1 Cal.
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restricted and that the government assumed a certain sort of
control over them, which thenceforth it continued to exercise.
It is true that in theory such control had always existed; but
it had not previously been found necessary to issue positive
orders upon the subject
The next matter that occupied Fages' attention was the
immorality of the soldiers, as well officers as privates. It had
been the policy of the government, in order both to attach
the natives and to supply the want of wives, to induce the
soldiers to marry neophyte women of the missions, and in
1774 the viceroy Bucareli ordered cattle and land to be given
to couples of that kind; 1 but the inducements offered were
insufficient to attain the object in view: marriages were few
and the grossest and most promiscuous licenciousness prevailed. This became at length so glaring that the comandante-general of t,!ie Internal Provinces demanded its repression; and Fages was obliged to take measures to put a stop
to the excesses.' About the same time, in addressing a series
of letters to Ignacio Vallejo, alcalde of San Jose-one about
some hens and a mule which he requested the latter to send
him, another about an expedition to the Tulare country after
Indian deserters, a third about his own reported recall which
he pronounced without foundation-he
took occasion in a
fourth to administer a castigation to his correspondent for too
intimate an acquaintance with the daughter of one Gonzalez.
This irregularity on Vallejo's part, Fages said he felt the more
keenly as he had commissioned him as alcalde in the belief
and confidence that he would suppress immorality instead of
himself presenting so scandalous an example of it.' He also
noticed a number of disturbances that had occurred, caused
as he claimed by the too great license allowed people to
murmur against those in authority; and, in a spirit which
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. I, 283.
•Cal. Archives,S. P. II, :JO'/,208.

> Cal Archives, D. S. P. S. J. I, 39-7 J· In the last mentioned of these letters, dated Monterey, August 11, 1786, Fages, among other things, said to Vallejo:
"Advierto a V. M. por ultima que si no quiere experimentar un sobreojo, se aparte
totalmente de dicha mujer, dandome a mi, y al publico, la satisfaccion que corre•
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seems strange to the soil of California, he ordered a sort of
espionage to be instituted and provided that murmurers
should be punished.'
In January, 1787, Fages issued a long series of instructions
to the corporal of the guard of Los Angeles and thus tried
his hand at legislation. These instructions were chiefly directions to comply with and execute the regulations already
~stablished; to watch, in conjunction with the "comisionado"
or commissioner and alcalde, over the welfare of the pueblo,
and to see that industry and thrift were practiced and good
order preserved. They also included regulations in reference
to agriculture, stock-raising and other industries in which the
colonists were interested, and in reference to the employment
of Indians-how they should be brought from the rancherias,
how treated, how paid for their services, how punished for
their offenses and how offenses against them were to be
redressed. There were also various regulations against gambling, licentiousness and disorders of all kinds, and also
several in reference to attendance upon mass and religious
services. In all these respects, excellent as the instructions
were, there was nothing specially new. But there were two
provisions, which seem to have been original with Fages and
are worthy of special notice. One of these, to which he
called particular attention, was an order to prevent what he
called the pernicious familiarity that had theretofore been
allowed the gentile Indians; and, with this object in view, he
directed that thenceforth when such Indians were employed
in grinding meal or other domestic labor, even though they
were women, they should be compelled to do it outside the
house:i; nor should they be permitted to sleep inside; and, if
from distant rancherias, they should in effect be herded at
night near the guard-house and under the eyes of the sentinel.
The other, which, perhaps, throws still more light upon the
condition of affairs in that old municipality, was a provision
that these instructions and the other regulations that were in
force and had the effect of laws should every month without
fail be publicly read in presence of the soldiers and all the
1
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inhabitants of the pueblo, so that each and all might have an
opportunity oflearning their respective duties and,obligations .1
Having thus tried his hand at le~islation for Los Angeles,
Fages next issued several letters of instruction to the comandante of Monterey. One of these was in reference to certain
disorders of common occurrence, occasioned by the intercourse
<>f couriers and soldiers, while on their journeys or marches,
with Indians. To remedy these, he ordered that no courier
<>r soldier should leave the main road, or stop at any of the
rancherias or even dismount from his horse, except in case of
'llrgent necessity; that care should be taken to provide horses
that would not have to be abandoned on the road, and that
TIO one should under any pretext , while on duty, lay aside his
arms or place them so that they could not be used in a moment on any emergency.' Another set of instructions was in
Telation to the stealing of horses and cattle by the neophytes,
the laws for the punishment of which, as Fages complained,
had been too much relaxed; and he ordered that offenders of
this class should be put in the stocks for eight days and receive
twenty stripes; and, in case of second offenses, twenty days
in the stocks and thirty stripes, divided between the first and
last days of their punishment.' Another set of his instructions was directed against the use of aguardiente or distilled
liquor, the importation and sale of which had cauc;ed the most
serious disorders; and he ordered, as the best means of preventing these, the total prohibition of the traffic under severe
penalties, at the same time calling , though doubtless in vain,
upon all subordinates to enforce his orders.'
On January 1, 1788, he issued a reformed tariff of prices,
by means of which he attempted to fix the market value of
the chief articles of purchase and sale in the province . According to the views of later times all legislation of this kind
is regarded as not only useless but positively pernicious.
The days of Fages, howe•;er, preceded the era of political
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economy; and nearly every nation had something more or less
resembling the old Spanish schedules. But it is obvious that
in the nature of things in a country like California values
must have changed very rapidly. When the territory was
first settled and provisions and cattle had to be brought from
Mexico, either by a long and tedious voyage in the teeth of
the northwest winds or by the still lo!)ger and more tedious
journey over sandy and desolate wastes of almost interminable distances, their market values were excessively high;
but, according to the normal course of events, their real values
decreased with the sa·me rapidity that the agricultural and
stock-raising interests advanced. They were excessively dear
at first because the demand was great and the supply small;
but in a few years the exact contrary was the ca.,,;e,the demand
being small on account of the superabundance of the supply .
Under the circumstances of such great and rapid changes as
were thus presented, it must have occurred to the old Californians that there was something wrong in the system; but it
was a time-honored institution and could not easily be altered;
and the consequence was that every few years the tariff had
to be revised and new prices fixed. The work of Fages was
only one of a great many efforts of the same kind that were
made from time to time; and it is interesting now mainly as
exhibiting the values of articles at the time it was promulgated. Thus, the price of an ox for the yoke or a cow was
fixed at five dollars; a heifer or young bull at four dollars; a
sheep at from one to two dollars according to age; an "arroba"
or twenty -five pounds of clean wool at two dollars; a chicken
or a dozen of quails at about twenty -five cents; an ox-hide
at thirty-seven and a half cents; the same tanned into leather
at two dollars and a quarter; a "fanega" or nearly two bushels
of wheat at two dollars, of maize at one dollar and a half, of
beans or lentiles at two dollars and a half, of peas at three
dollars; a horse broken to the rein at nine dollars; a threeyears-old mare at four dollars, and a mule at from fourteen to
twenty dollars according to age and training. 1
While Fages was thus busy in writing letters, composing
1 CaL
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instructions and administering public affairs, he also received
various communicat ions which tended, equally well with his
own compositions, to illustrate the condition of the society
over which he presided . In January, 1787, for instance, he
received from Jose Francisco Ortega, one of the original pioneers, who had been some years before comandante of San
Diego but was then of Rosario, a letter of thanks for a promised appointment to ~ne of the presidios of Alta California .
Ortega, though his letter appears to be overflowing with compliments and courtesies, wrote that he could not find language
in which to express his gratitude and that his wife and three
sons were in the same situation; but he kissed the superior
hands of his excellency and his wife threw herself at the feet
of her ladyship, the gobcrnadora; and he prayed God to
prosper their important lives many years in health, grace and
the favor of their sovereign . Profuse expressions of this kind
were common in almost all the old letters; but there can be
no doubt that in this instance Ortega and his family meant
what they professed, and that, in such and like cases, the
consideration and respect with which the governor and his
lady were treated, could hardly have been exceeded even if
they had been the king and queen of Spain ,·isiting Califor nia and holding their court at Monterey.'
In November, 1789 Fages received from Jose Dario Arguello, the comandante of San Francisco , a letter complaining
of the criminal conduct of one of his soldiers, named Marcelo
Pioio, who had managed to find admittance to and had dishonored the domestic hearth of Francisco Bernal. Arguello
related in detail the circumstances how Bernal, having his
suspicions aroused, had surprised Pinto and pulled him out
from a place of concealment, and how Pinto had escaped Bernal's vengeance by being arrested, hand-cuffed and thrown
into prison. On this state of facts, Fages was asked to decide what punishment should be inflicted in view of such an
execrable crime; 1 and it was suggested that, as Pinto had
1
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previously been a thief and suffered a term of four years in
the puhlic works and was incorrigible, he should, among other
punishments, be expelled the pu~lic service: And this, it
seems, was Fages' judgment in the case.
But while there were cases like that of Pinto to blacken the
picture, there were others of nobility of character which stand
out in bright and radiant relief against the dark background.
One of these is preserved in an exquisite letter written in
February, 1790, by Jose de Zuniga, the comandante of San
Diego, to his mother Dona Maria Barbara Martinez. Addressing her in the most affectionate but at the same time
respectful terms as his " Estimably dear little mother and
madam," he complained that it had been days since he had
heard from her or from Don Bonifacio; and in his anxiety he
prayed God it was not on account of want of good health on
their part: as for himself, he was strong and robust. He
had the pleasure of informing her that in the course of the
past year a beautiful church had been commenced at the
presidio under his charge and an image in honor of the pure
and immaculate conception provided for it; that he had been
instrumental in accomplishing the work and had himself personally labored as a mason and as a carpenter and had
painted the whole with his own hands; and he thanked God
that she would thus see that her son, who had clone things
that were evil, was now zealous in doing things that were
good. He went on to say that he sent her fifty dollars as a
present for herself and his Senor father, and ten dollars to be
expended in carmine, vermilion and other painting materials.
which he required and which he desired should be forwarded
to him. He further requested if she had any comedies to
spare, notwithstanding they might be old ones, that she would
send them; for, though he had but little time to read, yet
they would serve to divert him in those solitudes; and he
would also be obliged for any histories of the Most Holy Virgin and especially any works on the mystery of the pure and
immaculate conception. And in conclusion, after asking for
some garden and flower seeds, and excusing himself for the
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. VIII, 193-195.
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trouble he caused, he again recommended himself to her kind
remembrance, begged her to present his obedient regards to
his Seftor father and signed himself her most affectionate son,
who "S. P. B. [sus pies beso ]-kisses her feet." 1 A single
example of filial love and duty like this, so honorable alike to
both son and mother, is sufficient to show that, though there
niay have been vices among the very early settlers of California occasioning and requiring the many regulations against
.immorality which Fages deemed it necessary to issue, there
"Were also virtues and traits of character out of which heroisms
m1ight have developed.
On September 1, 1790, the Conde de Revillagigedo, who
.-iad in October of the previous year become viceroy of New
.Spain, wrote to Fages informing him of the appointment of a
EObemador propietario of the Californias and requesting him
-to turn over the government. 1 This successor was Jose Anto:s1io Romeu, who, however, did not arrive in California until
::March, 1791, and not at Monterey until about October of that
:year; and in the meanwhile Fages continued to exercise the
ciuties of the office. But he devoted himself more particularly, during this period, to certain improvements which he
-found it necessary to make at Monterey, and the manner in
which he accomplished the work not only attracted much
<ieserved attention afterwards at Mexico but proved him to
be a man of singular skill and capacity for affairs of this nat1.1re. It appears that on August I I, 1789, a fire had broken
out in the presidia of Monterey, which, being in those days
roofed with a thatch of reeds and tules, suffered great damage. Fages at once turned his attention to rebuilding. At
the same time he conceived the idea of making other improvements, that seemed to him much needed, and among other
things to replace the old church, which was small and barlly
situated in the middle of the plaza, with a new one, larger,
better built and more conveniently located . For the purpose
of securing funds, he consulted the ::omandante-general of the
Internal Provinces, but with such poor succc,,s that he soon
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. IX, 583-586.
•cal. Archives, P. S. I'. IX, 007-009.
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abandoned all hope of aid from that quarter and found him•
self forced to rely entirely upon his own resources and such
means as were offered by nature and the people around him.
Building materials of great excellence were easily found
in the neighborhood, stone, timber, lime and sand; and there
were laborers enough if he could get them to work without
too great cost to the royal treasury . After some negotiations,
he managed to interest three stone-cutters in his projects and
some :Sailors who had left their vessels, and then made arrangements for a large force of gentile Indian workmen from
San Jose , whose services he procured by agreement with their
capitanejos to furnish, in payment for their labor, a certain
number of blankets, cotton stuffs, beads and shells. Having
in this manner collected some eighty or a hundred Indian
workmen, he placed them in charge of a corporal and four
soldiers, who took possession of their weapons and acted as
guards on their march to Monterey, while the civil authorities
of San Jose were directed to pacify the Indian women, who
were left behind in the rancherias . Fages undertook to provide for the subsistence of his dusky employees; and upon
their arrival at Monterey, they were fed upon regular rations
of beef for breakfasts and boiled maize and beans for dinners
and suppers . After a sufficient period of rest, in the course
of which each one was given a couple of strings of beads and
a piece of light woolen or cotton cloth, worth about seventyfive cents , and was permitted to go down to the beach and
collect shells, such as they used for making their money and
ornaments, they commenced work on the new church. Being
under the direction of skilled white artisans and well fed and
great care being taken to treat them with kindness and humanity and keep them in good humor, they labored industriously and with excellent results. The plan of the new edifice
was in accordance with a design made by Antonio Velasquez,
director of thl! royal academy of San Carlos; and it was followed as closely as could under the circumstances be expected. But be this as it may, the work continued to go forward under Fages' superintendence for upwards of two years
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and four months or until the end of 1791, when he laid down
his authority; and it appears that during this period, at the
very inconsiderable expense to the royal treasury of about
three thousand dollars, he erected a number of new buildings
forming parts of the presidio, as well as repaired old ones,
besides building the new church. 1
The last official act of Fages, that need be noticed, was a
letter, addressed to Jose Dario Arguello though intended for
his own successor Romeu, setting forth what further he conceived necessary to be done for the improvement of Monterey
and advising, among other things, that the lime-kilns should
be repaired and new tile-kilns erected.' He had always been
a busy and energetic man , but not an adroit one . He had
temper and weaknesses that involved him in various difficulties. He was always more or less at variance with the
missionaries, which fact doubtless contributed to his supersession. He was far from being a Felipe de Neve; but at the
same time he was a good man, honest, earnest, sincere; narrow-minded without question, but well-intentioned . He is
usually regarded as having been governor of the Californias
from September, 1782, to September, 1790, a period of eight
years, without counting the six or seven months during which
he exercised the duties of the office after Romeu's appointment . After laying down his authority and towards the end
of 1791, he went to Mexico, whither his wife and family,
including two children born in California, had preceded him
in 1790. At Mexico in August, 1793, he rendered an account
and report of his Monterey work, and a few years afterwards
he died.'
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XIII, 440-4;;3.
•Cal.Archives, P. S. P. X, 173-179.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XIII, 361, 440-447.
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HE Californias, as has been already stated, were attached
as an integral part to what were known as the Provincias
Internas or Internal Provinces of New Spain. This jurisdiction, including all the northern provinces from Texas on
the east to Alta California on the west, had been established
about I 776 for the purpose in part of relieving the viceroyalty from the burden of their management and in part of
affording a more immediate and effective government for
regions so remote from Mexico. But the new jurisdiction,
though in one sense independent, was in fact subordinate to
the viceroyalty; and when the viceroy saw proper to interfere
or in any manner interpose in the affairs of any of the provinces, his orders were superior and, except as they might
be affected by royal authority, supreme. The immediate
government of these provinces .thus erected into a subordinate jurisdiction, was vested in a comandante-general, who
usually resided at Arispe, which was made the capital ;1 and
under him were various comandantes - general distributed
to the respective districts . The first comandante of the
Internal Provinces was Teodoro de Croix, the same who
appointed Fages temporary governor of the Californias. De
Croix was succeeded in 1783 by Felipe de Neve; and Felipe
de Neve, when he died in November, 1784, was succeeded by
Jose Antonio Rengel, who held the office ad interim until the
appointment, by royal commission dated October 6, 1785, of
Jacobo de Ugarte y Loyola.'
I
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In 1786, it having been found that the vast extent of
country from Alta California to Texas, as it became more
and more settled, could not well be administered by the
comandante-general
a!one without further subdivision royal
instructions
were issued for creating such new subdivisions.
Texas and Coahuila were erected into one, and New
Mexico and New Vizcaya into another, and each placed in
charge of a comandante-inspector; while the Californias and
Sonora were left under the immediate and direct control of
Ugarte y Loyola, the comandante-general, who at the same
"'lime continued to exercise a general supervision over the
~hole
territory. This plan of government, however, was
-found still inadequate; and in 1787 new instructions or regulations were issued, under which the Internal Provinces were
divided into two separate and distinct jurisdictions, one in the
east and one in the west. By this arrangement the Californias were united with Sonora, New Mexico and New Vizcaya
into what was called the "comandancia-general " of the four
Internal Provinces of the West, over which Ugarte y Loyola
continued in control as comandante-general; while the eastern
provinces were erected into a separate comandancia known
as that of the Internal Provinces of the East. 1
While this system lasted, almost all the orders and instructions either from the king in Spain or the viceroy in Mexico,
which were intended for California, came through the comandante-general of the Internal Provinces; and this is the
reason why the name of that officer was attached to so many
of the papers relating to California during the period referred
to. There were instances in which orders or instructions
were transmitted more or less directly; but the usual course
was the circuitous one-first from the king or his council to
the viceroy; then by him to the comandante-general at Arispe
or Chihuahua; by him to the governor of the Califurnias, and
by him to the comandante of the presidio or to the particular
officer or soldier who was to execute them. At the same
time it was usual for each of these different officers to preserve and archive all documents received by him and to trans1
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mit entirely new papers to his next subordinate, so that it
sometimes not only took a long time for orders to reach their
destination but they often did so in a form very different
from that in which they originally issued. Thus, soon after
the settlement of San Francisco, when the! king heard of the
extraordinary elks in that neighborhood) which were said to •
be as large as oxen and with antlers so monstrous as to prevent their running against the wind, he desired some specimens for his royal park. He accordingly communicated his
orders to that effect to the viceroy at Mexico; the viceroy
wrote to De Croix the comandante-general at Arispe; De
Croix wrote to De Neve the governor of the Californias; by
the time the letter reached De Neve, Fages had become governor: De Neve therefore wrote to Fages and charged him to
attend to the matter, at the same time ordering Jose Joaquin ·
Moraga, comandante 0£ the presidio of San Francisco, to go
out and catch the elks. On account of the course they were
thus compelled 'to take, it was sometimes years after orders
left Spain before they reached San Francisco.'
Another curious document, still further illustrating the
precise but circuitous manner in which the public correspondence was carried on, was a letter addressed by the comandante-general Ugarte y Loyola to Governor Fages in 1787.
It appears that in the tropical parts of America, though not
within many hundreds of miles of California, there exist certain little insect pests, which, when they get an opportunity,
bore into and bury themselves under the skin, particularly of
the feet, of living persons and there breed their young, causing festering sores. They are called in Spanish " neguas;" in
English jiggers. In November, I 786, the Marques de Sonora.
viceroy of Mexico, wrote to Ugarte y Loyola that he had
received a letter from the viceroy of Santa Fe in South
America announcing an efficacious remedy against the ravages of these insects; that it consisted in anointing the
attacked parts with cold olive oil, the effect of which was to
kill the jiggers and allow the sacs containing them to be
easily extracted; that the king desired the discovery to be
------···-·
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published by a bando or proclamation in order that it might
come to the notice of all, and that he should see that those
afflicted used the remedy which was as simple as it was
effectual. In obedience to these orders, Ugarte y Loyola in
April, 1787, transmitted an account of the precious discovery
to California and directed Fages to publish it throughout his
province;.and
there can be no doubt that Fages complied
literally with the instruction by causing it to be posted up at
t:he main entrance of every presidia in the Californias. 1
A more interesting document, which seems to be the last
of a series on the same subject, though neither that of the
viceroy nor that of the comandante-general is preserved, was
a letter addressed on May 13, 1789, from Santa Barbara by
Governor Fages to Jose Dario Arguello, comandante of San
Francisco.
It wai; marked "reservada" or confidential. In
it, Fages informed Arguello that as soon as there should
~rrive at the port of San Francisco a ship called the Columbia and said to belong to General Washington-his
spelling
"'1as Waughengton-of
the American States under command
CJf John Kendrick, which sailed from Boston in September,
•787, on a voyage of discovery to the establishments held by
the
Russians "on the northwest coast of this peninsula,'' he
:should with discretion, prudence, tact and caution cause the
"'1essel and those who sailed in it to be secured, and do the
same with a small paquebot which it had under its protection and any otllcr foreign and suspicious vessel, giving him
in such case prompt notice for such action as he might deem
~xpedient. 1 Although, as has been stated, this letter is the
~nly
document relating to the subject in the California
archives, there is every probability that Fages received his
i.nformation and instructions from head-quarters and in the
--usual way through the comandante-gcneral at Arispe. But
be this as it may, his caution was altogether useless. About
a year before Fages wrote his tardy letter, the famous Boston
ship, first of American circumnavigators and afterwards discoverer of the Columbia river, had passed far northward of
..
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the latitude of San Francisco and did not touch anywhere in
its neighborhood.
But the authority exercised over California affairs by the
comandante-general of the Internal Provinces was not limited
to the mere transmission of laws, orders, instructions and regulations or to the mere appointment of a temporary governor
or other subordinate officer. He claimed, and in some
instances exercised, the right of granting lands and thus
wielded one of the highest attributes of sovereignty. An
example of this kin~ occurred in November, 1789, when
Ugarte y Loyola ordered a grant of certain lots to be made
al the mission of San Luis Obispo. The grantee was Francisco Cayuelas, a retired corporal, who had married a neophyte woman and petitioned in right of his wife as well as
of himself; and it seems from the fact that Fages referred
the petition to the comandante-general, that his authority to
order such grants was unquestioned. But at the same time
Ugarte y Loyola referred to general laws, that had been prescribed, and suggested that they ought to be a sufficient bruide
for the action of the governor!
The comandante-general of the Internal Provinces also
appears to have exercised judicial authority over the Californias at least up to about the end of 1791, when Pedro de
Nava, who in November, 1790, had succeeded Ugarte y
Loyola, disclaimed the jurisdiction. It was well understood
that the captains, military chiefs and governors of California
were authorized to act as ordinary judges of first instance in
all causes, both civil and criminal, arising in their respective
districts. But it seems to have been a custom in important
cases to transmit the papers for decision to the comandantegeneral. Towards the end of 1791, however, on occasion of
a prosecution for bigamy, when the captain of the presidia
where the offense occurred, after taking the usual information, sent the documents to De Nava then at Chihuahua
for decision, that officer hesitated to act; and, after taking
coJnsel with the as:.essor or law-adviser of the comandancia,
he refused to entertain the cause on the ground that his juris1 Cal.
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diction w·as military rather than judicial and that the only
proper course of procedure was for the captain or other
officer, acting as judge of first instance, to decide every
cause before him-and from his decision an appeal might
be taken to the royal audiencia or supreme court . In
this way, as he took occasion to remark, not only would a
more speedy and satisfactory administration of justice be
secured, but the comandancia under hi.s charge would be
relieved from business, not properly cognizable by it, which
embarrassed and disturbed the dispatch of other affairs that
were within its peculiar jurisdiction and deserved all its
attention. 1
It thus appears that the Californias, as long as they were
a part of the Internal Provinces or of the Internal Provinces
of the West, were in most respects subject to the comandancia-general of those provinces. And during the administration of Fages, as has been seen, the comandante-general
so constantly interposed his authority that their government
and even their capital may be said to have been rather at
Arispe than at Monterey. But at the same time the viceroy
at Mexico possessed superior jurisdiction in case he saw
proper to exercise it. This Revillagigedo did soon after his
assumption of the office of viceroy and his appointment of ·
Governor Romeu; and from that time, during his administration and that of his successor Branciforte, most of the California business was transacted with the viceregal government
directly
Lieutenant-colonel Jose Antonio Romeu was the fifth governor of the Califomias. He was appointed and commissioned
by Revillagigedo in the spring of 1790 and in September of
that year ordered to his post.' He was at that time in Mexico, but soon afterwards started, with his wife and family, for
California and arrived at Loreto in March, 1791.1 In April
he took possession of the government' and immediately after, Cal.
Cal.
Cal.
• Cal.
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wards sent notice of his appointment and induction into office
to the comandante-general, then at Chihuahua, 1 and transmitted a report of his proceedings to the viceroy .' From
Loreto he proceeded to Monterey, but did not arrive there
until near the middle of October. His health was not good
when he embarked for Loreto and soon after he reached
Monterey it became very bad. In November he wrote to the
viceroy, describing his sleeplessness, the oppression of his
breast and the acute pains he suffered . He begged that any
remissness in his correspondence might be imputed to the
fact that his condition was not equal to his desire to do his
duty but he hoped soon to be able to fulfill all his obligations. 1
In January, 1792, he wrote to the comandante-general at
Chihuahua that he had ordered certain repairs to be made at
the arsenal and warehouse at Loreto;' and this was about all
the business he was able to do. His disease increased; his
condition became more and more alarming; and by the
beginning of April it became evident that he could not long
survive. On the fifth of that month, Jose Dario Arguello,
who was acting as temporary comandante of Monterey, upon
being informed of the governor's serious illness, asked a certificate o( the fact from Pablo Soler, the physician in charge.
Upon receiving it, deeming the circumstances sufficiently
grave to warrant his action, he called together a council of
officers and propounded to them for resolution a series of
questions as to the temporary disposition of the government
in the event of Romeu's death.
The council consisted, besides Arguello himself, of Lieutenant Jose Francisco de Ortega of Loreto, Lieutenant Felipe
de Goycoechea of Santa Barbara and Ensign Hermenegildo
Sal of San Francisco, who happened to be present at Monterey, waiting, as would appear from what took place in
the council, for further orders whether to return to their
respective commands or be disposed of differently. The
Cal.
Cal.
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1uestions propounded were: First, In case of the governor's
ieath, upon whom should the office of interino or temporary
rovemor devolve?
Secondly, What measures should be
:aken in view of the imminent danger of such death?
rhirdly, In case of the governor's death, should the comanlantes of Santa Barbara and San Francisco resume their
:ommands? Fourthly, In such case, what disposition should
:,e made in reference to Lieutenant Ortega?
And after full
md solemn deliberation it was resolved and determined, in
mswer to the first question, that Captain Jose Joaquin de
~rrillaga, comandante of Loreto, was the proper person to
LSsume the office of temporary governor; in answer to the
;econd, that immediate notice of the condition of affairs and
,f the action of the council should be dispatched to Arrillaga
n order that he might make such dispositions as he should
hink proper; in answer to the third, that in case of the gov:mor's death all the officers of the council should go to his
10use, take charge of, seal up and place in a safe and secret
>lace of deposit all the archives, and then Goycoechea and Sal
;bould return to their presidios and resume their ~ommands;
md in answer to the fourth, that in the same case Ortega
;bould return to Loreto and report to Arrillaga. 1
Pablo Soler was too good a physician to be mistaken in.his
liagnosis. Nothing could save the life of the governor. He
lied on April 9, 1792,' having filled the office a little more
:han a year and seven months, though actually in possession
>fit only a year and at Monterey less than six month! . Two
fays after his death, the government archives having in the
neanwhile been secured, Arguello proceeded to the house of
:he deceased for the purpose of making an inventory and
;ettling his estate. He met there Dona Josefa Sandoval de
Romeu, the afflicted widow, who exhibited to him a will duly
executed by her husband before he had left Mexico, appointing her his executrix and guardian of his children. There
was no property to administer except the personal effects,
which were handed over to the widow; and the business of
Archives, P. S. P. XXII, 85-89.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XI, 186; S. P. III, 297.
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administration was therefore closed and a formal certificate to
that effect made out and signed by Arguello and the widow
and by Pablo Soler and Sergeant Manuel de Vargas.' On
May 3, news of the death reached Arrillaga at Loreto.'
who thereupon assumed the direction of affairs as temporary
governor and soon afterwards addressed a circular to the comandantes of Alta California in which, among other things ,
he spoke feelingly and kindly of the dead governor whom it
had pleased an inscrutable Providence to remove to a better
life.' On July 8, when the news reached Mexico, Revillagigedo, the viceroy, wrote to Arrillaga, recognizing him as
temporary governor and directing him to exercise the duties
of the office until a new and regular appointment should be
made; and he especially charged him to pay all proper
respect and attention to the widow and family of Romeu and
to furnish for their return to Mexico all the aid and assistance
they might require.' Subsequently the viceroy, to show still
further honor and respect to the memory of Romeu, wrote
Arrillaga to detail Ensign Jose Perez Fernandez of Sao
· Francisco to accompany the widow and family to Mexico;
but the order did not reach California until November;• and
they had sailed from Monterey in October.•
Jose Joaquin de Arrillaga, the sixth governor of the Califomias, was a native of the province of Guipuzcoa in Spain,
born about 1750. He entered the military career as a volunteer in 1777and after six years of service in Sonora and Coahuila,~ the course of which he made three active campaigns
against the Seris and Pima Indians and rose to the rank ot
lieutenant,1 he wa.'1in 1783 appointed by De Croix, the comandante-general of the Internal Provinces, to the office or
captain of the presidia of Loreto.• He landed there and
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXII, 83, !4.
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XI, 162.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. VI, 348.
• Cal. Archives, S. P. VIII, 639, 638.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 213, 214.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 222.
'Cal. Archives, S. P. III, 462; P. S. P. XV, 537.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. I\" , 126.
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assumed command on September 29, 1785; 1 and from that
time until his death in 1814 he was not only identified ·with
but was a large factor in California affairs.
Upon his accession to the office of governor interino in May,
J 792, the first thing he did was to address the comandantes
«>f the four presidios of Alta California, expressing his great
f'aith and confidence in their superior intelligence and long
experience and calling upon them to aid and assist him in
carrying on the government .2 He next turned his attention
to
the regulation and adjustment of the accounts of the
troops in Alta California, which for a number of years had
hen neglected.' He then addressed himself to the project
e>f one Alejandro Jordan to found a colony in Alta California,
..as to the feasibility of which the viceroy had asked his opin~on. Jordan claimed that the expenses of the department of
.:San Blas, especially for provisions and marine stores furnished
Aly it to Californian vessels, were entirely too high ; and he
Froposed, if supplied with a dozen and a half of men, two
~ozen axes, saws, clothing, carpenter tools and other articles
"hsides a salary of four thousand dollars for himself, to found
.:;a colony in the new territory and within three years to furnish
..111 the supplies that were needed. But at the same time he
ciesired that he and his colony should be independent of the
California authorities and subject only to the superior orders
e>f the viceroy. Arrillaga, in reply, wrote that he could see
mo necessity for a colony and particularly not for such an
~xpensive one as was proposed; that so far as the ,_frticles
-which Jordan offered to furnish were concerned, all tnat was
1requisite was a request from his excellency to the governor
.and the president of the missions to furnish them and they
-would be supplied, and that as to the proposition to make
the colony independent of the California authorities, it was
-iltogether inadmissible.'
These matters detained the new governor at Loreto until,
1 Cal.
'Cal.
1Cal.
'Cal .
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the middle of January, 1793, when he finally set out on his
journey for Monterey and reached San Diego in March.'
There he found, not only by inspection of the presidio of that
place but by letters from the comandantes of the other presidios, that Alta California was entirely defenseless; and as
the remedying of the defects, which were so apparent, was
the duty lying next at hand, he immediately wrote to the
viceroy, setting forth the condition of affairs and calling for
aid. He then proceeded to Monterey, where he found a letter
from the viceroy giving him notice that a schooner and launch
had been dispatched from San Blas with orders to take possession of and occupy Bodega. Upon receiving this information, Arrillaga hastened on to San Francisco• and immediately
sent Lieutenant Felipe de Goycoechea with a company of
chosen men to op~n communication with Bodega; and, as
soon as Goyc.t:>echealeft, he himself set about fortifying San
Francisco.
It appears that at that time no resistance whatever could
have been opposed to an armed vessel entering any of the
ports of the coast. At San Francisco there was only one
small cannon and that of little or no account, while at Monterey, although there was some ordnance and ammunition
that had been left the previous year by Bodega y Quadra,
there was no one to manage them. Santa Barbara and San
Diego were in no better condition. Vancouver on his recent
visit had noticed these defects and it was thought not impossible that he might take advantage of them; while, as Arrillaga wrote to the viceroy, any of the numerous pirates, who
infested the Pacific, might at any time run in and harry the
'Wholecountry unopposed .1 Under the circumstances, defense
being the very first thing to be attended to, Arrillaga set
about it with zeal and energy. On August S, 1793, he
selected a si_tefor a fort on the bluff constituting the extreme
northern point of the peninsula of San Francisco and southern side of the Golden Ga.te, now known as Fort Point, and
1 Cal. Archives, r. S. P. XXI, 231.
• Cal. Archives, P S. P. XXI, 273, 2743 Cal. Archives, l'. S. I' . XXI, 236.
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began fortifying it with cannon that had just arrived from
San Blas.1 A few days afterwards Goycoechea and his party
returned from Bodega. That officer had spent several days in
cruising over the intervening country and reaching Bodega;
but upon arriving there he ascertained that the schooner and
launch, after touching and finding the place vacant, had abandoned the proposed settlement and sailed for San Francisco;
and, there being nothing left for him to do but to retrace his
steps, he had accordingly done so.'
While Arrillaga was building his fort at San Francisco, he
gave a description to the viceroy of the different presidios .
That of San Francisco consisted of the house of the comandante and six others , constructed of thick adobe and mud
walls and roofed with a thatch of tules, which had to be renewed every year. There was also a small chapel and a few
store-houses, built in the same manner and all liable to be
destroyed in the course of a single rainy season . These
forme<iitwo sides of the presidio square : the other sides were
open and entirely exposed, except for the guard-house, which,
however, was so badly planned and built that it afforded no
protection. The presidios of Monterey and Santa Barbara
were in better condition, the first on account of the repairs
recently made by Governor Fages and the second on account
of its recent construction, while that of San Diego was in so
bad a state, owing chiefly to the rottenness of the timbers
that had been used, as to be threatened with complete ruin at
almost any moment. 1 To remedy the worst of the defects a
few improvements were made by order of the governor in
each of the presidios; but they did not amount to much .
Even the labor that was expended was so unskillfully applied
as to do very little good. \\'hen Arrillaga undertook to build
his San Francisco fort, he could not find among his people
any person that understood the mason business; and it is
likely that he would have had to give up his plans, had it not
been for one Toribio Ruiz, a roving journeyman who had
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happened to drift into Monterey the year before and, being
enamored of the country,' had settled there. This individual, for want of somebody more competent, Arrillaga
employed; and under his directions, apparently acting in the
threefold capacity of architect, superintendent and builder,
the work, such as it was, was done.'
From San Francisco Arrillaga in September returned to
Monterey; and in January, 1794, he wrote out, for the inspection of the viceroy, a short account of his administration.
One of his main objects, as he said, had been to preserve
public peace and tranquillity, and there had been nothing to
wish for in that respect. Progress had been made in the
conversion of the gentiles and in the recovery of fugitives who
had escaped from the missions. A few individuals had been
granted tracts of land in the vicinity of Monterey and encouraged to cultivate them. Some useless soldiers had been discharged and regulations put in force to prevent the vice of
gambling among others; and, lastly, particular attention had
been paid to the religious observances, which were required
of the troops; and he thought he was justified in saying that,
although there was room for great improvement in these
respects, still there had been much progress and much more
was to be hoped for.'
It was about this same time that news arrived of the appointment of a propietario or regular governor in the person
of Lieutenant-colonel Diego de Borica; and Airillaga began
making arrangements for transferring the government. In
contemplation of this, he drew up a long document, consisting of thirty-two separate paragraphs, for the information of
his successor, setting forth the condition of the province and
giving a brief account of what had transpired during his incumbency. In addition to a substantial repetition of what he
had already written to the viceroy, he called attention to the
dangers of the fires which the Indians were accustomed to
kindle for the purpose of burning off the dry grass; next, to
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certain disturbances in the two pueblos of San Jose and Los
Angeles, chiefly in relation to the use of municipal property
and the pasturage of cattle on the common grounds; next, to
the qualifications and conditions under which the lands near
Monterey had been granted; next, to the regulation of the
business of stock-raising; next, to the fortifications going forward at the different presidios, and, next, to the skilled
mechanics, who were in the country, and their employments.
He then spoke of the chief prisoners, who were to be turned
<>verto the charge of the new governor. One was a Christian
Indian of San Antonio, named Macario, confined at San
Francisco for having cruelly beaten and perhaps murdered
bis wife. Another was a Christian Indian of San Francisco,
'lamed Charquin, who was confined at Santa Barbara on
account of flight from his mission and harboring other fugitives. There ·were three Indians confined at San Diego, two
gentiles and one neophyte, for attempting to burn the mission
and murder the guard of San Miguel. And in conclusion he
spoke about the necessity of greater care and circumspection
on the part of the troops in guarding the province and the
means on hand for paying them their salaries and wages. 1
Having thus, in anticipation of his successor's arrival, put
all the affairs of his office of governor interino in order, Arrillaga prepared to return to Loreto and resume the special
duties of his office of comandante of that point . There was
much to be done there. Since the year 1773, when the Franciscans turned over the missions of Lower California to the
Dominicans, the latter had extended the mission system
northward along the ocean coast by the foundation of five
new establishme.nts. The first of these, commencing with the
most southerly, was the mission called by them Rosario,
though different of course from the old Jesuit mission of
Rosario de Mulege. The new Rosario was located to the
south of San Quentin bay and about one hundred and fifty.
miles in a direct line southeasterly from San Diego. The
second, going northwesterly from Rosario, was the mission of
San Domingo. It was to the north of San Simeon bay and
1
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about thirty-six miles in a direct line from Rosario . About
the same distance northwest of San Domingo was San Vicente
The fourth was Santo Tomas, some eighteen or twenty miles
from San Vicente; and the fifth and last was San Miguel
to the north of Todos Santos bay and a day's journey southerly from San Diego. With the foundation of these new missions the entire northern part of the ocean coast of Lower
California was occupied. But there was nothing yet done for
the northern part of the gulf coast and the territory about
the mouth of the Colorado river. It had for many years been
regarded as a matter of great importance to establish one or
more missions in that neighborhood, both on account of the
numbers of gentiles inhabiting those regions and also on
account of securing safe and direct overland communication
between the Californias and Sonora
It had been with these
objects in view that the Franciscan college of Queretaro had
established the two missions on the Colorado, which were
destroyed by the Indians in 1781 at the same time that Captain Rivera y Moncada and a number of his soldiers, then on
their way with horses and cattle from Sonora to California,
were overpowered and killed. After that catastrophe no iurther steps were taken until Father Juan Crisostomo Gomez,
the president of the Dominicans in Lower California, began
writing letters to the viceroy, setting forth the urgent necessity of missions in the Colorado country an<l soliciting the
requisite aid and assistance to found them. In 1791 the viceroy addressed a communication in relation to the matter to
Governor Romeu; but by the time it reached its clestination
Romeu was dead and Arrillaga occupied his place. In November, 1792, Arrillaga, who was doubtless t~e most competent man in the whole country to give advice upon the subject,
answered the viceroy and spoke favorably of the project; and
it was in substance determined to found at least three new
missions and a new presidio in the territory indicated .' In
addition to the work, which the foundation of these new
establishments would involve, there was other labor awaiting
Arrillaga in Lower California as soon as he should be relieved
-------- -· ----·-----------' Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI,
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of his office of governor interino. It had been found that
two of the old missions, one that of Santiago near San Jose
de! Caho and the other that of Guadalupe between Mulege
and Pur!sima, were useless; and it was resolved to suppress
them and consolidate their possessions and interests with the
neighboring establishments. But Arrillaga's presence was
necessary to carry the resolution into effect.1
It is likely that Arrillaga, having thus many matters to
attend to in Lower California, in which he took a deep interest, and having substantially finished his work in Alta California, would have set out on his return to Loreto much earlier than he did; but he could not leave until his successor
should arrive. In the meanwhile he went back to San Francisco, where it seems the work of fortifying the entrance to
the bay was still going forward; and from there, in June,
1794, he wrote to the viceroy that it was important, in view
of the labor that was awaiting his presence in Lower California, the great amount of traveling he would have to do, the
surveys he would have to make and the advance of the season, that he should get under way for Loreto as soon as possible.' At length in September, it being then known that the
new governor was approaching San Diego, Arrillaga, without
waiting any longer, set out on his march and hastened southward as rapidly as he could travct.• He had been temporary
governor of the Californias from May, 1792, to September,
1794, a period of two years and four months. During the
period of his administration as such governor, the public
business was conducted with great regularity; there was no
discontent, there were no disturbances; it became apparent
that he was a man of great industry as well as of ability; and
it was doubtless owing to the reputation he established for
himself in this position and the good character he manifested,
that he afterwards was promoted to, and for many years enjoyed, the office of gobernador propietario.
It was somewhere about the time of Arrillaga's return to
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 279-282.
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 341, 342.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 357.
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Lower California, or possibly a year or two earlier, that a
strange piece of good fortune is said to have befallen Our
Lady of Loreto. The pearl fisheries, which had long been
held in the grasp of monopolists, being at length thrown open
to private enterprise, the Dominican missionaries ordered a
grand fishing. For this purpose they collected their Indians;
prepared a number of light and tastefully-ornamented canoes,
and, proceeding to the oyster-beds, opened the season with
religious ceremonies, invoking the blessing of God upon their
• efforts and consecrating to Our Lady of Loreto all the product of certain specified days of labor. The divers went to
work with a will; .and for some reason, whether it was the
favor of heaven or the greater zeal of the Indians when laboring for their patroness or some other reason not necessary to
be explained, the share of the virgin proved to be extraordi •
narily large and valuable; and Our Lady of Loreto, whose
image had been brought across the gulf and set up and
guarded with such tender solicitude by Salvatierra and his
associates nearly a hundred years before, and was now covered
and adorned with pearls without number and of the most exquisite forms and orient, became one of the richest ladies in the
world.
But among the many splendid jewels, to which the virgin
thus became entitled, there was one of extraordinary splendor. In form and size it resembled a pigeon's egg; its symmetry was perfect; and in brilliancy and irreproachable purity, the like had not before been seen in those regions. It
was so magnificent and at the same time probably so tempting .to sacrilegious hands, that the question occurred to the
padres, whether Our Lady, in her vast and superabundant
wealth, could not c;pare it for more effective use and wider
admiration than it would find in a remote province of poor
priests and unappreciative Indians. They thought she could
well do ::;o; and accordingly the treasure, which was known as
"La Peregrina" was by them, but in the name and as the act
of Our La::ly of Loreto. made a present to the queen of Spain ·
and thuc; became one of the crown jewels of the Spanish
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monarchy. The sovereign who then occupied the second seat
at the Escurial, eminent for her liberality as well as for her
piety, was not to be excelled in generosity. Sensible of the
compliment thus paid her and with a determination that the
virgin should not be a loser by her delicate attention, she set
aside a fund from her royal revenue and ordered that out of
its produce wax and oil should be purchased and a perpetual
flame maintained in the presence of the image. And from
that time down to the Mexican independence, when all connection with Spain was entirely and forever severed , the royal
blaze illumined the sacred shrine at the ancient capital of the
Califomias .1
1
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IEGO DE BORICA, the seventh governor of the Californias, and the most genial and chivalrous as well as
wise and laborious· of the old Spanish stock, was appointed
to the office by a·royal order of June 10, 1793. He appears
to have come to America from Spain while still a very, young
man and to have been at the time of his appointment some
fifty years of age. He had entered the military service about
1763 and served in various capacities, most of the time in the
northern provinces of Mexico, sometimes in campaigns against
. hostile Indians, sometimes on tours of inspection, and sometimes on commissions to quell disturbances and reduce outbreaks. By degrees he rose in the ranks until he became
teniente-coronel or lieutenant-colonel of cavalry; and while
occupying this position he married, taking for his wife a
lady, who had landed property in New Viscaya .1 In 1793,
when he was promoted to the high office of gobernador
propietario of the Californias, he was ayudante-inspector of
the Internal Provinces of the West and had his head-quarters
at Arispe.
It took some months for the royal order of his appoint ment, issued in Madrid, to reach Mexico; and it was comparatively late in the year before Borica was aware of it. The
viceroy Revillagigedo wrote in September, giving the information and directing him to take possession of his province
as soon as he conveniently could; and at the same time he
sent off dispatches to Arrillaga at Monterey, ordering him to
1
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tum over the government as soon as the new governor should
present himself.' In the meanwhile Borica was living on
terms of the most intimate companionship at Arispe with
various persons of scholarly attainments.
A few private letters, which he afterwards addressed to them and which have
been preserved in the California archives, indicate on his
part, as well as on theirs, a much higher degree of culture
than could have been expected in those remote regions. It
must have cost him a severe struggle to break up his hand-tohand and face-to-face intercourse with such associates and
travel away off into a country, where it was difficult to find
anybody that could even read and much more so anybody
who could appreciate intellectual cultivation. There was,
however, one great solace, which he possessed in all his struggles, and that was a devoted wife and daughter, who were
ready and willing to accompany him wherever his duty called;
and together they got ready and in the spring of 1794 traveled
down to the gulf coast to embark for Loreto and thence to
Monterey.
The gubernatorial party consisted of the governor himself,
the gobernadora, their daughter, a Senor Andres, a Senora
Narcisa, a cook and a negro servant. In their passage across
the gulf they met with rough weather; and all with the exception of the gentlemen and negro, suffered the most distressing
sea-sickness. They reached Loreto on May I 3, where it took
them several days to recuperate. It had been the original
intention to travel the entire distance by water; but the gobernadora and her daughter had acquired, from their recent
experience, such a horror of the sea that they could not
think with any patience of the ocean and insisted upon prosecuting the remainder of the journey, notwithstanding its
length and difficulties, by the overland route Owing to their
persistence, the governor found himself placed in some doubt
as to how he should decide; and he wrote to his friends in
Arispe, giving an amusing account of the difficulties which he
had already encountered in the business of governing and
humorously comparing himself to Sancho Panza in his island
1
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of Barataria, his wife to Teresa Panza and his daughter to
Sanchica.1 As might have been expected, gallantry and
kindness finally prevailed; and the arrangements for his
journey were changed from those of an ocean voyage to those
of an expedition by land. The alteration of plan and various matters of business, which he found to engage his attention at Loreto, detained him and his party at that place until
July 24, when they took a short coasting passage by schooner
to the military post called Santa Ana; and thence, with a
dozen riding mules, a dozen pack mules, several muleteers
and a number of Indians on foot, they set out on their journey for Monterey. On August 4, they were at the mission of
San Ignacio; and thence they traveled by the way of Santa
Gertrudis, San Francisco Borja and San Fernando Vellicata
and so on from mission to mission along the ocean coast ' till
November 9, 1794,. when they, happily and without accident
though only at the end as they declared of a million of
labors and inconveniences, reached their destination at the
capital.' Borica had already on May 14, at Loreto, taken
possession of the government; he had been publicly proclaimed at Monterey;' and consequently, upon his arrival.
there were no formalities requisite but to introduce and settle himself in his office.
Captain George Vancouver and Lieutenant Puget were at
that time with their vessels at Monterey, having been on the
coast since 1792; and between the English officers and the
new-comers there were many meetings of civility and social
intercourse. It was a something unexpected for Borica to
meet men of the highest acquirements so far from home; and
his wife, the gobernadora, found her attention pleasantly
occcupied in doing the honors of her mansion towards the
polite foreigners . But notwithstanding frequent merry meetings, for which the lockers of the English vessels yielded up
dozens after dozens of rhenish, port and madeira, Borica's
Cal.
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thoughts reverted to his old friends in Arispe; and for a number of weeks it seemed as if he could sat isfy himself only with
writing numerous letters. Nearly all of these productions
were lively and humorous, their gaiety and wit being sometimes set off by the use of a French phrase or an English
expression; but others contained serious and sagacious observations upon political characters and events. In giving
his first impressions of California, he called it a grand country, with a healthy climate intermediate between cold and
temperate, especially rich in beef, fish, table delicacies and,
best of all, in " bonne humeur ." 1
At the same time that he was thus entertaining his friends
at Arispe, he was corresponding with, and cultivating the
friendship of, the: missionaries. Even before he had commenced his journey , he had written to the respective presi<lents of the missions of Alta and Baja California, soliciting
"their good will and tendering them his services.' He also
--wrote to the comandantes of the various presidios, requiring
~hem to make monthly reports to him of the condit ion of
"'their commands and diaries of all important or interesting
events transpiring within their jurisdictions .1 But the chief
'Sllatter that engaged his attention was the fear lest the foreign
"Vessels visiting the coast might make a lodgment at Bodega
40r some other poini. to the north; and upon this subject he
-wrote various confidential letters to the comandante of San
Francisco, enjoining secrecy and prudence but prompt action
in case of necessity.' His orders from government were to
.:admit no foreign vessels, except in cases of such urgency that
.hospitality could not be refused; and even Vancouver and
the English visitors , then at Monterey, were not to be encouraged, unless it were certain that they would soon leave the
country, as was expected of them.$

----

-·----------

1 Cal. Archives, l' . S. P. XXI , 536-538.
He said : "Este es un gran pais;
temperamento sano y entre frio y templado; buen para riquisima came de rez,
pescados, regalados, y bonne humtur, que vale por todo. "-537.
2 Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 569.
1Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XII, 1½.
•Cat . Archives, P . R. V, 81.
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XII, 485, 486.
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Having thus disposed of the correspondence and business,
which he deemed of most pressing and immediate concern,
Borica next turned his attention to other matters of importance. Among these, one of the most interesting related to
the disposition of lands in private ownership. Some inconsiderable grants, particularly in the neighborhood of Monterey, Santa Barbara, San Gabriel and Los Angeles, had
already been made; but the demand was growing; and it
became a question as to the circumstances under which, and
the extent to which, further grants should be made. The
increase of the Spanish population was recognized as one of
the great needs of the territory; and it seemed necessary to
provide some system of granting lands for agricultural and
stock-raising purposes. But it was plain that a prime requirement, in view of such a system, was the assignment of limits
to the missions. There were at that time thirteen of these
establishments in Alta California including $an Francisco on
the north and San Diego on the south; and each of them
claimed that its limits and jurisdiction extended at least half
way to the next adjoining missions. Most of the lands intervening between these missions were occupied by rancherias
of gentile Indians, who though they were gradually being
reduced to mission government, were, in Borica's judgment,
legitimate owners of the soil; and he was of opinion that
it would be unjust, and for various reasons impolitic and dangerous, to despoil them of their rights. 1 Under the circumstances he advised that land grants should be made only in
exceptional cases, only where the grantee was a man of
known probity, only in the vicinity of a mission or pueblo,
and only in cases where no prejudice could result to the
Indians either gentile or Christian.'
Borica next turned his attention to the condition of the
neophytes at the missions; and he found many occasions for
the exercise of the great kin•lness and consideration with
1 "Ocupadas en el din mucha parte de las tierras interme<lias<lemision a mision

.

por sus legttimos duei\os los Indios gentiles, no parece regular se les <lespoje
de Jos frutos, semillas, nguas y monies que sirven a su manutencion. "-Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 131.
.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 13<>-133.
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which he invariably treated them . During the earlier days
of the spiritual conquest and particularly during the life.time
of Father Junipero, little or no complaint of injustice or illusage had been made; but, within the last few years, there
were numerous instances of cruelty, and even of brutality,
in the conduct of some of the missionaries towards their
charges. They not only compelled them to almost incessant
labors, but failed to furnish them with sufficient food to sustain them in working condition; and at the same time for
the most trivial offenses they hand-cuffed, imprisoned and
unmercifully beat them. When the miserable Indians, learning too late that their former gentile life even with its precariousness and constant warfare was far preferable to christianization such as it was thus exhibited, attempted to regain
their lost freedom by flight, they were hunted down and
punished with tenfold rigor . Nor were stripes reserved .for
the men alone, but the women too were stripped and flogged:
the only difference being, that the men were lashed publicly
while the women, as related by La Perouse, were removed to
an enclosure at such a distance that their sobs and screams
could not be heard. These barbarous cruelties, added to the
miserably slavish kind of existence which the neophytes
were compelled to live at the missions, rendered them in
many instances desperate; and, whenever an opportunity
occurred, notwithstanding the risks they ran, they took to
flight and trusted themselves rather to the mercies of savage
gentile tribes, even though their hereditary enemies, than
return to the stocks and whipping-posts of the missions.
It cannot be affirmed that the ill-treatment and ·cruelty
practiced towards the neophytes of San Francisco were much
more severe than those common at other missions. But
there were several circumstances that called particular attention to them. The first of these was the murder in 1795 of
seven Indians, who had been sent across the bay in pursuit
of fugitives. On account of the frontier . position of San
Francisco and the facilities for escape afforded by its peculiar
topography, desertions there had become so frequent that
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the soldiers could not attend to them all; and for this reason
Father Antonio Danti, the principal missionary of the post,
undertook to send out an expedition of his mvn. Danti's
party consisting of fifteen christianized Indians, upon whom
he could rely in any action against their ·country people,
crossed over to the neighborhood . of Bodega, where they
were overpowered and half of them slain. 1 These events
occasioned discussion; and discussion evoked inquiry as to
the reasons that caused so many as two hundred and eighty
runaways from the mission up to September, 1795.' As the
facts became more and more known, a few persons, whose
humanity was greater than their prudence, stepped forward
as advocates of the Indian cause and demanded reform.
The most prominent of these was Father Jose Maria Fernandez, who in September, 1796, after vainly trying his persuasions upon Father Martin de Landaeta of San Francisco,
called Borica's attention to the subject and thus initiated a
long and bitter controversy, in the course of which there
were many exposures, derogatory to the missionaries, that
would otherwise perhaps never have seen the light of day.,
Upon receiving Fernandez' missive, Borica sat down
almost immediately and wrote in very plain and feeling language to president Lasuen, setting forth the cruelties in the
three respects of treatment, labor and food to which the
San Francisco neophytes had been and were still exposed,
and demanding that vigorous measures should be taken to
alleviate their miseries. It would have been impossible for
the poor creatures to have found a more firm and steadfast
advocate, friend and protector than Borica at once showed
himself to be. It was a scandal, he wrote, as well to the
secular as to the ecclesiastical government, that during the
single year 1795 there had been two hundred and three cases
of death and two hundred of flight at San Francisco.
It
was a matter that deprived him of sleep and caused him
-------1
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great uneasiness,' a matter the gravity of which compelled
him to speak; and he hoped that the frankness with which
he spoke was a sufficient proof of his earnestness and sincerity.•
Lasuen's own kindliness of disposition, thus prompted by
Borica's zeal, was not slow in providing at least a temporary
remedy for the evils of which Father Fernandez had complained. The Indians at San Francisco, it was promised,
should be thenceforth treated with affection; their hours of
labor should be reduced; they should be afforded regular
recreations and amusements; they should be furnished with
three sufficient meals of cooked food daily, and their health
and comfort should be sedulously attended to. Upon these
assurances, Borica addressed a second letter to Lasuen,
expressing his satisfaction at the result of his interference
but at the ~me time asking, in language denoting his chivalric sense of honor and propriety, that the peremptory tone
of his former communication might be excused. " Your
reverence is aware," he wrote, "of my manner of thinking
and will do me the justice of being persuaded that whatever
I speak, whatever I write, whatever I meditate, is, and always
will be, on the side of justice and humanity. If sometimes I
use strong expressions it is for the purpose of animating and
invigorating those who have it in their power to contribute to
such beneficial objects as may be in contemplation.
I am a
soldier, while your reverence fills a sacred office. It is not
unnatural that the soldier in his fiery manner may, in his
desire for the prompt co-operation of the priest, overlook
or disregard considerations of prudence which the latter may
deem of great importance." 3
But however satisfactory in some respects the remedy
applied by Father Lasuen to the evils existing at San Francisco may have been and however energetic his efforts to prevent other troubles, new causes of dissatisfaction soon arose.

---
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"Es asunto que me quitli el sueiio y me hace hablar solo. "-Cal.
P. R. Vll, 640.
2 Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 639, 640.
3 Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 646.
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The Indians continued to seize every opportunity for escape
that presented itself ; and the missionaries seemed determined,
on their own account and without application to the · proper
authorities, to hunt them down. In I 797 they fitted out an
expedition of Indians under the leadership of one Raymundo
to cross the bay in search of a number of wretches, who had
thus fled. But, as had occurred on several other expeditions
of this character, the hunters were worsted and found great
difficulty in escaping with their lives. The result was that
Jose Dario Arguello, the comandante, called the missionaries
to account for their unlawful proceedings. They replied that
it had become a custom, in all the missions, to send out after
fugitives and they deemed it no more than a part of the
obligations of their ministry, like good shepherds, to look
out for and gather in the lost sheep . Arguello, not bein~
convinced by the answer, ordered Raymundo and his Indians
under no circumstances to attempt such an expedition again
and threatened them, in case of disobedience, with severe
punishment, and at the same time he wrote to Borica, giving
an account of all that had occurred. 1
In the meanwhile Father Fernandez, whose dissatisfaction
with the;: state of affairs at San Francisco still continued,
wrote another letter. Taking as his text the expedition of
Raymundo, he insisted that the real cause of all the troubles
was the cruel manner in which the Indians, notwithstanding
some temporary improvement, continued to be treated.'
This
letter was written before the return of Raymundo and his
companions and while it was still uncertain, on account of
their long absence, whether or not they would ever return.
After they made their appearance, one by one, from different
points along the west side of the bay to which they had
managed, after being defeated and dispersed, to escape, Fernandez wrote a third letter, rejoicing- in their safoty, but urging the governor to interpose his authority and prevent any
further proceedings of the kind .3 Borica on his part, thus
1 Cal. Archives, 1'. S. P. XV, 57--66.
• Cal. Archives, I' . S I'. XV, 6o-62.
•Cal . Archives, P. S. P. XV, 63, 64.
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addressed hy both Arguello and Fernandez , and apparently
fully recognizing the abuses which had been practked at San
Francisco, issued positive orders that no further expeditions
in search of fugitives should be sent out from the missions and
that the ~issionaries should be obeyed by the neophytes only
in such matters like religious exercises and regular labors, as
were within their undoubted jurisdiction .1
It may not be out of place in this connection to state that
Father Fernandez suffered the fate of many another good
man, who has attempted to stem the evil current of his times.
He had taken up the pen, as he wrote to Borica, with the sole
objec_t of accomplishing good for the Indians . He loved them
and felt for the evils under which they groaned . Their miseries had cost him much suffering, many sad days, continual
sleeplessness and not a few bitter tears . In their behalf he
had been willing to consecrate his life even to the last drop of
blood that flowed in his veins; and to this sacred service he
had accord ingly devoted himself with all his energy. He
had succeeded in saving them from a thousand oppressions,
as was well known ; but he now found that his health was
broken down and he feared his strength would not hold out
much longer. And for all his efforts, he continued with pro found melancholy, his rl'.!wardhad been nothing but infamy and
dishonor . His actions were impugned as wanting in judgment; his zeal as false ; his motives as sinister and malevo lent. But he had the satisfaction of knowing that in the
sight of God and his own conscience, he had fought the good
fight and preserved his integrity , and, notwithstanding the
heavy burdens he was oblig-ed to bear, he felt justified!
Shortly after so writ ing, he was obliged to retire to his college
in Mexico; &.ndthere, to all appearance, his reforming spirit
was quietly silenced .
Father .Fernandez wa-; at heart, by the very excess and
energy of his humanity, a non -conformist and evidently a
man not to be advanced in the church or well spoken of by
missionaries and ecclesiastical bodies . But Borica, whose
Cal. Archi\'t'S, P. S. P. X\·. 67.
, Cal. Archives, I'. S. I'. X \', 64.
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good word more than counterbalanced all the calumnies the
poor philanthropist suffered, paid a just tribute to his virtues
In writing to the viceroy of
the year after his retirement.
the great changes that had taken place in the treatment of
the Indians at San Francisco, contrasting the kindness and
justice then exercised towards them with the former rigor and
cruelty, he said that although he had, by frequent private
conversations and confidential communications, aided the
good work, the merit of the reform was not to be attributed
to himself but entirely to Father Fernandez, who had been
the true author of all that had been accomplished:
At the same time that complaints of abuses came from
San Francisco, like complaints came from other parts of the
country; and for a time Borica had his hands full in attending to them. Other missionaries, besides those of San Francisco, sent out unauthorized expeditions after fugitive neophytes; and there were at other missions many instances of
cruelty no less barbarous than those exposed by Father Fernandez . It was admitted that the missionaries had jurisdiction over the domestic and religious affairs of their establishments, including the power of inflicting corporal punishment
for delinquencies not exceeding twenty-five lashes; and as
long as this extent of punishment was not exceeded, the
government did not feel authorized to interfere.• But as in
the case of San Francisco, so at various other missions, not
only were neophytes sent out with hand-cuffs and scourges
after runaways and thus turned into what may not improperly
be called slave-hunters; but the power of inflicting lashes,
and especially in cases of fugitives, had come to be shamefully
abused . Excessive punishments had become so general that
even for the most trivial offense::s,it was the usual practice to
inflict, instead of twenty-five, fifty or even more lashes. Borica, "lleno de fuego-full of fire," as he described himself in
his letter to Father Lasuen, insisted that these abuses should
Cal. Archi\'es, P. R. I\", 403, 404.
Cal. Archi\'es, P. R. \"II, 482. In a letter to Father Mariano Apolin:uio,
dated Septemher 26, 1796, Borica ~aid: "La auturidad paternal !'e cstit•nd.: A
veinte y cinco [azotes]; pucs •111andnhay delitn gra\'e c1ue cxija mayor castigo.
corresponde a la juri;diccii,n rca1.··-1• . R. \"11, 641.
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cease; and as he soon approved himself a man who meant
what he said-one
with whom, notwithstanding his accustomed good humor, it would !'}Otdo to trifle-he succeeded,
after calling a number of the missionaries to account, in putting a stop to their transgressions.
But while he was thus a friend a~d protector of the Indians
and did not hesitate to take their part when they were illtreated, he believed, as a soldier and a governor, in requiring
them to perform their duties and pay proper respect to their
superiors . He had occasion in 1796 to exhibit his views upon
these subjects. A San Francisco neophyte, who stayed away
from prayers, had been arrested by a soldier and was being
conducted to the mission, when he turned upon the soldier,
struck him down with a stone and escaped. Being subsequently again arrested and thrown into prison for a month,
Borica pronounced the punishment insufficient and directed
the comandante, as soon as the term of imprisonment was
finished, to inflict a further punishment of twenty-five lashes
in presence of all the neophytes of the mission. He also at
the same time caused it to be publicly stated that any further
offense of like character, being subversive of public order,
would be punished with still greater rigor, and that it was
imperatively necessary for the Indians in every case to preserve proper discipline and attend faithfully to the duties
prescribed for them. 1 By this kind of strictness on occasions
which in his judgment demanded it, but at the same time
exhibiting his· sincere good will and kindness towards the
Indians and convincing them that his object was their welfare
and that in him they had an advocate, Borica in the course of
his administration effected a great change in the condition of
affairs. In 1799 he had the satisfactioP of writing the results
of the policy, which he had thus adopted as a maxim of his
government. Abuses in the treatment of the neophytes,
which had been frequent and oppressive, had to a great
extent been reformed; and there was a much better feeling
among all the Indians, as well gentiles as Christians. Many
of the fugitives from San Francisco, and among them numer.
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ous fierce Cuchillones and Sacalanes of Contra Costa, had
been induced to return and were peaceful. At one time seven
and at another eighteen voluntarily presented themselves. At
still another time thirty-three presented themselves for admission at the mission of San Jose and, with the consent of
Father Lasuen, were accepted there. They represented that
they still felt such a horror of what they had suffered at San
Francisco that they were unwilling under any circumstances
to go back to that place but were desirous of being again
restored to regular government. So also at other missions,
there was a marked improvement in the temper of the Indians. Those, who before had been turbulent and rebe!Iious,
were living in quiet and tranquillity; and many gentiles,
appreciating the advantages of peace and assured subsistence,
were coming forward.and asking for baptism.'
Another matter, which engaged much of Borica's attention
during the first few years of his administration, was the ways
and means of defending the country in case of invasion. In
March, 1793, Spain declared war against France, and the
declaration was published at Monterey in October, 1793.1 At
that time, with the exception of some little fortification and a
few pieces of ordnance at San Francisco and Monterey, Alta
California was almost entirely defenseless. There were only
about two hundred and seventy-five soldiers in the country:
some sixty at each of the presidios of San Diego, Santa
Barbara and Monterey, thirty-six at San Fr~ncisco and the
others in small parties of from five to eight or ten at various
missions .' In July, 1793, all the small arms at the four presi<lios, that were of any account, consisted only of one hundred and sixty-one muskets, fifty-nine pistols, one hundred
and seventy-seven swords and two hundred and twenty-three
lances.' To these a few more were added by the vessel which
had been sent up from San Blas with the object of fortifying
Bodega. But still it was clearly impossible to offer anything
Cal. Archives, l'. R. VII. 505, 5o6.
'Cal. Archives. P. S. P. XXI, 301.
3 Vancouver, Ill, 410 .
• Cal. Archives, I'. S. I'. XXI, 358.
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like a defense in case French vessels should see fit to make
an attack, which, as a state of war actually existed, was a not
impossible event. In view of these facts Branciforte, who was
then viceroy, bestirred himself to put the territory in some
sort of condition to resist; and Borica co-operated with great
In I 794 Branciforte ordered up from San Blas a
energy.
company of Catalonian volunteers, consisting of seventy-two
soldiers well armed and fully accoutred for general service,
and a sergeant , three corporals and fourteen artillerymen for
~orking the recently erected batteries at San Francisco and
:Monterey . At the same time he directed the marine department of San Blas to dispatch a vessel or two to guard the
coasts of California and give notice in case of invasion .' In
June, 1795,he suggested the propriety of a general and generous contribution throughout the country to raise funds for
the purpose of aiding in carrying on the war;' and from that
time on until the supposed danger was over, he exerted himself on behalf of California in a manner which was far from
~sual with the authorities at Mexico . Borica, on his part,
thanked the viceroy for the reinforcements sent and undertook to do everything in his power to carry out the wise
provisions of his excellency and to punctually and zealously
fulfill his own duties and obligations as governor of the threatened province .• If either the port of San Francisco, Monterey or San Diego were attacked by a single vessel or by forces
that were not entirely too powerful, it was his intention, he
said, to make a defense . If on the other hand, there should
be a formal invasion in force, it was apparent that he could
not successfully resist. But in such case he would retire into
the interior; drive off the cattle; lay waste the country, and
endeavor, by every means in his power, to so incommode the
enemy as to force him to abandon the coast.' So far as the
suggested contributions was concerned, he engaged to do all
that could be done and at once headed the list with a subCal.
Cal.
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scription of a thousand dollars, which sum was soon afterwards increased to nearly four thousand dollars by contributions from the officers, soldiers and population in general.'
The fund and its object, under his management, became so
popular in the territory that everybody, even the Indians that
were able, contributed to it-all
except the missionaries.
When they were invited by Borica to join the remainder of
the people, they replied at great length, through Father Lasuen, ·that the war against France was a just one and God
grant that it might redound to the glory of the Catholic religion, the Spanish nation and his august majesty, the king.
But he and his companions were poor clergymen, engaged in
the holy and pious work of administering to the spiritual and
temporal welfare of their flocks. They already had done and
were doing a very great deal of gratuitous labor for the government; and it ought to be considered that in their own profession, which was in the very highest degree important and
recommendable, they had use for all, and more than all, the
means at their disposal. It was only in view of these considerations that they were able to bear the torture into which the
request for a contribution had thrown them.• But nevertheless, in view of the justness of the war and its importance,
involving as it did the honor and safety of the nation, they
were willing to and would contribute all that they were able,
that is to say, their fervent and continued prayers to the God
of Battles for the glorious triumph of the Spanish arms.s
There can be no doubt that Borica's bravery and zeal, aided
by Branciforte's substantial aid and comfort, in concert with
the patriotism and hearty good will of the people, few and
weak as they undoubtedly were, would, in case of an invasion,
have availed much more for the honor and triumph of the
Spanish arms than all the prayers of the missionaries, how1 Cal. Archives, S. P. V, 90<r912.
• Lasuen wrote, October 18, 1795 "l'ero constituidos los P. P. en esta su pobreza de profesion y los hijos en la suya de naturaleza, emplcados unos yotros en
un servicio que le es a nuestro Catolico Soberano tan grato, consider<>que S. M.
no quiere de nosotros (y es lo que me deja respirar en la tortura en que me ha
puesto la presente solicitud entre mis ansias de vasallo Espallol y mi suerte de
pobre rranciscano) otra temporal contribucion que la que estamos franqueando."
• Cal. Archives, S. I'. IX, 498.
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ever fervent and continued . Nor can there be any doubt,
judging from the character of the man in other respects, that
under any circumstances Borica would have made a gallant
defense and acquitted himself with personal credit and perhaps with glory, had he been called upon to fight. The
reinforcements sent by the viceroy arrived in due time; a
small vessel of war: named the Concepcion, was dispatched
from San Blas to guard the coasts; 1 • and the governor ,us
prepared, as the emergency might require, either to combat
or to retreat and hang threatening like Fabius on the crests
of the Sierra. But France had use for all its forces in Europe;
and none of its ships swooped down upon the coasts of California. The war itself was of very short . duration. About
the beginning of 1797, Borica called his soldiers together; but,
instead of leading them to battle, ht announced peace and
proclaimed an alliance between Spain and the French republic.•
The excitement respecting the war with France was scarcely
over when rumors arose of war with England; and there was
talk of an English invasion. In view of possibilities, Borica
directed a strict lookout to be maintained on the principal
promontories,• and ordered all the people along the coast to
be ready at short notice, in case of a descent by the English,
to retire into the interior; drive off all the horses and cattle,
and as far as possible carry the grain and other movable •
property out of reach or destroy it. At the same time he
directed that, if by any mischance he himself should be seized
and made a prisoner, no concessions were to be made on his
account and no attention paid to any orders purporting to
come from him, no matter how urgent; but the comandantes
were in all events to go on and defend the province.' But
notwithstanding these precautions, with the experience he
had recently gained he seems to have soon begun to look
upon an invasion of any kind as a very improbable event.
Cal.
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In the multitude of wars and rumors of war, with which the
oig}lteenth century closed, there was also considerable talk of
an American invasion-that
is of an attempt by the rising
young giant on the other side of the continent to take not
only California but all of New Spain . At another time such
a rumor might have disturbed him . But he now simply
waved it aside as idle and vain and pronounced the notion of
such an invasion "una idea platonica que sc deve despreciar
-a platonic idea not worthy of consideration." 1
1

---

-----
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CHAPTER

IV.

BORICA (CONTINUED) .

A

MONG the reinforcements sent by the Marques de Branciforte to California in 1795, in contemplation of a
possible invasion by France, the most valuable was an able
engineer, named Alberto de Cordoba . He was a military
officer who had attained the high rank of " ingeniero estraordinario," and was known in California indifferently by his
official name or simply as "the engineer." It was by the latter
name that Governor Borica first mentioned him in returning
thanks to Branciforte for the interest he had manifested in
California affairs and the aid and comfort he had transmitted
for the defense of the country. 1
Cordoba arrived in 1796 and at once put himself in communication with and under the orders of Borica. As soon as
they met, each recognized the other's ability; and the most
friendly and cordial relations were immediately established
between them. Upon discussing the condition of affairs and
comparing notes as to what ought to be done and the most
practicable mode of accomplishing it, they found themselves
in perfect accord and both eager to proceed with the work
without delay. The first object was of course to distribute
the reinforcements of soldiers who had recently arrived, so as
to render them most effective. These consisted, as before
stated, of a company of seventy-two Catalonian volunteers
and eighteen artillerymen . The former were under the command of Lieutenant-colonel Pedro de Alberni; the latter
under that of Sergeant Jose Roca . Alberni with twenty-five
men and a few of the artillerymen was stationed at ~n
1
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Francisco and the others distributed among the other presidios. The next object was to make surveys for, and if possible
to found, new pueblos and increase the Spanish population of
the territory. It had always been a prime. object in the
settlement of the country to build up pueblos. This had
been contemplated in the original instructions of Jose de GalIt had been intended from the
vez, the visitador-general.
beginning in fact that the mission establishments themselves
should eventually be converted into pueblos; and Governor
Felipe de Neve had in the very early days, in carrying out
the general plan of colonization, founded San Jose and Los
Angeles. Branciforte's instructions were full of the same
subject; and he urged its importance as second only to the
. defense and preservation of the domain as a possession of the
Spanish crown .
The importance of San Francisco and its grand bay was
wellknown; and it was determined, if practicable, to commence with one or more pueblos at or near that point. As
soon, therefore, as other business would allow, Borica and
Cordoba, accompanied by Alberni, proceeded to survey the
country in that neighborhood and as far south as the parallel
of Santa Clara with the purpose of selecting suitable sites.
But after a long examination they found none that appeared
adapted to their purpose.1 As Cordoba and Alberni, who continued their survey after Borica had been obliged to return to
Monterey, were traveling backwards and forwards, however,
their eyes fell upon a spot, which seemed to offer peculiar
advantages for the building of a city and the support of a
large population. This was in the immediate neighborhood
of the mission of Santa Cruz, where there was land suitable
for building, for cultivation and for pasturage, water in abundance, timber of the best quality and unlimited quantity, and
stone and lime inexhaustible.
In view of all these advantages
they proposed, instead of the pueblos originally contemplated,
to found a city at this place and give it, in honor of the viceroy, the name of the Villa of Branciforte. They communicated the proposition to Borica, who in turn communicated it

--
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to the viceroy; 1 and he, in due course of time, approved it;
drew up his instructions, and ordered the foundation to proceed.' The spot thus selected was at the northern extremity
of the extensive bay of Monterey, at a distance of about
thirty miles in a direct line a little west of north from the capital at the southern extremity of the same bay and about
sixty miles southwesterly from San Francisco. It lay on the
eastern side of the San Lorenzo river, opposite the mission of
Santa Cruz . The port or anchorage in front of it, which was
pronounced a good one, was well protected from northwesterly winds; and vessels could lie there with safety during the
six summer months of the year and easily change their
anchorage and find shelter at Monterey during the six winter
months. Taking t]le place altogether, it was supposed to be
the very best for a city in California-all the way from Cape
San Lucas to the bay of San Francisco.'
In drawing up his instructions, Branciforte had before him
the old instructions of Felipe de Neve, under which the
pueblos of San Jose and Los Angeles had been founded
and governed . But these were, in his judgment, entirely
inadequate for the new enterprise . They had been suitable
enough, perhaps, for the circumstances of those early times,
when the country was a wilderness and all the colonists were
obliged to come up overland, with infinite toil, from Sonora
and Sinaloa. But it was plain that San Jose and Los Angeles
had not advanced as could have been wished. With all their
advantages of climates as fine and fields as rich as any in the
world, they were still small and miserable towns; their houses
. still of palisades and mud thatched with tule, and their inhabitants so poor that they were scarcely able to support anJ
clothe themselves. The villa of Branciforte, on the other
hand, was to be populated by colonists already in the country
or to come by sea, who were to be attracted by offers of
extraordinary privileges . Each colonist was to have an adobe

------------------- -- ... . -- Cal. Archives, S. P. IV, 672-64
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 642-645.
•"El mejor de quantos se hallan desde el Cabo de San Lucas hasta San Fran•
cillco."-Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 642.
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house, roofed with tiles, built for him at the expense of the
king, besides being maintained for a year out of the pu~lic
treasury and furnished, on easy conditions of repayment,
with two horses, two mares, two cows, two ~heep, two goats,
a yoke of oxen, a musket, a plow and other agricultural implements. Borica in his communications with the viceroy
was anxious as to the character of the colonists to be sent up
from Mexico and requested that they might be men of robust
health and strength, agriculturists, carpenters, blacksmiths,
masons, tailors, shoemakers, tanners, hatters and other artisans,
not excepting a few fishermen to hunt the multitudinous
whales of Monterey bay . He was also particular to suggest
that sufficient supplies and clothing should be furnished not
only for the voyage but for a reasonable time in California.'
All these suggestions commended themselves as judicious and
proper to the mind of Branciforte; and in his instructions he
adopted them, thus producing a combination of his own propositions with those of Borica, Cordoba and Alberni, each of
them having entered into the project with all his enthusiasm
and energy.
In April, 1797, the viceroy's instructions having arrived
shortly before; Borica gave notice that he would found the
villa of Branciforte in person;' and he thereupon issued orders
to Cordoba to lay it out on a scale commensurate with the
instructions, so as to include a church, government buildings,
hospitals, and comfortable houses for the colonists, and also to
make specifications and estimates. In addition to these general directions, and in view of the !idmitted inadequacy of the
old regulat ions, he enclosed a copy of a set of regulations
called the Plan of Pitic and directed Cordoba to proceed in
all respects, except where specially otherwise ordered, in
accordance with its provisions.' C6rdoba, as was usual with
him, fulfilled his orders with promptitude: and in May, Borica,
being furnished with the engineer's plat, gave notice that the
Cal.
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new villa was ready for population; that in addition to other
colonists, any inhabitants of Los Angeles or San Jose, who had
had no lands assigned to them, would be accepted as settlers
at Branciforte and should enjoy all the priviliges of other colonists, and that no obstacles should be thrown in the way of
their changing their residence to that place if they so desired.'
The Plan of Pitic, a famous document among the Spanish
Americans of those days, originated in the province of Sonora and was promulgated at Chihuahua on November 14,
J 789.
Its object was the establishment of a pueblo of white
people as a barrier or protection against neighboring Indians,
·who were hostile or might at any time become so. The particular occasion for such a pueblo in the case of Pitic was the
J>resence of a fierce and warlike tribe, called the Seris, who
:ltad destroyed a mission on what is now the site of Guaymas
.and were threatening further devastations. To guard against
"them, the presidio of San Miguel de Orcasitas was moved to
=i>itic,now known as Hermosillo; and under its protection the
settlement of a new pueblo at that place was ordered to proceed in accordance with the directions contained in the plan,
"the main idea seeming to be the gradual raising of a popula""'l:ionwhich should supply the presidio and by degrees occupy
.and civilize the entire neighborhood. But at the same time,
,\·bile the plan was principally intended for Pitic, its authors
contemplated
that it should also furnish a general plan fer
"the founding of pueblos throughout the comandancia of the
lnternal Provinces of the West, embracing the Californias,
:N'ew Mexico and New Vizcaya as well as Sonora; and when
it came finally to be adopted and approved by the king of
Spain, which was before its promulgation at Chihuahua, it
,vas with the express declaration that its main provisions
-were to apply in other cases of new foundations of a civil or
•nunicipal character throughout the jurisdiction.
The chief features of the plan were that whenever a new
pueblo was to be founded, which was in all cases to be in
.;iccordance with law and so as not to cause injury or detri-.nent to any private individual nor to be within five leagues
1
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of any other city, town or village of Spaniards, there was to
be granted to it a tract of four square leagues of land, to be
selected and marked out by definite and fixed boundaries
either in a square or oblong form according to circumstances
of topography. A portion of this tract was to be laid out
into a town plat, with building lots and streets so arranged as
to be as straight, regular and symmetrical as the nature of
the case would allow, having in view convenience, cleanliness,
health and adaptability to ornament and embellishment.
Around the town plat commons were to be laid out for the
general use of all the inhabitants and as a reserve for future
building lots, and streets; and beyond the commons pasture
lands, in the same manner. Of these commons and pasture
lands, those portions which were best calculated for cultivation were to be selected and reserved for distribution as cultivable lands; and, if necessary, provision was to be made for
constructing irrigating canals and ditches. Each establishment of this kind ~as to have a "comisionado" or chief magistrate, who, among his other powers and duties, was to have
charge of the distribution of the building lots; and, whenever
the population reached thirty pobladores or settlers, an ayuntamiento vr town council was to be elected, consisting of two
ordinary alcaldes, six regidores or councilmen, a syndico or
prosecuting attorney and certain other subordinate officers.
The grants of lots to settlers were to be to them and their
descendants forever, but on condition that they should keep
arms and horses and be ready to march against an enemy
whenever called upon; and within two years they should at
least commence building houses on their town lots and cultivating their agricultural land. After four years of residence,
during which they were to be unable to alienate, mortgage or
encumber, if in the meanwhile they complied with all the conditions imposed, they were to become and to be the absolute
owners in fee, with full powers of sale and disposition except
to a church, monastery or ecclesiastical community. There
were many minor provisions; but all were calculated to carry
out the main objects and purposes indicated. 1
1
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The first importation of colonists for Branciforte arrived at
Monterey on board the Concepcion on May 12, 1797. There
were seventeen of them, nine of whom were men.' But,
unfortunately, instead of being the strong, healthy and wellprovided settlers desired by Borica, they were all miserable,
half-naked individuals, and some of them afflicted with disease.' With these, such as they were, no others having presented themselves, Borica prepared to proceed with the foundation; and on July 17, after appointing Corporal Gabriel
Moraga comisionado of the proposed establishment and issuing to him a series of instructions for his guidance and government, he set out from Monterey and on July 24, 1797,
founded the new villa.•
It was not, under the circumstances, an encouraging beginning. But the colonists had been clothed and provided with
necessaries before leaving Monterey; they carried along with
them agricultural implements; they found shelter furnished
and lands assigned for cultivation; and Moraga was enjoined
to keep them at work and watch over their morals.• As soon
as they were established, Borica returned to Monterey; and
soon afterwards he wrote to the viceroy that it was important, among the new importations which were to be forwarded, to send enough young women to provide the unmarried men with wives. There were among the colonists then
at Branciforte five bachelors. It was possible, he observed, to
supply the want of wives in part from the Indian women at
the mission. But this resource could not be relied on. One
reason was because it was difficult to induce. the Indian
women to separate themselves from their relatives. Another
was because the missionaries objected to marriages of this
kind, unless the proposed husbands were of exemplary habits.
Under the circumstances he was of opinion that marriages
between the colonists already at Branciforte, or those of a
1 Cal. Archives, M. & C. I, 900
.
s "Todos llegaron cuasi desnudos y algunos enfermos de gl.lico."-Cal. Archive,, P. R. IV 359.
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second importation of nineteen petty criminals from Guanajuato about to,be sent up from San Blas, and Indian women
of the missions would be extremely rare. It w0uld be best,
therefore, for the interests of the new foundation to send a
sufficient number of women from Mexico; but at the same
time he suggested that if they came as illy provided as the
last immigrants, provision should be made for clothing them
as soon as they arrivcd. 1
In the meanwhile Moraga put the colonists at work. They
occupied houses built for them and cultivated fields, which
were provided with irrigating canals laid out by Cordoba.
They already possessed means of maintenance for a year;
and all they had to do to secure abundance for the future was
to turn up the generous soil and plant it. 2 In January, 1798,
Moraga reported the progress ofaffairs as entirely satisfactory.•
In September the second importation of colonists arrived,'
increasing the population to some thirty-five or forty. The
first crops had turned out well; everything seemed to promise
better than could have been anticipated from the character of
the population; and Borica felt encouraged in believing that
the objects he had contemplated in the foundation would be
accomplished. 6 But the establishment was not destined to
be a success. For various reasons, notwithstanding the advantages it possessed, it was not fitted for a large town; it did
not become a popular or favorite place of residence; from the
very start there grew up a prejudice against it;' and consequently it never advanced sufficiently to compare either with
San Jose or Los Angeles. When the Americans came to
occupy the country, fifty years after the foundation, it was
almost forgotten that such a place as the villa of Branciforte
had ever existed.
\Vhen Cordoba and Alberni, in their surveys for new pueblos in the early part of I 796 examined San Francisco, they
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found it in very bad condition. The entire military establ ishment consisted of less than a dozen small adobe houses
thatched ,vith tule and partially surrounded with an adobe
wall plastered over with mud . They were all in a ruinous
state and liable to be overthrown by every storm ; nor did a
winter pass without damage to them. Such was the presidia.
About a mile distant, on the bluff overlooking the narrowest
part of the entrance of the bay since famous under the name
of the Golden Gate, was the fort or battery , also known as
"el castillo" or the castle, built and furnished with a few pieces
of ordnance by Governor Arrillaga in 1793. Borica, in 1795,
upon his first examination of the place, considered the distance between the presidia and the castillo as too great and
proposed that the presidia should be removed to the neighborhood of some springs on the hill just back of the castillo .1
But Cordoba and Alberni, upon the proposition being referred to them, found that the springs referred to by Borica
had entirely dried up and they reported that, on this and other
accounts, it was impracticable to change the location.• Roth,
however, were impressed with the necessity of building a new
presidio; for, as Alberni said, the actual establishment was an
imaginary presidio rather than a real one:
As, however, the building of a new presidio was a matter
requiring time and consideration, Cordoba set himself at work
to make such repairs and improvements as were immediately
necessary. He devoted his attention first to several sentry
boxes, which he built in place of one that had been blown
down by a storm the preceding February.• He also repaired
the powder-magazine, which had also been injured.~ He
then projected and commenced a number of repairs to the
castillo or fort, which he found in equally bad condition.
There were thirteen cannon there, three of them twenty-fourpounders, one of which was useless; two twelve-pounders,
---- - -
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and the others smaller. But they had been so illy mounted
and planted that they could have afforded little or no protection against any vessel determined to force an entrance. 1
Even the twenty-four-pounders, according to Alberni, would
not carry to the oppos ite shore, except when so elevated as to
render anything like an aim altogether impracticable .• To
make the fort in any respect useful required much labor and
expense; and Cordoba could do nothing more than merely
project and start the repairs, when he was called off to lay
out the villa of Branciforte, after which he set out for Santa
Barbara and San Diego to plan and get under way such repairs and improvements as were necessary in those places.'
During all this time Borica was quite as busy as Cordoba,
not only in providing for and assisting in the work actually
going forward, but also in writing letters to the viceroy and
urging upon him the importance of fortifying every exposed
point and putting the territory in a complete state of defense .
In the early part of 1797 Borica directed Cordoba, who in
the meanwhile had returned from his trip southward, to return
to San Francisco ; push forward the repairs and improvements
at the castillo, and also to build a battery at the most suitable
point to prevent enemies from anchoring or landing at Verba
Buena . This Verba Buena was, properly speaking, the little
valley and cove between Telegraph Hill on the north and
Rincon Point on the south, now the central portion of the
water front of the city of San Francisco, though what is now •
known as North Beach seems also to have been sometimes
included in the general designation . It was then, and for
many years afterwards continued to be, a mere waste, the
northern and western portions rough and deeply gull ied and
the central and southern portions covered with sand ridges.
Most of it was overgrown with bushes, chaparral and a few
scrubby oak trees . There were no human inhab itants, except
now and then a few strolling Indians; but wild cats and
• coyotes were plentiful ; deer were often seen, not unfrequently
·-- · ---- --------------Cal. Archives, P. S. I'. XIV, 255-261; S. P. XVII, 144- 148.
Cal. Archives, S. P. XVII . 148, 149.
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cougars, and sometim~s grizzly bears. Among the underbrush, there was to be found in great quantity the little
aromatic or mint-like vine, called by the Spaniards "yerba
buena" or good herb; and from its abundance the place
seems to have derived its name . It is uncertain by whom it
was first so called; for though Borica appears to have been
one of the first in whose writings the name is found, he speaks
of it as if familiarly known. 1 There can be no doubt that the
shelter afforded vessels at North Beach and in the cove
referred to, while the usual anchorage in front of the presidio
was more or less exposed, had already attracted attention to
it. But the first structure erected there was the battery of
eight embrasures and five cannons projected and ordered by
Borica in the spring of 1797•and afterwards before the end of
the year built by Cordoba at what is now known as Black
Point.•
The advantages of Verba Buena as a place of anchorage
appear to have been well known at the time of a severe and
disastrous storm which raged at San Francisco on the night
of March 23, 1797. Much damage was done; but the greatest
loss was that of the ship San Carlos, which had recently
arrived from San Blas with ordnance and stores. This was,
however, not the famous old "paquebot" San Carlos, which
had brought up the first pioneers in 1769and was afterwards
the first vessel to enter the bay of San Francisco . That ship
had been sent to the Philippine Islands in 1779 with news of
war between Spain and England. It accomplished the voyage to Manila with success; but that was substantially the end
of its glory. It remained there while a new vessel, also called
the· San Carlos, sometimes with the additional name of "El
1 The mention of Yerba Buena refem,d to occurs in a letter of Borica to
Cordoba, dated April 4, 1797. After directing Cordoba to make \:ertain improve •
ments at the castillo, Borica procee<ls: "Concluida esta operacion como mas
urgente, despondra V. MD . la construccion de otra hateria en el parage mas pro•
posito para impedir fonrleen los enemigos en II\ Yerba Buena y hagan su desem•
barco: en ella se colocaren los callones sobrant~s de la de San Joaquin y los que
facilitar el teniente de fragata, Don Ramon de Saavedra."-Cal.
Archives, P. S.
P. XXI, 629, 630.
t Cal. Archi\'es, P. R. l V, 187.
• Cal. Archives, S. I'. II, 429-431.
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Felipino," was sent back in its place; and this latter was the
vessel that wac; Jost. It appears to have been lying in front
of the presidio. According to Vancouver, the invariable
method adopted by the Spaniards in securing their vessels
was by mooring them both stem and stern with many anchors
and cables, never less than four and seldom Jess than six-a
very injudicious practice, as he observed, where the tides are
strong and irregular, 1 and still more so where such tides are
combined with violent winds. It is obvious that a vessel will
ride better under such circumstances when fastened by the
stem alone, so as to allow it to swing like a weather-vane
against the opposing forces; but if fastened at both ends,
with its broadside against the wind or current or both combined, the difficulty of holding fast is much increased. However the case may have been with the San Carlos, whether it
was torn from its moorings or was caught in the storm after
leaving them, as seems more probable, it is certain that the
ship, after being driven on the rocks somewhere near the pre .
sidio, attempted to run for the assured safe place of anchorage at Y erba Buc:na, but failed to reach it,S and became a
total wreck.' Fortunately most of the cargo had been previously landed and among other things the ordnance, which
Borica ordered to be placed in the new battery.'
· There was still another work at San Francisco, besides the
presidio, the castillo and the battery at Yerba Buena, which
engaged Borica's attention in 1797. This was what was
known as "el rancho del rey'' or the royal cattle ranch . For
three consecutive years a drought had prevailed and the
cattle belonging to the government in the neighborhood of
Monterey had become reduced to twelve hundred head, so
that difficulty was anticipated in providing for the needs of
the troops at San Francisco and the crews of the royal ves:;els
touching there. In view of these circumstances Borica resolved to found a separate establishment for raising cattle on

----- ·--·-----·- ------------
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government account in the neighborhood of San Francisco.
Availing himself of the surveys of Cordoba and Alberni he
fixed upon the rich valley and grassy hills just south of San
Mateo as the location of the new establishment, and sent
thither some two hundred and fifty head of cattle to start it.1
It was the fate of this enterprise, like almost everything else
that was done in those days on behalf of the civil gm ·ernment,
to excite the opposition of the missionaries. The founding of
the villa of Branciforte had caused a controversy as to jurisdiction and boundaries with the mission of Santa Cruz;• a
controversy of the same character had been long going on between the pueblo of San Jose and the mission of Santa Clara;
and now the missionaries of San Francisco objected strenuously to the government cattle ranch, claiming that it was calculated to unduly interfere with their rights of supplying the
troops and vessels with beef at their own prices.' Borica was
prudent enough to keep on as good terms as possible witR the
missionaries and did not ailow their complaints to cause a
quarrel or rupt~re. But at the same time he did not for an
instant suspend the work he had projected or in any respect
alter his plans . On the contrary he went on perfecting his
arrangements at San Mateo ; and the· next year he had the
satisfaction of learning that the viceregal government at
Mexico thought as he did of the missionary complaints and
that it fully and unqualifiedly approved all he had done.'
The narrative thus given of city-founding, fortificationbuilding and other public work projected, planned and more or
less completely carried out since 1795, exhibits only in part
the vast amount of labor performed by Cordoba. There was
hardly an engineering work in the country that he did not
inspect an<l where practicable improve . He thus in 17<)6made
surveys and valuable improvements in the system of irrigation
for agricultural purposes at San Jose .6 Besides his other
Cal.
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work at Branciforte, he built ~ bridge o\·er the river between
the villa and the mission of Santa Cruz, 1 also a water-mill'
and lime-kilns. 1 On his visit to Santa Barbara and San
Diego he made various repairs and improvements in those
presidios and constructed a battery at the latter place.• He
also busied himself in collecting materials for a new map of
California, which after his return from San Diego he completed and sent to Borica/ who in November, 1797, transmitted it to Mexico .• He also undertook to give the Indians.
and particularly those of Santa Clara, instructions in the art
of building houses. 1 It is true that the most, if not all, of
this work was suggested and pushed forward by the unceasing and indomitable energy of Borica; but it was Cordoba,
more than any one else, who did it; and without him little or
He was evidently a
nothing would have been accomplished.
man of capacity, whom it would have been a happiness for
any country to permanently possess.
Unfortunately for California, Cordoba was only a sojourner .
He had been sent up with special reference to p~tting the
country in a state of defense on the occasion of the war with
France. Almost as soon as that was over, the viceroy directed his return to Mexico.• It doubtless caused a pang to •
Borica to lose him; nor was it pleasant to Cordoba to part
from a friend with whom his relations had been so cordial
and for whom he entertained so high a respect as is evidenced
But Cordoba had otherby the tone of their correspondence.
and more powerful ties of affection in M.exico than in California. He had left his wife and children there; and, though.favorable news of their health reached him from time to time.his absence from them could not have been otherwise thanCal.
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painful. The viceroy had ordered his return in November,
1797; but the order did not reach him until the following
April. He left California in October, 1798, carrying with him
the well-merited compliment of Borica, that he had with
promptitude and exactness in all respects performed all the
duties with which he had been charged.1
1

Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 431.

CHAPTER

V.

BORICA (CONTINUED).

I

T is almost impossible within any reasonable compass tQ
describe the great variety of subjects to which Borica felt
called upon, during his administration, to direct his attention,
and to explain the h1ftuence he exerted and the effects he
produced. Entirely apart from what may be called his political and military duties, his foundation of Branciforte, the
important part he played in the establishment of five n!=w
missions, the repair of the fortifications at the four presidios,
the erection of new batteries at Y erba Buena and San Diego,
and the amelioration of the condition of the Indians, he found
other matters to busy himself with more than sufficient in
themselves to engage the time of an ordinary governor. Few
other men would have done, or could have done, what he did.
He was a remarkable man. His intelligence and ability, his
benevolence, integrity and energy were uncommon. In view
of his time and surroundings, he was an extraordinary governor.
Upon his arrival in California, with his mind full of projects for making a great and progressive country and his
enthusiasm ablaze with the idea of pushing it far forward in
the path of civilization, the first and greatest difficulty that
stood in Qis way was the inherently lazy, ignorant and vicious
character of the Spanish population. There were among
them many good families; even among the earliest t>ioneers,
there were such names as those of Alvarado, Amador, Bernal, Carrillo, Estrada, Guerrero, Noriega, Vallejo and others
of respectability; 1 but as a general rule the population were
1 Cal.
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idlers, gamblers and drunkards; poor materials, it is plain, for
the constitution of a state. Borica began by grappling with
the abomination of aguardicnte or Mexican brandy. There
were various kinds of alcoholic distillations which went under
the name of aguardiente; some made from wine; some from
fruit or grain; some from sugar-cane, and some from the juice
of the maguey plant, which latter was also called mescal.
They were all bad; but the mescal was especially deleterious.
This miserable kind of liquor had been introduced into
the country in large quantities and was producing suc,1 scandalous effects that Borica insisted upon a stoppage of its
importation and asked the viceroy as early as April, 1795, for
confiscation. 1 It is, however, no easy thing to root out the
vice of drunkenness from amongst a people that is wedded to
it; and there can be no doubt that Horica failed to a great
extent in his efforts. But he accomplished something in
making it regarded as a vice. That his struggle against it
had some influence appears from the fact that afterwards in
179_8,when a resident of San Jose desired to sell a barrel of
aguardiente made of sugar-cane, he was oblig-ed to ask the
permission of Borica to do so; and the permission was given
only on condition that the liquor was such as was represented
and not mescal; that it should not be disposed of except in
very small quantities at a time, not sufficient to intoxicate,
and that it should be dnmk in the house and presence of the
seller.'
Idleness was even more difficult to reach than drunkenness.
It was more or less noticeable everywhere, but especially
among the pobladores or colonists at San Jose. In November, 1795, the comisionado or superintendent of that pueblo
made a report of the agricultural labor that had been done
there and exhibited a state of affairs which justly excited the
governor's ire. Borica wrote back that in view of the fertile
land and abundant irrigation of San Jose, the scantiness of
the harvest was a shame and that the laziness which caused
it, being a sin against God. the king and the government,
Cal Archive~, P. R. IV, 145.
• t:al. Archi\·es, P. I{. \'I, 789.
1
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should for the future be punished by fines and forfeitures. 1
This, as it turned out, was enough to accomplish his purpose.
It was unnecessary to punish any one The pobladores, having learned from what they had seen of his character in other
respects that he was in earnest and really me-ant what he
said, immediately went to work with exemplary industry;
and the next harvest was one of great abundance, upon which
he took pleasure in congratulating them.•
Intimately connected with drunkenness and idleness, sometimes as causing them and sometimes as caused by them, was
the vice of gambling. It had been prevalent from the time
of the first settlers; and nearly all classes were to some extent
addicted to it For the reason, however, that it was difficult
to draw the line with precision between gambling on the one
side and innocent amusement on the other, little had been
done, and nothing effectually, to check the vice. For the
same reason it is likely that Borica would have passed the
matter ·over without attempting any special reform, had he
not in time come to ascertain that gambling -had not only
already interfered, but was still seriously interfering, with the
proper administration of justice. He found out for instance
in 1798 that the akalde of Los Angeles was neglecting his
duties on account of his proclivities in that direction ; and he
ordered the comandante to put an immediate stop to such
scandalous proceedings. It was, to use his own forcible expression, a cancer that should be at once eradicated .' But
bad as was the conduct of the akalde of Los Angeles in this
respect, that of the akalde of San Jose in 1799 was still worse.
He was said to have engaged in play with a convict and won
ten dollars from him. The alcalde denied the charge; but
Borica was convinced of its truth and ordered him to return
his ill-gotten gains. At the same time he scored the comisionado of the pueblo on account of his addiction to _the same
vice; remarked that he had been surprised to hear of such
excesses, and plainly intimated that it would not be safe for
Cal. Archives, P. R . VI, 557.
Cal. Archh·cs, I' . R. VI , 468.
1 Cal. Archh·es, r. R. \"I, 19-11
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either him or the alcalde, if he heard anything further of their
derelictions.'
In addition to the foregoing vices, there were various others which gave the governor trouble and, on more than one
occasion, evoked sparks of fire from him. Soon after his
arrival in the country an individual named Ballestero, of
San Luis Obispo, undertook to talk about matters which did
not concern him and to seriously interfere with the regular
administration of public affairs in that neighborhood; and it
seems that his wife helped in spreading his slanders. Borica
sent him a suggestive letter of advice to correct his evil
tongue, with a sufficient hint in reference to his wife's/ and
not long afterwards Ballestero found it necessary to beg to be
transferred to some other point, 3 where, it may be hoped, he
and his wife had made up their minds to talk with more caution. About the same time he sent word to a couple of
derelict soldiers at San Antonio that their conduct was unsatisfactory; that he should feel very sensitively anything
further of the kind from them, and that they might expect
to feel it still more sensitively than he would.'
But of all places it was at San Jose, by way of pre-eminence
in those days, that vice ran its greatest lengths and Borica
had most trouble in effecting improvement. There were a
great many disorderly characters there; and one great reason
of their excesses was the remissness of the officials who were
more or less smirched with . vice themselves. At one time
Borica ordered the comisionado and alcalde to lodge a dozen
disturbers of the peace in prison for a short period as an experimental mode of amendment, at the same time notifying
those officers that he would hold them personally responsible
if they failed in their duties. 6 At another time, apparently
with a view of obtaining positive information of what he had
as yet only reason to suspect, he gave public notice that he
1 Cal.
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would entertain confidential complaints against the ccimis, ....._
1onado and alcalde themselves. 1 And not long afterward~
having apparently succeeded in gaining the desired information, he wrote to the alcalde a scathing letter, charging him in
direct terms with violations of his duty and with assisting
' crime instead of preventing or punishing it. "Ever since
you have ext>rcised the office of alcalde," said Borii:a, "nothing but ill reports have been heard from San Jose. Proceed,
henceforth, with prudence and justice, or I shall feel obliged
to take such measures of punishment as the circumstances
deserve."• A few weeks afterwards he accepted the alcalde's
resignation and directed him to tum over the office to a successor.•
What Borica required of an alcalde is to be seen in the
charge he delivered, apparently to the same individual, who
had thus fallen so far short of his expectations . " I approve
of the election of your honor by the inhabitants of San Jose
as alcalde for the ensuing year and am persuaded that you
will exercise the duties of your office with the integrity of an
honest man. You will present in your own person an example of wall regulated demeanor and application to business.
You will consent to no immoral practices, to no drunkenness,
to no species of gaming that is prohibited by law. You will
encourage and stimulate every poblador, who does not enjoy
military exemption, to work his land and take proper care of
his stock . You will permit no idleness. You will in fine be
zealous in complying with all the obligations of your employ ment, treat the Indians both Christian and gentile with
kindness and consideration, and fulfill the orders of the government without attempting to put strained interpretations
upon them ."'
Borica not only thus endeavored, by wrestling with existing
evils among the adult population, to bring about an improved
condition of affairs; but he also, with wise forethought for
l Cal. Archives, P. R.
• Cal. Archives, P.. R.
•Cal. Archives, P. R.
'Cal . Archives, P. R.
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the future, concerned himself about the youth of the country
and, by every means in his power, encouraged education.
He may be called the founder of secular schools in California
The first, or first important, document found in the California
archives upon the subject is a letter of his to the comandante of the guard at San Jose, dated December 17, 1794,
relative to contributions to be made for the pay of a school
teacher, named Manuel Vargas, and expressing his satisfaction at the fair prospects of establishing a school at that
place, where the children might be instructed in religion and
taught to read and write.' But promises are cheaper than
performance. When the time came, the people of San Jose
did not respond. Borica, however, had the matter at heart
and was determined. In July, 1795, he ordered the alcalde
at San Jose to compel the colonists to send their children to
the school and to pay the teacher two and a half reals
monthly for each child. In other words he instituted a system
of compulsory education.2 In 1796 he ordered the comandante of San Diego to call together the parents of the
Spanish youth of that place, who had objected to having
their boys apprenticed to mechanical occupations, and to convince them that they were acting strangely against their own
interests . It was plainly advantageous, he directed him to
say, that the youth should be enabled to support themselves
by honest labor and that in the meanwhile they should be
kindly treated, well fed and clothed and receive a regular
education. And he, therefore, ordered a list of all the boys
between the ages of seven and eighteen years to be sent to
him.' A few months afterwards, he wrote to the same com----------------------1 This

-- · --

interesting document is as follows: "Sell.or Comand:mte de la Escolta
de) Pueblo de San Josef. Monterrey, 17 de Diciembre, 1794. Por el parte de
V. MD. de 9 de corriente quedo enterado de la comformidad con que todo esse
honrrado vecindario accedio a prestar la troxe al maestro de escuela, On. Manuel
Vargas, respecto a no necesitarse de ella hasta la cosecha proxima. Hagale V.
MD e11tender lo gusto que me ha sido y que espero contribuyen todos segun sus
facultades a sostener un establecimiento tan util a sus hijos y por el qua! lograron
instruirse en los d~mas de Nuestra Santa Religion, aprendiendo al mismo tiempo
a leery escrivir. A. V. M. encargo el cumplimiento exacto de quanto se previene
en tu instrucciones que le goviernan: sera medio para que se~ atendido en sus
ascensos.
"-Cal. Archives, P. I{. VI, 520, 521.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. V, 544.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. V, 400, 401.
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andante that the progress of the school at that place did not
correspond with the pay of the teacher and that he should
ho!d the comandante, who had charge of the business, responsible unless there was speedy improvement.'
The character and attainments of the secular school teachers
of those early days do not appear to have been of a very high
order. The teacher at San Diego, as has just been stated,
was not up to his work. In 1797 the comandantc of Santa
Barbara wrote that the school teacher of that place and a
' cabin boy of the ship Princesa then there had exchanged
places, and that there was a consequent improvement in the
school department.•
In 1798 Manuel Vargas, the old teacher
at San Jose, seems t(') have drifted down to Santa Barbara
and to have fallen into the bad habit of drinking too much
aguardicnte.
Borica accordingly wrote to the comandante
that drunkenness was a detestable vice, in fact a forerunner of
all other vices; 2 that it would not be tolerated in a school
teacher and that Vargas should be turned out of his employment, if he did not at once amend his conduct.' Fortunately
Vargas was open to reason. No second order from Borica
was necessary. There was a sudden and complete change in
the manners of the pedagogue; and six months afterwards
Borica was as profuse in his encomiums on the advances
made in the school as before he had been severe in his censures of the short-comings of the teacher.~
Besides secular schools for youth, Borica was instrumental
in establishing a more regular system of instruction for the
neophytes .. In 1795 he issued a circular to the presidents of
the missions of both Alta and Baja California, directing them
to form a school in every establishment and teach the Indians
to speak, read and write Spanish, to the absolute exclusion of
the native languages. This circular was based upon a royal
order of July 23, 1793, in which the Spanish government
undertook to destroy and abolish the Indian languages and
Cal. Archives, P. R. V, 407.
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XV, 197.
a" Un vicio det.:stable que sirve de guia A todos los demu."-Cal.
P. R. VI, 195.
' Cal. Archives, P. R. VI, 195.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. VI, 208.
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supplant them with the Castilian.
It may be doubtful
whether Borica entirely approved of the plan; but he complied with superior orders and enclosed a copy of the royal
cedula with his circular.' He evidently felt more clear in the
practicability of teaching · the Spanish youth in their own
language, and also in teaching the soldiers, which he likewise
ordered to be done.' While his care for his own people was
exemplary, his regard for the Indians was no less so; and he
invariably spoke of them and acted towards them with the
most tender and commiserating solicitude . But at the same
time it is clear that he regarded the amelioration of their condition in respect to food and clothing as of more immediate
importance than the supplanting of their language.'
The school system, as a means of stemming the tide of
existing evils, was supplemented by Borica with the encouragement of a new branch of agriculture, which promised large
returns. This was the cultivation of hemp and flax. These
articles were in large demand for cordage, particularly in the
marine department at San Blas. California seemed peculiarly adapted for their growth; and Borica hoped that the
love of gain, to be anticipated from their easy and abundant
production in the territory, would furnish a powerful aid in
his efforts to civilize and improve the country. In 1795 he
wrote to the viceroy that he had recommended the cultivation to the president of the missions and comandantes of the
presidios, and that he would encourage it by all means in his
power.• In I 796 he wrote to San Blas for four fanegas ot
seed,6 and about the same time to Ignacio Vallejo at San
Jose, deploring the poor condition of the hemp that had been
grown there and directing him to come to Monterey and learn
something about its culture.' In 1797 he ordered new fields
to be sown at San Jose and Indians to be employed and fairly
paid to cultivate them. 1 He made arrangements at the same
1 Cal.
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time that the product should be carried to Monterey and
thence transported by sea to San Blas.1 Unfortunately the
firs;t year's yield was spoiled by Mateo Bello, who had charge
of its curing, and turned out when it reached San Blas to be
worthless . All Borica could do, under the circumstances, was
to summarily dismiss Bello and order better care to be taken
next year.' Besides hemp, Borica encouraged other branches
of agriculture and also manufactures . He had a flouring-mill
built at San Luis Obispo, as well as at Branciforte,' and a
soap factory near Monterey.' There was m fact hardly any
branch of industry to which he did not direct more or less
attention.
In I 799 he wrote out a lengthy report of the progress of the country, stating that the harvests of wheat, maize,
barley, beans and peas had been abundant; stock -raising satisfactory; manufactures of blankets and coarse cloths in good
condition, and the various trades in manifest advance. Hemp
culture continued to be, to a certain extent, an experiment,
but with fair prospects for the future.$
Another matter, which engaged much of Borica's attention,
was overland communication with Sonora and New Mexico .
It had for y.ears been regarded as an object of the greatest
importance . But various causes had conspired to prevent its
accomplishment.
Chief among these were the fierce and
intractable character of the Indians inhabiting the intervening country and the arid and desolate character of the intervening country itself . On both sides of the Colorado for
hundreds of miles above its mouth extend sandy and stony
deserts, hot, waterless and comparatively herbless . Only
cacti and other thorny vegetation, characteristic of the waste
places of the earth, grow: there. Along the beds of the
streams in some places, however, there arc rich alluvial bottoms, made up of the sediment brought down a distance of a
thousand miles from the heights of the middle of the continent; and there the vegetation is rank and very little labor
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yields abundant returns. In all these places there were Indian populations, most of them warlike and treacherous to the
last degree. Several attempts had been made to convert them,
and to render the passage through th&ir territories practicable;
but all had failed. The most conspicuous of these attempts
had been the establishment of the two Franciscan missions on
the Colorado, which were destroyed on the occasion when
Captain Rivera y Moncada lost his life in 1781. But that
failure did not prevent other attempts from being made.
Some thirteen years afterwards the Dominicans of Lower
California, after establishing their five new missions along the
ocean coast south of San Diego, undertook the foundation of
several new missions on the upper gulf coast; and in doing so
they had in view the same general objects as had been contemplated by the Franciscans; that is to say, the occupation
of the mouth of the Colorado and the protection of overland
communication with Sonora and the countries beyond.
When Arrillaga in September, I 794, left Alta California and
hurried southward, one of his objects was to assist in the
foundation of the contemplated new missions. He accordingly put himself in immediate communication with the
Dominican missionaries interested in the subject and especially Father Jose Loriente, who appears to have been the
leading spirit in these new enterprises; and on April-27, 1795,
they founded the mission of San Pedro Martir de Verona at
a place, called by the natives Casilepe, east of Santo Domingo
and some forty or fifty miles south of the mouth of the Colorado.1 Two years afterwards, on November 12, 1797, they
founded the mission of Santa Catalina Vfrgen y Martir at a
place, called by the natives Xaca Tabojol, on the eastern slope
of the mountains near the Colorado.' Both these foundations
took place under the general supervision of Borica. In 17g6
he had written to the viceroy that he contemplated opening
communication with the people of New Mexico and had collected such information as was possible in relation to the subject; and he referred in terms of commendation to travels in
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. I'. XII, 282; XIII, 236.
• Cal. Archives, l\f. IJ, 682; I'. R. \' , 716.
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those regions made by Fathers Dominguez and Escalante and
by Father Garces. He had even arranged with Felipe de Goycoechea, the comandante of Santa Barbara, to send an expedition into those countries; but his plans had bet.n thwarted
by the opposition of the missionaries and the difficulty of
procuring the necessary soldiers. 1 In li97 he wrote to Arrillaga on the same subject, approved his views as to the most
practicable and least dangerous means of accomplishing the
desired communication and commended the prudence he hac
displayed and the zeal for the service of the king he had
manifested."
As a magistrate Borica, so far as any account of his administration remains, appears to ha\'e been just; but his
justice was always tempered with kindness and consideration
for the weakness of humanity. Most of the punishments in
aggravated cases, which he was called upon to inflict, however,
were such as had either been pronounced or were approved
by the viceregal government at Mexico. One of these cases
was the punishment of a neophyte of San Luis Obispo,
called Silberio, who had killed his wife Rebecca. He was
sentenced to labor in chains for eight years at the presidio
of San Diego; and Borica directed that if practicable he
should be employed on board the launch engaged in supplying the fort on Point Guijarros, now Loma, with water and
provisions. At the same time he.sentenced an Indian woman
accomplice, named Rosa, to domestic labor for the same
length of time in the family 6f Jose Dario Arguello at the
presidio of San Francisco. By this means. he remarked,
better results might be accomplished than by inflicting the
ordinary punishment murder desen·cd. 1 In another case of
murder of a neophyte of San Buenaventura by other Indians
of the same mission, the punishment was one hundred lashes,
twenty-five on each of four days, and four years of penal
labor at the presidio of Santa Barbara. In inflicting these
sentences, the viceroy had evidently been influenced by
-----
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Horica's suggestions that the ignorance and natural brutality
of the criminals should be taken into account and their lives
spared. 1 There were other cases of murder and other punishments more or less similar to those stated; but no capital
executions.' In a case of incest committed by a soldier
named Jose Fernandez at Santa Barbara, the chief criminal
was condemned to ter} years of penal labor on the public
works at San Blas and was accordingly sent out of the country, while his daughter Mariana was sentenced to two rears
of domestic servitude in California. 3
I In addition to criminal jurisdiction, Borica was also called
upon to act judicially in various civil matters. A specimen of
his manner of proceeding was afforded in 1_796 by his action
in reference to a cqntroversy between the missionaries and
Manuel Nieto about irrigable lands at the mission of San
Gabriel. As the litigation between the parties promised to be
long and bitter and breaches of the peace and disturbances of
public order seemed likely to occur unless specially prevented,
he deemed it proper to issue a preliminary or interlocutory
decree. He therefore directed that, as it was important notwithstanding the controversy that the lands in contest should
be cultivated, each party should until final adjudication continue to hold and cultivate the land then in his or their possession; and he charged the comandante of Santa Barbara
to see to it that his orders in this respect were strictly enforced
and respected.'
The variety of work, to which it was thus necessary for a
zealous and conscientious governor of both the Californias to
attend, and especially the difficulty of devoting proper attention to every part of the long extent of territory from Cape
San Lucas on the south to San Francisco on the north, induced Borica, at an early period of his administration, to favor
a division of government. A project of this kind had been
under discussion for some time, owing principally to the fact
1 Cal. Archives, S. P. IX, 16o--164.
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that in accordance with the existing system, it took entirely
too long for superior orders intended for Lower California
to be received and executed there . It was necessary for
them to pass in the first place from the capital at Mexico to
Monterey and thence back again, as it were, to his subordinate
at Loreto, thus requiring about two thousand miles of transmission which would be unnecessary _if there should be separate gove}nments of the two Californias. In March, 17g6,
the subject being again mooted among the authorities at
Mexico , the viceroy requested Borica's views upon it. 1 In
September he replied fully. He said that it required about
three months for dispatches to reach him from Mexico and a
month or more longer to reach the comandante at Loreto
through him; and consequently that much time was lost.
There were many matters of great importance relating to the
affairs of Lower California, such as the management of the
missions and Indians, the government of the whites, the regulation of mines and pearl fisheries, the administration of the
military and revenue, and others, which could be much better
attended to by a governor at Loreto than by one at Monterey.
This would especially be . the case if a man of such great
intelligence, application and experience as Arrillaga were
charged with them. It was to be further noted, he went on
in effect to say, that there was a difference between the two
sections arising from the fact that the missionaries of Lower
California were all Dominicans while those of Alta California
were all Franciscans; and, as there was a diversity in the
plans and interests of these two religious orders, it would not
Each might do
be ill to have a diversity of governments.
better .. Under a distinct governor for Lower California, the
Dominicans might be better enabled to extend their establishments around the head of the gulf and clasp hands, so to
speak, with the missionaries of So.nora. Under a distinct
governor for Alta California, the Franciscans might be better
enabled to fill up the country north of San Diego between
the ocean and the Sierra . In view of 'these and like considerations, Borica was decidedly of opinion that the govern1
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ment should be divided by a line drawn below San Diego,
the most southerly of the Franciscan missions, and above San
Miguel, the most northerly of the Dominican establishments. 1
Though the proposed division of government did not then,
nor for several years afterwards, take place, Borica's report
upon the subject is interesting . It exhibits in a remarkable
manner his readiness, his frankness and his honesty of purpose. He was plainly a man who regarded his duty more
than himself. He was clear in his great office. It is pleasing,
therefore, to know that the viceroy Branciforte fully recognized his merits an·d did himself the honor of publicly expressing his satisfaction. In June, 1797, he complimented him in
the highest terms of praise for his efforts in the cause of edu<ation and in the encouragement of agriculture and manufactures; for the various improvements which he had effected;
for the flourishing state to which he had brought the country,
.and for the wise measures he had recommended; and he
.added that as soon as an opportunity presented he would
present a fitting account of them to his majesty, the king.'
Whether this representation was made or not is uncertain.
But, as Branciforte retired from the viceroyalty and returned
to Spain in 1798, it is more than likely that a man, who had
impressed him so favorably as Borica, must have been frequently mentioned and with great commendation in his
reports on American affairs. At the same time it may be
added that he could not well have been mentioned oftener or
praised higher than he deserved.
The immense labor he did from the time he landed in California and the changes wrought by his transfer of residence
from Arispe to Monterey produced bad effects upon his physical constitution. He seems to have endeavored to preserve
his old regimen and for this purpose had several barrels of
wine, such doubtless as. he was in moderation accustomed to,
sent after him from Mexico. 1 In November, 1797, the gobernadora presented him with a California daughter;' and in his
1 Cal.
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good humor he commended her for augmenting the Christian
population.1 But his health began to fail. In May, 1798, he
wrote to Goycoechea that spectacles, which had been sent
him, did not suit;' and it seems likely that the trouble was not
in the spectacles but in the eyes, which had been over-taxed
and were growing dim. Soon afterwards he found an old
injury, caused by too constant and too severe riding on horseback, so aggravated as to prevent him from attending to his
duties with his usual celerity. He therefore deemed it best,
ooth for the public service and for himself, to ask to be
relieved at least temporarily . He accordingly on April 1,
1799, addressed a letter to the viceroy, setting forth that after
thirty-five years of active service, in the course of which he
had ridden over ten thousand leagues, his constitution was so
shattered that he deemed it necessary to return to Mexico for
medical or surgical treatment and he consequently asked to
be relieved of his government or at least allowed leave of
absence for eight ·months.• About the same time, in addressing one of his friends, he excused his brevity by saying that
it was as difficult for him to dictate a letter as to write onethat he felt old and had lost his energy .•
In September, his request to be relieved having been complied with, he appointed Arrillaga to act as gobernador inter ino at Loreto until a regular successor should be appointed,
and ordered Pedro de Alberni, comandante at San Francisco.
to take charge of affairs at Montcrey.s He then, with his wife
and family, which at that time consisted of three children,6 set
out for San Diego; and on January 16, 1800, sailed from that
port on board the Concepcion for San Blas.1 As the vessel
p~sed out into the ocean and he looked back upon the dim
form of Point Loma gradually sinking- in the distance, it was
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lie wrote to Cordoba . l',;overnher 26, 1797: "Tienc \' . ;\I I>. una niiia mas
a quien mandar, por •1uc :\laria Magdalcn:i no quicre scr mt,nos <jue otr:is en esto
de aumentar la Cristianida<l . "-Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XXI, 671.
2 Cal. Archh ·es, P. R. VI, 176.
3 Cal. Archives, P. R. \'II,
520, 523.
' Cal. Archives, P. R. ,·11, 761.
~ Cal. Archives, P. R n. 566, 56;.
•Cal.Archives, P. R. \"II, 522.
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his last sight of Alta California. He reached San Blas and
thence managed to travel as far as Durango; but at the latter
place his career ended. He died there on Juiy 19, 1800.1 He
had been governor of the Californias counting from his arrival
at Loreto in May, 1794, to his departure from San Diego in
January, 18oo, five years and eight months.
1
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OSE JOAQUIN DE ARRILLAGA became the eighth
governor of the Californias. He had already acted as temporary governor from the death of Romcu in I i92 to the
arrival of Borica in I 794 He had then gone back to Loreto
and for the next six years served as captain of the presidio at
that place, to which office he had been originally appointed
in 1783. During these six years he did much traveling from
point to point; made many explorations and surveys; attended
to the suppression of the old missions of Santiago and Guadalupe and the foundation of the new ones of San Pedro
Martir and Santa Catalina; and in the meanwhile, as the
lieutenant of Borica, managed all the other public business,
both political and military, of Lower California. Towards
the end of I 799, when the resignation and retirement of Borica
were determined upon, he, at Borica's suggestion, wrote to the
royal government, soliciting the office of gobernador propietario about to be vacated. 1 The letter, containing his petition, he sent to Borica, who was then about to embark at San
Diego; and Borica on December 29, I 799, wrote a marginal
note, setting forth Arrillaga's long and able services, his
knowledge and experience, his prudence and discretion, the
discipline he had maintained among his troops, the rectitude
and disinterestedness with which he had fulfilled all his duties;
and, in the highest terms of praise, recommended his appointment. 1 The document thus strengthened was forwarded to
Mexico and thence to Madrid.
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XXVI, 'l-50-452.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XX VI, 450.
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In the meanwhile the old proposition of separating the
governments of Alta and Baja California continued to be discussed in official circles; and in view of its speedy settlement,
the appointment of a gobernador propietario was reserved.
In March, 1804, it was determined at Madrid to make the\
separation and substantially as had been recommended by
Borica; and a royal order to that effect was issued the same
month. 1 By the same royal order, Arrillaga was appointed
"gobernador militar y politico " or permanent governor of.
the upper or northern province, which was named in the
paper Nueva or New California, with an annual salary of
four thousand dollars, and dirocted to serve as temporary
governor of the lower or southern province, which was called
Antigua or Old California, until such time as a gobernador
propietario of that province also should be appointed.' It
was not long, however, before that event took place . The
choice fell upon Felipe de Goycoechea, the comandante of
Santa Barbara. His commission was made out and transmitted from Madrid in 1805.1 Goycoechea was then fiftyeight years of age, had been in service twenty-three years,
had approved himself an able officer and in consideration of
his services had been, in 1797, promoted to the rank of capitan.' In 18o6, soon after his installation in his new office,
the divi9ing line between the two provinces, thus distinctly
separating his jurisdiction from that of Arrillaga in Alta California, was fixed at the Arroyo de Barrabas 6 de! Rosario,',
some fifteen or twenty miles south of San Diego.~ At the 1
same time the military jurisdiction over the Dominican mission of San Miguel just south of the dividing line, which had
theretofore been exercised by the presidio of San Diego, was
transferred to the presidio of Loreto;• and thus the separation of the two governments became as complete in military
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XVIII, 441.
Cal. Arcnives, P. S. P. XVIII, 441-444; P. R. IX, 6041 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XXXIX, 493, 494; P. R. X, 23, 33.
'-Cal. Archives, S. P. VII, 248.
'Cal Archives, P. R. X, 4, 8.
• Cal. Archivee,P. R. XII, 120.
1
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and political matters as it had for many years been in ecclesi-'
astical matters.
When Borica left California in i 800 and Arrillaga became.
governor for the second time, the military establishment consisted of about four hundred persons, who were maintained
at an annual cost of a little over ninety-eight thousand dollars.
Of these persons, there were thirty-eight regularly attached to
San Francisco; sixty-five to Monterey; sixty-one to Santa
Barbara and San Diego respectively, and seventy-one to
Loreto. There were thirty belonging to the marine department stationed at the latter place. Besides these there was a.
body of seventy Catalonian volunteers and eighteen artillerymen, who had been sent from San Blas in anticipation of an
attack from England and who were scattered at various
points. 1 There were a few batteries, one at Verba Bu('na, one
at San Francisco, one at Monterey and one at San Diego;
but they amounted to very little as means of defense. No
one of them could have successfully resi!½l:edan . assault by a
single ship of war. The only protection upon which the
country could depend was its remoteness, its weakness and
its supposed poverty . The only defense it i.ould have made
was that planned by Borica, of abandoning the establishments along the coast and retiring, carrying as much property
as possible and driving the stock into the interiQr. The
population of whites was so sparse that there was little or no
opportunity of recruiting among them; and the Indians were
not reliable enough for soldiers. A few attempts had been
made to gather recruits; on one occasion by drafting the
young reprobates of San Jose, I and on another by raising a
company in Lower California.• But neither attempt yielded
adequate results, while in the natural course of events the
ranks were being rapidly thinned by death.
Two officers of high rank died about this time. One was
Hermenegildo Sal, the other Pedro de Alberni. The former
had come to the country with Anza and was made storeCal. Archtvt:s, P. S. P. XVII, 423, 424.
Cal. Archives, I'. R. VI, 738, 740.
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XVII, 807-813.
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keeper at San Francisco in 1776. In I 782 he was a sergeant,
then thirty-six years of age. 1 In 1792 he was an ensign and
in command at San Francisco when Vancouver landed there
in November of that year . The English captain spoke in
high ,terms of Sal and particularly of the decorous and pleasing · behavior of his wife and children on the occasion of the
navigator's visit to their mud residence at the presidio .' He
· was in fact so much pleased that he afterwards gave the name
of Point Sal to a promontory near San Luis Obispo. In
1796, Sal, who in the meanwhile had risen to the rank of
teniente or lieutenant, delivered over the command at San
Francisco, with a very full report on the condition of military
affairs at that place, to Jose Dario Arguello and removed to
Monterey, where he also became comandante. 1 In the early
part of 18oo he complained of his infirmities and asked to be
retired with the rank of ca pi tan .• In September, while sitting with his family in his own house, he was attacked by a
settler whom he had been obliged in the course of his official
<iuties some months previously to punish, and was severely
wounded in the right hand. 6 The hurt was not mortal, but
it seems to have aggravated his failing condition of health .
He died on December 8, 1800, and was buried in the mission
church at San Carlos.• Pedro de Alberni was captain of the
first company of Catalonian volunteers, having the rank of
lieutenant-colonel, and at Borica's departure was left in military command of the four presidios of Alta California . He
appears to have been affiicted with dropsy 1 and died at Monterey on March 11, 1802. Like Sal, he received extreme
unction and made an exemplary ending; and his remains
were likewise buried in the church of San Carlos .•
1
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The death of Alberni left the c1,ief military command of
Alta California in the hands of Jos~ Dario Arguello, the comandante of San Francisco; and IW!continued to exercise it
until the separation of the two governments.
Up to that
time Arrillaga had remained at Loreto; 1 but, as soon as he
was appointed gobernador propietario, he prepared to change
his residence to Monterey and ·arrived there, traveling overland and making various stoppages on the way, at the
beginning of 18o6.2
Arrillaga's first care on assuming his new government of
Alta California was to inspect the various presidios and military establishments.
He found them in what he called an
unhappy and most deplorable state. Five years had elapsed
since the departure of Borica; several severe storms had
occurred, causing great damage; and no repairs had been
made. During the last eight days of 1798 and the first
twenty days of 1799, there had been a hurricane of wind and
rain at San Francisco, which battered down the adobe walls
of the fortifications there; s and in February, 1802, another
furious storm at the same place blew off roofs and beat down
palisades, completing so to speak the destruction of previous years.' The ordnance, which had never been of much
account, was ruined. At Monterey the condition of affairs
was little better. At Santa Barbara the buildings were in a
somewhat more inhabitable state; but there was only a single
cannon. At San Diego the situation resembled that at San
Francisco, with the exception that the guns at Point Guijarros
were in good condition. But they were so illy mounted as
to be almost useless.~ The number of troops was also considerably diminished by the withdrawal in 1805 of the CataIonian volunteers .8 Such troops as remained were in general
but an idle and spiritless set who did little and cared less
for the welfare of the country. The missionaries attributed
1 Cal. Archives, I'. R. XI, 408-41 I.
Cal. Archives, P. R. \"III, 8o-190 .
s Cal. Archives, P. R. \"II, 499-501.
•Cal.Archives, P. S. P. X\"l 11, 519. 5zu.
·, Cal. Archh·es, P. R. IX, 230-232.
'' Cnl. Archh·e~, P. S. P. X\"11 I, 118- 120.
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the sad state of affairs to the remissness of the soldiers in
performing their religious duties. They especially called
- attention to several at San Francisco , who had neglected
their Easter obligations to the church , and to the fact that
very soon afterwards news came of an earthquake at that
place, showing that God was angry; and Arrillaga seemed
disposed to think there might be something in these absurd
notions. 1 As, however, there was no longer any expectatioc
of an attack from foreign powers and the troo,.s, poor as they
were, were still sufficient to keep down the miserable Indians,
the military were sufficient for the needs of the times.
The population of Alta California in 1805, counting the ·
Spaniards and mission Indians or all who ,vere registered at
the then existing nineteen missions, four presidios, two pueblos and one villa, was a little over twenty-two thousand six
hundred, of whom only about two thousand were whites or
gente de razon. 1 In 1810 it was a little over twenty thousand·
eight hundred, of whom over two thousand and fifty were
whites.' The whites were slowly increasing, while the Indians were rapidly diminishing. This was owing-, so far as the
Indians were concerned, chiefly to two causes: first, epidemics,
and, secondly, desertions. In I 798 Borica wrote that the smallpox, then prevalent at San Blas, had not attacked California
notwithstanding several vessels had come from there; and he
hoped the climate was inimical to it.' Like a wise and prudent governor, however, he had taken very efficient measures
of prevention, ordering a complete system of quarantine, fumigation and hospital service, and thus doubtless kept it off.'
But there were other epidemics, affecting the head and throat;
and these were in many cases fatal, especially at Soledad in
1802,' and at Monterey in 1805.1 The desertions referred to
Cal. Archives, P. R. XII, 727, 728.
Cal. Archives, M. III, 589-6<>3.
1 Cal. Archives, M. IV, 192.
'Cal. Archives, P.R. IV, 423, 424.
1 Cal. Archives, P. R. VI, 170, 17r.
• Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XVIII, 500, 501.
1 Cal. Archi•es, P. R. IX, 178.
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were the result of cruelties exercised towards the neophytes.
which after Borica's time became as frequent as they had been
before.
It seems clear that Arrillaga was altogether in too much
accord with the missionaries to properly protect the Indians.
Expeditions became frequent-partly
in search of fugitives
and partly to chastise the gentiles between whom and the
neophytes at the missions there grew up a mutual and deadly
hatred. 1 In 18oo the gentiles in the neighborhood of San
Juan Bautista threatened that mission with destruction. 1 In
18o5 Father Pedro Cuevas, while on a visit among the gentiles in the neighborhood of San Jose, was attacked and
wounded and several of his party killed; and there might
have been a very serious uprising, had not Sergeant Luis Peralta promptly gone out with eighteen soldiers and about as
rnany volunteers from the pueblo and killed a dozen and captured twice as many more of the Indians.• In 18o8 several
Indian women were publicly flogged with twenty-five lashes
each at the mission of San Jose, and the result wa.c;by no
means a quieting one.' Arrillaga objected strenuously to the
publicity, but not to the whipping; 6 and, as his action wa.,;
of a piece with the general treatment the Indians received
throughout the country, their hostility and desperation increased. In I 81 o there was an outbreak at San Gabriel.
which was put down without much trouble by soldiers from
San Diego;• but another uprising the same year near San
Jose required all the force and resources of the famous Gabriel Moraga-who was noted as the best Indian fighter of
his day-to overcome. He and his soldiers were kept at bay
for five or six hours; and, though they finally triumphed and
overpowered the Indians, it was not without a desperate
struggle in which several of the whites were wounded and
one killed .1
----- --

·-----
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Th!! result of these expeditions and castigations was to
repress uprisings for a time; but the bitter feeling of the
Indians continued much the same. It showed itself in other
ways. In I 81 1 a neophyte of San Diego attempted to poison
the missionary: 1 and in 1812 several of the neophytes of
Santa Cruz murdered Father Andres Quintana of that place.'
They did it so secretly and carefully that for some time it was
uncertain who the criminals were; but they were at length
detected, convicted and sentenced to two hundred lashes and
ten years at public labor. On being asked the reason of their
commuting so heinous a crime, they answered that Father
Quin.ana had ordered a scourge of iron to be made and
caused them to be lashed with it. 3 Whether this was in fact
the real cause of the murder may perhaps admit of some
doubt. It was disputed by the friends of the dead missionary, who claimed that he was a devout man and of good character. But it seems certain that there must have been some
special reason of murderous bitterness against him . And that
there were many case$ of outrageous cruelty practiced, sufficient to excite in savage breasts the thought and desire for
bloody vengeance, and quite as likely by him as by any other,
there can be no question.
W.hile the Indians at the missions were decreasing in numbers, the whites, including the offspring of soldiers ano other
whites who had married Indian women, were gradually increasing. There was nothing to prevent their rapid growth
in population. The climate of the country, as was noted by
Vancouver, had the reputation of being as healthy as any in
the world;' and this reputation became stronger and stronger
as the country became more and more known . The great
wonder to Vancouver was that it had not been populated
faster and turned to more account by the Spaniards, instead
of being neglected as it was.) For many years the chief :
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increase was by births and very little by immigration . But
the births in most of the families were numerous; and. the
children, owing to the open air and freedom in which they
lived, grew up strong and vigorous. There were few diseases,
fewer physicians and hardly any drugs. In 1799 a very important bando or order, which doubtless saved many lives or
at least prevented the loss of many, was published by Borica
to the effect that barbers should not exercise the art of
blood-letting. 1
Pablo Soler, the most noted and probably the best surgeon
in the country during Spanish times, had arrived as an officer
in the royal navy about 1796 and was directed to remain in
the country . He was stationed at Monterey and for a while
seems to have been contented. But at length he became
very weary of his seclusion from learned men of his cla,;s.
In 1798 he wrote to the king, complaining of his sad and
unhappy fate in being thus confined within the walls of a
remote presidia surrounded by gentiles and comparatively
deprived of society, and begged to be relieved. At the same
time he gave •an account of his services-his gratuitous at tendance upon officers, missionaries, soldiers, pobladores and
Indians both gentile and Christian when called on; his trav eling sometimes as far as forty leagues to visit a sufferer, and
the difficult operations he had performed. In one case he
had saved an Indian, who had been gored by a bull so that
his entrails protruded, and in numerous cases cured severe
attacks of scurvy, chronic dysentery and dropsy. He also
added as a further reason for relief that his father in Spain
was old, decrepit and blind, and needed the care of his only
son .• It was, doubtless, this filial solicitude, much more than
his good services which were too valuable to be readily dispensed with and were so recognized by his superiors,' that
procured a favorable reply to his petition. He left California about the beginning of 1800.
All the whites in the country in those days, with the ex1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P XVII, 500,501; P.R . VII,
• Cal. Archives, S. P. V, 930-933.
• Cal. Archh-es, J>. It . \"II, 527.
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ception of the soldiers and missionaries and a few others ·
who were at the presidios and missions, lived at the villa of
Branciforte, the pueblo of Los Angeles or the pueblo of San
Jose . Branciforte had been intended for a city, to be populated by pobladores or colonists from New Spain, persons
unprovided for at the pueblos and retired soldiers. But the
original nine pobladores were not desirable companions and
therefore not calculated by their society to make the place
attractive;1 and retiring soldiers, notwithstanding the inducements held out, did not fancy it but preferred the pueblos or
the presidios.' In 1802, both Borica and the viceroy Branciforte being out of the way, the public works projected at the
villa were suspended.' In 18o6 the number of pobladores
had dwindled down to five, only one of whom was married
and his wife was in New Spain . Besides these, there were
two unmarried new-comers and seven invalid soldiers with
their families. There were seven houses made of palisades and
mud, badly roofed with tules, which were inhabited, and seven,
one of adobe formerly occupied by the comisionado, which
were uninhabited.' The name Villa de Branciforte still remained; but besides the name and the remembrance of vast
projects there was next to nothing.
The pueblo of N uestra Sef\ora de Los Angeles, sometimes
called Santa Maria de Los Angeles 6 and sometimes La
Reyna de Los Angeles,• founded in 1781 by Governor Felipe
de Neve, was slowly growing. In 1790its population was one
hundred and forty-one, forty-four of whom were married persons.7 In 1795 there were seventeen houses .' In 1796 there
was a new distribution of building lots.• In 1798 Borica ordered the irrigating canal then existing to be extended and
Cal. Archives, S. P IV, 624~32.
Cal. Archives, P. R. VII, 530.
a Cal. Archh·es, P. R. IX, 651.
• Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 237.
6 Cal. Archives, M. II, 247.
• Cal. Archive~. P. R. VI, 55.
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8 Cal. Archives, M. II, 310.
•Cal. Archives, P. R. YI, 55, 56.
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more fruit trees, vines, and gardens to be planted.'
In I 799
the population was two hundred and sixty-nine• and in 1805
three hundred and seventy-two , of whom one hundred and
forty-four were grown persons. 3 Between the last named
year and 1811 there was a small decrease;' and then the population slowly rose again to six hu~dred and twelve in 1820.~
The character of the inhabitants was little if any better than
that of those of San Jose, which, however, was more noted
for its wickedness. Idleness, gambling, and \'ice of all kinds
abounded . In 1809 the comisionado wrote that drunkenness
and disorderly conduct had risen to such a scandalous height
that the prison was full and the stocks always occupied and
that, though he had ordered the sale of wine and aguardiente
to be stopped, there was need of stronger authority than he
possessed to preserve the public peace.•
The pueblo of San Jose de Guadalupe, founded by Governor
Felipe de Neve in 1777, contained in 1795 a population of
one hundred and eighty-seven persons. 1 They were infamous
for laziness,' and theft.' In 1796 irrigation was greatly improved and agriculture, particularly of hemp, encoura!,!ed, 1•
and in 1797 sheep-raising added as one of the principal occupations of such of the people as would do anything. 11 But
a large portion of the inhabitants were inherently vicious;
and disorder and crime continued unabated. The oiJ records
are full of accounts of outrages of all kinds. It was not to
be regretted that such a population decreased rather than
increased. In I 800 it was one hundred and sixty-six. 1' The
harvest the same year amounted to about fourteen hundred
1 Cal.
• Cal.
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• C1I.
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fanegas of wheat , sixteen hundred of maize and one hundred
and twenty-five of beans. 1 In 1805 the population had increased to one hundred and ninety-four;• and it is said that
· during that year the beautiful alameda or double row of willow trees about three miles long, connecting the pueblo with
the mission of Santa Clara , was planted . As these trees in
time grew large, their branches interlaced over the road
which was kept in tolerable repair; and for many years it
formed and in fact still forms one of the most charming and
delightful drives or walks in all California . But it was to
Fathers Magin Catala and Jose Via<ler, the missionaries of
Santa Clara, or rather the Indians under thei r direction and
orders, and not to any publ ic spirit on the part of the population of San Jose, that the country was indebted for this rnagnificent vista of beauty and grateful shade .
Very soon after the original foundation of the pueblo of
San Jose it was found that the site was subject to overflow by
the Guadalupe river; and in 1785 Jose Joaquin Moraga, the
comis ionado, recommended that it should be removed to
higher ground on the other side of the stream.• In 1797
Cordoba, the engineer, was directed to make the necessary
surveys and effect the proper changes.' In 1798, a dispute,
arose between the authorities of the pueblo and the neighboring missionaries of Santa Clara as to the boundary between
the two places/ and the controversy caused considerable dissension until 1800, when the dividing line was fixed at the river
Guadalupe, giving the pueblo, however, certain rights on the
mission side of the stream .• There was a like dispute between the pueblo and the mission of San Jose, which was not
settled until 1809. 1 l n 1811 the population of the pueblo
was only one hundred and ten,' and in 1815 only one hun dred and thirty-seven.•
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The lists of population of the entire province of Alta California for the five years between 1810 and 1816, including
the last four years of Arrillaga's administration, show that at
the end of that period the gente de razon numbered twentyfive hundred and thirty-eight and the mission Indians nineteen thousand four hundred and sixty-seven. During the
five years referred to six hundred and fifteen whites had been
born and two hundred and seventeen had died. Of Indians
during the same period three thousand three hundred and
twenty-three had been born and seven thousand three hundred and ninety-four had died. 1 But these figures do not
include the gentile Indians north of San Francisco and in the
San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, where the proportion
of births and deaths was perhaps more evenly balanced.
Arrillaga was not often called upon to exercise judicial
functions and certainly did not watch over the general welfare
with the pains-taking and tender solicitude of a Borica In
18o5 some of the pobladores of Los Angeles complained
that the pasture grounds of their cattle were too limited or
had been encroached upon by others; and the subject was
referred by the comandante of Santa Barbara to Arrillaga;
but he sent back word that the comandante should attend to
the matter and everything of like character himself.' The
only notable case in which he acted was in reference to an
unnatural crime committed in 1800 near the mission of
San Buenaventura by a soldier named Jose Antonio Rosas of
the presidio of Santa Barbara. He was detected by a couple
of Indian women and, after trial and confession, was sentenced to be hung and his body burned. The case was then
referred to Arrillaga, who sent it to the vice-regal government
at Mexico, by which the judgment was approved and Arrillaga ordered to have the punishment inflicted as adjudged
and a like punishment upon a mule which was charged and
declared by the judgment to be a particeps criminis; and
in February I 8o1 both man and beast were marched out by
a file of soldiers a short distance west of Santa Barbara
1
1
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and the horrid sentence carried into execution:
In 1810 an
insidious attempt was made by the guardian of the college of
San Fernando in Mexico to exercise judicial power through
one of the missionaries of San Diego; but Arrillaga denied
the jurisdiction and put his foot firmly down upon the proceeding.2 By this action he showed that there was a very
marked distinction between the ecclesiastical and the civil
authority and that, friendly and subservient as he usually was
to the missionaries, he was determined to prevent the former
from encroaching upon the latter. For this, if for nothing (
else that he did as a magistrate, he is entitled to credit.
'
During Arrillaga's time the Spanish jealousy of foreigners)
was manifested on various occasions and especially by Arrillaga himself. Even in 1793, while he was gobernador interino, on the occasion of Vancouver's second visit, he exhibited his feeling and spirit in this respect in a very marked
manner. He gave the English navigator to understand that
there was no royal order for his reception, as there had been
in the case of La Perouse; that the attentions that had been
paid him on his first visit were for that time only, and that in
fine he was not welcome a second time .' In this, however,
he may not have acted on his own responsibility, though the
Spanish government at that time pretended to be rather
favorable than otherwise to the English and in 1794 took the
trouble to ship from Cape San Lucas to San Blas and from
San Blas to Alta California five deserters from Vancouver's
vessels and order them to be delivered to him.• It is certain
that general orders had been received to admit no foreign
vessel except in case of urgent necessity and to prevent
examinations by foreigners into the state and condition of
the country;6 and similar orders were received in 1796.•
This feeling against foreigners was particularly strong against'
Americans. In 1796 the treaty of friendship, boundaries and
----
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navigation between the United States and Spain was received
and proclaimed in California. 1 Towards the end of the same
year the ship Otter of Boston, Captain Ebenezer Dorr, the first
American vessel that visited California, ran in to Monterey
and surreptitiously left there a few of its sailors, some Americans and some English. Borica afterwards, before sending
these persons out of the country, utilized them in building a
launch, a mill, and some much better wagons than were in genea:aluse in the country;' but their superior mechanical skill does
not seem to have had any effect in reconciling the Spaniards
to the Yankee nation. The impression appears to have been,
and it was perhaps correct, that American vessels in those
days were mostly engaged in contraband trade . In May,
1799,another American ship, named the Eliza, Captain James
Rowan, arrived at San Francisco and asked permission to·
remain for a time; but the authorities made up their minds
that its object was contraband trade and compelled it to leave
without delay.•
On February IS, 18o3, the American bri~ Lelia Byrd,
Captain William Shaler, anchored at San Diego. Its object
was to purchase otter skins . The next day Manuel Rodriguez,
the cotnandante of the presidio, appeared with a company of
soldiers; placed a guard of fiv~ of them on board; forbade
any trading, and ordered the adventurers to leave as soon as
they could be supplied with necessaries. Shaler was also
informed that the American ship Alexander, Captain Brown,
had been there only a few days before and purchased a number of skins; but that the comandante had forcibly seized
them and sent the vessel off empty . It was thus very apparent
that the purpose of the Lelia Byrd in landing at San Diego
could not be openly accomplished . On March 21, the necessaries were supplied and paid for; and the brig was ordered
by the comanJante to leave the next day. But that night
the Americans sent off several boats to gather up such skins
as could be purchased by stealth. A few furs were thus proCal. Archives, I' . R. IV, 278.
• Cal. Archives, P. R. IV, 290.
1 Cal, Archives, I'. R. VII, 536, 5.37; P. S. P. X\"11, 450.
1
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cured; but one of the boats being discovered by the alert comandante was seized and its men made prisoners and bound.
In the morning a party of the Americans, armed with pistols,
after first securing the guards on the vessel, landed and rescued the prisoners. The brig then weighed anchor and got
under sail; but in working out of the bay it had to pass within
musket shot of the battery or fort on Point Guijarros, to which
the Spaniards rushed, hoisted their flag and loaded their three
nine-pounder cannons . There being very little wind, it took
the brig some time to get within gun shot; but, when it did
so, the Spaniards opened fire and kept up a cannonade for
three-quarters of an hour. The Americans in the meantime
had placed the Spanish guards in conspicuous positions on
the side of the vessel towards the fort; and these lustily
implored their countrymen to desist firing. But it did no
good. The shot that struck, however, injured only the rigging and sails until the brig was directly in front, when the
hull was struck several times . Up to this conjuncture the
Americans had not returned a shot, though they had moved
their six three-pounders into position. But when immediately
abreast the battery, they too opened fire. At the first broadside, they observed most of the Spaniards scampering up the
hill at the back of the fort; and at the second broadside they
saw the remainder abandon their guns and run, with the
exception of a single soldier who mounted the ramparts and
waved his hat in token of giving up the fight . The Spanish
guard on board was soon after put ashore uninjured, at which
they were much astonished and hurrahed for the Americans;
and the brig went on its way rejoicing that no one had been
hurt and that the only damage of any moment done was a
hole which was easily plugged with a wad of oakum. 1
After the adventure of the Lelia Byrd the visits of the
American traders or smugglers were not uncommon. Hardly
a year passed without one or two of them touching. Yankee
ingenuity soon learned how to avoid or satisfy the Spanish
authorities and at the same time make immense profits. The
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1 Narrative of Voyages and Commercial Enterprises, by ltichard
Boston, 1850, 194-198.
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vessels usually left Boston with cargoes of miscellaneous articles, liquors, cutlery, cottons and so on, costing a few thousand
dollars. These were bartered along the coast of California
for otter and beaver skins, which were carried to China and
bartered for teas and silks. The cargoes on the return to
Boston, after all expenses paid, usually netted ten or twenty
times the original investment. In this way many a New
England fortune of those days was built up. But the authorities still continued jealous of the American people and would
not allow any of them to remain or even to travel in the
country. In 1809 a party of five Americans appeared at San
Jose, representing themselves as shipwrecked sailors who had
been wandering about the country for three weeks. Arrillaga
pronounced them deserters and sent them off as soon as an
opportunity presented itself. 1
In 1814 the British ship Raccoon, Captain William Black,
touched at San Francisco and was better treated than was
usual with foreigners.
Considerable correspondence took
place- between Black and Arrillaga; and it was of a friendly
character; but at the same time Black found it necessary to
deprecate the feeling of antipathy entertained by the Spaniards against the English and especially the prejudice caused
by their difference in religion.' In one of his letters he spoke
about eight men, who had deserted from the British ship
Isaac Todd and whom he asked to be delivered up to him.
He then went on to say that some of his own men, who contemplated desertion, were for the purpose of rendering the
Californians favorable to their project pretending to be
Catholics; but he begged that no encouragement should be
given them. As the Spaniards and the English, he observed,
were fighting together as allies and friends in Europe, they
ought to be ready and willing everywhere to do each other
reciprocal favors. Nor was there any good reason why animosity on religious grounds should separate them. On the
contrary, he continued," we have had sufficient proofs from
many glorious victories, gained over the common enemy in
1
1
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the Peninsula by the Spaniards and English, that their difference in religion has never in any way prevented their acting
together in the most cordial manner ." 1
But the first foreigners who were received with sufficient
favor to be allowed to settle, or at least were not prevented
from making a settlement in the country, were the Russians. The way for them was made in 18o6 by M. de ·
Resanoff, chamberlain of the Russian emperor . Having
been sent out from St . Petersburg in the interest of the
Imperial Russian-American Fur Company, after visiting the
stations in the North Pacific, he ran down the American
coast with the object of founding an establishment at the
mouth of the Columbia; but bad weather, want of provisions and the difficulties of the bar at the mouth of that
river rendered his attempt impracticable and he continued
his voyage to San Francisco. 2 On arriving there he wrote to
Arrillaga at Monterey, who at once replied in a very gracious
letter, congratulating him upon his safe arrival after the severe
equinoctial storms that had been raging and informing him
that he had received instructions from the court of Madrid to
offer hirn and his people all possible aid and assistance.s The
hospitable reception thus tendered was duly appreciated by
the Russians and by none more so than by their commander
Resanoff. His eyes, long unaccustomed to female charms,
had fallen upon the fair Concepcion, daughter of Jose Dario
Arguello, comandante of San Francisco, and his heart was
enslaved.' He plighted his troth to her. It was necessary,
however, before he could marry to obtain his emperor's consent; and, as soon as the affairs of his voyage in California
were settled, he departed for St . Petersburg to solicit the
requisite consent and then return and claim his bride. But
t Cal. Archivea, P. S. P. XIX, 1241.
• Duflot <le Mofras, II, 1, 2 .
s Cal. Archives, P. R. VIII, 194, 195.
• G. H . von Langsdorff, who accompanied R~sanoff and afterwards published
an account of his voyages an<l travels, described Concepcion Arguello as fellows:
"Doll.a Concepcion was lively and animated, had sparkling, love-inspiring eyes,
beautiful teeth, pleasing and expressive features, a fine form and a thousand other
charms; yet her manners were perfectly ~imple an<l artless. "-Voyages and Travels
&c., by G. H . von Langs<lorff, London, 18141 II, 153.
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unfortunately, on his way through Siberia, he was killed by a
fall· from his horse. When the melancholy news reached
.California, Dona Concepcion was inconsolable; and, after
years of mourning, she renounced the world and dedicated
the remainder of her life to the instruction of the young and
the care of the sick. 1
The plans of Resanoff were much more extensive than
would at fir.st sight appear. It is true that when he left the
Russian possessions in the far north, his sole purpose was to
found an establishment at the mouth of the Columbia river,
and he had no eye upon California; but afterwards, upon
reaching San Francisco and beholding the magnificent bay
and country round abol,lt it, his views enlarged and he conceived the idea of joining hands with the Californians and
uniting the Russian and Spanish settlements on the Pacific in
firm bonds . The good understanding then existing between
the courts of St. Petersburg and Madrid was favorable to his
project. The former had given notice to the latter of the
sailing of its ships, the Nadeschda and Neva, under Captains
Krusenstern and Lisiansky, on what proved to be the first
Russian voyage of circumnavigation, and of the possibiljty of
their touching in California; and the Spanish court, in view
of this possibility, had sent word that the Russians should be
treated with extraordinary respect and consideration.
These
vessels, with Resanoff on board .the Nadeschda, proceeded by
the way of Cape Horn to Kamtschatka and did not reach
California; but Resanoff sailed thence in another vessel to
Sitka and there purchased a small American trading-vessel,
called the Juno, with which he ran down as has been stated
to the mouth of the Columbia and thence, without stopping.
to San Francisco.
His object being to provide regular supplies of grain for
the Russian establishments in the north, he at once saw that
California and especially San Francisco with its grand bay
was the very spot of which he was in search. He immediately bent all his energies to the establishment of such rela1 Narrative of a journey round the world &c., by Sir George Simpson; Loadon, 1847, I, 377-379.
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tions with the Californians as would . tend to accomplish his
newly-conceived project . While he was at San Francisco
Arrillaga the governor, for the purpose of showing .him
especial honor, rode up from Monterey to pay a formal visit;
and thereupon Resanoff endeavored, with all the eloquence of
which he was master, to negotiate an agreement to open an
immediate trade between the Russians and the Spaniards.•
Arrillaga admitted that such an arrangement would be highly
advantageous; but he was afraid to take the responsibility
and could only promise to submit the proposition with recommendations to the cabinet at Madrid.
Resanoff, though he failed to open immediate commercial
relations with the Californians, by no means abandoned the
project'. His engagement with Dofla Concepcion Arguello
indicated that he was in earnest. When he left California,
after a delightful sojourn of about six weeks including the
whole of April, 18o6, he went with the intention of proceeding as soon as practicable to St. Petersburg, obtaining from
his emperor, besides a license to marry, a commission to
Madrid, and there negotiating a treaty, which would bind the
Russians and Spaniards in the North Pacific firmly together.
He proposed then to cross over to Mexico, proceed thence to
California, claim his bride and devote himself to the building up of the new trade and Russian-Californian interests in
general.'
There may be some doubt whether any very great amount
of trade could have been established between Russian America and California for the reason that, though the Russians
required grain and beef, there was little or nothing produced
in the .Russian establiihments of which the Californians stood
in need . It is likely, however, with the example of so prominent a man as Resanoff taking a Californian wife and devoting
himself to Californian affairs, that many others would have
followed and the country gradually have become in great part
if not entirely Russianized. But when Resanoff died, hi; project di~ with him; and afterwards, when the Russians came
1
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to the country, it was only as temporary sojourners-only,
so
far at least as professions went, for the temporary purpose of
hunting and fishing and not as permanent settlers or for the
purpose of joining and amalgamating with the Californians.
Notwithstanding
Resanoffs death and the failure of his
plans for the want of some one to take them up and carry
them out, his reports of the beauty and fertility of the country and the immense number of otters and seals found along
the coasts attracted the immediate attention of the Russian
court to the neighborhood of San Francisco. Negotiations
;', were at once set on foot with the Spanish court and, in the
· course of a few years, permission obtained to found a Russian ✓
I establishment on the coast for the sole purpose of hunting
\and curing skins and furs. In the beginning of I 8 I 2, accordingly, M. de Baranoff, the governor of Russian America, dispatched M. de Koskoff with one hundred Russians and one
hundred Kodiak Indians to Bodega, where they estab!Jshed
themselves and commenced their hunting and fishing. , They
brought along with them their seal-skin canoes, called cayucas or baidarkas, with which they explored the coasts and
islands and both arms of the bay of San Francisco, with all
its cov~s, creeks, sloughs and marshes, and gathered great
numbers of skins. There are said to have been weeks in
which they killed seven or eight hundred otters in the bay of
San Francisco alone. The skins were at that time worth at
Kiakta or Maimakin on the borders of Russia and China, to
which they were sent, from eighty to a hundred dollars a
piece; so that the profits of early Russian adventures in California were enormous . Meanwhile they found that they
could easily procure in California the grain necessary to supply the northern establishments, for which they had often
been obliged to go as far as Chili, and also fat, tallow and
dried meats; and a considerable trade in these articles soon
commenced. At first the Russians paid in coin, but afterwards they imported merchandise, which the Spaniards were
glad to get. The hunting and the trad~ thus originated rapidly enlarged; and the Russians increased in numbers.
In
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1815 they bought cattle of their own and established a fe,w
farms near Bodega, where they began to raise stock and
wheat on their own account.
In October, 1816, the Russian ship Rurick, which was on a
scientific voyage into the North Pacific, dropped anchor at
San Francisco. It was under the command of Otto vori Kotzebue, a lieutenant in the Russian imperial navy, and had on
board several celebrated naturalists, among them Dr. Eschscholz, from whom the large, orange-colored Californian
poppy derived its scientific name of " Eschscholzia." Kotzebue remained in California about a month; and, as the
good understanding between Russia and Spain still continued,
he was received and treated with much the same favor as
Resanoff had been. Pablo Vicente de Sola, the then governor, followed the example of Arrillaga and paid him a ceremonious visit from Monterey; and everything was done that
could be thought of to render his stay interesting and pleasant.
But by this time the Californians had begun to grow
alarmed at the prosperity and rapid growth of their neighbors at Bodega and especially in view of the fortification they
had set up at Ross. Sola complained of the apparantly permanent character of their settlement; and, at his instance,
Kotzebue sent for Koskoff, the Russian comandante in California, for the purpose of making explanations and if possible
coming to some satisfactory understanding.· Koskoff, or, as
he was more commonly known among the Spaniards on account of his having a wooden leg, old "Pie de palo-Timbertoe," came down from Ross; and a conference was held on
board the Rurick. His answer to all complaints was that he
had no discretion; that he was acting strictly under the orders
and in accordance with the instructions of his superior, M. de
Baranoff, who was head of all the Russian settlements in
America, and that all he could do was to refer to him. Under the circumstances, nothing satisfactory could be agreed
upon. It was understood that the governor's complaints would
be submitted at St. Petersburg, but this promised no very
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pos1t1ve and certainly no very speedy relief. On the other
hand the superiority of the Russian settlement to any made
by the Spaniards in California, which became more and more
apparent as the facts became more and more known, caused
bitter feelings; and from that time forward the same jealousy
felt against other foreigners was felt against the Russians
also .1
In 1808 Charles IV., king of Spain, abdicated and Fernando
VI I. mounted the throne . The news reached California about
the beginning of February, 1809, and Arrillaga, as directed by
Garibay, the incoming viceroy at Mexico, proclaimed the new
king and ordered a salute of forty-five guns, fifteen at sunrise.
fifteen at noon and fifteen at sunset, to be fired by each of the
presidios and forts in his honor. 2 A subsequent date, August
10, 1809, was appointed as the time for the governor to take
the oath of allegiance to the new sovereign. On that day, at
. five o'clock in the afternoon, Arrillaga made his appearance
in the hall of the mission of San Carlos . There were present
there Father Esteban Tapis, the president of the missions,
Fathers Vicente Francisco Sarria and Juan Amoros, Surgeon
Manuel Quixana of the royal navy, Ensign Jose Mariano
Estrada and others . Arrillaga advanced; knelt before the
crucifix; placed one hand upon the Holy Evangels, and, holding up with the other the cross of his sword , swore to bear
true allegiance to king Fernando VI I.; to uphold and maintain
all the rights of his dynasty and his kingdom of the Indies,
and to obey and execute all the orders of his supreme council
as depositary of those rights, pledging the last drop of his
blood in their defense and preservation .3
On September I 3, I 810, the revolution against Spain, which
finally resulted in Mexican independence, commenced in the
province of Guanajuato . The uprising was at first regarded
as a mere riot of ignorant and drunken Indians, which could
eas ily be quelled by a few soldier s. But, there being disaf 1 Kotzchuc's Voyage of Discovery &c. , London, 1821, I, 93- 292; Duflot de
Mofras, II, 3-6 ; History of Sonoma County, by J. l'. '.\lunro-Fmser, 41.
•Ca l. Arch ives, I'. R. XII, 739.
a Cal . Archives, P. S. P. XIX, 702-704.
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fection everywhere, the revolution spread with rapidity and
soon assumed serious proportions. A motley army, illy
armed but inspired with vengeance against the Spaniards,
collected. The patriot-priest, Miguel Hioalgo, throwing a
military jacket over his priestly cassock and hanging a sword
next the crucifix at his side, put himself at its head and
began his march towards the capital. For a time he carried
all before him. But in March, 18 I 1, he was defeated at the
bridge of Calderon; shortly afterwards he was betrayed and
captured; and in July, 1811, at the city of Chihuahua, he was
shot, ejaculating with his last words a prayer for Mexican
independence. In the meanwhile, and during all the troubles in Mexico, nothing was further from the thoughts of
Arrillaga or any of the Californian authorities or people than
revolution. To the very last moment, the province remained/
intensely and unreservedly loyal to the crown. Soon after
Hidalgo's rising, a wild proclamation against his projects
issued by the bishop of Michoacan was sent to Arrillaga; and
he, in September, 1811, published it to the people. 1 · As a mat •
ter of fact Hidalgo was then in his grave and the revolution
for the time being repressed. It continued repressed for several years. But the time was fast approaching when the
Aztec spir1t was to rise triumphant over oppression and the
richest of its jewels to be torn forever from the Spanish
crown.
Arrillaga did not live to see the new era. He died at the
He was at the time of
mission of Soledad on July 25, 1814
his death sixty-four years of age. He had been gobernador
interino of the two Californias for the second time from January, 18oo, to March, 18o4, a period of four years and two
months, and gobernador propietario of Alta California from
March, 18o4, to July, 1814, a period of ten years and four
months. He had never married. His next relatives were a
brother and four sisters, three of them married, all residing in
Spain. Ten days before his death he made a will, leaving a
few bequests to his servants but constituting his unmarried
sister, Maria Josefa de Arrillaga of the province: of Guipuzcoa,
I
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his heir. He directed that various masses for the repose of
his soul should be:said, and among them one hundred at the
mission of San Antonio and one hundred at the mission ol
San Miguel. He had been in service and office continuously
for about thirty-seven years; but his estate at the time of his
death did not amount to over three thousand dollars.• His
body, in accordance with his will was buried in the church
of the mission of Soledad, where he died.' Two years afterwards Jose Mariano Estrada, whom he had appointed his
· executor, paid out five hundred and ninety-nine dollars for
masses at the rate of a dollar apiece. The missionaries
claimed six hundred dollars for a round six hundred masses;
but on counting them all up there appeared to have been one
less than the number claimed; and the estate consequently
saved a dollar.' It might have been hetter, and would certainly have been pleasanter to rec:ord,if the dollar saved had
gone to the missionaries and the five hundred and ninetynine, paid out, to Dofla Maria Josefa
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XXXVIII, 498-503; P. S. P. XX, 1142-548
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ARGUELLO (THE
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VII.
AND SOLA.
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HE death of Arrillaga devolved the temporary or interino government of Alta California upon Jose Dari9
·Arguello, then comandante of Santa Barbara. Arguello was
born at Queretaro about the year 1755; but, being of pure
Spanish blood, he was called a Spaniard. At the age of
eighteen he entered the military service as a soldier and in
the course of the next few years made various campaigns
In 1776he
against the Indians of New Vizcaya and Sonora
came to California in the second expedition of Juan Bautista
de Anza. In 1781, being then an ensign, lie was appointed by
Governor Felipe de Neve comisionado of the pueblo of Los
Angeles, which was founded that year . About the same time
he married Ignacia Moraga; and out of this marriage arose
one of the most prom1nent and respectable of the old Californian families. He became teniente or lieutenant and comandante of San Francisco in 1787.1 In 1797, having shortly
before made a campaign in the Colorado country.' he was
promoted by the king to the rank of capitan.' In 18o6, on
account of the appointment of Felipe de Goycoechea to the
governorship of Lower California, Arguello was transferred
to the vacated comandancia of Santa Barbara and left that
of San Francisco in the hands of his son, Luis Antonio
Arguello, who a short time before had been promoted to the
rank of teniente.
Upon delivering over the command of San Francisco.
----·- ·------Cal. Archives, M. I, 327.
Cal Archives, P. l<. V, 735.
1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XV, 817: S. P; VIII, 159.
1
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Capitan Jose Dario Arguello; as was usual upon such occasions,
made out a list of instructions for the new comandante. The
first and principal objects of the latter's attention, he said.
shout~ be the preservation of peace and harmony among the
troops and their families, the proper subordination to superior
officers, the prevention of gambling and scandalous conduct
and the infliction of punishment in due proportion to the
grade of offenses committed. There should be regular and
careful periodical inspections ot the clothing, arms, equipments and horses of the soldiers, and sedulous supervision
exercised over the guards at the missions and especially over
that at San Jose, where the Indians were disposed to be seditious. The presidio should be repaired, and for that purpose
Indian workmen of the missions employed, and care taken
to keep correct accounts and see to their payment. In case
American vessels should arrive, their papers should be inspected and, if unsatisfactory, permission to remain should
be refused; but in reference to this subject, in order to avoid
bad results, great prudence was to be exercised and infor. mation transmitted at once to the government. To these
instructions were added others relating to the religious exercises of the troops, the commissary department and precautions against fire, making altogether eighteen articles and
furnishing directions for action in almost every contingency. 1
When Arguello became comandante of Santa Barbara, he
transferred his residence to that place and carried with him
most of his family, among whom were his sons Gervasio and
Santiago, who afterwards became prominent in the southern
part of the province, while Luis, having become comandante
of San Francisco, remained in the north. In 1814, when
Arrillaga died, Jose Dario Arguello was still comandantc of
Santa Barbara; but on becoming temporary governor he assumed the command in chief of the entire province and held
it until the arrival of his successor, Pablo Vicente de Sola, in
August 1815. In the meanwhile, on December 31, 1814,
he was appointed gobernador propietaric of Lower Califor----------1
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nia I and, upon being relieved at Santa Barbara soon after
Sola's arrival, he proceeded to Loreto where he remained
until 1821, when at the age of about sixty-six years, finding his health broken, and feeling that he could no longer
properly fulfill the duties of his office, he resigned.' During his incumbency as temporary governor of Alta California,
which lasted about a year, affairs were conducted with so
much quietness and regularity that there is nothing of special moment in the account of his administration to record.
He felt called upon merely to preserve peace and tranquillity;
and he did so with great success.
Pablo Vicente de Sola, the tenth governor of Alta California, was born about the year 176o in the province of Vizcaya in Spain. He entered the military service and came to
America about the year 1796.3 He gradually rose in rank; in
18o5 was captain and commissary,' and afterwards became a
teniente-coronel in the royal army at Guadalajara . He was
a staunch royalist and bitterly opposed to the revolution and
revolutionary ideas. For this reason perhaps, as much as any
other, he was on December 31, 1814, appointed by Calleja,
the viceroy of New Spain, gobernador propietario or political
and military governor of Alta California. As soon as his
appointment reached him, he took the oath of office before
the president of the royal audiencia of Guadalajara and
started for his province. It required eighty days of navigation from San Blas to reach Monterey, where he at length
arrived on August 30, I 8 IS; and a few days afterwards he
issued circulars to the comandantes of the presidios and fathers of the mission!>,giving notice of his appointment, his
arrival at the capital and his assumption of office.'
The white people of Alta California and especially the missionaries had awaited the arrival of the new governor with
great impatience. There had already been much feeling in
Archives,
2 Cal. Archives,
1 Cal. Archives,
• Cal. Archives,
~ C..al.Archives,
1 Cal.
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reference to the revolution then in progress, and the Californians were intensely loyal to the crown. Sola, being the representative of the monarchical or anti-revolution sentiment,
was popular before he came; and his arrival was therefore
the signal and occasion of extraordinary celebration. Never
before was a governor of California inaugurated with so much
solemnity and so much rejoicing. The principal missionaries
collected, with Father Esteban Tapis the president at their
head. They brought along all the best Indian musicians to
take part in the grand mass to be celebrated in his honor
in the church of the presidio at Monterey. At the same time
the chief military men of the province gathered together at
the capital; and there were not wanting most of the residents
of the country within reach and great numbers of Indians,
who came from far and near to witness a ceremonial so unaccustomed and to partake of festivities so much talked about
in advance and so magnificent as these were to be.
The presidio of Monterey at that time consisted of a square
of adobe buildings, roofed with tiles, opening upon an inclosed
court-yard on the inside. Each of the four walls on the outside was two hundred varas or five hundred and fifty feet long
On the inside, running along the fronts of the buildings all
the way around the court-yard, was a grand corridor, ten feet
wide, the tile roof of which was continuous with the roofs of
the buildings and supported next the plaza on great pillars of
redwood. The principal wall of the structure, which was
towards the west, consisting partly of stone and ten or twelve
feet high, baa a large gate-way, which was the only entrance
and exit to and from the interior. There was only one great
door or gate, which as a general rule was closed and locked
every evening at sunset and not opened again until the next
morning at dawn . The key was usually kept by the comandante. 0:1 the south side of the court-yard and constituting a part of the southern wall of the enclosure was the
presidia church, a structure of stone and mortar, which still
remains in a tolerably good state of preservation as a monument of times long gone by.
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Upon the occasion of Sola's inauguration all the inside of
the inclosure and particularly the pillars of the corridor were
ornamented with evergreens from the neighboring woods; and
among these were distributed great numbers of lamps or
cruets consisting of little pots of suet with cotton wicks, such
as were generally used for lights in those days. Almost the
whole of the previous day had been spent in preparations;
and when evening came on and it began to grow dark, the
lamps were all lighted and the festivities commenced. All
th= people gathered in social reunion to meet and speak with
the governor, to promenade along the corridors; to romp in
the court-yard, and to witness the illumination. It was a
pleasant and romantic spectacle, and whatever may have been
lacking in splendor and refinement was more than made up in
harmony, good-feeling and enjoyment. Alvarado, afterwards
governor, then a boy of six years, born and bred on the spot,
was present and carried through his long life a remembrance
of the scene as one of the most vivid recollections of his
childhood.
The next morning high mass was celebrated on a grand
scale in the church. The missionaries dressed in their sacerdotal vestments took their places at the altar and the Indian
musicians, thirty or forty in number, ranged themselves
near by to act as choir. They were ali dressed in bright
£olors and carried viols, violins, flutes, drums and other musical instruments, with which they accompanied the chants of
the priests. The troops, both cavalry and artillery, were
drawn up in front of the church, the former in the form of
infantry with their muskets, and the latter further off with a
few pieces of flying ordnance. All being arranged, the governor and chief officers made their appearance; and. as soon
as they had marched through the files 0f soldiers and entered
the church, the intonation of the Te Deum Laudamus commenced, emphasized with discharges of musketry and cannons which were kept up until the religious ceremony was
concluded. This, "la gran funcion " as it was called, beingfinished, the cavalry mounted their horses and put themselves
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in position for parade. They were dressed in their cueras or
sleeveless jackets of four or five thicknesses of buckskin.
On their shoulders were loose cloaks which covered their
bodies, and on their heads small low-crowned hats, fastened
with yellow straps tied under their chins. Upon their left
arms were rough shields, made of the thickest· portions of
bull-hides, and in their right hands stout lances of wood
tipped with steel. Their muskets or carbines were carri<:d in
leather cases attached to the saddles of their horses and at
their sides hung sheath knives. The horses were the largest,
strongest and hardiest in the province, chosen in view of
severe campaigns over rough places for their endurance and
· obedience to the slightest touch of the rein.
As soon as the governor, chief officers and priests left the
church, they proceeded to the foot of the flag-staff' in the
center of the court-yard, and the mounted soldiers, after a
few evolutions, formed in a circle around them. Over all at
the mast-head . floated the royal colors of Spain. Sola then
opened his lips and spoke of California and the admiration
with which he greeted it and its people. When he had
addressed the crowd for a half hour or more, and all were
listening with breathless attention, he turned to the troops
and cried, "Soldiers of Cortes, you have conquered a vast
territory. To your valor and discipline and to the counsels
of these venerable fathers, who have accompanied you in all
your dangers and participated equally with yourselves in all
the difficulties, privations and inquietudes of forty-six years
of labor and fatigues, are owing the abundance and plenty
which we see around us. Behold them on every side. Behoid the missions with their thousands of Indians living in
peace and in willing subjection to the sacred sway of the
evangel of Christ. Behold the desert places smiling under
cultivation . Behold the establishment of industry and in
every direction the promise and proof of general prosperity ."
Closing with these words the address was greeted with loud
acclamations of "Long live the king'. Long live the governor! Long live the fathers missionaries!"
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A banquet, as magnificent according to the ideas and
means of the time and place as it was un'!xpected; awaited
the governor, officers and missionaries at the conclusion of
the harangue. This had been prepared with great secrecy by
the ladies of Monterey and consisted of the best that the
country afforded. There were olives from San Diego; grapes
and wines from San Gabriel; cakes and pastry of the wheaten
flour of San Antonio, celebrated for its exquisite taste, and
dishec; without number, such as had been made by mothers
in earlier days and were remembered by sons as among the
triumphs of the culinary art. As the guests entered the banquet hall, a new surprise awaited them . They were met by a
troop of young girls dressed for the occasion, who greeted
them with the ceremony of kissing of hands; and, upon the
governor's expressing his astonishment, one of the number
stepped forward and in the name of all said that they had
come to congratulate his .excellency upon his inauguration
and wished him many happy and fortunate years in his administration. The governor, highly delighted, made a gracious reply and gave to each a present. This scene, like the
others which had preceded and the banquet which followed,
was long remembered; and a few old men still living remember and speak with lingering enthusiasm of the grace of Magdalena Vallejo, Magdalena Estudillo and Josefina Estrada,
who took principal parts in the occurrences of the festive
occasion.
After the banquet, the governor was invited by the comandante to witness a bull-fight in the same court-yard decked
with evergreens, where the parade of the morning had taken
place. A portion of the corridor had been safely railed
and prepared for the use of the spectators. As soon as they
were seated, two mounted horsemen dressed in the customary
brilliant array of the Spanish bull-ring made their appearance; and as they advanced strings of bells attached to the
trappings of their horses kept up a- jingling accompaniment
to all their movements. There was nothing in these to specially attract the governor's attention, nor was there in the
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fierce and savage bull that was soon afterwards brough
forward, tossing his huge front and pawing the ground. Sue h
spectacles he had often seen in Spain and Mexico. But he
opened his eyes wide with wonder when he saw a grizzly bear,
held by four mounted vaqueros each with a reata fastened
to a separate leg, bound into the arena, struggling against
his captors and snapping with such fury as to cause terror
even in those accustomed to the sight. The governor turned
with an inquiring look to the comandante, who replied that
the bear was a specimen of the animals, abundant in the
neighboring mountains, which often came down to regale
themselves upon the cattle in the valleys.
Meanwhile the bear and the bull were fastened together by
the feet with a stout chain of sufficient length to allow them
considerable freedom of action; and then the reatas were
thrown off, and the beasts confronted each other. The bull
lowered his head and looked thre~tening, and the bear roseupon his haunches as if awaiting the onset
But for ten
minutes neither advanced.
The spectators began to grow
impatient.
The vaqueros rode up and prodded the bull; and
with a roar of pain he rushed upon his adversary.
The bear,
with a quickness and agility astonishing in a body so apparently unwieldy, avoiding the horns, threw himself with a
grasp upon the bull's neck and both rolled over and over in
desperate struggle upon the ground. The noise was terrific
and the dust rose in clouds, while the onlookers shouted and
yelled as they saw that the fight was deadly and witnessed
the flow of blood. Presently the bull, fatigued with exertion
and hot with thirst, protruded his tongue, and the bear made an
attempt by a change of position to seize it. But the attempt
cost him his life. The bull was wary and on his guard and
with a sudden plunge transfixed his enemy and with a tremendous eff:>rt threw him into the air . As the bear fell with
a ghastly wound, the bull infuriated with his own injuries
pursued his ad\"antage; and with a second and deadly plunge
cl~sed the combat .
In the evening there was a ball in the apartments of the
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comandante. It was grander than any that had taken place
in the territory . The dresses were for the times elegant:
those of the men were close-fitting coats of dove color,
short breeches fastened at the knee with silver buckles, and
white stockings; those of the women white skirts of fine
muslin covered with gilt spangles, and color~d jackets; hair
elaborately done up in waves and curls partly confined in
silken nets; necklaces of pearls from the gulf, which were
plentiful in those days, and pendants of the same, and slippers
of white satin with heels of a hard wood, which clacked as
they danced. The same Indians, who had assisted in the
mass of the morning, furnished the music for the dances; and
they 'did it well, being much more accustomed even for their
church music to lively and inspiriting operatic airs and dancing tunes than to slow· and lugubrious elegies and dirges.
The programme consisted of contradanzas, minuets, Aragonese
jotas and various other dances usual among the Spanish population; and the entertainment lasted all night, though the
governor withdrew in time to set out early the next morning
for San Carlos.
This was to attend a celebration in his honor .by the Indians of the mission. A part of the road from Monterey to
Carmel was called that of Calvary. Along it at equal distances were planted twelve crosses, representing the twelve
stations of the "via crucis;" and here on every Good Friday
religious ceremonies, appropriate to the season, were celebrated. On entering upon this part of the road, the governor
and those who ac~ompanied him from Monterey were met by
the missionaries in their ecclesiastical robes, church officers,
incense bearers and great multitudes of Indians, who all
formed in procession and escorted their guests to the church,
where another high mass was performed. This over; the
whites repaired to the corridors and seated themselves while
the Indians gathered in parties and exhibited their various
games, ending with a sham battle for which the braves
painted and adorned themselves with feathers. At the conclusion of the mock fight, the chiefs of the respective parties
0
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brought all their arms and deposited them at the feet of the
governor, who as he rose and mounted his horse to return to
Monterey remarked that he felt honored with all that had
been done and pleased with all he had seen. But there were two
things that had attracted and deserved his especial attention.
One was the grizzly bear at Monterey, and the other was the
mimic battle of the Indians of San Carlos, the like of which
he had never before witnessed.'
These long ceremonies of inauguration being at last ended.
Sola turned to the more serious business of his administration.
His first care was to ascertain the exact condition of the
country; and he spent much time in tours of examination
and inspection. He traveled from point to point as he found
opportunity.; and in the course of a couple of years visited and
studied every part of the territory•
He found the four presidios in tolerable condition as head-quarters for soldiers who
were merely designed for guards at the missions and for
Indian expeditions . But none of them was any more suitable
than it had ever been for resisting an invasion or making a
defense against a single war-ship of any civilized nation.
There were only forty-two cannons, all t~ld, in the territory,
and half of them were of substantially no use. Of these
cannons there were three twenty-four-pounders, one sixteenpounder, five twelve-pounders, thirteen eight-pounders and
the others were smaller. There were fifteen, including the
twenty-four-pounders, at San Francisco, twelve at l\Ionterey,
two small ones at Santa Barbara, seven at San Diego; and
the other six, which were very small, were at missions. 3 The
population of whites was nearly twenty-four hundred and of
------- - - .. -- -------1 Alvarado M:--. Tht' manuscript, from which the foregoing account of Sola's
inauguration and the festivities conncctcd with it is takcn, was writh!n by Don
Juan U. Alvarado, Governor of California from 1S36 to 1842. A few years after
the American occupation he moved from J\lontcrcy to San Pablo and lived there
until his <lcath in 1882. At the request of the author, who hccame acquainted
with him in 1868, he wrote out a number of his reminiscences of Sola, Arguello
and Echeandia and would probably have gone further, had he not occn prevented
by the intirmitics of his last sickness.
Though ·1rged especially to write about
his own administration, he expressed an unwillingness to do so or to speak about
himself. The manuscript 1, in Spanish, consist~ of some sixty pages c,f closely
written legal cap and will be cited, when referrecl to, as the "Alvarado MS."
2 Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 583.
a Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 444-
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:n1ss1on Indians a little over twenty-two thousand .1 There
were nineteen missions and all were flourishing. Most of
them had their great churches built; others were building,
and new structures of some kind were going up at all of them.
All or nearly all ,..,·ere cultivating grounds of greater or less ;,.·
extent and carrying on manufactures of coarse cloths and
other articles for wearing apparel. The herds of cattle and
flocks of sheep had increased so largely that it had been found
necessary to kill off a number of the superabundant horses
which interfered with the pastures of the more useful animals.
The harvests of wheat, maize, beans, barley, peas and other
grains and vegetables were plentiful, though sometimes injured by grasshoppers, locusts, smut or rust. The Indians
were quiet, though there were occasional forays or cattlestealing expeditions by" cimarrones" or fugitive apostates and
gentiles from the coast range of mountains between San Jose
and San Antonio and from the San Joaquin and Tulare
countries.•
On account of the low state of the royal treasury and the
diversion of its funds to other purposes, there had been no
new foundations for upwards of ten years; nor had any per·•./
manent settlement as yet been made to the north of San
Francisco. At the same time it seemed plain to Sola that
there was danger in that direction, not only from the Russians who wue continuing to extend and strengthen ·their
establishments at Bodega and Fo.rt Ross, but also frotu the
Americans who had settled themselves at the mouth of the '
Columbia .• Sola was more suspicious and jealous of the Rus- I,,
sians than Arrillaga had been. In January, 1816, he received
a letter from Luis Antonio Arguello, the comandante of San
Francisco, announcing the arrival there of Alexander Koskoff,
the comandante of Fort Ross, who had come down for the
purpose of settling a commercial transaction; and in his reply
he spoke bitterly of the Russians and the insult their pres1 Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XL VI, 546.
•Cal. Archivee,M. I\', 303.
1 Cal. Archives, M. IV, 303.
41 \"oc. I.
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ence in the country was to the Spanish flag.1 In October of
the same year when the Russian explorer Kotzebue was at
San Francisco, a conference was held on his vessel, as has
been already stated, between himself, Koskoff' and Sola with
the object of coming to some satisfactory understanding in
reference to the Russian settlements. But nothing could be
accomplished, for the reason that Koskoff' was a mere subordinate and could not act without the concurrence of bis superior Governor Baranoff'of Sitka; and the result of the meeting.
by calling attention to the subject, was rather to increase the
prejudices already existing than to allay them. In May, 18 I 7.
Father Mariano Payeras, who was then president of the mi\1sions and represented the ecclesiastical government, issued a
manifesto against the Russians still further fanning the flame
of bitter feeling; and at the end of the same year the mission . / of San Rafael was founded as a kind of rampart or bulwark ·
against them. In April, 1818, Sola wrote confidentially that ·
he had received a communication from government as to ways
and means of seizing the establishments at Bodega and Ross.
expc41ing their possessors from the territory and founding
several new missions in those regions to secure the Indians;•
and it is probable that some attempt of this kind would have
been made, if other occurrences had not supervened which
engaged all the governor's attention and put him on the
defensive, instead of allowing him to think of becoming an
aggressor .
In the progress of the revolt of the American provinces
against Spain, Buenos Ayres had thrown off its allegiance.
In the war of independence which followed, the revolted
province sent out a number of privateers to prey upon Spanish commerce and Spanish possessions and especially upon
the exposed ships and coasts still loyal to the crown on the
Pacific side of the continent. In the early part of r816 several of their privateers under the command of an American.
named William Brown, made their appearance on the coasts
of Chili and Peru, captured a number of vessels; took a few
1
1

Cal. Archives, P. S. P. Ben. XLVI, 6o5, 6o6.
Cal. Archives, P. R. IX, 612.
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towns including Guayaquil; threatened the entire coast as far
north as California, and spread terror over the whole.country. 1
News of these events reached Sola by letters from the governors of Mazatlan and Lower California in June. He at once
set about making preparations for a vigorous defense in case
of an attack; issued a circular announcing his determination,
and directed the missionaries, upon the appearance of hostile
vessels in their neighborhood, to drive their cattle into the
interior. At the same time he ordered each of the missions
to furnish and send to the comandantes of the nearest presidios from fifteen to twenty Indian vaqueros, well-mounted and
armed with their best reatas, to be used as occasion might
require. 1
The Buenos Ayres privateers were most commonly known
by the name of " insurgentes " or insurgents, but almost
equally as well by that of corsairs or pirates. They were
officered and manned in general by mere adventurers, bent
only upon plunder, and differed little except in sailing under
the Buenos Ayres flag from the outcast robbers and rovers of
the seas, known in earlier times as buccaneers or pichilingues,
enemies of all mankind. Their very name was synonomous
with rapine and cruelty; and the possibility of a visit from
them was a matter of terror to the people of California.
Such being the case, strict watch was kept from the various
lookouts along the coast; couriers were always in readiness
to carry dispatches, so that timely notice might be given in
the event of an invasion; and every new and unfamiliar sail
was looked upon with suspicion.
One morning, while the excitement was about its height, a '
mounted sentinel, who had been on the watch at Point
Pinos, came galloping furiously into Monterey and, without
stopping to answer inquiries on the outside, rushed through
the gateway of the presidia to the house of Jose Maria Estudillo, the comandante. Throwing himself from his horse, he
ran in; and in a few minutes afterwards the comandante came
out and ordered the "generala ·• to be sounded. This was a
1
1

Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XX, 379-384.
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general alarm upon the drum, intended to call together all the
soldiers and men of arms within hearing and indicating news
or exigency of very great importance. At its sound everybody droppc;d his or her work and rushed to the comandante's
house; and even the little children in the primary school,
heedless of their teacher, cast aside their primers and copy
books and followed their elders to learn the cause of the
startling summons. It was soon found that the guard had
seen the sails of a strange vessel a great way out at sea, and it
seemed heading for the port. In a short time all was bustle
and preparation. The artillerymen went off to the batteries,
manned their cannon and .lighted the ovens for heating their
balls red-hot; the soldiers donned their uniforms, mounted
their horses and placed themselves in readiness for action; and
the governor, who had taken his position at their head, after
making such dispositions as he considered necessary at headquarters, seized a large speaking trumpet and a map or chart
of the various national colors and marched down to the beach
followed by the soldiers. There was a certain large rock at
the water's edge near the fort, from which communications
were usually made with vessel:1riding at anchor in the harbor.
Upon this the governor stationed himself. It was not long
before the vessel approached and it turned out to be a
schooner of about two hundred tons. It ran in and dropped
anchor near the rock where the governor stood, who demanded, through his trumpet, what vessel it was. A man
on deck, who seemed to be the captain, answered in very bad
Ca!llilian that he did not understand Spanish. The governor
then spread out his chart of colors to ascertain the nationality
of his visitor, but could find nothing corresponding with the flag
at the mast-head of the vessel. He immediately announced
that the stranger was a suspicious character, not only because
its flag was not on his chart but also because it was a foreigner; and hP.ordered the captain to present himself at once
and give an account of himself at head-quarters.
While the governor retired to his apartments in the presidia, where the alarm had very sensibly decreased as soon as
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it was seen that the cause of it was but a small schooner
which a few well directed shots could shiver to atoms, the
comandante and soldiers made their way to the usual landing
place and waited the arrival of the captain of the schooner
who had ·put off in a small boat. He brought with him an
interpreter, who could speak a little Spanish . As soon as
they landed they were surrounded by the troops and marched
off to the presidia. The captain was a man of small stature
and wore a black coat with very ioni skirts and a fur hat
with a very high crown. His costume seems to have been
similar to the typical "swallow-tail'· and "beaver" of Brother
Jonathan; but to the Californians of Monterey it was ridiculous in the last degree. As he passed along he was laughed
at by the whole population . Arrived in the presence of the
governor, he declared that he had sailed with a cargo of
merchandise from China bound for the Sandwich Islands;
but had been compelled for want of water to put into California. In attestation of his statement he presented ship's
papers; but no one was able to read them except the interpreter, and he knew so little Spanish that he could not
explain them. Sola was not entirely satisfied; but he was
prudent; thought it a vessel with which he had better not
interfere, and made up his mind that he would not treat it as
a pirate. Nevertheless he called a council of officers and
ordered the captain to be detained until its determination
should be known. Thereupon the stranger was placed in
charge of a soldier with a long lance. who marched him out
into the center of the court -yard at the foot of the flag-staff;
and, as he did so, the school children gathered in a sufficiently
distant circle and looked and laughed at a sight so strange
and unaccustomed . The women, more cautious, merely
peeked and peered out of the doors and windows to catch a
glance Some said that the captain was the Wandering Jew
and had a tail; others that he was the man come down from
the moon. Every one had a gibe or a jeer for him.
At I 2 o'clock, when the church bells struck, the children, according to the religious customs of the times, threw
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themselves upon their knees and recited their prayers. The
soldiers did likewise and ordered the captain to do the same.
But just then a messenger came from the governor, who
ordered the stranger again into his presence and told him to
return to his vessel; send his launch to a certain point near
the fort for water, and, as soon as he was supplied, to hoist
his sails and proceed on his voyage. The stranger thereupon
took his departure, watched by the soldiers; did as he was
directed, and immediately afterwards hoisted his anchor,
spre_ad his canvas and sailed out into the wide ocean. The
Californians were never entirely certain who he was; but it
afterwards came to be believed very generally that, instead of
being engaged in lawful trade, he was a spy of the insurgents
and had visited the country to look up points for attack and
plunder.'
In the following year a second great excitement was produced by the appearance of another strange sail heading
towards Monterey. The alarm and preparations for defense
were much the same as they had been in the case of the
schooner. But when the vessel drew near, it could plainly be
seen that it flew English colors, which were clearly indicated
in the governor's chart of national flags. There was still
much suspicion. Nevertheless, when an officer came off from
the ship to pay the respects of the commodore in command
to the governor, he was received with politeness and urbanity.
Upon being told that the vessel had been sent out by the
British government bound on a scientific expedition and that
the commodore in person would visit the governor the following morning, Sola ordered the customary salutes to be fired.
The next day, according to notice, the commodore made his
formal visit, but the soldiers and especially Sergeants Ignacio
Vallejo and Dolores Pico continued to suspect the visitors of
treacherous designs, and, having already persuaded themselves
that the strangers were only another party of Buenos Ayres
insurgents, they thought they saw enougn in the winks and
------------

-----------·---

' Alvarado MS. It is probable that the excitement was caused by an American
trader, named James Smith Wilcocks, who was at Monterey in June, 1817. Sec
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XX, 696-71.6.
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nods of the foreign sailors, when they were offered cigarritos to smoke and aguardiente to drink, to convince them of
the fact.
Sola did not fully 'share in these suspicions when they were
communicated to him. But still he was excessively cautious .
When the commodore invited him on board his ship to inspect
it and hear his band of musicians, he declined upon the plea
that his stomach was capriciously squeamish upon salt water
and that he was unable to put his foot in a boat without suffering violent sea-sickness . At the same time, however, not to
be outdone in courtesy, he asked the commodore t~ dine
at his table the next day. The commodore, who had or pretended to have no idea of the suspicions with which he and
his people were watched, readily accepted; and the next day
he came off with several of his officers and his band of musicians; and while the dinner progressed, the musicians treated
the inhabitants of Monterey to the first music of a full brass
band they had ever heard . In the evening the strangers
returned to their vessel and the following day set sail in prosecution of their voyage, apparently in ignorance of the fact
that every hour, both day and night during their stay, can-:
nons were kept ready shotted, soldiers under arms and extra
guards stationed; and that every step they took and movement they made was under the strictest and most suspicious
surveillance. 1
1 Alvarado

MS.
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HE fear of an attack by the Buenos Ayres insurgents,
which during the years 1816 and 1817 caused general
and violent excitement throughout California , gradually subsided. Various circum~tances contributed tcf weaken it. The
false alarms occasioned in 1816 by the appearance of a little
schooner, which had run into Monterey in search of fresh
water, and in 1817 by the appearance of what was generally
supposed to be a scientific explorer bound on a most unwarlike expedition, began to be regarded as ridiculous. A long
length of time also had elapsed since the privateers under the
American Brown had made themselves felt on the coasts of
Chili and Peru; and smce then there had been no news of
them or of any appearance by them at any of the ports of
New Spain. The Californians had at length come to believe,
and supposed they had reason to believe, that they were safe.
But they were mistaken, as the sequel proved.
In the middle of the summer of 1818 Sola had visited San
Francisco and, taking advantage of an unusually fine and
quiet afternoon, had reviewed and harangued the troops there,
complimenting them upon their efficiency and hoping they
would continue to receive and merit the praises of their comandante . He had then returned slowly and leisurely to 1\lonterey, stopping at the various intervening missions, examining
their progress and condition, establishing intimate relations
with the missionaries and strengthening. if that were possible,
their attachment to monarchy and loyalty to King Fernando
VII. He had scarcely got back to his head-quarters and
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commenced enjoying rest and tranquillity, when news came
that two of the Buenos Ayres privateers were fitting out at
the Sandwich Islands for an attack upon California and that
their arrival might be at any time expected. In view of this
intelligence, he ordered that all the plate and valuables of the
missions, except those indispensable for every-day use, should
be packed up and deposited in places of safety; those of San
Francisco and the most northerly missions at the pueblo of
San Jose, and the others at various designated points in the
interior. At the same time he ordered all the families at
Monterey to be prepared to retire on short notice and the
horses and cattle to be collected and driven into the back
country. He also gave orders for a strict lookout to be kept
along the entire coast; for speedy communication of information, and for the rapid collection of reinforcements at any
point that might be attacked. In case he should fall or be
disabled, he directed that Jose de la Guerra y Noriega of
Santa Barbara should become temporary governor and assume
command; and he finally hoped that everybody in the province would manifest his love for his king and country and
fulfill his duty with alacrity and honor in every respect.'
The foregoing orders were issued in October and in accordance with them the Californians were prepared to receive the
enemies or at least to suffer as little as possible from an attack
by them. They did not have long to wait On November
22, I 8 I 8, the two privateers appeared in front of Monterey.
They were comparatively small vessels, but looked large and
formidable to the threatened people on shore. One of them,
called the Argentina, carried thirty-eight guns, and the other,
called the Santa Rosa, twenty-eight; and the two together
had over five hundred men. As soon as they rounded to,
they sent off a captain with a flag and a message to the governor, stating that they belonged to Buenos Ayres and were
under the command of General Hypolite Bouchard of France;
that the kih{of Spain had declared a bloody war against the
American colori'ics, and that California should throw off its
allegiance to Fernando VJ I. and join in the common defense:
1
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otherwise see itself ravaged and its towns reduced to ashes.
Sola answered, in brief words, that the sovereign had declared war only against rebels in arms against his authority
and not against his colonies; that he would consider himself
beneath contempt to be influenced by the threats that had
been sent him, and that the only guide of conduct which he
and his people recognized was that of honor and loyalty .
So he answered though he had only twenty-nine regular
soldiers, four of them artillerymen, and eight cannons, two
e::ight-pounders of them in good condition and the others comparatively useless. 1 Besides these he had twenty-five militiamen levied and drilled within two years-making
fifty-five
soldiers against five hundred of the enemy. But notwithstanding the inequality, he determined to fight.1
As soon as the curt and defiant reply to the summons to
join the insurgents was dispatched, the military men were
sent to their respective posts; and the governor took his station in the tower of the presidio church, having the two sergeants Ignacio Vallejo and Dolores Pico mounted on active
horses to serve as aides-de-camp and communicate between
him and the fortifications. Lieutenant Manuel Gomez commanded the castillo or principal fort; Jose de Jesus Vallejo a
separate battery recently constructed near the presidio a;d
Jose Maria Estudillo the cavalry. At the same time the
governor issued an order that the families living at Monterey
should look out for their own safety; and in a few minutes
afterwards they began leaving the place with great precipitation and hurrying towards the neighboring hills-all except
a few of the women, who being well mounted and expert
riders approached the fort under cover of the trees growing
near it to animate the troops and encourage them to make a
heroic defense. While these occurrences were taking place
on shore, the smaller of the vessels was seen to separate from
the other and draw near the fort. The governor had given
orders that the enemy should be left to fire the first gun but
that, as soon as it should do so, the fort and battery should
1
1
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open and continue firing without interrupti.:,n until further
order. In consequence of this direction and the silence of the
Californians, those in charge of the privateer seem to have
regarded them as badly frightened and accordingly ran in
close to the fort before delivering their fire-so close in fact
that their balls overshot their mark and did no execution.
The attack was immediately answered not only from the fort
but also from the battery in charge of Jose de Jesus Vallejo
and his raw Californian levies, who like himself were young
men and ardent combatants. Though their guns with the
exception of two were of little account, they kept firing them,
according to Sola's order, as fast and continuously as they
could. The sh~t of the fort on account of the close proximity of the vessel, like those of the vessel for the same reason,
passed over their mark and did no damage; but those of the
battery were effective and every one of them told. Under
these circumstances, the battle lasted for two hours, when
the privateer suddenly stopped, ran out a white flag in token
of surrender, and its people called for a suspension of hostil1t1es. Sola from his post of observation, seeing the white
flag and supposing the battle won, sent orders for the firing
to cease. The fort obeyed. But Jose de Jesus Vallejo and
his companions in the battery, excited with the work they
saw they were effecting, continued their firing until Sergeant
Ignacio Vallejo, Jose de Jesus' father, acting as the governor's aid-de-camp as before stated, rode up to his son and
threatened -him with severe punishment if he did not instantly
desist. Thus commanded, young Vallejo very unwillingly
stopped; but at the same time remarked, according to the
account current among the Californians, that it would cause the
loss of all that had been gained. Be this as it may, it is certain
that the privateer, availing itself of the cessation of the firing,
hastily embarked its men in boats; and they escaped to the
other vessel which was far enough away to be out of range
of the guns on shore . Once there, the plan of attack was
immediately changed. Instead of attempting anything further from the vessels, Bouchard disembarked four hundred
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of his men, fully armed and having with them several fieldpieces, in one of the coves of Point Pinos which was sheltered by the intervening heights from the fort and battery.
As soon as the landing was l!ffected, the insurgents imm~
diately formed and commenced their march for the fortifications and the presidio.
Sola, perceiving too late that he had been deceived by his
enemy and seeing that there was little or no use with his few
men attempting to dispute the approach of so large a force,
ordered a retreat; and he and his men, after spiking ~eir
guns and setting fire to the powder magazine, taking with
them only such ammunition and articles as they could conveniently carry, mounted their horses and retired to the
Rancho del Rey or government rancho on the site of what is
now the city of Salinas, whither their families had preceded
them. The enemy meanwhile advanced and, finding Monterey abandoned, took possession and then commenced examining and as well as they could repairing the damages they
had sustained. Their ship, the Santa Rosa, was badly injured;
but they set to work and patched it up. As for the Californians, the battle had been bloodless; but five of the insurgents had been killed and many wounded by the fire from
Jose de Jesus Vallejo's battery . The dead were buried and
the wounded cared tor on the vessel. There was little or
nothing of value in Monterey for them to plunder; but what
there was they seized, and what they did not take with them
they destroyed. At the end of five days, havin~ finished the
repairs of their vessel, they set fire to the presidia and, betaking themselves to the ships, hoisted their sails and stood out
to sea.
During the time the enemy held Monterey, Sola was active
in collecting auxiliary forces in the interior. The families,
which had temporarily stopped at the place which he made
his camp, were distributed in the nearest missions of Soledad,
San Antonio and San Juan Bautista; and as soon as they
were gone the auxiliaries, who had been summoned from all
quarters by special messengers, began to come in. Among
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others Luis Antonio Arguello, the comandante of San Francisco, as soon as he received notice of the attack, gathered
all his available men and hastened by forced marches for the
scene. The comandante of Santa Barbara did the same.
The nearest missions also sent such of their soldiers as could
be spared and a number of Indians armed with bows and
arrows. Upwards of two hundred whites and a large number
of Indians were soon collected; and with them Sola prepared
to march back to Monterey and either openly attack the
enemy or harass him by cutting off the stragglers of his
forces, who were roaming about hunting and plundering in
the neighborhood. By the time the governor was ready to
march, however, the enemy had set sail. As he approached,
he saw the flames of the presidia and the ships with their
canvas spread far out at sea and lessening in the distance.
The sight quickened his advance and he hastened as rapidly
as possible, in hopes of putting out the fire and saving at least
a portion of the buildings. But nearly everything, except
the stone church and the adobe walls of the houses which
resisted the flames, was destroyed or ruined.
Upon getting back to Monterey Sola found two men of the
enemy, who had been hiding in 1.1-leneighboring woods and
as soon as he approached made their appearance and surrendered themselves. One of them named Echevarria, a
native of Buenos Ayres who acted as spokesman, said that
they had voluntarily deserted and concealed themselves until
after the ships had sailed. Upon being interrogated fully, he
affirmed that the schooner, which had visited Monterey two
years previously and pretended to be a trader on a voyage
from China to the Sandwich Islands, was in fact a spy of the
insurgents and that the frigate of the previous year, which
pretended to be an exploring expedition sent out by the
British government, was no other than the vessel, now called
the Santa Rosa, which had been handled so roughly in the
recent battle. He further affirmed that the real object of the
frigates visit on that occasion was to enveigle the governor
and his officers on board and, after seizing them, to proclaim
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the independence of the province and set up a revolutiona...,..-~
government-all of which had been prevented by the governor's prudence. He still further affirmed that Bouchard
and his motley crew of adventurers, when they sailed for
California, believed the country to be rich in gold and silver
and expected, upon taking possession of Monterey, to gain
great plunder; but that they had retired satisfied that their
expectations in this respect had been false, as the country
was pµrely an agricultural one; and that, in view of their
disappointment in this regard, they would not return. As
for himself and his companion, he said they: hf,d become
1
heartily sick of the pirates and wished to have nothing further
to do with them; but that, if allowed, they would settle in
the country at their regular business of agriculturists ·and live
peaceful lives in obedience to the laws.
The stories told by Echevarria about the schooner of 1816
and frigate of 1817 do aot look very probable; but it seems to
have been pleasant to the governor to hear a good reason
.
'
given to justify his great caution and suspicions on pre\·ious
occasions as well as to have a good reason for believing that
the insurgents would not return. These were so satisfactory
that the men were ordered to be released and allowed to
settle in the country. Sola then turned to examine the presidio in all its parts; and, finding no portion of it suitable for
his residence, he removed to the mission of San Carlos and
immediately commenced repairing the damages caused by the
insurgents. For this purpose he called upon the neighboring
missions for aid and assistance; and, as they willingly contributed and sent all the Indian workmen who could be put
to use, the work progressed rapidly . In a few months the
presidio and other buildings were rebuilt; the governor and
all the families returned; and Monterey was in better condition than before the attack 1.
The insurgents meanwhile sailed down the coast and ran in
to the Rancho de! Refugio nine leagues west of Santa Barbara. This ranch belonged to the Ortega family. Those
1
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who were then there, having had notice of what took place at
Monterey, as soon as they saw the vessels approach, sent
information of the fact to the neighboring presidio and themselves set off, driving their horses and cattle before them, for
the interior. The enemy upon drawing near, sent a few boats
to procure wood and water and at the same time disembarked
a party of fifty armed men to visit and to piunder the ranch
buildings which were a couple of miles from the shore. This
party, upon reaching the buildings, found little or nothing to
seize; but they rested awhile and then, setting fire to every. thing, started back for their boats. But they had scarcely
got half way on their return, when they saw thirty horsemen
galloping towards them from the direction of Santa Barbara. ' These were soldiers of the presidio, who, upon receiving information of the landing, had thrown themselves upon horseback
and rode as fast as possible for the scene . Their horses, however, were jaded; and, as the marauding party ran as soon
as they appeared in sight, they were unable to intercept
them. Two of the insurgents, nevertheless, were captured;
and a few shots were exchanged before the boats rowed out
of range, the results of which were the wounding of a number
of the retreating party and of four of the Californian horses .
From Refugio Bouchard sailed to Santa Barbara, where,
under a flag of truce, he appears to have gained possession of
the prisoners that had been taken from him. To effect this
he delivered up, and was probably glad of the opportunity, a
citizen of Monterey, whom he had found in a state of stupid
intoxication when he took that place; and he also promised ,
without landing at any other pcint on the coast, to abandon
California forever. From Santa Barbara he sailed to San
Pedro, where he anchored a short time and then ran down to
the mission of San Juan Capistrano, where, notwithstanding
his promise at Santa Barbara, he landed a number of his men.
They were met, however, by Ensign Santiago Arguello and
thirty men from the presidio of San Diego, who disputed
their advance; and, being thereby prevented from doing any
further damage than burning the brush houses of the Indians,
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they retreated to their ships, all excepting a Scotch drummer.
two soldiers and a negro servant who were disgusted with
the service and like Echevarria and his companion at Monterey deserted and delivered themselves up to the Californians.
While these events were happening, reinforcements were
gathering and among others Jose Antonio de la Guerra y
Noriega, the comandante of Santa Barbara, came up with his
soldiers and a body of Indians. With De la Guerra y Noriega was a missionary who manifested an extraordinary spirit.
This was Father Luis Antonio Martinez of San Luis ObispoWhen he hea,ft~tfte- attack of the insurgents at the Refugio
-----"",r.lllllfln~cho,
although ill and confined to his chamber, he instantly
rose; gathered a body of thirty-five of his stoutest Indians;
armed them with the best weapons he could; placed himself
at their head, and marched with them to Santa Barbara. He
there joined the comandante and his soldiers and with them
marched all the way to San Juan Capistrano, willingly and
enthusiastically undergoing all the fatigues of the hard campaign. Such a man would have fought well and in a congenial sphere of action might have done great deeds. But
Bouchard did not afford him an opportunity of distinguishing
himself. That night he put to sea; · and in the morning he and
his vessels were entirely out of sight of land.'
Sola wrote in February, 1819, that he had heard of the
insurgents being seen in January at the bay of San Quentin
off the mission of Rosario in Lower California, and that it
was likely they were bound for the mouth of the gulf with the
object of preying upon the commerce of San Blas.1 In the
lci.tter conjecture he was correct. It appears that Bouchard
had obtained information of a Spanish ship called the Maria,
then lying at San Blas, laden with silver and about to sail for
Manila. For this ship he lay in wait with the largest of his
vessels near some small islands. At the same time he heard
that a Spanish cruiser called the Fidelidad had been ordered
to run out in advance of the Maria for its protection and to
convoy it at least a part of its way across the ocean. This
1
1
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was true. But as it happened, the chief pilot of the Maria
was exceedingly anxious to proceed on his voyage and
induced the captain and 0wner to consent to sail a short time
before the cruiser was ready, it being however understood
that it would follow. Bouchard was entirely ignorant of the
appearance of either vessel. Accordingly when he saw the
Maria sailing out with all canvas spread and coming directly
towards the islands where he lay, he crowded his sails and ran
off in another direction, with the remark that the vessel he
saw was not the one he sought but the one that was seeking
him. The Maria continued its course, without apparently
taking much notice of Bouchard's vessel, and was soon' out of
sight.
The next morning the Fidelidad .;ailed out of San Blas.
The commander Jose Martiga soon perceived Bouchard and,
immediately understanding the condition of affairs, saw that
his enemy had a swifter sailer than his own and that he
would have to use strategy to bring about an encounter.
He at once closed his port holes and sent most of his men
below; partly changed his courS'e as if trying to avoid a meeting, and manreuvered as if anxious to keep out of the way.
The more he did so the more anxious was Bouchard, who
felt certain that it was the Maria with its precious cargo, to·
come up, After a short chase Bouchard approached close,
when the Fidelidad, suddenly wheeling broadside to, lifted its
ports and delivered a raking fire, which did great execution
and came near sinking the Buenos Ayres vessel. With this
Bouchard's eyes were opened and, having the advantage of
wind and sailing qualities as well as of headway caused by
his chase, he managed to run ahead of his adversary and get
out of range, though with the loss of many men and very
great damage to his ship. The Fidelidad pursued; but Bouchard, being now thoroughly convinced that he had made a
serious mistake as to which of the vessels it was that he
sought and which sought him, threw out all his canvas and
escaped. .This seems to have been the last of his ventures.
The loss of a million of Mexican dollars carried by the Maria
42 VoL l .
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and the broadside of the Fidelidad, delivered under such
circumstances, disgusted him with privateering and probably
with Buenos Ayres independence along with it. In the
earlier part of his career he had considered himself rich and
lucky; but of late fortune had been against him. He retired
to Lima and is said to have died there some five years afterwards in great penury and misery, supported in his last days
only by charity .1
Soon after the attack on Monterey, Sola, besides giving a
full account of it, wrote for reinforcements and asked the
viceroy for at least two hundred and fifty or three hundred
more men, together with money to pay them, and for arms
and munitions . It was not at all impossible, he 5aid, that the
insurgents would return . But whether they did or not, there
was in view of the small number of troops in California, the
large extent of territory, the great preponderance of Indians
whose fidelity could not be relied on and the proximity of
the Americans at the Columbia river, an absolute need of an
increased military force in the country . 2 In answer to this
earnest call, the Conde de! Venadito, then viceroy of New
Spain, bestirred hims.elf; and in the course of a few months
a force of one hundred Mazatlan troops under command of
Pablo de la Portilla was dispatched in the brigantine Cossack
for San Diego, and an equal number of San Blas troops
under command of Jose Antonio Navarrete in the brigan1 Osio \IS .
.\.fany of the circum,tances in the foregoing account of Bouchard.
and especially in reference to his adventun, at San Illas and his retirement at
Lima, are taken from an unpublished manuscript written hy Don Antonio Maria
Osio and by him lie,1ueathed to Don Juan \lalarin, to whose courtesy the author
is indebted for an examination of it. Osio was n prominent man in his day and
occupied various high offices in the country, heing at one time a member uf the
old departmental as.,embly. at another in charge of the custom house and at
another a minister of the superior tribunal of justice . In his later y<-"arshe
amused himsdf with writing in Spanish a historical sketch of California from
about 1815. hut more particularly of what he himself had known and seen of
California from 1825 down to the American occupation in 1846. His work con·
sists of upwards of two hundred pages of closely wri•ten legal cap, entitled
"\lemorias de la Alta California.'' and contains a dedicat ion, dated Santa Clara.
April 4, 1851, to Father Jose \faria Suarez del Real, at whose suggestion and
solicitation it purports to have been written. It embraces some interesting particulars not found in other works. When referred to, it will be cited as the
" Osio .\.1S.' '
•Cal.Archives, S. P. XVII, 625-628; P. R. X, 295, 3o6.
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tine San Carlos and ship Reyna de Los Angeles for Monterey. They arrived at their several destinations in August,
1819. With the San Blas vessels Sola also expected the
money, arms and munitions for which he had written and
which had been promised. But nothing of the kind came.
There was not a real in money; there was no clothing; there
were no muskets, nor any arms whatever except four hundred
old and worn-out sabers with wooden handles and without
scabbards. They were unfit, as Sola said, even for sickles;
and he immediately ordered them to be carried back to the
comandante of San Blas who had sent them. Nor was this
failure on the part of the authorities in New Spain to send
what was requisite for the reinforcement and defense of California the worst, of which Sola and the Californians had to
complain. It soon appeared that the troops from San Blas,
then stationed at Monterey, had been collected just previous
to their sailing partly from the prisons of that place and
Tepic and partly by impressment. 1 Taken as a class they
were a set of convicts and incorrigible scoundrels; and they
had hardly landed before robberies, stabbings, assassinations
and every species of disorder and crime became common.
The conduct even of most of the officers was by no means
exemplary; and, as was said of them afterwards, they knew
not honor because they were unacquainted with honesty, out
of which it springs.•
With these soldiers, however, such as they were, Sola was
obliged to get along . He did so as best he could. He enforced discipline as far as he was able and managed for a
time to restrain their excesses to a much greater degree than
could have been expected. The missionaries, who had contributed liberally for the rebuilding of Monterey when it was
destroyed by the insurgents and more than repaid the losses
sustained, 1 continued to furnish all the supplies that were
needed; and, as there was always an abundance of provisions
and no severe service, the rascally troops of San Blas, with
-
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the exception of private brawls and occasional murders among
themselves, were for a while kept in a tolerable state of subjection. On the other hand there was some satisfaction for
the governor to hear from the viceroy that his actions had
been approved at head-quarters; that in recognition of his
services he had been promoted to the rank gf "coronel de
milicias provinciales," and that his name had been published
with the thanks of the government in the official gazette.
At the same time he was pleased to find that his old handful
of troops, to whom as partners in the defense of Monterey
he had become attached, had also been duly complimented;
that his subordinates Manuel Gomez and Jose Maria Estrada.
had been promoted from the rank of ensigns to that of lieutenants,1 and that, while the thanks of the king had been sent
to the Father President Mariano Payeras and all the missionaries for their contributions of aid and assistance, special
thanks for the gallant conduct and extraordinary exertions of
Father Luis Antonio Martinez, the warrior-priest of San Luis
Obispo, had not been forgotten.•
But notwithstanding these causes of satisfaction, Sola regarded and represented California as in a very bad condition;
and in letter after letter he bitterly complained that it had
been shamefully neglected. In April, 1819, he wrote of the
favorable situation of the province, its g-reat natural fertility
and what it might ha, ·e become if it had been properly fostered and cared for. It might be called, he said, the key on
the Pacific side of all New Spain; and if it had been populated with six or eight hundred familicis of sober, honest and
industrious European artisans and laborers, as it ought to
have been, it would have become the most producti\'e and
flourishing of the American possessions of the Sp,rnish crown.
Instead of this, however, it was in fact a poor, weak and comparatively useless country, exposed to attack on every side
and inhabited chiefly by Indians of low grade and of abandoned character, who were entirely ignorant of patriotism or
- -- --
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loyalty and full only of" el mal Galico." 1 In July he wrote
that he had receivP.d foformation that the comandante of
Jalisco had been ordered to send him cannons and other
arms.• In September he again complained of the miserable
and degraded state to which the country was reduced;8 and
he begged, in view of the bad results 1:hat might at any time
be anticipated, that not an instant should be lost in applying
the proper remedy.' Later in the same month, when he had
become still better acquainted with the outcasts called troops
who had been <;ent him from the jails of Tepic and San Blas,
he wrote that, as their vices caused continual disorders and
their evil example debauched the minds of the Indians, they
had been a great injury instead of a benefit to the country;
and that therefore the costs that had been incurred in their
collection and transportation had been worse than thrown
away.' In October he wrote that in order to place the unhappy
plight of California before the viceroy and make him fully
sensible that something must be done, it had been determined
in a council of all the chief officers of the province to send
Jose Antonio de la Guerra y Noriega, the comandante of
Santa Barbara, to Mexico.• In March, 1810, he wrote again
and still more complainingly, stating that it would take the
pen of a St. John the Evangelist, to adequately depict the
miseries of the country a'S they actually existed, and repeating that serious consequences were to be anticipated, if any
further time were lost in granting the relief which was not
only needful but indispensably necessary. 1
The vice-regal government sent replies to Sola's complaints;
but nothing except roplies . . The relief which he asked, and
in fact implored, was not forthcoming. All he could do,
therefore, was to ·repeat his complaints. In April, 1820, he
wrote that faul.t had been found by the government with the
----
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sale of California grain to the Russians, and that an order had
been received to put a stop to the tradt; and to forward all the
surplus produce of the harvests to New Spain. This might
all be very well, he continued, except for one difficulty; and
that was, that there were no ships in which to forward it. It
was a rare thing for a vessel to sail from California to New
Spain at all; and when one did sail, the only thing it was
willing to carry was suet or tallow, purchased on account of
and for the benefit of its owners at the very lowest prices.
Such had been the case with the ship Reyna de Los Angeles,
one of the vessels that had brought up soldiers from San Blas,
which had sailed on its return the previous November. He
had urged upon the missionaries the utility of having vessels
of their own; but hitherto all his representations had been in
vain; and they therefore saw themselves compelled to sell, if
they sold at all, at the lowest prices and to buy such articles,
as they were obliged to buy, at the highest prices. He was
well aware that the strict letter of the law prohibited the trade
with the Russians; but the law of necessity obliged it; and he
suggested that some allowances ought to be made in favor of
a people, among the most faithful and loyal of all the subjects
of the crown, who had not recei,·ed their pay or any substantial aid or relief for ten years. 1
In another letter of the same date, Sola wrote in substance
that fault had also been found by the government that a
country, so rich in pearls, in fi~heries and in a,! kinds of natural productions as California , should still be so backward.
As to the pearls, he remarked that there were none in Alta California; and as to the fisheries, that the people of the province
were not fishermen but on the contrary had an unconquerable
repugnance to that kind of occupation. It was true that the
country was or rather might be made exceedingly productive;
but without means and conveniences of exportation and importation, surplus production would not furnish such articles
from abroad as were necessary and was therefore entirely useless. There had been, it was also true, in early days, a start
made in the cultivation of hemp and a commerce initiated for
1
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its utilization by the marine department at San Blas; and the
cultivation and commerce were both for a time prosperous
and promising. But they had been interrupted by what he
was pleased to term "la desgraciada insurreccion "-meaning
Hidalgo's revolt-and
came to a sudden close in 1810; and
since then nothing had been done to reinstate them, or to provide any method l>ywhich the people could make use of or get
a return for the fruits of their labor over and above the grain
and cattle they needed for their own subsistence.' In other
words, Sola, after a few remarks upon the general character
of the people of California and their unfitness for anything
but agriculture, stock-raising and other kindred pursuits,
showed that their advance in these pursuits was of little benefit to them for the reason that they had no commerce, and
without commerce they had no market. In what was naturally one of the richest and most productive countries in the
world, the people were miserably poor and suffering and must
continue so until relief came; and this relief must, under the
circumstances in which the country was placed, come from
the government and only from the government.
But during all the time that Sola was thus praying for
assistance, and affairs were growing worse and worse, the
government, as has been stated, did nothing. It is doubtful
whether it could have done much. There was at least a good
reason, besides its claim that California was or ought to be
rich enough to maintain itself, why it afforded no relief. The
revolution, which had been raging with more or less violence
in various parts of New Spain e\·er since 1810, had diverted
its funds and almost exclusively preoccupied its attention.
In 1821, when the royal army seemed to have almost entirely
crushed out opposition, a great change was on the eve of
taking place. Little as Sola and the loyal people of California imagined, the revolution was about being consummated
and the vice-regal government destroyed forever . In February of that year Agustin Iturbide, a colonel in the royal
army who had shortly before been commissioned by the
viceroy to proceed with a division of troops from Mexico to
1
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Acapulco to put down the rev.:>lutionists in that direction;
suddenly himself raised the revolutionary flag; promulgated
his famous "Plan of Iguala," and almost immediately made
New Spain independent of the Spanish crown. In September Sola, who had just heard of what was going on, wrote
that his information was of great gravity and much to be
deplored, as its effect would be to plunge the country into
the calamities of renewed wars. It was doubtless, he said, in
chastisement of the sins of the people that these misfortunes
were visited upon them; but he prayed God to have mercy
and in effect to save the Spanish dominion!
His prayers,
however, as well as his loyalty, were in vain. In the same
September Iturbide, who had forced the viceroy to sign the
treaty of Cordova, took possession of the capital; established
the empire, and instituted the regency with himself at its
head; and in May, 1822, he mounted the throne as Agustin
I., emperor of the new, sovereign and independent empire of
Mexico.
Meanwhile in March, 1822, Sola received information from
Jose Dario Arguello the governor of Lower California that
a hostile force belonging to the insurgent or revolutionary
squadron of Chili, commanded by Lord Cochrane, had on
February 18 attacked the mission of Todos Santos near Cape
San Lucas, killed some of the soldiers, captured others, and
committed various excesses; and that, according to report,
three ships of the hostile squadron were on their way to
attack Alta California. Sola immediately issued orders to
the various comandantes similar to those issued by him in
I 818, on the occasion of the previous visit of insurgents, and
directed as then that the coasts should be watched; property
as far as practicable be placed in places of safety, and the
families be ready on short notice to remove to the interior .'
All was excitement again . It was feared that there was to
be a repetition of the disasters and sufferings of 1818, only
incn:ased and aggravated by the superior number and strength
·- -
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of the enemy and the weaker condition of the province to
resist the attack.
While affairs were in this posture and the most fearful
apprehensions were entertained, a war vessel sailed into the
port of Monterey and dropped its anchor just beyond range
of the guns of the fort. The alarm it created was even
greater than that caused by the appearance of the insurgents
in 1818. A strange flag fluttered at its mast-head, composed
of three distinct parts of green, white and red, with an eagle
and a crown in the center. It was not noted in the governor's chart of national colors; and Jose Maria E~tudillo, the
comandante, insisted that the stranger was plainly an enemy
and to be welcomed only with bloody hands. The ~oldiers
rushed to their guns and prepared for desperate conflict. But
Sola, who had shortly before received confidential advices from
friends in New Spain which he had communicated to no one,
seeing that the new flag was no other than that of independent Mexico, ordered the troops to calm their apprehensions
and patiently await the actions of the visitors who doubtless
brought important intelligence. The vessel proved to be the
San Carlos from San Blas. In a short time a boat, manned
by twenty-four oarsmen dressed in gay colors, put off from
its side and made for the shore. Besides the sailors, it carried a personage of seeming very great dignity. It took its
course directly to the landing place, where Comandante Estudillo and the soldiers, one hundred and fifty in number, had
collected. Upon reaching the shore, the personage rose and,
stepping forward and presenti11g himself to the comandante,
said in a firm voice sufficiently loud to be heard by all: "I
am the Canon Agustin Fernandez de San Vicente. I have
come from the imperial Mexican capital with dispatches
directed to the governor of this province, Don Pablo Vicente
de Sola. I demand to be conducted to his presence in the
name of my sovereign, the liberator of Mexico, General Don
Agustin de Iturbide."
These words caused a murmu.- among the troops; but, to
the surprise of their officers, it was a murmur of approbation
ratherthan the contrary. Estudillo, who as a native of Spain

t
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and attached to the Spanish cause would have willingly heard
the contrary, fdt himself obliged to suppress his feelings and
submissively led the canon to the governor's presence. Sola
already knew what was coming and had prepared himself to
act gracefully and graciously . He had some difficulty in
doing so. Only fifteen days previously he had harangued
the troops in the court-yard of the presidio and announced
his intention to shoot down without formal trial any individual, be he high or low and of whatever condition in life, who
dared to say a single word in favor of the traitor Iturbide.
But the position of affairs had changed since then . He had
learned facts, of which he was then ignorant . His friends in
Mexico had assured him that the Spanish cause was Jost
beyond reclaim and cautioned him to act with prudence and
submission.
Sola, though by nature quick, hasty and irascible and
though he would unquestionably have been willing to fight
to the last drop of his life's blood in defense of his king, was
sufficiently intelligent to appreciate the condition of affairs
and accept the situation . \Vhen therefore Fernandez presented himself and by way of introduction decorated Sola
with a badge of the new imperial order of Our Lady of
Guadalupe, he was receivc-1 with punctilious ceremony. Fernandez then presented his dispatches from the imperial government, which described the surrender of the capital by the
vi~eroy O'Donoju to the liberating army, a,mounced the
absolute and complete independence of l\ew Spain and all its
provinces, set forth the proclamation and establishment of the
new empire of Mexico, and called upon the governor of California to submit to and acquiesce in the new order of things .
Sola replied that he was a soldier, ready on all occasions to
respect and obey the orders of his superiors, and that as such
he recognized the.new government at l\Iexico, to which he
accordingly, as an act of military obedience, then and there
transferred his allegiance . The news was then c~mmunicated
to his subordinate officers, and they too acquiesced.
The next day, by the governor's order, all the troops were
collected in the court-yard of the presidio. The royal colors
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of Spain still waved from the top of the flag-staff and over
the castle or fort near the water side . As soon as all the
soldiers and, it is hardly necessary to add, all the people of
Monterey and its neighborhood were present, Sola rose and
addressed them. He spoke of the great changes that had
taken place; of the independence of the country from the
Spanish crown, and of the new empire that had been established. It was unnecessary, he said, to enter into a discussion of the political questions that were involved; but as a
simple matter of military subordination it behooved every
soldier and in fact every inhabitant of California to render to
· the imperial government of Mexico and its flag, which were
how supreme, the same obedience they had always rendered
to those of Spain. There had been, he repeated in conclusion, a complete change in the government; and no one could
be called a traitor to his government who submitted to his
government. With that, he ordered the Spanish colors to be
hauled down and the new imperial flag of the Mexican
empire to be hoisted in its place; and as the new standard
unfolded in the breeze, it was greeted with a salvo that had
been arranged from all the guns. There was less of enthusiasm manifested than might have been expected upon such an
occasion; but this was attributed, as explained to Fernandez,
to. the fact that the spirit of independence had not as yet
been cultivated in the country. 1
Orders were immediately issued to the other presidios and
inhabited points in the province to follow the example of
Monterey and to put the new government into possession and
operation. In a few weeks the imperial flag-soon to be
changed into the simple Mexican tricolor-waved over the
length and breadth of the land from San Francisco to San
Diego and from the extreme eastern outposts where the
Spanish language_ was spoken to the ocean . California was
no longer a Spanish but had become a Mexican province;
and Sola, for the few additional months that he continued in
his office, was no longer a Spanish but had become a Mexican governor.
I
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THE NORTHWEST-COAST
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IX.
FUR TRADE.

HE progress of navigation in the North Pacific and along
the northwest coast during the times of the Spanish governors, if not an integral part of the History _of California,
has at least so important a bearing upon the subject that it
cannot be omitted. It will be recollected that soon after
Spain and Portugal entered upon their careers of maritime
discovery and while they were quarreling as to their respect•
ive rights, Pope Nicholas V., to whom tht controversy was
referred, assumed to grant to Spain all the territory and the
oceans west of a certain meridian . Under this extraordinary
grant, Spain claimed nearly all of Americ~ and the exclusive
right of navigating its coasts; and, if it had preserved the
pre-eminence it then enjoyed as the first country of Europe,
it is likely it \\"oul<l never ha,·e permitted or recognized the
right of any other people to interfere with what it thus
claimed as its o\\"n. But, fortunately for the world, its power
rapidly declined and it \\"as compelled first to submit and
afterwards to consent to the inroads of other nations .
The English, as a protestant people, denied the authority
of the pope to make any partition of the globe or in any
manner exclude them from the New \Vorld; and, as the enemies of Spain, they were ever ready to dispute its claims and
intrude upon its possessions. At a very early period, accordingly, they began deprc<lating upo11 the commerce it carried
on with its American provinces, as well in.the Pacific as in
the Atlantic Ocean, and planted the colonies along the Atlantic border which afterwards developed into the great nation,
of which California now forms a part. All their voyages
\titi8)
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across the Atlantic and all their settlements in America were
made in direct opposition to the pretensions of Spain and in
open defiance of its power; and it was not until the year
1667, when for the purpose of resisting the encroachments of
France it acquiesced in the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle and
joined the triple alliance of England, Holland and Sweden,
that it formally recognized the right of the English to a portion of the American soil. By the tenor of that treaty it was
agreed that the English king should enjoy the plenary right
of sovereignty and property over all places then possessed by
him or his subjects in the West Indies or any part of America,
and that neither party should in any way interfere with the
American possessions of the other.
In the meanwhile the French also had penetrated the wilds
of America and established their settlements along the line
of the St. Lawrence, the Lakes and the Mississippi. They had
thus hemmed in the English settlements along the Atlantic
coast; and, if they had succeeded in their designs, the Englishspeaking part of America, instead of embracing the best part
of the country, would have been confined to narrow limits and
the history of the world been doubtless very different. The
French were a much more formidable enemy to the English
than the Spaniards had ever been. But the English colonists
were not to be hemmed in either by the Spaniards or the
French; and the result of their long and bitter struggles was
that the English, aided by the course of events in Europe, succeeded at length in driving the French almost entirely from
American soil. This was the effect of the treaty of Paris,
signed in 1763, by the terms of which England became the
recognized owner of all the territory east of the Mississippi
including Canada and Florida, and Spain the recognized
owner of Louisiana west of the Mississippi. France retained
New Orleans and the right to navigate in common with the
others the Mississippi river; and that was about all that was
left of its once extensive possessions in the New World.
While the eastem !-ide of the continent thus passed as the
result of long and bitter controversy into the hands of the
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English, there was comparatively no interference with Spain
on the western side . A few adventurous privateersmen, followed by pirates and buccaneers, attacked its commerce in the
Pacific; but they founded no permanent settlements and made
no lasting impression upon the western world. Under the
extraordinary grant of the pope, Spain still claimed all the
land and all the water on the west side of America from the
extreme south to the extreme north; an::1 it was not disposed
to admit the claims of any other nation even to the ice-bound
coasts of the arctic regions. It has already been seen with
what zeal it prosecuted its discoveries in the extreme north
and how it kept steadily in view the importance of extending
the Californian settlements further and further northward.
But while the treaty of I 763 fixed, so to speak, the nationality
of the eastern side of the continent, it left the western side
open to incursions, which under the name of scientific expeditions and voyages of discovery finally culminated in a lodgment of the English on the northwest coast somewhat similar
to what they had effected about two hundred years previously
on the eastern side.
The first of these expeditions, which specially concerns
California, was what is kno\\'n as the thir<l and h.st voya~e of
the famous Captain James Cook. It was at that time still
supposed in Eng-land that a practicabic passage from ocean
to ocean to the north of America might yet be foun<l; and, if
so, its discovery, in view of the acquisition of Canada and
particularly in connection with the continuously asserte<l claim
to Drake's discovery of New Albion, was a matter of prime
importance. The British government was so thoroughly impressed with this that in I 745 it had offered a reward of
twenty thousand poun<ls sterling for the discovery by a British ship of a northwest passage through Hudson's bay; and
in 1776 it repeated the offer for any British ship that might
discover and sail through any northern passage from ocean to
ocean in any direction. Cook had just returned from his
second voyage, in which he had completely disproved the
existence of a habitable continent about the south pole. Rich
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in his experience of antarctic navigation, he now offered himself for similar service in the arctic regions and proposed an
expedition to the extreme waters of the North Pacific and
with especial reference to the discovery of the much-desired
passage. This offer having been · accepted by the government, two vessels were prepared and placed under his command; and he was instructed to sail with them by the way of
the Cape of Good Hope and Otaheite to New Albion and
thence to the extreme north, where he was to prosecute his
search.
Cook sailed from Plymouth in July, 1776. After spending
more than a year in important investigations among the
islands of the South Pacific he, in the beginning of 1778,
turned northward and on January 18 of that year discovered
the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands. Thence he sailed for the ~
northwest coast of America and on March 7, I 778, came in ·
sight of it about two hundred miles north of Cape Mendocino .
From that point he coasted northward; but on_ account of
rough weather he was compelled to keep at a considerable
distance from the land, so that he did not examine it as carefully as he otherwise might have done . On March 22, he
observed a prominent headland, to which he gave the name
of Cape Flattery . Proceeding onward and doubling a projection agai~st which the surf broke with excessiv:! violence,
he entered and anchored in Nootka Sound . Notwithstanding his skill and care, he failed in his coasting to observe either
the mouth of the Columbia or the Straits of Juan de Fuca.
From Nootka he proceeded northwestward but at such a distance from land that he was unable to examine the coast
until May 2, when he observed the peak, named San Jacinto
by Bodega y Quadra and by him called Mount Edgecumb.
Beyond that he observed and named Mount Fairweather and
on May 4, descried the stupendous mass of Mount St. Elias.
At that point he commenced his special search for a passage
by which he might pass around the north of America into the
Atlantic Ocean. He accordingly followed the coast, carefully
examining all the inlets, and thus passed along westwardly
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and then southwestwardly until, on June 27, he arrived at
Unalaska.
On his way he named Prince William's Sound
and Cook's Inlet. But the further he proceeded the more he
became convinced there was no such passage as that of which
he was in search. On July 2, leaving Unalaska and passing
northward he proceeded along the coast until August 9, when
he reached the extreme northwestern point of America, to
which he gave the name of Cape Prince of Wales. From
that point he crossed O\'Cr to the easternmost point of Asia,
which he named East Cape; but he did not assume to change
the name of the passage, only fifty miles in breadth, separatin~ these two capes and therefore dividing the continents,
which retained and will probably for many ages retain in
honor of its illustrious discoverer the name of Behring's
Straits.
Beyond Behring's Straits, Cook traced the American coast
northeastward as far as Icy Cape and the Asiatic coast northwestward as far as North Cape. These respectively were the
extreme lim'its to which the arctic ices would permit him at
that season of the year to advance.
He therefore deemed it
prudent for the time being to retire and did so with the intention of renewing his search the next spring. Accordingly,
turnin:; to the southward, he returned to Unalaska , where he
arri\·ed for the second time on October 3, and thence sailed to
the scene of the most famous of all his discoveries, the Hawaiian Islands. On his first visit to this important group he
examined only the island of Kauai. He now, on his second
visit, discovered Hawaii, called by him Owyhee, and Maui,
called by him l\lowee. He passed several months at Karakooa bay on the westerly side of Hawaii; and there on February 16, 1779, he met his death at the hands of the natives .
Captain Charles Clerke, who succeeded to the command of
the expedition, endeavored to prosecute the search into the
Arctic Ocean in the summer of 1779 and proceeded by the
way of Petropaulovski in Kamtschatka to and beyond Behring's Straits; but, on account of the great rigor of the season,
Clerke found himself unable to advance even as far as Cook
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had reached the previous year. He therefore, both for this
reason and because his health was rapidly failing, returned to
Petropaulovski, near which place he died on August 22, 1779.
Lieutenant John Gore, the next in rank, then assumed command of the ships. He might possibly have turned again to
the north; but it was found upon examination that the vessels
were in such bad condition that it was deemed prudent to
• return immediately to England; and Gore accordingly turned
southwestward and in December anchored at the mouth of
the river near Canton in China.
There the importance of the northwest coast in an entirely
new point of view became demonstrated in a very unexpected
manner . It appears that when Cook lay at Nootka and
afterwards when coasting along the shores of Alaska, he, as
well as his officers and even the common seamen, procured
from the natives a quantity of furs in exchange for knives,
buttons and other articles of trifling account. There was no
thought of their being valuable as articles of commerce .
They were in fact considered of so little importance that they
were used as common bedding; and, by the time the ships
set out on their return for Europe, most of them were so worn
as to be comparatively worthless. But as soon as the Russian traders at Petropaulovski caught sight of these skins,
worn as they were, they immediately offered unexpected
prices for them and made good their offers by purchasing a
number. They showed themselves so anxious to buy all
they could procure that the eyes of the English were opened;
and, as the result of a few rapid inquiries, it was ascertained
that such furs as had thus been procured for almost nothing
were of immense value in China. Upon the strength of this
information, the skins that had not already been disposed of
were carefully gathered up and pac 1{ed away; and, upon the
arrival of the vessels at Canton, they were offered for sale in
the market of that great city . The information of th~ir
commercial value in that market, procured at Petropaulovski.
proved to be far below the fact: on the contrary the Chinese
began outbidding one another in their eagerness to purchase;
43 Voi..1.
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and by judicious bargaining the English managed to realize
immense profits-so much so that they became convinced
that with a full cargo of such furs, as might easily have been
procured if they had been aware of their value, all would
have been enriched. Such being the case, there was a general desire on the part of the sailors, notwithstanding the
length of time already spent in the cruise and the bad condition of the ships, to turn immediately around and make a ·
second voyage to the northwest coast; and they almost broke
out into mutiny when their requests in this direction were
denied and their prospects of becoming suddenly rich were
thus thwarted. They were, however, at last obliged to yield;
and the ships, after finishing their business at Canton, pursued their return voyage by the way of Good Hope to
England, where they arrived in October, 1780.
At the time Cook left Plymouth on the voyage just referred
to, England had already become involved in the war of the
American revolution, and on the return of the ships that war
was still in progress. There being then little prospect of
.any speedy termination of the struggle, France having joined
the Americans and Russia having proposed and carried its
project of armed neutrality, by reason of all which England
found that it had a much more hopeless task on hand than it
had at first anticipated, the British ministry deemed it proper
to withdraw from publication all accounts of Cook's voyage
and its results; and it was not until 1784, after the close of
the war, that the journals of the expedition were given to the
world. The information contained in them as to the geography of the northwest coast and particularly as to the abundance and commercial value of the furs, which \hat coast
yielded, immediately attracted the attention of all the maritime nations to the North Pacific; and in the course of a very
few years a number of vessels of various 11ationalities were
fitted out and got under way for the new avenues of gain thus
opened up.
The next important voyage of discovery to the North Pacific under the auspices of a nation other than Spain, after
that of Cook, emanated from France. It was that of Jean
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Franc;ois de Gallaup, Count de la P~se . He sailed from
Brest in August, 1785, with two vessels and under instructions to explore the portions of the northwest coast which
had not been examined by Cook, and also to search for a
northern passage eastward into the Atlantic . · He proceeded
by the way of Cape Horn to Chili, where he arrived in February. Thence he sailed by the way of the Sandwich Islands
to the northwest coast of America, which he first saw at
Mount Fairweather on June 23, 1786. From that point he
examined the coast southward and particularly the western
shore of Queen Charlotte's Island . Continuing on to the
southward, but either relying too implicitly on Cook's examination or for some other reason keeping too far out from
land, he also failed to observe either the Straits of Juan de
Fuca or the mouth of the Columbia. In September he
reached and anchored at Monterey, where he remained sixteen days. During his stay he gathered up a considerable
amount of information in reference to the country and made
a number of keen observations , which were afterwards published in his journals. But perhaps the most important service he did and one for which he must be considered a benefactor was the introduction into California -~toes,
which
he had brought from Chili,1 and the dissemination of various
grains and seeds, which he had brought with him from France,
all of which were in a perfect state of preservation.' He
also, or rather M. de Langle of his expedition, upon seeing
the slow, tedious, and laborious method of grinding grain
upon metates, presented the missionaries of San Carlos with
a hand-mill by means of which four women could do the
ordinary work of a hundred. 1 It is doubtful, however, whether
this gift was considered as beneficial as the donor thought it
would be. Both the missionaries and the Indians were accustomed to the old plan and by no means disposed to adopt
what they thought new-fangled notions. Although the
French mill may have been tried by way of experiment or
1
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curiosity, the method of grinding grain by a machine does
not appear to have become popular. A few rude mills, some
driven by mules and others by water power, were introduced
a few years afterwards; but there does not appear to have
been any great desire for improvements of this kind. Langsdorff, in 18o6, was informed that the missionaries were opposed to mills for the reason that they had so many Indians
that they wished to keep them constantly employed and
were afraid of making them idle if labor were too much
facilitated. 1 That some may have argued in this manner
in those primitive times is possible; but there were other
reasons. Either because tortillas made upon metates were
considered sweeter than those made of machine-crushed
meal, or because the old method was considered the best
merely because it was the old method, the metates held their
ground against the mills and, among some of the very old
Californians, metate-made tortillas are ·preferred to this day.
From California La Perouse crossed over to Asia and
among other places visited· Petropaulovski, from which place
he forwarded his journals to France . From Petropaulovski
he sailed to the Navigators' Islands where De Langle and a
number of his men were killed by the natives. Thence La
Perouse proceeded to Botany Bay, whence he sent word in
February, I 788, of his intention to sail to the Isle of France;
and that was the last direct information received . An expedition was sent out in 1791 in search of him; but' no traces
<.:ouldbe found. He and his ships and his people had all disappeared so completely that more than ordinary interest in
his fate was felt; and for many years speculations of all kinds
as to what had become of him were rife . Some forty years
afterwards , it was heard that two vessels had been wrecked
and all their people killed or lost about that length of time
previously at one of the New Hebrides Islands; and on the
supposition, which was doubtless correct, that they were those
of La Pcrouse, a monument was erected near the spot at the
co,;t of the French government."
t Lani:sdor trs \"oyages :in<l Tr:in:ls, London. 1814, 169.
• See Wood's ~atural History of J\lan, 11, 307.
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After Cook and La Perouse, a number of voyages for the
purpose of commercial gain were made to the North Pacific
chiefly by private English adventurers . They served to
establish the fur trade between the northwest coast and
China; but in other respects are of little or no concern. They
made no discoveries and, except in so far as they encouraged
that trade, had no appreciable influence upon the history of
California By this time the famous South Sea Company
had secured from the British parliament the right, exclusive
of all other British subjects, to the navigation of the Pacific
by the way of the Straits of Magellan or Cape Horn, while
the still more famous East India Company had secured a
. similar right to the navigation of the Pacific by the way of
the Cape of Good Hope. The private adventurers, being
thus excluded from entering the Pacific as British subjects.
were obliged to ass~me another nationality; and for this
reason almost all of them sailed under Portuguese colors.
But as already stated their voyages had little bearing upon
California and do not require further notice .
The next voyage worthy of special mention was that of
Nathaniel Portlock and George Dixon. They sailed from
London in I 78 5, under the auspices of the King George's
Sound Company, with the object of monopolizing the fur trade
between America and China For this purpose they had
obtained a license to navigate the Pacific from the South Sea
Company. Proceeding by the way of Cape Horn and the
Sandwich Islands they reached Cook's Inlet in July, 1786,
ran along the coast to. Nootka and thence to the Sandwich
Islands, where they wintered . The next year they returned
to Cook's Inlet and Prince William's Sound, at which latter
place they separated, Portlock devoting his attention to
trading in that neighborhood while Dixon ran down the
coast and visited and imposed the names of Norfolk ~ound, ·
Dixon's Channel and Queen Charlotte's Island upon the
places which arc still so called. From the latter place Dixon
ran down to Nootka and thence to C1.nton, where he rejoined
Portlock, who had proceeded there direct from Prince Wil-
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liam's Sound. Tltey both carried with them to C!lina a large
quantity of furs; but by that time the market had become
glutted; and their voyage, in so far as it was intended to
monopolize the fur trade or as a commercial venture, proved
a failure.
While Portlock and Dixon were at Prince William's Sound
in 1787 they found there Captain John Meares, who had
sailed in a small vessel under the flag of the East India Company from Calcutta in 1786 and, after visiting the Aleutian
Islands, had arrived at Prince William's Sound, where he
spent the winter . At the time he was thus found, his vessel
was frozen up in the ice; one-half his crew were dead and the
survivors were suffering dreadfully from the scurvy. Portlock
and Dixon also found on the northwest coast in 1787 Captain
Charles Duncan in command of the sloop Princess Royal and
Captain James Colnett in command of the ship Prince of
Wales, who had likewise been sent out by the King George's
Sound Company for the purpose of prosecuting the fur trade
and aiding in establishing the monopoly contemplated by
that association as before stated. In the same year 1787, that
coast was also visited by Captain Berkeley, or Barclay as he
was sometimes known, another Englishman, who however
carried the flag of the Austrian East India Company.
His
ship was called the Imperial Eagle and had sailed from
Ostend the preceding year. Each of these persons did something to acquire distinction and merits passing notice.
Captain Berkeley, running south from Nootka, discovered
the broad arm of the sea which constitutes the mouth or
entrance of the Straits of Juan de Fuca. He did not enter it
or attempt to explore it; but he was the first, if the claims of
the old Greek pilot Juan de Fuca himself arc to be excluded,
who made its existence known to the world . It had been
frequently passed and rcpasscd; but no oth!!r navigator had
seen it under such circumstances as to place its existence
beyond further doubt or question. From that locality he
sailed down the coast to a small island which, on account of
the massacre of a boat's crew, whom he had sent ashore, he
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called Destruction Island, a name it still bears. Thence he
proceeded to China.' Captain Duncan on the other hand
confined his investigations principally to the land and water
north of Nootka and ascertained the insular character of
Queen Charlotte's Island and discovered, explored and named
the Princess Royal archipelago. These discoveries revived
the old stories of Juan de Fuca and Admiral Foote and theit
pretended passages • from ocean to ocean. Juan de Fuca's
account, in so far as it referred to the western entrance of his
supposed passage, corresponded so nearly with Berkeley's discovery that his name became indissolubly attached, so to
speak, to the straits thus discovered. As for Fonte, it was
long supposed that among the many inlets observed by
Duncan one would be found leading into a great river as
asserted by him; but further investigations proved the entire
falsity of his story; and his name was relegated to comparative oblivion.
Captain Meares and Captain Colnett, although they accomplished little or nothing in the way of discovery, exploration
or successful fur-trading, yet managed to fill a large space in
the notoriety of their day and came near embroiling two great
nations in a war. Having carried the furs they collected in
1787 to China, Meares there fitted out a new expedition consisting of the ship Felice and the brig Iphigenia, which sailed
from Macao in January, 1788. Thesevesselsseem to have been
owned by private Englishmen resident in China, having no
connection with either the East India or the South Sea Company and without license therefore as Englishmen to navigate
the Pacific Ocean or engage in the fur trade. Under these
circumstances and for the purpose of avoiding the English
laws, it was pretended that the vessels belonged to Juan
Cavallo, a Portuguese merchant of Macao. Their papers
were made out in Cavallo's name and in the Portuguese language; and they sailed under the Portuguese flag. ·As Portuguese vessels they also carried instructions . duly made out,
to the effect that; if interfered with by either English, Spanish
1

Greenhow, 171.
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or Russian vessels, they should resist to the utmost of their
power; and, if successful in making captures under such circumstances, they should bring their prizes to China for adjudication. The Felice proceeded directly to Kootka, where
Meares landed his crew and set them at work building a
small vessel, which he named the Northwest America. Leaving a portion of his men to complete this vessel, he proceeded
\\-;th the remainder down the coast; made a partial examination of the Straits of Juan de Fuca, and then sailed down as
far as the cape which forms the northern point of the mouth ·or
the Columbia river, in search of a port supposed to exist in
that neighborhood.
He found there a sort of bay; bul the
swell was so prodigious, the water so shoal and the breakers
so violent that he deemed it prudent to keep out from the
land and sailed over to the headland forming the southern
point of the bay. Having thus failed to find a port, he named
the cape at the north of the bay Cape Disappointment and
the bay itself Deception Bay. He thus passed the mouth
of the largest and grandest river on the west coast of America,
without seeing it. There existed a vague sort of a rumor
that a great river, called by the Spaniards the San Roque,
discharged in that vicinity; but l\kares, having thus passed
alon~ and not observed it, confidently asserted that no such
river existed . It would appear that the extraordinary swell,
the remarkable shoal in~ of the water and the violent breakers
and especially \\'hen thus combined, should have attracted
his attention and quickened his perceptions; but, carelessly
sailing on, he ran down as far as Cape Lookout; and then
turning round and keeping out to sea he returned to Kootka.
The Iphigenia, mean\\'hile, sailed from l\lacao to Cook's In let
and after collecting a cargo of furs also proceeded to K ootka.
,,·here it joined l\lcares towards the end of the summer.
It
\\'as now determined that the cargo of the Iphigenia should
be transferred to the Felice, which sh.ould return with ::\kares
to China, while the Iphigenia and the small ;',;orthwest America, \\'hich had by this time been completed at Kootka and
was just launched. should cross m·cr tu the Sandwich Islands;
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winter there, and in the early spring return to Nootka,
where Meares would rejoin them for the business of the next
year and further prosecution of the object of the general
venture.
Upon his arrival in China, Meares found that Juan Cavallo,
the Portuguese merchant under whose name he had been
conducting his expedition, had become a bankrupt. It therefore became at once necessary to make new arrangements.
These were soon perfected by a compromise and accommodation with the King George's Sound Company, by the terms
of which the Felice was sold and a new ship, called the Argonaut, purchased and prepared for the northwest coast. This
vessel and the Princess Royal, which had previously been
under the command of Captain Colnett as before stated, were
then prepared for the northwest coast and sailed from Macao
for that destination in April, 1789. Colnett was placed in
command of the Argonaut and Captain William Hudson of
the Princess Royal. Possessing the license of the King
George's Sound Company and having therefore no need of
the Portuguese flag, they sailed under English colors. While
these vessels were on their way across the ocean, the brig
Iphigenia and the schooner Northwest America, which in
accordance with Meares' instructions of the previous year had
wintered at the Sandwich Islands and which still sailed under
the Portuguese flag, returned to Nootka. They arrived there
in April, I 789, in very bad condition-so wretched in fact that
the brig was compelled to lie up and only the schooner, with
the assistance of aid supplied by some ships of the United
States then in those waters, was enabled to keep the sea and
prosecute trade along the coast.
In the meanwhile, Spain had been observing with great
dissatisfaction the movements of the fur traders on the northwest coast, regarding therQ as interfering with its own claims
to the jOVereignty of those regions. These feelings continued to grow stronger and stronger until at length Manuel ·
de Flores, the then viceroy at Mexico, resolved to send an
expedition of inquiry thither. For this purpose two vessels,
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the corvette Princesa under command of Estevan Martinez
and the schooner San Carlos under command of Gonzalo de
Haro, sailed from San Blas in March, I 788, and proceeded to
Prince William's Sound. From that place they sailed to
Unalaska, carefully examining the Russian establishments as
they went along, and then returned to San Blas. They had
scarcely dropped their anchors, however, when the viceroy
Flores. who by this time had become thoroughly roused to
the dangers threatened to the Spanish sovereignty of the
northwest coast, ordered them to prepare for a new expedition; and on this occasion he directed them to proceed at
once to Nootka and maintain there the paramount rights of
the Spanish crown . Martinez and De Haro sailed from San
Blas, upon this mission, in the early part of 1789 and arrived
at Nootka in May of that year. They immediately landed
their artillery and supplies and began the erection of a fort .
They visited and were visite,J by the officers of the Iphigenia .
Great good feeling seemed to prevail for a week and upwards,
when suddenly Martinez, having invited the officers of the
Iphigenia on board his vessel, informed them that they were
his prisoners and that their ship was seized. William Douglas, the master of the brig, demanded the cause of such arrest
and seizure and was told that as his ship's papers required
him to seize any Spanish vessel found on the coast and as he
was about to be reinforced by vessels on their way from
China, the Spanish authorities did not feel disposed to run
the risk of being interfered with and thought proper to prevent such interference by making the first c;eizure. Upon
this, negotiations were at once opened; and the result was
the execution of a bond by the officers of the Iphigenia in
the name of Juan Cavallo of :\lacao, the reputed owner, to
pay its \'alue provided the seizure should be pronounced by
competent authorities a legal one, and the release of the vessel and its officers. A short time afterwards the Iphigenia,
having in the meanwhile been furnished by the Spaniards
with ~upplies. proceeded on its trading voyage up the coast
and, after collecting a carg-o, sailed for China.
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Some week or ten days after the departure of the Iphigenia.
the schooner Northwest America returned to Nootka and as
its papers were substantially the same as those of the Iphigenia, it was also seized by Martinez. A few days subsequently, the Princess Royal, one of the vessels that had last
left China, arrived with the news of the failure of Juan Cavallo, whereupon Martinez expressed his determination to hold
the Northwest America as security for the bond which had
been executed by the officers of the Iphigenia in Cavallo's
name. Its cargo was accordingly taken out and placed on
board the Princess Royal and the schooner was equipped and
sent out on a trading voyage by Martinez. Such was the
position of affairs when Colnett arrived from China in the
Argonaut.
The day after dropping his anchor Colnett was invited on
Martinez' vessel. He repaired thither in his uniform and with
his sword at hi,c;side. Upon being asked for his papers, he
informed M_~!tinez of his intention to take possession of
Nootka ~d erect a fort there under the British flag. Martinez replied that he could not permit this to be done as the
place was already occupied by the forces and in the name of
the king of Spain. An altercation ensued, in the course of
which Colnett drew or attempted to draw his sword; and he
was thereupon arrested and placed in confinement by Martinez. This treatment inflamed the natural violence of his
temper to such a degree as to render him insane, in which
condition he continued for several weeks. In the meanwhile
Martinez seized the Argonaut, and a few days afterwards the
Princess Royal also, and transferred their cargoes to the
Spanish ships. Subsequently the Argonaut was placed under
command of a Spanish lieutenant and sent to San Blas with
Captain Colnett, his officers and a large portion of his crew
on board as prisoners of war, while the Princess Royal and
the Northwest America were detained and used by the Spaniards for trading voyages on their own account along the
coast. Martinez. having thus according to his understanding of his instructions asserted the paramount rights of the
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Spanish crown, continued in the same general manner to
maintain them until November, when on account of further
orders from Mexico he broke up the establishment at Nootka
and with all his ships returned to San Blas .
The Argonaut had in the meanwhile, on August 16, arrived
at San Blas and proceedings were at once commenced for
its condemnation as lawful prize . Colnett and his men w~re
removed on shore and kept prisoners until the arrival of
Bodega y Quadra, the comandante of the department, then
temporarily absent. That gentleman, himself a navigator
who had sailed the northwestern seas and an officer of great
capacity and prudence, as soon as he understood the state of
affairs, treated Colnett with distinguished consideration and
sent him to the city of Mexico, where the matter of the seizure
of the Argonaut and other British vessels and incidentally the
conduct of Martinez in making the seizures and thus maintaining the paramount rights of the Spanish crown were under
investigation.
In the course of a few months the result of
the inquiry was announced-a
result evidently induced rather
by political than judicial considerations and very different
from what might have been expected in the high and palmy
days of the Spanish monarchy-to
the effect that ~Iartinez
had proceeded in conformity with law and the vessels might
be retained as lawful prize; but , on account of the appai"ent
ignorance of Colnett and his people of the rights of Spain
in the premises and also for the sake of preserving peace with
England, they should be released with the simple cond:tion
not again to attempt to settle or trade \\·ith the natives at
any point on the Spanish American coasts. Colr.ett, being
thus if not justified at least excused at the hands of the
Spanish authorities, immediately returned to San Blas and,
after receiving back the Argonaut and gathering up those of
his people who still remained, sailed for Nootka where he
expected to receive the Princess Royal, for \\'hich he carried
an order . l'. pon arri\ ·ing- there. however, he found that place
deserted and he therefore sailed for China. In 1791 he pro(,e~ded from China to the Sandwich Islands , where the Prin-
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cess Royal was at length restored, having been retained and
employed by the Spanish for a period of about twc, years.
Meanwhile the news of the seizure of the British vessels was
carried not only to Meares, who was still in China ar.d who
forthwith began to fulminate thunders with which he hoped
to shake the Spanish throne, but also reached the courts of
Spain and England and gave rise to a long and bitter controversy which for a time threatened the most serious consequences. In February, 1790, the Spanish ambassador at
London presented a note to the British ministry communicating the facts of the seizure, complaining of the infringement of the Spanish rights to the northwest coast by British ·
subjects and demanding that the guilty parties should be
punished by their own government, and interference with the
rights of Spain prevented for the future. To this the British
minister answered that the seizure of British subjects and
property, as described in the ambassador's note, was an act of
violence and that no discussion of the matters of which he
complained could be admitted until the seizures should be
restored and satisfaction given for the insult offered to the
British flag. This answer being transmitted to Madrid, the
Spanish cabinet suspected that England was using the occasion as a mere pretext for a rupture and at once began to
make preparations for war . At the same time, however, the
Spanish ambassador at London was directed to address a
second note to the British ministry, announcing the release
and restoration of the seizures; asking that the affair might be
considered as concluded without entering into any dispute or
discussion as to the rights of Spain, and desiring only that
British subjects might be commanded to respect those rights
in future.
The controversy was at this stage when Meares arrived in
London, armed with affidavits and comp:aints in nowise calculated to further a peaceful solution of the difficulty . On
the contrary, in consequence of his representations, orders
were given for the arming of two large fleets; and the subject,
as a matter of great national importance, was by royal mes-
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sage submitted to parliament. At the same time the representative of the British government at Madrid presented to
the Spanish government a formal demand for full reparation
and asserted as a principle, which would be maintained by
England, that British subjects had an indisputable right to
free and uninterrupted navigation, commerce and fishery and
to the possession of all such establishments as they might
form with the consent of the natives of any country not occupied by any other European nation. This demand called
forth from the court of Madrid a circular letter addressed to
the other courts of Europe, in which the facts of the dispute
were recited, disclaiming any intention to commit an act of
injustice and declaring the readiness of Spain to satisfy any
well-founded claims that might be made against it. The
result was a conference between the representatives of England and Spain; and finally it. was agreed that Spain,
besides restitution of the s!ized vessels and cargoes, should
indemnify their owners for all losses and make satisfaction
for the supposed insult to the British flag, it being provided,
however, that the extent of such insult and satisfaction should
be first determined by further negotiation or by a referee to
be selected by England among the crowned heads of Europe.
In the meanwhile the king of Spain, in view of the attitude
assumed by England, had applied to the king of France for
assistance; and the French king, being under treaty obligations to render such assistance, had ordered an increase of his
navy. It happened, however, at this juncture that the current of national affairs in France was fast rushing into the
vortex of the Revolution. The kin::;!was already powerless;
the national assembly was in session; and, when the subject
of the Nootka broil and the action of the king in relation
thereto were brought before it, occasion was taken by that
body to determin<" that it was no longer the king but only
the nation that could declare war and ratify treaties. At the
same time, the French nation, while it could not regard itself
bound by the obligations of the French king, recognized the
fact that a spirit of hostility had been fo~ented; that arma-
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ments were preparing; that at any moment a conflict might
commence; and, in view of the dangers to which it might and
doubtless would in such case be exposed, it repeated, on its
own behalf, the orders of the king, that the navy should be
forthwith increased and repared for immediate action and
effectual service.

CHAPTER
LATER NORTHWEST-COAST

T

X.

VOYA<iES ANO DISCOVERIES.

HE quarrel between Col nett and Martinez, in a remote,
obscure and at that time out-of-the-way corner of the
globe, threatened to involve the most powerful nations of
Europe in war. It was the spark which might have been
the occasion, in the t!1en state of European affairs, of a great
conflagration.
But g_11g_land,
though desirous of seizing upon
any favorable opportunity of pouncing upon !:ipain, suqdenly
became aware, from the progress of events in France, that
it would soon have conflicts enough upon its hands ,wthou(
provoking any fresh ones. · The tone of the British ministry
was immediately changed; and now, instead of rupt1,1re with
Spain, peace and even alliance were sought. France aided
in bringing about an accommodation; and the controversy
was finally arranged in October, I i90, by what is known as
the Nootka Convention.
This instrument
provided that
buildings and lands, of which British subjects had been dispossessed on the northwest coast since the beginning of the
difficulties there, should be restored; that reparation should
be made for all acts of violence or hostility committed b)·
subjects of either party against those of the other; that in case
subjects of either party should have been forcibly dispossessed
of lands, \·essels or other property the same should be restored
or just compensation made for the losses sustained; that the
subjects of neither party should thereafter be molested or disturbed in navigating- or fishing in the Pacific Ocean or landingon the coasts thereof for the purposes of settlement or trading, subject, ho\\'ever, to the restriction that British subjects
should not navigate or carry on fisheries within ten leagues of
(6S8)
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any part of the coast already occupied by subjects af Spain;
that as to the places _restored to British subjects, as first provided for, and as to other parts of the northwest coast north
of parts already occupied by Spain, if the subjects of either
party had already made settlements or should thereafter
make settlements, the subjects of the other were to have free
access and might carry on trade there without disturbance or
molestation; and that as to the coasts of South America
south of those parts already occupied by Spain, no settlements were to be formed; but subjects of either party should
retain the liberty of landing for the purpose of fishing and,
for such purpose, of erecting huts and other temporary buildings.
It cannot be said, if regard be had to the mere words of
this convention, that Spain Jost any substantial rights to the
northwest coast or that England gained any. But it must be
borne in mind that England thereby strengthened itself
against the coming storm in European affairs then brewing
in France, and also as the much stronger nation retained
the power of putting its own construction upon the terms
and conditions of the instrument, without any great fear
of contradiction from the much weaker nation. There could
be no justice in the claim that the English possessed either
buildings or lands at Nootka of which they had been deprived by Martinez; but nevertheless commissioners were
afterwards appointed and went through the form of determining what buildings and lands were to be restored. And,
as will be seen further along, England did in substance
put its own interpretation upon the treaty and Spain was
in no condition to dispute or resist it. For the time
being, however, Spain, unwilling as yet to succumb to the
demands of its haughty rival, deemed it proper more strenuously than ever to insist upon or at !'east make a show of
insisting upon and maintaining its rights to the Nootka settlement. Accordingly after Martinez returned to San Blas,
his vessels, together with the Princess Royal which he had
seizod from the English, were placed under command of
44
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Francisco Elisa, with instructions to re-establish the Spanish
settlement and make it permanent.
Elisa sailed in the spring
of 1790 and again planted the Spanish standard at Nootka.
Under his directions, Lieutenant Fidalgo in the schooner San
Carlos made a voyage as far north as the Russian settlements
at Cook's Inlet; and Lieutenant Quimper in the sloop Princess Royal made a partial examination of the Straits of Juan
de Fuca; but neither one nor the other added anything of
importance to what was already known.
Elisa was still at Nootka when a new Spanish expedition,
consisting of the corvettes Descubierta and Atrevida, under
command of Alejandro Malaspina, arrived there. The main
purpose of this expedition was the determination of the old
and still unsettled question as to the existence of the famous
Straits of Anian or, in other words, a practicable passage of
communication through North America between . the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans. All the recent voyages to the northwest coast had concurred in representing it as cut up into
numerous inlets and passages, the precise direction and extent
of which were still to a great extent a matter of conjecture;
but every new development tended to confirm the accounts
of the old navigators.
Under these circumstances the marvelous story of Lorenzo Ferrer de Maldonado and his pretended passage in I 588 from ocean to ocean was revived and
found a powerful supporter in the person of a French
f!eographer named Buache, who as the result of long and
persistent study persuaded himself of the truth of .Maldo. nado's narrative and in J 790 presented a learned paper upon
the subject to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, then the
center of everything that was new and startling . This paper
attracted great attention from all the maritime powers and
especially from Spain, which was most dire.::tly interested in
the question; and one of the immediate results was that
Malaspina, ,vho was an accomplished Italian navigator then
engaged in the service of Spain in making sun·eys in the
Pacific, was directed to turn his attention to the northwest
coast and, if possible, settle the long-mooted controversy.
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Malaspina sailed from Acapulco on May 1, 1791, and on
June 23 reached the neighborhood of Mount E<lgecumb.
Upon careful examination of. the coast and especially of the
highlands in the interior, he could find no indication of a passage such as was described by Maldonado, until he approached
Admiralty bay where a break in the sierra seemed to promise that the Straits of Anian had at last been found. The
corvettes accordingly sailed into the bay and lay-by to await
the dissipation of the clouds and mists, which covered the
snowy summits of the mountains and prevented him for
several days from pursuing his observations.
Meanwhile
upon anchoring he was presented with a delightful spectacle.
He found himself surrounded with picturesque hills and
islands covered with foliage and flowers. Here and there,
scattered in rustic simplicity, were Indian habitations. On
the level places and along the beaches were old men, women
and children engaged in industries, while the smooth waters
swarmed with canoes full of grown men coming out to meet
him with all the signs and demonstrations of amity and
singing, as he described it, "the harmonious hymn of peace." 1
This agreeable scene was still further heightened in interest a
few days afterwards, when the clouds and mists of the upper
skies cleared away and the magnificent landscape took in the
summits of the majestic cordillera rising in brilliant contrast
above the dark green forests of illimitable pines. But it was
especially in the evenings, when everything seemed suffused
with the splendors of the sunset reflected from the glowing
peaks, that Malaspina felt enraptured and recalled the pictures "of the golden age " as imagined by the poets.' These
pleasant appearances, however, did not prevent the commander from pursuing the objects of his voyage and preserving a prudent caution against too great a familiarity with the
natives. In the course of a week he ascertained to his entire
satisfaction that the passage he sought did not exist-in fact
he could see, now that the sky was clear, an unbroken line of
mountains extending in both directions north and south as
1 "
i"

El himno armonioso de la paz. "-Relacion, lntroduccion, CXIV.
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far as the eye could reach. Thence he proceeded northward,
making minute examinations and surveys of the coast as far
as Mount St . Elias, at which place, deeming the object of his
expedition accomplished, he turned around and ran down to
Nootka. After remaining there a week and upwards, he
again set sail, still devoting his attention to the examination
and mapping of the coasts; on September 13 stopped at Monterey, and on October 9 reached San Blas.1
The next Spanish voyages to the northwest coast and the
last were those of Dionisio Alcala Galiano and Cayetano
Valdes in the schooners Sutil and Mexicana and that of Jacinto Caamai'lo in the frigate Aranzazu. Malaspina in his
recent expedition had shown that there was no truth in Maldonado's story of a passage between the oceans; but it did
not therefore follow that there might not be some foundation
for the story of such a passage attributed to Admiral Fonte;
and it was now sure that there were Straits of Juan de
Fuca, though it was still uncertain how far they extended and
in what direction their various passages ran. To clear up the
doubts about Foote's passage and to ascertain the exact
truth about Fuca's straits were objects quite as important to
the Spanish court as those for which Malaspina sailed. Caamano was the man chosen for the former object. He sailed
from San Blas on March 20, 1792, and reached Nootka on
May 14 From that place he slowly proceeded northward,
minutely examining all the inlets, until he reached the neighborhood of the southern limit of Malaspina's search; but
there was nothing to be found of Foote's passage. Having
thus accomplished the object of his mission, he turned around;
on September 7 ran into Nootka again; on October 22 stopped
at Monterey, and towards the end of the year again dropped
anchor in the port of San Blas.•
Galiano and Valdes in the Sutil and l\lcxicana had for their
special purpose the examination of the· Straits of Juan de
After
Fuca. They sailed from Acapulco on March 8, 1792.
a short stay at Nootka they addressed themselves to their
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work of examination and commenced by a careful survey of
the northern shore of the straits. They had, however, not
proceeded far when they met the British vessels under Vancouver, engaged in the same business and now on their return from a survey of Puget Sound. The meeting, whatever
may have been the real feelings of the respective parties, was
to all appearance civil and friendly. They exhibited to each
other their charts; compared observations, and agreed to unite
their labors. Under this arrangement they remained together
three weeks and examined in conjunction the waters called
the Gulf of Georgia and the Canal del Rosario. Upon the
completion of this examination they separated-the
English
passing up northwestward through the intricate arm of the
sea called Johnstone's Straits; and the Spaniards, who on
account of the paucity and inefficiency of their crews were
unable to keep up, following more slowly. The English
again emerged into the Pacific at Queen Charlotte's Sound
on August 10; the Spaniards on September 4; and both proceeded directly to Nootka. There Galiano and Valdes placed
their charts in the hands of Juan Francisco Bodega y Quadra,
who had recently arrived as successor to Elisa, and then set
out on their return to Mexico, stopping for some time at
Monterey on their way down.
The meeting at Nootka at this particular time of the two
great navigators, George Vancouver on the part of the English and Juan Francisco Bodega y Quadra on the part of the
Spanish, was not a casual one. The former, it is true, had
come out from England mainly with the scientific object of
examining and surveying the northwest coasts; and the latter,
who was then superintendent of the marine department of
San Blas, had come up from that place to take command of
the Spanish forces. But both had been selected, as a matter
of fact, as the respective commissioners to decide as to what
buildings and lands were to be restored by the Spaniards to
the English in accordance with the provisions of the Nootka
convention and to carry out the stipulations of that instrument upcm the ground . They met and discussed the sub-
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ject much more like gentlemen than as the mere representatives of quarreling nations. As a preliminary, it was agreed
that the great island, which had just been circumnavigated,
should thenceforth be known, using their joint names, as that
of Quadra and Vancouver. They then proceeded to the interpretation of the treaty. yancouver claimed as the English
construction of its terms, that Spain was to give up all the
territories of Nootka and its surroundings, while Bodega
y Quadra declined to surrender any more than a small spot
said to have been temporarily occupied by Meares in 1788.
As a compromise, however, he offered to surrender Nootka
provided the English would recognize it as having been at
the date of the treaty the most northerly settlement of the
Spaniards and thus virtually abandon all claim to the territory
south of it. In other words, Bodega y Quadra, being a man of
spirit, refused to interpret the treaty otherwise than as it read
and would only swerve from its terms by way of a compromise which would still preserve the honor of his country.
It
seems, as a matter of fact, that his instructions authorized
him, if he should deem it proper, to yield to the English; and
it is probable that some such action was contemplated by
the Spanish gov0.rnment; but, if so, it now became clear that
a more accommodating instrument than Bodega y <.Jua<lra
would have to be chosen to execute the purpose . lJ ndcr the
circumstances, the object of the Engli- ;h could not be accomplished; the whole subject had to _be referred back to the
governments of the respective parties; and it was not until
I 795 and after various negotiations, the outcome of which
ho\\'ever could not be other than a foregone conclusion, that
Spain finally abandoned Nootka and substantially the entire
coast north of the Columbia ri\'er .
If Nootka had remained a Spanish settlement or if the
Spanish government had been uniformly guided by the spirit
of such men as Bodega y Qua<lra, there is every reason to
believe that Alta California ,rnuld have continued for a longtime to extend, as it ,ras then supposed to extend, into the
far northwest.
But by the operation of this Nootka business
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a northern limit, though 4n undefined and indeterminate one,
was put to the Californian frontier. If, on the other hand,
the English, who had thus secured a footing on the northwest
coast and were not likely judging from the precedents of their
history to confine themselves to narrow spaces, had not been
met and thwarted by a younger and more active antagonist,
there is every reason to believe that the British possessions
would have looked over into the Sacramento valley and
might even have come down within sight of the Golden Gate.
It was at the very commencement of the Nootka quarrel
between the English and the Spanish, which thus arose like a
mere fleck of vapor on a distant horizon but in time gathered
and spread into a black and portentous cloud threatening the
peace of the civilized world, that the Americans made their
first appearance and laid the foundations of their future empire on the Pacific. Almost immediately after the peace of
1783, which recognized the United States as a nation, its
citizens engaged largely in the trade with India and China
and the whale fisheries of the Pacific. Their first ship thai
came out was the Empress, which sailed from New York and
reached China in 1784. In the course of a few years afterwards there were a number of vessels, chiefly from New
England ports, employed in the same business. They enjoyed
the advantage of being able to sail the seas free from the
restrictions imposed by the British monopolies; but they
labored under the disadvantage of having no commodities of
home production which were saleable in the East Indian and
Chinese markets and of being therefore obliged to pay for
their cargoes in articles of which they themselves stood greatly
in need-that is to say, gold and silver. In the meanwhile the
journals of Cook's voyage were published; and the Americans,
thus early displaying their alertness and enterprise, at once
saw and seized the opportunity of remedying their difficulty.
They resolved to combine the fur trade of the northwest
coast \\"ith their Indian and Chinese trade . The merit of this
masterly stroke belongs to an association of Boston merchants, who in I 787 fitted out two small vessels, laden with
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blankets, knives, nails and other small articles calculated for
Indian traffic, and sent them out to pioneer the way for that
continuous and frequent trade, which afterwards rendered the
name of " Boston" and " Bostonman " as familiar on the northwest coast as on the shores washed by Massachusetts bay.
These two small vessels were the ship Columbia, commanded by Captain John Kendrick, and the sloop Washington, commanded by Captain Robert Gray . The ship was of
two hundred and ten tons burden; the sloop of ninety. They
left Boston on September 30, 1787; sailed by the way of the
Cape de Verde and Falkland Island~ , and in January, 1788,
doubled Cape Horn. Soon after entering the Pacific, the two
vessels were separated by a violent storm. Gray continued
his course in the sloop and in August made land about the
parallel of 46° north latitude, where in attempting to enter
what appeared to be the mouth of a river he grounded and
was attacked by the savages . He managed, however, to get
off with the loss of one man and continuing his voyage
northwards reached Nootka on September 17, where he
found Meares lying with the Felice and Iphigenia. Kendrick,
whose ship had been injured in the storm off Cape Horn, had
been obliged to put into the island of Juan Fernandez for
repairs but also managed to reach ::--l'ootkaa few .days after
Gray had anchored there .
In the spring of 1789, after wintering at Nootka, Gray
commenced a series of short trading voyages along the coast,
making frequent returns and depositing the furs collected by
him in the Columbia, which remained at its moorin~s . Upon
his first return, he found :\lartinez there; and upon a subsequent one he was present when Culnett arrived and was a
witness to many of the circumstances of the quarrel which
afterwards made so great a noise in the world. From the
very beginning, the most friendly relations appear to have
been established and to have continued to exist between the
Americans and the Spaniards; while there were al,.;o many
friendly interchanges between the Americans and the En glish though the national animosities , engendered by the then
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recent war of independence, tended to prevent entire cordiality. The Americans were, therefore, not only allowed to
remain entirely undisturbed when the troubles sprang up
between the English and the Spanish; but on many occasions
they acted as mediators. During all the time, however, Gray
was taking advantage of the difficulties under which the contending parties were laboring and was diligently piling up
treasures in the hold of the Columbia.
In June, 1789, Gray explored the entire east coast of Queen
Charlotte's Island. Duncan had sailed through the same arm
of the sea the preceding year and ascertained its general
character; but Gray was the first to visit and trade with the
islanders. On a subsequent voyage, he entered the opening
now known as Queen Charlotte's Sound, being the northern
end of the strait between Vancouver's Island and the mainland. Into this he sailed southeastwardly fifty miles and
then turned round with his cargo for Nootka. Upon approachinl that place, he met the Columbia, which had just
sailed from there for China. The vessels hailing each other
lay-to; and, after a short consultation between the captains,
it was arranged that Gray should take charge of the Columbia and proceed to China, while Kendrick should take charge
of the Washington and remain upon the northwest coast.
In a short time all the proceeds of his late trading voyage
were transferred on board the Columbia and, assuming the
command of the larger vessel, Gray spread his canvas for
Canton . Arriving there in December, he sold his furs; took
on a cargo of tea, and then sailed by the way of Good Hope
for Boston, which he reached on August JO, 1790-having
thus, first of all navigators, carried the fla~ of the United
States around the world. 1
After the departure of Gray for China, it seems that Kendrick, in the course of his trading with the Indians, passed
through the Straits of Juan de Fuca and entirely around
Vancouver Island. \Vhether he did so or not is not entirely
clear; but it is certain that from information derived from his
1 Greenhow,
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voyages and that of Gray, the insular character of Vancouver
Island was determined upon. Thi_s,it is ~o be borne in mind,
was before Vancouver reached the northwest coast and made
those minute and admirable surveys, which to a great extent
fixed and established the geography of that part of the globe.•
After trading for some time in those seas and, among other
things, bargaining with the Indians for immense tracts of land
in the neighborhood of N ootka, Kendrick conceived the project
of opening up an entirely new kind of trade with China
He
had learned that there were growing in some of the South Sea
islands a species of evergreen tree, the heart of which was of
great and permanent fragrance, similar to the sandal-wood of
India. His notion was that large profits m ght be reaiized by
shipping this wood to Chinese ports, and selling it for the
manufacture of cabinet-ware, fans and ornaments.
He resolved to make the experiment and mentioned his intention
to Vancouver, who was then on the northwest coast; but the
English navigator, who was more of a scientist than a speculator, deemed the scheme chimerical. Kendrick, however,
pursued his project and started the trade in sandal-wood
between the islands and China, which has ever since been
prosecuted with vigor and advantage. His life was lost and
career cut short at the Sandwich Islands in 1793 by a shot
from a British vessel, which was unintentionally discharged
while saluting him.'
The next trading voyage from the United States to the
northwest coast after that of Kendrick and Gray was that of
Captain Metcalf. He sailed from New York in the brig Eleonora and proceeded first to Canton, where he purchased a
small schooner which he named the Fair American and placed
under the command of his son, a youth of eighteen years.
He then proceeded with the two vessels to Nootka, where
they arrived in November, 1789. In January, 1790, they
sailed for the Sandwich Islands, but were separated on the
voyage. The Eleonora reached Maui and anchored. During
the first night the natives seized one of the boats and the man
1
2
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in charge of it. The next day they assembled in large numbers and gave indications of hostility and one of them
attempted to scuttle the vessel. Metcalf, being satisfied of
their intentions, opened fire upon them and burnt their village .
He then moved to another position; but in a few days the
natives followed in their canoes; and it soon became evident
from their actions that they contemplated mischief. Among
other things, after agreeing for a certain reward to restore the
mal'l and boat that had been seized the first night after the
''Csstl's arrival, they produced a piece of the boat and the
bones of the man and then demanded their pay. Though it
was plain the man had been murdered, the stipulated price
was paid in the hope that it would tend to conciliate the savages. But the payment under such circumstances produced
a contrary effect. The savages regarded it as an indication
of fear a11dsurrounded the ship in great numbers. Metcalf
thereupon ordered all his guns, which were charged with
grape, to be fired into the midst of the savages and caused an
indiscriminate slaughter of more than a hundred and fifty of
them. He then sailed for Hawaii. Not long afterwards the
Fair American in charge of young Metcalf reached the Sandwich Islands and anchored at a bay on Hawaii about thirty
miles north of where the Eleonora was lying. The natives
seemed peaceable and were allowed on board. The treach_ery of their savage nature, however, soon manifested itself.
One of the chiefs with his attendants, while pretending to do
honor to young Metcalf by placing a crown of feathers upon
his head, suddenly threw him over the side of the vessel,
where he was immediately killed by the other savages. The
sailors were then thrown overboard and all killed, after which
the schooner was dra\vn on shore and rifled of its cargo. The
only man spared was Isaac Davis, the mate; and he was badly
wounded. About the same time a plan was formed by the
principal chiefs of Hawaii to seize and destroy the Eleonora;
but its execution was prevented by John Young, the boatswain, who had succeeded in winning the favor of the natives
and was then on shore. Through his good offices, Metcalf
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was informed of his danger and immediately left, without
even learning his son's melancholy fate. As for Young and
Davis, they remained on the islands and, entering the service
of Kamehameha, the principal chief, assisted in subjecting the
entire kingdom to his sway and materially aided in shaping
the policy of his councils.'
Gray, upon his return to Boston in August, 1790, found a
number of vessels fitting out for the northwest coast. One of
these was the brig Hope . It was placed under the command
of Joseph Ingraham, late mate of the Columbia, and sailed on
September 16. Passing down the Atlantic, aoubling Cape
Horn and running up the Pacific, Ingraham on April 19,
1791, discovered a group of six islands, said to be the most
delightful of all those of the South Sea. They are situated
almost in the center of the ocean, some eight or ten degrees
south of the equator, and are known as the \Vashington
Group. They are next north of the Marquesas Group. Thence
he sailed to the Sandwich Islands and thence to Queen Charlotte's Island on the northwest coast. After spending the
summer in trading, he crossed over to China; d!sposed advantageously of his furs; invested in a cargo of tea, which he
shipped to Boston, and then returned again to Queen Charlotte's Island which by this time haJ become the principal
resort of the American fur-traders .,
Though Gray's recent voyage had not proved as remunerative as haJ been expectec.l, it \\·as c.letermined that he should
immediately return to the northwest coast. He accordingly
repairec.l his ship, the Columbia, anJ on September 28, 1790,
set sail from Boston for the second time. On June 5, I 79 I,
he reached Clyoquot on Vancouver Island and thence proceeded to the eastern shore of Queen Charlotte's Island, where
he remained until September, trac.ling with the Indians and
examining the many inlets and passa;::es between it and the
mainlanc.l. In September he returned to Clyoquot; erected a
fortified habitation, which he called Fort Defiance, and spent
the winter there employing his leisure time in building a
1 t;rccnhow,
' G reenhow,
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small vessel, which he launched and named the Adventure.
In the spring of 1792, while the Adventure was dispatched
northward for the purpose of collecting furs in that direction,
Gray turned the prow of the Columbia to the southward.
It will be recollected that in August, 1788, upon his first
arrival on the coast, he had run aground at or about parall~I
46° of north latitude and near what appeared to him to be
the mouth of a river. He had had on that occasion considerable difficulty in getting off again, having been attacked by
the natives and losing one of his men. He now, being in
much better condition to make investigations as well as
defend himself against hostile attacks, resolved to return to
the same spot. Running down the coast accordingly, after
passing the Straits of Juan de Fuca, he found it bold and
unindented until about the latitude of 47°, where on May 7,
perceiving an opening, he ran in and discovered an extensive
bay to which he gave the name of Bulfinch's Harbor. It is
the same which has since received and still bears the name of
Gray's Harbor. After remaining there trading with the
natives three days, he resumed his voyage southward and on
the morning of May 11, 1792, doubling a point, came in sight
of the scene of his former misadventure. He could plainly
perceive an inlet between two well-defined points and at once,
notwithstanding the fact that a continuous line of foam seemed
to warn him off, set all his sails; plunged through the breakers, and in a short time found himself in a large river of fresh
water . He sailed up stream along the northern shore for
about ten miles, when he anchored and remained three days,
trading with the natives and obtaining new supplies of fresh
water. He then got under way again and sailed up the river
ten or fifteen miles further, when the channel, which he had
selected and which he soon ascertained was not the main
channel of the river, came to an end; and the ship grounded.
In a short time, however, it floated again and, backing out, it
was allowed to drop down stream . Gray now attempted to
get back into the Pacific but for nearly a week was baffled by
winds and waves; and it was not until May 20 that he finally
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succeeded in beating out over the bar and regaining the open
sea. Before doing so, he gave to the great river he had thus
found the name of the Columbia!
This discovery , which among all the discoveries on the
west and northwest coasts was second in importance only to
that of the bay of San Francisco, was the most consequential
ever achieved by an American. It not only reflected honor
upon and gave character to American seamanship; but it afterwards enabled the United States to claim and secure the sover eignty of most of the territory washed by the Columbia. And
Gray was as absolutely and exclusively entitled to the credit
of its discovery as was Columbus to that of America
It is
true that the Spaniard Martin de Aguilar in 16o3 reported the
discovery of a great river, which he located about the parallel
of 43° north and which was supposed to indicate the western
entrance of a passage between the oceans. But it cannot be
claimed that he ever saw such a river or ever made such a
discovery . It is also true that the American traveler , Jonathan Carver, who in 1766 visited the upper waters of the
Mississippi, heard of a great river which was said to take its
rise in the center of the continent, run westward anJ discharge
into the St raits of Anian and which was called the Oregon.'
But there is nothing, in the account he gave of it, to in any
manner sho·.v that it had been actually discovered or was
known to exist by any civilized man . It is also claime<l by
the Spaniards that Bruno de Heceta made the discovery in
August, 1776, anJ called the ri\'er Rio de San Roque. But
it is admitted that he did not enter it or describe it or know
anything of its character . In I 7i8 Cook passed along in front
of the entrance and was at the time in search of a passage
inland , yet he failed tn observe it and virtually declared that
no such entrance existed . In I 788 Meares sailed down the
coast from Nootka for the principal purpose of searching for
the river, whose mouth was said to have been discovered by
Heceta; and he actually rounded the north point and ran into
and across the bay formed between the two points of the
- - -- ------
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entrance; but for some unexplained reason he did not see it;
satisfied himself with the assertion that there was no such
entrance and no such river, and thereupon, as have been
shown, named the point Disappointment and the bay Deception. In 1792 Vancouver passed along the coast north'ward
from Cape Mendocino and carefully examined it under the
most favorable circumstanc<:,"5 of wind and weather.
He
noticed Cape Disappointment'and
the opening of Deception
bay and eve,i observed that the sea changed there from its
usual tint to river -colored water; but at the same time he saw
an apparently continous line of surf and concluded that the
coast there, like that to the south of it, presented a compact
and unbroken barrier to the ocean. He therefore considered
the opening as unworthy of attention and passed on. 1 Upon
approaching the mouth of the Straits of Juan de Fuca, he
met Gray, then on his way to the actual discovery, and compared notes with him. Gray spoke, among other things, of
his having run aground near what he took to be the mouth of
a great river about the latitude of 46° in the year 1788 and
added that he was unable to enter it on account of the vio •
lent outset and reflux of the tides. But Vancouver paid little
or no attention to the information and sailed on to the northward, while Gray persisted in the course that rendered him
famous.•
F1om the Columbia river, Gray sailed to the east coast of
Queen Charlotte's Island, where his ship was injured by running on a rock, and thence to Nootka for the purpose of
making repairs . At the latter· place he communicated the
particulars of his discovery of the Columbia and Bulfinch's
Harbor to Bodega y Quadra and also to Ingraham, who about
the same time arrived there in the Hope. In September, 1792,
having completed their business on the northwest coast, both
Gray and Ingraham sailed for China and thence home to the
United States. The latter subsequently entered the United
States navy and was lost at sea in 18oo; the former continued
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to command trading vessels out from Boston until I Sog, about
which year he died.
But while the Americans, Gray, Kendrick, Ingraham and
Young, thus earned distinction, each in his particular department, undoubtedly the most thorough navigator that visited
the northwest coast and made it best and most reliably
known to the world was the Englishman, Captain George
Vancouver . This accomplished officer was instructed to
examin:! and survey the entire west and northwest shores of
North America between the parallels of 35° and 6o0 and
especially with reference to any passage or communication
between the North Pacific and North Atlantic oceans. In
pursuance of his instructions he left Deptford; England, in
January, 1791, in command of the sloop-of-war Discovery,
accompanied by the armed tender Chatham in charge of
Robert Broughton. Proceeding by the way of the Cape of
Good Hope and the Sandwich Islands, they in April, I 792,
reached the neighborhood of Cape Mendocino. On April 27,
as already stated, they were off the mouth of the Columbia;
but, deeming the place of little importance, they passed on
and proceeded to the survey of the Straits of Juan de Fuca.
Sailing along the southern shore of that arm of the sea, they
reached Admiralty Inlet, which they carefully ~urveyed and
named, as they did likewise its principal branches, Hood's
Canal and Puget Sound . Arriving at the end of those waters
and seeing that they were closed in by lofty mountains on the
east, they turned around and retraced their course to what
they called the Gulf of Georgia. There they met the Spaniards Galiano and Valdes; in conjunction with them examined
and surveyed the shores of that gulf; threaded the intricate
passage known as Johnstone's Straits, and then ran out into
Queen Charlotte's Sound and around to Nootka, as related in
the account of the voyage of the schooners Sutil and Mexicana.
At Nootka Vancouver found the store-ship Dredalus, which
had just come out from England, bearing among other things
his instructions as commissioner under the Nootka convenfion.
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His negotiations as such commissioner with Bodega y Quadra
and their failure to agree have been already stated. After
remaining at Nootka a few months, Vancouver on October
13 left that port with the three vessels now under his command and sailed southward for the purposes of continuing his
survey and particularly of examining Gray's Harbor and the
Columbia river, of the recent discovery of which by Gray
he had received information from Bodega y Quadra. Arriving off Gray's Harbor he detached the ship Dredalus in charge
of Joseph Whidby to examine it and himself with the Discovery and Chatham proceeded to the mouth of the Columbia. It was his intention to enter that river with both his
vessels; and the Chatham seems to have experienced no great
difficulty in running in; but, owing to the rapid shoaling of the
water and the rough surf which extended across the entrance,
the Discovery did not venture the passage. In these days,
when the channels are well known, vessels of very large class
cross the bar in almost any weather. But, as nothing was
then known of these channels, it was no more than prudence
on the part of Vancouver, though his ship was only of three
hundred and forty tons burden, to keep off arid leave the
survey of the Columbia to Broughton.
He accordingly continued his voyage southward and ran into the bay of San
Francisco, where he arrived on November 14; and before the
end of the same month he was rejoined by the Chatham.
Broµghton, upon entering the mouth of the Columbia,
found the British brig Jenny, Captain Baker, lying anchored
there. It had left Nootka a few days before and had run in
to trade with the Indians. The Chatham, after exchanging
the usual courtesies, proceeded to ascend the river; but the
channel proved so intricate that Broughton determined to
leave his vessel and take to his cutter. In this he ascended
about a hundred miles to a bend formed by a prominent
point, around which the current swept so rapidly that he could
not without great difficulty advance further. He therefore
resolved to return to the Chatham and, after imposing the
name of Point Vancouver upon the limit of his survey and
45
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going through the ceremony of taking formal possession
the oountry in the name of the king of Great Britain,
dropped down to his vessel; again set sail; ran out into t
ocean, and proceeded to San Francisco. Upon reporting I
observatibns to Vancouver and particularly the fact that t
lower part of the Columbia for a distance of twenty-fi
miles from the mouth was much wider than the stream abo
and in some places as mtJch as seven miles, the two came
the conclusion that the true mouth of the river was twenty-fi
miles from the ocean and that the waters between it and t
ocean were an inlet or sound. They accordingly applied t
name of Gray's bay to the place about fifteen miles from t
ocean where the Columbia anchored, and the name of Bake
bay to the place directly within Cape Disappointment whe
the Jenny lay. It can hardly be supposed that Vancou~
intended, by this distinction between what he considered t
river and what he considered as only an inlet or sound, to r,
Gray of the glory of having discovered the Columbia. As
matter of fact Gray's discovery first became generally kno,
to the world through the publication of Vancouver's journ
But there could be no doubt that if the true mouth of t
river were twenty-fi\'e miles from the ocean, then Gray ne,
saw it and consequently, strictly speaking, never discover
it. Even if this distinction were allowed, it is plain tiGray's merits and glory would not be diminished.
But t
world has not been willing to adopt it. Though the narr
of Gray's bay and Baker's bay still remain, they arc bays
the river and the river is regarded as discharging directly ir
the ocean.'
Vancouver remained at San Francisco until November :
when he proceeded to Monterey and stopped there un
January 14, 1793. At the latter place he had further ne~
tiations in regard to the ~ootka controversy with Bodega
Quadra, who in the meanwhile had come down from t
north; and it was finally agreed between them that Brouf'
ton should proceed by way of Mexico to Europe with sta
ments of the difficulties which had prevented their settlem<
1
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of that vexed question. During his stay at San Francisco
and Monterey, Vancouver was entertained with great courtesy
by the Spaniards. From the latter place, having been first
joined there by the Dredalus which he thence dispatched to
New South Wales, he sailed with the Discovery and Chatham
to the Sandwich Islands and thence back to the coast of
California in the neighborhood of Cape Mendocino. After
examining that coast and particularly Port Trinidad, where
Heceta and Bodega y Quadra landed and of which they
took formal possession in I 77 5, he proceeded to N ootka and
~pent the summer in completing his surveys of all the shores
between the latitudes of 51° and 54°. From there he again
sailed to San Francisco and spent two months in examining the coast between that place and a point a short distance
south of San Diego. In all his examinations of California
and the Spanish establishments there, which were very careful and minute, he continually spoke of the country as New
Albion and seemed to regard it as of right belonging to England. Speaking of the mission of San Domingo, the southern limit of his survey, he described it as "the southermost
Spanish settlement on what I have considered as the coast of
New Albion as discovered and named by Sir Francis Dra~e
or, as the Spaniards frequently call the same country, New
California'"
Towards the end of December Vancouver sailed again for
the Sandwich Islands and reached Hawaii on January 9,
1794- By this time Kamehameha had succeeded in establishing his supremacy over almost all the other native chiefs and
had assumed the title of king. But he was still perfectly well
aware of the weakness of his title and knew that the whole
superstructure of his dominion could be easily overthrown.
In a month or so, with a few ships, any of the maritime powers could sweep it away. Occasions of difficulty with any of
these powers might arise at any time, and, however remote
such contingencies might seem, the astute potentate could not
and did not feel averse to securing protection against them.
On the other hand Vancouver, looking forward to a time
1
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in the not-far-distant future in which he expected Engla 1
to vindicate its claim to the entire coast of New Albie
considered the control of the Sandwich Islands of prir
importance to British interests . He was therefore care:
to impress upon Kamehameha the idea that, by invoking t
protection of England, he would not only strengthen his ti
against the other native chiefs but also secure himself agair
any foreign interference. To render his propositions
me
acceptable to Kamehameha, Vancouver built for him a sm
vessel upon which the guns taken from the Americ
schooner Fair American were mounted, and gave him reas,
to expect that the British government, upon accepting t
protectorate, would send him out a ship-of-war . Under the
circumstances and upon a further distinct understanding
tt
there was to be no interference in any respect with the reli
ion, government or domestic concerns of the island, it w
agreed that Hawaii should be ceded to the British crown.
(
February 25, 1794, accordingly, Kamehameha and his pri
cipal chiefs assembled on board the Discovery and we
through the ceremony of a formal cession; while Peter Pug,
then in command of the Chatham, landed upon the islar
displayed the British colors and took possession in the oar
of his Britannic majesty. In this manner Vancouver pt
pared the way for a future English occupation and subjug
tion of the islands, if the home government should at a1
time deem such a step advisable. But, as events subsequent
turned out, nothing further in that direction was done . T
ceremonies of cession and taking possession, therefore, prov,
to be mere ceremonies . England gained nothing by the1
and the only party that derived any benefit was the sava
statesman, Kamehameha, who, hv'virtue of the vessel fl
nished him and the prestige of being" brother to King Geor
III," was enabled to overcome all the remainder of his d
mestic enemies and finally establish his dynasty .'
After this stroke of policy, which if it had been follow
up by England would have been regarded as masterly, Va
couver took his final leave of the Sandwich Islands a:
1
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returned a second time, making his third visit, to the northwest coast. On this occasion he ran up to Alaska and thence
proceeded eastward and southward, carefully and minutely
surveying the entire shore as far as Queen Charlotte's Island,
thus connecting with his surveys of previous rears. He then
took formal possession of the whole country extending from
the Straits of Juan de Fuca north and northwestward as far as
latitude 59° in the name of the British sovereign. He next
ran down to Nootka, where he found the Spaniards still in
possession and learned that Bodega y Quadra had died the
preceding spring at San Blas. Thence he proceeded to
Monterey, where he received information of the final adjustment of the Nootka controversy by the courts of London
and Madrid on substantially the same terms that he had
urged upon Bodega y Quadra and which the latter had had
the manliness to reject. His work being now finished, and
it being ascertained beyond all question that no navigable
passage existed between the North Pacific and North Atlantic
Oceans, he on December 2, 1794, sailed from Monterey on
his return to Europe; and, passing down by the way of Valparaiso and doubling Cape Horn, he arrived in England in
November, 1795, having completed the most extensive and
reliable nautical survey ever made in one expedition.
After Vancouver's departure, Nootka was formally delivered up by the Spaniards to the English; but for various
reasons it was found by the English to be a possession not
worth the trouble and expense of maintaining. The principal of these reasons was the fact that the monopoly of the
Chinese trade and the navigation of the Pacific still continued
in the hands of the East India Company and consequently
British merchants in general, who might otherwise have found
it a field for their energy and enterprise, were restrained from
engaging in it. Therefore, soon after the Spaniards withdrew,
the English also abandoned the spot; and from that time for
nearly twenty years, very few of their vessels ever visited it or
any part of the northwest coast. This left the valuable trade
of that part of the world almost .exclusively in the hands of
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the Americans; and they were by no means backward in ta
ing advantage of the circumstances. Fo~lowing in the tra
originally opened for them by Gray and Kendrick, for ye
after year and in comparatively large numbers, they wou
set sail from Atlantic ports with a few trinkets and such sal
able commodities as they could- obtain under the gradual
increasing commerce of the United States. On their w,
they would take on West India productions; in the Sou
Pacific they would pick up various articles of traffic; at tl
Gallapagos they would lay in turtles and turtle-shells;
Nootka and other ports of the northwest coast they wou
trade for furs, which at the end of the season they would car
to the Sandwich Islands; then, leaving the greater portion
their people to dress and prepare the peltries, they in t
spring would embark crews of native islanders, or Kanak
as they came to be called, and return to the northwest cm
for more furs. Thus industriously gathering up almc
enough to fill their ships, they would afterwards compl«
their cargoes with sandal-wood and run into China, wh«
they would exchange their valuables for still greater vah
hies in the shape of teas, silks and nankins and in the com
of three or four years return home greatly enriched. 1
1

---
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CHAPTER
OVERLAND EXPEDITIONS

XI.
AND EXPLORATIONS.

W

HILE navigators were engaged in exploring the passages and examining the shores of the northwest coast,
land expeditions commenced opening up the interior communications and advancing the frontiers in the same direction .
The first person, who contemplated crossing the continent,
appears to have been Captain Jonathan Carver of Connecticut,
an old soldier of the French and Indian war. After the close
of that conflict, having apparently no other employment to
satisfy his enterprising spirit, he conceived the project of an
overland journey to the Pacific. He set out from Boston in
1766 and made his way along the Lakes to the head-waters
of the Mississippi, where he spent two years an"long the
Indians, learning their customs and languages and gathering
all the information he was able in regard to the countries
beyond . From there it was his purpose to cross over, by the
way of the Lake of the Woods and Lake Winnepeg, to the
head -waters of the" Great River of the West, which falls into
the Straits of Anian." His ultimate object was to induce the
British government to establish a post at or near the Straits
of Anian, which he regarded as having been discovered by
Sir Francis Drake, and thereby facilitate the discovery of a
northwest passage between Hudson's bay and the Pacific
Ocean. It was his idea that there was a point in the center
of the continent, on what he called the Shining Mountain , at
which four great rivers took their rise within a few leagues of
one another and, running off in different directions, emptied
into different oceans two thousand miles from their source.
The first called the Bourbon he supposed to run northerly to
1711)
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Hudson's bay; the second was the St. Lawrence runnini
easterly to the Atlantic; the third was the Mississippi runnini
southerly to the Gulf of Mexico, and the fourth he called th
Oregon and described as running westerly and emptying int•
the Straits of Anian. From whatever sources Carver derivec
his information as to the rivers Bourbon and Oregon, it i
plain he knew nothing about them. He was unable to exe
cute his plan of traveling westward from the Mississippi; but
even had he done so, he would not have found any sud
place as the Shining Mountain of which he spoke. He maJ
have heard, and probably diJ hear, vague reports of grea
rivers in the north and west; but he never saw any part o
any of them; and all his notions about them were fanciful anc
altogether unreliablt". It was through his writings, howeve1
that the word Oregon came into use and was applied some
times as a name of the Columbia river and afterwards to des
ignate the territory drained by its waters. 1
The first really important di~coveries in the northwester,
interior and beyond the countries that were known in Carver'
time were made by Samuel Hearne, an agent of the Hudson'
Bay Company. This association had been incorporated i1
I 669 by a charter of Charles I I., which granted to Prine ,
Rupert and his associates and their successors the exclusi,·,
ri~ht of trading to l ludson's bay and the countries drainc,
by its waters. It had organized; established posts at diffcrcn
points on and about Hudson 's bay, and drove a thri\·ing busi
ness, principally in the collection of furs, which it shipped t<
England and thence distributed to the various markets when
they could be sold at the highest profit. For many years i
enjoyed the monopoly of this trade in much the same man
ner as the Ea~ India Company enjoyed the trade of Eastcrr
Asia and the Pacific Ocean ; and in process of time it bccarn(
a great and powerful institution . Hearne was stationed a1
Fort Prince of \Vales on the west shore of Hudson's bay
from which point in the years I no and I i71 he made severa
journeys to the west and northwest of that post. In the
course of his exploration:,; , he discovered the Great Slave Lake
1
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and other water.; in that neighborhood and among them the
Coppermine river, which he followed to its mouth in the far
north, where he observed the tides to ebb and flow and found
the beaches strewn wit~ the relics of whales that had been
thrown up by the•waves . The water system thus discovered
was entirely distinct from that of Hudson's bay and showed
that there was no passage or channel of water communication
·
from it to the Pacific.1
Next after Hearne's the most important discoveries in the
northwest interior were made by Alexander Mackenzie . He
· was also engaged in the fur trade and was stationed at Fort
Chipewyan at the southwesterly corner of Athabasca Lake.
From this post he made several extensive journeys. In 1789,
having descended in canoes from Athabasca to Great Slave
Lake, he discovered a large river flowing out of the western
extremity of the latter. This stream, to which he gave the
name of Mackenzie river, he followed some nine hundred
miles in a northwesterly direction to its mouth in the Arctic
Ocean. In 1792, starting out in a westerly direction from
Athabasca Lake, he ascended Peace river to the Rocky
mountains , where he spent the winter . Resuming his journey
the next summer, he followed the course of Peace river
through the Rocky mountains to its head-waters on the western side of them. From there he crossed over a short distance to the head -waters of a stream flowing in a southerly
direction, called by the natives the Tacoutchee-Tessee, which
he supposed to be the Columbia but which afterwards proved
to be Fraser river . This he followed some two hundred and
fifty miles, when striking off westerly and traveling about two
hundred miles in that direction he on July 22, 1793, reached
the shore of the Pacific north of Queen Charlotte's Sound
and near latitude 50°. Mackenzie was thus the first white
man who crossed the continent at its widest part and is entitled to the name of the pioneer overland explorer!
But the most famous and interesting of all the overland
expeditions was that of Meriwether Lewis and William Clarke.
1 Greenhow,
2
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These persons were employed by the United States government, at the suggestion of President Jefferson, to explore the
upper waters of the Missouri river and then to seek and trace
to its termination in the Pacific any stream they might find.
which would offer the most direct and practicable water communication across the continent.
This was in the early part
of 1803, while negotiations were pending for the purchase by
the United States from France of the vast and undefined
territory of Louisiana-a
territory which was stipposed to
extend from what is now called Louisiana to an almost unlimited distance northward and westward, just as California
was originally supposed to extend .from what is now called
California to an almost unlimited distance northward and
eastward.
At that time nothing was known of the interior
of the continent north of Mexico and south of Mackenzie's
line of travel. There was some information that the Missouri,
Rio Grande, Colc,rado and Columbia flowed for immense
distances; but about their head-waters and the countries
drained by them there was no reliable knowledge whatsoever. The objects contemplated by the new expedition,
therefore, being the ascertainment
of a practicable route
across the continent and incidentally the examination of the
countries of the interior, which had never yet been seen by
white men, were of great importance and well worthy the
attention and encouragement of government.
Lewis and Clarke, in pursuance of their instructions from
President Jefferson, set off at once for the west in the expectation of commencing their journey and getting well under
way before the winter. But for various reasons they were
delayed during the summer and autumn, and it was not until
the spring of 1804 that they crossed the Mississippi. In the
middle of May they began the ascent of the Missouri in three
boats, their party consisting of forty-four men . Towards the
end of October, after rowing up the river sixteen hundred
miles they arrived at the country occupied by the Mandan
Indians, where they encamped for the winter. On April 7,
1805, having broken up their camp and sent back a portion
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of their men, being now only thirty, they resumed their
river voyage and in three weeks reached the mouth of the
Yellowstone . Thence, still ascending the main stream, they
rowed up to the cataracts or falls of the Missouri, at which
place they left their boats and, passing around to · a point
above the cataracts, constructed canoes out of the frunks of
cotton-wood trees; again embarked and pursued their voyage
to a point formed by the confluence of smaller streams and
regarded by them as the head of the Missouri. The largest
of these confluent streams they named the Jefferson river;
and up this the canoes continued to ascend till they reached
the end of canoe navigation at a distance by water of about
three thousand miles from St Louis.
At the place of confluence the leaders with a number of
the men , leaving the others to pull up the Jefferson river,
struck off into the Rocky mountains, at whose eastern bases
they had arrived; and crossing over they reached the head waters of several streams flowing westward, one of which
was traced by Captain Clarke for seventy miles. From the
character and direction of these · streams and the accounts
given of them by the Indians , the explorers satisfied themselves that they were the head-waters of the Columbia; and,
with this information and a determination to trace them to
their mouths , they returned to their men at the head-waters
of the Jeff ers_on and prepared for the transportation of their
supplies over the mountains to such point on the western
streams as would be suitable for the construction of new
canoes and embarcation upon their currents. The Missouri
river canoes and all thct goods intended to be used on their
return were accordingly concealed in covered pits, or in
trapper phrase "cached," and the whole body of travelers
then, having procured horses and guides from the Indians, on
August 30 commenced the passage of the mountains with
their supplies.
Between the head-waters of the Missouri and the headwaters of the Columbia the Rocky mountains are exceedingly
rugged and the passes over them difficult. In some places
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further south the slopes arc so gradual that the traveler can
cross the summit almost without noticing the great elevation.
But on the route taken by Lewis and Clarke the central chain
is precipitous and embraces many extensive spurs and outlying peaks, upon which more or less snow lies all the year
round. The passage, that is to say from the head of canoe
navigation on one side to the head of canoe navigation on the
other, was about four hundred miles and occupied them three
weeks, during almost all of which they suffered much from
cold and fatigue . At length, however, after crossing various
small streams they reached a considerable one, called by the
Indians the Kaskaskia, where they constructed five canoes
· and on October 7, embarking upon its waters, began their
descent towards the Pacific . Three days afterwards they
entered the principal southern branch of the Columbia, which
they named Lewis' river; and seven days after that they
reached the main Columbia, which they regarded as a northern branch and named Clarke's river. From the junction,
they passed down the rapid current till the last day of October, when they reached the falls where the river breaks
through the Cascade mountains.
Some of the canoes shot
these rapids ; others with the supplies were carried around by
land. At the foot of the cascades they ai;ain embarked;
soon afterwards they felt the influence of the tides and on
November 15 landed on Cape Disappointment at the mouth
of the Columbia, six hundred miles from where they had
embarked on its waters and four thousand, by the way they
had come, from the mouth of the Missouri.
By that time the winter had commenced and the rains were
so inces.mnt and violent and the waters of the ri,·er as well as
the ocean so agitated by winds that the adventurers could
scarcely stir abroad . They accordingly remained in their
camp, which they first formed on the north si<le of the river
about ek\ ·en miles inland and aftern ·ards on the south side of
the rin :r at a spot nameJ by t!1cm Fort Clatsop, until towards
the end of ;\larch, 1Xo6, when they ag-ain embarked in their
canoes and began to a,.,cend the river on their return . They
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now car&fully examined its banks, including the mouths of
its large branches known ac; the Cowlitz and Multnomah or
Willamette, as it is now called; and in the course of about
three weeks reached the foot of the cascades. There, on
account of the rapidity of the current, against which they
would have to row if they proceeded further by water, they
abandoned their canoes and purchased Indian horses, with
which they resumed their journey. At first they traveled
along the river side and then crossed over the elevated plains
eastward of the great bend until May 8, when they reached
the spot on the Kaskaskia river, where they had first embarked on the western side of the Rocky mountains. Thence
they proceeded eastward to the head-waters of Clarke's river,
which there flows in a northerly direction. At that point it
was arranged that the expedition should divide into two
parties, each to take a different course from the other and
both to meet again at the junction of the Missouri and Yellowstone.
Captain Lewis and his party proceeded northward down
the Clarke's river or, as that portion of it is now known, the
Bitter Root river, and then crossed over the mountains to the
head-waters of the Maria river. Thence they traveled through
the country of the Blackfoot _Indians to the great falls of the
Missouri, where again constructing canoes they floated down
to the mouth of the Yellowstone. Captain Clarke and his
party on the other hand, after separating from Captain Lewis,
traveled southward beyond the head-waters of the Bitter Root
river and across various ranges of the mountains to the headwaters of the Yellowstone river, upon which stream they embarked and floated down to its mouth, where the two parties
met on August 1 2. From that point the expedition as a
whole descended the Missouri and on September 23, 18o6.
arrived at St. Louis after an absence of about two years and
four months and traveling upwards of nine thousand miles.
An account in the form of a journal of the expedition, written in plain but graphic language by Nicholas Biddle and
Paul Allen and prefaced by a memoir of Captain Lewis by
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the able hand of Jefferson himself, was published by the government in 1814 It was based upon the original diaries;
gave a correct description of the countries passed through as
welJ as the adventures of the explorers, and was more extensively read, perhaps, than any other book of travels that had
up to that time appeared in the world. Lewis and Clarke
were in fact more famous and made known a larger extent of
habitable territory than any others of their generation .•
· Another famous explorer of those days was Zebulon Montgomery Pike. He also, like Lewis and Clarke, was commisHis first expedisioned by the United States government
tion wa~ to the head-waters of the Mississippi river in 1803 .
Afterwards in 18o6 he traveled southwestward from St. Louis
to the head-waters of the Arkansas and discovered the lofty
mountain known as Pike's Peak. From there he crossed
over to the head-waters of the Rio Grande, which he supposed at first to be those of the Red river. While there he
was arrested by the Spaniards, on the ground that he had
trespassed upon Spanish soil, and carried to Chihuahua .
There, after .an examination by the Spanish authorities, he
was released and conducted through Texas to Nachitoches,
where he arrived in July, 1807, having thus passed through
much of what is now Colorado-a country next to California
among the most interesting on the continent. Pike, then a
lieutenant, afterwards a general in the United States army,
was a man of scholarly attainments and in 1810 published the
journals of his explorations .
The results of these various overland expeditions were not
only a tolerably thorough knowledge of the countries traversed but also the foundation of a claim on the part of the
nations of the respective explorers to the sovereignty of the
regions so explored. It was in fact a part of the plan of
Mackenzie from the beginning to secure for the British crown
all the northwestern portions of America; and he proceeded
to accomplish his designs with the skill and foresight of a
statesman . Knowing that the possession of those wild territories would for a long time at least have to be maintained
0
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almost exclusively by traders and trappers and firrding that
all the traders and trappers of his nation in America were
divided into conflicting parties, he set about reconciling their
differences and uniting their interests. On the one side was
the Hudson's Bay Company which claimed the monopoly of
all the trade in the wide-spread regions drained by waters
flowing into Hudson's bay, while on the other hand and
arrayed against it was the North West Company of Montreal
which had been organized in 1784 and in the course of a few
years had absorbed almost all the other business associations
and interests of the country. Between these two companies
there were continual disagreements and disputes; and the
hostility thus engendered spread itself among their respective
agents and employees. Mackenzie's plan, in addition to
forming the coalition referred to, also contemplated the establishment of a direct trade between the northwest coast and
China; and for this purpose he recognized the necessity of
engaging the interest of the East India Company in his
project. It was thus a very large and a very difficult undertaking that he proposed to himself. But after several years
of skillful and persevering labor, he succeeded at last in having
his recommendations adopted; and the result in the course of
time was tl1e establishment of British dominion and the
extension of British commerce over all the northern portions
of America.:
The United States on the other hand, by the purchase of
Louisiana on April 30, I 803, acquired a vast territory of undetermined limits which might very well be claimed, according
to the principles in vogue among the English and Spanish
politicians of the day, to extend as far as the P'ti.ific Ocean
on the west and lap over upon the English in the north and
the Spaniards in the south. Having thus no definit: 19oundaries to their claims as opposed to the English on ~~ one side
or the Spaniards on the other, ~he Americans considered all
the regions traversed by their explorers as belonging to their
territory, not only as being a·part'of their purchase but also
by the right of discovery; and in a short time their traders
1
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and trappers began advancing their post~ and taking advantage of the new fields thus opened for their enterprise.
Immediately after the return of Lewis and Clarke in 18o6, various
individuals on the western frontier engaged i:1 trade with the
Indians west of them and made some advances into their
territories.
But no very important move was made until
18o8, when the Missouri Fur Company was organized.
This
association established posts on the upper Mississippi and at
various points along the "Missouri and also crossed the Rocky
mountains and planted a station on the southern branch of the
Columbia, which was the earliest establishment by civilized
men in any of the territories drained by that great stream.
This post, however, on account of its remoteness and the
hostility of the neighboring Indians, was soon afterwards
abandoned.
About the same time-that
is to say in 1810--an
attempt was made to establish a post at Oak Point on the
south bank of the Columbia forty miles from its mouth by
Captain Smith of the ship Albatross of Boston; but this also
in the course of a few months had to be given up.1
The next and the most famous of all the American furtrading posts was that of Astoria on the south bank of the
Columbia ten miles from its mouth. This was founded in
the spring of 181 1 by an association organized and managed
by John Jacob Astor, a merchant of New York who ha<l
for many years been extensively engaged in trade and had
grown immensely \\'calthy. His idea was, by means of this
company, to monopolize the entire fur trade of all the western
countries claimed by the United States and gradually to
obtain control of the entire trade between the western coast
of America and China. For this purpose he designed the
establishment of posts along the Missouri and Columbia
and the Pacific ,;oast at whatever points might be found most
advantageous; and he arranged a system of cvmmunication
by means of which the various posts were tu be regularly
supplied with articles of barter and provisions and the furs
they collected to be conveyed to tide waters and thence
shipped to the nearest or most remunerative markets. Tho;;e
1
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collected east of the Rocky mountains were to be carried to
Atlantic ports and disposed of there or in Europe; while
those collected west of the Rocky mountains were to be
carried to some principal post, t') be selected and founded at
or near the mouth of the Columbia, and thence shipped to
and sold in China in exchange for silks, teas and oth:::r
Chinese goods. He even looked forward to obtaining the carrying trade in the Pacif;c from the Russians and the English.
With these ends in view, he sent an agent to St. Petersburg to
conduct the necessary negotiations in that quarter, and himself
undertook to engage the interests of the British, not only by
choosing the most skillful and influential English and Scotch
fur-traders a!. his associates but also by offering a.n entire third
of his enterprise to the British North West Company, which
was the only rival he had to fear. Under ordinary circumstances, with the great wealth, energy and ad!ninistrative
ability of Astor, the enterprise notwithstanding the refusal of
the North West Company to accept the proposition offered
would have succeeded and a great American monopoly have
sprung up, inimical to the spirit of American institutions and
· perhaps of baneful influence upon the subsequent history of
the Pacific coast. But fortunately the great project failed;
and, when the American territories on the Pacific afterwards
came to be opened to immigration and settlement, they were
found comparatively free from the shackles and bonds in
which the success of Astor's enterprise would probably have
involved them. It is in fact very problematical whether, had
he been entirely successful in bringing in and making common
cause with the British as he contemplated, there would ever
have been any American territory on the Pacific.
The capital stock of the company was divided into one
hundred shares, one-half of which Astor retained for himself
and the remainder were distributed among the associates who
were to conduct the expeditions, establish the posts and carry
on the business in the western wilds. Among these were
Alexander Mackay, Duncan Macdougal, Donald Mackenzie,
David Stuart, Robert Stuart and Ramsay Crooks, all of whom
46 VoL J.
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were British subjects and had been connected with the North
· West Company, and Wilson P. Hunt, John Clarke and Robert
Maclellan, citizens of the United States. In pursuance of the
plans adopted, Mackay, Macdougal and the two Stuarts with a
number of clerks and employees set sail from New York in
the ship Tonquin in September, 1810, for the mouth of the
Columbia with the intention of establishing the main post on
the Pacific at that point. In January following, Hunt, Mackenzie, Maclellan and Crooks with another body of men set
out upon an overland journey for the same point by the way
of the Mississippi river; and in October, 1811, Clarke and
a third party sailed from New York in the ship Beaver
for the same destination.
The Tonquin proceeded by the
way of Cape Horn and the Sandwich Islands and entered the
mouth of the Columbia on March 29, 181 1. After a short
stay on the north bank of the river just within Cape Disappointment, the partners pitched upon a point on the south
bank ten miles from the mouth, which had been called Point
George by Broughton and was still known by that name, as the
site of the proposed principal post of the company on the
Pacific. They immediately proceeded to erect a fort and in
honor of the founder, who bore all the preliminary expenses
of the enterprise, gave the name of Astoria to the new establishment. In the course of a few months it was sufficiently
advanced to dispense with the further presence of the Tonquin, which accordingly on June 5, 181 I, with Mackay and
the necessary assistants on board sailed for the northern coasts
with the object of making the proper arrangements and opening the trade in that direction.
The overland party under Hunt, Mackenzie, Maclellan and
Crooks, after reaching St . Louis, ascended the Missouri and
crossed the Rocky mountains near the head of the Yellowstone river . Thence they attemp~ed to descend one of the
branches of the Columbia, but encountered so many obstructions in their navigation that they were compelled to abandon
the stream and make their way by land. For this part of
their journey they were badly provided: winter overtook them

-
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while still at a great distance from the Pacific; they were
compelled to separate into smaller parties and pursue separate paths; they suffered many privations and lost a number
of their men; and it was not until towards the spring of
1812 and more than a year after leaving St. Louis that the
scattered divisions reached their destination and found rest
and shelter in the new fort. On May 5, 1812, soon after the
overland party had come in, the ship Beaver arrived with
Clarke and the last detachment of employees from New
York. All the Pacific adventurers, with the exception of
those who had sailed in the Tonquin, those who had been lost
in the journey across the continent and a few who were out
among the Indians of the Upper Columbia, were now united;
and, although there was much in the wildness of the country
and the great distance from civilization to cause dissatisfactio.n, the prospects for the future of the establishment were
sufficiently promising; and but for unforeseen occurrences the
new post might have been the chief center of Anglo-Saxon
settlement upon the coast.
Astoria or the fort bearing that name consisted of a number of buildings, including warehouses and shops, surrounded
by a stockade square in form and about fifteen feet high .
On two of the corners diagonally opposite each other were
bastions, two stories high, in each of which there was a sixpounder cannon and a number of small arms. The stockade
itself was pierced with loop-holes suitable for musketry and
around on the inside beneath them was a gallery on which
the men in case of an attack could station themselves ·and
ply their guns. The ground in front sloped down to the
river, which swept majestically by. On the . right, up the
river and about three miles distant, a long, high, wooded
point connected with the mainland by a narrow neck projected into the stream, while to the left ten miles distant was
Cape Disappointment and the long line of breakers which
marked the horizon in that direction with incessant foam.
Directly in front of the fort was a vegetable garden, and a
few hundred yards beyond a wharf running out a short dis-
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tance into the water. Across the river was the bold, high,
thickly-wooded shore and in the rear and on the sides was the
almost interminable forest of gigantic firs so thickly grown as
to seem next to impenetrable.
The men, all told and including some three dozen Sandwich Islanders, numbered near a
hundred and fifty. They had a small vessel, the frame of which
had been brought out from New York in the Tonquin; they
established a few subordinate posts, one at the junction of
the Columbia and Okinagan and one on the Spokane river;
and they collected for the time they were engaged in the
work a large number of furs. But owing to events, now to
be adverted to, the enterprise of the Pacific Fur Company
came to a sudden halt and Astoria as a fur-trading post never
advanced far beyond its primeval condition of forest and wilderness.
The first misfortune which befell the establishment was the
loss of the Tonquin. This vessel, after leaving the Columbia in June, 181 I, sailed up the coast to Clyoquot bay just
beyond the Straits of Juan de Fuca. Anchoring there, its
people opened trade with the Indians who surrounded the
ship in great numbers and apparently with the most friendly
dispositions. But suddenly they seized and put to death all
the crew and passengers with the exception of a few, who
managed to get into the cabin and with their fire-arms drove
the savages off. That night four of the survivors quitted the
vessel in a boat and attempted to escape; but they were
taken and also butchered. The next day the savages again
boarded the ship and were engaged in rifling it, when the
whites who still remained alive and chief among whom was
Mr. Lewis, Mackay's clerk, resolving to sell their lives as
dearly as possible, applied fire to the powder-magazine and
blew themselves and their enemies all together into eternity.
But one man of those who had sailed in the ship escaped and
this was an Indian interpreter, who was saved and carried off
oy some women on the occasion of the first attack.
He was
kept a prisoner for two years, at the end of which time he
was allowed to depart; and it was from his account that the
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particulars of the loss of the vessel and the manner of its
destruction were learned by the whites.
When the loss of the Tonquin was ascertained, Hunt undertook to fulfill the mission upon which Mackay had sailed
and accordingly in August, 1812, embarked for the northern
coasts in the Beaver, leaving the control of Astoria in the
hands of Macdougal while Maclellan, Crooks and Robert
Stuart left on a return trip across the continent for New York.
But in the meanwhile the war of 1812 between the United
States and Great Britain had broken out; and, as soon as it
was known in Astoria, affairs there assumed an entirely new
phase. The British North West Company had from the
beginning looked with disfavor upon the American project;
there was as yet an unsettled dispute about the sovereignty
of the territory;. and it was now resolved that the new settlement should be broken up or pass into British hands. The
latter result was accomplished on October 13, I 813, by Macdougal, Mackenzie and Clarke selling out and delivering over
to the agents of the North West Company the entire establishment for between fifty and sixty thousand dollars. Hardly
had the bargain been completed, when the British sloop-ofwar Raccoon, Captain William Black, arrived with the intention of taking the place; but, being thus forestalled, it had
nothing to do but witness the hauling down of the American flag and the hoisting of the British colors in its place.
The name of Astoria was changed to that of Fort George
and until the end of the war the Columbia and in fact the
entire country remained in the hands of the British.
Had the Pacific Fur Company embraced only American
citizens instead of including British subjects, the loss of
Astoria, though it would have caused a temporary suspension
of business, would probably not have been sufficient to break
up the enterprise; but under the circumstances Hunt, upon
his return to the post in I 8 I 4, found he could do nothing better than wind up the American interests in that quarter; and
no attempt was made on the part of Astor or his American
associates to revive them. Afterwards, when peace was re-
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stored and an article had been inserted in the treaty betwee1
the two nations that all the territories taken by one part;
from the other during the war should be restored, the Ameri
cans demanded that the mouth of the Columbia should b
given up. The British government for some time resisted th,
demand on various grounrls, the chief of which was the ques
tion of sovereignty; but it was finally agreed that the pos
session should be restored and the settlement of title left fo
further consideration . Accordingly on October 6, 1818, For
George was formally delivered back to the Americans.
Thi
British colors, which had floated over the Columbia for th,
space of five years, were hauled down and the Rag of th,
United States run up in their place and saluted by the retir
ing British guns. Thus again the stars and stripes looke1
out upon and exposed its folds to the broa8 waves of th
Pacific. 1
Up to the time of the restoration of Astoria to the Amer
ica111s,its history and the history of the entire northwest coas
had more or less intimate relation with the history of Cali
fornia. This was not only on account of the influence whicl
a settlement on any part of a remoter coast must of necessit:
have upon a portion of the same coast nearer the centers c
civilization; but for the still stronger reason that on the par
of Spain at least all that coast was claimed to be a part c
California . As Louisiana on the one side extended indcfi
nitely northward so as to include Missouri and still mor
northern territory, so did California on the other side so a
to include what is now Oregon and even Nootka; and thougl
such claims might be disputed by other nations and perhap
could not be sustained, it is certain that there was no northeri
boundary within which the true extent of California coul«
be limited. But now at the same time that the country o
the Columbia was thus passing back into the hands of th
Americans, negotiations were going on at \Vashington be
tween the United State~ and Spain for the settlement of thei
boundaries; and the result was what is known as the Florid
By the terms of thi
Treaty, signed on February 22, 1819.
1

Greenhow, 290-310 .
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instrument, in addition to the sale of Florida and the separation of Louisiana from Texas, Spain relinquished or ceded to
the United States all territory and territorial claims north of
the parallel of 42° north latitude between the head-waters of
the Arkansas river and the Pacific Ocean, while the United
States relinquished and ceded to Spain all territory and
territorial claims south of that parallel. The establishment
of the line so fixed settled the northern boundary of California; and it has remained the same and unchanged down
to the present time. 1
When Mexico threw off the Spanish yoke in 182 I, California, which had thus for the first time been bounded and
limited on the north though still indefinite as to what constituted its eastern border, became a province of the Mexican
Empire and soon afterwards a territory of the Mexican
Republic. When afterwards the country became a part of
the United States and began to be divided up into territories,
the old northern line.continued to be a line of demarcation;
and this is the reason why at this day Oregon and Idaho are
separated from California, Nevada and Utah, not by a mountain chain or a river course or any other natural division, but
by a long straight line running directly east and west, the
location of which is fixed by measuring forty-two degrees
northward from the equator.
1

-----------------

Greenhow, 316, 317.
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LTA CALIFOR~IA
was little if any more densely
populated with Indians than Lower California. Though
a land of extreme fertility, rich in well-watered plains and
luxuriant valleys which afforded as a general rule abundance
of herbage, wild fruits, fish and game, these were not always
to be relied on; and, as there was no cultivation and very little
storing of provisions, the natives were obliged to wander
more or less from place to place, as the seasons changed, in
search of food. The same people, ,~ho in the spring and
summer inhabited the valleys or bivouacked along the streams
and lived upon clover, grass seeds or fish, in the autumn
sought the high-growing nuts and berries of the hills and
mountains . There were sometimes long droughts and failures of the wild crops and consequent famines, against which
they <lid not know enough or were too idle to pro\'idc.
Though there were no places excepting the snowy regions of
the Sierras, where a horseman might travel a whole day without meeting a human being as in some parts of Lower California, and though in general the earth teemed and the waters
swarmed in superabundance, the means of sustaining life
were not always certain; and the Indians lived, as the wild
animals lived, entirely dependent upon what unassisted nature
offered them, fattening and increasing in times of plenty and
starving and diminishing i,, times of scarcity .
On account 0f their low grade in the scale of humanity.
being with few exceptions as low as their neighbors in Lower
California and therefore almost as degraded as any human
beings on the face of the earth, they can hardly be described
(i:!8)
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as divided into distinct tribes, but rather as one people varying
only according to the regions they inhabited and the kinds
of food upon which they lived. All were equally stupid and
brutish. · Some exceptions from these general remarks must
be made for the Indians of the Santa Barbar.a Channel, who
were superior to all the others in the country; but in general
they resembled mere omnivorous animals without government or laws-each family or rancheria living by itself and
occupying its own g,ound until destroyed or driven off by a
more powerful one, regarding all other families as strangers
ancl enemies and almost constantly in a state of warfare and
readiness to kill on the slightest provocation. They were a
~ery different race from the red men of the eastern side of the
continent and can hardly be considered in any respect of the
same blood. · In general appearance and characteristics they
resembled more the Esquimaux and Kamtschatkans, to whom
they were probably more nearly related than to the Atlantic
tribcs. 1
It is idle, perhaps, in the present imperfect state of our
knowledge, to speculate as to whence they came; for though
their resemblance to the northeastern Asiatics is marked and
though it is not at all impossible for parties of those people
to have crossed over by the way of Behring's Straits and the
Aleutian archipelago or for Japanese junks with living persons on board to have been cast away on the northwest coast
of America, as in fact not unfrequently happened, yet all
speculations so far made arc entirely inconclusive and worthless. It seems very certain, however, that if the people on
opposite sides of the Pacific were of the same blood, their
separation from one another was far back in the incalculable
distances of past time, and probably at a period when the
geographical distribution of land and sea was very different
from what it is now. The day may come when geology or
the science of language or perhaps some science as yet
unknown will throw light upon the subject; but at present
the Indians can only be treated as other native products of
the country, to be regarded like the bears of the mountains

--------------Duftot de Mofras, II,
1

330, 331.
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and the coyotes and spermophiles of the plains as the outgrowth of the soil, moulded to what they were by the circumstances under which they lived.
Various attempts have been made to divide and classify
the Indians into distinct groups; but they have proved of no
use except to give names to the natives of particular localities. There were no governments, laws or customs aggregating them into large political organizations; there were no
great nations or large tribes as on the Atlantic coast; there
were no kings or even chiefs exercising sway beyond thei(own immediate neighborhoods; it was seldom indeed that
there was anything like combinations or conjoint actior:i of
any kind .1 They lived in general in rancherias or villages of
small extent, more or less numerously populated and close
together as the means of sustaining life were more or less
abundant.
Those inhabiting the same valley or portion of a
valley, if large, were more or less nearly related to one another and more or less friendly; and sometimes, on account
of this proximity and relationship, neighborHlg rancherias
would unite in a common raid or for a common purpose.
Rut as a rule each rancheria was independent; had its own
sccti-on of sea or river for its fishing, its own section of field or
forest in which to hunt or gather seeds, berries or nuts, and
had to fight its own battles when these were invaded or interfered with by others. Each rancheria had its own name; and
it was rare that any number of them called themselves by the
same name or acknowledg-ed a general designation, though in
some instances, as in numerous small valleys near the head of
Russian river, different rancherias called themselves Pornos-a
word which in their language signified people; but each had
its distinguishing designation, such as Ki Pornos, Pone Pornos,
Cahto Pornos and so on, according to location. For these
·- -- -------

-- ·---- -----------

- -----

Los I n<lios de est a peninsula no tienen capitancs ni gcfe alguno, vivien<lo
cada uno en don<le se acomoda en hu,ca de sus scmillas para mantencrse; y asi no
se pucdc pndcr en practicar cl atr:iher capitanes a la pohlacion para asegurar la
lea Itad de lus sulHlitos )' cl unicn mcdio <)UC hay para quc cstos sc civilicen es agreg,u un cicrto numero de las misinncs al pueblo para quc trahajen, y sc ensci\an
con los Espai\olcs, y con el ticmpo poclran i:ohernarsc por si solos . .._Report of
C/,rdo, ·a to Bnrica. July 20, 1796.-Cal. Archives, )I. & C. I, 886.
1 ••
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reasons and for the further reason that almost every rancheria
spoke a different language, there were almost as many names
as there were villages ; and often, in one small valley or within
a circuit of only a few miles, it appeared as if there were several distinct kinds of people only because there were different
villages and a multiplication of names. Within what is now
the city of San Francisco there were sai<l by some to be four
distinct peoples, called the Ahwashtes, the Altahmos, the
Rowanans and the Tulomos, while others increased the number five-fold; but all these various appellations hardly afford
more, nor indeed so much, information about the inhabitants
as the directory in an unknown tongue of an unknown city.
It was .only after the Spaniards came to the country that general names were given to distinguish the Indians of particular
parts of the country; in some cases the designation of a village
being adopted for the people of a whole valley; in others the
designation of a river for the people along its banks: in others
the designation of a remote people given to them by those
who were better known, and in others the designation of a
large region or territory for all the people comprised within
its limits. But even these names became so multiplied that
there is hardly a lake, or a river, or a creek, or a mountain, or
a valley, or even a ranch from Siskiyou to San Diego that has
not its peculiar Indian name and was supposed to have had
its distinct tribe; and notably so where the land or sea was
most fruitful and the population thickest.
Many of these names, though doubtless originally pronounced very differently from that of the orthography now
used, having been adopted as geographical designations, are
familiar to all Californians. Among them are those applied
to the Indians called the Klamaths, the Siskiyous, the Shastas,
the Mo<locs,the Yrekas, the Hoopahs, the Pornos, the Ukiahs,
the Sanels, the Tehamas, the Colusas, the Sonomas, the
Napas, the Suscols, the Suisunes, the Yolos, the Gualalas, the
Petalumas, the Tomales, the Bolanos, the Cosumnes, the
Mokelumnes, the Tuolumnes, the Yosemites, the Kaweahs,
the Monos and many others which it would be only tedious
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and subserve no important purpose to mention. At or in
the neighborhood of Monterey two principal divisions were
supposed to exist, called respectively the Eslenes and the
Runcienes and, among some of the old write?rs, there were
supposed to be some marked distinctions between them. In
the southern part of the country, with the exception of the
Cahuillos who lived near San Bernardino, and the Mojaves
and Yumas, which two latter named tribes belong rather to a
different race, the Californian Indians may be said to have lost
their own names at an early period and become known-,lmost
exclusively by Spanish designations, applied to the people of
large regions. Thus the wild rovers of Tule Lake and all the
upper part of the San Joaquin valley were called Tularef'ios,
as their country was called the Tulares; and all the Indians
round about San Diego were called Dieguei\os.
Notwithstanding these many names, there was very little
difference among the Indians from one end of the land to the
other{except that those living along the Santa Barbara Chan- ~
nel were a little less stupid and brutish than the other/ and
that those living in the mountain regions were a little less
cowardly than those dwelling on the ocean shore and large
river bottoms. All were what the Americans, when they
came to the country, termed " Diggers." They did not cultivate the soil, but lived upo'n what they could dig out or
gat-her on top of the ground, and ate everything and anything within easy reach that would support human life, not
excepting carrion clover, grasshoppers and grub-worms.
In
stature they W<ire generally speaking below the average
height of human beings, squat and ungainly, with large
bodies but ill-devclipcd limbs, though in these respects the
northern people were superior to the southern and the mountaineers to the lowlanders. There were amongst them few
or no specimens of physical beauty, either of the women or of
the men . Their faces were wide; ·foreheads low; eyes small;
noses flat ; nostrils broad; check-bones prominent; mouths
large; hair strai~ht, coarse, thick and black . As a rule they
had no beards, but exceptions to this rule were not unc0m-
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mon. At tt.e time of La Perouse's visit it was a mu::hmooted question whether those without beards had plucked
them out or were natcrally beardless. Governor Pedro Fages
maintained the first proposition, claiming that the hairs had
been pulled out with bivalve shells used as tweezers; while
Father Lasuen, the president of the missions, maintained that
they had never had beards. 1 It is possible, and indeed probable, that there were cases in which the beard was pulled out;
but there is every reason to believe that Lasuen was correct
on the general proposition. However this may have been, it
is certain that the hair of the head, both of the meri and
women, was usually cut or rather burned off in a straight line
across the forehead about on a level with the eyebrows, but
was left to grow a few inches longer at the sides and behind.
In some cases the women had longer hair on the back of the
head and wore it in a sort of rough knot; and sometimes,
particularly in the southern part of the country, long hair was
· cultivated. But in general, except in those southern parts of
the country where length of hair was considered a mark of
beauty,' it was short in both sexes and looked like a black
thatch more or less matted and without gloss. Add to the
foregoing characteristics the further one that thei4' skin was
of a dull, lusterless, reddish b~own or brownish black color
and that there was no indication of intelligence or nobility of
character in their countenances, and it can easily be understood that ~e Europeans did not in their first view of them
find much to respect or anything to admire.
All accounts agree in representing the Indians, including
those of Lower California, as among the most stupid, brutish,
filthy, lazy and improvident of the abdrigines of America.
But notwithstanding the low grade in the scale of humanity
in which they lived, there can be no doubt that they possessed
intellectual faculties capable of very considerable development. Their stupidity was the result rather of mental torpidity, caused by idleness and the absence of those kinds of
stimulus which in other lands have produced civilization, than
La P~rouse, I, 438.
'Boscana's Chiigchinich, in Robinson's California, New York, 1846, 240.
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of any absolute limitation of their natural powers. In their
hunting and fishing they often displayed remarkable sagacity
and skill, and among the neophytes at the missions there
were many adroit and excellent workmen. After the secularization of the missions, when it became the practice to
emancipate the most steady and reliable amongst them from
missionary pupilage, it was found that there were numbers
who might under the proper kind of management have made
passably good citizens, but who, under the government as it
existed and the untoward influences from which they were
not guarded, rapidly relapsed into idleness and vagabondism
as bad as, and in some cases worse than, that of their untutored ancestors. They regarded the whites, or "gente de
razon " as the Spaniards by way of distinction called themselves, as superior beings and were prone to imitate them, but
unfortunately rather in their vices than in their virtues and
rather the idle, airy and showy than the solid, sober and
industrious.
Father Geronimo Boscana relates a curious
instance of this disposition to imitate in a rancheria near San
Diego soon after the dethronement and death of Agustin I.
Understanding that they were under the government of
Mexico and that the Mexican people, being dissatisfied with
their emperor, had caught and killed him; and, being themselves dissatisfied with their capitanejo or chief, they made a
great feast and, seizing the objectionable potentate, burnt him
alive and selected another in his place. \Vhen remonstrated
with for their inhuman barbarity, they replied, " Have you
not done the same with your emperor at Mexico? You say
he was not good and you killed him. \Ve say our capitan
was not good and we burned him. If the new one is no
better, we will burn him too." 1
Boscana relates several other incidents, which, though to
him they appeared evidences of extreme brutishness and
depravity, indicate considerably more strength of mind than
the Californian Indians have usually been given credit for.
One is of a capitanejo at the mission of San Luis Rey, who
was present at the baptism of several old men. The mission1

-·
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ary, when the ceremony was concluded, attempted to explain
the kind of life they were to lead to avoid the influence of
Satan and said that, by invoking the sweet names of Jesus
and Mary and by the sign of the holy cross well performed,
the power of the devil would be destroyed and all unholy
thoughts driven off. At this the old chief turned to his companions and whispered, "See, how this padre cheats us!
Who believes that the devil will leave us at the sign of the
cross,? If it were done by dancing, as authorized by Chinigchinich, he would depart; but that he will do so by the means
which the padre describes, I do not believe." The others
united with him in laughter; and evidently none of them believed in the efficacy of tame ceremonies. 1 Another incident
is of a neophyte, thirty-five years of age, who in 1817 fell sick
unto death at the mission of San Juan Capistrano. He had
been well instructed; but no persuasions on the part of his
friends qr expostulations on the part of the missionaries could
prevail on him to confess and partake of the sacrament
At
the bare proposal, he became frantic and uttered expressions
of contempt and blasphemy. A short time previous to his
death, Boscana visited him for the purpose of affording the
consolations promised by religion to the repentant soul and
urged him, since he could do no more, to ask pardon for his
sins and receive the extreme unction-for God was infinite in
his mercies to those who called upon him. But all in vain.
The missionary's words were ineffectual and were spurned
with disgust. The apostate's limbs grew rigid; the froth came
from his mouth; his eyes rolled back into his head; he presented a picture of one condemned to the torments of hell;
and three persons were insufficient to restrain his convulsions. These demonstrations seemed at first only the effect
of his malady; but after awhile his consciousness returned;
and, upon some one asking why he did not confess, he replied
with anger, "Because I will not . If I have been deceived
whilst living, I do not wish to die in the delusion." These
were his last words. Soon .afterwards he expired, and, as
1

Boscana, in Robinson, 338.
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Boscana avouches, there remained a corpse truly horrible ar
revolting to the sight. 1
Some little further light is thrown upon the subject of tl
natural capabilities of the Indians by a few military and poli
ical events in which they took part. For a considerab
length of time, they do not appear to have had any idea th;
they possessed any rights which the Spaniards were bound 1
respect, and formed no combinations, confederacies or co1
spiracies for the redress of the wrongs they suffered.
rancheria or several rancherias together were almost alwa~
ready to attack an unguarded mission, when they saw a prett
sure show of plunder, and hardly anything was more con
moo than prowling bands of sneaking horse and cattle thieve
but they can hardly be said to have ever risen to resist a1
gression or vindicate honor. There were no patriot dlie
to stay the progress of Spanish advance; nor was there eve
a highwayman or robber of whom the Spaniards had to t
afraid. A handful of soldiers could almost invariably put
host of them to flight and march with impunity into tt
Single soldiers did not hesita1
midst of their strongholds.
to ride alone for long distances through thickly settled terr
tories of hostile people; and in the numerous expeditions b
little military parties from the presidios into the mountains c
along the frontiers after deserters from the missions or stole
stock, although Indians were killed and children capture
and carried off with little or no compunctions of conscienc,
it was a rare thing for a white man to lose his life or recei,.
a scratch. This was the general rule. But in some instanct
there was very determined resistance, indicating spirit an
valor. In I 797 Sergeant Pedro Amador made an expeditio
from the then recently founded mission of San Jose againi
the rancherias of the Cuchilloncs and Sacalanes, the formc
of whom occupied the territory now known as San Pablo an
the latter a large portion of the present Alameda count
between the mountains and the bay. The object was to put
ish the murderers of seven San Francisco neophytes and 1
capture fugitives, a large number of whom had escaped fro1
1

Boscana, in Robinson, 326, 327.
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time to til'I}e from the Mission Dolores. , Amador marched
with some twenty men through the country and on several
occasions had to fight his way against enemies in no wise
backward to defend their domestic fires. Their arms, however, were no match for the muskets and swords of the soldiers, who killed seven or eight and took upwarJs of ninety
prisoners, nearly all of whom were fugitives. Both Amador
and Governor Borica, to whom he made the report of his expedition, thought that the result would be to restrain for some
time what they called the haughtiness and insolence of the
lndians. 1 But it is evident that they did not regard them as
either cowardly or despicable.'
In 1810 the famous Indian fighter Ensign Gabriel Moraga
marched from San Francisco with seventeen men against
the natives of a rancheria on the opposite side of the bay
called Suynsuyn, whose people had murdered a number of
neophytes; and, though he succeeded in killing over a hun dred _of the enemys and capturing upwards of twenty women
and children, it was only after a severe conflict of five or six
hours, in which the Indians acted in obedient concert under
the leadership of a chief and made a very unexpectedly valorous defense, severely wounding four of his men.' In 1824
there was, as has already been related, a serious uprising
among the Indians of Purisima and Santa Inez. After killing several whites and burnir1g Santa Inez, they retired to
Purlsima and there fortified themselves, over four hundred
strong. Among other arms, they managed to get hold of two
one-pounder guns, sixteen muskets, a hundred and fifty
lances and six cutlasses; and, in defending themselves against
the army of whites sent against them, they fully demonstrated
their ability to use gunpowder and steel. It was in fact only
after a very determined resistance that they were finally defeated; and they then, as has also been shown, displayed a
1 " Abatida asi la insolencia y altaneria que manifestaban los Cuchillones y
Sacalanes."-Cal. Archives, P. I{. IV, 394.
s Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XV, 393-398; P. R. IV, 394.
a Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XX, 486.
'Cal. Archives, P. R. XII, 565_!.(.
47 Voi.. J.
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very high degree of ability in negotiating an accommodation
quite as honorable to themselves as to the whites . Upon
inquiries subsequently instituted for the purpose of ascertaining the causes of the revolt, it appeared that the natives were
dissatisfied with Spanish domination and wished to regain
their ancient liberty and that with this end in view they had
intended to kill off all the gente de razon. 1
In 1838 one Ambrosio, the chief of a rancheria in the
neighborhood of San Jose, attempted to form a conspiracy of
Indians and succeeded in gathering a force of some forty or
more, with which he intended to join others and attack the
mission. Before he could mature his plans, however, or make
his conspiracy formidable, an expedition of twenty-five men
marched against him; and, after a fight in which one white man
was killed and seven wounded, Ambrosio's force was scattered
and himself captured and thrown into irons. He was then
taken before Jose de Jesus Vallejo, the administrator of the
mission, who, as he naively reported the case, took such information as satisfied him that the prisoner was the ringleader of
the mutiny and summ;ltily ordered him to be shot.' Some difficulty was experienced in getting Father Gonzalez to confess
the condemned man in time for a speedy execution ; but a
messenger to and from San Carlos soon brought back word
from Gonzalez' superior that the welfare of souls was more
important than the scruples of a priest I and directing the
confession to be taken; and thereupon Ambrosio was
shrived and shot; and his body was buried, as Vallejo
expressed it, in the "pantheon of San Jose."' In 1839 an
expedition of nine soldiers and six rancheros, under the command of Ensign Pedro Me~a, marched against the Tulareftos
in the San Joaquin valley with the object of punishing horsethieves and recovering stolen stock, but soon found that the
Cal. Archives, D. S. P. I, 574-578.
"Tomando los informes que me parecieron suficientes y hallando en todo reo
al r~petido Amhrosio, jusgando como cabeza de motin que dailaba al bien publico,
mando fuese afusilado. "-Cal. Archh·es, M. X, :u9.
• "Pues el bien de las almas es proferante a qualquier otro."- Cal. Archives,
}f. X, 219.
' "Se halla enterrado en el Panteon de esta [mision]. "-Cal. Archives, M. X,
1
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Indians were much more formidable than they had anticipated.
Mesa and six of his men were severely wounded; three were
killed; and all might perhaps have lost their lives if a second
expedition, consisting of twenty-seven whites and an auxiliary
force of fifty friendly Indians, had not marched out to their
relief. 1
A few other events, more of a civil or domestic character,
may be referred to as throwing light upon this interesting
topic of the mental capacities of the Californian Indians.
No writer affords any direct information upon the subject,
except to the effect that they had none worth mentioning.
But circumstances prove that this was not entirely the case.
In I 820, for instance, there was a project, proposed by the
missionaries and seriously entertained by the political government, to arm the Indians in defense of the country, which
had shortly before been attacked by revolutionary insurgents
from Buenos Ayres and was liable at any time to further
attack from almost any of the nations or factions that were
in arms against Spanish rule in America.' This indicated a
feeling on the part of the Spaniards that they could placf! some
reliance in the Indians. On the other hand an Indian could
be guilty of seditious language of sufficient importance to call
for governmental notice. A case of this nature occurred at
Los Angeles in 1826, when a neophyte named Buenaventura
from San Luis Rey, having indulged too freely in aguardiente, began a tirade against the government, declaring in a
l~md voice that it was no government at all; that the alcalde
and the general were louts, and that it would be in order
next year to kill off all the Spaniards; 3 and his drunken abuse
was thought dangerous enough to justify not only throwing
him into prison but afterwards putting him on a long and
tedious trial for it.'
Cal. Archives, M. X, 471,472.
Cal. Archives, P. R. XII. 525-527.
• Vicente Sanchez, alc:i.l,le of Lus Angeles, said: •• Que dicho Buenaventura
en voz attn me dijo. tu Alcahlt: en:s un hijo de patn. y cl lieneral es un Yngles;
no hay nacion ni hay nada; y en ,·I n!lu que viene a totlos vosotros he de ma1ar."
-Cal. Archive~, I>. S. P. Hen. LVIII, 464.
'Cal. Archives, D. S. P. Ben. LV!ll, 464-470.
I
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In I 827 there was a demand on the part of many of the
Indians to be emancipated or released from what they regarded
as and what was i.n fact mission slavery, on the ground that
the revolution and the acts of the Mexican congress had
made them politically free.1 In some cases, as at San Juan
Capistrano and San Luis Rey, they insisted so determinedly
upon their rights that they refused to work; and it became
necessary to call in the strong hand of military power to keep
them to their tasks .• Again in 1833 the same Indians, together with those of San Diego and San Gabriel, believing
that ex-governor Echeandia had promised them a division
of the mission lands and property, espoused his cause as
against that of the new governor Figueroa; and it became
necessary a second time to strengthen the military to keep
them in subjection.• At Santa Barbara, in 1838, the Indians
refused to gather the harvests unless they were clothed; and
they presented their grievances with so much force and clearness that it was thought they were guided by some hidden
hand; and the government deemed it prudent, instead of
invoking force, to promise compliance with their demands.'
At San Luis Rey, in 1840, the Indians combined to protest
against the occupation of the Rancho de Temecula and
interference with their own rights in it by the Pico brothers;
and, on being remonstrated with, they declared with all the
coolness and prudence of statesmen that they intended to
obey the laws and would patiently await the action of government; but they were unanimously opposed to the Pico family;
wanted neither them nor their cattle at Temecula, and if the
government would not listen to their complaints they would
feel themselves obliged to relinquish all their interests and
abandon the mission .6 There was, perhaps, little probability
of success in their opposition to the Pico family; but the
incident, in connection with those previously instanced, shows
Sec,
Cal.
1 Cal.
• Cal.
' Cal.
1

1

for instance, Cal. Archives, D. S. P. Ben. LXIII, 3-5.
Archives, D. S. P. II, 20-25.
Archives, D. S. P. Ang. I, 532; D. S. P. III, 273-275.
Archives, M. IX, 358, 359·
Archives, M. X, 117-122.
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that they were not without intelligence and understanding,
which with anything like proper education might have been
developed. As for those of them who occupied the shores
and islands of the Santa Barbara Channel, all writers agree
that they were much more intelligent and industrious and in
all respects superior to the other natives of the country. '
It is impossible to state with certainty the number qf the
Indians of Alta California, though in reference to those who
were baptized and congregated at the missions the most
minute accounts remain. In every case of conversion the
neophyte received a Spanish baptismal name, which was
entered on the mission register and by which he was afterwards known; and his original Indian name, except in case
of great fame or notoriety, was dropped and lost . From
these registers census returns were made out periodically, so
that there was never any great difficulty in ascertaining the
population of the missions or of any mission at almost any
given period. But the wild, unconverted tribes, or gentiles as
they were called , were divided and scattered; they wandered
more or less from place to place; and there was no means of
telling their numbers except by guess and estimation. La
,Perouse, in 1786, gave the Indian population of both the
Californias in round numbers as fifty thousand, of whom
nearly ten thousand were neophytes. 1 Vancouver, in 1793,
estimated the number of neophytes in both the Californias
as about twenty thousand and the whole native population as
eight or ten times as many.' It is probable, however, that
Vancouver included in his estimate the Indians of much territory then supposed to be a part of California which is not
now known as such-just as the estimate by Father Baegert of
forty or fifty thousand as the population of Lower California
was probably intended as an estimate for the whole country
afterwards called the Californias. The records show that in
1795 the population of the missions and presidios of Alta
California was twelve thousand two hundred and sixteen and
that of Baja California four thousand five hundred and fifty--

1
2

La Pt!rouse, I, 437.
Vancouver, III, 407.

---
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one. 1 In 18o5 the census of the missions, presidios and
pueblos of Alta California showed the population to be
twenty-two thousand six hundred and thirty-seven, of whom
two thousand and eleven were Spaniards and foreigners. 1 In
181othe neophytes were eighteen thousand seven hundred and
eighty-four and the Spaniards and others two thousand and
fifty-two. 1 In 1818 Governor Sola, in a report to the viceroy,
gave the number of neophytes then living in Alta California a~
In 183c
twenty thousand two hundred and thirty-eight.'
there had been up to that time baptized in Alta California
eighty-five thousand three hundred and seventy~seven persons, of whom sixty-one thousand three hundred and fortythree had died, leaving a remainder of twenty-four thousand
six hundred and thirty-four.
Of these, seventeen thousand
six hundred and thirty-four were then at the missions and six
thousand eight hundred and twenty-two were either fugitives
or dead and unreported. 0 The Mexican census of 1831 gave
the number of inhabitants of the entire Mexican republic ru;
six million three hundred and eighty-two thousand two hundred and sixty-four, estimating that of Alta California at
twenty-seven thousand and that of Baja California at fifteen thousand." In 184.2 \Vilkes estimated the Indians ot
Alta California at eight or nine thousand;' and Robinson, at
ten thousand!
It seems probable, taking the most reliable
accounts as a basis, that the Indian population of the two
Californias never exceeded sixty or seventy thousand or
about one to every four square miles of area, and that the
limit in what is now the State of California never exceeded
forty-five or fifty thousand.
\Vhatevcr may have been the number of the native population, it is certain that almost as soon as the whites camt
1 Cal. Archive;, ;\I. 11, 305.
, Cal. Archives, l\l. Ill, 589-6o3.
3 C~I. Archives, ~I. IV, 192.
• Cal. Archives, I'. R. IX, 585.
6 Cal. Archh·es, ~I. V, 307.
6 Cal. Archives, D. S. P. XVI , 214.
1 \\"ilkes, V, 174.
8 Robinson, 217.
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amongst them they began to diminish. It was not the mere
killing of them off by the whites that reduced them; for it is to
be borne in mind that the Spaniards were interested in preserving them and there wa~ consequently very little direct
slaughter; but they introduced a hideous disease which in a
few years affected the whole population and, if it did not of
itself cause death, it so shattered the constitutions of the people
as to predispose them to the fatal attacks of other diseases.
Even as early as 1786 the ravages of this disease had made
frightful inroads; and in some cases the death rate was three
times greater than the birth rate. 1 In 1831 the commissioner
of the census for California observed that the death rate
amongst the Indians exceeded the birth rate more than ten
per centum annually.' Duflot de Mofras wrote that in 1834,
on the breaking out of a disease resembling cholera, twelve
thousand Indians died in the Tulare country, and that in
1836, on the breaking out of a contagious fever, nearly eight
thousand died in the Sacramento valley; but at the same
time he estimated that this fearful mortality was due in great
part to syphilitic predisposition. 1 The same author stated
that in 1842 the neophyte population was only forty-four
hundred and fifty o.r about one-seventh of what it had been in
1834- ♦

There were many cases of Indians attaining extraordinary
old age. Dana, in his "Two Years before the Mast," spoke
of one at the mission of San Diego, whom he supposed to be
the oldest man he had ever seen ; and he wondered that a
person could exhibit such marks of age and still retain life.
---

- -

- -

-

--

-

----

El ma! Galico domina a ambos sexos y en ta! grado que ya las madres no
conciven y si conciven sale el feto con poca esperanza de vida: ay mision de las
citadas [de la IJ3ja California] que ha mas de alloy meses queen ella no sea bautizada criatura alguna, y la que mas no llega a cinco bautizados; siendo una cosa
digna de admirar, que esceden los muertos en el ail.o pasodo de los de edad de
catorce allos para abajo de los nacidos. Agreguese los adultos y sale en las
expresadas misiones que triplican los muertos a los nacidos estos ultimas allos. "
Monterey, 9 de Agosto de 1786.-Cal Archives, !\f. I, 31.
• " 1-:ntrela poblacion india se nota anualmente un deficit de mas de un dicz por
ciento de muertos :i nacidos. "-Cal. Archives, D. S. P. XVI, 221.
3 Duflot de Mofras, Ir, 333, 334·
• Duflot de Mofras, I, 320 .
1 "
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This superannuated specimen was sitting in the sun, leaning
against the side of a hut; his legs and arms were not larger
round than those of a boy of five years; his skin was withered
and shriveled like burnt leather; and he was so feeble that,
when his visitors approached, he slowly raised his hands to his
face and, taking hold of his eyelids with his fingers, lifted the~
up to look at the strangers and then, being apparently satisfied,
let them drop again. Inquiries as to his age evoked no answer
from the other Indians except, "Quien sabe-who knows ?" 1
Nearly every mission contained one or more of these old patriarchs who had outlived their families; and it was no uncommon
thing for a rancheria to have ancient members, who had to be •
wrapped in thick furs to preserve their animal warmth and to
be nursed and fed like infants to keep up nutrition. The care
that was taken of these old people and the respect shown
them were the best indications furnished of the goodness
of the Indian character.
The characteristics, which most forcibly struck all writers
on the California aborigines, were their extreme laziness
and uncleanliness. , Vancouver pronounced them "horrid."
. They were so habitually apathetic that the most zealous
and laborious efforts to improve their condition seemed to
be almost entirely thrown away upon them. They had no
ambition of any kind and seemed to care for or take lively
interest in nothing; all the operations both of their bodies and
minds appeared to be carried on with a mechanical, lifeless,
careless indifference, which was so general and apparently
ineradicable that it was supposed to be inherent in their very
natures.• Hunger alone compcll~d them to make some exertion in search of food; but they labored no furth 7r than was
necessary to secure a supply of anything that would sustain
life, without much reference to its quality. Their games were
not of a kind to require or admit of much muscular effort, but
usually such as were played lying or sitting. They were too
indolent to be noisy or boisterous even in their amusements.
Nothing seemed to gi\"e them greater pleasure than to lie
1
1

Dana's "Two \'.-ars liefor-, the ~last," 135, 136.
Vancouver, III, 36.
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stretched out for hour after hour upon the ground with their
faces down, doing absolutely nothing and entirely careless and
indifferent to everything:
B!lt while the foregoing accounts
are doubtless in the main correct, it must not be forgotten
that there are descendants of these aboriginal inhabitants still
left in the State of California, who hire themselves out as
laborers, and that amongst them there are many very steady
workmen. There may be an admixture of foreign blood in
some of these cases; but, from what can be observed of the
remnants of the ancient people, there is every reason to
believe that, if the proper means had been taken, they might
have been civilized. It would not have taken much to make
them into a better people than many of the common herd
of Mexican convicts, vagabonds and vagrants who came into
the country as soldiers or colonists and who prided themselves
upon belonging, in contradistinction to the Indians, to the
gente de razon .
----------

En los ratos desocupados se mantienen tendidos horas enteras boca abaxo
con sumo placer. "-Relacion, 167.
1 ''
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NOTIONS AND SUPERSTITIONS.

ATHER GERONIMO BOSCANA, who was missionar
of San Juan Capistrano and died there at an advance•
age in 1831, wrote an account of the Indians of that establish
ment. He had lived amongst them for many years and wa
familiar with their language. From them and particular!:
from three of their old men, two of whom were chiefs and th,
third a medicine-man, he learned something of their tradition
and from his own observation gatheted many particulars a
to their manners and customs. His work is by no means;
literary model; nor, for reasons hereafter to be stated, ca1
any great amount cf faith be placed in the account he give
of the so-called religious belief of the aborigines; but ther ,
are a great many circumstances of interest in what he ha
written . His manuscript after his death fell into the hand
of Alfred Robinson, by whom it was translated into Englisl
and published in N cw York, in the year 1 846, under the tit I
of" Chinigchinich : A historical account of the Origin, Custom
and Traditions of the Indians at the Missionary Establish
ment of San Juan Capistrano, Alta California, called Th
Acagchemcn Nation."
Boscana divided the Indians of San Juan Capistrano int,
two classes, one of which called in Spanish Playanos live4
at the sea beach, and the other called the Scrranos live•
in the mountains three or four leagues distant; and he sai•
their religious beliefs differed in various particulars . Th
Serranos believed that there were in the beginning two exist
enccs, the one described as the existence above and the othe
as the existence below; but of natures altogether inexplica
(746)
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hie and indefinite. They were supposed to be brother and
sister. On a certain occasion, far back in the mists of time,
the brother, bringing the sun as a present to his sister who
was all darkness, offered himself in marriage to her. She at
first resisted on account of their near relationship, but finally
submitted; and the two were married. The first fruits of
their union were the rocks and sands of the ea1th; then trees,
shrubbery, herbs and grass; then animals and finally an animated being called Ouiot. This Ouiot was not a man but a
phantom; and he produced a large family of phantoms like
himself. As the race multiplied, the earth extended itself
from northward to southward and increased in size. Being
the progenitor of his people, he became chief and for a long
period ruled them as their great captain.
In process of time, Ouiot becoming old and unable any
longer to govern properly, his descendants rebelled against
his authority and, for the purpose of putting him out of the
way, gave him poison. This made him so ill that he left the
mountains and went down to the sea, where his mother prepared an antidote; but her intention of saving him was frustrated by the coyote, which, being attracted by the fragrance
of the antidote as it stood fermenting in the sun, approached
the shell containing the mixture and overturned it. This
coyote was named Eyacque, meaning the second captain.
He seems to have been something more than a mere animal,
perhaps one of the chief conspirators; for, after Ouiot was
dead and after it had been decided to burn his remains, the
people, for fear that the coyote would come and eat the body,
went out and set fire to his retreat. • But Eyacque, having
made his escape, afterwards presented himself at the funeral
pyre and, declaring that he would be consumed with his great
captain, leaped into the flames and tore off and ate a large
piece of flesh from Ouiot's body. From this circumstance, as
a part of Ouiot's body thus passed into and constituted a part
of a living body, it was supposed that Ouiot still lived and it
was believed that he would appear again .
Soon after the disposition, as above stated, of the great
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captain, a general council of the people was called for the
purpose of making provision for the collection of food. Previously they had lived. only upon a species of white clay; but
now they began to crave grain, seeds, acorns and the flesh of
animals. While they were so consulting, they beheld a specter who for a number of days presented himself. sometimes in
one place and sometimes in another. Becoming alarmed at
its appearance, they at length summoned it into their presence and demanded if it was not their great captain, Ouiot.
"No," answered the specter," I am not Ouiot, but a captain
of greater power. My name is Chinigchinich. My habitation is above. On what are you debating and why thus congregated ? " They replied that their captain was dead and
that they were deliberating as to how they should maintain
themselves upon the seeds of the fields and the flesh of animals, instead of being obliged any longer to live upon ~he
clay of the earth. Chinigchinich, having heard their reply,
said further, " I am the creator of all things and will make
you another people. From this time forward one of you shall
have power to cause rain; another of you to influence the
dews, another to produce acorns; another to create rabbits;
another, ducks; another, geese; another, deer." In the same
manner he gave to each of them one or other of the supernatural powers which were afterwards claimed by the medicinemen, who pretended to be descendants of these most ancient
of people and to have thus derived their sorceries by direct
tradition from the god.
Chinigchinich, having thus provided for the original ancestors of the native priesthood and recognized them, so to speak,
as a race apart from and superior to ordinary mortals, proceeded to create man. For this purpose he took clay from
the borders of a lake and kneaded out of it the first man and
woman, from whose union sprang the ordinary race of Indians. He also, about the same time, seems to have transformed the ancestors of the medicine-men into human beings
and to ha\'e taught them the laws that were to be followed
and the rites and ceremonies to be observed. He also com-
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manded a temple to be built, where acioration might be paid
and sacrifices offered to him, and showed how the dances
were to be conducted; how the sacred tobet, or robe of feathers to be worn by the priesthood in their great feasts, was to
be composed, and how faces were to be painted black and
red. When he had taught them all these things and while
dancing before them in his sacred vestment-his mission on
earth having been accomplished-he was suddenly taken up
into heaven and thenceforth lived among the stars.
From that time forward Chinigchinich was looked upon
as God. His name signified "the all powerful." He was
believed to have had neither father nor mother; nor was-anything known of his origin; nor indeed that he had any origin.
No one could see him; though he saw everything, even in the
darkest night. He was believed to be ever present in all
places and at all times. He was not only omnipresent, but
his nature partook of a three-fold qualification, being also
known under the distinct names of "Saor," "Quaguor" and
"To bet," denoting the periods: first, when he could not dance;
second, when he could dance, and third, when he danced in
his sacred feather-robe. Apart from his mysterious essence,
thus attempted to be explained, he was supposed by the
Indians to be a friend to the good and a dreadful enemy to
the wicked. Upon the latter, before taking his fit1al departure, he laid the terrible injunction," Him. who obeyeth not
or believeth not my teaching, I will chastise. I will send
hears to bite him and serpents to sting him. I will overwhelm him with misfortunes, infirmities and death." 1
The Playanos or Indians of the sea coast, on the other
hand, held that first of all things there was an invisible and
all-powerful being called " N ocuma,'' who made the earth and
sea together with all the animals, trees, plants and fishes contained therein. In its form the world was spherical and
remained in his hands as a ball; but on account of its being
continually in motion he resolved to secure it and for that
purpose placed in its center a black rock. called Tosaut, which
fastened and has ever since held it firm. At this early time.
1

Boscana, in Robinson, 242-248.
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the sea was a small stream, running from south to north and
encircling the world. It was so small that the fishes, being
all confined to it, were piled one on top of another in such a
state of inconvenience that they held a consultation for the
purpose of devising means qf relief. Some were for landing
upon the earth, while others were of a contrary opinion;
because, as they suggested, not only would exposure to the
air and heat of the sun dry them up, but they had no legs
and feet like animals that lived upon the land to move about.
At length there came to their aid a large fish, bringing with
him a rock, called by the same name, Tosaut, as that which
kept the world in its place. Breaking this rock, they found
in its center a bag or bladder filled with gall. This they
emptied into the sea and thereby converted it from its original condition of freshness into one of saltness; and at the
same time the waters swelled and overflowed a large part of
the land and gradually covered the space now occupied by
the ocean. With this change in the abundance of the waters
of the sea, the fishes were satisfied; and they were also greatly
rejoiced in the improvement in its taste.
Nocuma, having thus created the world and then animals,
trees, plants and fishes, next created out of the earth the first
man, whom he named Ejoni, and then the first woman, whom
he called Aa. These two had many descendants, one of
whom called Ouiot, the son of Sirout, signifying a handful of
tobacco, and his wife Ycaiut, seems to have been the same
Ouiot in human form, who was known to the Serranos as a
monster or phantom.
This Ouiot was a great warrior,
haui,;hty and ambitious, and soon managed to obtain supremacy over all the tribes in his neighborhood and reigned over
them. For a time his government was kind and pacific; but
he gradually exposed the natural ferocity of his temper and
at length ruled with relentless cruelty, putting many of his
subjects to death. At last, when his tyranny became altogether insupportable, his people conspired to kill him and, for
the purpose of carrying out their design, mixed a deadly
poison composed of particles of the rock Tosaut. \Vhilc this
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was being prepared, a small burrowing animal, called Cacu mel, betrayed the plot to Ouiot who at once sent out spies to
.ascertain the truth of the report; but, failing to discover any
reliable information of the conspiracy, he treated the whole
matter as a jest . In the meanwhile the conspirators finished
their preparation in secret; and, when all was ready , one of
them placed a small quantity of the poison on Ouiot's breast,
as he lay asleep. Its effect was so potent that he at once
sickened and in a short time, becoming worse and worse in
spite of all the remedies that could be administered , he died.
From this point the accounts of the Playanos agreed substantially with those of the Serranos, excepbing that nothing
further was heard of Eyacque or the coyote; nor did Cacumel
m.ake any further appearance. The body of Ouiot was burned
upon the funeral pyre amidst the rejoicing of the people; and,
after it was consumed, there was the same council as to the
adoption of a diet of flesh and seeds instead of the clay,
which they had previously been compelled to eat . In the
midst of their consultation there was the same appearance of
a mysterious being, who came from no one knew where,
and the same conversation as in the accounts given by the
Setranos. This mysterious being, however , . called himself
•· Attajen," which means rational creature, and, as in the case
of Chinigchinich , claimed universal authority. He likewise
selected from the people a certain number, upon whom he
conferred the powers of causing rain to fall, trees and plants
to produce acorns and seeds and game of all kinds to increase . It was not until a long time afterwards that Chinigchinich himself made his appearance, at first under the
name of Ouiamot, the son of Tacu and Auzar , and finally as
the god who established th!! laws and ordained the rites and
ceremonies of religious observances . He appeared with his
body pai--ted black and red and adorned in his sacred robe
of feathers \nown as the tobet. He confirmed the medicinemen as sorcerers in their priestly offices; gave them the name
of "puplem," and taught them how to build the "van.quech" or
temple for his worship; how and when to assume the tobet

..
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and dance; how to cure the sick, and how, in times of scarcity, to supplicate him for relief.
The Playanos seem to have made use of the same trinitarian
denominations of Saor, Quaguor and Tobet for Chinigchinich
that the Serranos did; but they applied them somewhat differently . Saor meant the time when he could not dance and
was applied to those who were not allowed to assume his
vestments; Tobet was the name of the god dressed in his
sacred feather robe and was applied to all who had the right
to assume it and enter the vanquech or sanctuary; and
Quaguor was the name given to the god after he had
ascended to the stars. For he too, like the Chinigchinich of
the Serranos, when his task on earth was finished, took
his departure by ascension. When his appointed time approached, he sickened; and, being apparently about to die.
the people asked him as to which one of his rancherias he
wished to go when he died. He answered, "To neither of
them, for they are inhabited by mortals, and I wish to go
where I shall be alone and from where I can see the people
of all the rancherias." They offered to bury him; but he
said: No, that then they would walk upon him and he would
be obliged to chastise them . "No," he continued, "when I
depart, I shall ascend above to the stars . From there I shall
always sec you. To those who keep my commandments I
will give all they ask; but those who obey not or believe not
my teachings, I will punish severely. I will send bears to
bite them and serpents to sting them. They shall have no
fooJ to cat anJ diseases shall overwhelm and destroy them."
Having saiJ this, Chinigchinich died and ascended as he had
prophesied; and thenceforth he was revered and worshiped
as God . He was invokcJ bv, the Indians in all their undertakings; he was regarded as the giver of all good things, and
to him thanks were returned for all blessings received. Up
to the days 0f the adoption of the new faith of the missionaries, the o!J goJ taught by the native priests or sorcerers
rctaincJ his influence over the minds of the Indians; and
there was never a plenteous harvest of acorns or wild seeds

.
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or a successful hunting, but the grateful heathens, turning
th.eir eyes to heaven, would cry out, "Guic Chinigchinich,"
that is, •· Thanks to Chinigchinich, who has given us these." 1
In examining with a critical eye and in the light of modern
ethnographical research the foregoing accounts of the religious
notions thus attributed to the Indians of San Juan Capistrano, it is difficult if not impossible to believe that ideas of
so advanced a character could have been entertained by savages of so low a grade. There is so much in the description
of Ouiot and his race resembling Lucifer and his legions of
fallen angels and so much more in the description of Chinigchinich resembling the one invisible, omnipresent God of the
Hebrews, that the judgment cannot subscribe to Boscana's
supposition that these conceptions were original with the
Indians. On the other hand, upon examining the circumstances under which he acquired his information, several very
important observations force themselves upon the mind of
the reader, which subtract greatly from the value of these
accounts as reliable expositions of what the Indians in their
savage state really believed. In the first place Bo.scana himself and his brother missionaries were men of narrow range
of thought, continually seeking among the superstitions of
the natives for resemblances to the true faith and ever ready
to catch at the slightest hints and magnify them into complicated dogmas corresponding afar off with those which they
themselves taught. They assumed that some sort of knowledge of the true God was inherent in all human creatures
and that this inherent knowledge was only obscured and
falsified among the poor savages by the machinations and
wiles of the devil. It is for this reason that Boscana finds in
the relations above given many allusions to scriptural tru~hs
and especially calls attention to the six productions of the
mother of Ouiot as corresponding with the six days of the
Mosaic creation; to the formation of the first man and woman
out of clay as corresponding with the Mosaic Adam and
Eve, and to Ouiot himself as corresponding with Nimrod,
I

Boscana. in Robinson, 249-257.
48 Voi.. I.
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who was also a mighty hunter before the Lord. In the nex
place it is to be observed that the old men, from whom Bos
cana derived his information, were not only Christianize<
adherents of the missions and as such interested in giving ,
pleasing narrative to the missionaries; but that they grew UJ
after Jun{pero and his companions had first come into Alt,
California and spread abroad the doctrines and mysteries o
the Christian faith. It cannot be otherwise than that thes1
doctrines, incomprehensible as they must have been to th1
unlettered and unreflecting Indians, became mixed up it
their minds with their own crude notions of powers beyom
and above their own and produced the confused and inter
tangled accounts given by them to the missionaries.
Under the circumstances, it is difficult to ascertain what the
religious belief of the Indians in their savage state exact!)
was. They had no writing, letters, hieroglyphics, pictures o:
characters of any description from which information can be
obtained; nor have there been any writers, who had oppor
tunities of acquaintance with the language and practices o
the Indians and who at the same time were sufficiently versec
in investigations of this character to guage with discrimina
tion and describe with precision the nature and extent of thei 1
religious ideas. Judging from what is known of undoubtec
authenticity, it is probable that their advance towards a relig
ion of any kind was very limited. There was, it is true, ,
very marked difference in the degrees of intelligence betweer
the peoples of different re~ions. tfhose inhabiting the se,
coast and islands of the Santa Barbara Channel were mud
more advanced than those of regions remote from thos<
favored localities.) It is therefore to be expected that then
was a very marked difference in the degrees of the development of their superstitions.
But even the most advanced o
them were very low down in the scale of barbarism ; and th<
lowest can hardly be said to have had any religious ideas a1
all. Taking the tribes or ranchcrias in general, and allowing
for the numerous differences which must have existed between
them, each being confined to a small tract of country, speak-
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ing a different language and born and bred the enemy 'Of the
neighboring tribes, the chief fact known is that they all had
their sorcerers or medicine-men who claimed _ the supernatural powers of curing sickness, causing rain and producing
harvests . · These sorcerers were their only priesthood; their
teachings and particularly the accoµnts they gave of the
origin and sanction of their supernatural claims embraced, in
the main, all the ideas that were current as to superior powers
and supernatural existences; and their incantations, the
dances they performed and prescribed, and the mysterious
practices they invented, and by which they imposed upon the
common people, were their only rites and ceremonies.
It is also known that there was in many if not in all large
villages or rancherias, a place set apart as a sort of sanctuary
for the cultivation and exercise of their superstition. It was
what the San Juan Capistrano tribes called a vanquech and
what the voyagers and missionaries designated a temple.
Like the other structures erected by the natives, it was very
rude in its fabrication, consisting usually of slabs of bark or
timber inclined against each other at the top so as to form a
kind of hollow cone that would shed rain, or of upright saplings interlaced with boughs, twigs or reeds and sometimes
covered in by being bent over at the top so as to form a roof.
In this vanquech or temple there was always some particular
object of reverence, not properly an idol, but what is known
among the barbarous tribes of Africa as a fetish. It consisted generally of the skin of a coyote or mountain cat or
some such animal taken off with great care, preserving the
head and forming a species of sack which was dressed smooth
on the outside and stuffed with the feathers, beaks, talons,
horns and claws of rare birds and animals and stuck through
lenP-thwise with a number of arrows. The whole presented
the hairless figure of the animal, dried and stretched out, with
the feathered ends of the arrows protruding from its mouth.
This grotesque preparation, which was generally elevated on
a kind of frame together with a bow and arrows and sometimes adorned with other ornaments, represented their god
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Chinigchinich, whatever may have been their notions of his
nature, attributes and powers. But, as observed above, there
is no good reason to believe that these notions were any more
advanced than those which characterize one of the lowest
grades of that kind of superstition, to which ethnologists have
~iven the name of fetishism.
-~· The sorcerers or ministers of this superstition, if not themselves chiefs, were always in intimate and confidential relations with the chiefs or governing families; so that church
and state, if these august terms may be applied to the institutions of barbarism, always went hand in hand. Whatever
may have been the authority exercised by the chiefs, it is certain that the influence exerted by the sorcerers or priesthood,
and the authority they assumed and succeeded in wielding,
were very great. Almost implicit confidence was reposed in
their teachings. Being supposed to possess supernatural
powers, they were feared; and, being numerous, they often
managed to outsway and sometimes to overpower and depose
the chiefs. They constituted in great part, if not in whole,
the puplem or great council of the wise men of the tribe, to
which even the chiefs were subordinate and without whose
concurrence and sanction no act of importance could be done.
They could levy contributions upon the community for their
own support and exact onerous fees for their services when
called into requisition. They were active in creating occasions for their interference both in public affairs and in the
intercourse and relations of private life. It was a part of their
policy, for the purpose of maintaining and perpetuating their
influence, to render themselves objects of awe; and with this
end in view, besides their claims to supernatural gifts and intimate correspondence with Chinigchinich, they called themselves man-eaters and assumed costumes and adopted manners the best calculated, according to their circumstances, to
inspire terror. While on the one hand their persons were
held sacred and inviolate, there was on the other hand hardly
any excess of wickedness which they could not, and did not,
commit with impunity. It is related, among other things,
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that the females of the tribe without distinction were obliged
under all circumstances and without show of reluctance to
submit to their desires; nor was the presence of husband,
parents or relatives any protection to virtue or chastity .'
There was no such thing as a general government among
the Indians; no consolidation or federation of tribes; no governor or king. Each village or rancheria, which usually comprised a distinct tribe, though sometimes closely related to a
neighbor, was entirely independent and presided over by its
own chief. The people and chiefs of different rancherias
sometimes joined for the accomplishment of a common purpose; but they never advanced far enough in political science
to recognize a common authority or understand the advantages
of political union. Their communities or rancherias were
therefore very small; and, as they in most instances spoke
different idioms and were generally disunited and hostile to
one another, they were very weak. Nor did the authority of
the chiefs among their own people amount to much. It is
true they were the head men, each one in his own rancheria,
and bore the insignia of office and honor; they were held in
great respect and it was death to injure them; but the people
generally speaking lived a life of independence and comparative insubordination, every one following the bent of his own
inclination without law and without restraint except such as
was occasioned by a common danger or a common superstition. It was principally in the appointment of days for the
collection of nuts or seeds, for the hunting of game, or the
celebration of feasts, or in the settlement of disputes with
neighboring rancherias including the declaration and conduct
of war, that the chiefs exercised authority. But even in these
particulars their powers were much circumscribed by those of
the sorcerers and especially by that of the puplem or great
council. It was the sorcerers who kept the run of the seasons and observed the phases of the moon, upon which the
times for gathering harvests and celebrating feasts were made
to depend; and it was the puplem which decided, as a council
of las_t resort, upon all matters of prime importance. The
1
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chieftainship was ordinarily hereditary, and _it was not unusual for the son of the incumbent to be inducted into office
while the father lived and ruled; but in such instances the
junior chief exercised no authority until the senior died or
In some cases of premature death of
became superannuated.
a chief, leaving an infant son, the widow became regent until
the son arrived at maturity ; but in all these cases the puplem
had a controlling voice; and without its acquiescence, no one
was able long to occupy the chieftianship.
✓ The puplem, or council so-called, was composed of the elders
or wise men of the tribe, including the sorcerers . Its members had the right to assume the tobct or sacred feather-robe,
to enter at all times into the vanquech, to dance before Chinigch inich and to advise and direct and even overrule the
chief. The extent of its power and the manner of its exercise
may, perhaps, be best delineated by synthetic description .
When, for instance, the chief was advised that the t ime was
at hand for the collection of seeds or the hunting of game, he
sent out a herald or crier to convene the puplem and people.
All having assembled in front of the vanquech, the figure of
Chinigchinich was exposed, and one of the puplem sketched
upon the ground in front of it a rude drawing, having some
reference to the general purpose in view. This being- completed , the ceremonies commenced . The chief and the puplcm, all painted, dressed in their appropriate costumes and
bearing their bows and arrows, arranged themselves in line
and a<lvanced, one after the other , until they arrived at the
drawing on the ground in front of Chinigchinich . The chief
then ga\"e a jump, springing as high as possible from the
ground, and at the same time yelled with all his strength of
lungs and brandished his weapons as if he were about to
shoot at something in the air. Each one in turn performed
the same evolutions. They were followed by the women, who
approached in the same manner as the men except that,
instead of running and jumping, they moved in slow procession and, instead of brandi shing weapons, they presented the
baskets they used for the collection and carrying of seeds.
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The object seems to have been a sort of invocation or imploration of Chinigchinich for success in their pursuits and protection from harm while engaged in them. These ceremonies being concluded, they all-men, women, boys and girlsdispersed to the fields, groves or mountains where their food
was to be gathered .' Upon their return to the rancheria,
loaded down with the fruits of their labors, they deposited the
greater part with the chief and sorcerers and carried the
remainder, each one a portion, to his or her own hut. 2
Again, when a new chief was to be selected, the puplem
was in like manner convened by crier and the object of the
convor.ation made known to the members. If the candida'te
was satisfactory, they expressed their assent; and a day was
fixed for his installation. On such an occasion, all the people being assembled and the candidate having made his
appearance with his body duly painted and his hair plaited
and ornamented, the puplem placed upon him the insignia of
authority, consisting of the tobet and also a head-dress of
feathers. They then led him into the vanquech and presented him to Chinigchinich, before whose figure he danced
to the accompaniment of singing and the violent rattling of
dried turtle-shells filled with small stones. This ceremony
being finished, the puplem, joined by the chiefs of friendly
neighboring tribes who might be present, placed him in their
midst and danced around him; and from that time forward
he was recognized as the new chief and considered duly
-installed. The puplem and people then gave themselves up
to rejoicing and feasting, which usually lasted three or four
days."
Again, when war was about to be declared, the puplem
was convoked and the chief laid before it the occasion
which in his judgment called for arms·. The main question
to be discussed in such case was not the justice or injustice
of the proposed hostilities, but their probable outcome and
whether they should be waged alone or with the assistance of
Boscana, in Robinson, 2bo. 201.
Boscana, in Robinson, 269.
• Boscana,in Robinson, 264-266.
1
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other tribes. If alliances were determined on, invitations
were sent to the chosen allies; and substantially the same
ceremonies were gone through with by the allies as to
whether or not they should join the enterprise. As a rule,
however, these alliances were not extensive and in hardly any
instance embraced more than a few neighboring rancherias.
War being thus determined on, the chief st!nt out the crier to
announce the declaration; and, while the women got ready a
sufficient supply of provisions for the campaign, the men
prepared their weapons and whetted up their courage. On
the appointed day they sallied forth, led by the chief, who
until their return wielded almost absolute power. Even in
case of alliances, each rancheria obeyed only its own chief;
and it does not appear that the advantages of permanent
combination or subjection to common leadership were ever
understood.
Such was the puplem-an institution somewhat
similar but very inferior to the council of the more advanced
Indian tribes of the eastern side of the continent Among
the Californians, as there were no wide-spread confederacies
and no King Philips, so also there were no Thayendanegas or
Logans. As there was no statesmanship, so also there was
no oratory.
The respect of the people for their chief, their sorcerers, their
puplem and their vanquech was very great. The chief was
looked up:m, particularly by the younger members of the
community, \\'ith reverence amounting almost to awe. No
one dared to treat him with neglect or injure him either by
act or word . l f he were so treated and the injury were in
any respect a grievous one, the offense was made the subject
of public notice . It was ' sai<l on such occasions that Chini•Tb
chinich \\'as angry and could be appeased only with the death
of the offender. The spiritual power was thus called in to
the aid of the temporal; the people were thoroughly aroused;
old and young put themseh·es upon the track of the victim
thus devoted to destruction; and it was seldom he escaped
becoming the object of public vengeance.
The respect,
which was thus shown by the people for the chief, using
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that term to designate the temporal power in general, was,
however, much exceeded by that which was shown for the
sorcerers or spiritual power. As has been already stated, the
sorcerers were considered familiars of Chinigchinich and
endowed by him with supernatural gifts; they were therefore
regarded as inviolable in their p•ersons and looked upon with
fear and trembling: The vanquech also was a sacred place,
sacred not in name only but sacred likewise on account of
the actual awe it inspired. No one approached it except in
silence; no one presumed to commit any act of irreverence
in its neighborhood; no one as a rule dared to enter it except
the chief and sorcerers or.those composing the puplem; and
even these exhibited, in all their conduct and demeanor, the
highest degree of veneration. But the most extraordinary
circumstance in reference to the vanquech, was its character
as a sanctuary. Boscana relates that the greatest criminal,
whatever might be the heinousness of his atrocities, if he
could succeed in reaching and gaining admittance to the vanquech, was from that moment safe. His crime, indeed, might
not be forgiven or forgotten; it might be, and it usually was,
remembered for many years and avenged upon his children
or relatives; but the offender himself was thenceforward
unmolested; and all that could be done by those aggrieved
was to deride him as a coward for having thus sought the
protection of Chinigchinich. The privileges of sanctuary
thus established were so strict that it was inexorable death at
the hands of the whole people to violate or interfere with
'
them .1
Among other objects of superstition, more or less connected
with their fetishism , were charms; but these, instead of being
possessed by the people, were held exclusively by the sorcerers . They consisted of black balls, composed of mescal
and wild honey, and were carried in a small leather bag suspended under the left arm . They were supposed to confer
occult powers; and when the sorcerer, being otherwise unable
to effect his purpose, was seen to place his right hand upon
them. it was believed that great results would be the conse1

Boscana, in Robinson, 261-263.
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quence. · It is also said that when the sun or moon was
eclipsed, it was believed that a great monster was endeavoring to swallow' it; and that the whole people would tum out.
crying and shouting, beating with sticks upon dry hides and
throwing sand into the air, to frighten it away. 1
Though they were firm believers in spirits and ghosts, the
idea of the immortality of the soul was n~t developed. The
only kind of life after death in which they believed, was confined to the chiefs and members of the puplem and was
sec::ured only through the services of the sorcerers. There
were, aIJlong these, certain ones who called themselves maneaters and claimed to be descendants of the same coyote or
Eyacque, who tore off and ate a piece of the body of Ouiot
as he lay upon bis funeral pyre. When a chief or member of
the puplem ·died, one of these man-eaters was sent for.
came like a ghoul; cut or tore off a large piece of flesh froni
the neck and shoulder of the dead body, .and ate it in the
presence of the multitude assembled to witness the performance! It was only in this manner and under such circumstances that immortality could be secured and the dead
magnate be taken up to heaven and live among the stars.
Boscana, in conncction:with his account of these superstitions,
relates that in 182 I, when a comet appeared flaming across
the northwestern sky, it was supposed to be one of the chiefs
who had died a short time before and had prophesied that he
would show himself again.' But whatever their notions upon
this subject of immortality may have been, it is certain that
the man-eaters were highly remunerated for their services.
In fact the whole system of superstition was so arranged and
regulated as to redound to the aggrandizement of the sorcerers; to extend and perpetuate their power, and to distribute
and, as it were, rivet into the very constitution of society their
baneful influence.
The feasts and dances were so intimately connected with
the superstition that they may be said to have formed a part
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of it. Hardly any project could be initiated or undertaken
without invoking Chinigchinich; and Chinigchinich could not
properly be invoked without feasting and dancing. The occasions of festivity, therefore, were numerous and often continued for several days and nights at a time and sometimes for
weeks; and the participants entered into the spirit of them
with all their enthusiasm. It seems in fact that to neglect
them in the slightest degree was to incur the anger of the
god who was supposed to have instituted them, and to expose the offender to inevitable chastisement. The dances on
the occasion of the commencement of a great hunt or ,harvest,
as also those on the occasion of the installation of a new
chief, have already been described. But there were many
otaers, with greater or less variation of ceremonies and doubtless with different significations. In all of them in which the
chiefs and members of the puplem participated, these magnates
wore the short petticoat of feathers, reaching from the loins to
the knees, called the tobet . ·They also wore a head-dress or
crown of upright feathers called the "eneat;" while the other
parts of their bodies were painted red and black and sometimes white. The men in general, who were not members of
the puplem, merely painted their bodies, varying the care and
completeness with which they adorned themselves with the
dignity and importance of the occasion . The women also
often participated in the dances; and, when they did so, they
as a general rule while retaining their ordinary attire added
strings of ornaments, principally beads and shells, about their
necks, and painted their faces, arms and breasts with a sort of
brown varnish. Though they all danced at the same time,
the females never danced with the males but each sex by
itself; the males forming one row or line and two or three
yards behind them the females forming a second line. The
musicians, who kept the time with their rattles of dried turtleshells accompanied by a sort of song or chant, seated themselves on the ground in front of all.
One of the most popular of their festivals was called the
"panes " or bird feast . Panes seems to have been the Indian
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name given to the large vulture, C'ommonly known among the
Mexicans as the zopilote and among the Americans as the
Californian condor . The Indians arc said to have believed
that panes was once a woman of consideration, who ran away
from her people and retreated to the mountains, where Chinigchinich met and transformed her into the bird. Every
year at a certain time, which was fixed upon by the sorcerers
and of which due notice was given, they seem in some way
or other to have possessed themselves of one of these birds,
which on the appointed day was carried in solemn procession
by the entire tribe to the vanquech. As soon as it was deposited there, the puplem began dancing around it, while all the
young women both married and single commenced running
and racing to and fro and in every direction, as if distracted.
These ceremonies ended , the bird was seized and killed by
the puplem, care being taken not to lose any of its blood.
The skin with the feathers on was preSt:rved for the purpose
of making tobcts; but the body was buried in the vanquech;
while all the old women stood around, weeping and moaning,
throwing articles of food upon the grave and exclaiming
amidst their sobs: "Why did you run away? Would it not
ha,·e been much· better to have stayed with us? You might
have made pinolc, as we do . If you had not run away , you
would not have become a panes ." The bird thus killed was,
by some inexplicable contradiction, still supposed to survive;
and the panes of year after year seems to have been regarded
as one and the same existence. However this may have been,
as soon as the body was sufficiently bewept and bemoaned,
dancing in which all participated commenced and was kept
up for three days and nights; and the greatest licentiousness
was indulged in.
Among their dances was one, which took place at night
and was introduced by lighting a large bonfire. \Vhen this
was well under way , and all the participants stood around,
the men jump ed into the flames and stamped the fire out;
while the women at a short distance kept up a continued
howling and moaning until not a spark was left. As soon as
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the fire was found to be completely extinguished, the dancing
commenced and was participated in by both sexes. Another
dance, performed in the day-time, was similar to the foregoing
in its introductory ceremonies; but in addition thereto one of
the men was dispatched for a quantity of filthy water. This
was poured into a hole, prepared for the purpose in the vanquech; and then the men, one after the other, approached and
blew into it, at the same time muttering a sort of incantation.
All having done so, they approached again in the same order
and, dipping their fingers in the dirty liquid, daubed their
faces as if it conferred upon them some extraordinary virtue.
But from this part of the ceremony the women were rigidly
excluded. Another dance was commenced by the men, who
after hopping about, first on one foot, then on the other and
then on both for some time, formed themselves into a line;
when one of the women presented herself with her arms
folded across her breast and danced, passing two or three
times up and down in front of them. The men then resumed
their part of the performance and again formed a line, when
a second female presented herself; and thus they alternated
until they were all tired out. Still another dance was similar
to the last, except that the female, instead of preserving a
modest demeanor as in the former, unrobed and displayed her
person while the spectators crowded in a circle around and
feasted their eyes upon her extravagancies. 1
But some of the strangest of all their dances were those
witnessed by Duflot de Mofras three or four years previous to
the American occupation.' On one occasion, while encamped
at night upon the Sacramento river, he was attracted by seeing sixty seeming skeletons performing a war-dance around
a great fire. Upon approaching the place, he perceived that
they were Cosumnes Indians, who had painted their black
bodies with white stripes in such a manner as to represent,
with horrible verisimilitude, all the ribs and bones of the
human frame. On another occasion he witnessed the so-called
" dance of death " among the Mokelumne Indians. Like the
other, it took place at night and in the presence of a great fire
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which was built near the edge of a wood. While some of the
Indians seated themselves and sang their songs, the others
danced around the blaze in solt:mn silence. Suddenly a
sharp, piercing cry, resembling that of the coyote, was heard
at some distance off in the darkness; and presently a horrible
figure, covered with black, bristling feathers, its head surmounted with great horns and carrying in its hands a bow
and arrows, stealthily approached. As it drew near, the
dancers grasped their bows and arrows and ranged themselves in a long line, at the same time uttering the most
lamentable _and lugubrious cries . When the specter finally
came up, the dancers still holding their bows bent, surrounded him, while he on his part assuming a look of the
utmost malignity, selected a victim and fixing his glare upon
him let fly a blunted arrow. The Indian thus selected and
struck, fell as if dead. His companions immediately separated;
one party continuing to dance but now with plaintive songs;
another throwing their bows and arrow,s at the feet of the evil
spirit as if to deprecate his anger, and a third going off to seek
a sorcerer, who held himself in ready proximity. With the
coming of the sorcerer, who was duly dressed for the occasion,
the scene changed. All eyes were turned upon him. He
approached \\'ith wild and violent gestures. Upon reaching
the body of the supposed victim, he squatted over him and,
applying his lips to the supposed wound, pretended to extract
from it an arrow-head which he exhibited to the• spectators.
The body \\'as then placed before the fire and remained
motionless, until the demon, becoming apparently placated
by the solicitations and presents of the victim's friends, at
length consented to biow back into his nostrils the breath of
life, when the supposed dead man jumped up and mingled
among his companions who all resumed their dancing. 1
Their feasts and dances were frequently varied with their
wars. These were rarely or never waged for the purposes of
conquest but in revenge for some trifling affront or fancied
insult. Such affronts and insults were easily given and
readily received. The tribes, as a rule, were inimical to one
1
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another; and all strangers from the mere fact of being strangers were regarded as enemies. 1 If a member of one tribe
stole a rabbit from a member of another, or if one gathered
acorns from the trees claimed by another, or if one neglected
to pay proper respect to another, it was sufficient cause of
war. The chief, if not himself the offended party, took up
the quarrel of the man of his rancheria; the puplem was
called together; and, if it acquiesced, war was declared. The
men were ordered to prepare their arms and the women to
provide pinole or pounded seeds. On the appointed day the
little army was led forth by the chief; and the women followed,
carrying the provisions and extra baggage and with their
infants on their backs. Their setting forth was usually in
secret, as they hoped much from surprises; but generally the
enemy was on the alert and fully prepared. When the opposing forces met, the youngest and strongest warriors advanced
shooting their arrows, followed by the older ones; while the
women brought up the rear, it being their duty l:o pick up the
spent arrows of the enemy and distribute them to their own
fighting men. In case one of their party was wounded or
killed, it was also their duty to remove him or his body to a
place of safety. In general no quarter was given and no
male prisoners taken, except such as were mortally wounded.
These, as well as the dead bodies secured, were immediately
turned over to the very old men, who amused themselves by
decapitating them and afterwards taking off their scalps,
which were dried and preserved as trophies. If women or
children were taken, they were detained as slaves. Fortunately these wars seldom involved any great number of
fighters and were of very short duration-the weaker party
generally taking to flight, sometimes without resistance, and
the stronger party retaining its ground or retiring to its rancheria after securing a few scalps and prisoners. A victory
was of course the occasion of new feasting and dancing.'
In some instances causes of quarrel were decided by open
and pre::arranged combat. The day and place of battle were
1
2
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fixed in advance. On such occasions the contending parties
usually advanced to the place of meeting, plfintcd with ochre
and adorned with feathers. The women and children followed; but with the precaution of remaining at such a distance as would enable them either to take to flight and escape
or rush forward and partake of t~ joys of victory, according
as the results of the contest might be adverse or ravorable.
The combatan~ were accustomed to enter the fight singing
martial songs, mingled with savage shouts; and they kept
close together so as to render their advance and onslaught as
terrible as possible. Their main object was to intimidate
their enemies; and for this purpose, even before the battle,
they were as loud as possible in their preparations and endeavored by all sorts of stratagems to impose upon the eyes
and ears of their adversaries and render themselves dreadful
With the same object in view, they would commit, in sight of
the enemy, upon the first victims that fell in their power the
most horrible ·cruelties. 1 A series of battles. apparently of
the latter or pre-arranged kind, were fought among the gentiles in the neighborhood of Santa Clara in 1788; and the
missionaries had great trouble in keeping the neophytes from
participating in them.' A number of the other species, or
what may be called surprise attacks, took place between the
highlanders and the lowlanders of the Santa Barbara Channel in 1796 and were occasioned by a quarrel about pine nuts
and wild seeds.• As the missions increased and the Indians
were reduced to subjection, however, these petty wars which
in early times were very common became less and less frequent, until finally there was not spirit enough left among the
aborigines even for a quarrel unless they were led or urged
forward by the whites.
Prisoners taken in their wars, being chiefly women and
children, were compelled to work for their captors and were
in one sense slaves; though slavery as an institution did not
exist amongst them. Nor can it be said that they were can1 Relacion, 169, 170. J
'Cal. Archives, P. S. P. VIII, 225, 226.
1 Cal. Archives, S. P. XVII, 55.
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nibals, though they would sometimes eat small portions of
chiefs or braves whom they had slain in battle. They did this,
according to La Perouse, less in token of hatred or vengeance,
than as an homage to their valor and from the persuasion that
they would thereby increase their own courage and prowess.
The same author remarked that, besides eating portions of
their slain enemies and scalping them, they also took out
their eyes and had the 'lrt of preserving them from corruption.1 There seems to be no doubt that scalping was sometimes practiced though it was by no means general; and it
is possible that the eyes may have sometimes been plucked
out and displayed as ghastly trophies; but there must have
been some mistake in supposing that they had any art to
preserve them from corruption.
1

La P~rouse, II, 454.
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AND MODES OF LIFE.

AVING thus inquired into the so-called religious superstitions and ceremonies of the Indians of Alta Califor
nia in their aboriginal state, and given an account of their
sorcerers, chiefs and puplem, their feasts, dances and wars, it
is next important to examine into their domestic relations,
In reference to
their modes of life and ordinary occupations.
these secular subjects, more reliance can be placed upon the
missionary authorities than in reference to religious notions and
superstitions; but at the same time it must be remembered
that their accounts relate to the most intelligent and furthest
advanced of the tribes and that there were various lower
gradations reaching down to almost the very lowest aggregations of humanity then living on the globe. They all recognized a sort of marriage, but it was hardly what is generally
understood among civilized people by that term. If a young
man felt a desire for a particular young \\'oman, he simply
expressc..:d it to her or to her parents, and, if there \\'as no
objection made, they lived together as man and wife. It
seems probable that the wooer knew pretty well in advance
whether his proposals would be favorably received and that
there were few rejections; but it was usually the parents who
made the match, and the daughter submitted, if not with
pkasure, at least without reluctance. \Vhere there were
several candidates, it is said that in some cases a race decided
the contest, and in others a wrestling match or trial of pure
physical strength, in which instances the prize belonged to the
swiftest or the strongest.
Hut ordinarily the man who best
pleased the p,ucnb was the chosen husband . He usually
li7fii
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paid a price or came with a valuable gift. Sometimes he
took up his abode at least for a time with the family of the
bride; sometimes he carried her off to his own habitation .
In a few rare cases it seems that mere children were given to
each other by their parents; and Father Boscana rela,es one
instance at the mission of San Juan Capistrano, in which he
himself as a priest and with all the forms of the Catholic
ritual married a boy of two years to a girl of eight or nine
months, who had thus been bctrothed , 1
In general there was no particular marriage ceremony; but
sometimes, and particularly when a couple of consideration
united, there was a feast and a dance. On such occasions
the bridegroom was placed in a sort of booth or bower
erected for the purpose, while se\'eral of the puplem and a
few of the old women went off to fetch the bride. She came
dressed and adorned in her gayest apparel; but in a short
time the female relatives and friends, who were congregated,
pounced upon her, stripped her of her finery and then placed
her by the side of the bridegroom. Her dress and ornaments,
of which she was thus despoiled, were distributed and kept
by those who were fortunate enough to secure a piece as
mementoes of the joyful occasion. In case the bridegroom
was a chief or a chief's son, however, the bride was treated
with more respect ; and sometimes, after being presented to
her lord, was invested by the puplem with a dress of feathers
resembling the tobct. As she might under certain circumstances, such as the death of the chief leaving an infant son,
succeed to the regency, she was known as the chieftainess or,
when Spanish words began to be used, as the "capitaneja." •
The so-called " Lady of Sejo," met by Cabrillo near Point
Concepcion as related in the account of his voyage, was
doubtless one of these regents and not, properly speaking, a
permanent governor in her own right .
The foregoing account of their marriages applies chiefly to
those which took place within the tribe; but it was not unusual for a young man, and especially a young man of consid1 llo,cana, in Rubinson, 281.
• lluscana, iii Roh ,n,on, 278.
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eration, to become enamored of the belle of some other tribe.
In such case an embassy was sent to solicit the honor of an
alliance. If this was agreeable, the bride was brought home
with great ceremony; if not, the lover and .his friends had no
hesitatit>n in resorting to force; deceit or any other means to
secure the person of the woman. A man sometimes fell in
love at first sight and, without waiting for ceremony, seized
and carried off the object of his sudden fancy; but ordinarily
rapes of this kind, unless the lover could afterwards succeed
in satisfying the parents, were followed by war and bloodshed. {f they had had Homers, there would doubtless have
been no lack of Helens 1>rtales of western Troys-for private
wrongs devoted to the flames.
At the same time that marriage was thus easily contracted,
it was just as easily dissolved. Husband and wife separated
by mutual consent as readily as they united. Parents could
take away their daughters ·and husbands could reject their
wives with the same facility with which they gave or seized
,them. But as long as the woman toiled and labored for her
lord and supplied him with the means of living an idle and
indolent life, she was secure of his indulgence. In fact it was
not an uncommon thing for a man of influence to have several wives, often sisters and sometimes the mother also, all
occupying the same wigwam and vying in their efforts to
excel one another by extra exertions in pampering his lazy
appetite. Under the circumstances, the marriage state was
not regarded as one of any peculiar sanctity. On the contrary very great and very general licentiousness prevailed.
It is said, it is true, that in some of the tribes adulteiy was
severely punished by corporal chastisement and that in
others the seducer was compelled to take the woman and pay
the injured husband for her loss; 1 and it is likely that in all
tribes interference with the household of a chief or one of the
puplcm was a dangerous proceeding; but, as a general rule,
continence and chastity were not cultivated and were hardly
regarded as among the virtues.
The most singular, however, of all the domestic relations
1

Duflot de Mofras, II, 371.
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existing in the country were those relating to the "joyas," as
they were called. These were males who were brought up,
<lressed and educated in all respe€ts like females. They were
married by men the same as if they had been women; but in
most instances, perhaps, the chief object was to increase the
working force of a polygamous household. Being much more
robust than the women, they were much better able to perform the arduous duties assigned the weaker sex. There is,
however, no reason to doubt that in some instances the disgusting hints, thrown out by the missionaries in reference to
them, were but too true. Palou said there was hardly a
rancheria, especially along the Santa Barbara Channel, in
which there were not two or three of this "execrable y mal<lita gente-this
execrable and accursed race." 1 Boscana
spoke of them in similar terms.• Duflot de Mofras was surprised to find in such a remote quarter of the globe vices
which were supposed to characterize only the degradation
and corruption of so-called civilized communities.•
When a wife first gave promise of becoming a mother,
there was usually a feast and dance in honor of the looked-for
increase. Such a wife was regarded as one favored by Chinigchinich, while a sterile woman was thought unfortunate.
Afterwards when confinement came on, which was ordinarily
attended with but little labor, it was the strange custom of
the Indians described by Boscana for the husband to observe
the most rigid diet and refrain from diversions and amusements. On the birth of the child, there was no particular
demonstration; but the removal of the umbilical cord, which
was attended to by the old women, was the occasion of renewed feasting and dancing .• As the child grew up, if a boy
and the son of a chief or one of the puplem, he was given a
sort of instruction to qualify him for the rank and station in
life which he was to occupy. Some animal or bird, such as
a bear, a wolf, a coyote, an eagle, a crow or a rattlesnake. was
1 Palou, Vida, 222.
• Hoscana, in Robinson, 284.
1 Duflot de Mofras, 11, 371.
• Boscana, in Robinson. 282. 283.
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named as his protector and called his" touch "-a word supposed by Boscana to mean a devil but more probably meaning what was known among the Indians of the eastern side of
the continent as the" totem "-in which he was to place implicit confidence. He was taught to indure hunger, thirst and
hardship and subjected to various kinds of labor and exposure calculated to invigorate his frame and strengthen his constitution . Upon arriving at a proper age, he was taken in
hand by the puplem; place<l in the vanquech, and compelled
to remain without food or drink until he was reduced to a
state bordering on delirium, while his imagination was excited by the incantations of the sorcerers and th9 supposed
presence of Chinigchinich. When his ravings reached the
due pitch of extravagaace; he was supposed to be initiated
into the mysteries; food and drink were given him; and the
ceremonies closed with a grand feast. In · other cases, when
the youth was not of sufficient dignity to be thus initiated in
the vanquech, an intoxicating mixture was administered; and,
while under its influence, he was kept awake by a crowd of
old men and women, who by continual exclamations and
exhortations excited his imagination until he saw visions and
finally beheld or supposed he beheld his protecting touch.
In both cases the can<li<late was not only expected to conform to the prescribed regulations ; but he was threatened
with dire punishment if he faile<l to observe them. Boscana
relates the case of a young man , the son of a chief, who managed in the course of his seclusion in the vanquech to escape
and after appeasing his hunger and thirst to resume his vigils
without being detected. Being apparently of a somewhat
philosophical turn of mind, he subsequently related the fact
and gave it as his opinion that the doctrines taught by the
sorcerers were unworthy of belie( Under more favorable
circumstances or with greater caution, he might have become
a reformer and perhaps taught a more advanced system of
religion . But he met the usual fate of those who ;ire too
far in advance of their times. His comrades, horrified with
his impiety an<l sacrilegious skepticism, immediately turned
against him an<l dispatched him \\'ith their arrows.
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After the ceremonies above described, the next thing done
with the candidate, before he was considered entitled to all
the rights and privileges of the station for which he was
intended, was to brand him or administer the "potense" as it
was called. This was performed by drawing upon his arm or
thigh, and sometimes upon both, an outline of the animal
selected as his touch, and covering it with a composition of
vegetable substances pounded up together and thoroughly
combustible. This was then ignited and allowed to burn
until it produced a blister which left a life-long soar, rudely
representing the form of the imaginary guardian. Having
been thus duly branded, the candidate was next whipped with
nettles until his skin became inflamed to rawness; and he
was then carried to a nest of stinging ants, upon which he
was laid while his attendants annoyed the insects with sticks
so as to render them furious. All these tortures being endured, and particularly when suffered with patience and equanimity, the ca~didate was regarded as absolutely regenerated
and thenceforth a special favorite of Chinigchinich. If the
son of a chief, he was now prepared for the investiture of the
tobet and qualified for the succession; if the son of a sorcerer
or one of the puplem, he was admitted into participation of
all the mysteries of his order and took his place as one of the
magnates of the tribe.
The girls, on the other hand, were taught domestic duties
and especially how to gather seeds and prepare food. They
were encouraged in these labors with promises, which were
ordinarily fulfilled, that the most industrious would have the
most admirers-aptitude
in providing food being a much
greater recommendation to admiration among the Indians
than amiable dispositions or charms of person. At the same
time personal adornment was not neglected; and there was
hardly a case of a girl attaining the age of puberty without
having herself elaborately tattooed. This tattooing was done
by drawing the desired lines on the body; following them
with a series of small punctures produced by pricking the
skin with a sharp thorn, and then rubbing pm,,dered charcoal
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into the bleeding punctures. The result was an indelible
blueish figure, following the lines of puncture, which in ordinary cases commenced at the lower lip and coveted the breast
and arms but in some instances spread also over the face and
most of the body. Being thus taught to be industrious and
• being adorned and beautified according to Indian taste, there
remained but one great ceremony to fit her for marriage. A
hole was dug in the ground and filled with stones, over which
a fire was built and kept burning until the stones were thoroughly heated. The fire was then removed and over the hot
stones a bed of green branches and leaves was laid;· ;md upon
this bed the girl was stretched. She was compelled to remain
there, fasting and sweltering with the heat, for several days
while troops of young women danced around her and a crowd
of old women, hideously painted for the occasion, in lugubrious tones kept up an apparently never-ending chanL 1
These strange customs, thus described by Boscana,related
• and to the
especially to the San Juan Capistrano Indians
households of the principal men amoQgStthem. They were
not the customs of all the rancherias, though there was something more or less similar in almost _all. But there were also
differences. In some, marriage was entirely a matter of purchase; in some, there was no polygamy; in some, no joyas.
In many the birth of a child was not regarded as an event of
any-importance. It was no uncommon thing for a woman to
work or travel, according as she might be engaged, up to the
time of parturition; then merely stop or step aside for a few
moments, and in less than half an hour be at work again or
on the march with the new-born baby on her back. Being
almost al~ays at labor and generally in the field~, women
carried their infants about with them, usually trussed up in a
sort of wicker-work cradle slung over the shoulders. A
squaw was often seen carrying a hea\"y load of acorns in a
huge basket held in position on her back by a strap around
her forehead, and the baby basket on top of that or in front.
And in all cases, though it is hardly necessary to state the
fact, the maternal affection for her child was strong. In gen-
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eral, children took very little notice of their father; but often
preserved a long attachment for their mother, whose treatment of them was as a rule kind and considerate or, to
express all goodness in a single word, motherly.
As to the ordinary modes of life and occupations of the
Indians, there can be no doubt that even the most intelligent
amongst them passed a brutish existence. They depended
entirely upon wild game and the spontaneous productions of
the forests, fields and waters for their subsistence . They were
unacquainted with maize or grain of any kind and had no agriculture or cultivation whatsoever. Being thus solely dependent upon the bounty of nature, they-were sometimes exposed
to scarcity and famine; and, even under the most favorable
circumstances, they were obliged to make frequent migrations
from place to place according to the seasons and the wild
harvests. This was especially the case with those who
inhabited the mountains and large interior valleys; while
those who lived upon the sea coast found more permanent
resources in the fish and shell-fish, with which the seas and
bays abounded. Occasionally a dead whale or sea-lion was
thrown up by the waves; and this was invariably the occasion
of a great feast or surfeit, which lasted until the bones were
scraped clean. It was perhaps on account of this greater
plenteousness and certainty of food that the coast Indians
were more advanced than those of the interior; and those of
the Santa Barbara Channel, to whom the sea was an almost
unfailing magazine of provisions, than all the other tribes of
the country.
It was doubtless on account of the general precariousness
of food and the consequent restless, wandering character of
the inhabitants that np permanent houses were erected . In
the most favored localities, their habitations consisted of circular excavations in the ground, some three or four feet deep
and twelve or sixteen · in diameter, upon the rims of which
timbers, placed on end and inclined towards a point, extended
in such a manner as to form rough conical-shaped huts. In
some instances clay was thrown over the timbers, which in a
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short time became sufficiently hard and compact to shed rain;
and only a small aperture was left at the apex for the admission of light and the emission of smoke, and an opening at
the side, walled up with pieces of wood or bark, by way of
entrance. These were the most pretentious of their dwellings;
and the ruins of them, in the shape of shallow pits, now nearly
filled up to the level of the surrounding ground and covered
with brambles and in some cases overgrown with trees, are to
be found scattered over the country. In some of the more
remote districts, where remnants of the aborigines yet survive,
houses of the same kind, but on account of the use of iron
tools of much better construction than the ancestral domiciles, are still to be met with. It is a noticeable fact, in reference to these ruins, that the pits are found near one another
but seldom more than six or a dozen in the same neighborhood, and that they are almost invariably located near groves
or fields. which afforded in the proper seasons a tolerably
constant supply of nuts, acorns or seeds . But the most common habitation was much more fragile and easily constructed,
consisting of upright saplings or poles stuck,in the ground.
bent over at the top so as to form a sort 0f roof, and interlaced at the sides and thatched overhead with twigs and reeds.
In other cases the house consisted only of logs and pieces of
bark inclined against one another at the top so as to form a
kind of wigwam. And of these latter kinds were in general
those of the dwellers by the sea, who have left no signs to
mark the places of their abodes except those frequent and in
some cases extensive beds of crustacean relics, counted the
richest for horticulture and garden purposes, which an~ known
and properly designated as "shell-mounds."
In their houses, such as they were, all the members of a
family-men, women and children and including generally
number of each class-lived promiscuously together . There
were no partitions or screens and no beds or berths; but each
member of the household seems to have had his or her particularly favorite spot to lie, soine nearer and others more
remote from the fire which burned in the center. Their
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practice of thus sleeping all huddled up together is 5aid to
have given rise to the name " Acagchcmen " as the designation of the people about San Juan Capistrano, described by
Father Boscana-the word signifying a pyramidal heap of
animated bcings .1 A few lois of wood to keep up the fire~
several baskets, a stone mortar or two, their few weapons and
scanty clothing and the unused products of their recent hunting and foraging were usually kept in the hut; but there were
no tables or chairs or in fact anyt.ping in the way of furniture.
Refuse food was left to lie where it was dropped or thrown;
and dirt, in the aggregated mass of which fleas and other vermin luxuriated , prevailed on every side. The longer a hut
was inhabited the filthier it became, unt il such a degree of
nuisance was reached that it became unendurable even to the
Indians; and then the proprietor would apply fire and burn
the whole to the ground and move off to some other locality,
or in a few hours erect a new habitation upon the site of the
old one.
With the exception of times previous to great feasts , when
large supplies of provisions were required and all the people
were obliged to assist in collecting them, the men spent their
time in idleness. They would sometimes occupy themselves
with the manufacture of bows, arrows, nets and snares and
sometimes hunt or fish; but as a rule they devoted themselves
to lying stretched out upon the ground, doing absolutely
nothing, roaming about from hut to hut, playing, dancing or
sleeping . The women on the other hand were kept almost
constantly busy with the most laborious occupations. They
were obliged to provide for the family by gathering seeds,
carrying them in some instances for great distances, and
cooking them when they reached home. In sunshine or rain,
and usually with an infant or two hanging upon their shoul ders, they were compelled to forage about all day in search of
food; and upon their return, almost fainting under their
loads, they would usually find the fuel consumed, the fire
extinguished and their lazy lords lying asleep beside the
ashes . It would then become necessary for them to collect
1

Bosc~na, in Robinson, 33:i..
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wood; and they were fortunate if they succeeded in preparing
the meal before the men awoke-otherwise they had to expect
nothing but invectives e.nd ill treatment.'
Almost all the waking hours of the men, not spent in war,
hunting, fishing or absolute idleness, were devoted to games,
the two principal of which were described by La Peroase.
The first, called by them " takersia," was played in a level
space about twenty feet square, which was cleared of grass
and obstructions and surrounded with stakes. The game
consisted of throwing a small ring or hoop, about three inches
in diameter, causing it to roll across the cleared spa.cc. The
players, two at a time, each holding in his hand a small reed
or thin stick about five feet· 1ong, endeavored to thro"' it
through the ring while it was in motion. If he succeeded, he
. gained two points; if be struck into the ring but stop~ its
rolling, he gained but one point. With three points the game
was won. To play a good game required great watchfulness,
alertness and accuracy of aim, as the person who threw the
ring would resort to all sorts of feints to throw the player off'
his guard. The other game, called " toussi," was more quiet.
It was played by four persons, two on each side, sitting or
squatting upon the ground. Each player in his turn concealed in one or other of his hands a small bit of wood, while
his partner would make a thousand extravagant gestures
calculated to distract the attention of the adversary players
and prevent them from observing in which hand the wood
finally remained. The game was to guess in which hand the
wood was. A correct guess was one point gained; an incorrect one was a point lost. This game, as it required little
muscular exertion, was the favorite; and the lazy bucks would
sit hour after hour at it-usually with a crowd of spectators,
squatted around them, looking on. It was not unfrequent
to play for stakes, consisting sometimes of beads or other
objects of desire and sometimes, as La Perouse relates, for
the favors of their women.2 They also sometimes played with
a small ball of hard wood, which, when struck smartly with a
1
2

Bosc:rna, in Robinson, 286-288 .
La Pcrouse, I, 454, 455.
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long stick or club held in the hands, would bound several hundred yards at a time. For this game sides were chosen, the
endeavor of each of which was to drive the ball to the opposite
base . Sometimes hundreds of players would engage and
great excitement and, noise prevailed. 1 Dana mentions a
running game of ball, played by young men, boys and girls
in the presence of the older Indians, who sat around in a
ring as spectators. The players entered into the spirit of the
sport with great zest and energy; the girls particularly ran
like greyhounds; and at any accident or exhibition of remarkable agility or skill the old people would set up a deafening
hurrahing and clapping of hands.•
The food most ordinarily used depended much upon the
locality and season. In the spring and summer, clover and
berries yielded great supplies; in the autumn and winter,
seeds, acorns and nuts. These latter were pounded in stone
mortars or ground on stone slabs, called metates, into a sort
of coarse meal or paste, which after being roasted or baked
was known, according to the manner of preparation, either as .
"pinole" or " atole." Sometimes a basket, woven so closely
as to be perfectly tight, was filled with water and hot stones
thrown in until it reached the boiling point. The stones were
then removed and their place supplied by the coarse meal
just described, which in this ~ay became cooked into a sort
of gr11el or mush. At other times the meal was mixed with
a little water and kneaded into dough, which was spread in
front of the fire or placed on hot stones and thus baked into
a sort of bread or cake more or less tasteful according to the
ingredients and the skill of the baker. These ordinary foods
were varied in different localities with game and fish. Deer
were abundant and some of the Indians were skillful enough
to kill them. In doing so, the most usual plan adopted was
for the hunter to encase the upper part of his body with the
head and hide of a deer prepared for this special object and,
thus disguised, to creep cautiously along through the bushes
or high grass, carrying his bow and arrows out of sight, and
1
2

Robinson, 94, 95.
Dana, 136.
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gradually approach the unsuspecting game as it browsed or
grazed in fancied security. An adept at the business could
under favorable circumstances easily get near enough for a
shot and seldom failed to transfix his victim with an arrow .
By constant practice these deer hunters acquired great proficiency in their art; and almost all the old navigators, who
visited the country before the general introduction of firearms from Viscaino's time down to Duflot de Mofras, speak
in terms of the highest admiration of exhibitions of skill of
this kind, of which they were witnesses. Bears, particularly
grizzlies, and cougars were rather too formidable for the slight
weapons of the natives; but, in addition to deer and antelopes, small game such as hares, rabbits, squirrels, gophers,
field-mice, lizards, snakes and birds of different kinds, and
especially geese and ducks in the autumn and spring,
abounded almost everywhere.
The streams were full of fish,
particularly in the winter when all those communicating
with the ocean literally swarmed with salmon. These were
, usually taken with spears; shot with arrows, or caught in
weirs, so constructed as to compel the fish in passing to
run through a narrow passage where they could easily be
entrapped in nets or baskets. These weirs were built in great
numbers in all the shallow streams adapted to their use and
as a rule required more labor than any other work that the
Indians performed .
When game or fish was thus taken by the Indians, it
was usually eaten raw or ,·cry slightly cooked. The eating
of ra,~· flesh was so common that in I 818 the \"iceroy of Mex ico sent a special order to forbid it.' Upon catching a rabbit
they would often eagerly suck its blood and finish their repast
by eating its raw flesh.' And so of other animals-almost
every kind and variety of which, that was found in the
country and could be taken, they dc\'oured.
Xor in the
enumeration ()f their foods must grasshoppers be omitted.
which when \"cry plentiful were s,,·ept together in great piles
.and preserved for consumption.
These ,,·ere ordinarily first
1 <
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roasted and then pounded up, sometimes with and sometimes
without other substances, for the composition of cakes,
mushes or gruels. There were also certain kinds of seaweeds which were used as food; shell-fish of all kinds, and
wild fruits of various qualities in their seasons . Fish an<l
meats, when not eaten raw, seem to have been roasted on
sticks, baked on hot stones or in the coals or ashes, or boiled
in baskets of hot water. Salt was unknown; and there was
no drying or smoking or other method of preserving flesh.
Even nuts and acorns, which in some seasons were superabundant, were only kept on hand by a few of the tribes.
In such instances rude magazines were constructed in hollow
trees or built of closely-plaited wicker-work, raised above the
ground on stakes, 1 and filled; but, with these exceptions, there
was nothing on any large scale of a provident storing up
of provisions against a season of scarcity.
The principal weapons in use were the bow and arrow.
The bow was about a yard long and from an inch and a half
to two inches wide, made of yew, cedar or other fine-grained,
tough and elastic wood, and usually wrapped more or less
completely with sinews. According to Duflot de Mofras, its
curvat':'re was reversed so as to increase the tension; and,
though not large, it was strong and powerful. The bow-string
was sometimes made out of sinew an<l sometimes out of
wild hemp and had a small piece of skin attached in such a
manner as to prevent any whizzing sound or twang when the
bow was discharged.'
The arrows were from two to three
feet long, made of reeds or light wood, sometimes partly of
hard wood, and pointed with a head or tip of obsidian, flint
or bone , which was bound on firmly with sinews. Many of
these arrow-heads, and particularly the small ones, were fashioned with great skill. In some cases they were so arranged
as to become detached and remain imbcdded in the flesh, if the
arrow itself should fall off or be withdrawn . The opposite or
smaller ends of the arrows were feathered for about six or
1 s~c an article on the Californian Indians hy E. E. ·che,·er in the American
.\"aturalist, IV, 129.
' Duflot <I<!'.\lofrn•, II, 377.
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eight inches. It was usual ·to carry a quiver, made of the skin
of a fox, beaver, coyote or other animal of th.; proper size as
it was drawn off and uncut except at the tail end, which
formed the mouth of the quiver and held the feathered ends
of the arrows. In shooting, the bow was held in a horizontal
position in front of the body; and it seems that the right foot
and leg were usually advanced. According to all the old
writers, the Indians were expert marksmen with their arrows.
De Mofras says that their aim was so correct and their skill so
great that at a distance of forty yards they could pierce a
horse on the gallop through and through; and incautious
travelers could .receive arrows thrown from great distances
without hearing any noise or suspecting the-hands that aimed
them. 1 Some authors speak of poisoned arrows being used;
and it is possible that ,this may in some localities, and especially in the northern part of the Sacramento valley, have
been the case; but it .was not usual; -nor is it known that the
Indians were accustomed to collect any natural poisons or
were acquainted with any arti~cial ones.
Besides the bow and arrow, spears or pikes were also sometimes used. They were generally from a yard and a half to
two yards long and pointed, like the arrows, with heads of
obsidian or flint but much larger than arrow-heads. The fish
spears were much longer, thinner and lighter . They usually
had two prongs three or four inches apart and pointed with
bone, having barbs of the same which in some cases were so
arranged and attached to the shafts that they would become
disengaged, like arrow-heads, upon penetrating into a fish
and, turning in its flesh, would hold it secure against all its
struggles to escape. There seem also to have been knives,
made out of sharp obsidian, but used rather in dressing game
than for hunting or the purposes of war. Clubs likewise
were sometimes used. In some very rare instances wooden
cimeters, which were used in somewhat the same manner as
boomerangs , were seen; but they were exceptional. Once in
a while a piece of metal of some kind or other was met with,
1
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shaped into a cutting or piercing instrument; but it always
indicated intercourse with other and more civilized nations.
Very few of the Californian Indians had canoes, though
there was timber enough suitable for their construction and
within easy reach. Those who lived on the Santa Barbara
Channel were found to have some excellent ones made out of
single logs, probably such as had drifted to them from the
northern waters; but with this exception almost the only
boats used were rafts or floats made of tules. These were
about ten feet long by three or four wide and formed out of
rolls or bunches of dried tulcs, the length of the raft, with
their thickest parts in the middle and regularly tapering to a
point at each end. These bunches were securely lashed
together in such a manner as to form a boat-like structure,
sufficient to carry one or two men. They were so tightly
packed and fastened as to be comparatively dry in ordinary
weather, but illy calculated to contend with rough winds and
waves. Vancouver thought them the rudest and sorriest
contrivances for navigation he had ever beheld; and yet he
says he found the natives crossing the bay of San Francisco
in them without the least apprehension for their safety, though
the wind was strong, with heavy squalls, and the sea much
broken. They propelled them with long double-bladed paddles, similar to those used by the Esquimaux.'
The principal and almost only kind of manufacture in
which the Californian Indians were ingenious, excepting their
weapons, were their baskets. These were of various sizes
and shapes, according to the use for which they were intended;
some being in form like the half of a cone d_ivided vertically
and calculated for carrying upon the back; others flat and
shallow; others in the shape of pots or bowls. The latter
were made of fine grasses and so closely plaited as to be
completely water tight. In these they would carry water and
boil their mushes and gruels, which they did by throwing in
hot stones, as has been stated. It was not unfrequent to find
them ornamented with figures, formed by using grasses of
1

Vancouver, III, 7, 8•
. 50 Vor.. J.
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different colors; and sometimes feathers or pieces of shells
were worked into their texture. There were very few of
them that could be called graceful or pretty; but the work
was fine, strong and useful.
. For the grinding of acorns and seeds they used sometimes
flat stones like the metat~ of the Mexicans, but more generally mortars and pestles. Some of these were made with
great labor and patience out of hard rock; others out of
softer material, which hardened after they were fashioned.
In many cases mortar-holes were formed in the flat surfaces
of immense rocks, which from their appearance seem to have
been used for generation after generation. Some of the portable mortars were very large, in some cases sev~ral feet in
diameter. The pestles were usually small, six or eight inches
long and about two inches in diameter; but some were considerably larger and evidently intended to be grasped by
both hands.
It can hardly be said that the Indians had any circulating
medium, though pieces of shells, manufactured into small
disks resembling buttons or into i;mall' cylinders with a hole
through the center, were highly ptjzed and were sometimes
used as a sort of money. Boscana says that the Santa Barbara Channel people us~d them for exchanges;' and among
all the tribes they were in great demand, if not as money at
least for ornaments. The shells most commonly used were
the abalone and a large species of clam; the one pearly and
iridescent, the other pure white and very finely grained .
These and other kinds of shells, either as they were thrown
up by the waves or manufactured into beads, were always the
subject of a sort of traffic, extending backward from the
ocean and bays; and often long journeys were undertaken
from the interior to the coast to obtain supplies, which were
packed inland for many weary miles on the backs of the
squaws.
The clothing used was veri scanty . The men went entirely
naked, with the exception of sometimes wearing a small skin
l
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over their shoulders . The women wore a belt or girdle, made
of fur, to which was attached a sort of fringe, composed of
strands of dried grass and reaching down to their knees.
Both sexes wore ornaments around their necks; the men
affecting claws, beaks, tusks, teeth and feathers; the women,
shells and beads. In some cases robes, composed generally
of rabbit skins, were worn; and sometimes the skins of larger
animals; but these were exceptional. It is said of some of
the Indians, and among others of those who inhabited · the
present si,te of San Francisco, that they were accustomed to
cover their bodies with a coating of black mud, which served
in the place of clothing to protect them from the cold when
the weather was raw. When it became warm and pleasant
again, they washed these coats off and enjoyed their accustomed nudity. Vallejo says that he once, on a very raw
morning at Sonoma, asked a perfectly naked Indian if he
was not cold. The Indian answered that he was not; but,
observing a dubious smile on Vallejo's face, inquired, '' Is
your face cold?" "No," replied Vallejo . "Well," rejoined
the Indi'an, "I am all face." 1
In physical proportions the Californian Indians were rather
below than above the medium height. Their color was dull,
burnt-coffee brown; their hair black, straight, coarse and thick.
Owing to their mode of life, they were neither a strong nor
hardy race; and there were amongst them very few specimens
of physical beauty, either of the women or the men. Their
health was in general good; but still they were afflicted with
many diseases and ailments. Syphilis, or "el mal Galico" as
it was called by the missionaries,' was frequent; but it had
not amongst the Indians the terrible character which it has
assumed amongst civilized peoples. Notwithstanding the
hideous sores it caused, the affected aborigines were able to
1 This story, told by Vallejo, which is not Lad by way of illustration, is, how•
ever, old enough to be rather tough. If tme, it is the best remark attrib'.ltecl to a
California Indinn . The anecdote, as reported, is given in C. A. Menefete's Historical and Descripth·e Sketch Book of Napa, Sonoma, Lake and Menducino;
Napa City , 1873, 26.
'Cal. Archives, M. I, 31; V, 4,
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continue their usual avocations, without any very great inconvenience, and even lived to old age. Nor was it until the
introduction of ·spirituous liquors that it became aggra~-atcd
into the deadly scourge, which decimated and in some cases
almost of itself exterminated whole tribes.' Colds, rheumatisms and •scrofulous maladies and, it may be added, fevers of
various kinds were not infrequent , especially among those who
lived along the rivers and streams or were exposed to the
malaria of swamps ·and wet places.
In the early part of 1798 the influenza broke ·out as an
epidemic at Santa Barbara; but it was not fatal. In 18o.i
the Indians of Soledad and its neighborhood were seized with
a sudden sickness, causing great pain in the head connected
with throat affections, of which many died.' In 1821 it
was deemed prudent lo take precautions against ·the yenow
fever; but the country has never been afflictoo with that dis- ·
ease.• In 1834, according to Duflot de Mofras, the cholera
carried off more than twelve thousand individuals in the
Tulare country; and in 1836, nearly eight thousand died of
fever in the Sacramento valley; . but the precautions taken by
the government and the missionaries seem to have prevented
any great mortality among the neophytes .' A very fatal
epidemic known as '' grano de oro," resembling yellow fever,
broke out at Guaymas in 1845 and caused great consternation
throughout the country; but California escaped the scourge .•
The most fatal and terrible of all the epidemics, however, was
the small-pox, which seems to have been first brought to the
country from Mexico in 1798 though, thank,; to the very
strict quarantine regulations of Governor Borica, it was for
that time prevented from spreading;• and the country remained comparatively free from it for a number of years .
But in 1838 it broke out at Sonoma and with very tatal effecL
Duflot de Mofras, II, 333.
Cal. Archives, P. S. P. XVIII, 500.
s Cal. Archives, S. P. XVII, 558.
' Duflot de Mofras, II , 334; Cal. Archives, D. S. I'. III, 485-491.
6 Cal. Archives, D. S. P. Ang. XI, 804-8o6.
•Cal.Archives, P. R. VI, 169-171, 177; IV, 423, 4241
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Vallejo, the military comandante there, who in those days
seized every occasion he could to injure the foreign residents,
attributed it to the Americans and Russians. 1 The ravages
of the disease continuing, v-arious sanitary measures were
taken by the government and funds set aside to meet the
necessary expenses. 1 Governor Alvarado ordered general
vaccination; and it seems that his orders were obeyed.' In
1844 the municipality of Los Angeles passed stringent sanitary regulations/ and Hugo Reid, who was a sort of auxiliary
alcalde in that jurisdiction, was charged with seeing to their
observance at the mission of San Gabriel. He found that
vaccination or inoculation had been very general there and
that most of the disease in that neighborhood was varioloid.'
In various cases, however, the patients, reported to be afflicted
with small-pox, were suffering in a much greater degree from
syphilis; and in one instance when called to visit some Indian
girls he found they had nothing but the itch;• and, instead of
medicine, he recommended cleanliness and dieting.' In the
same year, 1844, Thomas O. Larkin, consul for the United
States at Monterey, established a small-pox hospital at that
place towards the expenses of which the government, then in
the hands of Governor Micheltorena, contributed liberally.'
These precautions, it is to be borne in mind, however, were
intended more particularly for the white people than for
the Indians, most of whom or of such as were left of the
neophytes had been obliged to leave the ruined missions and
were living a vagabond life. But among the Indians the
mortality, caused by this disease, was undoubtedly very great
1 • • Por los establecimientos ingleses y rusos que se hallan en contacto con esta
parte <le la Alta California, nos fue comunicada la horrorosa epidemia de las viruel:is. Ya invadio esta frontera, 11eftalandosus huellas con muerte y desolacion."
-Vallejo to Los Angeles ayuntamiento, May 23, 1838.-Cal. Archives, D. S. P.
Ang. XI, 476,477.
1 CaL Archives, S. G. 'i . P. XVI, 20, 41.
'Cal. Archives, D . S. P. Ang. X, 140.
•Cal . Archives, D.S . P. Ang. VIII, 155.
~ Cal. Archives, D. S. P. Ang. VIII, 104-106.
•" Una sarna bastante f~"-Cal.
Archives, D. S. P. Ang. VIII, 128.
1 "La limpieza y dieta." -Cal.
Archives, D. S. l' . Ang. VIII, 128.
8 Cal. Archives, D. S. P. XII, 629; D. S. P. Ben. C. H. VI, 35.
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Though no statistics give the number, it is perhaps safe to
assume that the major part of them died of small-pox.
For all their sicknesses the almost universal remedy of the
Indians was the sweat-house or temcscal, to which they also
· resorted even in health. This consisted of a hut, mosdy
underground, with its roof of timber so covered over with clay
that the interior was dark and almost entirely excluded from
the outer atmosphere. In the middle of this a fire was built.
which soon heated the inclosed air to the temperature of an
oven. Around this fire the patients would seat or throw
themselves upon the floor and in a short time be bathed in
profuse .perspiration. This they would endure in some cases
until they became thoroughly exhausted and had to be carried
out; but ordinarily, before reaching the point of exhaustion,
they would clamber out of the heated dungeon and, running
to the nearest stream or pond, cold as it might be. plunge
their entire bodies into it. There were doubtless cases, in
which these hot air and cold water baths were beneficial;'
and perhaps in the majority of instances they were not hurt. ful;1 but in cases of small-pox and other kindred diseases,
which sometimes swept over the country, they were · almost
invariably fatal. Besides the sweat-houses, various drugs and
charms and sorceries were made use of, in the application of
all which the medicine-men, who were the only professors of
the healing art, were alone supposed to be skilled. For cutaneous diseases, sores, swellings, tumors and rheumatic affections different kinds of herbs, such as wild sage and rosemary
and sometimes balsams and resins were applied in the shape
of poultices or plasters. When the pain was in the stomach
the same kind of herbs was used; but the application was·by
way of inhaling the smoke of their leaves. They did not
possess the tobacco plant, but used the leaves of several
kinds of trees and weeds for smoking, some of them more and

-----------

Humboldt, who seems to have been unacquainted with the customary douche
after an ordinary st..am bath, says of the effect of the temeocal: "This rapid
transition from heat to cold and the sudden suppression of the cutaneous transpiration, which an European would justl) dread, causes the most agreeable sensa tions to the savage, who enjoys whatever strongly agitates him or acts with
violence .>n his nervous system. "-HumboldCs New Spain (Black's) II, 349!
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others less pungent. One of these and the most generally
used was a weed, known among the missionaries as tobacco
cimarron or wild tobacco. For ordinary pains counter irritants, produced by a whipping of nettles or the bites of large
ants, were not uncommon remedies.
When a person felt seriously ill, the custom was to send
for a medicine-man and sometimes for several of them
together. They alwa;s, upon their appearance, affected an
air of great mystery and were not wanting in the arts of
winks, nods and head-shakings, which were regarded as
proofs of great wisdom. These took place while the patient
was being carefully examined from head to foot, apparently
for the purpose of ascertaining the seat of the pain; and as
soon as the locality of a disease was fixed upon, the next
matter was to decide upon the cause. This was almost
always declared to be the presence of some foreign body,
such as a hair, bone, thorn, stone, stick or something of that
kind; and it was seldom that the practitioners did not pretend to know exactly what and exactly where the trouble
was. The diagnosis thus completed, they next applied themselves to the treatment of the ailment and eradication of its
supposed cause. For this purpose they would perform various kinds of antic gesticulations, at the same time blowing
towards the four cardinal points or making strange sounds
and generally working themselves up to a pitch of great
excitement, well calculated to impress the patient and his
friends with their earnestness and the difficulties of the task
they had on hand. Finally one of them would apply his lips
to the seat of the disease and pretend to draw out by suction
the cause of the disorder in the shape of the supposed foreign
substance, which was then triumphantly exhibited. If the
disease was persistent and the patient very weak, he was next
laid upon a bed of ashes or dry sand, with vessels of food and
water at his head and a fire at his feet, and the result sedulously watched by surrounding friends. These seem in
general to have sat as silent spectators, without calling in
question the propriety of the treatment adopted by the
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doctors, obtruding upon the patient their own· adYice, or
vexing his soul with ill-timed consolations. Great confidence
being reposed in their medicine-men, the imagination of
the patient was often strong enough or sufficiently powerfully
excited to effect a wonderful cure, in which case the fame of
the doctors was spread far and wide. Nor did they suffer
much in reputation if the patient died;, for in such case it was
supposed that Chinigchinich had intervened; and there was
no escape when he had doomed the sufferer to death. In
either case the professional men were well paid for their pains.
In case of death, as soon as it was ascertained beyond
doubt that life was extinct, preparations were made for the
funeral services. Among some of the tribes the body was
buried; but the most usual disposition of i,t was burning.
For tltis purpose a pile was prepared and one of the sorcerers,
who generally acted on such occasions, was summoned to act
as master of the ceremonies. Everything being prepared
under bis supervision, the body was borne to the pile and
placed upon the faggots. All the articles of common use
belonging to _the deceased, including bis bow, arrows, feathers, beads and clothing and also such articles of value as were
contributed by his friends, were placed beside him. The
friends then retired a short distance, while the sorcerer
applied the torch and kept up the fire until the body was
consumed . This part of the ceremony being finished, the
sorcerer, after receiving his pay, withdrew, while the friends
sang funeral dirges in which all the circumstances of the disease and death were recited, and the relatives wept. The
women were on such occasions especially demonstrative in
their grief; and often the lamentations were kept up without
intermission for three days and nights.'
The ceremonies of incremation differed in some respects in
different localities; but in all cases they made a public spectacle more or less imposing according to the importance of
the deceased. Generally the corpse seems to have been prepare::! by doubling up the knees against the chest and
securely binding and tying up the body in as compact a form
1 Boscana,
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as possible. Usually the ceremonies were conducted by
medicine-men who performed various juggleries; but sometimes they seem to have been under the supervision of the
relatives alone. In some cases all the property of the deceased
was buried with him; in others, various articles such as his
arms were preserved and handed over to his heir or successor.
Sometimes those who participated in the ceremonies acted
with moderation; at other times they worked themselves up
into a frenzy of excitement, during which they would perform
all kinds of extravagancies, howling, contorting themselves,
tearing th.eir hair and flesh, snatching brands from the fire
and in some instances tearing off pieces of burning flesh and
devouring it. In some cases the ashes of the deceased were
collected and preserved or buried; in others they were mixed
with grease and plastered on the hair or smeared over the
faces of the mourners; and in these latter instances the
hideous mixture was allowed to remain as long as it could be
kept.
Of the languages of the Indians of Alta California a great
deal h!is been written; but, with the exception of a few notes
picked up by some of the older authors, there seems to be but
little that is reliable or valuable. From their testimony, as
well as from that of later writers, it appears certain, as one
important fact, that there were almost as many different languages or at least idioms as there were rancherias. Every
little valley had a distinct tongue, which was almost entirely
unintelligible to the people of adjoining valleys; and very
often one and the same mission, though its jurisdiction did
not extend more than fifteen or twenty miles around, embraced within its circuit a number of different dialects. In
some instances the missionaries, who remained stationed for a
length of time at the same place, learned the language most
commonly used by their people; but very generally they were
obliged to make use of interpreters. It is to be noted also
that from the very beginning of the Spanish occupation it
was the policy of the church, as well as of the state, to supersede all the native languages with the Spanish; and for this
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reason not only was the use of their own tongue by the
Indians discouraged, but the missionaries were required by
law to teach only in Spanish; 1 and it was therefore regarded·
as a sort of crime in a priest. if not exactly to study and
learn an Indian 'tongue, at least to use it in teaching or communicating with his neophytes. But notwithstanding this•
attitude of the ruling powers, some of the missionaries, as:
before stated, who remained stationed sufficiently long at the
same place, learned the native dialects most commonly.
spoken by their people; and a few of them, such as Father
Geronimo Boscana of San Juan Capistrano, the author of
Chinigchinicb, and Father Buenaventura Sitjar of San Antenio and afterwards of San Miguel, author of a vocabulary of
the San Antonio Indians, have left some record of their
knowledge.
Father Lasuea, according to Humboldt, reckoned that
between San Diego and San Francisco, there was not less
· than seventeen entirt!ly distin~ languages ·spoken;• and in
this calculation no account was taken ·of distinct dialects.
Duftot de Mofras, who affords more extensive and more ·
accurate information than any other writer upon the subject,
says that as the natives were divided up into small fractions or rancherias, each separate from the others, there re sulted an infinity of distinct dialects having little or no kind
of analogy with one another. And this was the case not only
among tribes strictly separate; but even among people bordering upon one another or inhabiting neighboring islands of
the same archipelago .• He affirms that in the space of two
hundred leagues occupied by the missions there were more
than a hundred idioms completely distinct. At the mission
of San Jose alone, he counted more than forty Indians using
different dialects; and at San Juan there were Indians belonging to more than fifteen different tribes. In the rude state of
barbarism that existed, without writing or letters of any kind,
old languages changed rapidly and new dialects sprang up
1
2

1
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with almost every change of circumstances . Father Boscana
gives an account of a caciquc or capitanejo, who finding his
people too much circumscribed for territory, divided them
into two parts, reserving the control of one portion for himself and giving the other over to his daughter and ordering
her to move off with them to the eastward. And he says
that the new tribe had hardly separated from the old one
before it formed an entirely new language . This statement
is not to be accepted without great allowances, as it is well
known that new languages arc not formed so readily; but it
goes to show that the changes of dialect were rapid.
So also languages or dialects readily died out and were
lost. A very affecting story, which in a remarkable manner
illustrates this fact, is told of a woman, the last Indian resident on the Island of San Nicolas, who for eighteen years
lived the life of a female Selkirk. San Nicolas is of small
extent, little more than a mass of rocks-the bare peak of an
isolated mountain almost submerged by the ocean-and about
seventy miles off the coast of Los Angeles. In 1835 there
were a few Indians living on it, said to be seventeen or eighteen in number, whom it was determined to remove to the
mainland. A schooner was accordingly sent to take them off
and carry them to San Pedro. When everything was prepared, and the Indians all on the beach ready to embark, one
of the women discovered that her child had strayed or been
left behind; and she started to look for it. She had not been
long away, and the other Indians had in the meanwhile gone
on board, when a strong wind sprang up and the schooner
was compelled to run before it, leaving her on the island.
The wind continuing and increasing to a storm, the vessel
could not turn back, but proceeded to San Pedro and landed
its passengers. Shortly after arriving there, it suffered shipwreck and was totally lost. There was at that time no other
vessel on the coast large enough to make the trip, or it was
not considered of sufficient importance to go after the poor
creature; and she was therefore left to shift for herself. Years
passed on; all who knew anything of the facts thought the
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woman must have perished in her desolate loneliness; and the
circumstances of her abandonment were almost forgotten.
But in 1853, eighteen years afterwards, George Nidever of
Santa Barbara had occasion to visit the island in the prosecution of his occupation of sea-otter hunting. · On his first trip
he discovered signs of human life, but saw no one. On his second trip the same year, he searched the island .carefully and
found the poor woman, living like a second Robinson Crusoe,
clad in the skins of birds and covered from head to foot with
feathers. As may well be imagined, she presented an extraordinary sight. He induced her to enter his vessel and,
bringing her to the mainland, took her to his house, where
she was properly clothed and treated in the kindest andmost
humane manner. But no one could understand anything she
said. Though many Indians were brought from different
portions of the .country, no one could interpret a word of her
dialect, except another old woman who it appears understood
a little, but not enough to get a connected narrative of 'her
strange life or what had become of her child. As she could
neither' understand nor make herself understood, she was
almost as widely separated from her fellow creatures as she had
been for so many years among the ocean-girt rocks. Though
at first in apparently good health and, as near as could be
judged, not over fifty years of age, she lived only three
months after her removal from the island. The change of
food and of her mode of life was probably too great and too
sudden; and she sickened and died; 1 and as the other members of her tribe had disappeared or been swa!lowed up in
other tribes, her language seems to have died out with her.
As there was nothing in the way of writing, either by letters or pictures among the Californian Indians, their only history was transmitted by tradition . They had a sort of songs
or chants, used in some of their feasts and ceremonies; but
even these were in an old language which had passed away,
having little or no resemblance to the dialect then commonly
spoken. Only the chiefs and medicine-men understood them
1
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or had any idea of what they signified. It is said that there
were some conventional signs, such as marks on shells or
arrangement of feathers or cuts upon trees, by which they
could convey a certain kind of intelligence and particularly
fix a time for a rendezvous to celebrate a feast, steal horses
or attack an enemy; and that by means of fires lighted on
the hills they could telegraph to one another; but there was
nothing to fix or preserve the meaning of words, which therefore changed more or less with every generation.
De Lamanon, who accompanied La Perouse and had some
opportunities of observati0n at Monterey, speaks of two different languages spoken there; one that of the Achastlians
and the other that of the Ecclemachs, ·corresponding doubtless to what were otherwise known as the Eslenes and the
Runcienes . The language of the Achastlians was adapted to
the feeble development of their understanding. As they
had few abstract ideas, they had few words to express them.
They did not appear to distinguish different species of animals to any great extent by different names. They called
both toads and frogs "ouakache;" and in like manner different vegetables having the same uses were called by the same
name. To indicate moral qualities, they used words indicative of the sense of taste, like the Lower Californians. Thus
" missick" denoted a good man or savory food and "keches"
meant a bad man or tainted food. They distinguished plurals from singulars and they conjugated some tenses of verbs,
but had no declensions of nouns. Their substantives were
much more numerous than their adjectives. They did not
employ the labials "f" and "b," nor the letter "x;" but they
had" cl1r" as in" chrskonder" bird;" chruk" hut. The diphthong "ou" was found in more than half their words, as
"chouroui" to sing; "touroun "the skin; "t9nours" the nails . .
Their most common initial consonants were "t" and "k ."
They had words to denote numbers up to ten; but very few
of them could go beyond five without counting with their fingers. The language of the Ecclemachs, on the other hand,
who lived to the eastward of Monterey, was entirely different
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and was supposed to have a greater resemblance to the languages ef Europe than to the other languages of America
Their idiom, though it could not be compared with the language of civilized nations, was richer than that of any other
Californian tribe. Their numerals were "pek " one, "oulach "
two, " oullef" three, " amniabou " four. "pemaka" five, • pekoulana" six, " houlakoalano " seven, " koulefala " eight, " kamakoualane" nine, "tomoila" ten.1 Duftot de Mofras, who
possessed a manuscript grammar of the language of the Tu-lare Indians composed by Father Felipe Arroyo de la Cu~
of Santa Inez, formerly for many years pf San Juan Bautista,
says that it wanted the consonants "b," " d,'' " f," "g" and
"r," which play a prominent part in most of the .languages of
the world; but it had many guttural and aspirated articulations. All the Indians, however, seemed to succeed in pronouncing Spanish with facility; though ordinarily they would
change the " r" into " 1" and say "pale" instead of" padre "
and .. Malia" instead of " Maria." 1
Various writers, in addition to those named, have attempted
to give some information in regard to the Indian langu~
a subject which might perhaps with proper knowledge and
proper treatment, lead to important results-but so far little
or nothing has been elaborated . With the exception of specimens of the Lord's Prayer in different dialects and a few
words and grammatical notes,' of which philology has not yet
been able to make much use, substantially nothing remains.
And in this same connection it is to be noted that the attempts above mentioned to give In<lian words, and in fact all
other attempts to reproduce Indian or other barbarous languages, are and must in the nature .of things be more or less
imperfect and vain; for the reason that the original sounds
were entirely different from those used by enlightened people.
Different nations and indeed different authors of the same
nation give entirely different spellings to the same word; and
it may safely be assumed that none of them give the correct
La Pt!rouse, I, 466-469.
Duftot de Mofras, II, 387, J88.
• Duflot de Mofras, II, 390-400.
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pronunciation . The numerals of the Ecclemachs, as above
given by a Frenchman, were spelled in a very different manner and required very different pronunciation when given by
a Spaniard .' Dana, speaking of the language of the Californian Indians in general, described it as the most brutish that
could be conceived . The words seemed to fall off of the ends
of their tongues. In other words, according to his description, while they were talking there was a continual sound
made in their cheeks outside of their teeth ; and their language was a complete "slobber."'
1
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Relacion, 172.
Dana, 135.
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